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The orrginal texts of these interventions appear in the edition published in the language
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IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
(Pruident)
(fbc sitting wos oPened at 5.00 P.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is oPen.
I' ResumPtion of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament which was adiourned on 8 July
t977.
2. APologies
President. 
- 
Apologies have been received from Mr
Klinker, who regrets his inability to attend this part-
session,
3. Tibutc
President. 
- 
I regret to inform you that on 5
September Mr Cornelis Laban, a Member of this Parlia-
ment, died while attending a seminar held by his polit-
ical group in Sorrento. Mr Laban was bom in
Rotteidam on 7 September 1925, and had been a
'l7orkers' Party representative in the secorld chamber
of the States General of the Netherlands since 1967'
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Mr Laban became a Member of the European parlia-
ment in 1973. As a member of the Socialist Group he
devoted great energy to Community activities, in parti-
cular as a member of the Committee on Agriculture,
of which he was first vice-president, the Committee
on External Economic Relations, the delegation to the
Joint Parliamentary Committee of the EEC-Greece
Association and the Consultative Assembly of the
ACP-EEC Convention.
I know that we will all remember Mr Laban for the
enerSy and enthusiasm he displayed in all his contri-
butions to the activities of this House. On behalf of
the Assembly I have conveyed our most sincere condo-
lences to his family and to the Socialist Group. I now
ask you to observe a minute's silence in memory of
our late colleague Cornelis Laban.
(A rninute's silence uas obsented)
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, fuIember of the Commission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, on behalf of the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities, I should like to express our
sincere sympathy on the death of Mr Laban. !7e shall
remember Mr Laban as an always helpful and friendly
colleague. He gave excellent service, not least to the
Commission; he always provided exemplary support
for our endeavours in the agricultural sector and in
fields connected with training, youth and education.
His death affects us all. On behalf of the Commission
and its President, I can assure you that we shall always
remember him with respect.
4. Documents subrnitted
President. 
- 
Since the session was adioumed, I have
received the following documents:
(a) from the Council, requests for opinions on the
following proposals and communications from the
Commission to the Council:
- 
proposal for a decision laying down a multi-annual
research and development programme in the field of
primary raw materials (indirect action) (1978-1981)
for the European Economic Community (Doc.
222t74,
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a directive amending Directive
64/432|EEC on, as regards brucellosis, the buffered
brucella antigen test,45/20 vaccine and the inconclu-
sive range to the serum agglutination test (Doc.
223/77)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
proposals Ior:
I. a regulation amending Regulations (EEC) Nos
l408l7l and 574172 on rhe application of social
security schemes to employed persons and their
families moving within the Communiry
II. a regulation amending the Annexes to Regula-
tions (EEC) Nos 1408/71 and 574172 on the
application of social security schemes to
employed persons and their families moving
within the Community
(Doc. 228177)
which have been referred to the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education;
- 
communication on the common policy in the field
of science and technology (Doc. 229177)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a first programme of research projects in
the field of medical and public health research (Doc.
230t74
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
proposal for a directive amending for the first time
Directive 74/329/EEC on the approximation of the
laws of the Mbmber States relating to emulsifiers,
stabilizers, thickeners and gelling agenrs for use in
foodstuffs (Doc. 231 177)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection ;
- 
proposal for a decision adopting a second 3-year plan
of Action in the field of information and documenta-
tion in science and technology (Doc. 232177)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy-
and Research as the committee responsible, and to the'
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for their opinions ;
- 
proposal for a directive on the harmonization of pro-
visions laid down by law, regulation or administrative
action in respect of standard exchange of goods
exported for repair (Doc. 233177)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations;
- 
proposal for a directive on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to the driver's seat
on wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors (Doc.
234t74
which has been referred to the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as
the committee responsible and to the Legal Affairs
Committee, the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection for their opin-
ions ;
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- 
proposals for:
- 
a regulation prohibiting the direct fishing and
landing of herring for industrial purPoses
- 
a regulation laying down conservation measures
in respect of herring stocks in the North Sea in
1978
- 
a regulation relating to certain interim measures
for the conservation and management of certain
herring stocks
and
- 
a communication concerning the proposal for a regu-
lation relating to certain interim measures for the
conservation and management of certain herring
stocks
(Doc. 236177)
which have been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture ;
- 
proposal for a regulation amending Council Regula'
tions (EEC) Nos 2052/69, 1703172 and 2681174 on
the Communiry financing of expenditure resulting
from the supply of agricultural products as food aid
(Doc. 237177)
which has been referred to the Committee on Budgets
as the committee responsible and to the Committee
on Development and Cooperation for its opinion ;
- 
proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 1900/74 laying down special measures for soya
beans (Doc. 238174
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
proposals for:
- 
a directive concerning certain Products used in
animal nutritiolr 6
- 
a third directive amending Directive 70l524|EEC
conceming additives in feedingstuffs
- 
a directive amending Directive 74l63lEEC on the
fixing of maximum permitted levels for undesir-
able substances and products in feedingstuffs and
amending Directive 70l373lEEC on the introduc-
tion of Community methods of sampling and
analysis for the official control of feedinptuffs
(Doc. 239177)
which have been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection for its opinion ;
- 
proposal for a regulation laying dawn special
measures in respect of castor seeds (Doc. 240/74
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a directive prolonging certain derogation
measures in relation to brucellosis and tuberculosis
granted to Denmark, Ireland and the United
Kingdom (Doc.24tl77)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
communication on points for a Community strategy
on the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuels (Doc'
242174
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research;
- 
proposal for a directive amending Directive
75l3l9lEEC of 20 May 1975 on the approximation
of provisions laid down by law, regulation or adminis-
trative action relating to proprietary medicinal
products (Doc. 2a3177)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion ;
- 
proposal for regulation opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of a Community
tariff quota for wines from fresh grapes and grape
must with (ermentations arrested by the addition of
alcohol falling within heading No 22.05 of the
Common Customs Tariff, originating entirely in
Greece (Doc. 244fin
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee resPon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
- 
proposals conceming regulations relating to the eppli-
cation for the year 1978 of the generalized tariff pref-
erences of the European Community (Doc. 2a5177)
which have been referred to the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation as the committee resPon-
sible and to the Committee on External Economic
Relations, the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for
their opinions ;
- 
communication concerning an action programme for
aeronautical research (Doc. 2a6177)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Energy and
Research and the Committee on Budgets for their
opinions ;
- 
proposal for a decision adopting a concerted research
action on the growth of large urban concentrations
(Doc.2a7l77)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
the Second Report from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council on the achieve-
ment of Community energy policy objectives for
1985, together with a draft Council Resolution (Doc.
248174
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for is
opinion;
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- 
proposals for:
- 
a regulation amending Article 9 of Regulation (EEC)
No ll80/77 on imports into the Community of
certain agricultural products originating in Turkey
- 
a regulation amending Regulations (EEC) Nos
1508176, 1514176 and 1521176 on imports of
olive oil originating in Tunisia, Algeria or
Morocco
(Doc. 249177)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation for
their opinions (in the latter case only in respect of the
second proposal for a regulation);
- 
proposal for a regulation suspending application of
the condition to which the importation into the
Community of certain citrus fruit originating in
Spain or in Cyprus is subject by vinue of the agree-
ments between the Community and those countries
(Doc.250/77)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture for its
opinion;
- 
communication on the fast breeder option in the
Communiry context 
- 
justification, achievements,
problems and action perspectives (Doc. 251177)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budges for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a regulation relating to the organization
of a survey on the structure of agricultural holdings
in 1979 (Doc. 252/77)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee iesponsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a decision adopting a programme of
research and development for the European Atomic
Energy Community on uranium exploration and
uranium extraction (Doc. 253/77)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a multiannual programme of research
and development in the European Communities on
paper and board recycling (indirect action: 19781
1980) 
- 
(Doc. 2s4177)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsibie, and to the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection for its opinion;
- 
the communication from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council on a Commu-
nity plan of action in the field of radioactive wastes
(Doc. 2ssl77)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a directive on the protection of partici-
pans in home study courses (Doc. 256174
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion and the Legal Affairs Committee for their opin-
lons ;
- 
proposal for a decision adopting a concerted-action
proiect of the European Economic Community in
the field of physical properties of foodstuffs (Doc.
2s7174
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the commitee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
proposal for a regulation extending the period of
validity of Regulation (EEC) No 3328175 renewing
the arrangements for the reduction of import charges
on beef and veal products originating in the African,
Caribbean and Pacific States (Doc. 258174
which has been referred to the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on Agriculture for their opinions ;
- 
proposal for a regulation amending Council Regula-
tion (EEC) No I 180/77 ot 17 May 1977 on imports
into the Community of certain agricultural products
originating in Turkey (Doc. 271177)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
(b) from the committees the following reports :
- 
report by Mr Osbom on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council for a Regulation conceming Community aid
for financing cyclical stocks of hard coal, coke and
patent fuel (Doc. 226177);
- 
report by Mr Spicer on behalf of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council for a
directive to protect the consumer in respect of
contracts which have been negotiated away from busi-
ness premises (Doc. 2271771;
- 
report by Mr Coust6 on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on the proposals
from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council for a four-year programme for the
development of informatics in the Community (Doc.
23st74;
- 
report by Mr Lange on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets on the internal rules of procedure for consid-
eration of the draft general budget of the European
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Communities for the 1978 financial year (Doc.
273t74;
(c) the following oral questions :
- 
oral question with debate by Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti, Mr van der Gun, Mr Bertrand, Mr Ripamonti,
Mr Martinelli, Mr Noi, Mr Granelli, Mr Vandewiele
and Mr Pisoni to the Commission of the European
Communities on the Statute for migrant workers
(Doc.259174;
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Coust6 and Mr
Bouquerel on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats to the Commission of the
European Communities on the financing of wide
inland watersays in Europe (Doc. 260177);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Aiello and Lord
Bethell on behalf of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection to the
Council of the European Communities on the
meeting of the Council of Environment Ministers
(Doc. 261177);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Coust6 on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affain
to the Council of the European Communities on the
implementation of Community policy in the field of
data processing (Doc. 2621771;
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Seefeld on behalf of
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Plan-
ning and Transport to the Council of the European
Communities on summertime arrangements within
the European Community (Doc. 263177);
- 
oral question with debate by Mrs Dunwoody, Mr
Adams, Mr Lezzi, Mr Albers, Mr Kavanagh, Mr
Delmotte, Mr Carpentier, Mr O. Hansen, Mr Donde-
linger, Lord Murray of Gravesend, Mr Schreiber and
Lady Fisher of Rednal on behalf of the Socialist
Group to the Commission of the European Commu-
nities on unemployment among young people (Doc.
2Oal77);
- 
oral question with debate by Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti, Mr van der Gun, Mr Pisoni, Mr H.I7. Miiller,
Mr Vandewiele, Mr Friih, Mr Schw6rer, Mr Vemaschi,
Mr Granelli and Mr Caro, to the Commission of the
European Communities on unemployment among
young people in Europe (Doc. 265177);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Albers, on behalf of
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education to the Council of the European Communi-
ties on the education of children of migrant workers
(Doc. 256177);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Coust6, on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats to the
Commission of the European Communities on the
Multifibre Agreement (Doc. 2681771 ;
(d) the following oral question without debate :
- 
oral question by Mr Fellermaier to the Commission
o( the European Communities on charges for interna-
tional telerlines in Euroft 1Doc. zein4;
(e) for Question,Time on 13, 14 and 15 September
1977, oral questions, pursuant to Rule 47A of the
Rules of Procedure by:
Mr Cifarelli, Mr Dalyell, Mr Corrie, Lord Bessborough,
Mr Osbom, Mr Evans, Mr Brown, Mr Mitchell, Mr Noi,
Mr Zynvietz, Mr Edwards, Sir Brandon Rhys !?illiams,
Mr Caillavet, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mrs Kellett-
Bowman, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Coust6, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr
Meintz, Mr Howell, Mr Radoux, Mr Herbert, Mr Nyborg,
Mr Corrie, Mr Feit, Mr Patiln, Mr Osbom, Mr Hamilton,
Mr Seefeld, Mr Evans, Mr Dalyell, Mr Masullo, Mr Donde-
linger, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Giraud, Mr Edwards,
Mrs Ewing, Mr Coust6, Mr Herbert, Mr Nyborg, Mr
Durieux, Lord Bethell, Mr Hamilton, Sir Derek \Talker-
Smith, Mrs Ewing, Mr Price, Mr Radoux and Mr Kava-
nagh (Doc. 2691771;
($ from the Commission, the Second Annual Report
on the European Regional Development Fund
(te76l 
- 
(Doc. 224177)
which has been referred to the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as the
committee responsible and to the Committee on
Budgets and the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Alfairs for their opinions;
(g) from the Council:
- 
the Third Financial Protocol between the European
Economic Community and Turkey (Doc.225177)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Budgets and the Polit-
ical affairs Committee for their opinions;
- 
the tables of the staff complements of the European
Centre (or the development of vocational training
and the European Foundation for the improvement
of living and working conditions for the financial
year 1978, approved by the Council of the European
Communities (Doc. 27 2177)
which has been referred to the Committee on Budgets
as the committee responsible, and to the Committee
on Social Affairs, Employment and Education for its
opinion.
5. Texts of treaties forwarded b1 tbe Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of the following documents :
- 
Cooperation Agreement between the European
Economic Community and the Arab Republic of
Egypt and Final Act;
- 
Interim Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Arab Republic of Egypt and
Final Act;
- 
Agreement between the Member States of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community and the Arab Repub-
lic of Egypt;
- 
Agreement between the Member States of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community and the People's
Democratic Republic of Algeria;
- 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters on
the amendment of the Agreement betveen the Euro-
pean Economic Community and the Republic of
Austria on the application of the rules on Commu-
nity transit;
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- 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters dero-
gating from Article I of Protocol No 3 to the Agree-
ment between the European Economic Community
and the Republic of Austria;
- 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters on
. 
the amendment of the Agreement between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and the Swiss Confedera-
tion on the application of the rules on Community
transit ;
- 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
on trade in textile products;
- 
Cooperation Agreement between the European
Economic Community and the Syrian Arab Repub-
lic ;
- 
Agreement between the Member States of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community and the Syrian Arab
Republic and Final Act;
- 
Interim Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Syrian Arab Republic and Final
Act;
- 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity, the Swiss Confederation and the Republic of
Austria on the extension of the application of the
rules on Community transit;
- 
Cooperation Agreement between the European
Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan I
- 
Agreement between the Member States of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community and the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan and Final Act;
- 
Interim Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
and Final Act;
- 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
between the European Economic Community and
Barbados, the People's Republic of the Congo, Fiii,
the Cooperative Republic of Guyana, Jamaica, the
Republic of Kenya, the Democratic Republic of
Madagascar, the Republic of Malawi, Mauritius, the
Republic of Surirram, the Kingdom of Swaziland, the
United Republic of Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago
and the Republic of Uganda concerning the agreed
quantities of cane sugar for certain ACP States;
- 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
between the European Economic Community and
the Republic of India on the guaranteed prices for
cane sugar lor 197711978;
- 
Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the State of
Israel ;
- 
Protocol relating to financial cooperation between the
European Economic Community and the State of
Israel and Final Act.
- 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
between the European Economic Community and
Barbados on the guaranteed prices for cane sugar for
1977 I 1978 ;
- 
Notice on the completion by the Communiry of the
procedures necessary for the entry into force of the
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
on trade in textile products;
- 
Interim Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Lebanese Republic and Final
Act;
- 
Cooperation Agreement between the European
Economic Communiry and the Lebanese Republic;
- 
Agreement between the Member States of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community aird the Lebanese
Republic and the Final Act of these two Agreements;
- 
Notice of the compietion by the Community of the
procedures necessary for the entry into force of the
Interim Agreement between the European Economic
Communiry and the Lebanese Republic ;
These documents will be placed in the European Parli-
ament's archives.
5. Autborization of rcports
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure, I have authorized committees to draw up
reports as follows :
- 
Political Alfairs Committee
a report on the problems of the Middle East
a report on the political aspects of the situation in
Southern Africa
- 
Committee on Economic and fuIonetary Affairs
a report on the technical aspects of the mechanism ol
the system of monetary compensatory amounts
- 
Committee on Energ and Research
a report on Euratom inspection
a report on the prospects and scope for greater cooper-
ation berween the International Energy Agency of the
OECD and the European Communities
a report on the need for Community participation in
current and future proiects in the field of interna-
tional space research 
- 
asked for its opinion:
Committee on Ecanomic and Monetary Affairs
- 
Committee on External Economic Relations
a report on the effects of the Community's commer-
cial policy on the level of economic activity in the
nine Member States.
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7. Receipt of tbe draft budget for 1978
President. 
- 
I have received the draft general budget
of the European Communities for the 1978 financial
year, established by the Council (Doc. 270177).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Budgets, pursuant to Rule 23 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure.
8. Statement by tbe Preiident
Presidcnt. 
- 
On a proposal from the enlarged
Bureau, Question Time in this part-session will be
held as follows :
- 
Tuesday : 3.00 p.m. to 3.45 p.m.; questions to the
Commission
- 
Sflednesday: 3.00 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.; questions to
the Council and to the foreign ministers meeting
in political cooperation
- 
Thunday: 3.00 p.m. to 3.45 p.m.; questions to the
Commission.
As a result of the enlarged Bureau's deliberations, Parli-
ament agreed during the July part-session that with
effect from the September part-session, voting on
reports on the agenda woul5l take place at fixed times.
Since the third sub-paragraph of Rule 29 (l) of the
Rules of Procedure provides that Parliament may not
consider any amendment unless it is moved in the
course of the debate, any amendments tabled after the
close of the debate will not be put to the vote. !7hen
the vote is held the debate will be considered closed ;
the only Member permitted to speak will be the
rapporteur, who will have the opportunity of
expressing, briefly, his committee's views on the
amendments put to the vote.
The system of voting at fixed times does not, of
course, apply to debates organized Pursuant to Rule 28
of the Rules of Procedure, motions of censure,
budgets, or votes on urgency as provided for in Rule
14 of the Rules of Procedure.
Voting on the motions for resolutions contained in
the reports on which the debate has been closed will
therefore take place on Tuesday, !flednesday and
Thursday immediately after Question Time, and on
Friday at the end of the sitting.
Reports to be dealt with by the procedure for voting
without debate will be put to the vote on Friday at the
beginning of the sitting.
This system will be applied on an experimental basis.
9. Order of business
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
At its meetin g of. 7 July 1977 the enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been distributed.
However, during the recess I received a number of
requests for changes to the agenda, which were
discussed at the meeting of the enlarged Bureau this
moming.
On a proposal from the enlarged Bureau, I suggest
that the House approve the following changes: the
oral question with debate by Mr Coust6 and Mr
Bouquerel, on behalf of the group of European
Progressive Democrats, to the Commission, on the
financing of wide inland waterways in Europe, will be
withdrawn from the agenda for Tuesday.
The oral question with debate by Mr Coust6, on
behalf of the group of European Progressive Demo-
crats, to the Commission, on the Multifibre Agt .-
ment, will be taken as the last item on Vednesday's
agenda and not, as originally fixed, as the last item on
Thursday.
On Thursday, the oral question by Mr Coust6 on the
Multifibre Agreement will be replaced by the oral
question with debate by Mr Houdet on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group to the Commission on
animal feeding-stuffs.
The report by Mr Hughes on various proposals from
the Commission to the Council on herring stocks will
be placed provisionally on Friday's agenda, pending a
decision by the Committee on Agriculture.
Moreover, the following documents will be submitted
for debate during this part-session:
- 
a motion for a resolution with a request for urgent
debate pursuant to Rule 14, tabled by the Socialist
Group, on flooding in the south of France;
- 
an oral question with debate to the Council or to the
foreign ministers, on behalf of the Christian Demo-
cratic Group, and possibly other SrouPs, on
terrorism ;
- 
a motion for a resolution tabled by the Liberal and
Democratic Group on the situation in South Africa.
Urgent procedure will of course be required for these
items.
The Committee on Extemal Economic Relations will
decide, at a meeting to be held later this week,
whether to approve a report on relations between the
European Economic Community and Portugal, which
will deal only with matters of trade relations, and
which it may ask the Assembly to consider at this
part-session.
I shall ask the House to decide on the inclusion of
these items on the agenda for this Part-session when
the relevant texts have been made available.
Subiect to these changes, the agenda for this Part-ses-
sion will therefore be as follows :
Debates of the European Parliament
President
Tbis aftenoon
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Statement by the Commission on action taken on the
opinions of Parliament
- 
Osbom report on financing cyclical stocks of hard
coal, coke and patent fuel
Tuudal, 13 September 1977
10.00 a.m and in tbe afternoon
- 
Presentation and debate on the draft general budget
lor 1978
- 
Lange report on the intemal rules of procedure for
consideration of the 1978 budget
- 
Breg6gire report on Community consumer policy
- 
Spicer report on consumer protection
3.00 p.m.
- 
Question Time
3.45 p.rn.
- 
Voting on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed
Wednesdal, 14 September 1977
9.00 a.m. and ia the afternoon
- 
Ardwick report on the economic situation in the
Community
- 
Joint debate on the oral question to the Council and
the Coust6 report on data processing in the Commu-
nity
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on the
meeting of the Council of Environment Ministers
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on summer-
time in the Community
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on educa-
tion of the children of migrant workers
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on the
Multifibre Agreement
3.00 p.m.
- 
Question Time
4.30 p.m.
- 
Voting on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed
Thursday, 15 Septembcr 1977
10.00 a.m. and in tbe aftertoon
- 
Joint debate on rwo oral questions to the Commis-
sion on unemployment among young people
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on the
Statute for migrant workers
- 
possibly, oral question with debate to the Commission
on animal feedingstuffs
3.00 p.m.
- 
Question Time (conclusion)
3.45 p.m.
- 
Voting on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed
Fiday, 16 September 1977
From 9.00 a.rn. to 12 noon
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Possibly, voting on repons without debate
- 
Possibly, resumption of Thursday's agenda
- 
Cral question without debate to the Commission on
charges for international telex lines in Europe
- 
Possibly, Hughes report on herring stocks
- 
Voting on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
10. Limit on speaking time
President. 
- 
I propose that, in accordance with our
usual practice, the speaking time on all reports and
motions for resolutions on the agenda be limited as
follows:
- 
15 minutes for the rapporteur and for one speaker on
behalf of each group
- 
l0 minutes for other speakers.
Are there are obiections ?
That is a$eed.
ll. Proced.ure urithout report
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 27A (5) of the Rules
of Procedure, the following Commission proposals
have been placed on the agenda for this sitting for
consideration without report :
- 
proposals for:
L a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the adminisration of Community tariff quotas
for port wines, falling within heading ex 22.05 of
the Common Customs Tariff, originating in
Portugal (1978)
II. a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administration of Community tariff quotas
for Madeira wines, falling within heading ex
22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating
in Portugal (1978)
III. a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administration of Community tariff quotas
for Setubal muscatel wines, falling within heading
ex 22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, origi-
nating in Portugal (1978)
(Doc. t7tl77)
These proposals had been referred to the Committee
on External Economic Relations as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture and
the Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
- 
proposal for a regulation opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of a Community
tariff quota for fresh or dried hazelnuts, shelled or
otherwise, falling within subheading ex 08.05 G of
the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Turkey
(te78) 
- 
(Doc. 172177)
This proposal had been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
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- 
proposal for a regulation opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of a Community
tariff quota for apricot pulp falling within subheading
ex 20.06 B II c) l) aa) of the Common Customs
Tariff, originating in Israel (1978) 
- 
(Doc. 195177)
This proposal had been referred to the Committee on
Extemal Economic Relations as the committee resPon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
- 
proposal for a regutation opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of a Community
tariff quota for dried grapes in immediate containes
of a net capacity of 15 kg. or less, falling within
subheading 08.04 B I of the Common Customs Tariff
(1e78) 
- 
(Doc. 215177)
This proposal had been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committ€e resPon-
sible, and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
Unless any Member asks leave to speak on these Pro-
posals, or amendments to them are tabled before the
opening of the sitting of Friday, 16 September 1977,1
shall, at that sitting, declare them to be approved by
the European Parliament, pumuant to Rule 27A (6) of
the Rules of Procedure.
12. Fixing of deadline for committees concerned to
delbcr tbeir opinion on tbe draft budget for 1978
and deadline for tabling amendments
President. 
- 
On a proposal from the Committee on
Budgets I have fixed 28 September 1977 as the first
deadline for the tabling of draft amendments,
proposed modifications, proposals for outright reiec-
tion and proposals for the alteration of the maximum
rate of increase for expenditure in resPect of the 1978
draft budget. The same date will also be the deadline
for the committees consulted to deliver their opinions
to the Committee on Budgets. For the political SrouPs
the deadline will be 7 October 1977.
13. Time limit for tabling amend,ments
President. 
- 
I propose that the deadline for tabling
amendments to the report by Lord Ardwick on the
economic situation in the Community be Tuesday, 13
September 1977 at 3.00 p.m.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Giraud for a procedural motion.
Mr Gireud. 
- 
(F)l should iust like to say, on behalf,I think, of all honourable Members, how much I
welcome the fact that for onle, we have avoided the
usual tiresome arguments oier the agenda. The
Bureau should be able to work in the same conditions
every time.
(Applarsc)
14. Action tahen bY tbe Commission
on tbe oPinions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
Commission on the action taken on the opinion and
proposals of Parliament.
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner,IWember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)Mt
President, since the last part-session, we have taken
account of a number of amendments proposed by
Parliament. I7e have used Parliament's reports as the
basis for our own amendments wherever we could
justify doing so. The report by Mr Jahn on bird Protec-
tion is a case in point. !7e have also taken into
account the amendments proposed by Mr Baas on the
use of sewage sludge and those by Mrs Squarcialupi
on the protection of workers occupationally exposed
to vinyl chloride monomer' In addition, we have
taken into account two amendments in the budget
sector proposed in the report by Mr Notenboom on
value-added tax, and the proposed amendment of the
Financial Regulation contained in the report by Mr
Shaw. Finally, we have adopted two proposals Put
forward in reports by Mr Liogier and Mr Nyborg on
the wine sector and measures conceming transPort
infrastructure.
15. Regulation on tbe financing of Eclical stocks of
bard coal, coke and Patent fuel
President. 
- 
The next time is the report (Doc.
22617n by Mr Osbom, on behalf of the Committee
on Energy and Research, on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a regulation conceming Commu-
nity aid for financing cyclical stocks of hard coal, coke
and patent fuel.
I call Mr Osbom.
Mr Osborn, rapPorteur. 
- 
Mr President, at this time
of economic uncertainty I, as rapporteur, welcome the
Commission's proposal at present under considera-
tion, which has been drawn up with the intention of
helping Community coal producers, as well as the
independent coke and briquette producers using
Community coal, to maintain stocks in excess of 20
million tonnes, though with a ceiling of 40 million
tonnes.
The fundamental thinking behind this proposal is the
need to maintain Community coal production
capacity at as near the 1974 level as possible, under
satisfactory economic conditions. In fact, in 1974
Community coal production amounted to some 250
million tonnes of coal equivalent. It now aPPears
likely that the Community's nuclear programme is
facing serious difficulties and will not develop as origi-
nally planned. I would welcome the latest forecast
from the Commissioner, Mr Brunner.
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Therefore, coal becomes increasingly important if the
Community is to reduce its dependence on imported
sources of energy, particularly oil from the Middle
East, Africa and elsewhere. The financing of coal
stocks in this case is surely part of a Community
energy policy and part of a Community policy for
coal. I readily accept it will help the producing coun-
tries such as the Federal Republic of Germany and my
own country, Great Britain.
On 2l March, in l7estminster, there was a debate on
coking coal. It was used by the Secretary of State for
Energy, Mr lTedgwood Benn, who has twice reported
to the Committee on Energy and Research thii year,
as a reason for substantiating British poliry, but this is
also part of an overall policy. It should always be
remembered, Mr President, that coal is by far the most
important indigenous source of energy in the Commu-
nity 
- 
although I am well aware of the existence of
North Sea oil. But at a time when oil prices have been
steadily increasing and the security of other sources,
including uranium, cannot be guaranteed, it is fright-
ening to think that Community coal production has
fallen by nearly 9 0/o since 1973 and is now only
about 228 million tonnes 
,of coal equivalent per year,
well below the 1985 target of 250 million. The
Commission has analysed the difficulties facing the
Community coal producers and has reached the
conclusion that the two most serious immediate
problems facing the coal industry come firstly from
the cost of maintaining increased coal stocks, and
secondly competition from cheap coal from third
countries. I should like later on to refer to amend-
ment No l, but would point out that it was always
intended that the Community should import about 50
million tonnes of coal. However, I think this amend-
ment is irrelevant to the issue, which is concemed
with domestic coal producers and their problems.
This measure is aimed at helping Community coal
producers to deal with problems of large stockj. Coal
stocks have been subiect to cyclical variations for
some time.
At the end of 1974, for ihstance, stocks of coal and
coke in the Community came to around 16 million
tonnes. By the end of 1975 
- 
I do not know whether
the Commission has later figures 
- 
this had risen to
55 million tonnes or more than 22olo of normal
annual production. I might add here that, coming
from Sheffield, I regularly pass huge reserves of coa-i
and coke stocks which seem to have been there for
some considerable time.
Oying to the structure of the industry it is very diffi-
cult to adapt coal and coke production to short-term
market fluctuations. The situation is bad at the
moment. Stocks have risen because of the relatively
low level of economic activity affecting major coal and
coke consumers, and of course the steel industry,
much of which is associated with South yorkshire,
which is my part of Britain.
!7ith reference to the steel industry, if the ECSC were
used to finance the stocks, then the burden would fall
on the steel industry, which has its own problems at
present. I therefore welcome the fact that this is now
to fall on the Community budget. If the costs of main-
taining coal and coke stocks were to become too high
then Community producers would be forced to cloie
down production capacity. But the cost of re-opening
mines that have been closed, and particularly the prac-
tical problems, including those of flooding, safety and
the atmosphere in the mines, is considerable ii not
prohibitive, and I am certain that Members of this
House are aware of the social effects of mine closures
in the Community, where unemployment is already a
serious problem.
It is of paramount importance that coal production
capacity be maintained at at least the 1974 ievel if the
Community is to reach a target of fifty-per cent indep-
endence in energy. On the other hand, there is a
strong Yorkshire branch of the National Union of
Mineworkers, and it has been reported that they willput in claims for fl35 per week for faceworkers,
which means up to a 60 7o increase, although perhaps
they will settle for something more modesi.t-.round
20 o/o. I think consumers of coal and electricity would
resent any assistance which could cause them to be
held to ransom 
- 
as other consumers have been in
Britain, particularly the bread consumer today.
The Commission's proposal would provide financial
assistance for total stocks of between 20 and 40
million tonnes. It is not intended that stocks up to 20
million tonnes will qualify for the assistance, since
such stocks could provide a useful buffer to prevent
shortages in times of high economic activity. The
Commission decided on 40 million tonnes as an
upper limit for aid so as to prevent the level of subsid-
ized stocks from getting out of hand. Once stocks
reached the upper limit, producers would then have to
decide whether or how production should be cut back
to keep pace with demand. This is a security system
and should be welcomed
Even if the cost of stocking coal varied from one
Member State to another according to the value of the
coal stocked, depreciation, falling interest rates and
other considerations, this proposil would provide a
uniform subsidy of 2.5 EUA per tonne throughout the
Community. This rate reduces the administrative
costs, and for this reason has the support of the
Committee on Energy and Research, and- t hope, of
this Parliament. The rate of 2.5 EUA per tonne would
cover approximately one third of the cost of main-
taining assisted stocks. As the total cost of keeping 20
million tonnes of coal per year would come to 150
million EUA, this proposal would cost around 50
million EUA in a year when 20 million tonnes quali-
fied for assistance.
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It is to be regretted that the Commission, in its preli-
minary draft-general budget f.ot 1978,,as well as the
Couniil in its draft general budget, only gave a token
entry for this proposal, the urgency of 
.which is
evident at the prisent time. If this proposal is-adopted
by the Council within the next few months, then
piesumably a supplementary budget will be necessary'
it would i.e- i.i more logical to have entered the
required sum under Chapter 32 of the. budget, or
p.ih.pt under Chapter 100 as a provisional appropria-
tion.
The Committee on Energy and Research is pleased to
note that the Commission has included a proviso that
the rate of aid per tonne should not exceed the real
cost of holding stocks. Similarly, if national aids per
tonne for sto.li-holding, added to aids provided under
this proposal, should exceed the actual Per tonne cost
of trotding stocks, then aid on the basis of this Pro-
posal w6uld be reduced proportionately' This
proposed regulation would give the. Commission, at
ih.'r.qu.tt Jf a Member State, or on its own initiative,
the right to suspend wholly or partially the applica-
tion Jf this regulation, if it is likely to Sive rise to
'serious disturbinces in the common market for coal
or difficulties which may result in the deterioration of
the general coal supply situation', or 
. 
if 'appreciable
chan-ges are taking place in the conditions or volume
of iritra-Com.rnity trade on the market for coal
because the economic conditions which prompted the
adoption of this resolution have changed" The
Commission would then be obliged to rePort to the
European Parliament and the Council.
The committee was also pleased to note that the
Commission would have the right to revoke aid
granted on the basis of false or inaccurate declarations
6y applicants. This point was raised in the opinion
gir"n io the commiitee and by various people who
f,ad approached me' The committee congratulates the
Commission on this initiative, and accepts the prin-
ciple of financial suPPort for coal stocks, while regret-
ting the Commission's failure to make the necessary
.ni,y in the 1978 budget. The Parliament should note
that aid is to be grantid on the basis of stocks on the
books of coal anl coke producers according to book-
keeping entries. It is important that these books be
certifie; by recognized accountants, and I hope the
Commission will-be in a position to ensure that all
stocks for which aid is granted exist in fact, in the
quantities indicated in the books. This matter was
raised with the Commission in committee'
Mr President, while drawing uP this rePort, I made
contact with the coal industries of the four Commu-
nity countries most concerned, as well as rePresenta-
tivis of the steel industry, UNICE and, of course' as a
British Member, the Confederation of British
Industry. The replies I have received have been favou-
rable to the Commission's proposal' A draft regula-
tion, which received the support of all the bodies
concerned, is surely worthy of the suPPort of this
House, and I am convinced that it could constitute an
important element in the maintenance of Community
coal production capacity at a reasonable level' I say
this in spite of the fact that many in my group want
to limit the extent to which Sovernments or the
Community intervene, but because of the need to
provide staLility in the mining industry, I believe this
is part of a valuable PolicY.
Mr President, the Committee on Energy and
Research, while considering this proposal, came to the
conclusion that with reference to Article l0 of the
Council's draft resolution' the European Parliament
should be consulted if the rate of aid per tonne, or the
upper or lower limits for quantities of socks are to be
ch.nged by the Commission. Similarly, if the.Commis-
sion ls to suspend application of this Article, wholly
or partially, ai ptorided for in Article ll, then the
European 
'Parliament 
should first be consulted, and
the agreement of the Council obtained' I am pleased
to noi. that the Commission has undertaken to rePort
regularly to this Parliament and to the Council on the
.pili."tion of this regulation. I feel that this proposal
is'a useful step towards helping Communiry coal
producers in ttrii dlfficult time, and thereby increasing
ih. .n.tgy independence of the Community, and
therefore-i strongly urge the House to adopt this
report and suPPort the Commission's proposals'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ellis to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
Mr President, the Socialist Group
welcomes the report prepared by Mr Osborn and is
grateful to him .ha to thi Committee on Energy-and
ftesearch for it. I7e intend to suPPort the motion for a
resolution and the amendments to the proposed regu-
lation, which Mr Osborn has referred to'
Having said that, I would add that I myself question
very sirongly, not 'more in sorrow than in angei, but
soriowfull! and rather angrily, how meaningful this
ds!31s 
- 
and indeed the proposed regulation 
- 
is,
because, although the Commission included a token
entry in its drift budget, I see that the Council of
Ministers have removed even that token entry, so that
this, together with many other things in the extremely
importint energy field, has vanished without trace'
On the face of it, is seems to me that, unless we can
do something towards rectifying this state of affain,
the Council [.t not the faintest intention whatsoever
of trying to develop an energy policy of any kind,
despite t-h. f".t that the whole world now realizes that
thii is an extremely imPortant sector. There are many
controversies from'Ausiralia to Germany, Britain and
America, arising out of the whole question of the
future suppli.t -of .n.tgy. I therefore do not. need to
speak to this Parliament of how imPortant the ques-
tion of securing our enerS'y supplies for the future is'
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This specific question of our supplies of coal is impor-
tant to the Community because, as Mr Osborn has
pointed out, four of the countries produce coal and
two of them produce it in substantial amounts which
represent a very large proportion of what will in 1985
be our total energy consumption; the plan is that the
Communiry should produce 250 million tonnes of
coal in 1985. The great problem is 
- 
and it is quite
clear to anybody who has had any association
whatever with the coal industry 
- 
to maintain
capacity, and this is a very difficult problem indeed. It
requires a massive amount of efforg in human, engi-
neering and financial terms, simply to maintain
capacity in this extremely difficult industry. Short-
term pressures on coal affect it much more than they
would other industries, because, of course, it is 
- 
ai
Mr Osborn has pointed out 
- 
an inflexible industry,
and it is very difficult to readjust output to meet
demand as demand fluctuates from year to year. It is
worth notin& also, that demand fluctuates on a
shorter cycle nowadays than it did before the war. It is
clear that Parliament recognizes this : it is not so long
ago that we debated, for example, Lord Bessborought
report on proposals for assisting the consumption of
coal in power-stations, and now we have this debate
on Mr Osborn's report.
The problem of adiusting capacity in coal has been
with us for a long time ; it was with us well before the
wars and certainly in the inter-war period of the 20's
and 30's. I have very vivid personal memories of how
the problem of adjusting capacity then was dealt with.It was dealt with in a way that most people today
would find unacceptable. !7hat happened in my
country 
- 
and I suspect in other countries as well 
-was that individual colliery companies were simply
given a quota, and each week they produced
according to that quota. They worked the colliery for
one, two or three days, according to the allowance the
authorities had given them. I have one very poignant
memory indeed. The system we used in my village,
which was a colliery village, to decide whether the
colliery was to work the next day, was to blow the
hooter at 6 o'clock in the evening; then everybody
knew there was no work the next day. One of my
friends, now dead, who was a very talented man in
many ways, a talented musician, but not a very enthu-
siastic coal-miner nor overfond of work, used to say,
when he heard the hooter blowing at 5 o'clock, that
there was more music in the hooter of that colliery
than in the whole of Handel's llessiah. (Laugbtei).
That was one way of dealing with the adjustmint of
capaciry.
Surely, that is not acceptable today. !(hat the Commis-
sion is doing is trying to introduce a more acceptable
solution, and I think that if the Council were to agree
to these proposals, we would be at least a substantial
way nearer to solving the problem.
The problem is a very real problem. I would like to
spell out with a few figures, although I do not wanr to
bore the House with a lot of statistics. Mr Osborn also
gave us some figures. It is worth looking at the fact
that in 1974, three years ago, the stocks of coal and
coke in the Communiry were about 6.2% of the
normal annual production, made up of about 16
million tonnes of coal and about l2 million tonnes of
coke. Two years later that had reached 22.3 o/o 
-nearly a quarter of the normal production was in
stock. \7e talk about a butter mountain, which is
about 8 7o of normal production, but here we have
nearly one quarter, so it is a very real problem indeed.
And the problem has aggravated itself considerably in
the last six months, certainly in one or two of our
countries. For example, during the six months ending
last June, stocks of coal and coke went up ii
Germany by 4l o/0, if the figures I have here are
correct. Fortunately, from my point of view, in Britain
they went down by 18 70, but over the Community as
1 yhole during the last six months they rose by some
8 %. So it is a very real problem, and I for one am not
only sorrowful but rather angry that the Council seem
unaware of the need to do anything at all.
There are one or two other points I would like very
briefly to mention. As an outsider 
- 
though I havi
had some association with both the steel and the coal
industries 
- 
I cannot help feeling it a little ironic
that the steel industry in some of our countries,
despite the recession and despite the desperate plightit is in, is making a major effort to devise meinJof
developing a kind of coke from coals which are more
readily available than the best coking coal. Coking
coal is extremely rare, and with the steel industry
spending money in an attempt to devise some kind oi
replacement for this rare commodity, here we are in
serious danger of closing yet more of the limited
capacity that now exists, and I think it is a most repre-
hensible thing that the Council, as fal as the budgit at
least implies, seem to be unaware of the need io do
anything.
My Iinal point concerns the amendment proposed by
Mr Holst, to the effect that it be formally wriiten into
this regulation that countries should be allowed to
import coal. Well, we are not against importing coal
as 
.such : it is a question, it seems to mi, simply of
striking the right balance berween keeping a-suffi-
ciently large capacity within the Community 
- 
2SO
million tonnes per annum is the figure we are
working to 
- 
and, on the other hand, taking in
$ports to make up any deficit which might arise.The point is 
- 
and Mr Osborn made the point 
-that this particular proposed regulation is hardly the
place to write that sort of thing in. I do not know if
Mr Holst is actually present or whether he is going to
move his amendment, but the Socialist Group, forlhe
reason I have explained, will not support the amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Zeyer to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
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(D) Mr President, I should like to
present the opinion of the Christian-Democratic
G.oup on the Commission proposal for a regulation
on financing cyclical stocks of hard coal, coke and
patent fuel.
Ve must first thank our colleague, Mr Osbom, for his
excellent and comprehensive written report, which he
has explained and supplemented in his comments
today. My Group shares the Commission's view that
Community financial measures are necessary to
reduce the burden on coal producers of financing
stocks at the pithead, which have grown by leaps and
bounds in recent yean. Mr Osborn has given the rele-
vant figures, so I shall not delay the House by
repeating them here.
The growth of pithead stocks may be explained by
reference to the recession in the last few years, and
more particularly to the crisis in the Community
steel industry. The creation of reserve stocks is, of
coutse, a means of cushioning production on the one
hand and sales on the other.
Adequate reserve stocks are also required to cover any
increase in demand caused by strain in the energy
market. That is something the past has repeatedly
taught us. The most recent examPle was the 
.period
immediately after the oil crisis in the winter of 1973-
1974.
Even today, unfortunately, the prospect of oil again
being used as a political weaPon cannot be ruled out.
An appropriate stock of coking coal is therefore
needed as an important factor in safeguarding the
European Community's energy supply.
However, to create and maintain stocks in excess of
operating requirements, 
^ 
vety substantial financial
investment is required.
It should also be remembered that the financial
strenSth of the mining industry is not comparable
with that of other industrial sectors and cash is very
scarce for many coal producers at Present. Support
from public funds therefore seems appropriate and
justifiatle, for, without it, some producers would be
iaced with the need to cut back production and
possibly even close the mines. But this would
Lhtantly contradict the Council's decision in 1977 on
a long-term strategy for Community energy policy,
which was to reduce our dependence on oil imports
by increasing the availability of altemative sources of
energy. The medium-term guidelines for coal, drawn
up 6y the Commission in 1975, which call for coal
production in the European Community to be kePt to
a level of 250 million tonnea. of coal equivalent, are
already in question, as current production is only 228
million tonnes per annum.
A further cut in production would be bound to have
grave consequences by the 1980's at the latest. As the
development o[ nuclear energy is already far behind
what was considered both desirable and necessary
only a few years ago, it is clear now that coal will be
used increasingly in power stations in the years to
come. A further cut in coal production would thus
have serious consequences in the medium-term. On
top of this, petroleum supplies would dry up; whether
this happened in 25, or 30, or even 40 years from now
doesn't matter; the age of petrochemicals will then be
at an end. Hence coal refining will take on increasing
importance in the near future. The chemical industry
can be provided with the necessary raw materials by
coal hydrogenation. For these reasons' any further
decline in the production of hard coal in the Commu-
nity, would, in the opinion of my group, be quite inde-
fensible.
As to the scale of the proposed suPPort for financing
coal stocks, the following should be noted. There are
at present more than 55 million tonnes o[ hard coal,
coke and patent fuel in pithead stocks. The Commis-
sion assumes that 20 million tonnes should be
regarded as a normal reserve needed for operational
purpot.s. That we would not deny. But then, under
ihe-Commission's proposal, only 20 million tonnes of
the remaining stocks are taken into account for assis-
tance purposes. The average cost of financing coal
stocks in the Community is 7'5 EUA per tonne, Per
year. A subsidy of only 2'5 EUA Per tonne, per year, is
io be paid, and only until the end of 1980 at that. The
main burden for financing stocks will thus continue
to fall on the coal-mining industry. In my view, the
Commission will have to consider carefully whether
the measures envisaged will be enough to keep coal
production in the European Community at an annual
ievel of 250 million tonnes of coal equivalent until
l 985.
In conclusion, Mr President, to speak quite frankly, it
is my view that the Commission and Council must
face the question of whether they are really serious
about the programmes they have drawn up to safe-
guard Community energy supplies in the wake of the
oil crisis, and whether they are prepared to do every-
thing necessary to make them stick. In particular, they
musi face the question of whether anyone is still
prepared to pursue a common energy policy in the
European Community. Many debates in recent
months, and the continual PostPonement of impor-
tant decisions, give rise to doubt, which I think needs
answering. Parliament has a right to be clearly and
plainly informed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Krieg to sPeak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Krieg. 
- 
(F)W President, ladies and Sentlemen,
when we discuss, in this Parliament, matters relating
to raw materials or energy, we are in a difficult posi-
tion, because it is clear 
- 
and this is not a new or
original idea 
- 
that the situation in Europe is
extremely precarious.
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The Commission proposal which has been submitted
to us and which we are debating today has two aims :
to reduce our dependence on imported oil and to
encourage the production of Community coal.
As we all know, coal is by far the most important
source of ertergy produced in the Community,
although since 1973 production has declined considei-
ably. !7e also know that in maintaining Community
coal production at the 1974 level the coal-mining
industry is faced with a number of problems and
uncertainties, particularly because of the increase in its
stocks and imports of coal from third countries.
For this reason my group is in favour of the proposal
submitted to us, and considers it extremely valuable
insofar as its aim is to help Community coal
producers to deal with the important probiem of
surplus stocks. As we know, these fluctuate consider-
ably according to economic conditions; without
Tenliglilg all the figures given in the repor! I
should like to point out that although in |97{stocks
increased to almost l6 million tonnes, including
almost 12 million tonnes of hard coal, in 1975 they
totalled almost 55 million tonnes of coal and coki,
including 26 million tonnes of hard coal, despite the
fact that coal sales in the Community were also
increasing steadily and substantially. It is no secret
that it is difficult for the Community coal producers
to maintain these stocks on such a large scale, and if
no action is taken a number of pits might have to be
closed down. !7e must also bear in mind that it is in
our interests to maintain these stocks at a reasonable
level in order to be able to meet our energy require-
ments when the market picks up again, and experts
consider that producers should maintain their socks
at a level equivalent to approximately one month's
production.
The proposal before us, the object of which, as I have
said, is to help Community coal producers and inde-
pendent producers of coke and patent fuels manufac-
tured from coal produced in the Community, is
designed to ensure that stocks are maintained a'bove
20 million tonnes but without exceeding 40 million
tonnes. In my view, and that of my group, it is a
perfect solution to the political objectivJ thai we have
set ourselves and which the Commission has in mind,
following- on from a previous proposal relating to a
system of financial aid designed to encourage t6e use
of Community coal in power stations. Mf group is
therefore strongly in favour of it and consideri it 6oth
expedient and necessary.
But in view of the problems involved, which are all
inter-related, we must once again point out that the
Council has recently abolished most of the appropria-
tions relating to the energy sector, and er.n, in'certain
cases, the. actual budgetary items. Thus the appropria-
tions under Article 322 'Aids for coal stoiks' have
been deleted and the Council has replaced them just
by an indent. As for Article 322, which relates to the
use of coal in power stations, it does not appear at all
in the budget.
My group therefore approves without reservations the
resolution submitted to us, but strongly deplores the
Council's attitude and considen that the- common
ggergy policy is still being applied very inefficiently.
\7e shall therefore vote in favour of the text proposed
by Mr Osborn, and at the same time do oui best to
ensure, when discussing the draft budget lor 197g,
that these items are restored to their rightful place.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European Consenrative Group. -
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
speak briefly but very much in support of Mr
Osborn's report which the European -Conservative
Group wholeheartedly endorses, as indeed all the
Commission's proposals for financial support of
cyclical stocks of coal, as an important component in
the community's long-term energy strategy, and I
congratulate. my honourable friend on thai report. I
would merely like to remind the House that 
- 
and I
would like to underline this very strongly 
- 
Member
States are failing, in varying degrees, io achieve the
necessary nuclear generating capacity for electricity.
Much has been heard of late about the strength of the
environmental lobby which is fundamentally opposed
to atomic energy and the disposal of radioactive waste.
If, therefore, Members of this House, Member States
and the Council intend to maintain economic activity
and, better still, create the conditions for economii
expansion and a reduction in unemployment, then
the required energy can be found only with increased
consumption of other energy carriers such as oil, gas
and coal. Now, the constraints on increased consump-
tion of oil are known to us all. There are fewer
constraints on gas, but its intrinsic chemical value and
more limited reserves induce us to look to coal, of
which the Community has sufficient reserves for at
least 200 years. I have seen a recent estimate that they
are virtually unlimited, or at least will be available for
an unlimited period of time. The Community is faced
with the implementation of an energy policy during a
time of recession, and we have to isk -oursilves w[at
practical measures can be taken to ensure continuity
of production and investment in coal production and
coal utilization. I was interested in many of the points
made by Mr Ellis and particularly his reference io the
rarity of coking coal.
Now, Mr President, on my advice as rapporteur, the
House, as Mr Ellis said, gave its approvai in the May
part-session to the Commission's proposals for thi
promotion of coal in electricity generation, a measure
which must aid especially thosC Member States like
France and 
- 
Italy which lack indigenous energy
carriers and share the Community interest in reduciig
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the burden of oil imports' Parliament then also passed
an amendment, which was later accepted by the
Commission, favouring aid to indigenous Community
coal. Now the Present measure to suPPort the
financing of cyclical stocks is the complement of coal
promotion in electricity generation. Th: *9 rePorts
iovetail. The present proposals will benefit principally
the coal industry in the United Kingdom and
Germany, Member States on whom the Community
will be relying for coal supplies in the decades to
come. !flhen ntxt an energy crisis breaks 
- 
and who
can foresee the circumstances in which that might
happen and in which we might suddenly be
depindent for a time on coal-generated electricity ? 
-thi fact that continuity of coal production was main-
tained now will be greatly valued then. I would like to
emphasize the need for the Community to create
.onditiot t which will raise the economic level of
activity which would entail increased energy consumP-
tion and hence increased consumption of coal' There
is little, Mr President, that is Permanent in life, and
there is no reason why these measures should be
peffnanent. Indeed given economic recovery within
ihe three years' operation of this proposal, the need
for the 50'million units of account each year could
well lapse. The Council's readiness to give the
go-ahead for this proposal will certainly, in my view,
6e a litmus test of their exPectations for the economy
of the Communiry' My SrouP suPports Mr Osborn's
and Mr Ellis's aigumeni in regard to Mr Holst's
amendment, which I think we feel is perhaPs not
quite relevant in this context, nor necessary. Ve are
not in any way inhibiting the imPort of coal from
third countries, and indeed this was accepted in the
report which I drew up earlier th-is year. I therefore
urge this House to suPPort the r:P9rt of the
committee and I repeat my conSratulations to my
honourable friend.
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sions on this subject is proof of our interest in and
concem for these problems.
But today's debate contains a fundamental and inexpli-
cable contradiction. A casual observer at this debate,
well aware of the energy problems facing Europe,
would conclude that a country possessing coal was
under some sort of curse. All the speeches have given
the impression that coal, rather than being a source of
wealth to be exploited and utilized, and likely to Play
an extremely important role in Europe's economy'
particularly after the events of 1973, actually repre-
iented a negative element, depriving the Community
of funds which could be used in other fields.
Therein lies the contradiction, and it is neither colrect
nor acceptable that the problem should be presented
in this way. By this I mean that the problem is struc-
tural rather than coniunctural, and that we must urge
the restructuring and exploitation of this sector at
Community level, given that coal is the only form of
energy which the Community Possesses in any quan-
tity.
In addition, even the discussions in committee failed
to clarify what is meant by 'coniuncture', and in fact
dealt with normal cycles of coal production. Inter-
preted in this way, allowance must be made for
ioniunctural factors in a company's business forecasts'
They cannog therefore, be ignored and must be given
due consideration in drawing up the budget estimates'
As far as oil is concerned, in the intemational agree-
ments signed by the Community- in Paris in
Novembei 1974, the term 'coniuncture' is used in the
sense of an emerSency.
An exact definition of this term is called for not iust
as a formaliry, but because it would help to define
more clearly, when making economic assessments, the
measures needed in this field.
I therefore believe that we must define and extend the
guidelines 
- 
which are still vague and superficial 
-io, .t.tgy policy and coal policy at Community level,
in ordei to clarify the situation. !fle say this not
because we are preiudiced in advance or determined
to stand apart from the other political forces, but
because *. .t convinced that the problem must be
viewed from a fundamentally different angle'
Do we really want to stick to the procedures 
- 
albeit
with one or two differences 
- 
which we have
employed up to now in agriculture, including the utili-
zatiron of that perverse instrument 
- 
as it is generally
considered 
- 
of compensatory amounts ? \7ho can
assure us that, in reality, we are not moving in this
direction, which is the worst way of tackling the
problems involved in building the Community ?
Furthermore, it would aPPear that even the opinion
drawn up by Mr van Aerssen, on behalf of the
Committee on Budges, is not very favourable to the
choice of this mechanism. We therefore believe that
Vice'President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies GrouP.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, our political group
wilt perhaps be the sole dissenting voice in this
debate.
I7e voted against this measure in committee, and feel
that no new-factors have been produced by the rappor-
teur or the subsequent sPeakers to change our views;
we will therefore be voting against the motion for a
resolution here today. This is certainly not because of
any predetermined position. !7e are aware and
convinced of the existence of problems within the
coal sector, and our position in all the previous discus-
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we should display greater courage, and go ahead and
tackle the problem from a structural angle.
I should not like to give the impression 
- 
and would
be most distressed if any of my colleagues were to
suppose such a thing 
- 
that my speech had ideolog-
ical overtones. However, I have noted that firms
request aid when they find themselves in difficulry,
but in times of prosperity refuse to accept any form of
control. This type of situation is clearly unsatisfactory ;I therefore believe that we should have the courage to
recognize that a structure of production with
problems of this nature should be reviewed ; an indus-trial or economic system suffering from these
profound contradictions and grave difficulties, the
consequences of which have to be borne by
companies which are compelled to maintain stocks 
-in this case of coal, but nrany other cases concern
stocks of milk and butter etc. 
- 
needs to be modified
and corrected. For this reason, and with a view to
promoting a more radical approach to these problems,
for which there is no easy solution, certain mechan-
isms should be reviewed, and we should have the
courage to abandon old methods and make a joint
effort with the participation of all the political forces
of this Parliament.
I am sorry if I have spoken at some length, but I
wished to make it quite clear why we shall vote
against this motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dinesen to introduce the
amendment tabled by Mr Holst.
Mr Dinesen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I had not
intended to speak on my first day in the European
Parliament. As a new member, I am not very familiar
with the report by Mr Osborn which is now before the
House. I am nevertheless obliged to take the floor
because Mr Holst, who has tabled an amendment, is
unable to be present, and I shall therefore say a few
words about his amendment.
Mr Ellis has said that rhe Socialist Group cannot
approve this amendment. It has also been said that
the problem it refers to is largely irrelevant, as the
countries concerned will be able to carry on as before.
In view of these considerations, and with the agree-
ment of Mr Holst and on his behalf, I wish to with-
draw this amendment.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Dinesen. It is the
custom of the Chair to congratulate a maiden speaker.
Since that was not a very long speech, I hope I shall
have the chance of hearing you again, sir.
I call Mrs lValz.
Mrs Valz, Cbairman of tbe Committee on Energt
and Research. 
- 
(D) Mr President, honourable
Members, is our future in the energy sector to be
gambled away because the Council of Ministers
cannot find the courage to take tough decisions and is
incapable of self-discipline ? It would seem to be so,
because on 14 June the Commission document on
financing coal stocks, which our colleague Mr Osborn
has so convincingly endorsed, was, for the time being
at least, pigeon-holed with the Permanent Representa-
tives by the Council of Ministers because once again
- 
presumably an agreement will be reached eventu-
ally 
- 
they were unable to agree on coal, which until
now has surely been our most important raw material,
in a Community where raw materials are in short
supply.
It is very significant that very nearly the largest cuts
should be precisely in the energy budget, which is
down by 32o/o.To anyone with any knowledge of the
subject, that is quite simply grotesque. !7hy is the
Council of Ministers refusing to face up to the
problem, when settlement of the energy supply issue
is vitally needed ? Its inaction is an evasion of a basic
responsibility, for the settlement of this issue is a chal-
lenge which must be met if the lTestern world and its
democratic system are to suvive.
Is the democratic form of government, which depends
on the assent of the people through the electoral
system, going to prove incapable of making the sacri-
fices needed to secure our long-term future because
governments and MP's never look beyond the next
election ? If so, we shall ourselves be digging the grave
of the democratic system, because the man in the
street is still totally unaware how critical the situation
is. !flhile the Carter administration calls its energy
programme the moral equivalent of war, thereby stir-
ring up a good deal of protest in America, the latest
study produced by the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Global Perspcctioes 1985 to 200Qhas told Mr
Carter that his proposals for saving energ.y and step-
ping up production are halfhearted and inadequate.
Fifry per cent of Americans, whose nation has the best
communications network in the world, believe that
Mr Carter's energy policy is just talk, and one-third
believe that America could be more or less self-suffi-
cient in oil, although with a figure of 49 o/o America is
now the world's largest importer.
Here in the Community things are no different,
though we are much more dependent that the USA
for our supplies of primary products. !7ith an opti-
mism quite unjustified by the facts, public campaigns
oppose the construction of any kind of power station,
whether for coal or nuclear energy, on the assumption
- 
naive even in conditions of zero growth 
- 
that the
oil-gap can be closed if only big enough energy
sarings are made and altemative sources of energy
savings are made and alternative sources of energy are
speedily developed, quite forgetting that it takes
between l0 and 20 years to develop any alternative.
And the same people are turning down the only
source of energy which could possibly provide any
significant alternative to oil. Indeed, at the paris
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North-South Conference in August 1977, the oil-pro-
ducing countries themselves stressed that petroleum
supplies were limited and exhaustible. Again and
again, they called for the economical use of oil and
gas and stressed the need, as they put it, to use vital
supplies of petroleum only where substitutes were not
feasible, as in the petrochemicals or transport indus-
tries. They also emphasized that the developing coun-
tries would be making increasing demands on oil
supplies in future. Is no one in the Community going
to take that setiously ? Do we really believe that Saudi
Arabia could be the key to supplies in the 'W'estern
world ? Quite apart from the fact that such depen-
dence might lead to grave political consequences, if
Saudi Arabia keeps to its present oil output, there will
be signs of an oil shortage by 1981. If it doubled
production 
- 
and why should it, its dollar-reserves
are high enough ? 
- 
there would still be a supply-gap
by 1989. Yet far from promoting long-term develop-
ment with full financial support for coal and the high
temperature reactor, whose processed heat can be used
for gasifying and hydrogenating coal, we are even
delaying the financing of coal stocks, although we
know very well that North Sea oil would only last fiv6
years in terms of Community consumption.
As for 
.fET, which would open up an inexaustible
supply of energy, the less said about it the better. Here
the utterly short-sighted attitude of our energy minis-
ters is revealed in a quite terrifying way. By the early
1980's, according to the 'Global Perspectives' repor!
there will be an oil-gap even if coal production is
doubled, nuclear power production increased 25-fold,
the historic growth rate of oil demand is halved and
the real price of oil increased by 50 %. An extremely
grim prospect for the survival and stability of the
l7estem world's economic and political systems,
unless our governments and people nerve themselves
for some very stringent measures.
The American opinion polls can only alarm us'
Vhether hearingp will provide much help, Mr
Brunner, seems doubtful to me, particularly as we
have had quite a number in Germany, and the effect
on public opinion has not been very great. The mass
media must discuss this subiect in depth, without
respite and with due emphasis on the consequences
for us all, so that saving energy becomes a matter of
course, and more especially so that the immense finan-
cial backing needed for all our enerS'y resources,
including coal, can be obtained.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
It is with some considerable satisfac-
tion that I rise to support what seems to me to be a
practical proposal in the field of energy, because
certainly the Member State that I come from has
never been known for its cldty of forward-planning
in this field.
Government succeeds government, but we never really
get round to having what we would call an enerSlf
plan. It always seems that we react expediently as
differences emerge and discoveries are made of natural
gas or oil and as experiments are made in trying out
nuclear energy. As you know, we have such energy in
the North of Scotland.
I have a practical proposal to make, but I would like
to say a few words about the Commission's proposal
first. !7e all know it is very easy to close coal-pits, but
it is extremely difficult, well-nigh impossible, to open
them again. In Scotland, and in England too, we could
give you many sad examples of cases where these
lessons have not been learned and vhere forward-plan-
ning has not been taken into account. In ITales too
- 
Mr Ellis has reminded me 
- 
pits which should
have been kept open have been closed unnecessarily.
My party's policy with regard to Scotland, which is a
very practical one, recognizes that long ago we should
have decided on an extraction rate for coal of 12
million tonnes a year. Had we done that, certain pits
would never have been closed. Theie are regrets now
that that was done, but it is really too latel
So, this is a very sensible plan, to prePare for a down-
turn, because coal is still a very vital industry. ![e
noticed that when we had a miners'strike. All the talk
of new forms of energy or other forms of energy tends
to make people overlook just how vital coal is to
indristry. !7hen we had a miners' strike we suddenly
discovered that coal is absolutely vital to our way of
life. This plan is one that I would certainly approve of.
Vhen discussing coal, it would be absurd not to
mention other forms of energy, because this is where
we go wrong. There have 
-been. many documents
before us in the time I have been in this Parliament. I
can refer, for instance, to D6c. 378176, which was all
about the fact that there is grave uncertainty. !7e all
know this, and of course I agree with that. EEC policy
is just as uncertain as UK policy. !(ie have Doc.
47174 suggesting coordination of research. That is
obviously something with which no one would
disagree, because there can be no obiections, surely,
from anyone, to coordinating research. But do we
really have this ? Recently in Germany we have seen
public disquiet expressed in no uncertain way. Even if
you take into account that there were rumours of 'rent-
a-crowd' being in operation, there was undoubtedly
severe public disquiet about the settinS-up of nuclear
energy bases.
!7e did not have public disquiet about nuclear energy
in the North of Scotland, perhaps because we are
accustomed in the North of Scotland to taking
anything we can get in the way of iobs. People have
got so conditioned to accepting any iob, that they try
out dangerous things there. They are glad to have the
work. So there was really no public disquiet in the
North of Scotland, and it was accepted that they
would dispose of their own waste. Buq fellow
Members,
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I can assure you there was considerable public
disquiet in Scotland when there was an attempt to
dump nuclear waste, which came from outside
Scotland, in the South of Scotland. There was a
sudden feeling that the public do not know enough
about this. Certain scientists came to give reassurances
that all was well, others came to say all was very
dangerous. This is a field in which coordination of
research might allay public disquiet; on the other
hand, it might confirm the suspicions that other
forms of energy altogether should be looked at.
In regard to oil, it would perhaps be absurd if, coming
from Scotland and the Scottish Nationalist party, i
were to fail to remind this House that the pro-market-
eers who influenced the 'yes' vote in the referendum
gave three-fold assurances with regard to oil. Firstly,
no EEC interference in the rate of extraction,
secondly, the right to decide what price would be
charged for the oil and, thirdly, the right to decide
which markets we would send the oil to. Now,
common energy policy is being talked about as if it
were a fait accompli, and if that is so, then it could be
that the people who who gave their'yes' vote reluc-
tantly in Scotland were misled on these three points.
Could I say, as an oil MP coming from the Murray
Firth, where we are also discovering the stuff, as weil
as far out in the North Sea, that we feel extreme
disquiet with the rate of extraction, which you in the
EEC might feel is not going fast enough. You may be
applauding the British Government's grab to get that
oil out as quickly as possible to bolster Britaint bank-
ruptcy, but we who live beside it are full of disquiet,
because only temporary jobs are being created. No
proper infrastructure is being provided, and once
again, there is an absence of long-term planning. yetjust across the sea is a country which opted not come
into the EEC, Norway, which has a similar amount of
oil deposits in its sector to that in the Scottish secror.\7e notice that their rate of extraction is entirely
different. Mrs \Valz, who talked about the number of
years, may well be right if the rate of extraction is as
foolish as is proposed by the British Government, and
perhaps sanctioned by all of you coming from other
Member States. But the Norwegians take the view that
the oil should not last for just 30 or 40 years, giving
temporary jobs, creating an industrial wasteland, noi
particularly adding to the skills and training of the
local inhabitants. They take the view that the oil
should last for 100 to 120 years if properly extracted,
and I think it is somewhat deplorable that, in a debate
of such importance, there should be no minister
present. I certainly feel that it is a bit absurd to take
one source of energy in isolation, but I would end by
saying that so far as the proposals go, they are very
practical, and I would certainly support them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, Illember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, during this debate one of my colieagues
pointed out that the Members were safng the very
same thingp that I had got down in my notis. He wai
right; I have scarcely anything more to add. you have
given all 
, 
the arguments and already quoted my
figures. I had exactly the same figurei aj yo.r. ltre
Community can cover 20 o/o of. its energy needs from
own- resources by using coal. Ve have this very
modest Commission proposal to support coal stocks, a
proposal which would only cover a third of the actual
cost of their financin g, i.e. 2.5 EUA out of the 7.5
EUA per tonne. That has already been said. you have
also said that if we go on like this, we shall not
achieve the goal we have set ourselves, of a coal
output of 250 million tonnes by 1985. you have said
,!* :,o:t levels are growing in an alarming way, from6.20/o o/o in 1974 to 22.30/o. in 1976. Those are the
figures which I have myself.
I_have been asked by Mr Osborn for another figure.
How. have things tumed out since 1976? I can -only
say that they have tumed out for the worse; since thi
end of 1976 ve have had a 13 o/o increase in stocks.
That means that one-quarter ot Community coal
p.roduction_is in pithead stocks. IIhy am I repeating
all this ? Because we must clearly undersb;d tha'[
what we have here is not just an economic problem
but.a structural problem too. I7e can turn a biind eye
to it and each of us can back out, saying this is
nothing to do with me, I haven't got any coal, the coal
belongs to another Member State. And indeed, that
kind of tenuous to non-existent solidarity has alwala
been thoroughly characteristic of energy policy in the
Community.
That then is the position, and I am grateful for your
arguments and for this debate, because after it, one
thing at least will no longer be possible. The Council
of Ministers will no longer be able to say that it
cannot adopt a position, that it cannot reach a deci-
sion. Because today the European parliament has
spoken, and from one side of this Chamber to the
other, the message has been that these measures are
modest" that they are viable, that they are the least
that can be expected of the European bommunity in
support of the coal industry and as a demonstration of
solidarity during the current recession.
The arguments you have used are all ones I would use
myself, with perhaps certain minor qualifications. Mr
Veronesi threw in a bit of ideology at one point: I
must say I don't find it so very bad for industry or the
trade unions to ask for state assistance during. ,ec.s_
sion. I believe that is one way to maintain iconomic
equilibrium which cannot be expected to return spon-
taneously under the abnormal pressures of a major
intemational economic recession. It is rather like
putting up an umbrella when it starts to rain, and I do
not see what harm is done if, when the rain is over,
and the sun comes back out, industry and the trade
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unions are prepared to rely once again on the play of
market forces and call for a little less state interference
in their affairs. I can see nothing very obiectionable in
that. But I only say this is in passing.
I should particularly like to endorse what Mrs STalz
said in her speech. The present situation is such that
the people of Europe do not or will not understand
that-their hour has come. The full impact will not
sink in in a few weeks or a few months, nor even in a
few years. Ve shall continue to foster the illusion that
the situation is not really all that bad. S7e shall go on
convincing ourselves that although the crisis in 1973
caused the price of oil to rise to four or five times its
previous level, by and large there has been no really
iundamental change in the situation. We shall go on
encouraging that illusion; and there will be short-
term changes in the market price of oil which, at
times, will give the impression that everything is back
to normal. If we politicians do not have the courage to
remind people of the long-tern consequences of this
attitude and tell them the truth, we shall be failing in
our duty. I7e shall be failing the people of Europe,
because it vrill ultimately cost them their jobs. That is
the situation facing us now.
The European Parliament should not lay itself oPen to
the charge of being partly responsible for that failure.
That is *try it is vital for Europe to tackle a problem
which deeply affects us all. !(e live in an age in which
no one iJ prepared to look beyond his own little
patch, his personal interest, and see the whole picture.
This is not iust an obstacle to Progress on the Euro-
pean energy policy; it affects European policy in
ivery form. No one cares today about what will have
to be done tomorrow, or thinks beyond the next
village or town to what will affect the whole Commu-
nity. this small-minded attitude, which is the reason
why it is impossible to develop a common energy
policy, is not iust a European problem ; it is just as
irevalent in the United States. !7hat Mrs Walz has
iaid proves the point. I was in the United States a few
weeki ago. I was profoundly struck by the fact that the
mass media, the newspapers and television, all but
ignore items of more than purely- local interest. I lived
ii the United States in the 1960's and there has been
a remarkable and dramatic change in the degree of
interest in economic and international affairs outside
the country's frontiers. But we have no right to criti-
cize the people of the United States, and those who
influence-public opinion, for making the very mistake
which we are making ourselves. For that is what we
are about to do with the energy policy. The fact that
the Council of Ministers has cut our budget estimates
so much that we will have less finance available than
in the current budget for energy policy, is iust a small
indication of this.
It is up to you, it is up to the European Parliament" to
redeem the situation. Do not criticize the Commis-
sion on this account; not that I can't take criticism,
but this is not the time or place for it. It is the people
who have been delaying vital decisions, or refusing to
take them, who deserve to be criticized. So criticize
them, and convert your criticism into practical budget
proposals, do something not iust for coal but for all
ihe-other Community energy sectors ! Do something
to ensure that we can save more energy in Europe,
and then perhaps, with the help of the general public,
we shall be able to take a few steps forward together.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
16. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday, 13 September 1977, at l0 a.m. and 3 p.m',
with the following agenda :
- 
presentation of, and debate on, the draft general
budget for 1978;
- 
report by Mr Lange on the internal rules of procedure
for consideration of the 1978 budget;
- 
report by Mr Br6g6gire on Community consumer
policY;
- 
report by Mr Spicer on consumet protection ;
At 3.00 p.m.
- 
Question Time;
At 3.45 p.m.
- 
Voting on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed.
17. Agenda
Ptesident. 
- 
The Commission has informed the
Chair that it is unable to answer the oral question
with debate on animal feedingstuffs, provisionally
placed on the agenda for Wednesday, since the dead-
iine (or its notification was not met. This item has
therefore been withdrawn.
The sitting is closed.
Qhe sitting uas closed at 6.45 pm)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
(tbe sitting opened at 10.5 a.rn)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approual of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
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Fisber of Rednal, on bebalf of tbe Socialist
Group; Mr Scbyns, on bebalf of tbe Cbristi-
an-Democratic Group; fuIr Coust6, on bebalf
of tbe Group of European Progressiu-e Democ'
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behalf of the European Conseraatiue Group ;
iVlr Edwards ; llr Burke, fuIember of tbe
Commission ; -foIr Spicer
15. Agenda for the next sitting
Annex
2. Agenda
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Sp6nale, Mr
Lagorce and Mr Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Colin, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group, Mr Durieux and Mr Caillavet, on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, and Mr
Inchausp6, Mr Liogier and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats, a
motion for a resolution, with request for debate by
urgent procedure pursuant to Rule l4 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the floods in South-Vest France (Doc.
27617n.
I consult the House on the adoption of urgent proce-
dure.
That is agreed.
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President
The Bureau proposes, in agreement with the authors
of the motion for a resolution, that this motion be
included in today's agenda, for consideration immedi-
ately after the votes.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
3. Pre-sentation of, and debate on, the draft general
budget of tbe Communities of l97g
President. 
- 
The next item is the presenration of,
and debate on, the draft general budget of the
Communities lor 1978 (Doc. 270177).
I call Mr Eyskens.
Mr Eyskens, President-in-1ffice of tbe Council, 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is a great
pleasure for me to be with you again today ; on this
occasion I have come here to present the draft general
budget of the European Communities for l97g as
adopted by the Council on 20 July last. The draft wasforwarded to the European Parliament on l0
September in accordance with the timetable which we
decided to follow this year.
May I say at once that I realize the exceptional impor-
tance of this Community budget especially in view of
the political, economic and social context in which
the discussion of it will be taking place. This budget is
the first to be considered since the entry into force of
the Treaty of 22 July 1975 ; in addition, the budgerary
procedure on which we are now embarking involues a
number of innovations and developments in the
budgetary sector that may well create special problems
not encountered in previous years. However, the
Council is firmly excpecting to see close cooperation
with the European Parliament in the budgetary sector
again this year and hopes that all the outsianding
problems will be solved by the end of the year, thui
enabling Parliament to adopt the budget for l97g in
December.
It is not enough to note that there will be problems ;
they must 
.be carefully defined and an attimpt then
made to solve them. The Council tried to do so when
it drew up the draft budget on 20 July.
As you know, the Commission adopted a number of
working hypotheses when it compiled the preliminary
draft budget. The first of these hypothesis was thai
the new European unit of account would be intro-
duced in the general budget for 1978. you will, of
course, be aware that the introduction of the European
unit of account raises the problem of the interpreata-
tion of Article l3l of the Act of Accession. However,
at its meeting of 20 July the Council felt it necessarylo subscribe to the Commission's hypothesis and
therefore compiled the draft budget in European units
of account 
- 
it did so without prejudice to the forth_
:oming discussion of the common interpretation of
Article I 3l . The Council undertook to solve this
problem by 3l October next to qvoid having to
convert the budget into the previous units of account,
a step which nobody wants to see taken. I have made
the necessary representations to Mr Simonet, in his
capacity as President of the Council, so see to it that
this point is placed on the agenda at the earliest
possible opportuniry.
The Council also subscribed to the Commission's
second assumption, which was that the sixth directive
and the implementing regulation on VAT should be
brought into force in time for the provisions of Article
4 of the decision of 2l April 1970 to be applied to the
1978 budget. At this stage the relevanr VAT percen-
tage is calculated at 0.6878 %. This figure will, of
cours_e,_have to be adopted when the budget is finally
established. However, the Council has reserved the
right to consider this second hypothesis in greater
detail later on in the budgetary procedure if that
apPears necessary.
This year there are also other problems, and in parti-
cular the matter of the Financial Regulation. Ai you
know, this regulation is currently being amended. The
European Parliament is familiar with the common
guidelines fixed by the Council on rhis matter, which
caused some disappointment to your Committee on
Budgets. To some extent I am able to understand your
initial reaction, because on a number of important
items in the Regulation the views of our two institu-
tions are still fairly wide apart. I do, however, want to
point out that the Council will be embarking on the
consultation procedure in respect of the new Financial
Regulation in the near future in a spirit of frank
discussion and constructive cooperation, and I hope
that the procedure will enable the views of our rwo
institutions to be reconciled on most of the points
which still divide us. The Commission will, of course,
have a very important part to play in the consultation
procedure.
It may, perhaps, be useful to reaffirm at this stage the
formal position of the Council on one of the i-mpor-
tant matters which will no doubt come up for consid_
eration during the consultation procedure. The
Council is of the opinion that the views put forward
by the Commission to it and to the European parlia-
ment on the application of Article 203 of the Treaty
- 
_as 
regards the introduction into the Communiry
budget of 'split' appropriations, i.e. commitment and
payment appropriations 
- 
will enable the difficulties
existing in this sector to be solved. I for my part hope
that the Parliamenr will be able to .ndo.s. th.
Commission's proposals. However, parliament has not
yet delivered its opinion on them.
I come now to the actual submission of the budget
and to the discussion of its the general implicationJ. I
shall do so in a spirit of frankness, realism and aware_
ness of the very difficult political, economic and social
context in which this budget will have to be consid_
ered.
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\flithout any doubt, the Leitmotif of this budget is
that of selective restraint not unconditional, all-round
restraint but indeed selective restraint because the
budgetary. appropriations that are eventually to be
approved must be used with the greatest possible expe-
diency. It must not be forgotten that at present the
nine Member States are themselves facing enormous
difficulties in the budgetary and other areas, and that
these difficulties will certainly have their repercus-
sions on the Community budget.
The draft which I am now presenting to you thus
does not include all the new actions which the
Commission proposed. We consider most of them to
be premature, at least at this stage. However, this
budget must enable the Communities to continue
their activities in 1978 and undertake a number of
new actions, at least on a selective basis.
This draft reflects the Council's resolve to give priority
to expenditure in the social sector, especially expendi-
ture by the Social Fund, and also its desire to include
at this stage appropriations for the Regional Fund in
1978.
Finally, I would draw your attention to the fact that
the draft budget will be supplemented within the next
few weeks by a note of amendment on a number of
points.
As to the actual content of the draft budget, I would
summarize its main orientation as follows. The draft
budget for 1978 provides 11'5 thousand million Euro-
pean units of account by way of commitment appro-
priations and I l'3 thousand million European units of
account in appropriations for payment. This repre-
sents an increase of some l3 0/o over the 1977 budget
in respect of commitments and l8 0/o as regards
payments. I would point out that these figures of
l3 0/o and l8 7o exceed in most instances the nominal
rate of growth of the budgets of the nine Member
States.
As in previous years, the draft budget for 1978 is once
again dominated by expenditure in the agricultural
sector. These constitute some 3/4 of the total appropri-
ations in the draft budget. Approximately 8'5 thou-
sand million of the I l'3 thousand million are
intended for agricultural expenditure. This is consider-
ably in excess of the figure shown in the preliminary
draft budget. One of the reasons for this is that the
Council did not accept the Commission's proposal to
enter under Chapter 92 in respect of food aid the
appropriations for food aid 'refunds', which it has
again included under Title VI 
- 
Agricultural Fund.
The appropriations in the draft budget for the
EAGGF Guarantee Section reflect as accurately as
possible the probable expenditure in this sector in so
far as it could be estimated in July on the basis of the
data then available. The Council has noted the
Commission's intention to review these estimates in
the course of the month ; if necessary, the Council
will then submit a note of amendment. In the first
place, the annual appropriation ol 325 million EUA
in the draft budget for the Guidance Section of the
EAGGF has been increased by 153'7 million EUA,
which means that the 'Mansholt reserve' is to be
utilized.
In the social sector, the Council has accepted in full
the commitment appropriations of 551'5 million
EUA proposed by the Commission for the European
Social Fund.
As to payment appropriations requested for the Social
Fund, the Council has not agreed to the very substan-
tial increase in these appropriations proposed by the
Commission. The Council is not in fact convinced
that the Commission could achieve a fourfold increase
in actual expenditure in this sector within the space of
one year. The Council has therefore entered four-
fifths of the amount requested by the Commission as
payment appropriations and promised to make good
any shortfall which may occur in the course of the
year if the Commission does in fact spend more than
the Council anticipates.
As regards the Regional Fund, the Council is, as you
know, currently revising the decision of 1975. On 20
July last, the Council was obviously not able to
prejudge the decisions which will be taken at the end
of that review. I therefore consider that the decision to
maintain 
- 
solely as a conservative measure 
- 
the
1977 appropriations under Chapter 100 for the time
being, meets two political requirements facing the
Council, i.e., to make it clear that the Regional Fund
must continue its activities but without prejudging the
discussions which are now under way. The Council
has, of course, entered in the operational sections of
the budget the payment appropriations corresponding
to the payment commitments already entered into
under the Regional Fund.
I would sum the situation up as follows: the prelimi-
nary draft budget provided for an increase of 23.4 o/o
in commitment appropriations, while the increase has
been cut back to 13 % in the draft budget.
The preliminary draft budget showed an increase of
2l'35 o/o in payment appropriations ; this has been
cut back to 18 % in the draft.
Then there is the distinction between compulsory and
non-compulsory expenditure.
First, compulsory expenditure : the preliminary draft
budget provided for an increase of l7'5 0/o in commit-
ments and 16 o/o in payments, while the draft stipu-
lates 15'7 o/o for commitments and l5'9 o/o for
payments. There has thus been a small reduction
overall on the preliminary draft.
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Now for non-compulsory expenditure: the prelimi-
nary draft showed an increase ol 38 o/o in commit-
ments and of 66.6 0/o in payments. The draft now
provides for a rise of 0.53 7o in commitments and of
29'6 o/o in payments.
I want to stress a number of points here : the Council
has made far-reaching changes in the energy and
industry sectors, because it believed that many appro-
priations from previous budgetary years and particu-
larly from 1977 which remained unused could be
carried forward to the following year. which remained
unused could be carried forward to the following year.
However, the Council did agree to a token entry in
respect of Item 3240 
- 
Community energy-saving
programme 
- 
pending the decision ro be taken
shortly on that programme.
In thb research sector the position is different. Here
Most of the Commission's requests have been
accepted. However, the Council felt obliged to block
the appropriations entered for the JET project, for
obvious reasons which I am sure you will all under-
stand.
The Commission proposed to introduce commitment
appropriations this year for development cooperarion.
The Council has accepted the introduction of these
appropriations for the articles relating to financial
cooperation with the Mediterranean countries, but not
for certain other items in this area.
As regards food aid, the Council has generally main-
tained the same level as for the current year. Acting
on the Commission's proposal, it did, however, decide
to show a token entry for food aid in the shape of
skimmed-milk powder pending a decision in Council
on the policy to be pursued in the milk powder
sector. The Council will take its decision on rhe basis
of a communication which the Commission will
shortly be forwarding to it.
In line with the requirements of the present situation,
the Council has followed a policy of great restraint as
regards budgetary expenditure. This selective restraint
naturally applies in the first instance to operating
costs. The Council has tried to meet the Commis-
sion's most urgent staff needs.
I want to return now to a special entry in the draft
budget, namely ltem 2729, in respect of which the
Commission showed in its preliminary draft an
amount of .5 million EUA for an information
campaign in respect of direct elections-to the Euro-
pean Parliament. The Council preferred quite simply
to maintain the figure of I million EUA shown for
this heading last year. The Council does not consider
it dcsirable for a major campaign in this sector to be
entered in the budget of the Commission rather than
in that of thc European Parliament.
A final word, Mr President, on the section of this draft
budget relating to the Courr of Auditors. The draft
budget allows space for the section in respect of the
Court of Auditors, but no appropriation has as yet
been entered here. The Court itself will shortly be esti-
mating and publishing its financial desiderata for
1978, which will then be submitted to the budgetary
authority in a note of amendment. May I take this
opportunity, Mr President, to say again how important
the Council considers the establishment of the Court
of Auditors to be and how desirable the control which
it will be exercising over the proper use of Commu-
nity resources.
Mr President, I will not now go into greater detail on
this draft budget. You will find all the details in the
explanatory memoranduni accompanying the draft.
I assume that the discussion of this draft will shortly
be beginning in the Committee on Budgets, which, in
my view, is the most appropriate body for the discus-
sion of points of detail with the Council. I have had a
working document compiled for the Committee on
Budgets in which all the changes made by the
Council to the appropriation shown in the prelimi-
nary draft are clearly explained and substantiated.
Naturally, I remain at your disposal to answer any
questions which may be put by Parliament roday.
I believe I have outlined the most important features
of the draft budget for 1978. You will have noted that
on this occasion the principle underlying the budget
is that of selective restraint. The draft budget seems to
me to give a f.airly faithful reflection of the situation
facing both the Community and the Member States at
present. At all events, I want to present this draft to
you in a spirit of realism.
Some of you may feel that the axe has been applied in
a wholesale and all-too-radical manner to the prelimi-
nary draft budget, but I hope that they will give
thought to the following argument. Firstly, the
Council did indeed want to effect a careful selection ;
it did not make wild cuts for their own sake. I would
repeat yet again that the underlying principle has
been selective restraint.
Secondly, I would stress that a qualified majority of
votes was often lacking in the Council for the
approval of certain new actions despite the fact that
those actions were considered constructive, at least by
some Member States, even when the criterion of selec-
tive restraint was applied. In the absence of a qualified
majority these actions have not got off the ground.
Thirdly, you know as well as I do that agricultural
expenditure still accounts for 75o/o of the total
budget.
Finally, I would stress that the Social and Regional
Funds will in my view be receiving sufficient
resources so that the Community will be able to
continue on thc present scale its important activities
aimed at reducing unemployment, providing social
aid for persons suffering from the consequences of
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unemployment and promoting economic stability in
general.
Mr President, I know that the European Parliament
will, in the next phase of the budgetary procedure
which is beginning today, show once again, in face of
the necessary realism of the Council, its constant
resolve to see the integration of Europe continue
further in 1978. I am convinced that the European
Parliament will recognize the concern of the govern-
ments and parliaments of the Member States in the
difficult period we are now experiencing and in face
of the sombre forecasts for the coming year. I have
noted that the European Parliament will be holding a
special budgetary part-session on 24-26 October next
and will certainly be present again on that occasion.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, lVember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, before turning to rhe discussion of the draft
budget, which is the main reason why we are here
today, I would if I may like to address a word to our
German colleagues in all parts of the House, as a
Member of the Commission of the European Commu-
nities speaking in the European Parliament.
It is simply this: my heart is with you. Now is the
time when all friends of Germany should be prepared
to stand up and be counted. I am very proud to do
that. I believe that the Federal Republic has created a
free, liberal, democratic society that deserves the ad-
miration of us all.
(Altltlause)
It is now being challenged by a tiny minority of evil
people. I wish you luck. The hearts of all of us 
- 
all
of us 
- 
beat with Germany.
(Altplause)
I would also like to say that the Commission, when
turning to the less dramatic and more routine,
happier, subject of the budget, attaches the greatest
importance to this particular stage of what the
Communiry is trying to achieve. In a sense we are
today simply dealing with one of the many stages of
the Community budget lor 1978. But the fact that we
attach so much importance to this is shown not iustby what I will have to say in my capacity as the
Budget Commissioner, but also by the presence and
involvement in the debate of the President of the
Commission, which in terms of a domonstration of
the importance that we attach to this matter, under-
lines and emphasizes the fact that we stand by our
proposals, that we believe that they have been put
forward in a responsible and realistic fashion, and we
ask and seek the continued slpport of all those who
welcomed them in the first instance.
I Iook forward in that connection very much to
hearing what the rapporteur of the Committee on
Budgets, Mr Michael Shaw, has to say when he speaks
next.
There is, however, one point, Mr President, that I will
not be covering in my speech, which was dealt with
by the President-in-Office. He talked about ihe institu-
tional questions, and we will have occasion to deal
with these in the future. I do not want to make a long
speech, I want to leave the maximum time for
speeches from the floor of the House. I thought I
would simply mention that I will not be dealing with
those items on this particular occasion.
!7hat I would like to do, however, is to put on record
the very deep regret which the Commission feels at
the action which the Council has taken in relation to
our expenditure proposals. The overall effect of this
action can be very simply illustrated. The Budget for
the current year, converted into the new European
unit of account, in which the 1978 budget debate has
so far been conducted, totals commitment appropria-
tions of some 9.6 thousand million EUA. Of this,
some 7'l thousand million EUA, or 74o/o,is expendi-
ture on agriculture. Non-compulsory expenditure 
-the main area of new policy 
- 
is some 1.9 thousand
million EUA. This is the starting point for next year's
budget. For this, the Commission was obliged to
present in its preliminary draft budget an amount for
agriculture even higher than for the current year, of
8'3 thousand million EUA, or 70 o/o of. the whole. But
the Commission strongly believes that the dynamism
of the Community requires that other action should
nevertheless continue to develop. It therefore
proposed, for non-compulsory expenditure, commit-
ment appropriations of 2.7 thousand million EUA, an
increase of some 38 %. The Council, in deciding its
draft budget, left agricultural expenditure largely
untouched but took a radically different view of other
activities, cutting the Commission's proposals to such
a point that the draft budget foresees an overall freeze
in commitment appropriations for non-compulsory
expenditure at the level of the current year. Indeed, if
the relatively small budgets of the other institutions
are set aside, the draft budget proposes an actual reduc-
tion -- a reduction, Mr President 
- 
in the commit-
ments proposed by the Commission. Agricultural
expenditure, on that basis, rises further as a percentage
of the budget, to some 76o/o.
(Cries of 'Hcar, bear !)
For many years, the basis the Council has taken in
approaching the Community budget has been
different from that of the Parliament and of the
Commission. \Thereas we, Sir, and you, have taken
the view that the Community budget should be the
expression of the development of Community action
in the coming yeat...
(Altltlause)
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... through its financial incidence, the Council has
always approached the budget as an accounting exer-
cise, the mechanical operation by which the funds are
found for policies decided elsewhere. This difference
of philosophy has in the past, and will no doubt in
the future, cause some problems.
But I should like to point out the concern that the
Commission feels at the extent to which the Council
has carried this view in the current financial year.
Never before has the Council proposed to freeze
commitment expenditures for new policies. These are
obviously the seed corn for the future growth of the
Community. A standstill 
- 
or, indeed, a fall 
- 
in
commitment expenditure for the main arees of
Community action is similar to a freezing of the
growth of Community activity.
(Applause)
Is this really what our Member States wish, in this
year of the twentieth anniversary of the Treaty of
Rome ? Is this in conformity with the repeated obiec-
tives of European Councils to develop actions to
tackle our energy, industry and unemployment
problems ? And I ask the presidency : is this the
answer to the Tindemans Report, on which so many
high hopes have been based ?
The Council may say that they are this year reflecting
the very stringent approach to public expenditure in
all Member States. The Commission fully recognizes
this atmosphere, and the need to bear in mind the
economic consequences of public expenditure. But it
did not frame its proposals in ignorance of what is
happening in the Member States nor in ignorance of
the economic climate. It sought to give priority to
Community actions precisely aimed at the economic
difficulties which face us all. And the size of the
Community budget is not such that, for any Member
State, the modest increase we are talking about in non-
compulsory expenditure represents a maior burden.
The Commission would, of course, be delighted 
- 
I
emphasize that, Mr President 
- 
the Commission
would of course be delighted, if the development of
Community activities to which it attaches such impor-
tance, could be financed by the containment of the
cost of the common agricultural policy. If we could
have more for the other policies by curtailing the rate
of increase in expenditure on the common agricul-
tural policy, that would be very much in line with our
thinking.
(Applause)
But we can only point out that the Commission's orig-
inal proposals for the aunual agricultural price fixing
would have led to a much smaller rate of increase in
expenditure than was the result of the decisions taken
at the end of the Council of Ministers meeting on this
subiect.
Furthermore, those sectors which show the largest
increases, compared with 1977, are precisely these
sectors where the Council's decisions departed most
from the Commission's original proposals: cereals,
milk and sugar, for instance. The total increase in
these three sectors now foreseen in the draft budget is
over I 200 million green u.a. 
- 
more than enough to
finance all the new actions in dispute.
(Cries of 'Hear ! hear !)
The Commission cannot stress too strongly the need
for those Member States who rightly seek budgetary
stringency to apply their rigorous approach first to the
agricultural sector...
(Applaus)
. .. which accounts for so large and increasing a share
of the budget. Unless this sector is tackled, budgetary
stringency has little meaning. Nor can it accept that
failure to contain agricultural expenditure iustifies
cutting back other actions needed to meet the
economic problems which face all the Member States
and to carry forward the dynamism of the Commu-
nity. Not only does such an approach threaten the
Community's future development, it is also short-
sighted on the part of the Member States, since these
policies would bring benefits to all.
The Council may say that they are ready to provide
supplementary funds whenever proposals are agreed,
and that for the time being anything which lacks a
legal basis must be rejected. This approach has
certainly been applied more rigorously this year than
before. For example, token entries only are included
in the draft budget for nq/o items 
- 
Community
projects for exploration of hydrocarbons and the
second computer programme 
- 
both of which were
endowed with substantial funds this year. But the
Council has not limited its cuts to those budgetary
lines for which final decisions have yet to be taken.
For example, Community proiects for technological
development have been cut back from 50m EUA
commitment appropriations this year to half that sum
in 1978, while uranium exploration has been cut back
from 5m EUA this year to a token entry next year. In
other words, the Council wish to see this important
action end.
This, Mr President, as I said in a press conference
immediately after the meeting of the Council of Minis-
ters, is death by a thousand cuts. It will be apparent
from the examples that I have cited that the area
which has suffered the most has been that of industry
and energy. Here, the draft budget envisages a cut of
over 30 o/o in commitment appropriations next year
compared with this year. Such an approach to an area
whose economic and industrial significance is
apparent to all, illustrates well the cause of the
Commission's concern. Long-term restructuring and
development of our energy and industrial resources
are essential if we are to have a sound economy which
can provide work in developing technological areas to
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guarantee the employment prospects of present and
future workers.
It would be folly to ignore the contribution the
Community could make in this important area of
energy and industrial resources. But it would also like
to give a further example : the Council has ruled out
the Commission's suggestion of support in the
present difficult situation of the steel industry from
the main budget to the ECSC budget by means of a
reduction in the administrative charge the ECSC has
to pay to the Community from 18m EUA to 5m
EUA.
Of course, apart from these very important questions,
which I have already devoted time to, there is the
question of the Regional Fund. The Regional Fund,
this year, has a central position in the Commission's
budget strategy. Here the action of the Council is
perhaps the most hard to understand.
(Cries of 'Hear', berar !)
Despite the fact that the Regional Fund regulation
clearly provides a continuing basis for the Regional
Fund beyond the end of this year, the Council have
only included their provisions for commitments for
1978 in Chapter 100, as if a legal basis was lacking.
Moreover, the amount that they have at this stage
been prepared to write in is only a simple carrying-for-
ward of the amount included this year. This was
hardly the result of the decisions made in Paris in
1974.
(Altltlausc)
. . . I need hardly point out the impact of inflation
since then on the real level of the Fund's activity. The
Council indicated that these decisions are precau-
tionary, pending decisions on the basic issues. But
that raises two questions that I would draw to the
House's attention. First, the procedure by which the
decisions on the amounts of the Regional Fund next
year are taken. The Commission deliberately made its
proposals in its preliminary draft budget. It cannot
accept the possible implication in the Council's atti-
tude that decisions on the amounts should be made
somehow outside the budget procedure. The Commis-
sion believes that Parliament should be attentive to
this aspect. Second, the more obvious point, the
amount of the Fund. The Commission must insist, in
the face of the Council's attitude, that its proposals for
the Regional Fund's attitude, that its proposals for the
Regionals Fund's expenditure in 1978 put forward in
its preliminary draft budget are fully iustified and
should be reinstated and accepted.
(AltplumQ
. . . It is difficult to make estimates of the impact of
the Fund on job creation, but the experience of the
Fund to date suggests that the increase the Commis-
sion proposed might represent some 120 000 extra
lobs 
- 
a small but far from negligible contribution to
the problems of the Community's unemployed.
There are one or two other particular points which I
would like to mention.
The Council has taken a very harsh attitude to food-
aid expenditure. It has done so in the interests of
economy. But I must stress that the extent to which
they have carried this approach is close to a false
economy, for savings on food aid involve substantial
offsetting increases in expenditure by the EAGGF. It
was for this reason that the Commission, at the
Budget Council, provisionally preferred a token entry
rather than the Council's orientation to cut the quanti-
ties to be provided below those agreed for 1977.
The approach of the Council to the Commission's staf-
fing requests is a further disturbing political sign. For
several years, the Commission's staff requests have
been met only in limited part. The staffing situation,
as a result, in the Commission is becoming increas-
ingly acute, and our abiliry to execute Community
policies and properly to prepare new proposals is seri-
ously impaired. I do not mention here the internal
staff problems 
- 
of promotion blockages and other
difficulties 
- 
which would not be tolerated in a
national service. The attitude of the Council is,
however, not to consider these proposals on a
reasoned basis by e:lamining the need, but to make
massive global cuts.'This action makes it seem that
the Council's apparent reluctance to see development
of Community policies is matched by a wish to see
the Commission services weak and open to criticism.
No organization is above reproach in the use of its
administrative resources, and I certainly would not
wish to make a special claim for the Commission in
that regard. But the Commission has done and is
doing a great deal to deploy its resources effectively.
Our staff requests are not made lightly, nor without
considering first all alternative means of meeting the
needs. They deserve at least to be taken seriously and
not treated to an'en bloc'rcduction of the massive
kind which has been applied by the Council.
Again 
- 
a separate point 
- 
the Council has cut from
5m to I m EUA the amount the Commission may
spend on its effort to provide its contribution to infor-
mation on direct elections. Often the attitude taken in
the Council has given the appearance of being simply
rather petty. The line for natural disasters in the
Community, for instance introduced for the first time
this year and which may have a contribution to make
to the devastations which have unfortunately occurred
this summer in parts of France and Italy, has been
reduced to a token entry. Pilot research proiects on
action to combat poverty have been similarly treated. I
could go on. But I said I did not wish to speak too
long and now is not the time for great detail. I will
therefore conclude by making two points.
The Commission believes that the draft budget at
present before the House shows clearly that the
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Council speaks with two voices. At the highest level,
the European Councils seek to give hope and to trace
the future development of the Community. At the
level of the normal Councils, and of the Budget
Council in particular, these grand designs are 
- 
and
perhaps deliberately 
- 
lost from sight in a mass of
detail and narrow horizons. The result is a dispiriting
cloud which casts its shadow on all the 
"ieas ofCommunity activity concerned.
The second point on which I wish to end is this. The
Commission is firmly determined that, for its part, it
will not accept the consequences of this approach, but
will seek in all the ways at its disposal to maintain its
proposals.
The Commission believes that the Parliament will
share its concern and will, at this critical time for the
Community, transform the present draft budget into a
balanced instrument capable of allowing the Com-
munity to play its part in the resolution of Europe's
problems.
(Pro lon gcd a/rltlause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Tugendhat. I am sure
that I speak for all the groups iepresented in this
House if I say that we share the sentiments you
addressed, at the beginning of your speech, to the
German people on the dramatic moment it is now
passing through.
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Shaw, Gencral ra1porteur. 
- 
Mr President, this
is the third time I have had the honour on behalf of
the Parliament to lead the discussion in connection
with the budgetary affairs of 1978: first of all, there
was the policy document; secondly, the preliminary
draft budget, presented by the Commission; and now,
the draft budget presented by the Council. We
welcome, as always, the President-in-Office of the
Council, who has come today to present his draft
budget and, if I may say so, to make the best of a
rather difficult case. Nonetheless, I welcome the fact
that he states straight away that he hopes there will be
a continuing dialogue between us in what is, I believe,
going to be a very difficult year. I welcome that at the
outset, because I feel that, as he has said that, it is
right for me to depict the immediate reaction that we
in Parliament have to his proposals, and I have to tell
him that that reaction is not particularly favourable.
One point that he did make was rhat we had done
nothing about Article 203. In fact I believe we have
done somcthing. \We have stated our position quite
clearly in thc document drawn up by Mr Cointat and,
of course, I hope it will be possible for us to have
discussions on this matter at a later date to see if we
can draw nearer together; but it is interesting to see
that, although it may appear throughout our budget
del-rates that perhaps the Con-rmission and ourselves
havc many things in common, yet there are many
other things on which we disagree. 'We are genuinely
three separate institutions and the joining together in
views differs form subject to subject. On Article 203
the Council and the Commission are agreed, and we
disagree with them, but on others we happen to agree
with the Commission. I make that point to show
quite clearly that we are an entirely independent insti-
tution with our own view, and that has to be continu-
ally recognized.
In our earlier document, we spelt out the obiectives
that we felt should form the basis of the 1978 budget.
!7e asked that the Commission present ro us a budget
that would constitute a genuine, comprehensive budge-
tary and fiscal policy document and not merely an
accounting text. The Commissioner referred to the
fact that they regarded the budget as an accounting
exercise: of course it is an accounting exercise, but it
is based upon political policies taken with a deep polit-
ical will, because we seek to develop the future and
well-being of the Community and the people that live
in it. The Commission, I believe, went a considerable
way to drawing up such a document.
However, I have to say, and I say it with real regret,
that the Council has produced a draft budget that in
no way can be regarded as a comprehensive policy
document. It is a patch-up job, designed simply to
by-pass the differing views and failures to take deci-
sions that seem to feature so largely in the Council's
proceedings. The draft budget in no way measures up
to the hopes and needs of the people in the Commu-
nity, and it in no way expresses the purpose of what
we are all seeking to do.
As regards this year's policy, Parliament's position has
been more fully explained than we have ever
explained it before. Last May, we had the adoption by
this House of our policy guidelines. These guidelines
were drawn up by the Committee on Budgets after
long and careful consideration of the desirable
approach to Community revenue and expenditure
policy for the coming year. During 1978, a directly-
elected European Parliament, we hope, will assemble,
and will assume fuller responsibility for the implemen-
tation of this budget. Now, this developnrent is highly
important politically, because it will enable us to use
the technical and structural developments that I
referred to last July 
- 
for example the EUA, the use
of VAT, the new Financial Regulation, the new Court
of Auditors, and so on. This change in our mandate,
through direct elections, will enable us to play a fuller
part in the new arrangements that are coming into
existence. That is the background.
Now what were those guidelines that we hoped for ?
First of all, we asked that in good time the Financial
Regulation should be adopted, and we went to great
trouble to see that we ourselves fell in with that time-
table. Ve asked that the EUA should be introduced. I
know there are problems, but it is important that we
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know this as early as possible 
- 
that the conditions
for setting up the 'own-resources' system, the VAT
system, should be established in good time. None of
this has, in fact, happened, and I am bound to say that
there are, in many quarters, doubts as to whether the
VAT system will in fact come into being. I hope those
doubts are misplaced, but I hope to hear from the
Presidents in due course thar the difficulties will in
fact be resolved and that the 'own-resources' system
will be put intQ force at the correct time.
Mr President, we in Parliament feel that what we want
in this budget should relate very closely to whar are
the real and genuine needs of the Community, and
that is why, as I said earlier, I believe that what we are
seeking is something that is much more than an
accounting text. Adequate provision should be made
in the general budget, so as to get rid of the need for
avoidable supplementary budgets: this is a matter that
we have stressed time and time again particularly in
the Committee on Budgets, our Chairman, Mr Lange,
and Vice-Chairman, Mr Aigner, in particular stressing
this aspect of our affairs over many years. !flhere the
Council had departed from the Commission's original
proposals in the preliminary draft budget, we also felt
that clear reasons should be given, and I still do not
believe that those clear reasons have been given. \7e
saw last year 
- 
and the experience of Lord Bruce,
who was last year's general rapporteur will confirm
this 
- 
the difficulties that were created through the
lack of any real explanation as to why these cuts had
been made.
As far as the expenditure in relation to agriculture is
concerned, we sought to have a better balance
between the money spent on agriculture and the
money spent in other fields of Communiry policy,
and also a better balance between money spent on the
Guarantee Section and the Guidance Section. At the
same time, we called for comprehensive policies to
deal with those sectors of our Communiry life and
industry of which certain aspects, we felt, could be
dealt with much better by Community policy than by
national policy. This applied especially to such
spheres as energy and research and transport, and in
particular we insisted that funds should be made avail-
able to finance the advanced technology sector of
European industry.
Now many in this House 
- 
and I think it was Mr
Spinelli who stressed this in our earlier debate so
strongly 
- 
were much against the use of the token
entry. I only have to alert this House, Mr President, to
the fact that instead of doing as we had stressed
should be done 
- 
namely, that we should arrive at as
close an estimate of expenditure as possible and put it
on the line, so that we could make an estimate of
what our expense as a whole cas for the coming year,
they have put in token entries in no fewer than 100
cases in this budget. This is far too great a number of
token entries, and that is the position that we find
today. The Commission's budget itself, we felt, was to
a certain extent not comprehensive enough, but we
did feel that it gave a proper basis on which we could
arrive at agreement at the end of our discussion.
!7e were told that the overall need this year was for
budgetary austerity. Indeed, the Council prides itself
on its budgetary discipline this year. That may be so,
but if press reports are true, by the time we move
towards the completion of our negotiations on this
budget, at least three countries will have already taken
steps to ease their programmes in favour of a budge-
tary policy of expanding their economies. In any case,
one is bound to point out that the austerity seems
only to exist so far as those aspects of expenditure are
concerned that do not relate to agriculture. The
restraint, in other words, has only been applied 
- 
and
applied very fiercely in my view 
- 
to the non-agricul-
tural part of the budget.
This, then is the background to this presentation.
Now I know that I am being critical today, but I think
it is right that we should be completely frank at the
start of our discussions with the Council. !(/e are thejoint budgetary authority, and I believe that if we are
to have discussions, and if they are to be meaningful,
we must ensure that we know each other's position
early in the game. I am bound to say, as I have indi-
cated already, that my first reaction to the draft budget
is one of disillusionment and of disappointment : I do
not believe that it measures up to the hopes that we
had indicated when we met the Council last July.
Now what I want to say in detail about the draft
budget is in the main concerned with the use, firstly,
of token entries, of dashes instead of figures, and,
secondly of the supplementary budget. Ve do not
believe that a supplementary budget should be neces-
sary where figures can be reasonably accurately
assessed. !7e do not believe that a supplementary
budget should be called into being when it is scen
possible to avoid making a decision and putting off
the actual figures connected with the policy until a
later date. This, in our view, destroys the transparency
of the budget.
So we are left with the figure of 75o/o being spenr on
agriculture and a letter of amendment shortly on its
way. I have to admit that I, from my experience, have
no doubt that the amendment involved in such a
letter will be an amendment to the agricultural expen-
diture in only one way. The welfare and the safe-
guarding of the objectives of the Treaty demand a
better balanced budget for 1978; and I hope that, as a
result of our discussions, that is what we are going to
get.
Parliament this year is now fully responsible for
adopting the budget. It has the right not only to
declare the budget adopted but also the dury to reject
the draft and call for appropriate new proposals. I
state this as a fact and not in any way as a threat. It
does indicate, however, the changes that Council and
Parliament must make together if we are to fulfil our
budgetary task in a responsible manner.
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So, from my first reading of this budget, I have gath-
ered that Parliament's task this year is going to be an
arduous one. In my criticisms I am, as I have shown,
mainly concerned about the unduly harsh pruning of
the non-agricultural sector of the budget.
(Cries o.f'Hear, hear !)
I am disturbed by the blatant way in which the
Council has tried to block the making of the budge-
tary provisions by delaying decisions on important
policies and actions. Can we really believe that we are
now seriously discussing the likely spending of the
Community in 1978 ? Of course we are not. The
Council draft budget indicates as much by the
number of token entries and dashes that are incorpor-
ated together with the references to decisions to be
taken later and the promises of additional expenditure
to be made if necessary. It would appear that this draft
budget can hardly be considered as a reasonable basis
for the work of Parliament on preparing the budget
for the year ahead. I can only assume, on my reading
of it, that the Council is of the view that Parliament
will restore appropriations 60 that a degree of reason-
ableness will be ensured in their document.
If I may just take one simple example in the field of
research, energy, industry and transport, Council have
cut back the Commission's estimate of 382 million to
244 million EUA for 1978 payments. Further, the
Commission's estimate of 492 million EUA for
commitments was reduced to 210 million. This must
be inadequate if such work is to continue in a useful
way and if one bears in mind the statement made by
the Commissioner this morning about the care that
had been taken in putting forward the original figures
put into the preliminary draft budget.
I say to Parliament, Mr President, that our committees
and the groups will need to look very carefully at the
various sections of the budget over the next few weeks
in order to identify the right entries for the various
Community policies. Close liaison between them and
the Committee on Budgets and in Parliament itself
will, I believe, be more necessary than it has ever been
before. Vhat we must seek to do is to identify the
sums needed to finance appropriate policies. This is a
political task, not merely a technical operation. ri7e
have a particularly onerous task to discharge this year
in working out a budget that will have ro constitute a
comprehensive policy document. I know that, in view
of the significance that next year's budget will have,
every effort will be made by everyone in all commit-
tees to see that we bring our negotiations through to a
successful conclusion. I know that, in spite of the criti-
cisms that I have made and the criticisms that I
believe to be justified, the Council will meet us with
goodwill to see if it is possible to reach agreement on
the changes which will, I believe, be needed to make
this budget one that meets the needs of the Commu-
nity.
In conclusion, Mr President, we are not seeking
increases in expenditure for the sake of such increases.
Equally, the President-in-Office has said to us this
morning that they do not want to cut away from the
budget for the sake of cutting away. We, for our part,
believe that certain policies that are established as
being necessary for the future of the Community
should be accepted and that the discipline of accep-
tance must be reflected in proper political control
within the framework of the Community budget. It is
on that basis that we voice the objections that we have
to the draft budget which has been put before us, and
it is in that spirit that we shall approach our discus-
sions with the Council to seek to put into the docu-
ment those things that we believe to be essential for
the future well-being of the Community.
(Loud applatsc)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, my
Group shares the profound disquiet with the draft
budget as presented to Parliament, and would wish to
associate itself with most of the views that have been
put forward so ably by Mr Tugendhat and also by my
colleague Michael Shaw, the rapporteur for the 1978
budget. Parliament has been presented with a draft
budget together with a short explanatory memo-
randum which, in conformity with Article l3 of the
Financial Regulation, purports to give the reasons for
the Council's departure from the proposals put
forward by the Commission. I have this miserable
document in front of me and can most charitably
describe it as being almost contempt of Parliament
itself. I have to report to Parliament that no less than
54 amendments by the Council to the Commission's
proposals have been unaccompanied by any reason
whatsoever. There are 54 items in the new budget in
respect of which the Council has not seen fit to give
Parliament any explanation, and it is noteworthy also,
in going through the Council's Volume VII, that on
no less than 2.5 of the changes, the reason given by
the Council is that either it has not yet made up its
mind what it is going to do, or else it has not been
able to agree, or else it does not expect any decisions
to be made in the foreseeable future.
I am bound to point out, Mr President, that the
productivity in Council decisions over the past year
has been in inverse proportion to the increase in its
own budget, which is approximately double what it
was in 1976. So on purely technical grounds, it is
quite clear to my group that the Council have not
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taken the Commission's proposals seriously at all.
Otherwise there would have been a constructive effort
to explain to Parliament the real reasons why the
Commission's proposals, which were amplified in
great detail, in one of the most comprehensive explan-
atory memoranda that have ever been put before this
Parliament, replete with every argument, replete with
every detail, these I very much doubt whether the
Council have even read.
I now return to the more political aspects of the
budget, which neither the rapporteur nor Mr
Tugendhat has dealt with because I do not wish to
weary Parliament with a repetition of the excellent
arguments that they have put forward.
Mr President, Parliament will remember that when we
discussed the preliminary draft budget, Parliament,
though reserving its view on the overwhelming
predominance of the agriculture sector, did express
itself in broad and general sympathy with the
remaining sections of the budget. Parliament will
recall that in the course of the debate last year I asked
the Council whether or not it was possible to alter the
common agricultural policy. This is a very important
question because for many years now, certainly in the
two years that I have had the honour of being a
Me mber of this House, there have been repeated
stories that the common agricultural policy is to be
reformed, and that changes are imminent. It is quite
clear from the present budget, and indeed the
Commission's own preliminary draft budget, that no
changes are being contemplated for 1978. Now some-
body has got to come clean about this, and I want to
ask whether it is possible for any change to be made
in the agricultural policy without there. being
complete unanimity in the Council. I want an anqwer
to that question, otherwise I will assume, and my
group will assume, what the Commission said last
year, that as far as the common agricultural policy is
concerned, we appear to be on a juggernaut which we
cannot control. \We shall assume that when we refer to
compulsory expenditure it is compulsory by law and
that there is nothing anybody can do, outside a unani-
mous vote by the Council, to change the structure of
the agricultural policy. I would like to ask the Presi-
dent of the Commission, who, I believe, is going to
reply, what his understanding of that position is. Does
he understand the position that the common agricul-
tural policy cannot be changed without unaminous
approval by the Council ? It is important that Parlia-
ment is clear on this matter.
In the meantime, in order that the legality of these
matters may be tested, my own political group may
and I emphasize the word 'may' after it has examined
the budget in greater detail, propose that we exercise
our rights under the Treaty of 22 July, and move for a
reduction in certain expenditures of a compulsory
nature. Let us know exactly where we stand.
I now want to return to the non-compulsory expendi-
ture, of which, as Mr Tugendhat correctly said,
payment appropriations were slashed by the Council
by some 560 million units of account and commit-
ment authorizations by 726 million units of account.
It may perhaps be of interest to Parliament that the
total amount spent or to be spent on the storage of
surplus foods, under the common agricultural policy
amounts to I 055 million units of account, which is
almost exactly the total sum that it is proposed to
spend on energy and research and the regional and
social funds. This is the enormity and the obscenity of
the problem. We are regaled in terms of austerity but
it must be observed, as my colleague Mr Shaw, has
already pointed out, that this is a double stance. 'When
the Council talks of austerity it does not mean auste-
riry in relating anything to agriculture 
- 
it just means
the austerity in other fields to which I now turn.
Under the budget the expenditure proposed for
research and investment is 185 million, the amount to
be spent on sugar storage is 195 million, that on the
Social Fund is 300 million units of account. The
amount to be spent on the storage of skimmed milk is
492 million units of account, the amount to be spent
on the European Regional Fund is 250 million, plus
100 million in Title 100, making 350 million units of
account. The amount to be spent on the storage of
butter, a good deal of which is flogged at lower prices
to other countries at a very considerable loss, is 521
million units of account. The amount to be spent on
food aid this year amounts to 145 million units of
account. The amount to be spent on the storage of
beef and veal is 152 million units of account. How is
the Council going to square that with its political
stance ?
It is quite clear that the Council at the moment is not
concerned at all with the development of those areas
in Europe which ought to be complementary to its
common agricultural policy. It is either palsied by fear
or paralysed by lack of intelligence, or possibly both.
Certainly it has no cdncept, it has no vision. \7here is
the majestic diapason of a call through Europe for the
development of its institutiorrs ? Instead of that, we
have a broken tinwhistle that is bleating ineffectually
instead of proclaiming constructive European policies,
hoping the while that it will keep Parliament's eyes
on the distant vistas of the possible admission of
Portugal, of Spain, of Greece, rather than on the
existing problems.
My group cannot accept this position. It will therefore
- 
after it has considered the budget in detail 
- 
seek,
as far as it considers proper, to restore those items of
non-compulsory expenditure, for which, in its view,
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the Commission have given adequate justification, and
for which there is an obvious Communiry need. In
particular, my Group deplores the absence of any
Council initiative or even support for the ideas put
forward by the President of the Commission, in
connection with the commencement of a very consid-
erable investment programme in Europe. It is quite
clear to all those who study the affairs of Europe, to
all those for whom a grasp of regional economics is
essential to a correct view of Europe, that there has to
be this investment, that there has to be an intelli-
gently thought out European regional policy, in which
considerations of making slashing and arbitrary cuts
have no place.
One of the unkindest cuts of all that the Council
inflicted on the Commission, was a two-year-old prop-
osal of the Commission to establish an institute of
economic research and analysis. The Commission
feels it necessary to embark upon this analysis,
because it is well aware, as most economists are, that
the prime assumptions on which regional policy
theory has been based so far, are hopelessly out of
date. But the Council has even denied the Commis.
sron the instruments by means of which it can perfect
its policies, and for that there can be no justification
whatsoever. Our advice, therefore, to the Council, is to
go back and think again, to think constructively and
then to present Parliament with a far better solution,
for far better progress towards European problems,
than it has so far thought fit to do.
(A1t1tlt t.'c)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Aigner. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlcmcn, I hope I may be allowed first to make a
personal comment on the kind words addressed by Mr
'Iugcndhat to his German colleagues. I am extremely
gratcful to him. Ve have sometimes heard other
voices in thc press which reflect a crass ignorance of
thc facts and Mr Tugendhat's words were, I believe, a
grcat cxpcriencc for all Germans ; however disap-
pointcd wc may bc about the budget which is the
subjcct of our dcbatc today 
- 
and I believe the disap-
pointment rs {elt in all thc political groups 
- 
I feel it
right to point out that wc have here an institution in
which a nran can say these heartfelt words on behalf
of a whole continent and is allowed to say them. I
bclrc"c this shows that the Community is alive and a
reality whrch cxists over and above all crises; the
vrsions with whrch it all began are not dead dcspite
thc conccrns which wc have today in this particular
debatc. Thank you once again, Mr Tugendhat.
(Applt n't)
I want also to say a word of thanks 
- 
this time on
bchalf of nly group 
- 
for the clear statement of
budget policy concepts. Again on behalf of my group
I would point out that the weaker the political will of
the Council, the stronger must be the political deter-
mination of the Commission and of this House. That
will help to restore the balance, because the budgetary
authority is not only the Council but also this Parlia-
ment.
Allow me also 
- 
not simply as a matter of courtesy
- 
to address a word of gratitude to the President-in-
Office of the Council ; I am not 
- 
let me make this
perfectly clear 
- 
thanking his institution but him
personally, because everyone who attended the consul-
tation meeting with him will be able to confirm that
he personally did all in his power to put on record a
political resolve on the part of the Council ; he not
only listened to the arguments but also conveyed
them to the Council. He is here to present a decision
which, I am convinced, he does not personally
endorse but which he must convey as spokesman of
his institution.
But let the Council not be deceived on one point. The
political determination of all our groups, as this
debate has already shown, is so strong that the groups
will not be prepared to accept the budget you are now
presenting to us. If we do not reach agreement during
the final phase in December, the Community will not
have a budget at all. That is my group's view. I hope
that it will not come to such a confrontation and that
the consultation procedure will in the last resort allow
an agreement to be reached 
- 
I know that yoir
personally, Mr President of the Council, are prepared
to do all you can.
\(hat particularly concerns me is that the Council is
no longer a genuine Community institution as it was
conceived in the Treaties. If you care to compare the
paper produced by the Permanent Representatives
with the result of the present budget, you will see that
in reality the draft now before us is the outcome of
the work of governmental advisors and reflccts no
form of political will. I have nothing against govern-
mental advisors I was one myself twenty-five years ago
and I know that they have a job to do but if the polit-
ical will is lacking everything is left to the advisors ;
and the Council unfortunately has no political will at
present, otherwise we should have had a different
budget. I know one finance minister from a Member
State 
- 
I am not sure about the others 
- 
who has
not attended one single consultation meeting since I
have been involved in that procedure with the
Council. There is no longer any trace here of a willing-
ness to recognize European policy as an investment in
the future. Several members of the Council of Finance
Ministers give the impression that they look upon the
Community as a troublesome evil, an anonymous
third agency in which they are not closely involved ;
they do not see it as an rnvestment in the futurc of
our peoplcs and in thc coming generation. Because of
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that lack of will, Mr President of the Council, the
public at large are pointing an accusing finger at the
Community. This is not, as you claimed, a budget of
selective restraint ; no, it is a budget of total immo-
bility of the administration and of absent political
determination. But the budgetary authority consists of
the Council and the Parliament, and let me repeat we
shall do all in 6ur power to see that our political will
wins the day.
Ladies and gentlemen, how can we be presented with
a budget which, as the rapporteur has already pointed
out, contains over 100 token entries ? Perhaps, Mr
President of the Council, this draft Council budget
should be headed 'Budget f.or 1978 
- 
a budget of
good intentions'. Token entries are no more than
good intentions, and you will be familiar with the
proverb which says that the road to hell is paved with
good intentions.
You also know perfectly well, Mr President of the
Council 
- 
and this is not iust our opinion, it is also
the opinion of all the parliaments in our nine
Member States 
- 
that we must abandon the practice
of supplementary budgets. It is quite impossible for us
to come back to our nine member parliaments two or
three times each year and say : you must now approve
new funds for the Community because we were not
able to present an annual budget. We can no longer
endorse the policy of supplementary budgets.
Mr President of the Council we share your real
concern for economy and shall continue to do so, but
I want to quote a few figures for the benefit of the
public. Total Community expenditure represents
0'75o/o of our gross domestic product 
- 
that is to
say, not even one per cent. Taking together all the
public expenditure of the nine Member States and of
the regions, we arrive at 2.3 o/0. Out of every 100 DM
this means that 2.30 DM 
- 
if I may speak in terms of
our German currency 
- 
are expended to secure the
future of nine peoples, nine countries. That is the real
position. And you must set against this the revenue
situation. lVe always hear references to expenditure,
but already to revenue. Let me outline the situation on
the revenue side as well for the benefit of the public.
Customs duties : when cereals or any other product
subject to the Community tariff are unloaded in
Hamburg, Rotterdam, Brindisi or Marseilles, the goods
in question can, of course, be sold without duty
payment anywhere in the Community. This means
that the duties are quite clearl5 a Community revenue
which no longer has anything to do with national
expenditure, and this revenue finances 42.7 o/o of
Community expenditure. The agricultural levies :
when discussing agricultural policy, reference is
always made to expenditure, but our agricultural
policy also brings in money. Taken together, the agri-
cultural levies (sugar levy and so on) bring in a further
l5%, so that 58, 59 or even 600/o of Community
revenue is accounted for by these headings. All, then,
that remains is to provide the final source of finance
to give the Community complete financial autonomy,
and that source is a percentage of VAT of up to I 0/o.
Mr President of the Council, may I remirrd you that
this House unanimously decided, with the support of
all its political groups, when adopting the 1977
budget that it would only approve a 1978 budget if
the Community had by then been given complete
financial autonomy. Now I know that the Council has
expressed its political will to mobilize the value-added
tax as the last source of finance for the Community's
own resources. The matter is now in the hands of the
national parliaments and governments of the Member
States. But, Mr President of the Council, the
gentlemen who are responsible in the national govern-
ments are also members of the Council. N7hen they
take a decision and put on record a certain political
will for the benefit of European public opinion, they
must then continue to do all in their power to see that
this political will is in fact implemented in their own
countries where they have specific responsibilities. Mr
President of the Council, this Parliament took its deci-
sion unanimously, and I would ask you to appeal to
all the members of your Council of Finance Ministers
to see to it that everything is done to ensure that
complete financial autonomy is established before this
budget comes to be adopted.
Mr President of the Council, my group is particularly
disturbed to note that the major political objectives
are being put before the public without any trace of
political will. You have made cuts in the energy policy
sector 
- 
and where should the Community show
greater dynamism than in that sector which threatens
its very existence ? 
- 
and you have made cuts in
research policy, to say nothing of industrial policy.
Can you not see how other economic areas 
- 
I an-r
thinking of the United States and Asia, to name only
two are granting export subsidies and special facilities
and you are not even able to lay the first foundations
of a policy to allow this continent genuinely to defend
its interests on the world markets and make progress
in the research sector ? This is not even being done
with an eye to austerity. Look, for example, at policy
towards third countries : Mr President of the Council,
we have always held the view 
- 
which has not been
disputed by you in the consultation meetings 
- 
that
there are areas of activity in which the Community as
a whole can in fact save money if it is able to take
common action. Take the example of the nine parallel
development policies of the Member States : if we
were to transfer that money, in part at least, to a
programme of common action we could pursue a
more effective policy of partnership with the Third
\$florld, and this would cost less, not more, in the last
analysis. But it cannot be done without political will.
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Mr President, my group and I personally were particu-
larly alarmed by another fact 
- 
although in the same
area I want to say a word of thanks to the Commis-
sion. In the various budgetary consultation meetings
at which we applied the instrument of the final say
and used our margin for manoeuvre to place a polit-
ical emphasis, we put on record our political will and
appealed to the Commission to embark upon the
corresponding actions. In its preliminary draft budget
for 1978, the Commission did in fact enter again all
the actions which we adopted last year, either with the
same amount of appropriations or with even higher
figures. In other words, the Commission was perfectly
prepared to respect the Parliament's political will in
its preliminary draft budget. !7hat did the Council
then do ? Let me remind you of the individual acrions
involved. ln the 1977 budget we used our right to the
final say to introduce various items which were
honoured by the Commission and are now either
being totally deleted by the Council of Ministers or
cut substantially. Article 282 
- 
European Institute for
Economic Analysis and Economic Research : with the
Commission we entered over 3 million units of
account, but the Council has turned this into a token
entry. Item 3200, 'Community projecs for technolog-
ical development': 43 million u.a. in the preliminary
draft cut to 23 million in the draft; Item 3201,
'Community projects for hydrocarbon exploration': l7
million units of account in the preliminary draft and
only a token entry in the draft ; fundamental research
in the aviation sector: l9 million in the preliminary
draft with a further 3l million in Chapter 100 
- 
but
oaly a token entry in the draft. Expenditure on the
maintenance of our cultural heritage : cut. Aid to
disaster victims in the Community: we asked for a
basic fund of at least 5 million, but the Council has
only shown a token entry. In one concrete instance
we are already to receive a request for aid and we
know that the Community will have to act, but the
Council does not even consider a small appropriation
necessary. Is a supplementary budget to be presented
on each occasion ?
Mr President, my group will under no circumstances
be prepared to accept this budget in its present form.
My group calls upon this House to clarify its position
through intensive discussions in the expert commit-
tees and in the groups ; we shall then see in
December what the Council is prepared to do with
our proposals and our policy.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemenn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the rapporteur, my friend Mr Shaw,
described the feelings of this Parliament when he said
that the House had not received this draft in a particu-
larly favourable spirit. \7ith all due respect, Michael,
that is an understatement. I can hardly imagine such a
draft receiving a different reception. It can only meet
with total rejection in this Parliament, as is apparent
from the speeches we have already hearC.
In my view, Mr President of the Council, the argu-
ments you have put forward here today are in conflict
with the actual figures. That is particularly remarkable
inasmuch as, if the Council thinks that the European
Parliament should accept a draft of this kind, it should
also explain in very clear terms what its intentions
were, and to assert that the Social Fund and the
Regional Fund were given priority in this draft is in
crass contradiction with the figures. I think we should
first and foremost be honest with one another and
then try to find a common path, despite, or perhaps
precisely because of, all the arguments we shall still be
having in this Chamber about the budget.
I want to stress on behalf of my group that we, in
common with the other groups in Parliament, shall
try to improve this draft in such a way that it can
provide a basis for political action in the next few
years, because this budget is being submitted at a time
when there is a genuine demand for real political
action in the European Community. !7hen we look at
the economic situation of the Member States 
- 
to say
nothing of the other political difficulties which have
already been mentioned today 
- 
it is clear that this
situation requires action by the Community institu-
tions, but, Mr President of the Council, where are
there any signs of such action ? NThat account has, for
example, been taken of the economic situation in the
Community when everything which might have been
done, however little, to alleviate the difficulties has
quite simply been deleted ? Cuts have been made in
the Social Fund and cuts have been made in the
Regional Fund.
The unemployment problem is at its most serious in
the disadvantaged regions of the Community. If we
wish to take action there, at least we must increase
and not curtail the appropriations of the Regional
Fund. The human problems of unemployment are
worst for the people who are actually unemployed.
\U7hy, then, has the Social Fund nor been used for
measures designed at the very least to alleviate the
despair of these people ? It is precisely in the Social
Fund that the cuts are most serious. They total lJ5
million u.a. for that Fund and 562 million u.a. for the
Regional Fund.
Against this background I consider it quite wrong of
the President of the Council to speak of 'selective
restraint'. This is a draft budget of total defeatism, and
we must now stand up against that total defeatism in
:::., 
. do iustice to the political situation now facing
Reference has already been made to expenditure for
the future. In rhe sectors of energy policy and
research, where the Community has in the past made
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at least some efforts with results which are there for
all to see, cuts of 277 million u.a. have been made.
As in previous budgetary years, the saddest aspect of
all is the predominance of agricultural expenditure. In
previous budgetary years Mr President, my group and
others repeatedly drew attention to the fact that a two-
thirds share 
- 
as the figure then was 
- 
was too high
and that this imbalance was also liable to discredit
Europe in the eyes of its citizens and electors, because
everyone believes that essentially this Europe consists
simply of the two agricultural funds.
But this year, Mr President, because of the cuts in
other sectors the share has risen from two-thirds to
three-quarters. I do not know what must happen
before something is done. It is quite true that this agri-
cultural expenditure is in part 
- 
a point which our
colleague, Lord Bruce, has repeatedly stressed 
- 
attrib-
utable to statutory instruments which oblige us to
effect this spending. In principle then 
- 
as we told
Lord Bruce when he was rapporteur ou a previous
budget 
- 
our efforts must be directed at the regula-
tions on which this expenditure is based. The
Commission has itself attempted to take at least the
first timid steps in this area, but without meeting with
the Council's approval.
'When we consider the fact that during the budgetary
year the appropriations for the Guarantee Fund will,
as we have already been told, have to be reviewed,
which, as our experience shows, means that they will
be increased and not reduced, the agricultural sector
may well come to account for 80 % of Community
expenditure. And that in a year in which we want to
arrunge direct elections, ladies and gentlemen !
But there is even worse : considering agricultural
expenditure overall, it is apparent that the share of the
Guarantee Fund has risen year by year. Once again
this budget demonstrates that there is a disequili-
brium within the sector of agricultural expenditure,
because there has been no equivalent rise in structural
expenditure. On the contrary, the only cut in the agri-
cultural sector in this budget affects structural expendi-
ture. Let me make it quite clear that in recent debates
in this Parliament I and my group have always advo-
cated reasonable price decisions 
- 
I say this for the
benefit of my colleagues who have a professional,
political or other connection with agriculture which is
closer than my own links, and I can see one colleague
in particular who has been following my words espe-
cially closely 
- 
we have advocated reasonable price-
levels with increasing urgency because we want the
imbalance between the fund available for price
measures and the structural fund to be rectified ;
expenditure should not in the first instance be no
more than a mechanism of price policy but should be
used rationally to promote a structural policy, because
that is the only way out of the present disastrous situa-
tion in agriculture.
!fle cannot 
- 
and I believe that even the Socialist
Group will accept this vlgs/ 
- 
now reject the budget
in its entirety or decide budgetary measures which
will hit our fellow citizens who are working in agricul-
ture in the Community unless we offer them a solu-
tion which is personally acceptable to them. There is
such a solution if we develop our structural policy
more fully and give agricultural workers a possibility
of earning a living outside agriculture or in agriculture
through forms of production which are accepted by
the market ; what is more, their earnings must be
comparable to those of industrial workers. Until we do
this, Mr President, and as long as the only deletion in
the agricultural section of this budget relates to struc-
tural policy, we cannot expect the imbalance to be
righted. I am saying this particularly in the light of
the last price debate in this Parliament, which showed
just how strong the dissatisfaction now is: unless the
Commission and Council now attempt to submit joint
proposals to this Parliament which will save us from
this constant growth of expenditure in future budge-
tary years, then our agricultural policy is courting
disaster. If it is true that agricultural policy is today
one of the few functioning mechanisms and pillars of
the Community, we should all try to consolidate that
pillar if we do not want to see the whole Community
set at risk.
I want to draw the attention of the House to a further
point which has already been touched on. The
Council has either deleted or cut the appropriations
which we had entered for information of the general
public in the year in which direct elections are
planned. Mr President of the Council, that is totally
unacceptable. I have no intention of pursuing a policy
of suspicion here, as is constantly asserted in one of
our neighbouring countries; but one might well
suspect that the Council has no desire to see a strenS-
thened Parliament after direct elections 
- 
a Parlia-
ment which could assert its rights in future sessions
more strongly if its Members are returned with a 70 or
even 75 o/o turnout at the polls. One might suspect
that the Council would prefer an electoral turnout of
55 0/0, because the population has not been suffi-
ciently informed of the importance of these elections.
Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure that suspicion is
unfounded, or so I shall assume until the contrary is
proved by the Council. However, this will not prevent
us from reinstating these appropriations in their orig-
inal amount and seeing that the figure is accepted,
because if these direct elections are to have any
meaning, beyond all disputes about the future powers
of the Parliament, their meaning is that the Parlia-
ment is to be given the necessary democratic legitima-
tion to discharge more effectively the tasks which
have fallen to it up to now. This presupposes a corres-
ponding turnout at the polls. A Parliament elected by
a 55 o/o vote can scarcely assert its democratic legitima-
tion, and this means that we must enter these appro-
priations in the budget for the information of the
general public. It is true that we do in large measure
have our own resources ; we ourselves are sometimes
not sufficiently aware of that fact and it was good that
Mr Aigrrer drew attention to it once again ; but, Mr
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President, ladies and gentlemen, if we have our own
resources we must also have the courage to pursue a
policy of our own and all the institutions of the
Community, not iust the Commission and the Parlia-
ment, must have that courage.
I congratulate Mr Tugendhat on his speech to us
today. His views are those of a European, a man who
is familiar with the problems facing the Community
today. Of course the question then arises as to
whether the Council, despite our own resources, is
able to propose a policy of its own or whether it has
not rather become the prisoner of earlier decisions
which it cannot reshape. The unfortunate role of the
Council of Ministers has become nothing short of a
European scandal. The prestige of Europe is low, not
simply because a few bureaucrats in Brussels may
rightly be accused of administering policy with bureau-
cratic slowness, cumbersome procedures and at great
cost. I nraintain that policy in Europe and for Europe
is held in such low regard today because of the beha-
viour of the Council of Ministers, which makes no
progress while managing in a most distasteful manner
to pass the burden of guilt onto rhe Commission. I
want to stress this point here. We are willing to seek a
rcasonable solution in future discussions with the
Council. That is not a declaration of war on the
Council: we are ready to engage in cooperation. But
Ict me add that were is possible to table a motion of
ccnsure on the Council, my group would have done
so today.
(Applu n.v)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
Vicc-Prcsidcnt
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my group I
would like to thank the President-in-Office of the
Council for his presentation this morning of the draft
general budget of the European Communities for the
year 1978. I think we may well agree with Mr Aigner
when he suggets that perhaps the President himself is
not necessarily in total agreement with the views
expressed in the brief that he was sent here to read.
Ot course, as we all know, Mr President, one of the
great problems from month to month in regard to the
actrvity, or lack of activity, of the Council, is that one
nevcr knows what precise forces or policies motivate
their actions.
Mr Presidcnt, this debate and the final framing of the
Community budget for the year 1978 come at a
crucial period for the future evolution of the European
Community. 'We are now beginning to come to grips
with the economrc recession which has plagued our
cconomies for so long, we are in the position that,
although high unemploymcnt remains a difficult
problem, the battle against inflation is at last begin-
ning to show results. '!7e have gone through a
prolonged period of economic stringency, and the belt
has been tightened on public spending. We have not,
of course, solved all the problems, but I think we can
say that this situation is now under control and that
our hopes for the future are looking brighter.
It is against such a background that we must discuss
and adopt the budget for the Community for the
coming financial year. Our aim must be to bolster
those areas which continue to be weak, to strengthen
what has already been achieved, and to ensure that
progress is not held back. Only by so doing can we
ensure that the battle against inflation will not be
reversed and that the battle against unemployment
will not be lost.
Last May the Commission presented a preliminary
draft budget which emphasized, at least to some
degree, the need for efficient action against unemploy-
ment, against regional imbalances and to lessen our
dependence on imported energy. It was a budget that
was hailed for its realistic, if sometimes modest,
increases in appropriations in vital sectors. It was
marked by the introduction of major technical innova-
tions such as the use for the first time of the Euro-
pean unit of account and the inclusion of VAT as an
own-resource. Nevertheless, it was a modest budget ; it
represented a mere 2o/o of the total of the national
budgets of the nine Member States. However, since
the Council of Ministers got their hands on the
Commission's preliminary draft budget and converted
it into the draft general budget of the European
Communities for the year 1978, the technical innova-
tions may have remained, but it has been stripped of
all its modest claims to progressive thinking.
Several appropriations, as has already been pointed
out by several speakers, have been considerably
reduced by the Council, with minimal justification. In
reality, I suppose one has to concede, this is a reflec-
tion of the concinuing inability of the Council to take
decisions. Their reasoning appears to be that if deci-
sions on policy have not been taken, then no decision
on budgetary appropriations can be taken. Now Parlia-
ment has not accepted, and does not accept this
approach, and we have always disliked the system of
supplementary budgcts, which it inevrtably entails.
Indeed we have already had it pointed out to us this
morning by Mr Shaw, our rapporteur, that over 100
token entries appear in the draft budget before us, a
totally excessive and intolerable situation.
Now the Council's approach is a complete contradic-
tion of what they said as recently as last May,
following the meeting of the joint Council of Minis-
ters for Foreign Affairs and Finance, where guidelines
for the 1978 budget were given to the Commission.
The guidelincs given then have lost their expression
completely in the draft budget. These guidelines
stressed thc urgent problem of unemployment, the
need for thc promotion of convergence in the
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economies of Member States. They called for the
greater coordination in the application of structural
intervention funds, for the reduction of the budgetary
cost of the common agricultural policy, and spoke of
the need for reducing the Community's dependence
on imported energy. In the few short months that
have elapsed since May last, the Council has knock-
ed-off over 530 million EUA from the Commission's
payment appropriations. The regional sector was
reduced by 210 million, the social sector by 143
million and research, energy, industry and transport
by 137 million EUA.
Of course, as has been pointed out these cuts by the
Council have also resulted in a very unbalanced
budget. The general desire to reduce the dominance
of agricultural expenditure in the budget has once
again been ignored. In the preliminary draft budget,
the agricultural sector accounted lor 69.66 7o of the
total budget, but in the draft budget now before us, its
share has increased to 7 5.76 0/0. Now it must be
stressed that this is not in any way due to any massive
increase in the proposed appropriations for agricul-
ture. Rather, it results from the massive cuts to the
proposed regional, energy, research and social appro-
priations. This situation, will, we must hope, be some-
what corrected by the time the budget is finally
adopted. But it is fundamentally wrong for the
Council to expect Parliament to make up the deficits
and eliminate the imbalances that it itself has intro-
duced into the draft budget.
Now the enemies of the common agricultural policy
will, of course, be only too quick to exploit the wide-
ning imbalance of agricultural expenditure, when the
real situation is that non-agricultural expenditure is
being severely and unduly held back. It is also being
contributed to by the inclusion in certain cases of
non-agricultural spending under the heading of agri-
culture. I am specifically referring to MCAs and to
development aid. These have nothing directly to do
with agriculture, but we continue to find them classi-
fied as agricultural spending. We have opposed this
type of dishonesty in the past, anc! we will continue to
do so in the interest of budgetary clariry.
Vhilst we are on the subject of budgetary honesty and
clarity, and MCAs, I would like to refer to a specific
case. In the draft budget, the expenditure on MCAs is
shown as a net figure. There is no entry showing the
receipts from MCAs, much of which come from the
taxation of agricultural exports from countries such as
Ireland, to the other Member States of the Commu-
nity. If the receipts from MCAs were shown sepa-
rately, then the entry for expEnditure on MCAs would
be twice as much as is in fact shown. And this budget
entry, which hides the real cost of MCAs, does
nothing for budgetary honesty and clarity.
Possibly the gratest single scandal in the draft budget
for 1978 is the contemptuous treatment of the
Regional Fund by the Council. The commitment
appropriations have been reduced from 750 million to
398 million u.a., and payment appropriations from
500 to 390 million u.a. This action in effect keeps
1978 expenditure on regional policy at this year's
level, which of course, as we all know, was already
entirely inadequate. The justification given by the
Council is that, as the Regional Fund regulation is
under review, it is inopportune to increase the amount
of appropriations. Such justification surely is quite
unacceptable. It calls into question the very existence
of the Regional Fund, and places a serious question
mark on its future. rJTe reject such an approach to the
Regional Fund, a fund that has already suffered
severely at the hands of the Council in its short exist-
ence. The appropriations proposed by the Commis-
sion merely account for inflation, with no increase in
real terms. This itself is clearly inadequate, particularly
when the disparities between the less developed and
the more highly developed regions of the Commu-
nity, continues quite rapidly to widen ; and the effects
of the economic recession of course had been felt
with much greater severity in the less-developed
regions. The Council's action in this affair reflects, I
think, a total neglect of a vital problem, and I hope
that the rest of Parliament will join with me in
condemning their conduct, as indeed already several
speakers have done. We want to see an effective
regional policy, which must therefore be backed by an
efficient Regional Fund. I hope that the Council does
not intend to use the present discussion of the review
of the Regional Fund regulations as an excuse once
again to deny adequate resources to this fund.
It is difficult also to inderstand why the appropria-
tions for energ'y have been so drastically reduced. We
have heard so much about thc need to reduce our
dependence on imported oil, that it is difficult to
understand why efforts to develop other sources of
energy are now being curtailed through lack of funds.
The President-in-Office of the Council told us Iast
May in Strasbourg that, 'the Council also expressed
general agreement on the need for reducing the
Community's dependence on imported energy'. The
motivations of the Council, as we all know, are some-
times obscure; they agree on the need, and then they
cut the funds available for the attainment of that need.
tVith the present unemployment problems, the Social
Fund has escaped much more lightly than the other
items in the social sector, and in that connection I
think that we were all very glad to hear the assurance
given this morning by the President-in-Office, that,
should the Commission succeed in spending more
money than has been allotted, the Council gives an
undertaking that they will make up the difference.
Sufficient appropriations must of course be made avail-
able here to ease the problem as much as possible. It
is wrong to think of the Social Fund as an instrument
of employment policy. It still remains a means of
financing the training and retraining of workers and
as such we must strive to make it more efficient, parti-
cularly in speeding up payments. This is a problem
that has been with us now for some years past.
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There is one other problem, Mr President, to which I
must refer. There is now I think general agreement
amongst us all, and increasingly in public opinion
throughout Europe, as to the importance of consumer
problems. And yet in this growing field also the
Council has shown itself quite insensitive ro the way
in which public opinion throughout Europe has been
moving. Heavy cuts have been made in the already
very modest sums asked for by the Commission. As
regards consumer studies, the result is that, allowing
for the effects of inflation, this programme will
proceed without any acceleration on the rate attained
last year, But as fat as consumer actions are
concerned, the Council has eliminated this item alto-
gether. These sums asked for by the Commission were
intended for consumer education and for actions
aimed at assisting and sensitizing the public to
consumer is'sues. \07ith so much work to be done in
this field, the Council's attitude can only be described
as being exrremely shortsighted.
Finally, Mr President, we must of course also consider
the needs of the third world and ensure that the
Community's development aid programme keeps pace
with requirements. rUfhile our own economies-,have
suffered from the recession, we are still a long way
from starvation level, which persists in many of the
less fortunate developing cbuntries.
Now these are some of the preliminary views Mr Presi-
dent of my group on the draft general budget for
1978. \7e will have more to say as the discussions
develop, and I am sure we will have amendments
seeking to rectify the many deficiencies 
- 
and there
are only too many 
- 
of the proposals before us.
Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, in my Group I
know that there is strong support for Commissioner
Tugendhat's admirable speech. There was no doubt at
all from his reception, which I thought was quite
exceptional, that he had sympathy in every quarter of
the House. I think there was very considerable under-
standing in the words of my honourable friend, Mr
Shaw the rapporteur, as well as my other friends, such
as Mr Aigner and Mr Bangemann and, indeed, from
every part of the House.
Perhaps the best assessment of the Council's treat-
ment of the budget is that the negative nature of the
changes which have been made informs the electorate
of the Member States that their Ministers seem only
capable of thinking of a number less than that
proposed by the Commission. It is the lack of ratio-
nale and consistency in the changes made by the
Council, and the fact that an upward change by the
Council is nowhere to be found, that reveals the true
nature of Council's thinking as not only petry, in the
Commissioner's words, but, as in the words of another
speaker, as palsied. It is a sign of political ineptitude
that a ceiling should be applied to expenditure and
changes made to the proposed expenditure without
reference to criteria laid down by this Parliament 
- 
a
Parliament which is iust as concerned about curtailing
public expenditure as the Council. And the Council
might have established criteria for themselves by refer-
ence to the functional ministers. There is no sign of
this either.
It might therefore be useful for this House to remind
the Council of the political and economic imperatives
of our time 
- 
imperatives which find their impact in
the daily lives of millions of people, the maioriry of
whom are still at work and the rest unemployed and
likely to remain so. These imperatives require action
by us as parliamentarians 
- 
at Community and also
at national levels. Because the Community is the polit-
ical institution established to take those decisions
which are beyond the scope and capability of a single
Member State. I believe that this Parliament is deter-
mined to will the means for the necessary action. As
Mr Aigner said, in another admirable speech, we must
be politically strong-willed, even if the Council is
distressingly weak-willed. The hopes of millions rest
on the political guidance given in this House and
decided on by the Council. \(e are the watchdogs of
the means by which economic life is sustained in the
Community. Let the Council take heed that their
feeble thinking will be exposed in national parlia-
ments, so that they may reap individually the odium
of what has been described as their political callous:
ness and arrogance.
Let us look at the general effect of the Council's
changes on the budget in the energy and research
sectors in which I am particularly interested. Under
Chapter 32, appropriations for proiects designed to
creat€ new sources of energy and to increase the
number of sources of existing energy carriers have
been either reduced or eliminated.
Under Chapter 33, the appropriations for work that is
undertaken in the Community's Joint Research
Centre are reduced by less than I 0/0. Perhaps they
could be described as the mosr merciful cuts. But indi-
rect actions, by which my group set considerable
store, have suffered a reduction of 21 o/o in commit-
ment and payment appropriations.
Under Chapter 34, appropriations to enable Euratom
to undertake duties according to the agreement on
verifications with the international Atomic Energy
Agency have been so reduced as to cast doubt on the
ability of the Community to meet its international
obligations.
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Under Chapter 36, smaller appropriations effectively
rteutralize the proposed actions. These are not merely
unkind.cuts, but quite irrational. !7e should, I believe,
in this Parliament certainly put back those appropria-
tions which have'been cut and which can be agreed as
non-compulsory expenditure, where we have the
power to do so in this Parliament.
Under Chapters 37 and 39 there are appropriations
for Community-supported projects related to inneva-
tion in industry. Mr President, it is pointless to
commit a greater proportion of the Community's
budget to implement agricultural policies if a balance
is lost in other areas of Community economic activity
- 
areas which are, of course, complementary to agri-
culture. It is right that agriculture should be accorded
an important priority 
- 
yes, I agree with that 
- 
but
it cannot be right to ignore the totality of the Commu-
nity's medium- and long-term economic needs in
each area of activity. In the minds of the electorates
one nti-ton d'6trc for the existence of the Communiry
is the taking of those far-reaching decisions which can
be followed through, given the pooled resources of the
Community. Those whose task it is to take political
decisions with lasting effects must note the signals
from energy suppliers and consumers, from manufac-
turing industry and professional and trade associa-
tions.
'We must, Mr President, have an energy policy. The
Community cannot 
- 
as another honourable friend
said the other day 
- 
just remain a customs union
with a Community agricultural policy. There must be
other Community policies, especially, in my view, in
the energy and industrial sectors. \fle could save more
in national budgets by coordinating these efforts more
effectively. In the energy sector, the Community must
secure new sources of energy supply, that not only
keep pace with demand but actually exceed it. The
anxiety of those 
- 
and this was expressed yesterday
in the coal debate 
- 
who are informed about energy
developments, lies in the knowledge that annual
increases in world energy demand now consistently
exceed increases in the available energy supplies. Such
a situation cannot continue. I suggest that the
Commission should supply the Council of Finance
Ministers with an energy market analysis of the
Community and of the world. They will then realize
that the amendments to the budget which this House
will be proposing are made, not out of petulance or
ignorance, but from a desire that projects which will
yield additional sources of supply should be realized
and brought to fruition.
Equally 
- 
and I come to the end of my remarks 
-the Commission might present the Council of
Finance Ministers with a market assessment of those
industrial sectors in which innovatory projects are
being supported. I find it strange that informed parlia-
mentarians in the Council are unable to perceive the
dangers of inaction in such important industrial
sectors as aerospace and data-processing. Mr Aigner
and Mr Bangemann quoted some of the figures here
relating to the cuts. Would that the time had arrived
when the Council was spurring on the Community's
industries to further research and development,
improving the Community's capabilities in these and
other industrial sectors, essential for survival against
- 
as Mr Aigner described it 
- 
American and Japa-
nese competition, and just as important as self-suffi-
ciency in the Community's ability to feed itself.
To the Council I would say: away with this weak and
irrational thinking. It is time to be rational and wise
in according budget priorities. Like my honourable
friend, the rapporteur, I am greatly disillusioned. Like
the Commissioner, I believe the Council is freezing
the development of the Community. This may well
have disastrous results.
Mr President, I have recently returned from China.
There they would like to see Europe collectively
stronger and more integrated industrially, econorni-
cally and defence-wise. \7ould that that were true of
our own European Council ! Do we believe in devel-
oping Europe's collective and effective strength or
not?'
Mr President, cannot the Council think again ?
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the Council
certainly has not been covered in praise by the
speakers in this Assembly ; even the group which, if I
may say so, usually sides more with the Council than
with the Commission has not spared its criticism of
the Council on this occasion.
I have some sympathy and understanding for Mr
Eyskens, because I believe that he does not merit the
criticisms levelled at the Council which he chairs. But
I too shall be obliged, on behalf of my group, to add
further, and by no means minor, criticisms to those
we have already heard.
I want to draw your attention to a statement on the
first page of the Council's document which indicates
that 'in the context of the cooperation between the
Council and the European Parliament, the Council,
before establishing the draft budget, proceeded to an
exchange of views with a delegation from the Euro-
pean Parliarnent' and that 'this exchange of views
enabled the European Parliament's delegation to put
on record the political viewpoint of that institution.'
If I am not mistaken, an exchange of views entails the
expression of opinions by both sides. But I and the
other colleagues who were present at that meetitrg
know that no exchange of views took place. After the
Parliament had put its position, the Council simply
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stated that it did not yet have one. That was not
strictly speaking true, because our "dossier" also
included reports by COREPER showing that the
Permanent Representatives, working on the basis of
the mandate given to them by their respective govern-
ments, had reached a certain consensus ; in other
words, the Council had to some extent established its
position just as we in Parliament had done. Although
Parliament had not yet taken a formal decision on the
matter, its approach was already clear. The Council
maintained the silence of a sphinx : it listened to our
opinions without our being able in any way to ascer-
tain the extent to which they were accepted or
rejected.
I thought that Parliament should be aware of the way
in which these 'exchanges of views' are conducted.
The Council must realize that this manner of envis-
aging relations between the two institutions, which
both have budgetary powers, is liable to engender
conflicts.
It seems to me that in preparing its draft budget the
Council has failed to realize that there is a whole
section of the budget over which it no longer has
exclusive powers. It should therefore tread warily
when it changes certain prdposals, especially when it
knows that the other institution which has budgetary
powers thinks rather differently.
This whole problem involves a fundamental decision
on the very nature of the budget : should the Commu-
nity budget simply be an accounting statement of
commitments entered into or to be entered into in
future, or should it reflect a forecast of the expendi-
turg deriving from the actions which the Commission
intends to propose and wishes to see approved in
1978 ? lf the budget were to be a mere accounting
instrument the Parliament need take no interest in it :
it would be enough for the Court of Auditors to
examine the estimates and say whether the accounts
arc in order and that specific expenditure corresponds
to spccific decisions. However, both the Treaty, which
stipulatcs that the budget must be debated by Parlia-
mcnt. and the increase in the latter's controlling
powers demonstrate that the budget is something
diffcrent ; the Council must therefore understand that
it cannot continue to enter in the budget only those
items which it has already adopted or expects to adopt
in the next fortnight. It is a slight to this Parliament
to scc some ite ms shown as token entries 
- 
or
dclctcd altogcthcr 
- 
simply because the Council has
not yet taken a decision, because the proposals have
not yet bccn cxamined or because the Council docs
not propose to decide in 19711, as is the case with the
proposal for the Export-lmport Bank, which the
Council of Financc Ministers has decided not to
considcr in 1978. In my view the Council must try to
urrdcrstand that, having regard to the current cvolu-
tion of the Community, the budget cannot be, and
will never again be, a simple accounting record of
commitments.
In a sense the Council's draft may be seen as a photo-
graph of the Community as it is today, while the
Commission attempted to put forward at least some
prospects for further development.
In this connection, the Commission deserves the criti-
cism already put forward in a previous debate, for, in
submitting its own proposals, it showed a lack of
courage and in effect encouraged the Council not to
treat the proposals with the weight they deserved.
\Uflhen the Commission asserted the need for certain
measures but did not have the courage to say how
much they would cost the Community and simply
showed a token entry, it was playing into the Coun-
cil's hands. It was all too easy for the Council to
delete the token entries altogether when the Commis-
sion was not able to say exactly what the costs would
be.
Another weak point is that in the introduction by the
Commission we read that the Community expendi-
ture will in large measure be substituted for national
expenditure and will not be added to the latter ; but
there is no attempt to substantiate this claim.
In my view, if we want to have a budget for a more
dynamic Community greater initiative is required on
our part ; Community action must progressively come
to replace national action and national expenditure,
otherwise it will always be only too easy for the
Council to speak of austerity and savings.
!7hen Mr Eyskens spoke of austerity or restraint, he
qualified his statement with the adjective 'selective', as
is done in the statements on this subject in all our
countries. 'Selective austerity' implies a readiness to
spend more in certain areas while pursuing a general
policy of restraint. Obviously, if the economy is to be
reflated and structural changes effected corresponding
to a policy of austerity, it will be necessary to spend
more in some sectors and less in others.
Now the sectors with which the Community should
concern itself are those which, today more than evcr
before, it is necessary to develop not only to achieve
the Community's aim of uniting our peoples but also
to face up successfully to crises and to the structural
changes whrch must be made in all our countrics.
Selectivity should imply the administration at Comnru-
nity level of a part of the funds earmarked for certain
policies and the entry of these funds in the Commu-
nity budget. Austerity should be viewed in these terms
and not by making cuts right across the board, which
simply results in the overall volume of expenditure
being less than originally intended.
In this budget, agricultural price-policy is thc only
one not to have suffered cuts. In our Parliament and
indeed throughout the Commurrity, criticisnr is
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levelled at the gigantic scale of the agricultural policy,
which is an oppressive burden on the Community ; I
think, however, that we should begin to be more
precise in our terminology. The Community plays
only a modest role in agricultural structural policy
through the Guidance Fund, whose scale is broadly
similar to that of regional and social policy. At the
same time, the complex and pervasive problem of the
policy of agridultural price-support makes a genuine,
equitable and healthy agricultural policy impossible.
On this occasion the real agricultural policy 
- 
that
concerned with agricultural structures 
- 
has also
been the victim of austerity and suffered cuts; agricul-
tural prices alone have remained untouched and, what
is more, there is the prospect of a rectifying budget
from the Commission, increasing the figure still
further. In this policy 
- 
as various speakers have
pointed out 
- 
we find none of those commitments
entered on the right-hand page of the budget and
which are treated as an obligatory commentary within
the meaning of Article l5 of the regulation; there is
nothing to indicate that measures will be taken in
1978 to change certain price-support policies. I would
add that, while this expenditure is clearly compulsory
at present, there is no reason whatever why it should
remain so and why the regulations underlying it
should remain unchanged. The demand for changes is
growing for reasons of justice, equity and economy
and not for sectoral reasons. Changes must be made to
this irrational and abnormal policy, under which the
Community has to spend more the bigger our har-
vests, while we export, under conditions equivalent to
dumping, products which we also have in Part to
import and under which also we subsidize 
- 
through
the compensatory amounts 
- 
the stronger economies
instead of the weaker ones.
All this results in an inabiliry to recognize and
confront the exigencies of the Community's true r6le
and present situation. If the Council fails to recognize
the serious nature of the criticism levelled against it,
that is only because it wants the Community to
remain ossified and make no progress. But I would
warn the Council that Parliament will not be able to
accept that approach.
Lord Bruce asked whether the unanimity rule must be
applied to change the agricultural policy. It is true
that the regulations have to be approved unanimously,
but it is also possible to fight a battle which must be
opened by the Commission. It is for the Commission
- 
not the Council 
- 
to propose radical reforms to
the price-support policy to ensure that it is reasonable
and economic and ultimately tnables agriculture to be
improved.
I want to end my speech with a comment on an
aspect which is never given attention, that of revenue.
In the long run both the Commission and the Parlia-
ment will have to give serious thought to the fact that
the Community cannot continue to be founded on a
kind of indirect taxation which has the characteristic
of weighing more heavily on the poorer sections of
society instead of on its richer members. A better
structured system is needed. This matter will have to
be given thought in the not-too-distant future, because
we are approaching the maximum figure of one per
cent of VAT revenue and we shall soon have to look
into the need for new taxes.
But I want to consider the basic problem, which is
that of establishing a policy of revenue as well as
expenditure. \7e need a revenue policy which will
enable the Community, in the present economic and
conjunctural circumstances, to raise its funds through
specific systems of taxation available to it. Unless we
manage to introduce this revenue policy it will not be
possible to have a genuine policy and a genuine
debate on the budget.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, I am a bit out of tune
with the tone of this morning's speeches, and
speaking for myself and, I believe for some of my
colleagues in the Socialist Group, I am not going to
be part of this tirade against the Council. I am hesi-
tant to complain even about the size of the cuts, and
certainly dissociate myself from the kind of cheap and
vulgar jibe by Lord Bessborough, whom we heard iust
now, about the Council being feeble-minded. That
kind of talk gets us nowhere.
I address myself to Mr Eyskens. He claimed this
morning that the Council goes about its work in a
realistic way. Now some of us would be curious to
know how the Council has gone about this task,
acknowledging straightaway that the difficulties in
member countries have repercussions on the Commu-
nity Budget. Everyone of us at home lacks the funds
for all sorts of cherished proiects out of our national
budgets. It is very easy to talk about agricultural cuts,
but when you actually have to face constituent hill
farmers who want more from the Community agricul-
tural budget, some of us ought to be just a little clear
as to where that kind of money is coming from.
I refer 
- 
for the sake of precision 
- 
to the letter that
Mr Simonet wrote to my chairman, Mr Fellermaier, in
answer to a question from the Socialist Group.
Mr Simonet said:
Firstly I cannot accept that the Council arbitrarily
reduced certain appropriations proposed by the Commis-
sion in the preliminary draft budget.
\7hen drawing up the draft budget the Council made
every effort to provide the Communities with the means
needed to continue or introduce in 1978 all those actions
for which there is, or shortly will be, an adequate legal
basis.
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The gist of my speech is to ask whether in the light of
the economic situation it really is sensible foi the
Council and the Commission to pursue all those
actions. But before going on to that, and for the sake
of coherence, I would refer to Mr Simonet's penulti-
nrate paragraph
Vithrn these limitations, the Council, when drawing up
the draft budget, adopted the strategv of giving priority tb
the double objective of combating unemployment and
achieving the greatest economic stability. This is why the
Councrl gave priorrty to expenditure in the social sictor,
and that under the Social Fund in particular.
I want to ask some factual questions about this. Firstly
is it true or is it not true that, given the cut-backs that
the Council propose, there would be 100 000 jobs less
than tl.rere would have been if they had accepted the
Cgmmission's proposals ? Vhen he is winding up, I
would like ro pur the same question to Mr Tuglndhat
on this ntatter of the estintate of the number of jobs
affected if the cut-backs by the Council on the
Conrmission's proposal are accepted. Secondly 
- 
and
notice has been given of this by 
-y chairman, Mr
Fellermaier 
- 
what is the notional cost of creating ajob through the EEC as compared to the notional cost
of creating a job through national governments ? Thisis not a question that is simply sprung on rhem,
because it was discussed fully with the Socialist Group
at Sorrento last week, and a question has gone to
Courrcil and Commission to ask for these figures. I
hope that they will be forthcoming. Of course it does
nratter whereabouts these jobs are created, because it
rs obviously easier to create a job in certain parts of
Europe than say the Mezzogiorno or the North East of
England. I accept that. But, again I address myself to
Mr Eyskens and explain what some of the Council's
- 
shall I say friends 
- 
are a bit worried about. It is
not the levels of the cut-back, it is the style and the
method in which it is done. Some of us have the suspi_
cion that Mr Shaw was right when he talked aboui a
patch-up job. Is it a hotchpotch, or is it a dog's break_
fast ? 
- 
I do not quite know how a dog's breakfast is
translatecl into Italian, but I am sure the interpreters
will overcome that 
- 
because what we are bothered
about is the system.
Now, if I am wrong, the President will tell me when
hc winds up, but one wonders if the scenario is not
something like this : the Commission produce propo_
sals and there is an automatic reaction * is there not
- 
for the Council not to rake the first bid seriously.
They assume that this is a negotiation like in ttre
bazar in Tangiers, and that the Commission have bicl
higher than is neccssary. I ask Mr Eyskens : is this the
assumption that he and his staff make ? And I ask Mr
Tugendhat: does he reiterate that every item of expen_
diture was exactly what the CounciI wanted, the
minimum, given the economic situation ? We have
not had a clear assurance from the Commission that
they have asked for nothing more than they really
wanted. I for one would like that assurance, becausi
there is a very wide feeling that the Commission have
been overbidding. I think that the Commissioner
ought to tackle that point and state categorically if he
believes it 
- 
that there is no overbiJding on any
project that the Commission are asking for-
Now, I could not hear quite 
- 
because of the noise
that I complained to the President about 
- 
exactly
what was said on the Social Fund and the quadru-
pling, but again I ask about this in te.-s of lobs,
because time is short. The difficulty that many of us
have, I musr say to Mr Eyskens, is that it may be an
accounting operation, it may be a mechanicai opera-
tion ; what we are not so sure about, if I can pursue
this analogy, is whether the mechanical operaiion is
all that efficient. Now Mr Eyskens will forgive me if I
pursue 
. 
this in perhaps a rather fanciful way.
Supposing the Commission were a motor manufac-
turer, supposing for example, they were Fiat, or
Mercedes, or Citroen or Leyland. \7hen faced with a
cutback problem of this kind, would any motor manu-
facturer skimp on a whole range of parts : would he
decide to skimp on wheel production or ignitions or
any other part of the motor industry ? The answer is
of course no. Vhat would he do ? That motor manu-
facturer would cut down the range of models in order
to save ntoney.
Now, what I am asking is, given the economic situa-
tion that every one of us faces back home in our own
countries, might it not be sensible, rather than cutting
a bit here and a bit there, in an itsy-bitsy manner, to
make a. strategic coherent decision, to cut the rzinge ?
Now, this might mean doing things that would be
extremely uncomfortable for some of us, and I will say
bluntly, I am a member of the Committee on Energy
anC Research ; but if I was given an dverwhelmiig
argument that it was not the business of the EEC to
become involved in expenditure on energy, frarrkly in
the present situation, I might accept thit.
It is all very well for Dr Aigner to talk about how the
Community can be more dynamic. There are aclcled
problems when it comes to the enlargement of the
Conrmunity. I attended the Socialist Group meeting
at Sorrento, to which Mr Giolitti came along. \tr/hai
did Mr Giolitti wanr ? He wanted a Marshall llan forSouthern Europe. A great big Marshall jt.n for
Southern Europe 
- 
he was not quite so clear who was
going to pay for it 
- 
but he wanted a Marshall plan
for Southern Europe. I hear in the press that Mr
Cteysson is talking about a Marshall pian for Africa.
Now the Conrmunity, for Heaven'i sake, cannot
tackle a- Marshall plan for Southern Europe, industry
and a Marshall plan for Africa, the Social Fund,
energy and all the rest of it. The time has come for
some kind of colrerent decision to bc ntade.
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Now, I turn to Mr Tugendhat. It is all very well to
make a stirring and eloquent speech as the Commis-
sioner did, and talk about carrying forward the
dynamism of the Community. But he comes from a
political stable which is forever lecturing the rest of us
on higher expenditure, how profligate we all are, how
we do not control public expenditure. You cannot
have it both ways, and I turn to Lord Bessborough; it
is an anrazing speech, because I know what Lord Bess-
borough's colleagues say week-in and week-out at
homc. I wondered if he had cleared his speech with
Mrs Thatcher, because he has got to be a bit clear
about that, and I accuse Lord Bessborough 
- 
I think
he. nright have waited, incidentally, for the rest of the
dcbatc, having spoken as he did 
- 
of a fork-tongued
approach. You cannot on the one hand call for a
largcr Corrrnrunity budget, here in Luxembourg, and
castigatc us at honle for our Present level of public
cxpcrrcliture . . .
President. Mr Dalyell, if you exceed your
spcaking-trnrc, you should not indulge in a British
polcnric.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, being of course, an
obcdient Briton, I sit down immediately you ask.
(Applt tnt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
Mr President, I wish to make a
slrort contribr.rtion concerning one part of the budget
only 
- 
a part which is, however, of fundamental
inrportancc to the whole future of the Community. I
refer to tlrc Regional Fund.
Vhilc rcfcrring to the Regional Fund, I will also take
the opportunity to pick uP some of the points that Mr
Dalycjli madc in his contribution, which, broadly, I do
not think, I agrcc with. It was in the nature of a
guarded dcferrce of Council which I think went a
littlc too far in sonre elements. For myself, I cannot
corrdcnrrr too strongly the decision of Council to
rccluce Conrnrtrrtity regional cxpenditure, because, as I
shall dcnrotrstratc in a moment' thc amounts
conce rrrecl arc rclatively small, not the vast global
figurcs that Mr Dalyell was hinting at. To cut back
rcgional cxpcnditure at this particular time seems to
nri' to be a profoundly backward step ; indeed I would
go as far as to say that it is a stupid steP, a short-
sighted step, the reversal of all that has [>een said
about thc Conrnrunity's urrquestioncd dtrty to assist
thosc areas who have not shared in the ccononric
cxparrsion which the Community itself has nradc
possiblc in largc areas of it ; arrd, of course, it is bcirrg
done at a time when rising unemployn.rcnt has
worscrrecl thc problcnts of these areas.
I warrt to nrakc only thrce points. Firstly thcrc is tlrc
qucstiorr of thc figures. Mr Dalyell is right : we shotrld
look at spccifrc figures. Vell, the figure of thc original
level of commitment for the Regional Fund was 398
million u.a. The Commission estimated that, in order
to take account of inflation 
- 
in other words, in
order to retain the commitment at the same level 
-that had to be increased to 550 million. And they
suggested a modest increase of 100 million to enable
thi work, which is already being developed well, to be
extended. I would not regard that as being overbid-
ding, far from it. I think it was a very modest, reason-
able proposition. But what the Council has done is to
hold the figure of 398 million, thus resulting in a real
reduction of something like 200 million u.a' \flhen
one considers the relative global smallness of the
Community's budget in relation to the GNP of our
individual countries 
- 
a point which Mr Aigner
made 
- 
then really it is an enormous psychological
setback to those of us who have worked for regional
policy, to those in the Commission like George
Thotnton who has worked to develop a regional
policy and Mr Giolitti now, and many in this Parlia-
ment, and certainly many in the Liberal group.
I think that, in commending the attitude which Mr
Tugendhat showed at the beginning of this debate, I
would recall also that perhaps one of the most signifi-
cant passages in the speech which the President of the
Commission, Mr Jenkins delivered first to this Parlia-
ment was the passage in which he dealt with the vast
disparities in wealth which exist within our Commu-
nity now and which we must all I think, work to try
and reduce. Secondly, why has this been done ? \Ve
have been told that austerity forces some cut-back.
One is, nevertheless, driven equally to the question
whether, if it is felt necessary to reduce Communty
expenditure, this means that there is an increasing
belief in the national capacity of individual countries
to overcome their problems and a shift away from the
Community approach. I think that is an inevitable
question. IUThat is exactly the Council's view on the
future of Community regional policy ? Because it is
not only important lrer sc ; it is the other side, as we
have said so many times, of economic and monetary
union. It is essential in making the Community politi-
cally acceptable in the periphery, and political disaffec-
tion, dissatisfaction in the periphery can be of an
importance quite out of proportion to the numbers of
people involved. Mr Tugendhat estimated something
iite 100 000 to 120 000 iobs, which Mr Dalyell
referred to. These of course would be in the weakest
regions, not in the stronSest. Therefore, they would be
in southern Italy, in Northern Ireland, in Scotland
and in the north-east of England.
Incidentally, nray I rcntark in passing that this is not
exactly a good harbingcr for the accessrorl of Spain,
Portugal arrtl Grcecc, bccausc, if therc arc going to
ioin us, thcy arc goirrg to rcquirc inrm.'nse sunrs front
ihe llcgiorral Furid to bring thcnr rrP to sonlc sort of
comParative stalldard.
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Thirdly, and lastly, who has done it ? I think that is
also a very fair quesrion. Mr Spinelli, from the
Communist Group, described the Council as a
sphynx, and perhaps they are sphynx-like in terms of
communication ; but they are, of course, a Council of
sovereign nations, a Council of our sovereign nations.
My colleague, Martin Bangemann, said that we should
speak honestly, frankly and openly. Vell, then, let us
ask Council to so be and let us ask our own govern-
ments to so be. Vho were the people who argued for
a reduction in the Regional Fund ? lVho argued that
austerity cuts should be made fair 7 Vas it the British
- 
because they are deeply suspicious anyway of a
supernational regional policy ? Vas it the French 
-perhaps to safeguard agricultural expenditure ? Vas it
the Germans 
- 
because they think they are paying
too nruch already anlr/ay ? Because, surely, it must be
one or all of these three. I can hardly see the Italians
arguing it. I can hardly see the Dutch arguing it. I
think we should know, I think this Parliament and
the pcople of Europe should know. These decisions
should not be made in cloistered, irresponsible
sccrecy. I hope that the Council representative will
speak frankly to us when he speaks in the end, and
tcll us more. I believe, like many other Members, that
thc Council should think again.
I think it has been a clisappointing day.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Evans.
Mr Evans. 
- 
Mr Presidcnt, I also can be brief,
bccausc I too, as the Chairman of thc Committee on
I(cgional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport,
wish to intcrvcnc in this debate on that specific
subjcct. I wrsh to stress at the outset that I am not, at
this juncture, speaking on behalf of my committee
bccausc my commrttec has not as yet had the opportu-
nity ro givc any considcration to thc matter. I suspect,
howcvcr, that nty contmittee will rn fact feel very
strorrgly abor.rt this, and I have no doubt that they will
wislr to say sontctlting at a latcr date. But thcre is one
porrrt Iwould lrkc to ntake and that rs that wc are in
sonrc <liffrcu!tv ln this rcspcct, becausc as far as the
I(cgional Firnd and rcgional polrcy are conccrncd, I
woulcl havc likcd my conrnrittcc to havc had the
oPportunity to corrsrclcr thc Contntissron's proposals
in thc burigcr. llut urrfortunatcly wc arc not now going
to const(lcr thc Contntissron's proposals, what wc are
goulg to corrsirlcr and discuss is thc Councrl's
responsc to thc Contmission's proposals.
I tlrrnk that Mr Dalycll has touched upon an rmpor-
tilnt polnt irt rarsing thc c;uestion of whcthcr or not
thc Con-rnrission overbicls in some instances, and we
wotrlrl havc harl thc opportunity to cxaminc thc
Cotttt.nrssiorr's proposals in that Iight if we had ha<l
thcrr on thc tablc by tltcntsclvcs, but unfortunatcly we
Itavc not. Ctn lsa! at thc outsct 
- 
and agairr
speaking purely for myself 
- 
that as far as the
Commission's proposals for the Regional Fund are
concerned, I for one would have sought to have their
figure increased very substantially indeed, rather rhan
cut by the Council. rVe have had long discussions
with the Commissioner responsible for regional
policy, and we recognize the problems that he faces,
but the point that has to be remembered is that this is
not a proposal of this Parliament, it is a proposal of
the Commission, ad I feel that we would have been
justified 
- 
and we may still do this 
- 
in seeking to
increase the Regional Fund appropriations in the
Commission's proposal. I would remind Parliament
that in February of this year, in his keynote speech,
the President of the Commission did in fact state
quite clearly and quite categorically that regional
policy must be seen as one of the cornerstones of the
Community's economic policy. If this is the Council's
response to the Commission's modest proposals, then
quite frankly, while some are seeing this as a chal-
lenge to Parliament, I would submit that it is more a
challenge to the Commission, and that the Commis-
sion themselves must give some consideration to what
their response will be to the Council, because it has
been said that some groups may consider rejectirrg thc
budget out of hand, and in fact creating a cor.rstitu-
tional crisis. I do not know what the future will bring
as far as that is concerncd, Mr President, but certainly,
I feel that we have a right to say to thc Comnrission
that they themselves ntust givc some consideration to
where they stand on this issue.
I have travelled widely throughout thc Conrnrunity as
part of my duties as Chairman of the Regional Policy
Committee, and I have detected 
- 
and I am quite
sure other Mcmbers have detected 
- 
throughout what
are generally described as periphcral regions, a
growing dcmand and desire for a biggcr fund, for
more assistance to solve thc many dce p-seatcd
problems of thcse areas. I frankly agrce with Mr John-
ston that there will bc deep cynicism in thesc rcgiorrs
at the Council's attitude to the Rcgiorral Fund, and
whilst 120 000 iobs may be a token, surcly it is worth-
while saving anyjobs that we can at this moment in
our history.
The heads of govcrnmcnt had a ntccting in Downing
Street earlicr this year, and thcre was a call for rcfla-
tion of the ccononries. Wc know that crcatcs
problems and arguments in some member countries,
but the area of the Regional and Social Funds was onc
whcre the Commission and the Council could have
responcled, could havc madc larger funds availablc to
tacklc these vcry serious problcms. I suspect 
- 
and I
know that the rc will be much dccpcr and Iongcr
dcbates on this subjcct in thc futurc 
- 
that .ve had
thc wrong group of nrinisters lookrng at thc burlgct
proposals, I would havc strggcsted that wc let thc
ministcrs responsiblc for social affairs an<.1 industrial
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affairs have the first bite at the cherry ; maybe then we
would have got a much more realistic budget. But it is
my submission that finance ministers, whenever they
consider anyone's proposal, always start from the
premise: how can we cut it down, without any regard
to the long-term strategy which is involved.
Mr President, I only wanted to make those few
remarks because I put it to the Commission that thy
will tell us how they intend to respond to the very
negative apprdach that the Council has adopted to
their budger in the light of the President's submission
in February of this year that regional policy was a
cornerstone of Community economic policy. All I can
say, Mr President, is that if that is one of the corner-
stones, it is going to be a very tiny house indeed that
we build.
(Af ltlu n.tt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Mr President, in view of the time I
shall be very brief. Rarely, I think, in the life of the
Community can there have been a greater difference
of opinion between the Commission and Parliament
on the one hand and the Council on the other. The
contrast between the speeches made by the representa-
tive of the Council and the rePresentative of the
Commission was really startling in its starkness. I
listened whith growing despair and disbelief to the
speech from the Council benches in which iustifica-
tion was sought for what the speaker called the selec-
tive sobriety 
- 
that was the translation that came
across the microphones 
- 
of the cuts proposed. In
my view the surgeon's knife has been wielded with all
the 
.fiar'.r.tr of a drunken family butcher, and I say that
in measured terms because it is extremely difficult in
a multilingual assembly like this to whip up the kind
of hostility to the proposals made by the Council that
one would normally do in a one-language chamber.
Reference has repeatedly been made in this Assembly
to the basic problems of the Community. In that
contect the budget is a political instrument, not a
sterile exercise in accounting, and this, it seems to me,
is the basic conflict that has arisen here between the
Council on the one hand and Parliament and the
Commission on the other.
'What are the problems ? The basic problems of the
Community are well known and we are unanimous in
defining them : unemployment, the Sreatest social
civil that any society can have thrust uPon it; the
increasing imbalance between the regions ; inflation,
especially with regard to food-prices ; and the problem
of energy. Let me say in connexion with food prices
and the CAP that my party conference 
- 
and it is
one of the biggest party confaences in the democratic
world 
- 
will be meeting in a fortnight or so. One of
the items on the agenda will be the UK's continued
membership of the EEC, and at that conference and
in that debate the CAP will come under considerable
fire. The proposals made in this budget will do
nothing to help those of us in nry group who believe
passionitely in the future Progress of the EEC. The
CAP is coming under very considerable criticism in
Britain and, I suspect, in many other parts of the
Community, and for the Council to put forward in
their draft budget proposals that expenditure, far from
being untouched, is, on the contrary, to be increased
and -that at the expense of the Regional Fund and
Social Fund 
- 
is incomprehensible. It shows a
complete lack of political noili a complete lack of
vision. \fle all appreciate the need for restraint in
public expenditure, and Mr Tugendhat indicated that
in its proposals the Commission also recognize this,
but restraint does not excuse the savage, indiscrimi-
nate cuts which the Council are seeking to impose ;
still less does it mean indiscriminate increascs in
expenditure in the common agricultural field. The
Council's failure to control that particular expenditure
has meant more substantial cuts in other fields, such
as the Regional Fund, than would otherwise be
required.
I want to comment on one Particular Passage towards
the end of the speech made from the Cotrrrcil
benches, where the speaker actually had the temerity
to assert that the provision for the Social and Regional
Funds was sufficient to deal with unemployment. I
could scarely believe my ears as the translation came
across these earphones. rwhoever prepared that parti-
cular passage in the speech ought to be dismisscd
forthwith, increasing unemployment within thc
Community though that might be.
Now the Commissioner estimated that the Council
proposals on the Regional Fund might ieopardize
120000 lobs. I do not know where that figure has
come from ; I would like to know, and I would like
the Council, if they can, to refute it, because if it can
be demonstrably proved that that is the case, thcn it is
a very serious indictment of the political vicws and
the political approach of the Council' I bclieve thc
Council's proposals in this respect will cxacerbate the
already excessive differences between the regions I
that, I think, is why the Commission is right to seek
to insist on its proposals, and I believe it will have
virtually unanimous suPport of this Parlianrent.
Council can have very few friends in this Assembly
today, apart from the typical exception of my honour-
able friend from Scotland. There will be no thanks,
either, from the five million unemployed throughout
the Community, nor from the suffering houscwivcs
and the consumers generally. Over the next month or
two there is going to be a bitter battle between the
Council on the one hand and the Commission, Parlia-
ment and people on the other, and I hope for the sake
of the future well-being of the Community that the
Council will concede the case to the Commission and
to this Parliament before Christmas'
(Altplausc)
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4. Urgent debate
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Bangemann,
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, a
motion for a resolution, with request for urgent debate
pursuant to Rule l4 of the Rules of procedure, on the
position to be adopted by the Foreign Ministers of the
Member States of the Community with regard to
Southern Africa.
This document has been printed and distributed as
Doc. 278/77.
Pursuant to the second sub-paragraph of Rule l4 (l)
of the Rules of Procedure, I shall consult the House
on this request ar the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House wiI rise.
(Tfu .tittittg ,t'.ti .vt.rpcnd(d at 1.20 1t.n. and rcsunttdtt 3.5 p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
pre.sidtnt
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
5. lVtlconc to lVIr M.tilzanilla Scbu.ffer
President. 
- 
I have the pleasure of welcoming Mr
Manzanilla Schaffer, President of the Latin-Ameiican
Parlianrent and Member of the Congress of the
United States of Mexico, who is honouring us with his
presence during our debates.
Vhile extending him a cordial welcome, we would
ask him, on behalf of the European parliament, to
convey our greetings to the Latin-American parlia-
mcnt, reprcsentatives of which we had occasion to
mcet in Mexico City during the third EEC-Latin
America Interparliamentary Conference.
Ve wish Mr Manzanilla Schaffer a pleasant stay in
Europc arrd expcct to see him again shortly during the
prcparations for the next EEC 
- 
Latin America
meeting.
(A1t1tlt t.tt)
6. Question-tintc
Prctidcnt. 
- 
The next item is euestion-time (Doc.
269177), as laid down in Rule 47 A of the Rules of
Procedure.
Members are asked to put their questions in accor_
dance with the Guidelines for the conduct of
Question-time.
Ve begin with questions to the Commission. The
conrpctent mcmber of the Commission is asked to
reply to these questions and any supplementary ques-
tions that may be put.
Since its author is not present, Question No l, by Mr
Cifarelli, will be answered in writing.r
Question No 2, by Mr Dalyell :
Subject : Representation of Member States in an enlarged
Community
'Will the Commission make a statement on their consider-
ation of whether in an enlarged Communiry all Member
States will conrinue to enioy the same rights as in the
past regarding automatic continuous representation in all
the organs of the Community, including the Council and
the Commission, or whether it should be assumed that
the need to limit the growth of the institutions of the
Community may necessitate some modification of the
norms hitherto observed regarding the representation of
Member States in the Communiry's institutions ?
Mr Burke, fuIentber o.f tbc Comntission. 
- 
The possi-
bility of modifying the composition of the institutions
in the sense envisaged by the honourable Member is
one of the questions which the Commission is
examining in the course of its reflections on the
general problems of efficient functioning which an
enlarged Community would raise, but I rlgret that it
is not possible to offer a more detailed reply at this
stage.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
In their examination, would they
make it clear as to whether a separate Scottish state
would be entitled ro its own member of the Commis-
sion of the European Communities ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
As the honourable Member knows, I
was presenr for the discussion of this question by Mr
Simonet, President-in-Office of the Council, in which
a number of honourable Members took part. The
general tenor of the reply given by the president-in-
Office of the Council is broadly speaking the position
of the Commission except, as I have lnformecl the
honourable Member, that an investigation of all these
matters is being undertaken in connection with the
whole enlargement question. I am quite sure that the
matter raised by the honourable Member will form
part of that general investigation.
President. 
- 
Question No 3, by Mr Corrie:
Subject : Community policy on sea-borne trade
Vhat measures are being taken by the Commission to
devise and implement a Community policy on sea_borne
trade, with a view ro assisting Community shipping
concerns to meet the threat posed by Soviet practices in
thrs sector ?
I see Annex.
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Mr Burke, lVtmber o.f tbe Contnrission. 
- 
The
problem whether, and if so to to what extent, Soviet
and, more generally, Comecon shipping Practices may
be unfair and harmful to Community shipping
concerns is unde r active consideration by the Commis-
siorr arrd is being discussed in the transport questions
group of Coreper. In my statement to the Council of
Ministers of Transport at its session of 28 and 29 June
1977,1 pointed out that we considered it as one of our
priority tasks to investigate Comecon shipping prac-
tices and their implications for Community shipping
enterpriscs. My services are analysing the nature and
extent of the Comecon problem and reviewing various
options open for commolr action, should it be deter-
mined that such action is necessary to ensure fair
competition based on sound commercial principles.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
Can I ask the Commissioner what
talks have takcn place, if any, with the Soviet Union
on this problem, and, with the possible accession of
Greece into the Community and her importance as a
largc n.raritime nation, what discussions have taken
placc with thc Grcek representatives on the effects on
tlrc Grcek nraritinre fleet of competition from the
sanrc source ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
There have not, to my knowledge,
bccrr arry discussiotrs with the Soviet authorities so far,
but in regard to the second part of the suPplementary,
prelinrinary talks have taken place with the Greek
authoritics in re lation to a number of economic
nratters, including those of transPort. \fle are aware,
for cxanrple, that thc accession of Greece would bring
with it a large nraritime fleet, and this is one of the
considerations which, with others, will be taken into
account in thc Conrmission's overall view of that appli-
cation for nrcnrltcrship.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
If the Commissioner is so convinced
of thc fair comntercial practices existing between
natiorls, is he prepared, in the shipping field, to put as
much pressurc orr flags of convenience countries who
Iravc Europcarr slrip owners who avoid tax obligations
arrd rcgistcr irr thosc countries, as he is prepared to
put on lLussia ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The Commission takes the view that
all thesc shipping questiorrs should best be discussed
in the contcxt of the new consultative nlachinery
which has rcccrrtly been set up, and I am quite sure
tlrat that, amoltg other questions, will be cliscussed in
that forut-n irr thc n-ronths to come. As regards pres-
surc, it rcally rs not for tl-re Comnrission, as such, to
apply pressurc. That would be a matter for the
Council and thc Mcmbcr Statc's working in that
forum.
President. Qucstiorr No 4, by Lord Bessborough :
Subiect : Uranittnr prospcctt,lS in the Europcan Commu-
nlty
rVould the Commission state what progress has been
made rn prospecting for uranium ordes in the European
Community, for which Parliament voted financial aid
under Article 321 of the Commission's budget fot 1977 ?
Mr Burke, Mernber of' tbe Cotnni'.tiorl. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, before answering this question, I would like to
take the opportunity of apologizing for Commissioner
Brunner's absence which is due to a bereavement'
Given our energy situation, Promotion of uranium
prospecting in the Community is of great importance'
Thanks to Parliament's support, the 1976 Community
budget was accorded I million u.a. for this purpose,
and the 1977 budget no less than 5 million. ln 1976
we decided on aid for seven prosPection programmes
in Ireland, Greenland, Scotland and the Federal
Republic of Germany. Six of them are already in
hand, and, particularly in Ireland and Greenland, have
yielded promising initial results. This year a total of
l3 programmes in lreland, Britain, Belgium, Green-
land and Germany are being aided, five of them in
continuation of those launched last year.
In order not to encourage unduly high expectations, I
would emphasize that prosPection operations usually
last eight or ten years before the actual working of
uranium deposits can begin. Community aid is, of
course, only supplementary to national aid, but, were
it not for our contribution, prospection would not be
undertaken at all in many areas of the Community. In
Ireland, for instance, it has been found that the
Community subsidy is not only making possible the
beneficiary company's prospection programmes but
encouraging other companies to start Prospecting for
uranium as well.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
I would like to thank the
Commissioner in the absence of Mr Brunner for that
most informative reply, which I am sure the House
will find most interesting. Vould the Commissioner
say whether he believes that the reduced budgetary
appropriation for uranium within the Community
will, in fact, affect progress ? Does he not agree that
this is a vcry important part of Community energy
policy, and could he say what stePs the Commission
is taking to bring the Conrmunity's mining interests
generally togethcr in order to undertake more ambi-
tious exploration, expecially pcrhaps in areas such as
Greenland, where there is a need for economic regen-
e rati on.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I would like to underline, and indeed
thank Parliament, for its continued supPort to the
Comn-rission in its efforts to increase the amounts
madc availablc for this heading, antl to indicate that
we hope to have a figure of 1 l'.5 million u.a. in the
next bu(l8et.
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The prospecting outlook in Greenland, and indeed in
Ireland as I have mentioned, holds out hopes for
success, and I would like to underline what the honou-
rable Member has said, that progress in this direction
will in fact help the general economic development of
those areas. I think the Community can be reasonably
proud of the initiative taken here, which is not, as I
stressed in my answer, to supplant national endeavour
but indeed to supplement it, and to cover areas which
have not yet been prospected and which give some
initial hopes of good results.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
At the last part-session of Parliament,
Mr Brunner did undertake to study why there had
been local opposition to uraniunr prospecting in
Orkney. Has anything come of this undertaking to
study thrs question ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
Mr Brunner's undertaking has in fact
bcen honoured; wc have been in touch with the area
he mentions, but we have not as yet received any
rcsults of our investigation. I am quite sure that the
relevant Scottish authority, or whatever authority is in
fact in chargc of that area, will reply to us in the fairly
ncar futurc. As yet we have not received the informa-
tion that thc honourable Member asks for.
President. 
- 
Since its author is not present, eues-tion No .5, by Mr Osborn, will be answered in
writing. l
Question No (r, by Mr Evans :
Sub;ect : Conrnrunrty rescarch expenditure
Will thc Conrnrrssion state what proportlon of Commu-
rrity rcscarch cxpendrture was spent tn each of the nrne
Mcnrbcr Statcs on both drrect and rndirect proiects
dwng 19r-6?
Mr Burke, /Vt.ntltrr o.f tltt Connti.t.tiot;. 
- 
There is a
consiclcrablc corpus of figures on Community and
lvlcnrbcr Statcs' rcsearch and deve Iopment expenditure
rn the tlocuntcllt ot'l a comnron science and tech-
nologv policy whrch thc Commission furnished to the
Housc lt July. lt is truc that thc Commrssron did not
thrnk rt rrcccssary to givc a br(akdown of Commurrity
cxpcncliture by rccrpicltts ancl countries. Financial aid
ironr Contnturrrty fUnds for rrrclircct prorccts is shown
proluct l>y pro.;cct, not country by country. In the case
of clircct [)roiccts, tltcrc arc no paynret.]ts to
contracting partics in Mcmber Statcs, as thc research
is clonc rrr the 
-f oint llcsearch Ccntre's own cstablish-
nlcl'rts at lspra, Karsrrrhc, Gccl and Pcttcrr.
ln 1976, thc 
.fornt Ilcscarclt Ccntrc buclgct amountccl
to 70 071(XX) urrits of account, broken down wrth the
ccntral staff rrr lJrusscls countcd in, as follows rn
pcr(cntirgc re rnts : staf i oi the (ltrector-gcncral at Brus-
s(f s, 4 ) 5 t2,, ls1>ra \8.7 o/,', Gccl 9.55 o/0, Karlsruhc,
l2.l ')h, Pctre rr, I S-4 o/o.
Actual Commission payments to Member States in
respect of indirect proiects in 1976 totalled 2'} 940 000
units of account, broken down as follows in percen-
tage terms : Federal Republic of Germany, 3Z.l o/o,
France 20.60/o, Belgium 3.9o/o,ltaly 9.1 o/0, Denmark
1'4 %, Netherlands 3.8 Yo, Britain, 27.2o/o, Irelancl,
0'5 70, and miscellaneous, 1.5 o/0.
Now these figures are, however, of a limited signifi-
cance. They concern actual payments and do not
correspond to the payment appropriations in the
budget. In this contexr I would like to refer to the
answer to rVritten Question No 201 of 1975, by Mr
Girardin. This answer contained also statistical nrate-
rial covering several years.
Mr Evans. 
- 
I would like to thank the Commis-
sioner for that highly complex answer ; I am quire
sure I will spend the nexr three weeks trying to work
out what he meant.
(Ldilgbtcr)
But I wonder if he would accept that the figures in
fact do give some proof to those who argue that the
United Kingdom is not getting its fair share of
research proiects, and would he accept that if the JETproject were locared in the United Kingdom, it would
go some way towards redressing the balance ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I think that the figures I have given,
although the honourable Member may have had sonrc
difficulty in getting them down quickly, would indi-
cate that the United Kingdom is getting a fair share of
the expenditure. In any event, the Commission does
not like to emphasize too much, country by country,
the amounts spent in any given location, for the very
good reason that these projects differ from year to
year. If a new machine, for cxample, is put into one
area, this would put up the bill by a huge amount, bur
then it would decrease thc next ycar.
In reply to the second part of his supplemcntary qucs-
tion, I would imagine rhat the JET project woulcl
depend orr considerations other than thosc of thc
matter raised in this qucstton. I am <iuitc sure thc
honourable Membcr rcalizcs as well as I do thc
complex political, cconomic and other aspccts of this.
It simply does not dcpentl on thc amount of moncy
in rescarch expcnditurc which wc spend herc. I would
therefore havc to disagrcc with thc horrourablc
Member. I do nor think the Unitcd Kingdom is bcing
unfairly trearcd and do not think that it has a direct
effect orr thc JET projcct.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
Can thc Contmissioncr say if any
nroney has bccn spcnt in rcscarch into thc dtrnrping
of nuclcar wastc antl n.rcthods of dunrping, and if any
final <lecisron Itas l>ccn takcrr or.t srtcs tlrrouglrout tltc
Community ?lscc Arrrcx
,//"
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Mr Burke. 
- 
\fle are in fact investigating this ques-
tion of dumping, but the matter of sites is not one for
the Commission. That is my information, which, as
you realize, is not that o[ one dealing minutely with
the portfolio, but I understand that to be the case.
President. 
-' 
Question No 7, by Mr Brown :
Subject : Nuclear-generated electriciry capacity
Does the Commission consider that the Communiry's
proiected inability to reach the target of 150 G\7 of
nuclear-generated electricity capacity by 1985 is to a large
extent due to continuinS uncertainty over the advisability
of constructing and operating liSht-water reactors of the
pressurized and boiling-water types and, if so, has consid-
eration been given to advising the construction and opera-
tion of advanced gas-cooled reactors as a stop-gap before
the new generation of fast-breeder reactors are intro-
duced ?
Mr Burke, tllcmbe r rl tbe Contntission. 
- 
There are
two main reasons for the delay in installing the
nuclear power station capacity planned for I985. The
demand for electricity is now expected to grow more
slowly in the years ahead, and some of the public are
opposed to the building of new nuclear power stations
at all. The opposition is to increased use of nuclear
energy as such, and not to a particular type of reactor,
such as the light-water reactor. It is in any event the
electricity producers' own business to select the type
of reactor suited to their particular requirements. The
prospects for the advanced gas-cooled reactor would
depend principally on its economic competitiveness
ti-t-ti- c' i.t other types.
Mr Brown. 
- 
Can I draw the Commissioner's atten-
tion to the fact that the AGR is, in fact, competitive
with the light-water reactor, when economic costs are
properly based, and is he aware that it has a very high
safety value, far in advance of that of other light-water
reactors, and therefore ought to be pursued, that there
are moreover, already five of these stations in being
and they are therefore proving their worth ? Finally,
may I draw his attention to the fact that it wai
designed in our Community by one of the Member
States, and since it is our proposal to encourage Euro-
pean technology, ought we not to ensure that we
encourage other Member States to use the AGR ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
In reply to the honourable Member's
four-part supplementary, I would limit myself, with
regard to the first part, to noting the claims made
generally, and here repeated by the honourable
Member, for the competitiveness of this type of
reactor. I do not think it would be appropriate for me
as Commissioner to go further than to note that posi-
tion. I would have to say to'the honourable Member,
though, that I am advised that there are no consider-
able differences in the whole sum of risks between the
AGR, that is the advanced gas reactor, and other types.
As the honourable Member will realize, every type has
its advantages and disadvantages, and I am advised,
not being an expert in this area, that this is so. I am
aware bf the fact that some of these advanced gas reac-
tors are, in fact, already in existence. The honourale
Member knows that the whole programme has not
gone as quickly as was first envisaged in 196.5, and in
answer to his final point, should we encourage it, I do
not think that the Commission has the function of
encouraging any particular type of reactor. That would
be a matter for the authorities of the individual
Member States.
President. 
- 
Question No 8, by Mr Mitchell :
Subject: Nuclear-fuel re-processing in the Channel
Islands
Is the Commission aware of the great concern of many
people in the Channel Islands at the plans to expand the
nuclear-fuel re-processing works and to build a park of
light-water reactors at the Cap de la Hague and, if so,
*hat st.ps is it prepared to take to .nrrre that thi anxre-
ties of the Channel Islanders are properly represented
before the responsible French authorities ?
Mr Burke, Mcntbcr o.f tbc Contni.s.tiott. 
- 
The
Commission has not been informed of objections by
Channel Islanders to the planned extension of the
French nuclear fuel re-boosting plant at Cap de la
Hague and the building of a reactor park there. The
giving of permission to build and operate such plants
rests with the national authorities. There is very little
scope for the Commission to concern itself in this
connection. Under Article 4l tt .rct1. of the Euratom
Treaty, it has to be informed of all investment proiects
relating to nuclear installations and to their expansion,
and under Article 37, it has to establish whether the
implementation of a nuclear project could result in
radio-active pollution of the water, soil or air space of
another Member State. As the projects referred to in
the question are only in the planning state, thcy have
not yet been communicated to the Commission.
Vhen they are, the Commission will act within the
framework of its competence. In December 1976, the
Commmission submitted proposals to the Council
concerning choice of location for the construction of
power stations, providing inttr alia for Community
consultation where new power stations could have
adverse effects on the territory of another Member
State. The Council has not yet adopted these.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
I am surprised that the Commission
is not aware of the objections expressed by the
Channel Islanders. I wonder what the press depart-
ment of the Commission has been doing for thc last
few months. The supplementary question I would like
to ask is, when these light-water reactors are in a more
advanced stage than an initial-planning stage, does it
come within the competence of the Commission to
ensure that the residents of another state 
- 
in this
case the Channel Islands 
- 
are able to make represen-
tations to the government which is producing the
light-water reactdrs, in this case the French Govern-
ment ? Vhat we are trying to ensure is that the
Channel Islands have the right to object to this pro-
posal, either through the Commission or direct to the
French authorities.
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Mr Burke. 
- 
I did not say that the Commission was
not aware 
- 
I said that the Commission had not
been informed
(la ugbtcr)
of the objections of the Channel Islanders.
\7ith regard to the supplementary question about our
functions in this matter generally, I would say that the
Commission's communication to Council for a new
regulation of December 1976 
- 
as I mentioned in
the answer 
- 
provides the answer to the problem. We
in the Commission feel that there are two aspects of
that proposal 
- 
the dra{t resolution setting up a
committee of experts to establish the criteria of loca-
tion, and the regulation which will be directly binding
in the Member States in regard to the siting of stations
in frontier regions. If this consultation procedure were
to be set up by the Council, then I think it would
answer the difficulties which have been raised in this
question. I would further like to make a slight distinc-
tion between the extension of the reprocessing plant
in Cap de la Hague and the erection of reactors at
another site in the area 
- 
Flamandville, which is 30
kilometres away.
I would say, in reply to the honourable Member, that
the implementation of the Commission's programme
as prcsented to the Council in December would be
one way of solving this problem. I would like to thank
the Parliament and, indeed, the Parliamentary
Committee for the excellence of their support of our
proposal and, in particular, Frau \Valz.'We hope to see
this support continue, and we hope that the Council
will, in the fairly near future, implement our propo-
sals, which will solve the problem for the future.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
If the reprocessing of nuclear
fuel is delayed on environmental grounds at !7inds-
cale, would the Commission not agree that it is even
more important from the point of view of the Commu-
nity as a whole to develop the reprocessing works at
Cap de la Hague ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
Yes.
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(F/ Does the Commissioner not think
that thc question of the Channel Islands raised by Mr
Mitchell shows that this is a problem which is of
concern to all Community countries ? Formerly it was
thought to be of concern only to those States
bordering on the Rhine, and Luxembourg and France,
but we now have the proof that the Council was
wrong not to have reacted to the Commission and
Parliament's Committee on Energy and Research in
undertaking a joint study of this common problem.
Mr Burke. 
- 
The Commission is aware of the wides-
pread interest in this problem 
- 
to cite only the
honourable Member's own country, France, and its
frontier with Luxembourg, for example 
- 
and it was
in that connection that the Commission thought it
best to put forward proposals for the Community as a
whole so that a solution could be sought on that basis.
I would look for support, on behalf of my colleague,
Dr Brunner, for a speedy implementation by the
Council of our suggestions of 1975.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(1,/ \flhile I do not share Mr Mitchell's
fears, having had the opportuniry to ascertain the
degree of dilution of the waste and examine the
accurate studies of the marine currents in which the
waste was deposited, I should like to ask the Commis-
sion whether, particularly in the event of future
discharges into less open seas, it would not be advis-
able to consider a study undertaken by General Elec-
tric which showed that a closed cycle system
prevented the discharge of irradiated liquid wastes
from reprocessing plants into rivers or seas ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I7e have iust presented to the Council
and to Parliament a communication on these matters,
and a study of such closed systems would be part of
that communication. I have also noted that he distin-
guishes his position from that of Mr Mitchell with
regard to the dangers inherent in some of these
projects.
Finally, it I may sum up the position, it is up to the
French authorities, and not the Commission, to deal
with this matter, since, at the moment, the Commis-
sion does not have functions in this regard. I would
just repeat what I have said, that it is desirable that the
Council should implement the regulation in the near
future. I do not want to go into any further detail with
regard to this complex and delicate matter, since it is
not one of my responsibilities in the Commission.
Mr Flimig. 
- 
(D) Am I right in having understood
that, should the expansion of the tUfindscale plant
prove to be dangerous, the Commission takes the view
that the Cap de la Hague reprocessing works should
be expanded ? If that is the case, the question remains
why such a plant ought not to be built in \flindscale
but may be built in Cap de la Hague without further
ado.
Mr Burke. 
- 
Any reply I may have given was not
specifically given in the context of Cap de la Hague.
It was given in general context.
Secondly, we posit all this problem in the area of the
need for the Community to find new sources of
energy and the need to find new ways and advances in
processing. But my previous reply was not specifically
directed to the area which is the point of the question
that I am being asked.
President. 
- 
Question No 9, by Mr Nod:
Subject : Utilizatron of wind energy
Does the Commission not feel that the construction of a
protorype electricity-generating plant using solar energl
- 
scheduled for the near future 
- 
should be accom.
panred by tests with a plant of comparable outpul
utilizing wind energy, so as to permit comparisons to be
made at an early stage ?
V'-/"
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Mr Burke, fuTember of the Comnission. 
- 
The
Commission is closely following the development of
technical facilities for the utilization of wind power
and hopes that in due course a comparison can be
effected between the use of solar and of wind energy.
Up to now, however, priority has been given to solar
energy and not sufficient preparatory work has been
done to allow a prototype wind-using plant to be
built. Only in a few Member States are studies being
conducted 
- 
and those on a limited budget. Is there
as yet a Commission programme in this field ? The
Commission is considering whether promotion of
wind power could be included in the next Commu-
nity energy research programme.
Mr Nod. 
- 
(l) ln view of the fact that conditions in
some regions favour solar energy and in others wind
energy, would it not be useful if the Commission, in
collaboration with the rWorld Meteorological Organisa-
tion in Geneva, were to prepare two maps showing
the regions of the Community with sufficient periods
of sunshine or wind to make energy production worth-
while and its future exploitation possible ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I would agree with the honourable
Mcmber that studies of the nature he suggested in his
supplementary would by very interesting, but I think
that the Commission is not yet in a position at the
moment to advance on those lines. I consider it a
possibility for the future, and I would envisage
perhaps ttrat this might be undertaken in the next
multi-annual proSramme into further studies and
rcseraches of this kind. I would like to indicate to the
honourable Mcn.rbe r that given the restriction on
rcsources, it may not be possible to do that for some
time yet.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
I would be very grateful if the
Commissioner would indicate the extent to which the
Community has had discussions with other countries,
in particular Canada, on the type of equipment which
would genc'rate electricity from wind most cheaply, so
that thcrc could be practical application in those
arcas, which might well be in Brittany, Spain, on the
north-west coast of Britain and Ireland, and examples
of the economics of this type of method of generating
electricity as against other types.
Mr Burke. 
- 
The situation is that this has not until
now been a priority with the Commission. The
Commission is, of course, generally aware of the situa-
tion but no discussions of a formal kind have been
undertakcn in this connection. As I indicated to the
horrourablc Mcmbcr, Mr Noi, this is somewhat for the
future, but I am sure that my colleague, Dr Brunner,
will take account of the discussion here today in Parlia-
ment.
Mr Fliimig. 
- 
(D) Is it true that existing experi-
mental wind-energy projects, such as the tower
erected by Sir Henry Lawson Tankred in England,
produce 0.5 megawatts of electricity, so that 2,500
such towers would be necessary to equal the produc-
tive capacity of a single section of a large power-sta-
tion ? Furthermore, is it not true that the electricity-
producing industry must arrange its capacity to meet
peak needs, so that, during peak periods, the grid does
not collapse and produce a blackout, so that even if
wind power-stations were built there would still be a
need to retain conventional coal- or nuclear-fired
power-stations, or indeed to build new ones ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The Commission is not aware of the
particular example cited by the honourable Member,
but the Commission would agree with the general
thrust of the supplementary which would indicate that
the honourable Member feels that these would be of
limited scope and would therefore only make a
minimum indent in the problem. Apart from that, I
would like to reiterate what I have already said, that it
is not an immediate prioriry for us, given that we have
just embarked on the programme for solar energy.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
\7ould the Commission say
whether they are looking into the possibilities of wave
power 
- 
waves, being in fact largely caused by wind ?
(Laugbter)
Mr Burke. 
- 
The answer to the honourable Member
is the same as that to the other honourable Members.
$7e put investigations into the power of waves into
the same area as that of wind. Up to now it has not
been a priority with the Commission, but no doubt in
the next decade or so will be given greater study.
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(F) ls the Commission aware of the
possibilities of twinning solar and wind energy ?
Secondly, does it not think that this type of energy
can only be marginal in view of the huge needs of the
Community ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The answer to the two parts of the
supplementary are : in regard to the first one, about
nwinning, no ; in regard to the other, the marginal use,
yes. I have just indicated that in my general reply.
President, 
- 
Since its author is not present, Ques-
tion No 10, by Mr Zywietz, will be answered in
writing. I
Question No I l, by Mr Edwards :
Subject : Commission proposals on multinational under-
takings
Can the Commission describe the present situation
regarding the proposals it announced in the draft regula-
tion subnritted to the Council 2 on the measures to be
taken by the Community on the control of concentra-
tions bctween undertakings, particularly multinationals ?
I see Annex.
2 COM (73) l2lO/final .
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Mr Vouel, .fuIenber of tbe Comnission. 
- 
(F) ln the
answer to an oral question, with debate, on the control
of concentrations given at its meeting of 9 March
lgTT,Parliament was informed by the President of the
Council of Ministers of the Council's progress with
respect to the proposal for a regulation on the control
of concentrations.
On 27 April 1977, the Committee of Permanent
Representatives instructed a group of experts of the
Council to report to it on the fundamental questions
raised by this proposal. On 28 July 1977, the report
was submitted to the Committee of Permanent Repre-
sentatives, which will be dealing with this document
at a forthcoming meeting. Altough there are differ-
ences between the various national delegations on
certain important aspects of this proposal, the
Commission nevertheless hopes that the Council will
be in a position to adopt this proposal in 1978. These
provisions will be applicable to all important concen-
trations whether carried out by multinational undertak-
ings or any other type of company.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
May I emphasize the urgency of
some regulations in connection with the operations of
monopoly in Europe ? They are becoming more
powerful day by day, and there is a Sreater industrial
concentration in the hands of a few people in our
Europe than there is in any other part of the world.
This is a perfect mechanism for making the rich coun-
tries richer, and thc poor countries poorer, which is
contrary to the declared policy of this Community for
a morc cquitable distribution of wealth. In view of
thcsc facts, I hope the matter will be urgently pressed
forward and a policy will soon be developed to curb
the extension of monopolies and to control their
global investment.
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) | am almost entirely in agreement
with thc honourable Member's analysis. The Commis-
sion will do all in its power to ensure progress in this
ficld.
Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. 
- 
Vill the Commis-
sion bcar in mincl, in setting their policy to deal with
multirratronal conccrns, that whilc they can, some-
times, act in a way which conflicts with legimitate
national pc,licrcs, and also, by artificial transfer
pricing, crcate unfair competition for smaller
conccil-rs, yct at th(j same timc, they ca'n play an irre-
placcablc and invaluablc part in the life of thc
ccononric conrnrunity, as for instance was shown last
wcck by Ford's clccision to Dlace their huge new
cr-rginc works irr a dcvelopment area in South Vales,
whrch is sonrcthing wc must all warmly wclcome ?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(t:)Thc Commission is perfectly aware
of thc positive ancl ncgativc aspects of thc multina-
tionals, but in reply to the honourable Member's inter-
vention I think it might be useful to add that the
Commission, in the person of my colleague Mr
Davignon, is at present studying and making plans for
a regulation on transfer prices.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) In its report to the Council on
concentration measures by undertakings, does the
group of experts take account of the work carried out
by the OECD, particularly the code of conduct
adopted iust over two years ago ?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) | hope that this group will take full
account of the OECD's work on the subject.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware of the
study made in 1976 by the Commission, which clearly
showed that Europe had twice the rate of national
companies, and responsible for over a third of
turnover and investment, and yet the Commission
complained of the lack of cooperation by some multi-
national companies in providing information, and has
the Commission made any further recommendations
to force these companies to cooperate in providing
information, in view of the Commission's endorse-
ment of the voluntary principle in the OECD code ?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) lt should be borne in mind that if
it needs information the Commission cannot force
the firms concerned to give it unless the Treaty gives
it necessary powers to do so.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) Does the Commission not consider
that the multinationals can make a useful conribution
in development areas, particularly in the regional
policy field ? The French authorities, indeed, have
recognized the impossibility of carrying out an
accurate study of regional development without taking
account of the plans of the multinationals.
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F)l believe I am correct in saying that
the responsible authorities both in the Commission
and in national governments are perfectly aware of the
need for cooperation with the multinationals in
drawing up regional development plans.
President. 
- 
The first part of Qnt.ttion'tiut is
closed.
7. Ilcgulation on 
.financing c,;cliul ilock.t o.f hard
coal, ct,hc and ltatcnt .fucl (Votc)
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motion for a resolution contained in the report by Mr
Osborn (Doc. 226177).
I put the motion for a resolution to the votc.
Thc resolution is atlopted. I
I OJ C 241 ot t0. lO.1977.
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8. Presentation of and debate on, tbe draft general
buclget o.f tbe Conntunities for 1978 (contd)
President. 
- 
\7e resume the debate on the draft
general budget of the Communities for 1978 (Doc.
270177).
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, may I begin
by congratulating Mr Tugendhat on a superb speech
which received the nearest thing to standing ovation I
have seen in my time in the Parliament. I should also
like to congratulate Mr Shaw on his very hard and
effective work as rapporteur for the committee.
(Altplanc 
.from ccrtain quarters)
In my group, Mr President, we have always believed
that the Community should not do things unless it
can do them better than individual Member States,
but conversely that it most certainly should act when
collective action can be more effective than that of
individual States. Surely, Mr President, this is the
whole rai,ton d'itrc of having a Community at all, and
surely this principle is nowhere more important than
in the sphere of regional affairs. The President of the
Council erred on the side of understatement when he
described his version of the budget as one of selective
sombreness or selective austerity. He has, I regret to
say, used the surgeon's knife to produce virtual
sterility in the Regional Fund. He is, of course, correct
in saying that national governments have had
problems with their own budgets, but where money
can be more effectively spent by the Community than
by Membcr States, it is not, I would submit, additional
expenditure, but merely a redeployment, and a more
effective redeployment, of those funds. In any event,
as Mr Shaw pointed out, in many Member States refla-
tion is replacing austerity, where this can safely be
done without leading to an onset of further inflation.
Now the figures in the Council's draft budget will not,
as the President claims, fund the Social Fund and the
Regional Fund sufficiently to deal with the problem
of unemployment. In fact, the Council has deprived
the unemployed of the Community of 120 000 yobs
which, as Mr Tugendhat pointed out this morning,
would have been provided and created by the propo-
sals the Commission put fonward. As the Commis-
sioner said, the Regional Fund must hold a central
position in the Community. But how can it do so, if
all growth in it is halted ? It is.quite unacceptable, Mr
President, for the Council to say that pending deci-
sions on the new Regional Fund regulation, the
current position will merely be held, and if necessary,
supplementary budgets will be introduced. Time and
time again, this Parliament has expressed its abhor-
rence of the constant stream of supplernentary
budgets, and that is simply not a proper way to
conduct our affairs. It is now, in the context of the
whole budget, that Regional Fund proposals for next
year should be decided. The figures for 1978 on
regional expenditure are extremely serious. To cut the
Commission's commitment appropriations from 7.50
million u.a. to 398 million u.a. and the payment appro-
priations from 600 to 390 million at the very time
when the reports on the past year's working of the
Regional Fund show that the gap between the richer
and poorer regions is actually increasing, is absolute
madness. A reduction of this magnitude will clearly
reduce very considerably the scope for any expansion
of the Community's activities in the regional policy
sector at the very time when these activities are more
urgently needed than ever before. In regional policy,
Mr President, it is essential to plan ahead, and this, I
am sorry to say, the Council is most effectively
preventing. Nor are the damaging effects on regional
well-being of the Council's slashing cuts confined
only to the Regional Fund itself, though that would
be bad enougjh. The 30 o/o cut in the spheres of
industry and energy will inevitably have a damaging
spin-off effect on the regions, since innovation in
industry is vital to the creation of regional prospcrity.
Now, I would appeal to the Council to take its head
out of the sand and face the reality of the fact that the
Community will fall apart if one of the objectives of
the Rome Treaty, namely the more even spread of
prosperity to all its citizens, is not achieved, and
achieved in the very near future.
I must admit, however, that we in the Conservative
Group have some sympathy with the reluctance of
certain Member Governments to pay out more money
to the Regional Fund when they can see very clearly
that the money is not being used for the purpose for
which it was intended, namely to give additional help
to the regions, over and above what national govern-
ments can themselves afford. For over two years, we in
our group have been warning the United Kingdonr
Government that the contributor nations, primarily
the German Federal Republic, will not indefinitely
pay out money which, instead of helping the regions
of the United Kingdom and others, simply goes
directly into the bottomless pit of exchequer deficits.
It is essenttial, if the Regional Fund is to expand and
fulfil its proper role, that the money provided shoulcl
go, and be seen to go, to the regions which need it,
and if this were done, I feel sure that the Council's
reluctance to allow the Fund to expand would disap-
pear overnight. I would ask and, indeed, beg the
Council, both to take the Regional Fund seriously and
restore the cuts they have so savagely imposed, and to
see that the money granted is properly expended on
the purposes for which it was intended.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
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Mr Lange, Chainnan of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, President
of the Council, Members of the Commission, before
turning to the substance of this debate, I want, as a
German Member of this House, to convey my
warmest thanks to Mr Tugendha\.for his kind words
of sympathy for my people and country. I shall not
indulge in further comment. I do not think this is the
time to discuss rhe matter, but 
- 
and I believe I am
speaking on behalf of all my German colleagues 
-Mr Tugendhat's words gave us great pleasure and fresh
strength.
Mr President of the Council, I must obviously now
comment briefly on the draft budget of. 1978 as you
presented it to us.
Let me make it clear at once that I have no intention
of siding with all those speakers who with varying
degrees of pathos and exaggeration 
- 
as is under-
standable 
- 
have inveighed against the Council's
views. I am not seeking to criticize mv colleagues, but
one thing must be made quite clear : the debate on
financial resources, on the revenue and expenditure
sides, on the budget of the European Communities, is
a relatively sober matter. I readily admit that it is not a
subject on which we can speak altogether dispassion-
ately, however, because the budget is the instrument
by which political intentions and the tasks of the
Community can be materialized.
Mr President of the Council, I do not envy your task
here today ; it is certainly not an easy one. This Parlia-
ment, as was already apparent from our debate this
morning, is an institution of the Communities on the
same footing as the Commission and the Council; it
has its own views on the tasks of the Community
which it would like ro see reflected in the draft
budget. This was apparent from the guidelines for the
1978 budget adopted by Parliament in May last.
Regrettably enough, we were never given an answer to
those guidelines. Perhaps the Council will now make
good its failure. It did not even reply when we
expressly asked it to do so on 20 July, during the
consultation meeting which took place then in the
Council building with a delegation from Parliament.
This is certainly a regrettable procedure. \When the
Parliament puts its political views on record, the
Council can at least be expected to make political
counter-statements Or express its agreement with us ;
at the very least, Parliament must be given an opportu-
nity to consider the Council's views. We were not
given that opportunity on 20 July, and I must confess
that despite the presenration by the Council of its
draft budget for 1978 I still cannot see the prospect of
a discussion of the Council's political views. There is
no such opportunity, because the call for economy
alone cannot be described as a political position
unless there is at the same time a readiness to say why
a particular policy must be pursued in a particular
area. That has not been done. I merely note the fact
- 
I am accusing nobody.
But, Mr President of the Council, I think that while it
will not be possible in our plenary session today 
- 
as
we have heard from the speakers of other groups too
- 
to debate the political motivarion of the Council
on the 1978 draft budget, we shall at least be able to
do so in the Committee on Budgets later on. lUfe
therefore expect the Council to be represented in
whatever manner seems most appropriate to it at the
meetings of the Parliament's Committee on Budgets.
The same applies to the Commission, and I can assure
both sides that we in the Committee on Budgets will
adhere to the Parliament's guidelines 
- 
decided by it
- 
on the 1978 budget in every political sector.
I do not wish to deal here with any particular policy
sector; previous speakers have already done so.
Leaving aside the inevitable emotional aspect of
certain arguments, I have nothing to add at this stage.
Ifle must discuss all these matters further. The
Council must tell us quite clearly why it has made its
particular suggestions. The Commission must also do
so, because despite the Commission's views put to us
this morning by Mr Tugendhat in a manner which
met with considerable applause, we cannot relieve his
institution of its responsibility for explaining the
detailed reasoning behind its individual proposals,
especially the level of the financial expenditure in the
individual sectors.
Deating with the 1978 budget, this Parliament is in a
different position than in previous years, as the Treaty
of 22 July 1975 has been in force since I June of this
year and the legal position of the Parliament as a
component part of the budgetary authority has
changed ; the Council must bear this in mind in its
decisions. I can assure you, Mr President of the
Council, that this Parliament will safeguard its rights
with all the means at its disposal. The Committee on
Budgets will see to this with its own proposals and I
venture to hope that, after listening to the views of the
spokesmen for the different political groups, these
groups too will adhere to the Parliament's unani-
mously adopted guidelines, as we saw the speakers
doing this morning.
Mr President of the Council, Mr President of the
Commission, Members of the Commission, we for our
part shall revise the budget as we think proper. r0fle
made this point in connection with the 1976 and
1977 budgets and we can do so with even greater justi-
fication for the 1978 budget in the light of the
changed legal situation to which I referred a moment
ago. lVe shall no longer have to base ourselves on a
verbal agreement 
- 
in effect a gentlemen's agreement
- 
between the Council and Parliament ; this time
there are binding legal principles and I want simply
to note that the Council's handling of the budget has
left us with the impression 
- 
an impression, I would
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add, which we also gained during the discussion of
the new Financial Regulation 
- 
that it is trying,
through certain decisions which it considers neces-
sary, to lower the status of Parliament's rights below
that which already obtained before the Luxembourg
Treaty of 1970. I hope I am wrong, but the way in
which the Council as a whole and its members in
particular have reacted to the statements and views of
Parliament has created this impression.
I wish to add one further point in all solemnity. Mr
President, we shall do everything 
- 
as far as the
Committee on Budgets is concerned and as far as I
can judge at this stage from the decisions taken by the
House on the basis of recommendations by the
Committee on Budgets 
- 
to live up to the responsi-
bilities placed on Parliament in respect of both
revenue and expenditure. On an earlier occasion, in
connection with the budgets lor 1976 and 1977, we
complained that this House can decide solely in
respect of expenditure and has no responsibility for
revenue. It now appears that, in accordance with the
original decision of the legislative body of this
Community 
- 
the Council 
-, 
the Community will
have achieved complete financial autonomy by I
January 1978 ; I say it will have achieved autonomy
by then. This in effect means that for the 1978 budget
the Parliament has the same responsibility for the
revenue side as the Council, which in turn means that
agreement must be reached on both the revenue and
expenditure sides. Mr President of the Council, we
shall explain the reasons for all our decisions taken in
connection with the 1978 budget in such a way thar
they are transparent and can be readily understood by
all thc members of the Council, who will thus be in a
position to comment on them. Certain discussions
between the representatives of this Parliament and of
the Council 
- 
I refer now to discussions at a rather
lower level 
- 
have left me with the impression (I do
not know to what extent it is shared by my colleagues)
that we are sometimes speaking two completely
different languages, not English or German, but two
conrplctely different languages in each of the actual
official languages, so that nobody can understand, or
wishes to understand, anyone else.
It is therefore imperative for all of us to listen with
thc necessary sensitivity to the position of the other
side in our discussions.
I am sorry if my speech has taken rather long. I have
tried to speak slowly, as best I can, to give the interpre-
ters a chance of translating perfectly so that excessive
speed on my part does not create difficulties for the
interpreters and hence difficulties of comprehension.
Mr President of the Council, Member of the Comnris-
sion, the Comn'rittec. on Budgets will be making a
proposal to the European Parliament which corres-
ponds to the guidelines. After today's speeches I
venturc to assume that the political groups will be
accepting their responsibility (and in the light of the
speeches by committee chairmen I assume that the
same holds good for the committees) in connection
with the budget discussions ; we shall then be able to
submit a proposal which is acceptable to Parliament
and can be considered by the Council after our budge-
tary part-session at the end of October. The procedure
laid down in the Treaty will then be followed. But it is
my earnest hope that the Council will be sympathetic
towards the Parliament's view that we need a de-
veloping Community which is moving ahead and not
stagnant or dying 
- 
and this regardless of the views
of particular Member States as to the prospects for the
further development of our Community.
Allow me to make one final point : the Member States
of this Community are inextricably dependent on
each other. Nobody can want to abandon this Commu-
nity without causing irreparable damage to the whole
of it and threatening the very existence of its citizens.
That is the reason for our sense of responsibility, and
it is in a spirit of full awareness of its responsibility
that this Parliament should now set to work.
(Apltlane)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, Pre-sident ol tbe Connis.tiotl 
- 
I would
like, if I may, to begin by thanking our German
colleagues for their references throughout the debate
to Mr Tugendhat's remarks this morning about the
recent events in the Federal Republic. I can assure
you that he spoke at the first available opportunity in
Parliament and spoke for the whole Commission. lifle
regard Germany as an anchor of the Community, and
as such it has our support and confidence and indeed
admiration at any moment of difficulty and national
stress.
Mr President, I intervene briefly at the end of this
debate in order to underline the importance which
the Commission attaches to working with the Parlia-
ment to persuade the Council to restore the
damaging, undiscriminating, illogical and
consequently unacceptable cuts which it made in
July.
(Applant)
No one, in the present circumstances or, indeed, any
likely future circumstances, is against a keen sense of
budgetary responsibiliry, with a consequent and inevi-
table degree of stringency ; but these were not in my
view responsible cuts: they paid little or no regard to
any sense of strategy or priorities, or to the future de-
velopment of Europe, or to the statements of purpose
in this respect delivered by the European Council, or
to the guidelirres laid down by this Parliament, or
indeed, if I rnay say so, to the careful and detailed
work done by the Comnrission in making the budget
not iust an accountancy exercise but an expression of
policy. That, I think, has bcen the general and unani-
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mous thrust of nearly every speech, from all sides of
the House, all political groups, all nationalities, which
we have heard this morning and this afternoon. My
colleague and friend Mr Dalyell, with characteristic
generosity, went a little further towards trying to
understand and help the position of the Council of
Ministers than did perhaps any other speaker, and in
the course of so doing, he posed at least one
extremely pertinent question for the Commission. He
asked whether the Commission had indulged in over-
bidding, had put forward figures knowing that they
would be cut, and therefore staking out a forward posi-
tion from which a certain amount of withdrawal could
be accepted. I can assure him quite absolutely that
that was in no way the case. The Commission debated
its budget over two extremely long and difficult days.
I, as he and some of my other colleagues in this
House will know, have had quite a lot of experience
of the great difficulty of public expenditure cuts
within a national government. I, as I think some
honourable Members may recognize, have taken a
rather stringent view about budgetary matters in the
past, and what I can say with absolute conviction is
that the Commission approached the question of its
budget with exactly the same degree of responsibility
that in my experience a national government does.
'We were not bidding, we were trying to reconcile
extremely difficult competing bids for greater expendi-
ture ; and we took the view throughout those two days
of discussion that we could not put up one item of
expenditure without recognizing that this had reper-
cussive and restrictive ef fects upon other items of
expenditure. \fle pushed Commissioners sometimes
very hard indeed, just as I have seen national minis-
ters pushed, almost to the limit they felt they could go
in accepting restrictions upon their own expenditure.
rJ(/e conducted the exercise in every sense in a respon-
siblc way, hoping and believing that what we had
donc would be not a bid but something which would
be accepted as a sensible overall position. There was
no irresponsibility, therc was no bidding-up ; but, of
coursc, onc difficulty is that if, after this has been
donc, thc Council then proceeds to cut everything
incliscrrminatcly, therc is a danger, although I shall
always bc agairrst it, that bidding-up may occur in the
futurc. It dicl not occur this ycar, wc will try to resist it
in thc futurc, but rf it just beconres an auction in
which you pull and pull, start from a particular poinr
knowing it is going to be cut indiscriminately, then
you arc cncouraging the bidding-up which I can abso-
lutcly assurc you clid not occur on the Commission's
part during this year.
Thc dcbatc cxtcndrng over scveral hours cannot have
bccn an altogether inspiring experie nce for Mr
Eyskens, though I am sure that he wrll give a spirited
rcply to it after me. Mr Shaw and onc or two others
gavc him a word of personal sympathy and I, rf I may
say so, woul<l like to rcitcratc that word of sympathy
for his personal position, though not exactly for the
position which he has, by perhaps singular ill-chance
from his point of view, to defend today. He ought
really, in view of the strength of feeling in this Parlia-
ment, to have had his eight colleagues sitting along-
side him: if that had been so they could have sensed
the strength of feeling in this Parliament and some
Members might then have felt more justified in
expressing themselves more strongly than in the
extremely moderate terms which they have chosen
throughout the debate.
Mr Shaw also raised, in his capacity as general rappor-
teur, an important question 
- 
among many other
important questions 
- 
as to whether the VAT regula-
tion would be adopted in time for VAT to be an 'own
resource' next year. As I think he and the House
know, there are some difficulties in the Council, but
we are doing all we can to overcome them and 
- 
I
would like to choose my words carefully 
- 
the
chances are, I believe, good that the regulation will be
adopted in time.
\7e hope that the Council will take full note of the
Parliament's concern. I echo what Mr Lange, with his
responsibilities of chairmanship, said about the
increased competence of Parliament in these fields
and also the stress which he placed upon revenue-
raising questions following what Mr Spinelli had said
in his extremely interesting speech this morning on
the same matter. I take great account of both of these.
Mr Aigner also addressed himself to the question ot
VAT, as Mr Shaw had done. Lord Bruce also asked me
an important question about the Common Agricul-
tural Policy, as indeed he asked the President-in-
Office of the Council of Ministers, and I will, if I may,
reply to that at a point in my speech which I think
will be even more appropriate than this one.
Vhat I think has been most striking and relevant
about this discussion has been its concern throughout
with the pressing economic and human problems
faced by the Community. \fle are not here tucked
away in some remote corner of Europe discussing in
an academic, accountancy way just how to deal fronr a
budgetary point of view with the consequences of
changes in the level of prices 
- 
though even that, a
necessary task in itself, would in some budgetary areas
produce better proposals than thc Council has done.
On the contrary, we here, the Parliament of Europe,
are meeting at the heart of Europe for the first time at
the beginning of this autumn after the recess with a
hope of seeing that relaunching which Europc greatly
needs. \We are debating proposals for expenditure
which could offer substantial assistance in tackling the
major real problems that confront all Membcr States,
all member governments, all member peoples at the
present time. Here, in its budgetary proposals, the
Commissron has taken its proper political responsi-
bility, and I pay tribute to my collcague, Christopher
Tugcndhat, for the rolc hc played in thc Commissron,
which rcflectccl itself in the force ancl cogency of its
prcsentation this morning, in working out this budgc-
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tary scheme, supported as he was by his colleagues, all
of whom showed a great sense of collegiality, responsi-
bility and European spirit. The Commission proposed
an important and reforming development of the
Regional Fund, it proposed a consolidation and streng-
thening of the Social Fund's labour-market measures
and a group of extremely important and necessary
forward-looking industrial and energy proiects.
\flhat has been the Council's response ? Regrettably,
in the first instance at any event, to cut precisely those
areas that affect employment, industrial structure and
future well-directed energy investment. The main
burden of the cuts proposed by the Council has there-
fore struck at the area of the most pressing political
need : employment and the future vital areas of indus-
trial structure and energy investment. The shape of
the priorities, if they can be so described, which then
emerges after these cuts seems as inherently undesir-
able as it is politically indefensible. !7e are left princi-
pally with the decisions that the Council have been
making in the area of farm prices on the one hand
and, incongruously balanced against them, food aid on
the other. The cost of agricultural price-support that
we face in this year's budget is higher, in the Commis-
sion's view, than it need be or ought to be. The deci-
sions here were taken by the Council at the annual
price-fixing in the spring, and these decisions are now
made even less comprehensible by the Council's
cutting the food-aid proposals in the budget before us,
which promises to be a conspicuous example of false
economy, in view of the fact that the commodities
will have to be disposed of in one way or the other in
any case.
\fle should, I think, in this debate, Mr President,
sound a clear warning against the tendency for these
excessively expensive decisions in the farm Council to
be followed by weak policy-making in the other
sectors to which I have referred. \U7e need to streng-
then the central industrial and employment-creating
parts of our economies, in part to facilitate structural
change in agriculture. Instead, we see the Council in
its budgetary decisions more inclined to set the
Community on the reverse and dangerous course of
neglecting its central mechanism because of
profligacy in one sector. I appeal to both the Parlia-
ment and the Council to use to good advantage the
weeks ahead 
- 
and there are not very many, and they
will go very quickly 
- 
between now and December,
when the 1978 budget is finally adopted, to correct
these unwise and damaging trends.
I turn, Mr President, as I promised I would, to the
point posed by Lord Bruce this morning in very direct
terms, the question whetherathere can be significant
changes in the common agricultural policy without
unanimous agreement in the Council. Legally, all deci-
sions implementing the Treaty in the agricultural
field, provided they are in accordance with a Commis-
sion proposal, can be taken by qualified ma jority
unless in some implementing regulations unanimity
has been specifically provided for. However, the
Luxembourg Agreement of twelve years ago gives the
possibility, and more than the possibility, to require
unanimity for major decisions such as new market
regulations, for example, and certainly such decisions
in practice have recently had to be taken unani-
mously. Although I have no wish, after his resounding
and, to me, extremely welcome speech, to put any divi-
sions between Lord Bruce and myself, I welcome in
passing that in one field at least, he seemed to be
moving by the logic of his argument to the desira-
bility of using the qualified majority in order to be
able to get better decision-making within the Council.
It is also the case, I should add, giving him as full an
answer as I can, that the basic regulations nevertheless
lay down procedures for their implementation, and in
these procedures qualified-majority decisions are
normally specified and often, in fact, carried out.
Many of these detailed decisions are important for the
management of the CAP, but I could not say that in
practice they go beyond that, and that, I think, is as
full an answer as I can give him to this pertinent ques-
tion which he posed.
The budget, while I welcome the support of my
honourable fricnd to try and avoid the veto, concerns
our future priorities. It is discussed in an open and
public debate in which we set out the financial
consequences of political decisions over the whole
range of Community activities. I wish to stress what
has been mentioned by several speakers and is funda-
mental to our debate at the present time. That is that
it is the view of the Commission and, I believe, of the
Parliament 
- 
and, indeed, is inherent in the logic of
the position that the budget should not be an accourl-
tancy exercise, but an expression of policy 
- 
that the
policy of the Community should express itself
through the priorities which are determined in the
budget, which are proposed by the Commission and
supported, if we can secure that support, by the Parlia-
ment and endorsed, as we hope, in spite of initial hesi-
tations, by the Council. And there is this essential
philosophical point which underlies and goes beyond
the quantitative issues which are before us today,
which underlies much of our discussion : the Commis-
sion r.rade what we believe are relevant, balanced,
certainly responsible proposals; indeed as one or two
honourable Members have saicl, they are in many
respects modest proposals; and while the Commu-
nity, no less than any Member State, rnust be subject
to the need for financial discipline, that discipline
must be exercised in a constructive, and not a destruc-
tive way. And here I turn again to a point which my
friend, Mr Dalyell, made this morning : I think he was
not able to be back when I referred to his former
important point, but here I refer to a second point. I
think it is inevitable and right 
- 
it is certainly right
and, I hope, inevitable 
- 
that subiect to proper
control and indeed stringency the budget of the
Community over any significant pcriod should
increase, not perhaps at a gallop, but at any rate some-
what faster than that of Member States, because, after
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all, the Community is at a very different staleof deve-
lopment from that of the Member States. Public
expenditure stringency is very necessary in the case of
Member States, though obviously this will vary from
time to time according to the exact state of their
economy, the need for a stimulus, the rate of inflation,
the state of the public sector borrowing requirement. I
do not see any incompatibility between taking that
view 
- 
which, indeed, has been one of my convic-
tions for some time past 
- 
and believing that, gradu-
ally and subject to proper control and subject, too, to
the Community 
- 
the Commission and Parliament
- 
being able to show that it is proposing expenditure
on matters which can be better dealt with at a
Community level than at a national level, there should
over a period 
- 
nor too precipitate but not too long
drawn out either 
- 
be a certain limited shift from
national expenditure to Community expenditure. I do
not think that there is any illogicality there, as Mr
Dalyell suggested this morning.
The need for discipline, as I say, will be there in the
Community as for national states, but it must be exer-
cised in a constructive and not a destructive way.
There is indeed scope 
- 
and everyone can contribute
- 
for arguing about priorities ; but what there is no
scope for is dealing with the budget in a way which in
effect destroys all real sense of priorities and treats it
merely as something for which figures can be thought
of and then cut down.
I hope, therefore, that two things will arise from this
debate. First, that it will be a spur to decision. There
are too many points at which cuts have been made
because agreement to policy proposals is yet to come.
Ve believe that the adoption of the budget should be
an essential and vital stage in the process of agreeing
to policy proposals. Otherwise the budget loses its
central purpose.
(Criu o.f 'Hedr, hcar!)
Second, I hope that the Parliament will firmly indi-
cate its political view and restore where it fuiges it
right 
- 
which I think it will in many cases 
- 
the
cuts proposed by the Council.
Vith the advent, Mr President, of direct elections this
may, and I hope it will be, the last budget that this
Parliament so constituted will have to handle. I hope
that, by its handling of it, it will signal to its directly-
elected successor the importance of Parliamentary
influence over budgetary decisions and of the crucial
politic choices which rhey pose.
(Lotd ultpla usc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Eyskens.
Mr Eyskens, President-in-O.l-l'ice o.f tbe Council. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, when I
came here this morning to present the draft budget to
you, I was certainly not expecting congratulations or a
bouquet of flowers. It now seems to me from this
debate that you have been collecting flowers to lay a
wreath over the budget.
(Laughter)
But I do not concede defeat. I believe that it is always
possible to build a bridge between people of good
will. After all, the budgetary authority consists of two
branches, the Council and the Parliament, and (F) we
are fated to reach agreement.
(NL) The Council has no intention whatever of exag-
gerating certain problems. But I am the spokesman of
the Council, which means that for each budgetary
item I am the spokesman of qualified majorities, and I
say to you in all frankness that what are known as
qualified majorities amount in many cases to disquali-
fied majorities.
(Altltlausc J'ront ce rta i n q ilarter-t)
That is an unfortunate fact. It is not a criticism but a
statement of fact.
I have been overwhelmed by a wave of criticism. But
let us look at the actual figures. I have noted all kinds
of arguments put forward by previous speakers, some-
times in a very rational tone, but very few figures have
been quoted. The fact of the matter is that in the 1978
draft budget overall commitment appropriations show
an increase of l3o/o and overall payment appropria-
tions an l8 7o increase. Mr Jenkins said just now thatit was right and proper for the rate of increase of the
European budget to be higher than that of the nine
national budgets. I am not aware of a single national
budget which shows a rate of increase higher than the
18 o/o ior payment appropriations in our European
budget. rVe must compare the actual facts and look at
the figures. lVould those Members who consider a rate
of increase of 18 % far too low say the same thing in
their national parliaments ? If their respective govern-
ments proposed a budget increase of l8 0/0, would
they say that the percentage should be raised to 20, 2.5
or even 30 o/o ?
I would remind you that the Commission proposed a
rate of increase of 56.6 0/o for non-compulsory expen-
diture and that the Council reduced this figure to
29'6o/o. The increase in payment appropriations for
non-compulsory expenditure is thus still about J0 70.
But I do not wish to indulge in legal niceties in rela-
tion to the Commission. It is true that there is a rate
of increase of -]0 % in payment appropriations for
non-compulsory expenditure, but commitment appro-
priations for non-compulsory expenditure have been
held practically at last year's level; here there is an
increase of only 0..53 %. That is indeed a problem,
but I believe the Council had cogent reasons for
holding the conrmitment appropriations at approxi-
mately the sanre level as last year. In the first place,
the conrmitntent appropriations had been raised by a
huge amourrt this year to allow, anrong other things,
for a whole range of new acrions. Secondly, it has
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transpired that under several headings only a very
small proportion of the available commitment appro-
priations will be used in 1977, so that it will be
possible to carry forward a considerable volume of
these appropriations to the I 978 budgetary year.
Lord Bruce and others have rightly asked whether this
budget should not have an effect on the troubled
economic situation of the EEC. The answer, of course,
is that it should. Although a policy of economic refla-
tion is still the responsibility of each of the nine
Member States, it seems that because economic condi-
tions differ so greatly from country to country it will
probably not be possible to introduce an overall policy
of reflation for the EEC.
Vhat is in fact necessary, and here the EEC budget is
an important instrument, in the first place is structural
policy and a more far-reaching long-term policy,
while in the second place some of the very serious
social consequences of high unemployment must be
made good. In this area payment appropriations are
more important than commitment appropriations,
and the increase proposed by the Council of Ministers
is considerable : for non-compulsory expenditure it
amounts to close on 30 o/0.
A good deal of criticism has been levelled at the agri-
culturaI policy; it is invevitable that agricultural
policy will be discussed during a debate on rhe
budget. But I believe that fundamental issues of agri-
cultural policy should be dealt with in a different
debate.
Lord Bruce raised the question of unanimity or a
qualified majority. I think Mr Jenkins gave a very satis-
factory answer here. \Ve must make sure that the EEC
agricultural policy, which is at present the most impor-
tant sector of Community policy, is not undermined
by playing off the interests of the producer countries
against those of the consumer countries. Ve must
take care at all times to see that this does not happen.
Is the expenditure on the Guarantee Fund and Guid-
ance Furrd too high ? There is an increase of 1.5 % in
commitnrent appropriations and l7 o/o in payment
appropriations, considerably less than for non-compul-
sory expenditure, at least as regards payment appropri-
ations. Moreover, the Council has reduced the amount
proposcd by the Commission by two per cent 
- 
two
per cent of a very large amount because we are
concerned here with three-quarters of the total Euro-
pean budget.
Considerable obfections have also been made to the
mcthod of introducing supplementary budgets. Mr
Prcsidcnt, the Council too is unanimously and
strongly opposed to the principle of using supplemen-
tary budgets. On this point I do not see any difference
of opinion between the Parliament and Council. But
the question is : what can and must be done ? The
reality of Europe does not lend itself to orthodox
buclgctary nrcthods. Climatic fluctuations resulting irr
good or bad harvests and the problem of fixing the
prices of agricultural products at the appropriate
moment make it difficult to apply the timing of an
orthodox budgetary policy.
I was asked why the Council increased the appropria-
tions of the EAGGF Guarantee Section shown in the
preliminary draft budget. The Council raised the
appropriations under Titles VI and VII of the draft
budget because the appropriations for food-aid
refunds are again being shown in Title VI. The
Council could not agree to enter these appropriations
in Chapter 92 
- 
Food Aid 
- 
as proposed by the
Commission. The Council is of the opinion that the
distribution of food-aid expenditure cannot be
changed until a regulation has been adopted to
change the rules on the Community financing of
expenditure for the supply of agricultural producrs as
food aid. On 20 June 1977, the Commission
submitted a corresponding proposal for a regulation to
the Council, and this question can be looked into
again during the dicussion of the amcnding note to
the draft budget.
As regards the figures for the Social Fund, the Council
did not reduce the commitment appropriations shown
by the Commission in the preliminary draft to an
amount of 551'5 million units of account. The
Council accepted that figure, representing an increase
of I 1'3 o/o on last year. As to the payment appropria-
tions, the Commission proposed 535 million units of
account, and I would like you to note that this figure
represented an increase of 282o/o over the budget for
1977. The Council cut this amount to 400 million,
which is still a rise of 185'7 0/o. I believe that these are
eloquent figures, and the criticism of the Social Fund
does not seem to take sufficient account of the fact
that the Council has granted a very considerable
increase in payment appropriations in comparison
with 1977. The Council wishes to stress that it
attaches exceptional importance to this part of the
Community budget, i.e., to the Social Fund. That is
why it agreed to the total commitment appropriations
proposed by the Commission. I would add that in the
improbable eventuality that the amount of 400
million European units of account by way of payn.rent
appropriations should be insufficient, the Council is
willing to review the situation dtrring thc. budgetary
year and make good any dcficit through transfers of
appropriations or through a supplementary budget.
This dcclaration of intent by the Council in the
matter of payment appropriations seenrs to me suffi-
cient to rule out arry misurrderstandings, and I do not
see how the Council can be accused of ill-wrll on this
point.
I come now to the Regional Fund. The Comnrission
requested 7.50 million by way of comnritment appro-
priatiorrs : thc Corurcil lras agreccl to 
-J9[J nrillron, the
same amount as in 1977. ln othcr words, the .rt,//rr.r
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quo has been maintained. IUThen making comparisons
with last year, we must remember that the figures are
now expressed in the new European units of account
instead of the old budgetary units of account. If we
make a comparison on the basis of the same unit of
account the differences are seen to be much smaller ;
in the case of the commitment appropriations the
-rtdtu.t qto is in effect being maintained. The Commis-
sion is asking for 525 million by way of payment
appropriations, a 64 7o rise. The Council agrees ro
390 million or an increase of 22.4 %. This amount
must enable the EEC's regional policy to function
effectively in 1978; the same holds good a fortirtri for
the Social Fund.
'We have made considerable cuts to the budget in the
areas of industry and energy. One of the eminent
speakers this morning said we had wielded the
chopper like a drunken family butcher. He was, of
course, speaking figuratively, but I would like to stress
that very few drinks are served in the Council. I
concede, however, that the Council has made a
number of cuts to the industry and energy section
and, as President of the Council, I am ready to engage
in a construltive discussion on this point.
The cuts are attributable in the first place to the fact
that thc views of the nine countries differ so widely
and to the exercise of the 'disqualified' majority. The
result has been the elimination of a number of inter-
esting actions, while others have been shown as token
entnes or without any figures. The Council's attitude
here is not as irrational as you might think, because it
observed that nrany appropriations remained unused
in 1977, so that there is a balance which can be
carried forward to 1978. On these two points Parlia-
mcrrt is, of'course, able to use its right of amendment
to the full, as no doubt it will. The Council may look
at this aspect again when it has a clear picture of the
residual balances of the I 977 budget which can be
carrrcd forward to 1978. A number of new actions are
being scrappcd rn the absence of basic decisions. This
is, of coursc, a mattcr for which the Council is not
always fully rcsponsiblc.
Mr Presidcnt. I come to thc end of my speech. I just
want to refcr bricfly to thc rmportant observations
nradc by Mr Spinclli ancl Mr Langc. They said that we
must cstablrsh a link bctwcen expenditure and
rcvcnuc. Thrs Parlianrcnt does not wish to bc solely
rcsponsiblc for approving expenditurc.
Vc hopc that in 1978 expenditurc will be fully
covcred by thc Commurrities' own rcsourccs, but even
thcn in thc last rcsort thc nrne national llovcrnntcnts
will carry rcsponsrbrlity for frscal prcssurc in cach of
the nirrc countrics. I think wc must alwirys makc a
link bctwccn Europcan cxpcnditurc ancl thc financial
rcsourccs nra<lc avarlablc for thrs purposc in thc nrnc
coLr l't tilus.
I am convinced that the budgetary debate in the Euro-
pean Parliament will take on a different character
once a European basis has been introduced for the
financing of European expenditure. But in preparation
for the future, which must be a good future, let us not
forget that when we decide here on additional Euro-
pean expenditure it is ultimately our nine national
governments which have to bear the political responsi-
bility. I am therefore particularly grateful to Mr
Spinelli, and especially to Mr Lange, for referring to
this link.
The presidency of the Council will do everything
possible to enable a constructive dialogue to be held
with the Committee on Budgets at the end of
September and in early October.
Mr Jenkins said that when the Commission was
drawing up its proposals he had to contend with all
too many competing bids. But, Mr Jenkins, we in the
Council were faced not simply with competing bids
but also with contradictory positions, and it is those
contradictory positions which are reflected in the set
of proposals I am now presenting to you. But let me
say in conclusion that I have no wish whatever to
allow a budgetary deadlock to develop. Mr Lange drew
attention to Parliament's new power to reject the
budget, and other speakers also touched on that possi-
bility this morning. I think it is in nobody's interest
for such extreme situations to develop, if only because
those who consider the appropriations in the draft
budget to be too low would be left with cven less if it
were rejected, since we should then have to fall back
on the system of provisional twelfths based on thc
lcvel of appropriations for I 977. Let the stubborn
opponents of the draft budget think of that fact and
make a cost-benefit analysis of certain lines of
action . . .
(Pnttc:t.t)
. . . no, this is not blackmail. The budgetary authority
consists of two branches, the Parliament and Council,
and if I may use thc image of a famous Breughel
paintrng which is often referred to in my country, I
considcr thesc two branchcs to be like four hands on
a stomach. We want now to set abrrut our work
together and avoid reaching any form of deadlock. Mr
Pre side nt, de spitc the disappointnlcnts and failures
inhercnt in any important unclcrtaking, and Europcar-r
unification is just such an unde rtaking, we must
continuc to strivc for the consolidation of this
precious European economic, and increasingly polit-
ical Community, cspecially in this time of cnsis, with
thc firm rcsolve to look upon the budget not as a
bonc of contcntion or arr instnrnrcnt of division but as
a lcver for thc continuing construction of Europc.
(Appltn.'t in.totrtt pctt't: of lltt ('lttrtttbtr)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR LUCKER
Vice-President
President. ; Thank you, Mr Eyskens. From your
concluding remarks, I understand that you undertake
to use your good offices to bring the views of this
Parliament to the attention of the Council. You have
declared your desire for cooperation with this Parlia-
ment, and for this you have our sincere thanks.
I call Mr Dalyell on a point of order.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, the President of the
Council was asked a question by the Socialist Group, a
specific factual question, and given notice of it,
namely whether they have any figures for the cost of
creating a job through EEC funds rather than through
national funds. Now that question was given in
writing and I didn't hear that there was any answer. It
may be that these figures are not available ; we would
like to know.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Eyskens.
Mr Eyskens, President-in-Of.fice of the Council. 
-(NL) ln all honesry I must say that I have only an
extremely vague idea of this. It is already very difficult
to ascertain what the cost of employing one person is
in each country. I think this is a highly technical ques-
tion which deserves to be studied and answered. I
think the Commission is better placed than the
Council to answer this question ; it is indeed an impor-
tant question, and it would be well worthwhile for the
Commission to look into it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott on a point of order.
Mr Prescott 
- 
Mr Presidnt, during the reply of the
Commission, Mr Tugendhat informed the House that
120 000 extra jobs would be lost by the cuts in rhe
Regional Fund. Now I went personally to him, Mr
President, to ask him whether this would be spelt out
or if I should attempt to intervene in the debate. I was
informed that the President, in replying, would be
making some answer about this point. However the
President of the Commission in his reply did not
make any reference to this matter, which I have had
confirmed, and I do think that as the House is asking
the Commission to consider the propositions put to it
by the Council and the reply given by the Commis-
sion, we should really know whether in fact the
Commission do mean that the{.20 000 extra jobs they
say will be lost, will be lost. Or has it obtained from
helping in the creating of such jobs ? There is an
important, substantial difference in the position, and
as this represents something like 2o/o of the unem-
ployment in Europe, I would like a more specific
answer from the Commission so that we can assess
their position on it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, Pre.:;ident ol tbe Connll.r.tion. 
- 
I am
willing to try and give an answer to this question As I,
Mr Prescott, and other Members of the House will
know, there is bound to be an element of caution and
approximation in all such estimates, and anybody who
pretends there is absolute certainty and precision is
deluding himself. But it is our best estimate that such
a figure is involved. It does not, of course, mean that
from the present position 120 000 jobs would be lost,
it means that if we are not able to go ahead with our
new plans, the opportunity of recreating, or improving
the position, by 120 000 jobs would be foregone. That
answer, I would have thought, was self-evident ;
increase in the Regional Fund is designed to create
new jobs and not merely to preserve the level of unem-
ployment at its present excessive level.
Perhaps I may just read to the House the reply which
we sent to Herr Fellermaier's request on behalf of the
Socialist Group three day ago as a further statement of
our position. \7e began by an appropriately cautious
staternent, that it is extremely difficult to make precise
or sure calculations about the employment
consequences of different amounts of regional policy
subsidies, before the relevant pro.iects are proposed
and selected. The number of jobs affected varies
considerably per unit of subsidy, as between infrastruc-
ture projects and directly productive investments, as
between regions with different degrees and types of
disability, and as a result of other factors. It also
depends on how Member States apply the Commu-
nity policy 
- 
Regional Fund expenditure should be
additional to national efforts, an extremely important
point if I may say so. But to give a rough indication
on the basis of the Regional Fund's experience, that
is, over the past three years, one could say that the cut
of 352 million EUA in commitments made by the
Council in its draft budget implies that the Commu-
nity would have to abstain from helping in the crea-
tion or maintenance of about 70 000 permanent iobsin directly productive investment, and about .50 000
non-permanent iobs in infrastructure projects. That is
the best of our belief, and it is not possible in any of
these calculations, whether they be done by national
governments, or whether they be done by the Commu-
nity, to have absolute certainty or total precision, but
to the best of our belief, and as I think the form in
which I have quoted the statement indicates, without
in any way making excessive claims, that is our best
estimate. It is exactly the sort of estimate which in my
experience national governments are able to put
forward for any policy question which they are
expounding to a national parliament. So there is no
increased element of vagueness here.
Mr Dalyell also posed directly to the Council the inter-
esting and important conceptual question of what was
the relative cost of creating jobs through the Commu-
nity or through the national governments. I think we
would like to study this.
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It was not among the questions posed to us in the
communication from Herr Fellermaier, following the
Sorrento meeting a few weeks ago, but we will
certainly study it. My initial view is that there are
bound to be differences according to what types of
jobs are involved, and according to what regions are
concerned. But if we can produce some interesting
worthwhile information, which I believe it may be
possible to do, hedged round, inevitably, with a
number of necessary cautionary qualifications, we will
be very anxious to provide the Parliament, and those
outside the Parliament who wish to be so informed,
with as much information and as much sensible influ-
ence as we possibly can.
President. 
- 
I presume, Mr Prescott and Mr Dalyell,
that this reply will suffice for today as an answer to
your questions.
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Shaw, gcncral rdPlrorteur. 
- 
Mr Chairman, Mr
President, the debate has been so wide-ranging, it has
been so well attended, it has been so well contributed
to by the various Members of Parliament, that I feel it
would be quite unnecessary for me to give any length
of time to my winding up. I am reinforced in that by
the fact that I have been fortunate enough to have my
own chairman of the Committee on Budgets make
the last speech, which I think put the whole thing
very much in perspective. So there are only one ot
two things that I would like to say in conclusion.
Firstly, I regret the note that entered the debate by its
being suggested that it was regrettable that certain
people were absent after they had spoken in the
debate, the person who had made that statement then
not being present when he was referred to by the
Commission, who were answering his points. I think
thetebate would have been better without that refer-
So, to go on to the other matter, it is this. Herr Aigner
mentioned, and I think rightly, that this budget is a
budget of good intentions, referring to token entries,
dashes along the line, etc. I think this is so, but I
think because of his willingness to explain matters the
way he has done and to be with us today, the Presi-
dent-in-Office has shown many of the difficulties with
which he is faced. I hope that in the discussion we
have had today, Mr President, we have shown that we
are basically worried about the present form of the
draft budget. \We think that it is better that we should
be quite honest and open in our view on this matter
at this stage. But the frank way in which the President-
in-Office has come to us today gives us hope that we
can, in further discussions with him and with the
Commission, produce a document that, I say quite
frankly, will be very much more in line with our
thoughts on what the budget should be this year.
Following on from that if I may, I welcome the point
made by the President of the Commission, when he
confirmed I think it is fair to say, what I said, namely
that what we are doing now is not just an accountancy
exercise. \7e are seeking to establish within our Parlia-
ment what policies 
- 
are needed to carry forward the
European ideal for which we are all working.
If we do our job properly in that respect, and come to
certain conclusions, the discipline of those conclu-
sions must be that, having decided to take certain
actions, we must also decide to stand the cost of those
actions when we look at our parliamentary budget. I
think that is the keynote in all that we have been
discussing today. I do not believe for one moment
that we wish to add to expense just for the sake of it.
'We are not profligate, we want discipline in the way
that we spend our money. Indeed we have set up the
Control Sub-Committee for that purpose and have
initiated the setting up of the Court of Auditors. The
fact must be faced that certain objectives are funda-
mental to the whole Community. If we accept those
facts and accept our duty to fulfil the implications of
those facts, then we must also accept that we have got
to pay for those implications. This is the purpose
behind the figures in our budget this year. So, in that
spirit, the committees of this Parliament will work
during the weeks ahead to seek to implement and
spell out the policies that we feel should be pursued
by Parliament. \fle in the Committee on Budgets, I
hope, will be able to draw conclusions from what the
individuall committees have decided, and then, in
turn, we will present a constructive and forward-
looking picture to Parliament and to the Council and
Commission so that together we can, in 1978, prepare
and agree on a budget that is meaningful in terms of
the pattern of development and constructive streng-
thening of the Community which we all, I believe, so
earnestly desire.
President. 
- 
I confirm the House's view that we
have today had a wide-ranging debate, as the occasion
demands. Every year, this is the occasion not only for
passing in review, as an exercise in accountancy, but
also, as the rapporteur has just said, for determining
the policies of the Community. This debate would
appear to confirm yet again that we recognize and
assume our responsibility for the overall policy of the
Community as outlined, in particular, by Mr Lange,
Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
I thank the general rapporteur for his admirable
performance and all those who have contributed to
the debate.
The debate is closed.
9. Flood.t in South-lVrct Frctncc and in Trrlcan-1'
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Spenale, Mr Lagorce and Mr
Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr
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Colin, on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group,
Mr Durieux and Mr Caillavet, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, Mr Inchausp6, Mr Liogier and
Mr Terrenoire, on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, with request for urgent debate
pursuant to Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure, on the
floods in South-Vest France (Doc. 276177).
I call Mr Sp6nale.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the summer of
1977 will be remembered by many Europeans as one
in which the weather either ruined their holidays or
deprived them of the fruits of their labour. But the
epicentre of the torrential rain which has been falling
seems to have been the Midi-fur6n6es area, and in,
particular the Gers department and surrounding areas
which were hit by a storm of unprecedented violence
on tl July. Meteorologists and hydraulic engineers
regard it as a millenial storm, i.e. the sort that occurs
only every one thousand years. Roads, bridges and
herds of cattle were swept away, crops were ruined,
whole districts and villages destroyed, thirty people
died and there were thousands of other victims. The
cost of the damage has not yet been precisely assessed
but will run into thousands of millions of francs, and
it is to be feared that this will give even further
impetus to the agricultural and rural depopulation of
this already poor and underpopulated area.
There has been a tremendous show of solidarity in the
townships of the Midi-Pyr6n6es area not affected by
the disaster. Collections of money, clothes and furni-
ture have been highly successful. They elicited an
extremely positive response, even from families of
only modest means. Town councils have approved the
most generous subsidies their budgets permit. The
Prime Minister, who went to see the damage, ordered
the release of emergency funds. It has thus been
possible to alleviate the most urgent cases of distress,
but this aid is still inadequate and the deputies of the
Gers department among others, are today applying to
the Regional Council for security for a loan of 4 thou-
sand million francs to meet the cost of all the work
necessary as a result of this deluge.
It therefore seems desirable to us 
- 
and here I speak
on behalf of the Socialist Group as a whole and on
behalf of all the Members of the European Parliament
from this region, my friend Mr Guerlin, Mr Lagorce,
Mr Faure and Mr Br6g6gdre 
- 
that the European
Community should also play its part in alleviating
these problems and in the reconstruction of this area,
chiefly because the Community has for so long ben
asserting its solidarity in principle with disaster areas.
After the Friuli earthquake in 1975, when we were
caught without a penny and had to rush through a
supplementary budget, we decided to enter a provi-
sional appropriation of 5m u.a. in the 1977 budget to
enable us to act in such cases of emergency. Another
reason for Community intervention is the fact that the
people living in this area have one of the lowest living
standards of the Community and, despite their
courage and determination, cannot cope with a
disaster of such proportions without external aid. They
simply cannot afford to pay the cost of this disaster.
Lastly, the people in this area 
- 
who are European by
both instinct and conviction 
- 
have gradually begun
to have doubts about the Community in view of the
fact that the common regional, social and, in parti-
cular agricultural policies have not preserved the
living standards of farmers and have not entailed the
creation of new jobs in a region in which cyclical
unemployment has now been added to endemic
under-employment and encouraged even more people
to leave agriculture.
Given this social climate, a spontaneous gesture of
practical solidarity by the Community will unquestion-
ably have an enormous psychological impact ; it will
give renewed hope to those most gravely hit and do a
great deal of good to the Community's general image.
I am sure President Jenkins and the Commission
share this assessment of the problem, and although
our motion for a resolution was not tabled until
yesterday I am sure that the Commission has already
given some thought to the matter, since it is several
weeks since I wrote to Mr Jenkins about it, and to
President Colombo.
Obviously, in order to fix the exact amount of its aid
the Community must have a more precise idea of the
actual damage, and I suppose the Commission has
first had to collect together the necessary documents.
I would point out, however, that while some of the
work (roads, bridges, public works) can wait for a
while, some of it is urgent. For instance, the houses
which have been destroyed must be rebuilt before the
winter and fitted out with basic furnishings. Further-
more, it is now some time since the disaster occurred
and we might be accused of indifference if we now
put off the granting of aid after so many moving acts
of generosity have been forthcoming.
Morally speaking, what counts is not so much how
much one gives but how and when. So we should
welcome a proposal from you that emergency funds
should immediately be released out of the .5m u.a.
provided for such contingencies in the 1977 budget.
An appropriation of 2m u.a. 
- 
in any case less than
the full amount of the aid we shall have to grant 
-would seem acceptable at this stage (and this is only
3 o/o of the amount we granted last year for Friuli,
though the damage sustained there was, of course,
much worse).
The utilization of these funds should also be subject
to proper control and a report should be submitted to
the Committee on Budgets or to the Bureau on the
manner in which they have been spent.
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That, Mr President, winds up the comments I had to
make on this subject. Knowing how you and the
Commission feel about this kind of thing, Mr Jenkins,I am sure your response will be a positive one.
I have just been informed that Mr Bersani will be
tabling an amendment with a view to including
Tuscany in the resolution, where disastrous floods also
occurred this summer. It goes without saying that I
unreservedly support this amendment on behalf of the
Socialist Group. After all, solidarity should be like the
sun of Chantecler :
O soleil, toi ont la lumidre,
Pour b6nir chaque fleur et ni0rir chaque miel,
Entrant dans chaque nid et dans chaque chaumidre,
Se drvise et dembure entiire, ainsi que l'amour maternel.
(A1t1ttau.tr)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I have no intention
of muting the enthusiasm whipped up in this
Chamber by Mr Sp6nale with his passion and force,
his zcal for solidarity and his dash of poetry.
I should like first of all to express the Christian-
Democratic Group's unwavering support for Mr
Sp6nale's motion for a resolution on the disasters that
hit certain regions of South-\flest France during the
summer and I thank' him very sincerely for the
support he has given in advance to the amendment I
have tabled, on my own behalf and on behalf of the
other members of our group, to the first indent of the
motion for a resolution.
During the same penod of time parts of Tuscany,
particularly in the province of Massa 
- 
Q211213, s/s1s
devastated by a numbcr of very severe storms, which
not only had a succession of disastrous consequences,
but also triggered off enormous conflagrations which
practically destroyed large areas of forest and wood-
land and affectcd urban areas in one of the most inter-
estrng regions in my country.
For this reason, and knowing that Mr Jenkins went to
thc spot to scc for himself the disastrous
conscqucnccs of thcse storms, I feel that the two cases
my be taken togethcr, as Mr Sp6nale suggested, for the
purposc of considcring what has happened and
dcciding what to do about it.
In nry opinion, the points hc made with regard to the
form the urgently-needed action should take and the
strict control to bc exercised over this action should
bc stressed, as well as the need for well-organized and
rcsponsible dcploymcnt of the funds which will be
re!uircd to carry out this gesture of solidarity. Europe
must always act promptly in circumstances which,
likc thosc of thc prcsent case, profoundly affect the
living conclitions of largc sections of the population
anrl tlrc proSrcss and advanccnrcnt of our Commu-
nltV.
Mr Presidcnt, I agrc.c wholchcarteclly with the points
macle by Mr Sp6nale arrd I support his proposals. I
hope that with the Commission's cooperation similar
provisions can be taken for this area of my own
country and that together these two regions that have
been so hard hit may bear witness to the fact that the
Community is not something abstract and distant but
something real and glose, especially in the face of
events- which have such a profound effect on Euro-
pean citizens and on the basic realities of our society.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of thc Contmitsion. 
- 
Mr Pres-
iilent, I am very glad that Mr Sp6nale initiated this
brief debate, and also that Mr Bersani widened it, in
what appears to me to be an entirely appropriate way,
in order to cover the unfortunate events in Italy this
summer, as well as those in France. It is, I think, right
that Parliament and the Commission should give their
attention to what happened in the Midi-Pyr6n6es,
particularly in the departments of Gers, Haute
Garonne and Tarn et Garonne. It is all a region of
France, which, happily, I know fairly well. Ve should
also turn our attention to what occurred in Massa
Carrara and indeed also in Busseto, and to a somewhat
lesser extent, areas of Tuscany. As Mr Bersani indi-
cated, I am very well aware of the posicion there,
because it so happens that at the. time of the storm, I
was within, I think, about forty kilometres of the epic-
entre, so I realized that it was -very considerable in its
intensity, and in its effects. I welcome the initiative of
honourable Members.
The Commission is considering the question of
Community aid in relation to both regions as a matter
of urgency, and that, if I may say so, is not iust a form
of words we are using in response to this debate. At
the very first meeting bf the Commission after the
summer recess, which was held a few days after the
events in Tuscany, a little longer after the events in
the South-\7est of France the Commission applied
itself to a discussion on these two natural disasters. I
fully accept the need which was underlined by Mr
Sp6nale, to act quickly with warmth and spontaneity,
and not at too great a delay, with excessive bureau-
cratic consideration. It is indeed very true. in matters
of this sort, that he who gives quickly gives twice, and
we certainly wish to act with speed in this matter. We
are bound to establish with the appropriate authorities
as full a knowledge as possible, not merely of what
occurred, which in a sensc we all know, but of what
are the precise short-term and long-term needs of
each locality, and the action which the national and
regional authorities have taken, and intend to take,
and what, therefore, is the gap, which nray not be
purely a qucstion of money, but a question of material
assistance as well, which we can best and most
usefully errdcavour to fill.
Considcration of these mattcrs is well advanced, and
we shalI complete it quickly and sympathetically. I
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hope and believe that we shall be able to make a posi-
tive recommendation for action. I hope and believe
we can do this within a matter of a week or so. One
can never be quite sure, but it is my intention that we
should proceed at this pace, and that we should not
allow time to go by. Damage to homes and fields, to
forest and Community services, touches very closely
the lives of individuals and of local communities. My
desire is the desire of this House 
- 
that the European
Community, through the Commission, should be a
Community which is close to individuals in their
everyday lives. It is very important that it should be
close at these times of need and disaster. I greatly
hope that we can be so in following both these regret-
table occurrences. I believe that we can and shall meet
the requests of Parliament, and I know that we shall
have the support of Parliament in doing the best that
we can in these circumstances.
(Altplauv)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sp6nale.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to
thank Mr Jenkins for his reply and for the under-
standing spirit in which he made it, which reflects our
full agreement on this matter.
I am also most grateful to him for the concern he has
shown regarding the need for emergency aid. There
are things that can wait, and we agree with him that
there will have to be full information and maximum
supervision of what is done. There are also some really
urSent matters to be attended to, however, and I am
grateful to him for realizing this and also for the spirit
of his reply, which was a perfect echo of our senti-
ments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) The Communist and Allies
Group expresses its unconditional and unwavering
support for the initiative taken by our colleagues and
assures them of its wholehearted cooperation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) l, too should like to thank Mr
Jenkins very warmiy for the practical line he has
taken in his reply.
It seems to me also, and this has already been very
well put by Mr Sp6nale, that Mr Jenkins', approach to
the whole question, and particularly his broad and
clear-sighted vision of the problems of these two
arc.as, is fully in line with Parliament's views on rhe
matter. I am confidenr that the aid hoped for by rhe
people of these areas will be promptly given.
President. 
- 
Vc shall now ?onrid.. the motion for
a resolution.
I put the first indent to the vote.
The first indent is adopted.
I call Mr Klepsch on a point of order.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I do rrot in fact have anything
against adopting this motion for a resolution. The
entire House is agreed on it. But the House has also
agreed that we should hold our votes at a particular
time every day, so I cannot understand why the
Bureau is now departing from this decision.
President. 
- 
I am informed, Mr Klepsch, that this
decision does not apply to the consideration of
motions dealt with by urgent procedure.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I agree that we
should proceed in this manner today in this particular
case. But apart from that I see the matter entirely
differently. 'We agreed that all votes would take place
at a specified time. There would be an exception in
the case of votes on urgency: votes on urgency, obvi-
ously, have to take place as and when laid down by
the Rules of Procedure. However, I will accept a depar-
ture from thls procedure in this instance. I 
.;ust do not
want this to be taken as a precedent; perhaps we
could discuss the matter in the bureau the day after
tomorrow.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Klepsch, for your
cooperation.
After the first indent, I have Amendmenr No l, tabled
by Mr Bersani and Mrs Cassanmagnago-Cerretti and
seeking to insert the following new indent :
- 
concerned also at the consequences of the very severe
storms in certain areas of Tuscany, partrcularly in the
province of Massa e Carrara, wl'rich are likely to affect
the living condrtions of the local population for some
time to come,
I put Amendmenr No 1 to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put the rest of the preamble and paragraphs I and 2
to the vote.
These texts are adopted. I put to the votc the motion
for a resolution as a whole. The resolution is
adopted. I
10. Inttntdl rttlts o.f fruudttrc |or nnl;idcring
tbc 1978 budgtt (lthatc)
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the report by Mr
Lange, on behalf of the Committee on Budgers, on
internal rules of procedure for consideration of the
draft general budget of the European Communities
for the 1978 financial year (Doc. 273177).
I call Mr Lange.
' 
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Mr Lange, rapporteur. (d) Mr President, we have in
this House an internal summary of the provisions,
including the decisions, which this Parliament has
laid down with regard to the various annual budgetary
procedures. Our decisions on the timetable form part
of this, as do the provisions of the Treaty, including
the Treaty of 22 July 1975, which entered into force
on I June of this year. Last year we simply extended
the internal implementing provision( for 1976 to the
1977 budget, adjusted accordingly to take account of
new requirements. This is what we are also proposing
now. Internal implementing provisions, after all,
should be valid not only for one year, but for all
budgets, until such time as new circumstances make
additions or changes necessary.
'We therefore ask the President to adapt the internal
implementing provisions for 1977 to take account of
the new Treaty and to inform the House how the
internal implementing provisions then reflect the
various legal acts which now apply 
- 
the Treary and
decisions of this House.
I hope that the House finds this approach of the
Committee on Budgets acceptable.
President. 
- 
The debate'is closed.
ll. Urgent debate
President. 
- 
I have received from the Committee
on budgets with request for urgent debate pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure, a report by Mr
Cointat on the complete list of requests for the carry-
over of appropriations from the 1976 to the 1977
financial year (non-automatic carry-overs 
- 
second
lisQ (Doc. 275177).
Pursuant to the second sub-paragraph of Rule 14 (1)
of the Rules of Procedure, the vote on this request will
take place at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairnan of tbe Conttnittee on Budgets.
- 
(D) Honourable Members, we are dealing here with
five cases of non-automatic carry-forwards of appro-
priations. In point of fact the clock has been running
since the beginning of June, but we agreed with the
Council not to count the months of July and August.
However, we must take a decision this week so that
the Council has Parliament's views and the period for
decision, which began running again at the end of the
summer recess, does not expire.
President. 
- 
Mr Lange, I would ask you to make
this point tomorrow morning by way of justification
for the request.
12. Contntrnit.l' .'on.tl,,n.)' pol iq, (fultttt)
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Br6g6gdre, on behalf of the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, on
Community consumer policy (Doc. ll4/77).
I call Mr Br6g6gdre.
Mr Br6g6gire, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President,
before introducing my report I have two observations
to make.
Firstly, a severe attack of 'flu has weakened my already
rather frail constitution, so I would ask you for your
indulgence. Secondly, after this morning's budget
debate I do not hold out much hope that the 1978
budget will give the consumer the aid he is entitled to
exPect.
'We must take care to ensure that the Communify
becomes a concrete rcality in the everyday life of its
citizens. If Mr Jenkins were still here, he would realize
that I am referring to the programme of the Commis-
sion which he presented to the European Parliament
on 8 February. Does that not mean that it is of the
utmost urgency that we should tackle the obstacles
which are preventing this realiry from materializing
and, by adopting appropriate legislation, ensure that
human life in the Community is preserved in humane
conditions, as a French author wrote several centuries
ago in a work which has lost none of its relevance ?
Does that not mean in particular that the protection
and furthering of the interests of consumers must be
of major concern to us all, since it means that we all
have an authentic right to a high quality of life ?
Consumer protection is today the subject of a great
deal of debate and there has been a marked intensifica-
tion of action carried out to this end throughout the
Community countries. It is therefore urgent that the
European Parliament should in its turn deliberate on
this problem and on appropriate solutions to it.
The report I have the honour to present to you today
has no greater ambition than to lay the foundations of
certains objectives and determine the means of
achieving them. It is not our intention to bandy about
abstract ideas, however noble they may be, but to
make definite proposals and to look the facts in the
face. Basically, our report attempts to provide answers
- 
not always adequate, I know 
- 
to the various ques-
tions raised at the Montpellier symposium on the
legal problems involved in consumer protection,
which require that procedures should be simplified
and humanized, and also to the desiderata expressed
in Brussels and in Berlin.
The Montpellier symposium taught us a grear deal. It
made us aware of the disparate nature of the ludicial
and quasi-judicial nrachinery of which consumers n.lay
avail themselves in the defence of their interests in
the mcmber courrtries, the varying degrees of suita-
bility of this machinery ro requirenrents and finally
the need for a coordinated and effective legal system
withirr thc' Con.rnruniry. But, in addition to this, we
warrted to take thc witlest possiblc' accolr.lt in our
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report of all the implications of a genuine consumer
protection and information policy. By thus following
the course mapped out by the Communiry's prelimi-
nary programme we shall consider that we have
achieved our object if our opinions and suggestions
assist the Commission and the Council in some small
way in implementing this programme. According to
the timetable drawn up by the Council, the first phase
of implementation, which should be completed in
April 1979, has already commenced.
Consumer protection and consumer information are
therefore the rwo guiding principles on which the
motion for a resolution presented by the Committee
on' the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection are based. Several mechanisms are recom-
mended in that report with a view to improving the
protection of citizens uis-d-ais production systems :
setting up of conciliation bodies and a binding arbitra-
tion procedure to settle disputes, collective legal
action which consumer organizations should be able
to take, the need for the approximation of Member
States' legislation and the sanctions for which they
provide or should provide.
But what would be the value of protection on al .t
?o.ttcriori basis without preventive measures based onthe most comprehensive possible education of
consumers ? It is for this reason that we invite the
Commission to set up consumer advice centres
throughout the Community, and this is also why we
have recommended the development of comparative
tests and the publication of an annual report on the
measures taken by the Community and by the
Member States in the interests of consumers, and
finally this is why we have proposed measures
concerning advertising, its advantages and its dangers.
If the citizens of the Community are provided with
judicious, objective information, the action planned to
combat wastage 
- 
reutilization of products, waste
recycling, giving preference to non-polluting techni-
ques, a reduced rate of VAT on repair work 
- 
would
bear more fruit. We therefore urge that all possible
measures be taken to ensure that the consumer is
better informed, that consumer safety is safeguarded
and that dishonesty and fraud are properly penalized,
severer penalties being applicable for misleading adver-
tising, abusive clauses and failure to comply with
quality standards. In short, every legal means must be
used to safeguard consumer protection.
The document under consideration therefore seems to
me to have come at the right time. Its aim is to
protect consumers against pressure from producers
but also against themselves and against the tempta-
tions which surround them in this consumer society.
'We must educate consumers to be responsible since,
as the economist, Mr Alfred Sauvy, so rightly said : 'A
man who is not informed is a subiect, an informed
man is a citizen'. It will be one of the glories of the
second half of the twentieth century to have made
people aware, thanks partly to the dynamism of
consumer movements, that the human community as
a whole is bound together indissolubly, in its
consuming function, by absolutely identical interests
which enable it to overcome the conflicts created by
its producing function. The quest for a better quality
of life on a planet whose resources today seem danger-
ously limited must intensify the awareness that men,
who are consumers out of biological necessity, have
only one earth to live on, to quote the judicious
phrase used by the UN during the Year of the
Environment.
Let us not forget that there are 260 million citizens,
250 million consumers in our Community. This
figure must not blind us to the fact, however, that
these consumers are extremely weak and disorganized
in relation to the powerful and organized producers
and distributors. It is therefore our responsiblity to
join with the other European authorities, at political
and legal level, in drafting coordinated measures in
order to satisfy the aspirations expressed through the
consumer organizations.
The European Community programme on a
consumer protection and information policy, of which
our document forms a part, bears witness to this aim.
It also takes account, in a more precise manner, of the
concerns which have emerged from various studies
carried out in the last few years. A survey carried out
in May 1976 was aimed at revealing more about the
consumer. Although he is the main agent of
economic activity, very little is known about his moti-
vations, his national specificity, his reactions to the
vicissitudes of the economic situation and to the new
forms of advertising which the modern media are
forever creating. It would be unrealistic to think that
the reactions to problems of consumers were the same
everywhere, but certain constants can be discerned.
Tomorrow's consumer will be better educated ; his
income will on the average be higher. Cities will
continue to grow and produce increasing numbers of
city-dwellers, who will be subject to increased stresses.
Distributors will be induced to tighten up their
networks even further, and as a result the consumer
will be exposed to even greater pressure from adver-
tising and will be even more seriously threatened by
agreements and amalgamations.
lt is not my intention to divide consumers into social
classes. The important thing is to take account of
problems arising in connection with production and
consumption, which are part and parcel of a society
made up of individual interests, with on the one hand
economic problems and on the other social problems
for which common solutions must be found.
It is, after all, obvious that the economic system with
which we are familiar and which is the driving force
behind production, distribution, trade and consump-
tion is determined by production, which is its basic
component. It is quite natural that the attempt to
secure a fair price and fair remuneration for services
rendered should lead to disputes. It has to be
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admitted, as far as the price of food is concerned,
notwithstanding producer pric€s, that distribution
networks should be better organized and that there are
certain problems along the whole line 
- 
carrying,
bulking, distribution 
- 
before these products reach
the housewife's basket.
The consumer must, however, bi: made aware of the
existence of such distribution chains and of his own
needs, and the role of the media should be to inform
him of the state of the market in the light of differ-
ences of quality. The consumer must not overlook the
impact of quirks of the climate on the price of
products. Consumers acknowledge that despite its diffi-
culties and shortcomings 
- 
and ample reference has
been made to them this morning 
- 
the Common
Agricultural Policy has hitherto succeeded in guarante-
eing supply at stable prices, at least as well as could be
expected in the current monetary disorder, and in
organizing markets ; this is an achievement which
should be duly acknowledged.
The consumer is too often the victim of the manipula-
tion of products, be they food or industrial products,
the deterioration of living conditions and the monopo-
lizing of resources for speculative ends. At the
moment, the consumer has no direct relationship with
the producer. \flhat the consumet consumes is
imposed upon him. The consumer society, aided by
advertising, tells him what to buy. Distribution domi-
nates the market for us all and every day of our lives.
The isolated consumer knows nothing of the produc-
tion techniques used for the product he buys, which
are usually protected by industrial secrecy.
The major national or rnternational concentrations fix
the price he has to pay. That is why we must assist
consumer movements in their attempts to bring pres-
sure to bear on prices and this is also why we want
comparative tests and a European Technical Docu-
mentation Centre to enable people better to under-
stand and define what they are consuming and
producing.
The suggestion contained in the report that a tech-
nrcal documentation centre should be set up has been
welcomcd by certain emincnt persons whom I should
like to thank. I shoulcl like to quote something which
onc of thcm saicl: 'A documentation centre must be
set up in order to determine and develop educational
techniques and develop pilot programmes on
consumer protection. The value of a technical docu-
nrentation centre uscd by consumcr associations and
by any othcr person concerned is obvious. Such a
centre wrll help people and the organizatrons
concerncd in dealing with consumer problems and
disscmrnate the information necessary ro heighten the
awalrcness of consumers in each of our countries by
supplying them with thc results of specific invc'stiga-
tions and also information of a general kind.'
Consumer organizations, although they are rnany in
nunrbe r and some timcs politically biased, arc all
concerned to protect consumers against the abuses by
which they are threatened and to protect their p.urcha-
sing-power, which has suffered considerable erosion.
'Consumerism', as it has now com'e to be known, is a
new force which must become powerful and which
must give advice and protect while at the sarhe time
avoiding the trap of demagoguery.
Those are the reasons prompting us to urge the
Commission and the Council of Ministers, firstly, to
further the economic and legal interests of
consumers ; secondly, to apply a low rate of value-
added tax to essentials and products which can be
re-used; thirdly, to supervise television advertising,
which has an insidious influence 'on certain
consumers, children in particular ; fourthly, to inform
and educate consumers ; fiftly, to develop scientific
research in order to safeguard the health and safety of
fhe consumer, which are jeopardized by the use of
certain products ; sixthly, to arrange for consumer
representation in the Economic and Social Committee
and their participation in the highest bodies on
mattqrs affecting them ; and, seventhly, to improve,
simplify and harmonize judicial procedures in legal
disputes on consumer matters.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection has made a typically cons-
cientious and determined attempt to put before you
some pointers to a Community consumer policy. \(e
benefited from extremely useful assistance, under-
standing and efficiency on the part o[ the Commis-
sion, to which I hereby extend our thanks.
I should also like to thank the many members who
contributed to the drafting of this report with their
thoughts and comments. My job was merely to
compile a balanced report from the various sugges-
tions made.
There is however, one thing I would like to ask of the
Commission and Parliament. Measures will now be
taken and directives given. I urge you to make sure
that the consumer policy which will be pursued in
most of the countries of the \Testern world will not
neglect the poorest members of society and that the
wealth which we still hope will be generated by
economic growth will be fairly distributed. I am
thinking herc of tlre consumer who is at the bottom
of the social ladder and who, in his remote province
or village, and owing to his lack of education, his
deep-seated dread of red tapc and his fear of iudicial
machinery, cannot take advantagc of the machinery
availablc for his protection. Let us do what we can to
promote a strong and lasting movement which will
safcguard the interests of all consumers, both rich and
poor !
I anr sure that this is a political commitment which
will bc approved by cveryone. Thank you in advance
for your support.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Derek Valkcr-Smitl.r to
present thc opinion of thc Legal Affairs Committec.
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Sir Derek Walker-Smith, Cbairman of the Legal
Affain Contmittee. 
- 
Mr President, may I start by
expressing my sympathy and that, I am sure, of the
House, for the honourable Gentleman in his afflic-
tion, and thank him for not allowing it to prevent us
from having the pleasure of hearing him introduce his
report. May I also say that, if I have some reservations
and criticism about his report, I have no reservations
about the quality of his enthusiasm or his good inten-
tions in regard to consumer protection which, as an
aim, an endeavour and an aspiration, I am sure the
House shares as a whole.
I speak here as the chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee in the unavoidable absence of our distin-
guished rapporteur Dr Riz, who is one of the vice-
chairmen of the committee and who is unable to be
with us today. I should perhaps say this : that in
defending his opinion, which I certainly propose to
do, I speak with a measure of objectivity, perhaps
rather greater than is to be expected because, unfortu-
nately, inescapable commitments in the United
Kingdom prevented me from presiding over the
session of my committee in which Dr Riz's report was
discussed and adopted.
His opinion is the subject of comment in paragraphs
44 to 51 of the report and; without referring to it in
detail, I think it is right to say, to adopt the Churchil-
lian phrase in another context, that the rapporteur was
able without difficulty to restrain his enthusiasm for
Dr Riz's opinion within the bounds of decorum.
I am sorry that was so, and 
- 
I say this with all
respect 
- 
it may be that it reflects more upon the
rapporteur than on Dr Riz. It may be that the opinion
of Dr Riz was insufficiently considered, or insuffi-
ciently understood. And, had he been here, he might
well have said to the other committee in the words of
Dr Johnson, 'l can give them an explanation but I
cannot give them an understanding.'
It is significant perhaps, that, in the long and ample
speech to which we have iust listened, not a single syll-
able of reference has been given to Dr Riz's opinion.
So I hope the House can infer from that that a more
considered scrutiny of that valuable and accurate
opinion has made them realize that the criticisms or
reservations contained in the report about the opinion
of our committee are misconceived.
I should perhaps explain this. In regard to the genesis
of the opinion of my committee it is not of course,
and does not purport to be, an^opinion on this report,
which as the dates made clear]'Dr Riz had not seen
when he drafted his opinion. The genesis of the
matter so far as my committee is concerned is that we
were asked, by a letter from the Secretary-General to
me in February, to give an opinion on the Montpellier
Symposium on judicial and quasi-judicial methods of
consumer protection that being the occasion which
gave to the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection the impetus for
their own-initiative report.
lVhat we were asked to do we have done, sticking to
our last and confining ourselves to the legal and lurid-
ical aspects of this matter.
rU7hat I think strikes one at once in the motion for a
resolution in this report is the vast mass of Commu-
nity secondary legislation which is called for. That is
to say, the vast array of directives and regulations
which will be spawned if this motion for a resolution
is given effect by the Commission. \7e see it in
almost every paragraph. Paragraph 2 urges the
Commission to put forward at an early date proposals
for a Community system of consumer advice. Para-
graph 3 asks for a proposal for a directive. Paragraph 4
calls for proposals which would involve secondary
legislation. I cannot refer to them all, time forbids, but
I would particularly refer to paragraph .5, which calls
for proposals for harmonization, that is to say approxi-
mation of legislation by the Commission, in the deli-
cate field of criminal law, because it refers to the impo-
sition of penalties. All this mass of suggestions for
legislation derives from a well-intentioned but general-
ized preoccupation with what is called consumer
protection, and the humanizing of traditional proce-
dures, both very generalized concepts.
This call for massive legislation in this field is the
more surprising, as the founding fathers of the
Community did not see fit to include the question of
consumer protection in their definition of their objec-
tives of the Community at all. Of course, consumer
protection is a good thing, but it does not follow from
that that it is appropriate to make it the occasion for a
vast paraphernalia of provisions directed to the
compulsory approximation of laws. Dr Riz has indi-
cated quite clearly in his opinion the legal position in
respect of Article 2 of the Treaty, and he affirms, and
in my submission clearly correctly, that Article 100
which deals with approximation of laws, is not a
suitable legal basis for some, at any rate, of the
measures proposed ; that the House will see in para-
graph 15 of his opinion.
It is noteworthy, I think that the rapporteur in the
course of eight lengthy paragraphs of written
comments in his report upon Dr Riz's opinion, does
not seek to deal with those fundamental observations
or seek to refute them at any point. Now, since this
motion for a resolution can have no practical effect
until, and unless, the Commission respond to the
sweeping invitation extended to them for this mass of
legislation, I need not, at this stage, refer in detail to
the criticisms made by my committee and in Dr Riz's
report. They are set out in his opinion, and primarily
in paragraphs 9 to I I thereof, and I will draw atten-
tion very briefly now, only to two of them. First, the
proposed banning of legal representation in these arbi-
tration hearings, and secondly, the proposal for the
exclusion or limitation of a right of appeal.
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As to the first of those, there is a vulgar error, all too
regrettably widespread, that the ends of iustice are in
some peculiar way assisted by the exclusion of legal
representation. The basis for that fallacy I have never
been able to identify. It does not extend into any
other field of life so far as I know. It is not argued that
surgeons should be banned from the operating
theatre. When I hear that those who advocate the
banning of legal representation from judicial or quasi-
judicial proceedings would prefer to be operated on by
an amateur rather than a surgeon, then, but not before
then, will I listen with respect to their argument. On
the second matter, the exclusion or limitation of the
right of appeal, as law is not an exact science, it is
clearly wrong to have any absolute exclusion of the
right of appeal, certainly on points of law, though I
quite accept that it may be proper to limit the right of
appeal to points of law.
In general, then, and in conclusion, I adhere, and
invite the House to adhere, to the views of the Legal
Affairs Committee as expressed in the opinion of Dr
Riz, not only an ornament of this House, but a most
distinguished lawyer in ltaly, and to reiect any criti-
cisms expressed or implied'in the report in regard to
his opinion. In particular, I draw attention to the
concluding passage of paragraph l7 of his opinion,
where he says this: 'the Legal Affairs Committee
reserves the right to examine these problems in detail
at such time as Commission proposals are submitted
for its consideration.' I reaffirm here, in this plenary
session, what Dr Riz says in his opinion, and I
commend it, not only to the rapporteur, and to the
Consumer Protection Committee in this House 
- 
I
commend it also to the Commission, if and when
they see fit to bring forward any of this mass of
secondary legislation, these draft directives and regula-
tions. Do not let them run away with any idea that it
will just go through unexamined on a basis of amor-
phous goodwill and good intent. !flhen occasion
requires it, the Legal Affairs Committee will discharge
that duty as defined in Dr Riz's opinion. It is not only
a right to be reserved as he expresses it, it is a duty to
be discharged, and we shall discharge that duty and
see that good intentions are not translated into a
vague or unsatisfactory form, but given effect to in full
consonance with the requirements of the rule of law.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer, who tabled a question
on the same subject for Question Time.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr President, may I, at the outset, ioin
with Sir Derek \flalker-Smith in saying how delighted
we are to see that you were able to come today, Mr
Br6g6gdre, and to present your report. I am quite
certain, when you look back over the time we have
spent in committee dealing with this report, that you
would not expect my whole-hearted approval of it. If I
may again almost quote Sir Derek Valker-Smith, he
made it quite clear that we all in this House must be
wholeheartedly behind protection of the consumer,
and anything we can do to afford that protection we
will support to the full.
But I believe there is a difference in approach to this.
I do not see the consumer, and I think that many
other people in the House might agree with me, in
quite the same clear terms that you do. If I could just
quote three sentences that you used in introducing
your report. You did create the impression that there
was a battlefield, on which the poor consumer needs
constantly to be supported against this awful producer
who is trying to destroy him with every means in his
power. Then you went on to say : 'what the consumer
consumes is imposed upon him.' \fell, I do not
believe that that is so. You said a little later on : 'he is
told what price he has to pay for what he consumes.'
No, I am a consumer 
- 
we are all consumers 
- 
and
I believe that we can go too far in protection of the
consumer if we assume that we know what is best.
The Commission knows quite well that we have tried
to define 'consumer' time and time again in our
committee, and we all have different views.
So I do not approach your report, I am sorry to say,
with the enthusiasm which quite naturally you
display, because I do not see it in those black and
white terms. \7hat I am concerned with, and where I
would certainly support you all the way down the line,
is when we are touching upon that grey area where
the consumer can be at risk, when he can be imposed
upon 
- 
particularly those people you spoke of, in a
lower social order who, perhaps, can be conned, in the
English word, into buying things that really are not
worthy of purchase. These are the people we want to
protect, as we will be doing. I hope, when we deal
with our next report on door-to-door-selling. That is
something in which I hope we will have your support.
Could I just touch on one or two particular points. In
paragraph l6 you mention the usefulness to the Parlia-
ment of the Consumers Consultative Committee and
of the reports fronr that committee. There is a point
about this. At the moment, the reports of that
committee are drawn up and sent to us on the basis of
the Commission draft only, and that draft may be
changed at a later date. Now, I certainly would agree
that there is a very strong case to be made out for the
Consumers Consultative Committee to prepare a
further report, on the final state of the directive from
the Commission, and not only the draft. That could
be of great he lp to us in our work in this Parlianrent. I
hope that the Commission might bear that in nrind.
Could I support Derek Walker-Smith in one respect ?
There are in the total content of your report so many
occasions on which we seem to be talking about an
entirely different Treaty from the one which we have
to live with. Many people may not like the Treaty as it
is at the moment, but that is the one that we have to
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live with and I think that Sir Derek has very clearly
put the case for it. Unless there is specific provision
within the Treaty, then quite obviously none of these
well thought out ideas and enthusiasms can find
expression in a tangible form.
Then again, we move on to a more general point, I
think. \U7e all accept that there is a very wide variation
between the protection afforded to the consumer in
the various Member States of the Community, and I
think it would probably be right to say that in this
respect people in Italy are well behind people in
Denmark, where social and consumer legislation is
very strong indeed. But I am not too sure that we
want to move too much into this field as a Commu-
nity. Each national identity has a different way of
approaching the problems of the consumer in each
country, and we all know quite well that ill will befall
the politician who ignores the wishes of the consumer
and who does not put forward a positive programme
of 
.improvement for consumer protection. I think that
this is an area where we should certainly encourage
more work in those fields which are permitted within
the Treaty, but to move beyond that, I think, would be
moving into a very, very dangerous area indeed.
One further point 
- 
I know it has been toned down
slightly 
- 
but again it does illustrate, I think, the way
in which we are prepared, almost within the terms of
this report, to take upon ourselves the adludication of
what is best for the consumer : we had some discus-
sion, you may remember when we met in Rome, on
the subject of television advertising. At that point in
your report with regard to advertising and how bad it
was, you had written 'until such time as all television
advertising can be abolished completely.' As far as I
am concerned, the day when that happens in the
United Kingdom and, I hope, in other member coun-
tries of the Community, would be a day on which I
would certainly lose a lot of votes, because not only do
a lot of people gain knowledge from television adver-
tising, it does also help in many ways. Of course, one
does want to curb abusc, but it is not for us to intrude
into this field and say : this must be good for you
because we say it is good for you. You mentioned tele-
vision advertising again today 
- 
I thought it had
been withdrawn but it was an aside 
- 
but I think it
does indicate the general line of thinking. I am sorry
if I appear to be destructive. I would never be that in
any way.
I end as I began by saying that we share a common
objective in supporting the consumer and the protec-
tion of the consumer. That is our starting point but I
believe that in this report there is a very large number
of blind alleys, and if we propose to venture up those
alleys then we will find ourselves wasting a great deal
of time and achieving very little towards protection of
the consumer.
I shall obviously listen to the debate and discuss it
with my group, but it is on that basis, and on the basis
of the remarks that have been made by the chairman
of the Legal Affairs Committee, that I shall reluctantly
advise our group tomorrow to abstain from voting in
support of this report. It is not done in the sense that
we do not go along with the general line, but really
the detail is so fuzzy in this report that I think we
could get ourselves into a great deal of trouble if we
were to approve it in this Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Fisher to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Lady Fisher of Rednal. 
- 
I think we ought to
thank Mr Br6g6gdre for puting down on paper what
some people might think very wide-ranging opinions.
He puts them in a form which obviously provokes
discussion and arguments for and against, so that we
can thereby get a clearer view of what the consumer's
interests are in this Community.
I get a little bit concerned, Mr President, that perhaps
the producers and the traders in this Community can
benefit from the quality of life, but not the consumer.'
I think Mr Br6g6gdre has pointed out in his document
some things which I do not go all along the way with,
although I think I could, after discussion in which he
obviously would take part, come to some kind of
agreement. The previous two speakers I think, with all
due respect, have cast straws in the wind by speaking
as though they believe in consumer interests and
knowing fundamentally that they do not. I would
have said, Mr President, that the Community policy
should be a much more vigorous furthering of the
consumer interest. The producer, including the
employer and the employee, are very well organized
in the main, and very well able to look after their own
interests. It is very easy, I think, for anybody to say
that the consumers too must organize themselves. But
how do we organize the consumers in the Commu-
nity ? If we do that, we organize every single person
that lives in the nine Member States. Because they are
all consumers. So how do we organize them ? It is
very easy for us to talk, for instance, about the
'educated' consumer. \0flho, then, are the uneducated
consumers ? Are there degrees one can take at universi-
ties or colleges and so automatically become an
'educated' consumer ? Or do we perhaps mean those
on the lower incomes when we talk about uneducated
consumers ?
Because I want to say, Mr President, this afternoon
that some of the more educated consumers are not
those who subscribe to the recognized consumer
organizations, but those who have the weekly task of
shopping wisely to olrtain for their families the best
they can out of very limited incomes. And that needs
a great deal more education than some of the people
who profess to be believers in consumer education
think. The consumer society must clearlv recognize
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that the protection they desire will not always be to
ensure that the consumer gets the very best merchan-
dise ; it will not always be the highest quality, or the
most expensive. But it will be the best value at the
prices the consumer can afford.
'\tr7e also have to ask ourselves how the consumer can
be protected against situations where, to increase the
volume of sales 
- 
and obviously to increase the
volume of sales means to increase profits 
- 
retailers
fill up their shops and stores with inferior goods. How
can we then talk in this Chamber about the long-term
shortage of raw materials and its ultimate
consequences when the consumer is faced, day after
day, week after week, with having to buy things that
have got a very much shorter life than necessary, and
are obviously a waste of essential raw materials ? !?'e
must be logical when we argue in this Chamber and
recognize fully what we mean when we talk about
shortage of raw materials. I suppose some people in
this Chamber will take more interest in the Commis-
sion's competition policy than in the consumer
policy. But the competition policy pays scant atten-
tion, in my view, to protecting the consumer. Many of
the so-called consumer protection recommendations
and directives are basically for the benefit of industry
and trade. I would like to say, Mr President, that when
we get bcfore us in committee directives or other
measures which are supposed to be consurner-orien-
tated, we should perhaps get a feasibility study
prefaced to the directive from the Commission, saying
what benefits they think consumers can expect from
any directive that is supposed to be consumer-orien-
tated ; what the cost benefits will be to the consumer
and to the producer. The documentation that comes
about directives should indicate what impact they
have on employment in the Member States, especially
in regard to lcgislation.
I am always a little alarmed, Mr President, about
harmonization in this Community. \fle seem on so
many occasions to be pursuing harmonization for
harmonization's sake. That does not always mean
improvements for the consurner. Ve ought to become
a littlc more flexible in our attitudes to what we call
harmonrzation, which must not only consider the
produccrs. What we call fair competition might very
oftcn bc fair competition bctween producers. but can
be the opposlte for the consumer.
I would like to ask why the Commission is at present
dragging its fcct regarding pharmaceutical products,
which obviously have a close bearing on the consumer
in view of thc numcrous advertisements for appliances
and tccl.rniques which are supposed to be beneficial to
hcaltlr ? \Wc know very well that in many, many
instances they have no benefit at all. It was as long as
eighteen months ago that the Commission first started
to look at pharmaceutical products. !Vhy, Mr Presi-
dcnt havc thcy dccrdccl not to bc so actrve in that ficld
as tlrey arc in sonrc othcrs ?
I would give strong support to Mr Br6g6gdre on item
No l9 of his report calling for an examination of rhe
Common Agricultural Policy to make quite sure that
it brings it more into line with the interests of the
consumer and the producer. The Treaty states that the
Community shall ensure that supplies of food reach
consumers at reasonable prices. I think perhaps this is
an item which all of us would agree with.
I do want to recall, Mr President, that there was a
survey of consumers carried out in the Nine. Earo-
forun comes to the conclusion that 'all in all, it
seems that the European consumer has little love for
the consumer society'. I think one can readily under-
stand that. The consumers in Europe cannot under-
stand why we have mountains of this and lakes of
that. It is beyond them to understand. It is also
beyond this Assembly, and beyond the Commission
and the Council to explain it so that consumers can
understand it readily. In fact, sometimes I wonder
even whether they understand it themselves. The
problem is that these lakes and mountains arise, but
nobody seems have an adequate answer to give to the
consumer. \flhy can they not buy these products
much cheaper, instead of having to pay extra money
for them to be put in storage 7
I would point out, Mr President, at the present
moment, that while we have the right size of apples
with the right coloured skins and the rights shapes in
the Community, we have them at prices which the
consumer cannot afford to pay. It is no good having
directives of this type if, in the long run, wc price the
consumer out of the market. Here we are with a very
fine directive, and very fine apples 
- 
right size, right
colour, right shape and right everything else 
- 
but
we have not got the right kind of consumers to buy
them. Because they iust cannot afford them.
I do wish there were more people irr this Chamber
because I am one of those who said consumer affairs
should be brought forward from Friday nrorning 
-when this Chamber is about as full as it is now. It
now looks as if the same people who would have been
listening on a Friday are now listening on a Tuesday
evening. I do wish there were more people in this
Chamber who werc attached to the Tradc Union
movement and Tradc Union thinking, because I think
it has got to be fully recognizcd by the trade unions
that the interests of their members are as important
where income is spent as where income is earned.
Consumer policy, in my view, is only an extension of
wages policy. Those wage increases that have been
fought for must be dcfended against artificially high
priccs, poor quality and dubrous markct practices.
I will conclude by asking the Conrmission if it
believes that the consumer is part and parcel of the
economic and social sccne in Europe. Vill it givc very
scrious consideration to extcndir-rg tlre mcmbcrship of
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the Economic and Social Committee to a greater
number of consumers ? I understand that at the
present moment, of 144 members comprising the
Economic and Social Committee, only seven repre-
sent consumer interests.
I would also ask, again voicing the opinions of Mr
Spicer, that we should on the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health ad Consumer Protection, be
more fully aware of the detailed examination provided
by the Consumers' Consultative Committee on
consumer matters.
Finally, as Mr Br6g6gdre said, there are 250 million
consumers in Europe, and it is the voices of those 250
million people that the directly elected Parliament
will have to listen to very hard, because these
consumers, educated or otherwise, will be the people
who will be expressing their points of view 
- 
and
expressing them very strongly 
- 
to those who stand
in direct elections. Their voices and their views will
have to be very keenly listened to, because their voices
will be votes, and perhaps at this stage it might be as
well for us also to be thinking on those lines.
(Applaute)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DESCHAMPS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schyns to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Schyns. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, very briefly and without going into detail I
should like to thank the rapporteur on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group for his excellent report
and can only hope that the Commission will be expe-
ditious in putting the requests and suggestions made
in the motion into practice, so that the consumer in
all our countries is effectively protected.
As early as 14 May 1975, when it adopted the first
European Community programme on consumer infor-
mation and protection, the European Parliament
stressed that, in the interests of consumer education
and instruction, the same amount of time should be
devoted to information as to television advertising.
That this request has proved itself and is still proving
itself to be wishful thinking is unfortunately demons-
trated by day-to-day reality. The result of develop-
ments in almost all the advanced industrial nations is
that the citizen's position as consumer has become
weaker than that of trade and industry, which has in
fact grown stronger. The growing economic concentra-
tion of undertakings, the lack of market transparency
and the emergence of suggestlve advertising with an
intentional psychological effect has largely turned the
consumer into a king without a kingdom.
A proper consumer policy must, in the interests of
preserving the free market economy, attempt to
reduce the weaknesses of the consumer's position. To
this end we call on the Commission to submit the
necessary proposals for directives 
- 
already provided
for in the first consumer protection programme 
-with a view to informing he consumer through
comparative tests about products and services, and
about the existence of preservatives, colouring agents,
etc., in certain products, which may endanger health.
'We therefore give our wholehearted support to the
request made by the rapporteur to the Commission in
paragraph 2 of the motion for a resolution, and hope
that the European consumer will be given the right to
express his opinion and be recognized as an equal
partner in the economy and can come to play a full
part in the Community's legislative procedures. These
demands are particularly relevant, in our view, in the
light of the forthcoming direct elections and the
public relations campaign that will precede them ;
only thus can a citizen's Europe at last become a
reality.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6 to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, In February 1975
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection was made responsible for
examining a number of proposals from the Commis-
sion. And I say 'February 1976', which shows how
long it has taken to draw up this report.
There are some excellent things in it. I say this
publicly and to Mr Breg6gdre directly, because I
believe this report reflects his character, by which I
mean it reflects his common sense. This long period
between February 1976 and now enabled the Group
of European Progressive Democrats in June 1977 to
look at the question of a European consumer policy
and to recognize the contradictions inherent in such a
policy. rU(hen we placed these problems on our work
programme we did not anticipate that this report
would only be presented now. 107e find in it many of
the points we expressed ourselves, and these can be
grouped basically in two arguments which I should
like to put to this Assembly.
The first is that we think the consumer should be an
adult consumer, and here I agree with Lady Fisher.
But it is not enough that this consumer shoulcl be
adult ; the goods and services offered him must be of
a high standard, and this is the second theme running
through our enquiries and discussions.
First of all, the consumer must be adult. that is to say,
he must be educated, informed and organized. I
should like to explain the meaning of these words.
Educated, that means that the consumer's action, the
choice which every consumer has to make, whatever
the product, whatever the place, requires an education.
Now then, what do we find, as indeed Mr Br6g6gdre
points out in one section of his report ? There is no
such thing as consumer education at present ! We
propose, therefore, that at both national and Commu-
nity level something should be done about this in the
primary schools. University courses on consumer
affairs and consumer law are excellent in their way
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but they can never be very practical. !/hat we want is
that today's citizens and those who will be citizens
tomorrow should be capable of making a choice. \U7e
all know that with certain products it is the children
who dictate the parents' choice. Therefore, this educa-
tion must be started in the schools and the Commu-
nity must make itself responsible for finding out what
attention is paid to consumer matters in educational
programmes for young people throughout Europe.
And this applies equally to today's citizens 
- 
I am
referring to the adult education courses on consumer
affairs, to everything organized for adults. There is no
need here, where everyone is fully aware of the
problems regarding adult education, to stress the
importance of training, educating and enlarging the
awareness of consumers, for, whether through school
or through adult education courses, we want the
consumer to be educated so as to be able to judge and
compare the prices and nature of products, to be able
to budget properly for himself and his family. Some
families' budgeting is sometimes so misguided !
It is also essential for the consumer to know about
modern sales technques 
- 
marketing, distribution,
publicity 
- 
so that he does not allow himself to be
taken in by ploys and mirages.
Lastly, he should know what effects production and
consumption have on the environment and on natural
resources. Therefore, a new dimension needs to be
given to this consumer education at all levels, and this
is what was brought out in our discussions in Lyons.
But these consumers need not only educating but also
informing, that is to say, we recommended that audio-
visual methods should be developed in such a way as
to make the consumer apply new criteria to the
buying process. Television, for instance, should
present comparisons between products, send out news-
flashes at peak viewing-times and allow conflicting
views to be aired : indeed, this is how it can fulfil a
really educative function.
\(e want to hear the voice not only of the person
recommending the product, but also of the person
using it. \We should also exchange programmes on
consumer affaires. There are some countries and
regions where considerable progress has been made by
exchanging and comparing ideas. \We must profit
from our differences, as Paul Val6ry said; I think that
is worth emphasizing once again.
I wish to pay tribute to our rapporteur for drawing
attention to the importance of the producer's r6le. For
this I am particularly grateful to him. It is simply a
fact of economic life. The producer should also have
some conscience about honest publicity. As with all
things human, there are good and bad sides to adver-
tising. There is a need for national law 
- 
tomorrow, it
will be Community law 
- 
to focus on moral stand-
ards in advertising and for the dishonest and
misleading advertising put out by some producers,
though fortunately fewer and fewer of them, to be
made subject to penalties. The first penalty at any rate
should consist of a ban on the offending advertise-
ment and the obligation to put out corrective publi-
city. All this calls for a major effort of the utmost
importance.
Finally, as regards the producers, on whom Mr
Br6g6gdre has quite rightly focused his attention,
there is the matter of advertising the nature and
composition of products. Lady Fisher has spoken of
pharmaceutical products, but I would go beyond
these. There must be, I think, a general systematiza-
tion of labelling, so that the consumer 
- 
as the
Commission has already envisaged is really
informed about what he is buying, its composition
and any risks involved. It is necessary to safeguard the
interests of the public at large, as well as the
consumer's health.
Lastly, these consumers need to be not only educated
and informed, but also organized. Ve often refer to
the United States. If often.provides a worthwhil€ and
fruitful comparison, but this is not where I can find
the most stimulating comparison for our purpose. I
wish to draw a distinction between consumer organiza-
tions under the aegis of public authorities and private
consumer organizations. The group to which I belong
wishes to stress the r6le of these two different types of
organization. As regards the public organizations, a
real directorate-general for consumer affairs is
required, under the authority of the commissioner
responsible, with both the intellectual and the prac-
tical resources required. At the national level, in our
large towns and even in the country districts we
should seriously consider establishing an Office of
Consumer Affairs, which would house not only the
regional consumer associations but also public insti-
tutes and legal advice bureaux. A council should be
set up consisting of family affairs experts, trade union-
ists, in other words all the various bodies representing
those concerned with consumer affairs. Finally, infor-
mation should be made available both on national
laws and on everything we are doing at the Commu-
nity level.
As for the private organizations, it need hardly be said
that they are necessary at regional, national and also
Comn.runity level. And, if they are to exist, they must
have funds. The conventional way to get funds is, of
course, by the subscription method. But as these
private organizations perform a function of public
value, they should be given a chance of obtaining
subsidies. I should like the Community to be able to
give subsidies and financial assistance to European
consumer organizations. Similar facilities should exist
at the national, regional and district level. This would
be a logical expression of our wish to treat the
consumer like an aclult and would give us satisfaction.
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But all this will only be worthwhile if the actions of
this adult consumer, that is to say, this informed,
educated and organized consumet, are combined with
constant vigilance as to the quality of the goods and
services offered, from both the economic and the
social angle. That means that there must be laws on
consumer affairs, there must be rights, obligations and
penalties. There must be a certainty of swift legal
red ress.
Furthernrorc 
- 
and this is essential 
- 
this objective
of high standards for consumers must be related to
the idea of the standard of living. Improving the
standard of living is obviously a vast undertaking
which we all support, whatever our philosophy or
personal conrmitments. But to ensure the standard of
living means first of all ensuring the standard of
consumer goods used in everyday life. The Commis-
sion is to be commended for embarking on action
connccted with the directive on responsibility for the
cffects of certain products, which we shall be hearing
about soon, and also for suggesting 
- 
and this is
supportive action of a very positive kind 
- 
the setting
up of a European information office to keep a check
on accidents due to the use of certain products.
These, then, Mr Br6g6gire, are our views on this
subiect and this is how we shall vote on the motion
for a resolution. Ve shall vote in favour of the resolu-
tion subject to some amendments we are tabling. Mr
President, we would just say that to try to make our
consumers adult, informed, educated and organized, is
to render a great service to the European Community
and even to the international community at large ; it
means, as our rapporteur has said in one of the para-
graphs of the resolution, replacing the idea of
'defending and protecting the consumer' by the wider,
more generous and more forward-looking concept of
'furthering the interests of the consumer' in a society
which, we hope, will be constantly evolving in the
sense of providing greater human satisfaction.
President. 
- 
I call on Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Commis-
sioners, ladies and gentlemen, I feel that I can safely
say, both on my own behalf and on behalf of my polit-
ical group, that the report we are discussini concerns
an aspcct of consunrer policy which deserves the
keenest consideration.
In fact, this docunrent is the expression of a firm polit-
ical resolve, even if it does reflect the limitations
inrposed on it by the nature of the Commurrity's
overall policy. It shows clear traces of the deep distress
and the many difficulties from which it sprang, and
thus it has achieved only partial results, even if they
are also good results.
It must be conceded, however, that as well as prop-
osing a consumet protection policy, this clocument
marks, or at least may well mark, a turning-point. I
would even go so far as to say that it might very well
spark off a minor revolution in our way of life and in
the present economic system. I am thinking, for
example, of paragraph 5 of the motion for a resolu-
tion, which speaks of producing goods that can be
re-used. This request comes as an agreeable surprise,
since we are accustomed to looking at car graveyards,
for example, and rubbish-dumps full of items that
could be re-used.
The motion for a resolution constitutes a minor revolu-
tion in that it speaks of prolonging the life-span of
certain products ; in our time we have become accus-
tomed to seeing clothes thrown away because they are
out of season. It is a minor revolution in that it seeks
to introduce techniques which cause less environ-
mental pollution ; paragraph 5, in particular, calls for
a war on waste or, as it is put in another place, against
the wasteful use of packaging materials. In my
opinion, however, waste is far more general and wides-
pread and can be broken down not only into waste of
raw materials but also into waste of energy, money,
ideas and labour. The change marked by this motion,
which is at the same time a proposal to rethink the
entire conception of our society as a consumer society,
is highlighted in paragraphs 7 and 8, which deal with
exercising control over advertising, a point discussed
by some previous speakers, and deceptive and
misleading advertising.
This resolution, however, also contains some policy
ideas and suggestions which do not seem, for the
moment at any rate, to be backed by any precise and
firm political resolve. The problems in question can
be tackled effectively only if they are linked with
social and cultural renewal. Unfortunately, the
Community's directives are not adequate to solve
them, and for this purpose a wide-ranging political
debate is called for.
If we are to bring about these changes in our society,
and this is the issue at stake, we need not only
Community legislation but also an intense and wide-
ranging discussion between the political forces, and
we need to get the hearts and minds of our citizens so
as to change not so much advertising itself as the
ideas which inspire it and which stem from the fact
that certain interests are anxious to cast our society in
a certain mould and to keep it in that morrld. I shotrld
like to give you an example. Advertising always sees
women as housewives or sex symbols and men as
strong and seductive; it always sees children as prodi-
gies and gives a consumer slant to family life and to
the entire way of living of our society.
In my view a consumer policy can not be inde-
pendent or detached. A policy which has to do only
with consumers can make no progress unless better
solutions are found for the problems posed by other
policies, for example, the policy on agricultural
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surpluses, the policy of price supports and the policy
of financing cyclical stocks, of which we spoke
yesterday. You can make no progress with a genuine
consumer policy aimed at safeguarding consumers'
health and incomes unless you review the entire r6le
of the multinationals in Europe's economy. The multi-
nationals have indeed been discussed in this Parlia-
ment, but no practical steps have been taken so far.
There are certain ideas and suggestions contained in
Mr Br6g6gdre's resolution which are entirely
commendable, but we feel that ultimately they will be
put into effect at the consumer's expense, in fact, even
literally at the consumer's expense in that he, and he
alone, will eventually pay for them. \We feel that the
consumer, and he alone, will pay for the manufac-
turing techniques which cause less pollution, the new
approaches to the matter of advertising, the lowered
profits caused by unnecessarily expensive packaging,
even the production of goods to be re-used or the
prolongation of the life-span of these goods.
As far as educating and informing the consumer is
concerned, something that takes up a good deal of
space in the resolution, this affords vast possibilities,
provided it does not remain on the level of commodi-
ties and ntarkets and provided that it is not calculated
solely to instil cunning and mutual mistrust between
consunlers and producers. The information and educa-
tion provided must be on a policy level, as should also
be thc general dialogue on consumers and consump-
tion, in which all our citizens will have the chance to
take part in thc near future when direct elections to
the European Parliament will give all of Europe the
opportunity to make its wishes known and its voice
heard.
This dialoguc of which I speak should be rhe means
of bringing into being a new type of consumer, the
consumer who can do without the fancy packaging,
the consumer who, and not for mercenary motives
alone, can pass over the one-season article of clothing
in favour of an article that will last for several seasons.
Vhilc thc consumcrs are learning this new intellec-
tual, economic, social and political approach to the
whole idea of consun.rption, thosc engaged in industry
and tracle must at the same trnre find their way to a
ncw mcthod of doing busincss.
Vhile wc have madc these cntrcal comments,
howevcr, we arc going to votc in favour of Mr
Br6g6gi'rc's rcporr, inasntuch as it evinces a political
rcsolvc, cvcn though we fear that this resolvc will not
quitc last until such timc as the report is imple-
mcntc(|. \Wc regard the report, there fore, as a point of
dcparturc anrl not as thc cnd of the Iine for a Commu-
nity consumcr policy. Unfortunately, this policy conti-
nues to bc a dcfcnsive onc, because it is suborclinate to
other policics against which it must defend itself,
whereas it should be an active policy in which the
conccpt of consuntcrs of goods ought to bc extended
so as to inclucle uscrs of the various publrc services.
I shall conclude by saying that what we hope for is a
people's policy. rJTe believe that Europe cannot be
built on sectoral policies, that is, on a policy for
farmers and a policy for industrial producers, both of
these being viewed as forces ranging themselves
against the consumers and their interests.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, JlTember o.f the Cotttntis.tion. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I would first of all like to join with the various
speakers in congratulating Mr Br6g6gdre on the excel-
lent report on Community consumer policy which he
has put before us this evening.
This report summarizes the conclusions of three
important meetings: the Montpellier symposium of
December 1975 on judicial and parajudicial means of
consumer protection, the first meeting in Brussels of
consumer organizations in December 1976, and the
Fourth European Consumers' Forum, which took
place in Berlin in January 1977. The Commission
have drawn up a report on the results of the Montpel-
lier symposium and presented it to the European
Parliament. This report is now the subject of discus-
sions with national experts and indicates the areas in
which further efforts should be undertaken to improve
consumer protection. These are :
(a) consumer information and education ;(b) the promotion of conciliation centres ;(c) the setting up of arbitration bodies;
(d) the simplification of traditional legal proceedings ;(c) the defence of consumers by specialized
associations.
\When these consultations have finished, the Commis-
sion will present appropriate proposals to the Council.
In this way, the Commission hopes to reply to the
wishes expressed by the rapporteur in paragraphs 2, .l
and 4 of the motion for a resolution.
\When drawing up proposals in this area, the Commis-
sion will take account both of what the rapporteur has
said and of the comments made in Dr Riz's report.
Very clearly, the field of fudicial and quasi-judicial
protection is vast and complicatec'|. Any measures
proposed by the Commission will have to be very care-
fully weighed, both as to their aims and as to the possi-
bility of their effective application in thc Member
States. The Commission shares the Parliament's point
of view on the necessity to link environmental policy
very closc'ly with policies for the protection and infor-
mation of consumers. The measures set out in para-
graph .i of the resolution are among those which the
Comnrission intends to study in connection with its
work to reduce wastc.
Paragraph 5 of thc resolution conccrns rhe fixing of
thc lowest possiblc ratc of value-atldecl tax for rcpair
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and maintenance work. In this connection, I would
point out that the Commission has undertaken some
very important work concerning the scope of applica-
tion of value-added tax. Since I am the Commissioner
responsible in this area, I shall ensure that the sugges-
tion made here concerning a particular problem is
borne in mi4d.
As far as paragraph 7 of the resolution is concerned, I
can only confirm the Commission's intention to
present a proposal for a directive on misleading adver-
tising before the end of this year. It is suggested in the
motion for a resolution at Paragraph 8 that the prop-
osal for a directive should contain a provision
enabling the consumer to rescind contracts and to
claim compensation for damages. At first sight, this
suggestion does not seem to be acceptable. The diffi-
culty lies in demonstrating that any damage suffered
results directly from misleading advertising. The
Commission, however, will examine this problem
carefully.
As far as paragraph 9, on agricultural prices, is
concerned, the Commission endeavours to take
account of consumer interests. In this connection, I
would point out that my colleague responsible for agri-
culture, Mr Gundelach, has already had several meet-
ings with representatives of the Consumers' Consulta-
tive Committee before transmission of the Commis-
sion's price proposals and associated measures to the
Council. The situation in the commodity sectors regu-
lated by the Common Agricultural Policy is
constantly under review, and the Commission has
always been prepared to propose changes in the inter-
ests of achieving a better balance.
The Commission shares the Parliament's view on the
necessity to develop scientific research to improve
consumer protection, which is referred to in para-
graph I I of the motion. As far as consumer informa-
tion is concerned, I would remind honourable
Members that the Commission has already sent to the
Council a proposal for a directive on the labelling,
presentation and advertising of foodstuffs to the final
consumer, on which the Parliament has already given
its opinion. Recently, the Commission transmitted a
proposal for a directive relating to the protection of
consumers in the marking and display of the prices of
foodstuffs. The Commission has already indicated to
Parliament its intention to send to Council a proposal
setting out the general principles on which informa-
tive labelling should be based and to organize a
symposium on consumer information during this
autumn. A number of brochures on different topics of
consumer information are being prepared by the
Commission's services. As fal'as comparative testing is
concerned, the Commission intends to carry out the
actions provided for in the 1975 programme, and does
not envisage the preparation of a directive in this area,
which is referred to in paragraph 12 of the motion.
I do not wish today to make any statement on Mr
Br6g6gdre's proposals concerning products considered
dangerous for the health and safety of consumers. I
can assure honourable Members, however, that the
Commission will carefully examine these suggestions,
which are contained in paragraph l3 of the motion.
The Commission's programme on the harmonization
of legislation includes action in the food sector, in the
cosmetics sector and in regard to dangerous
substances. In each of these sectors, the Commission
is proceeding as quickly as possible, given the need to
assemble all the technical information and advice
necessary. Our intention is to ensure that the
consumer's right to health protection is fully brought
into play in the context of this work and, as I have
said, I do not wish to go any further at this stage.
Now the first annual report on measures taken by the
Community 
- 
by Member States 
- 
in favour of
consumers is now being printed, and I hope that it
will be sent to Parliament very soon, as mentioned in
paragraph 14 of the motion.
On paragraph 15, I would emphasize that the
Commission attaches particular importance to moni-
toring the application of directives in the Community.
\Ure have taken measures in our services to ensure that
this monitoring is carried out in a systematic and
homogeneous way. I would, however, draw the atten-
tion of your rapporteur and of honourable Members to
the fact that Member States themselves have the duty
to ensure application of their national legislation and
if necessary to provide for suitable sanctions in the
case of non-application. The Commission's posftion
with regard to the transmission of the Consumers'
Consultative Committee's opinions to Parliament has
already been made clear on several occasions, and I
have nothing further to add at this point.
Mr President, I beg your indulgence for the length of
this reply, but, as has been pointed out clearly in the
debate, this motion for a resolution covers a very wide
field. On a previous occasion, I told Parliament that
the Commission was of the view that we must now
base our policy on the promotion of consumer inter-
ests rather than the protection of consumers, and I am
very pleased personally to find that Parliament shares
this opinion pretty generally. For its part, the Commis-
sion intends to follow this road in order, on the one
hand, to reinforce the protection and information of
consumers and, on the other, to ensure that they play
a growing part in the definition and application of
work carried out at Community level. To this end, it is
clearly desirable that the Commission have the closest
possible contacts with organizations representing
consumers in the Community. This includes organiza-
tions which specialize in certain aspects of consumer
activiry. The Consumers' Consultative Committee set
up by the Commission four years ago must play a
large part in the development of this action. As we
said to Parliament last January, the Commission
intends to create a close link between the life of the
Community and the life of its citizens by developing
policies to promote these citizens' everyday interests.
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The Commission will continue to develop these
actions with vigour, and they have already been set
out in our preliminary programme. But we must also
have at our disposal the means to implement all this.
The honourable Members will be aware that the
Council, during its preliminary discussions on the
draf.t 1978 budget, deleted a provision for consumer
actions, Article 3552, and reduced the proposed alloca-
tions under Articles 3550 and 3551. I regard this as
having serious implications for the development of
our actions in this sphere, and hope that honourable
Members will do what they can to restore the position.
Speaking more generally, I welcome the wide-ranging
debate which we have had this evening. If I were to
go into some detail in regard to all the contributions
we should be here until a much later hour than we
intend to be. I would like to say to Members that I
have in fact listened very carefully to the points made
and will take into account many of the suggestions.
In regard to Lady Fisher of Rednal's question when
she spoke about the necessity for a directive on phar-
maceutical products, I am glad to tell her that we have
the intention of having such a directive in the year
1978. Vith regard to the other points made, as I have
said, I will take tham into consideration as we
continue to implement our programme.
I would like in conclusion to make the point that the
preliminary programme of 1975 remains the basis of
our action, that we are committed to carrying out this
programme but that at any given time we must make
a careful choice of new areas of action.
In proceeding in this careful but appropriate way, I
think we can strike a balance between the views
which have been expressed here both by those who
would require us to proceed more vigorously and by
those who would suggest that our progress should not
be as fast as it is.
(Altltldusc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Br6g6gdre.
Mr Br6g6gdre, r.tpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I
must first thank the Member of the Commission for
the assistance which the Commission has given us. I
have already done so, but I should like to do so again.
As has been said so many times, we have held many
meetings during these last two, almost three, years.
'W'e have brought something new to each of them and
I think we have managed to achieve, not an ideal solu-
tion, because there are no such things as ideal and
perfect solutions, but progress in the right direction.
I am personally very conscious of certain remarks
made by Mr Spicer 
- 
very politely, ef seg15s 
- 
16
the effect that my report, which I should like to point
out was adopted unanimously, is 'fuzzy'. By all means
let him call it fuzzy, but may I remind him that in the
motion for a resolution Parliament calls on the
Commission to submit a whole series of proposals on
the consultation of consumers, the setting up of conci-
liation bodies linking consumers and consumer organi-
zations, the institution of collective action, environ-
mental protection, combatting waste, checks on adver-
tising and penalties for misleading advertisements,
and providing consumers with complete and detailed
information. I think this summarizes the main points
of my report.
If my report has been intentionally fuzzy in its detail,
Mr Spicer, let me remind you that it is only an 'own-
initiative' report. Someone spoke of the political posi-
tion. No doubt a political position comes into it, but
in the best sense of the term. And when Mr Spicer
tells me I have tried to separate the rich consumer
from the poor consumer, I would remind him that
there was no question of my trying to divide
consumers into social classes or to report on class
differences, but simply of taking into account the
problems raised by production and consumption in a
society where individual interests exist, with economic
problems on the one hand, and social problems on
the other, all of which have to be dealt with in a
common resolution. That, at any rate, is the main
point I wish to make.
As far as publicity is concerned, I have in my posses-
sion a rather important document, but I shall not
speak of it now since it is getting late. I shall simply
say that I have obviously, throughout our discussions,
taken up a position against dishonest advertising, the
sort of advertising referred to by our Italian colleague.I have been quite outspoken in my criticism, and I
must admit that there has been a noticeable improve-
ment in advertising on television. This has occurred
only in the last six months, but it is a fact. On the
other hand, while recognizing that publicity needs to
be controlled and checked, it is clear that at the
present time it cannor be dispensed with, if only
because it serves to stimulate competition. On this
very important problem of competition I have some
revealing documents : they show that certain families
spend more money on cosmetics or other products
than on food. But this is a subject which could be
discussed at great length. I shall leave it at that for
today.
Now I should like to thank the speakers, particularly
Mr Coust6, who stressed the need for better informa-
tion and for consumer education 
- 
I think this is an
essential point 
- 
and also Lady Fisher, who has been
good enough to endorse my report.
As regards the opinion of the Legal Affairs
Committee, I have deliberately refrained from
speaking of it earlier. I knew that this point would
come up and I was keeping my reply till then. I have
noted the opinion of the Legal Affairs Conrnrittee on
our proposals or suggestions. On the question of the
points made in the report regarding charrges to be
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made to existing laws on the legal protection of
consumers, the Legal Affairs Committee notes the
wish to extend consumer education and information,
which it recognizes as serving a preventive purpose. I
am very glad about this comment, which I have not
invented 
- 
it is here in the opinion drawn up by Mr
Riz.
Though the Legal Affairs Committee has no
comments to make on the strengthening of concilia-
tion bodies, it does express 
- 
as a majority opinion,
let it be noted 
- 
its scepticism regarding arbitration
procedures, and it expresses considerable reservations
on the question of simplifying the procedures. Clearly,
we are not quite in agreement here. Three points in
particular seem to the committee to be incompatible
with the fundamental principles of the legal systems
of certain Member States : the use of the clerk of the
court as an assistant to the parties, the proposal not to
allow lcgal representation, and the question of
limiting the right of appeal. On the other hand, the
committee points out that one suggestion 
- 
that only
essential expenses may be recovered from the losing
party 
- 
is already standard practice.
It should be pointed out that on two of these points,
the most important in our view, a minority opinion in
the Legal Affairs Committee has expressed a different
opinion, and I confess that I find myself more in
agreement with this minority. According to this view,
the guarantees on legal representation and the two-tier
principle of justice could be waived, that is, there need
not necessarily be an appeal in proceedings where one
of the parties is a consumer.
This is also my view with regard to actions relating to
minor sums, and this is often the case where
consumers are concerned. The prospect of incurring
lawyers' fees and of facing the long delays of the
appeal procedure which is costly in itself, can
discourage the consumer from taking any legal action
at all. Do not think I have anything against lawyers :
on the contrary, some of my friends are lawyers. I am
well aware of the need for them, but you will agree
that, to be forced to engage a lawyer to defend a
minor cause is inappropriate, and that is why I did
not spc'ak of it. You raised this question : I wanted to
reply to it.
(Appla tv)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, tllcntbcr o.f tbc Connission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
derrt, I do not wish to intervene except to ask if the
amendments will be moved tomorrow, and if so, at
what time, because I would like to give an indication
of the Commission's position in regard to these. \7ill
there be a further debate, or should we take the
amendments very briefly now ?
President. 
- 
Mr Burke, the amendments have been
distribrrted and have been presented by Mr Coust6,
without giving rise to discussion. They will be Put to
the vote tomorrow during the consideration of the
motion for a resolution.
Mr Burke, lllember of' the Conntission. 
- 
I under-
stand the position, Mr President. Could I beg the
indulgence of the Chair, iust very briefly, to give an
indication in a few words of how I think the Commis-
sion stands on these ?
President. 
- 
Please carry on.
Mr Burke, fuIember of tbe Comntissiort. 
- 
I shall just
refer ro the Amendment No l, tabled by Mr Coust6,
which proposes that, in the last sentence of paragraph
3 the words 'a binding arbitration procedure' be
replaced by 'an optional arbitration procedure' My
comment is that this is still the subject of examina-
tion in the Commission services with government
experts. In the second amendment, it is suggested that
the last indent of paragraph 5 should read as follows:
'banning the use of packages that are excessively large
and packaging materials that are inlustifiably expen-
sive in the light o.f thc talue and lragilitl' o.l' tbc
product concerned.'This is acceptable to the Commis-
sion. I thank you, Mr President, for allowing me this
opportunity to make our position clear.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
13. Order o.f busincss
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fletcher-Cooke on a point of
order.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
Mr President, it is now a
quarter to eight. I think that you are moving on to the
next item. There are many amendments to Mr Spicer's
report, and there are many speeches to be made. I
move that we adjourn. I move that this business not
be conducted at this hour. There are very important
legal implications to the matter that we are now to
discuss, and I think it would be quite wrong for us to
debate it at this late hour with a very sparse atten-
dance, and I therefore move that this debate be
adjourncd.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Ncntbcr o.f tfu Conn lr.tioa. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, as usual the Commission is in the hands of Parli-
ament, but I would like to indicate to Parliament that
I personally would have great difficulty in being able
to be present before the next part-session, to discuss
this very important report. I do not wish to influence
you one way or the other, excePt to make my personal
position clear. I would like to be present for the
debate.
President. 
- 
The provisions relating to the applica-
tion of Rule l2(2) of the Rules of Procedure state :
Once adopted by the Assembly, the agenda shall not be
altered except for serious and unforeseeable reasons and.
on a proposal from the Chair, a political group, or the
representatives of thc Commrssion or Counctl.
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As things are, therefore, there can be no question of
deferring this item.
I call Mr Fletcher-Cooke.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
I am mandated to speak for
my group on this matter and I wish formally to move
its adjournment on behalf of the Conservative Group.
Now you are quite right, Mr President, in saying that
the agenda is fixed and must be adhered to, but you
will remember that we had an emergency debate
today. I do not complain abour this, it was quite right
to take it, but it meant the agenda was not adhered to,
and we lost at least an hour, if not more, as a result of
the intrusion. It is for this reason that we have so few
people present now, and I suggest that there is a
perfectly good legal reason for postponing the matter.
If the Commissioner can be here tomorrow, I move
that this matter, which arouses strong feelings, be post-
poned, preferably until early tomorrow, or, if that is
not possible, to a later date, when the Commissioner
can be here. I base my argument on two factors : first
of all, I am speaking for my group, and secondly, the
agenda, which I agree is sacred, as you have said, Mr
President, has in fact already been interfered with, for
vcry good reasons. We are therefore not interfering
with the agenda for the first time today.
President. 
- 
Mr Fletcher-Cooke, since you are
presenting this request on behalf of your group, I am
obliged to put it to the vote. Nevertheless, I would ask
those who take part in the vote to bear in n.rind the
following three considerations : first, it is in practice
impossible for us to determine today when we shall
hold this debate and, in particular, it is impossible for
us to hold it tomorrow, because tomorrow's agenda is
heavily loaded and I cannot now extend it further by
adding another item ; secondly, this debate is inti-
mately bound up with the one which has just taken
placc; and thirdly, I have not heard the rapporteur
speak in support of your proposal.
I put to thc vote the proposal submitted by Mr Flet-
cher-Cookc to dcfer the debate on the Spicer report.
Thc proposal is rc;cctcd.
14. Dixctit'c on .o,t.\n,n(.t prolc(tiott (debate)
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the report by Mr
Spiccr, on bchalf of thc Committee on the Environ-
rncnt, Public Hcalth and Consumer Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to thc Council for a
clircctivc to protcct the consumer in respcct of
contracts which have becn negotiated away front busi-
ncrs prcmrscs (Doc. 227/77).
I call Mr Spiccr.
Mr Spicer, rdlrfrort(nr. 
- 
Mr President, I share thc
conccrn of my collcaguc, and I am certain of othcr
Mcmbers of our Committec on the Environnrent,
Publrc Hcalth, and Consunrer Protection, that wc are
so thin in the House tonight. But I do believe that
this has been a very long time coming before the
House, and I personally believe that if we left it
tonight we would be placed in a position where we
might not see it until a very much later date. So I
welcome this opportunity, but I will be as brief as
possible in presenting my report.
Mr President, this directive really implements one of
the aims of the Community's cousumer programme:
to give priority to the protection of European
consumers against unfair commercial practices by
door-to-door salesmen. The committee did discuss
this directive at great length, and we support it in prin-
ciple. The amendments which we propose are
designed both to give the consumer better protection,
and to give the directive a better chance of securing
acceptance in the Council. I hoped that the Commis-
sion would take account of that fact because it is
vitally important.
There is no point at all in the Commission proposing,
in our then putting forward our thoughts on it, and its
then spending a yeu or two washing around 
- 
if one
can use that expression 
- 
in the Council. Our amend-
ments are designed expressly to speed the directive on
its passage through the Council. I think that these
aims need not cancel each other out, and I hope that
the Commission will accept the amendments
proposed by the Parliament.
Sir, I know, and it has become quite clear in our
discussions in our committee, that there are very wide
variations in the practice of door-to-door selling from
country to country within the Community, and all
that this directive, and indeed our report, is trying to
do, is to put a bottom in the market and to afford thar
protection which we believe can be acceptable as a
Community aim, rather than going for the highest
possible level all the way round. I do not propose to
go into great detail about my report, and I would just
confine my remarks to the amendments that we have
proposed to the directive, and give reasons why those
amendments have becn proposed.
Firstly, the number of amendments that we have
proposed to Article 2. I7e have lowered thc limit
under which the directive shall not apply, because we
believe that 1.5 units of account will cover more of the
purchases actually maclc on the doorstep. At the sanre
time, we felt it was wise to add the extra exclusion
clause covering regular deliveries of food and drink, to
which it was surely not intended that the directives
should apply. I hope that thc Commission would feel
able to accept that particular amendnrent, and
certainly I know rhere are many people in the
Chamber tonight who feel very strongly about it.
I then move to clause 2(f) which excludes mail order
trading from thc scope of the directive. There may be
many peoplc herc who arc not quitc clear about ntail
order tracling. Vhat it really means is that goods arc
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ordered by catalogue and delivered by post, through
the intermediary of a trader's representative. This is
widely practised particularly in the United Kingdom,
and in Germany, and to a lesser, but growing extent
in France. Mail order trading has not, it seems, given
rise to abuses.and complaints by consumers of sharp
practice. This is mainly because the customer has
time to study the catalogue at home, and, having
ordered the goods, has a right to return them within
14 days of receipt, or to cancel the agreement within
that period without any obligation of any kind. I have
looked at this very carefully, and I have discussed it
with a large number of people. If you wanted me to
define trading by mail order catalogue I would say
that it is very much a family affair. It is not one door-
to-door salesman covering a lot of ground and dealing
with 300 or 400 people. It is largely a family institu-
tion with one member of the family having the cata-
logue and taking it round amongst other members of
the family. rVe felt that really unless some evidence of
abuse in mail order trading can be put forward by the
Commission, then there is no reason to include it 
.iust
for the sake of doing so, because it would add tremen-
dously to the administrative costs involved.
In my view, and in the view of many members of the
committee, it would be very unwise for the Commis-
sion to attempt to hamper a form of trade which in
many remote country areas not ohly has a commercial
background to it, but also a genuine social link. The
visits that are made in mail order trading are made as
friends of the family and not as traders specifically.
The amendments to Articles 4 and 5 are both
proposed in the interests of the consumer. W'e see no
reason why the consumer could not be given a copy
of the contract on signing it, and we feel it would be
much safer for the cancellation notice always to bi
sent by registered letter, whatever the state of national
legislation at the moment on this detail. I will not go
into the details on this, but within our committee we
did feel that there were some countries where perhaps
the post was not too reliable and where the company
concerned could claim that cancellations had never
been received. ttrfle felt, in the interests of the
consumer, that this should be written in.
Our amendment on Article 9 attempts to deal with
those occasions when a salesman might try to argue
that, although he did accept payment during the
cancellation period, he took it because it was offered,
and not because he has asked for it. The amendement
to Article 13 we believe to be necessary because of the
exclusions which are now placed in Article 2. The
amendments in Article l4 fle designed to speed up
the implementation of the directive, and to ensure
that the Commission is sufficiently informed of the
Process.
Mr President, I am in some difficulty here, as I am
not quite certain in my own mind what procedure we
now follow in relation to amendments that have been
submitted to my report, but I would suggest, if I may
briefly touch on those amendments, that they then be
included. That will give the Commissioner the oppor-
tunity to reply to them if need be, when he is making
his contribution. Amendment No I I find rather diffi-
cult, because it is ambiguous. It is not really clear
whether the mover maintains the words 'in goods or
services' to be inserted twice, since the word 'trader'
occurs twice. I do not think it is a very important
point, but it will probably do no harm to include the
phrase in the directive, so long as we know precisely
what the mover of this amendment really intends by
that and where he wishes to place it. Amendment No
2 : I find the word 'conducted', at least in English, has
probably too wide a meaning to make sense in what
should be a rather carefully worded directive and
would recommend this House to vote against the
amendment. Amendment No 3 is a sensible one and
I recommend it. Amendment No 9, by Mr Edwards,
attempts to place insurance contracts among the items
specifically excluded from the directive. My recollec-
tion is that we had quite a debate in the Committee
on Consumer Protection, on whether this should be
the case or not and we believe that it should be
included in the scope of the directive, since it is an
item sold on the doorstep, so I would oppose this
amendment. I would hesitate to go into the details of
this, but I really cannot see any reason why we should
place insurance salesmen who are operating door-to-
door in a different category from other people who
also operate from door to door. For this reason also I
would oppose Amendment No 10 dealing with
Article 2A, and Amendment No 4 to delete 2 A alto-
gether. I find that this Article makes conrplete sense,
and I therefore do not support the amendments.
Amendment No 5: the Legal Affairs Committee is
attempting to reinstate the Commission text where, as
I have already said, the Committee on Consumer
Protection would like to recommend that the notice
of cancellation is always sent by registered letter. I
think we maintain our recommendation 
- 
I certainly
do 
- 
and consequently I would oppose Amendment
No 5. Amendment No 5 deals with Article 6A, and I
support it. Again Mr Edwards, in amendment No 7, is
attempting to delete this reference to insurance and, I
am sorry to say, Mr Edwards, that I would oppose that
amendment for the reasons already given. Amend-
ment No I I I find rather muddling, since I am
already proposing in my report that Article 9 should
be amended to include the words 'or to accept such
payment'. However, as it is placed in the amendment
it does cover the two kinds of payment in both (a) and
(b). This may be preferable for the wording in my
report, and I would therefore bc prepared to accept
Amendment No ll.
Mr President, I make no excuse in skating very
quickly over the ground ; it is fairly late, and I am
certain you would wish my contribution to be very
short at this stage.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calewaert to present the
opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee.
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Mr Calewaeft, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(NL)
The Legal Affairs Committee considers this draft direc-
tive extremely important and has therefore studied it
very closely. A difficulry has arisen through the fact
that the Legal Affairs Committee, as the commitree
asked for is opinion, had to draft its opinion after the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, the committee responsible, had
already completed its report. This has caused a
number of difficulties, but the case is covered by Rule
a4 () of the Rules of Procedure. It appears from
discussions in the Legal Affairs Committee, however,
that sooner or later we may have to amend the Rules
of Procedure in order to improve the division of
labour between the committee responsible and the
committee asked for its opinion.
I should now like to explain briefly the amendments
and the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee
contained in Doc. 227 177. The Legal Affairs
Committee 
- 
this I must say at the outset 
- 
is grati-
fied that the Commission has submitted this draft
directive, since it is designed to give the consumer
better protection. This is, therefore, a practical applica-
tion of the general principle of consumer protection.
On behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee I have
tabled eight an)endments to this draft directive, which
I shall now explain very briefly.
The first amendment is aimed at making it clear, in
the first paragraph of Article l, that the draft directive
relates both to goods and to services. This is not clear
from the text submitted by the Commission, though it
is clear from the Explanatory Memorandum. Ve there-
fore think it extremely important that this text should
refer explicitly to goods and services.
The second amendment is aimed at making the draft
directive applicable to contracts which have been
negotiated away from business premises. And I would
stress the words used here. The Commission proposes,
in the first paragraph of Article 1, to include under
the directive all contracts which have been initiated
away from business premises. I stress the word 'initi-
ated'. The Legal Affairs Committee feels that this
description, with just the word 'initiated', is too
restricted and might well lead to the very commercial
practices that this directive is inended to prevent. lWe
therefore think that this amendment is absolutely
necessary to clarify the scope of the directive.
The oblect of the third amendment, with which Mr
Spicer dealt only briefly, though I personally consider
it to be of real importance, is to extend the definition
of the term 'trader' in Article I (2) to any person who
acts on behalf of such a trader. If the directive refers
only to traders, then a person who goes from house to
house is not a trader but an intermediary. If this is not
taken into account, the directive may be deprived of
its full scope. I would therefore urge that Amendment
No 3 also be adopted.
The purpose af Amendment No 4 is to delete Article
2 bis. This article provides that the directive shall not
preclude the adoption at Community level of specific
piovisions on certain types of contract. On this point
I feel I must point out that this directive is applicable
as long as there are no special provisions governing
the matters concerned. To this a derogation can be
made by including at the proper moment an express
arrangement in the special provisions. It is thus, I feel,
quite superfluous to include in this directive a provi-
sion such as Article 2 6lr
Amendment No 6, Mr President, and you will note
that I am moving fairly quickly, is aimed at restricting
the exception provided for in Article 6 &rs.
In this article it is proposed that services which
concern 
- 
I quote 
-'a 
direct insurance other than a
life assurance' should under certain conditions be
excluded from the scope of the directive. The Legal
Affairs Committee has expressed the view that such
services ought to be covered by the directive, but that
the consumer, in case of cancellation of such a
contract 
- 
and here we are talking about insurance
- 
should be required to pay a pro-rara premium for
the period before the deadline for cancellation.
This amendment does not exclude such insurance
contracts from the scope of the directive, but takes
account of the special interests of the insurer. !fle felt
that this was a solution satisfactory to both parties, the
protected consumer and the insurer.
Amendment No I I is, in our view, a better formula-
tion of Article 9. Mr Spicer, I believe, shares this view.
Article 9 draws a distinction between requiring
payment and requiring and taking negotiable instru-
ments. But, of course, a cheque, for example, is a
means of payment. It is therefore difficult to under-
stand why provision should be made for payment in
cash but not by cheque. Accordingly, the Legal Affairs
Committee proposes that the distinction in Article 9
be dropped by making subparagraph (a) also cover the
act of acceptance, so that subparagraphs (a) and (b)
cover the acts of requiring and accepting.
Mr President, the next two amendments relate chiefly
to Mr Spicer's report and amendment proposals. The
aim of Amendment No 5 is to restore the original text
of Article 5 (l) as proposed by the Commission and
thus to reject the text as amended by the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection.
That Committee states in Mr Spicer's reporr that it
does not consider this justified, since Article 6 (l) spec-
ifies that cancellation must be in accordance with the
procedure laid down by national law. Vhat are we
aiming at with this 7
The amendment proposed in the Spicer report reads
as follows : 'Such cancellation shall be notified by
registered letter.' Ve [:ase our argument on the term
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'directive.' The directive addresses itself to Member
States, but the methods for its implementation are left
to national legislation. \7e felt that the method of
termination or cancellation must be decided by
national legislation and not laid down in a directive.
Finally, through Amendment No 8, the Legal Affairs
Committee again wishes to restore the Commission's
original text 
- 
namely, that of Article 13. The
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection wishes, through its amendment
to Article 13, to add the words'to which this directive
applies.' \Ve feel that, since we are concerned with a
directive, all that has gone before obviously relates to
the directive. So the words 'to which this directive
applies' should not be added as proposed. The
contracts excluded from the scope of this directive are
also specifically mentioned in the directive. It is really
not necessary, therefore, to add these words. It would
amount to a sort of pleonasm.
The amendments are all aimed at clarifying the text of
the draft directive. I would therefore ask you on behalf
of the Legal Affairs Committee to adopt these amend-
ments. They do no injury to the sense or import of
the proposal for a directive that the Commission has
submitted to us. Indeed, they aim at the protection of
the consumer, but we feel that they also add some
clarity on the legal plane.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Fisher of Rednal to speak
on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Lady Fisher of Rednal. 
- 
Mr President, I think
what we would all say is that this directive is very
welcome, because we could all give examples of the
unscrupulous person who comes to the doorstep and
uses all kinds of wiles and imaginative stories to get a
foot inside the house and then tries to palm off on to
the consumer all kinds of things that are not really
wanted. My advice to the consumer would be, regar-
dless of any directive, to tell anybody who comes to
the door, trying sell to you something you do not
want, in no uncertain terms, to get off and go. But we
have a directive before us, and I think perhaps the
difficulties that have been outlined by the Committee
on Legal Affairs and the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection are
things that perhaps we might have considered much
more seriously in the latter committee. I think Mr
Spicer not long ago was 'Hear-hearing' the Iegal
advice being given by the legal opinion on his side. So
no doubt tomorrow he will be supporting the legal
opinion being given on the other side of the
Chamber. So wait and see how the votes go tomorrow.
I would not have thought that there is any real diffi-
culty with regard to our ideas and ideals ; it is the
tightening up of the nomenclature that is perhaps
most important.
I do fe'el that what we are saying about insurance is
important because Mr Spicer's report quite clearly says
in paragraph 11 that we are calling on the Commis-
sion to regard as a priority the submission of propo-
sals for directives on securities and insurance
contracts. If we are asking for that in paragraph I l,
surely we could accept the amendments that have
been proposed about insurance.
I7hat I think it is important for us to get clear at this
meeting tonight is that there are many people in the
Community living in very remote and rural areas,
depending very, very much upon people that call on
their doorsteps, especially traders in food. The liaison
that has been built up by these kind of traders is a
very honest one, because they call weekly on their
particular customers. I would like a very firm assur-
ance from the Commission that this kind of trading is
in no way jeopardized by the directive that we have in
front of us today. Those kinds of services have been
run very honestly and very successfully for people not
living in town areas, and include many kinds of
services that we get on the doorstep. People in Europe
perhaps do not have as much milk delivered on the
doorstep as in Great Britain and Ireland 
- 
perhaps
they do not drink as much milk as we do, unfortu-
nately. But these are recognized as straightforward tran-
sactions between the consumer and the person who is
selling. I think it ought to be clearly spelt out that
their trade and their services will not be joopardized.
I would, nevertheless, on behalf of the Socialist Group,
say that this is a directive that is perhaps overdue as
regards the unscrupulous doorstep trading that has
gone on in the past. The niceties of the legal interpre-
tation have been ironed out. We could get unanimous
approval in the voting tomorrow.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nod to speak on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Nod. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
just a few words to express the Christian-Democratic
Group's support for Mr Spicer's resolution and to
congratulate him on the work he has done. lVe are
pleased also that the Commission has done exactly
what was asked of it by Parliament in a resolution of
April 1975 and that the consumer is being protected
in the n.ratter of doorstep-selling.
As far as the motion for a resolutior-r is concerned,
there are only two pornts that I should like to single
out. Paragraph 7 aims at exempting n'rail-order sales
from the provisions of this drrective. I agree with that,
because here you have something entirely different.
However, I would delete the words 'if necessary' and
ask the Comn'rission explicitty to draw up regulations
also to cover this kind of selling, which has been
developed mainly in recent times. One of the reasons
why I would make this request is that here basically
you have a systenl of sales which can be practiced
betwecn orre Mcnrber State ar-rd anothcr and ougl'rt
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therefore to be governed by rules binding generally
throughout Community territory. As far as paragraph
I I is concerned, I agree with the need for directives
on consumer credit and home-study courses, already
mentioned by Lady Fisher. Even if there is not the
same urgent need in our continent for home-study
courses as there is in Australia and Canada, they can
be a means of furthering that ongoing education that
should be the final goal of all our efforts.
\U7e shall vote for this motion for a resolution in the
hope that the Commission will give careful considera-
tion to these and other points mentioned in this
Chamber. !flith regard to the amendments, we cannot
help feeling that it is rather awkward that the
committee responsible was not able to give them the
attention they deserved, as it had already completed
its consideration of the document.
However, I listened to what the spokesman for the
Legal Affairs Committee said just now, and I feel that
the points he made deserve to be taken into account
side by side with the points made in the text of the
report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, in view of the
lateness of the hour and the short time available, I
shall confine myself to a number of general observa-
tions. I should like to say straight away that, when
referring here to door-to-door sales, I mean more
specifically what are known as transactions negotiated
on thc doorstep. I do not have in mind the usual kind
of purchases governed by a prior agreement and
conccrning deliveries of groceries and other items to
households in country and suburban areas.
The Commission's proposal for improving consumer
protection in respect of door-to-door sales is to be
welcomed on the ground that it deals with an area
wherc there is a need for consumer protection. It is
correct to say that the consumer's need for such
protcctiorr is usually greater where contracts are
entcrcd into away from business premises, since the
trader can, at a time of his own choosing, take the
initiativc in seekrng to influence the consumer. This
mcans that the consumer is often taken by surprise,
onc rcason being the lack of time to examine seri-
ously thc various features of the offers made to him.
It necds to bc said by way of principle that the rappor-
tcur gocs too far in the question of what can or may
bc sold undcr contracts ncgotiated away from business
premises. In rny view, there is only one area of which
it can be said that there is a need to contact customers
away from office premises, and that is the sale of insur-
ance scrviccs.
Having rcgard to thc principlc of the sanctity of
honrc-lifc, ancl since doorstep-sc.lling is a source of
very considerable inconvenience to private individuals,
a total ban ought to be introduced on door-to-door
sales 
- 
with the exception, of course, of insurance
and, as I mentioned before, the usual trade in food-
stuffs. I have deliberately excluded the insurance
sector as I realize that it is a social necessity with the
public at large and with many individuals in need of a
proper information service where the sale of insurance
is concerned.
A positive point to be noted is that the definition of
business premises covers not only the permanent
place of business at which a trader exercises his
commercial or professional activity but also stalls at
fairs and markets. There is surely no wish to ban sales
from stalls at fairs and exhibitions, since the indi-
vidual consumer ought to be allowed to retain his
complete freedom and right of initiative in visiting
commercial premises of this nature ; it is surely not
the intention either that the legislature should inter-
fere to so great an extent with the individual citizen's
right to decide for himself whether he wishes to let
himself be influenced perhaps into making a purchase
at retail outlets of this kind. No one would, for
instance, dream of forbidding people to set out to sea
in rubber dinghies or on lilos, even though it is gener-
ally known that this may entail very considerable
dangers. A parallel can be drawn from this situation to
sales transacted at markets and similar places, since
visitors know in advance that they are exposing them-
selves to certain temptations in such places. If they do
not wish to expose themselves to temptations of this
nature, they can simply stay away. This situation
cannot therefore be compared with doorstep selling.
As regards mail-order business, I agree with the
rapporteur's observations on this subject, so I will not
use up time on the matter. \flhen it is a case of a
consumer entering into long-running contracts for the
regular supply of goods, I feel too that it would be reas-
onable to grant hinr the right of cancellation for a
certain period so that he may at his leisure study the
contract and its contents and subsequently cancel the
deal. To introduce the concept of values seems in my
eyes to be a little illogical when the minimum value
of the articles affected by the directive is fixed at 25 ot
l5 EUA, as this does not in itself provide any kind of
guarantee or protection, because the consumer can
after all fall into temptation three or forrr times a day
and therefore still get into financial diificulties.
On a more general point, it should not be forgotten
that, even though there is at present a relatively high
turnover in direct door-to-door sales in Europe, regu-
lating doorstep selling will not, of course, mean that
this business will be lost but instead simply trans-
ferred to what are known as ordinary business prem-
ises.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Flctcher-Cooke to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
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- 
Mr President, in the previous
debate the introducer of the motion said, and said
rightly, that the object of consumer protection was to
succour the oppressed and improve the quality of life,
and with those sentiments nobody could be found to
disagree. The question we have to consider is how the
European Economic Community can best do that.
They have cho'sen as a hook the question of distortion
of competition, and it is said in this draft directive
that the present situation, in which different countries
have different laws relating to consumer protection,
somehow distorts competition, as though a concern, a
firm, a partnership, a company would move its siige
social, would direct its activities to one of the nine
countries of the Community because the laws of that
Community were weak in consumer protection.
Now, Mr President, let us show a little realism in this.
Can anybody really find any serious example in which
any firm, company, concern, partnership, or what-
have-you, has in fact altered its trading activities
because the law in one country is weaker or stronger
than in another of the Nine ? It is the most fragile
foundation that anybody could possibly find for a
directive, much less a regulation. Some example was
produced before the Legal Affairs Committee of an
enterprising gentleman who took some ladies in a bus
from Strasbourg to Offenbach or somewhere in
Germany where the law was slightly different and sold
them something in a bus in Offenbach and returned
them to Strasbourg. That is the best that could be
done as an example of how competition was distorted,
which is the necessary prerequisite under Article 100
of the Treaty regarding differences in the different
laws of the nine countries.
I am here tonight not to object to the principle of
consumer protection, which I am very much in favour
of, but I am here to object very strongly to the legal
fiction of adopting such a fragile foundation of distor-
tion of competition for such a very desirable end. I
think we do Europe and ourselves an injury if we
cannot find a better basis than that, because it is so
obvious to anybody who has any common sense that
in fact competition is not distorted by the difference
in consumer protection in the different countries in
practice. It is said, but I do not believe it to be true,
for example, that in Denmark and in Luxembourg
door-to-door selling is totally forbidden. That appears
in all the documents. As far as Denmark is concerned,
I am advised that it is quire wrong, but it is said that itis forbidden in Luxembourg. Supposing it is
forbidden: does that mean thal.a lot of Danes are
going to concentrate on door-to-door selling in
Germany or Holland ? Vhere is the legal foundation
for this very desirable end ? In the Legal Affairs
Committee we had a long discussion on this point
and in the end, because people thought it desirable, as
I do, that there should be consumer protection of a
much higher order throughout Europe than there is at
present, eight people voted in favour and nine
abstained 
- 
more abstained than voted in favour.
During the discussion on the question of the legal
foundation for this matter, there were some very close
votes indeed and of course in a matter of interpreting
an article of the Treaty it is not the votes that matter,
it is the Court that matters, and to my mind it is
flying in the face of the future to build such a large
erection on such a doubtful basis. May I give another
example ?
There are matters relating to the laws of the different
countries that do distort competition. I refer in partic-
ular to the labour laws. There is no doubt that within
the nine members of the Community the terms and
conditions of labour are totally different : they give
some countries an enormous advantage over others in
the price of their products, in the continuity of their
production, and in goodness knows what. There, to
my mind, Article 100 applies in full measure, but in
this business of door-to-door selling can anybody
really say that international trade is distorted as a
result of the difference between the different laws in
the Community ? Can they lay their hand on their
heart and say that is so ? And it must be so if Article
100, upon which the whole of this erection is based, is
to apply. Of course not ! IUTe are therefore sitting on a
hypocrisy in this matter.
However, such is the desire to protect the consumer
that people have rather thrown their hand in on this
matter. It is thought to be a pernickety lawyer's point,
it is thought to be of no importance. To my mind,
primary importance attaches to the proper interpreta-
tion of the Treaty, to seeing that neither we nor the
Commission go beyond the Treaty obligations,
however desirable we may think it in our different
spheres that we should go beyond them, we should
stick to them honestly and with intellectual integrity.
I do not see how we have. May I quote from a report
of the Select Committee on the European Communi-
ties of the House of Lords, the second chamber in my
country, which is not yet published 
- 
it will be
published next week 
- 
but which it is not a breach
of privilege to speak about because it has already been
referred to. This refers to the legal basis of the direc-
tive we are discussing. The directive is based on
Article 100 of the EEC Treaty, which provides for the
harmonization of the laws of Member States. Two
reasons are put fonrard for such harmonization in
respect of 'doorstep contracts'.
First, that the varying degrees of control imposed
upon traders under these laws interfere with free
competition within the common market. It is alleged,
though I think falsely, that in Denmark doorstep-
selling is totally forbidden, while in Ireland it is
totally free, and in other countries there are varying
degrees of protection for the doorstep consumer : is
competition really interfered with as a result of these
discrepancies ? That is the first reason.
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The second argument is that consumer protection law
should be uniform throughout the Community. !flell,
perhaps it should, but not on the grounds that the
present situation interferes with free competition.
There is at present a considerable disparity between
Member States. It is said that Luxembourg and
Denmark have banned doorstep-selling. I do not
believe that Denmark has 
- 
maybe Luxemburg has, I
do not know 
- 
at any rate in respect of the supply of
goods, while in Italy and lreland there is a virtual
absence of controlling legislation. Nevertheless, the
legal basis of the directive may be inappropriate 
-well, that is the understatement of the year. Evidence
submitted to the committee by the Council of the
Law Society doubted whether the subiect-matter of
the directive could be said to directly affect the estab-
lishment of function of the common market. The
committee, that is the committee of the Upper
Chamber of my country, which is legally a very
impressive body, share this misgiving but are advised
that the European Court of Justice would be unlikely
to hold that the directive could not validly be brought
under Article 100. That is a very pathetic admission,
namely that because this is a good thing, because
everybody wants this, you are going to t'wist the law in
order to be able to get it.
Now I see your hammer, Mr President, your gavel:
perhaps I am straying from the course of purity and I
will put on my headphones and listen to your rebuke.
President. 
- 
I remind you that you have only 15
minutes' speaking-time. Your time is already up.
Mr Fletcher Cooke. 
- 
I have in fact a great deal
more to say, but I will conclude, since you say so, with
this observation.
The ideals of this report are admirable. The consumer
needs to be protected. But to do it on the basis that
the present situation inhioits free competition really
extends the credulity of human nature to such an
extent that I find it impossible to accept this hypoc-
risy. Though I shall not vote against it tomorrow, I
shall certainly not vote in its favour, because I think it
is built upon a foundation that is fundamentally
rotten.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Edwards.
Mr Edwerds. 
- 
Mr President, it is clear from the
debates we have had today on consumer problems
that there is a difference of opinion between the
Socialists and the Conservatives. I notice that my
colleagues in the European Conservative Group have
come not to praise the proposals, but, as happened to
Caesar, to bury them. This has happened on both the
dirctives that we have been discussing this afternoon.
However, the major reason for my wanting to partici-
pate in this debate is that I thought, as a Member of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, that we had removed insur-
ance contracts from our directive. This is the view of
my Socialist colleagues. They also assumed that we
had removed them, and I seem to have got an assur-
ance from a spokesman of the Commission that that
was their view. It was their view, because the Commis-
sion are to give a directive on the whole question of
the insurance business, and the Economic and Social
Committee are also dwelling on this very problem,
and will at some later date give a directive. So, if this
directive goes through in its present form we will look
rather foolish, won't we ? !fle will have a directive to
change our laws as far as we are loyal to the decisions
of the Community and Parliament, and then, maybe
in six months' time there will be another directive 
-as we are assured there will be from the Commission
and from the Economic and Social Committee. Are
we to change the laws again ? Surely you cannot, in a
directive of this character 
- 
which I agree with
completely 
- 
deal with the insurance industry. This
is a massive professional business that involves
millions and million of people in our Communiry.
You cannot deal with it like this, in this very sensible
but small directive, which I support apart from this
qualification.
Take my own country, the United Kingdom. Ifle
spent many, many weary hours of discussion in
committee and in Parliament promoting an entirely
new Act of Parliament called the Insurance Act of
1974. ln the process we consulted every insurance
interest in Britain, all the trade unions, and we got
some kind of an agreemenr. After all this work, are we
supposed in a small direcitve of this nature to change
our laws all over again? And if we do that, are we
expected to change them all over again if we get a
directive from the Commission 
- 
s0), six months
from now 
- 
and change them all over again if we get
a directive from the Economic and Social Committee,
who are taking a very long time to deal with the insur-
ance industry ?
This problem should not be dealt with in this way.
Literally millions of working people pay every week to
their insurance agents in Britain. It has been going on
for a hundred years. In my own constituency we have
the Bilston Provident Society that was founded after
the Plague, so that they could pay pennies a week into
their own insurance so that their loved ones could be
decently buried. And they collect the money from
door to door, and the canvassers, who are voluntary
workers, and get a commission, are recommended to
go to the next street because somebody is interested.
Are these people to be governed by European regula-
tions ? It makes us look ridiculous. The three amend-
ments are based on this, to remove insurance
contracts from these directives. I hope Mr Spicer 
-who is a very intelligent man 
- 
will agree to support
the amendment when we vote tomorrow, and remOve
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insurance from this directive so it can go through
smoothly, without the Socialist Group having to vote
against it.
President. I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, first of all I would like to thank Mr Spicer, and
indeed all the speakers, for their patience in waiting
so long into the evening to deal with this every impor-
tant matter. I welcome the opportunity of putting on
record some of the views that I have in regard to it.
In regard to the substance of the report, the Commis-
sion very much welcomes the conclusion of Mr Spicer
that there is need for greater protection to the
consumer in the case of contracts negotiated away
from business premises. 'S7e share this point of view,
and we endeavour by means of this proposal to ensure
some kind of minimum protection to the consumer
in the Member States of the Community.
The Commission does not have much difficulry with
most of the amendments suggested. I would therefore
like to comment mainly on those suggestions which
we should like to have discussed further, perhaps in
other fora, and put before you for your consideration
when you come to vote tomorrow.
The most important amendment of this kind put
forward in the resolution concerns the exclusion of
the activities of mail order companies from the scope
of the directive. It is true to say that mail order
companies have made vigorous representations to the
Commission, to Members of Parliament, members of
national parliaments, members of the Economic and
Social Committee and to national governments and
ad mi nistrations.
I would therefore indicate briefly why until now the
Commissioner has not been able to exempt mail
order companies from the scope of this directive.
There is first the point of distortion of competition. It
seems to be unjust to impose a cooling-off period on a
local trader who concludes contracts away from busi-
ness premises and not impose such a period on a mail
order trader. Both kinds of trader are in a competitive
situation. We should look at this problem from the
point of view of the consumer. The consumer is in
exactly the same situation. He receives a visit without
having asked for it and is thus surprised by any negoti-
ations with a view to a contract that may occur.
In the opinion of the Commission, it is not possible
to make a distinction between a catalogue and other
documents. The consumer who gets leaflets and pros-
pectuses or any other written material containing
advertisements and description of goods has the oppor-
tunity of informing himself of any offer made by the
sender of this material. There is therefore no reason to
make any distinction between catalogues and other
written documentation, because the element of
surprise is the same when the representative of the
mail order company or the representative of the local
trader knocks at the door.
The Commission cannot see any difference in the
second point of the said amendment, which states that
'continuiry of contact between the trader's representa-
tive and the consumer must be intended in relation to
that or any subsequent transaction'. As a matter of
fact, the local trader most commonly intends also to
have continuity of contacts with the consumer,
because he wishes to sell him goods on a number of
occasions. If, therefore, mail order companies are not
obliged to concede a cooling-off period to the
consumer, but with the proviso that they confer on
him the right to return the goods within 14 days, it
will be impossible to impose a cooling-off period on
any other trader, because the conditions of the
making of the agreement are the same in both cases.
It might be that for this particular reason no legisla-
tion in any Member State of the Common Market
provides an exernption for any mail order company
unless the contractual negotiations have been made
exclusively in writing. Such an exemption is
contained in Article 2 of the Commission's proposal.
If, therefore, you exempt one branch of commerce
from the scope of this directive, other branches of
commerce will want the same exemption, and there
will always be some particular reason justifying such a
demand.
These were the reasons, Mr President, among others,
which induced the Consumers' Consultative
Committee of the Commission to recommend that no
exemption be made in the directive for mail order
sales. The Economic and Social Committee in its reso-
lutions of 22 and 23 June 1977 adopted the same
point of view, that it was unable to see any significant
difference between the canvassing of an 'ordinary
trader or his agent' and the canvassing of a 'mail order
trader or his agent'.
Having devoted some time to this one item, I should
like to be briefer in commenting on other points. My
comments deal with minor points perhaps, which do
not change the subtance of the proposal. In particular,
we shall very carefully consider whether it is appro-
priate to provide that any cancellation be notified by
registered letter. During the discussion with govern-
mental experts, much stress was laid upon the fact
that Member States should be free to lay down the
rules of procedure for cancellation. The form of a
registered letter might be unduly formal and cause
supplementary difficulties to the consumer.
As far as paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution is
concerned, the Commission has suggested the figure
of 2.5 u.a. in order to avoid the obligation that
contracts concerning only small amounts of money
should be made in writing. The procedure would be
too complicated for such contracts, and we clearly see
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the connection between this point and the other
suggestion which is made, namely, to exempt food-
stuffs and drinks delivered by regular roundsmen.
I shall briefly, Mr President, advert to some of the
points raised. Lady Fisher raised the question of
predominant interest to two countries of the Commu-
nity. I would point out to her that the amendment in
Article 2 (g) in the report by Mr Spicer, which the
Commission is ready to accept, should give satisfac-
tion to her. That is Mr Spicer's Amendment No 3.
In regard to another amendment proposed, which
would give the Commission droit de censure in regard
to measures taken by the Member States to implement
the directive, I would say that such a provision would
be exceptional in the context of a directive of this
kind. I consider the conditions of the proposed direc-
tive to be sufficiently clear to permit the Member
States to design their implementing provisions appro-
priately. I would simply say, in reply to the eloquent
arguments of Mr Fletcher Cooke, that I am advised 
-as I am sure he knows 
- 
by the Legal Services of the
Commission, that Article 100 is the proper basis for
the directive. I will not go any further than that this
evening, as he will understand.
If I may, Mr President, briefly for the convenience of
the House, summarize in respect of the I I amend-
ments, our position in the Commission. In fact we
suggest that six of them should be accepted and five
not, and I will go through them.
No 1, acceptable; No 2, aceptable; No 3, acceptable.
Amendment No 4 I am not inclined to accept ;
Article 2,t is a factual statement of intent which I do
not wish to change. Amendment No 5, acceptable;
Amendment No 6 I cannot accept ; the text of Article
6A already represents a mid-point between the inter-
ests of consumers and those of insurers and I would
ask the House particularly to take note of that state-
ment.
Amendment No 7 ; I would suggest that we cannot
accept this, since I have already indicated that I do
not propose that you delete 6A. I have already given
my views on Nos 6 and 7, therefore I would be in a
position to accept No 8. Since I favour the retention
fo Article 5A, I would suggest that Amendment No 9
has no point, and therefore I would suggest to the
House that it be rejected. Amendment No l0 I would
suggest is not acceptable and Amendment No 1l
acceptablc.
I allow myself, Mr President, to give you a short
resum6 of my position orr these for the convcnience
of those who may wish to have our point of view,
whcn they conre to cast their votes. This concludes
my remarks on the report, except that I would like,
once again, to thank Mr Spicer for his report. The
Commission attilches great importance to the support
of thc European Parliamcnt, particularly in the field of
consumcr protcction, where actions taken by thc
Community are still at their beginnings. I look
forward, Mr President, to future discussions on
consumer matters, and I should be very pleased if the
differences between the European Parliament and the
Commission are as limited as they appear to be, on
this issue of doorstep contracts.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr President, I shall be extremely
brief. First of all, I would thank everyone who has
inten'ened in this discussion. I would say to the
rapporteur of the Legal Committee, and to Mr
Edwards, that I hope that perhaps tomorrow morning
we might have an opportunity to come together and
discuss their amendments and see whether we can
reach some accord on them. Could I also say to Mr
Edwards that I think he misunderstands the position
if he is trying to look in a party way at the view that is
expressed by lawyers, \fle all from time to time find
lawyers a very tedious bunch of people to deal with,
but let us be clear on one thing : our Community is
based on obervance of the law. \(e ignore the advice
given to us by lawyers at our p6ril, and I hope the
same applies to the Commission. I think that what Mr
Fletcher-Cooke has said tonight he said from the
heart, speaking as a man who understands that point
precisely. I think it is a thing we neglect at our peril,
so that when the Commissioner says that he is advised
that everything is perfectly OK and we can go ahead,
I would say : Let us not skate on thin ice when we
involve ourselves with the legal profession, although
the advice given to you, I know, is perfectly sound.
\flell, it looks as though we have really one major
point of contention with the Commission on this. It
is a major point, because my understanding of any
work that we do within the Community in consumer
affairs is that it is done to protect the consumer and to
help him where he needs protection.
On the subject of mail order trading, the majority of
us here speak knowing how it operates in the United
Kingdom and in Germany. Vhat abuse is it that we
are trying to deal with ? We do ourselves no service,
Sir, I honestly say this to you, if we use a vehicle like
this to impose further costs upon an industry and
unnecessarily push up the cost to the consumer. That
is something that we will not accept, and as the
strength of this Parliament grows you wilt find that
you ignore our advice and our suggestions, which we
consider quite carefully 
- 
I would not say at your
peril, but it would be inadvisable for you to do so. rVe
support the Commission, we want this dlrective to go
through the Council, but you will not get a directive
through the Council if the Council cannot agree that
there is a worthwhilc end-product. I warn you quitc
clearly that I stand by .y report. You mentroned
tonight that you havc had discussions with peoplc
reprcscnting nrail order firnrs : of coursc, l>ccausc thcy
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are affected by it ! But there are people in this House
who have not just had discussions, they have seen it
operating on the ground and know how it works:
they know that it is not a social evil but makes a
contribution to society.
On the subjecq, of mail order firms, you mentioned a
'visit without asking for it'. That is absolute nonsense,
because mail order firms as they operate in the United
Kingdom, as I said, are family concerns, they are built
around a family interest, and there is a continuity here
that you do not have elsewhere. !flhat we are aiming
at is, as Lady Fisher said, the chap who gets a foot in
the door and then is in the hall, has a quick line of
sales-patter and before you know where you are, he is
walking out again with a contract signed, and the wife
is let in for a hundred quid. Then, when her husband
comes home, she has to explain exactly what has
happened. That is the sort of person we are after, we
are out to stoP abuses.
\U(e all welcome that directive, but I must say that our
welcome will be very, very muted if that is the posi-
tion of the Commission on this, and I fear for the
future of this directive when it comes before the
Council. Sir, the Commissioner and I know each
other too well : I hope he accepts my words in the
spirit in which they are given. I only hope that he
might consider accepting the advice contained within
those words as well. rUTe shall take account tomorrow,
Sir, with the proposers of the amendments ; we shall
discuss them, and I hope you will allow me the oppor-
tunity to change my mind tomorrow on some of the
amendments if I see fit to do so, and I hope that the
Commissioner might also change his mind on other
more important matters.
President. 
- 
Under the new provisions, you, and
you alone, wilI have an opportunity of speaking
briefly on the amendments.
15. Agenda 
.for the ncxt .sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
I7ednesday, l4 September 1977, with the following
agenda :
9.00 a.n. and in the dlternoln
- 
Decision on urgent procedure for the motion for a
resolution on Southern Africa;
- 
ps615q6n on urgent procedure for the Cointat report
on the carry-over of appropriations from 1976 to
1977 ;
- 
Ardwick report on the economic situation in the
Communiry;
- 
Joint debate on the oral question to the Council and
the Coust6 report on data-processing in the Commu-
nity ;
- 
Oral question, wrth debate, to the Council on the
meetrng of the Council of Environment Ministers ;
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Council on
summer-time in the Community;
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Council on the
education of children of migrant workers ;
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Commission on the
Multifibre Agreement;
3.00 p.m.
- 
Questron-Time;
4.30 p.m.
- 
Votes on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting uas closcd at 9.0) p.m.)
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ANNEX
Questions to tbe Commission uhich could not be answered during Question-time, witb
urttten Ansuers
Question b1 Mr Cifarelli
Subiect: Financing of associations
Can the Commission say whether financial support of the kind granted to promote Euro-Arab coop-
eration is extended to other associations ? lgould it not agree that steps should be taken to ensure
that such financing is not used for propagandist or political ends liable to influence the decisions
taken by the Community ?
Answer
So far financial support has not been granted to other Parliamentary Associations.
As to the political ends of such meetings, the Commission has nothing to add to the reply given by
Mr Haferkamp to Oral Question No 108/77 on 15 June 1977.
subiect : Uranium supplies 
Question b1 Mr osborn
Recent press reports indicate that mining of uranium ore in Australia will resume during 1978 and
that commercial deposits have benn discovered near Manaus, in Brazil.
Will the Commission submit proposals to the Parliament and Council for political and economic
initiatives with these countries that will pave the way either to a cooperation agreement, or better still
a treaty, enabling these fundamental energy materials to benefit their economies and that of the Euro-
pean Community ?
Ansuer
l. The points raised by Mr Osborn have been very much occupying the Commission's attention of
late. At the beginning of this year Commission officials visited a number of Latin American coun-
tries and discussed the prospects for uranium deliveries to the Community with government depart-
ments and mining companies there. The South American states concerned showed great intere;t in
establishing closer relations with the Community in both nuclear and other fields. Ve shall be
following up these openings most carefully, and in due cou6e reporting the outcome of our explora-
tory soundings and submitting any proposals we may have to the Council and to this House.
2. The Community has had nuclear cooperation outline agreement with Brazil since 1965,
providing for the delivery of ores and nuclear materials: in the past there has not really been occa-
sion to implement it, but the Commission is now considering what scope there is for doing so, and
will submit proposals as soon as a practical basis emerges.
I \7e have no agreement with Australia up to now, but the Commission has been conductingintensive discussions on the subject with the Australian Government for some trme. The question o-i
uranium supplies was amonS the points raised when the Australian Prime Minister, Mr Fraier, visited
the Commission in June ; since then, on 25 August, the Australian Government has officially
unveiled its plans concerning the production and export of uranium.
The Commission will be asking the Council in due time for a negociating brief for this purpose.
Question by tllr Z,1'u,rctz
Subiect: lUorld uranium cartel
Can the Commission explain how the existence of a world uranium cartel, to which two firms from
Community Member States are also parry, can be reconciled with the Euratom Treaty, whrch
provides for a common supply policy and, particularly in Article 58 of the Treaty, prohibiti pricing
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practices designed to ensure a privileged position, and what reactions does the Commission consider
proper and practicable now that this situation has come to light ?
Answer
In February 1972, on the initiative of the Canadian Government, a meetrng was organized in paris
between senior officials frgm {e major uranium-producing countries to-considei the problems
arising on the uranium market. This meeting was intended as a follow-up to a meeting of the major
uranium-producing undertakings organized by the French firm URANEX in Paris inlhe first week
of February 1972.
The club which was formed then met in 1972, in 1973 and at the beginning ol 1974 ro discuss
production policy, sharing of the market, demand and the level of prices. ThJ last meeting of the
Club was held in May 1974.
Two firms from Community countries were members of the Club : URANEX (France) since rhe
Club's formation n 1972, and RIO TINTO from January 1973, when the United kingdom became
a member of the Community.
It is difficult to ascertain the respective r6les played by the governments on the one hand and the
firms on the other in the Club's activities between 1972 and 1974. lt is also difficult ro assess the
impact which the Club had on prices during this period. These prices did, in fact, remain pracrically
stable until the oil-crisis.
!7ith regard to Article 68 of. the Euratom Treaty, this article deals with the problem of the supplier
whose pricing practices are designed to secure a privileged position for certain users, which dois not
appear to have been the case with the Uranium Club.
As. for. the compatibiliry of a uranium cartel, if such existed, with the Euratom Treary, this must be
iudged according to the rules on competition laid down in the EEC Treaty, since the iuratom Treaty
does not contain any specific rules on competition.
The Commission is not in a position to conclude that the consultations berween the members of the
Club constitute practices prohibited under Article 85 of the EEC Treary.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
(The sitting was opened at 9.05 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. APProual of ntinutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved'
2. Decision on urgent Procedure
President, 
- 
I consult Parliament on the request for
the adoption of urgent procedure for the motion for a
resolution tabted by Mr Bangemann (Doc. 278177) on
the position to be adopted by the Foreign Ministers of
the Member States of the Community with regard to
Southern Africa.
Since there are no objections, the adoption of urgent
procedure rs agreed.
I propose that this motion for a resolution be placed
on today's agenda after the report by Lord Ardwick on
the economic situation in the Community.
22. Oral qilc.ttion u'ith dcbate : t\Itlti.fibrc Agrtc-
ntnt (Doc. 258/77)
rllr Cou-tti, .tiltbor o.f tfu tluc.ttion; tVr
Dutignon, fultnbtr tt.f tlst Cttmnti'ition : tllr
Albcr.t, on bthal.f o.f tlr Socidlirt Grottlr: lVr
Schu'6rtr, on bcbal.f rl tbc Christitttt'
Dtnrocratic Grotrlt: Mr Hcrbcrt, on lscktl.l
o.f the Group o.f Etrrrtpcdn Prttgrc.;.tit't Dcmo'
cr(tt!; fu|r \'dndrl ott bebdl.f o.f tht
Contntttnist antl Allit: Grottlt . .172
Trrbling o.t d ,rt0tion 
.fctr a rtsoltrtion (Drtr'
279/77)
Point.s o.f nrtlcr ; A4r Albtr.t . 179
Considcrattott o.f tht ntotitttt 
.for a rttoltt'
tion:
Orttl ctrncndnttnt to paragrapb 3: A4r
Cou.st(
Adoption o.f tbc rusolttion . 179
21
179
23 lor ncxt.ritting
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
I consult Parliament on the request for the adoption
for urgent procedure for the rePort drawn up by Mr
Cointat (Doc.275177) on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets on the complete list of requests for the carry-
over of appropriations from the 1976 to the 1977
financial year (non-automatic carry-overs).
Since there are no obiections, the adoption of urgent
procedure is agreed.
I propose that this report also be discussed after the
report by Lord Ardwick.
Since there are no obiections, that is agreed.
3. Referral to committee
President. 
- - 
I call Mr Kaspereit om a point of
order.
Mr Kaspereit. 
- 
(F) Mr President, last July Parlia-
ment, decided to postpone until the September Part-
session the debate on the rePort, drawn up by Mr
Bayerl on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on economic and trade relations
between the Community and Portugal. In the mean-
time it seems that it has been decided to debate the
Agtnda
Anncx
179
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Kaspereit
enlargement of the Communiry in October. Since the
report by Mr Bayerl contains certain political implica-
tions which might create difficulties for the very
important debate in October, I request that, in accor-
dance with Rule 25 (2) of the Rules of Procedure, this
report be referred to committee. I would add that the
Committee on External Economic Relations intends
to meet this morning, which would enable Parliament,
if it so wishes, to debate the report by Mr Bayerl
tomorrow.
President. 
- 
Under the terms of Rule 26, you are
entitled to do so. For this purpose you may therefore
call a meeting of the Committee on External
Economic Relations.
4. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Durieux on a point of order.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to
inform you that Mr Houdet's oral question on animal
feedingstuffs has been permanently withdrawn from
the agenda.
President. Thank you for that information.
5. Economic situation in the Community
President. 
- 
The next item is the report drawn up
by Lord Ardwick (Doc. 200177) on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on the
economic situation in the Community.
I call Lord Ardwick.
Lord Ardwick, rapporteur, 
- 
Mr President, we are
discussing today an oral report which the Vice-Presi-
dent of the Commission, Mr Ortoli, gave at the May
part-session on the current economic situation. !7e
were all ready for a debate on it in July, but there was
no room on the agenda. However, it is just as well that
there has been an interval, for we had a full economic
debate as recently as March, when Mr Ortoli presented
the medium-term programme. This interval has given
us time to see how the hopes and the doubts that he
expressed in May are now turning out. \7e have a
better idea of how close we are coming to the medi-
um-term targets.
Indeed, that assessment is the easier to make since we
have received more information than we could have
got or digested by July. In that month, the Commis-
sion presented a new economic evalution to the
Council, the OECD reported on its own medium
term programme, into which ours fits, we have had
the tripartite meeting on unemployment and we have
had the communiqu6 on the final meeting o( the
OECD, which was concerned, among other things,
with energy and raw materials.
This new information is not all. In recent months we
have all become more aware that the Commission is
at last exploring structural and sectoral problems,
feeling out for what I may call, for shorr, an induslrial
policy, as Commissioner Davignon struggles to take
the tension off the steel and textile industries and
delves into into other sectors of the industrial front. It
is, however, disconcerting that the Council's stringen-
cies in the budget have fallen most severely on energy
and industrial development, and also on the job-
creating Social Fund; it is even crabbing the high
technology of computers and aircraft 
- 
the very kind
of expansion which the Community is going to need
in the future.
Of course, we are all struggling through the economic
cycle that started in 1973, and the basic problem we
face is to find a cure for the unemployment that has
been caused mainly by insufficient demand, as the oil
countries fail to use all their wealth productively. Our
attempts to recover have been hobbled by the need to
cut price inflation and, in the case of some countries,
to cut down public spending and to try to reduce the
deficit on their external balances. At the same time,
the slump has highlighted some urgent needs for
structural and sectoral changes 
- 
and highlighted
them in conditions which do not make these changes
easier to carry out.
The medium-term programme is drawn up to solve
these problems ; what we have to examine is how it is
working, and if it is not working properly we have to
ask whether the programme is realistic 
- 
and, some
would add, whether it ever was realistic. The core of
the medium-term programme is given in paragraph 4
of the motion for a resolution ; countries with an
external surplus and low inflation are given different
responsibilities from countries with an external deficit.
The surplus countries are urged to encourage internal
demand in the hope of increasing their imports from
deficit countries, and at the same time the deficit
countries, by attacking their own inflation, should
attempt to boost their exports by curbing production
costs.
This strategy is linked with the OECD programme,
which designates the three great world economies, the
USA, Germany and Japan, as the locomotive powers
to lead the rest of the world out of recession. At the
moment, however, only America is in top gear. Our
report makes only one criticism of Mr Ortoli's state-
ment : we think he has gone too lightly over rhe struc-
tural problem. It is an echo of the critiscism that was
made of the absence of the specific policy when we
debated the medium-term programme. rVe should
like to know when the policy is going to be put in a
specific form.
I feel that once a year at least we need a wide-ranging
economic debate lasting a day or two and taking in
not merely the general economic situation, but also
specific parts of it, looking at the regions, at industry,
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at our current relations with our trading Partners
outside the Community 
-,a 
debate that could involve
more than one Commissioner and be based on a wide,
down-to-earth report such as the Commission docu-
ment prdduced for the Tripartite Conference. But
even today's wide-ranging and, I hope, non-controver-
sial motion for a resolution is designed to provide the
opportunity for a broad debate if honourable Members
wish to take it. I hope members of my committee will
forgive me if my speech is rather more controversial
than the motion itself. I think we can all make
different speeches to support the same motion, but of
course a broad-ranging debate still makes it necessary
to have some more sharply focused ones, say Mr
Schworer's report on structural policy, or Mr Norman-
ton's report on textiles. !(e shall also have to have
debates on steel, shipbuilding and shipping, and,
indeed, we are going to have a debate today, I under-
stand, on the Multifibre Agreement and tomorrow, on
the most important subiect of youth unemployment.
Mr Ortoli has reminded irs that'in its present state of
development the Community can play only a limited
r6le in the struggle to return to stability, growth and
full employment. Our European budget has not
enough weight in the Community economy to attain
the goals we have set ourselves, and it 
.is not going to
acquire that weight in the near future, as I think the
debate yesterday with the Council made very clear.
So, in this Parliament we must not fall into breast-
beating, self-accusing despair because Community
institutions have not been able to solve these
problems. The power and responsibility still rest
largely with the governments of the member nations.
The Community's job 
- 
I'paraphrase Mr Ortoli again
-'is to propose measures which will be implementedat a national level but in a genuine Community frame-
work.
Yet, because the Commission has so little power, and
we in this Parliament have even less, we must beware
of exaggerating the power of governments today as
they try to comply with the guidelines. It is not only a
question of political will. Today there is often a lack
of political muscle. The Community contains too
many governments which are uneasy coalitions with
insubstantial maforities, and they face electors who are
impatient and apprehensive after years of rising prices,
high unemployment and heavy taxation.
Even if there were no electoral problems, the guide-
lines would present their own difficulties. It may be as
difficult to expand internally as it is to hold down
internal consumption. Nevertheless, in May Mr Ortoli
took some encouragement from the movement
towards an alignment of policies. And the July report
from the Commission to the Council implies that his
hope will be gratified of average inflation in the
Community coming down to l0 o/o or even to 9 t/z o/o.
Mr Ortoli hoped, too, that the gap between the coun-
tries with an external surplus and those with an
internal deficit would be narrowed. The July report
shows that there has indeed been a narrowing of that
gap. I must, however, remark that Britain's march to
surplus is being aided by the providence of Allah in
putting oil, not only under the burning sands of
Araby, but also under the wet sands of the cold North
Sea.
But I am afraid that is the end of the good news,
Unemployment is not better and, even more alarming,
the meagre growth-rate set for 1977 at only 3.5 % is
not going to be reached. The rate is more likely to be
only 3 %. That is much lower than the growth-rate of
1976. So paragraph I of our motion for a resolution
remains distressingly valid, and what I have said
covers pretty well, I hope, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4.
The chief goal of the programme is to get back to full
employment. In our Community we have 5 l/z million
unemployed, and everywhere young people and
women are the chief victims. Unemployment is more
likely to get worse than to 8et better if we cannot raise
our economic sights. And as we climb slowly and pain-
fully out of recession and inflation, we are burdened
with a demographic problem as an increased number
of young people come each year on to the labour
market because of the bulge in the birth-rate during
the careless rapture of the early 1950s. And there are
fewer people approaching to the usual retiring age
because of the low birth-rate in \$(orld Var I. The
problem can be fully solved, Mr President, only if we
can get back to conspicuous and continous growth 
-5 0/o plus. I am afraid that nothing indicates that that
happy situation will come quickly, or without great
effort, or without more courage to face risks. But if we
cannot find jobs for all at once, this does not mean
that we should not do everything to provide iobs for
some, and as we say in paragraphs 5 and 5 of the
motion echoing Mr Ortoli, we must have an active
employment policy as an adjunct to the growth
policy, job placement services, vocational guidance,
training, retraining facilities ; we must ease the transi-
tion from school to work and the promotion of
mobility, but tomorrow's debate will give us a chance
to go into that.
But let us look for a moment at the wider perspec-
tives. The report on the six-monthly economic
outlook which the OECD published only two months
ago, makes gloomy reading. On the basisis of present
policies, the leading !/estern nations have no chance
of reaching their growth target. Unemployment is
likely to edge upwards everywhere except in America,
and the underlying rate of inflation will remain at
7 o/o or 8 % per year. This extends Mr Ortoli's own
gloomy predictions of no real improvement, even in
investment. Can anything be done to stimulate invest-
ment in the private sector, to come to paragraphs 7
and 8 of the motion ? The Commission, I am glad to
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see, propose to create a new borrowing mechanism to
finance Community objectives in the energy sector,
industries undergoing structural change, and infrastruc-
ture. Is it going ahead 7 I would like Mr Ortoli to tell
us something about that. Of course it is all very encou-
raging, but it is not only necessary to have the money
available; industry has to have the confidence to
make use of it, and that depends not only on profita-
bility, but also on the belief that a new wave of infla-
tion will be avoided ; because a new wave of inflation
would put a stop to new expansion.
Now I know Mr Ortoli likes to be optimistic where
possible, because pessimism destroys confidence, but
we must face reality. Does he think that the current
economic strategy of the Community and of the
OECD is doomed to failure ? Does he share my fear
that, unless a stronger expansion, led by the stronger
economies, is forthcoming, then the weaker members
of the Community may well be driven by political
pressure dangerously beyond the very feasible
programmes of reflation which they are now contem-
ptating ? lWe have to bear in mind, also, that this is an
age of violence, and we may have to take economic
risks to avoid the worst social dangers. Today may be
a happy day, because the German Government, I
understand, is going to announce its new expan-
sionary proposals, and I may say that all Europe is
awarting them in the hope that this is the beginning
of a new drive forward for expansion.
The final problem facing us is a new accommodation
with the Third Vorld, or rather the Third !7orld plus
the developing countries without oil, who are now
called the Fourth World. That accommodation is not
only a matter of morality, it is also a matter that
concerns our own economic needs, a matter of enlight-
ened self-interest. Mr Ortoli hoped that the Commu-
nity would play its part in strengthening the
machinery for financing external deficits. Some
progress, I am glad to say, has been made with an
agreement to establish the so-called 'Witeween facility
within the IMF as a new source of borrowing. Unfortu-
nately, the amounts of money envisaged for this
facility are negligible when. compared with the size of
the deficits facing those developing countries which
are hardest hit.
Our hopes of growth in the longer term may indeed
tie in providing for the development of the Third and
the Fourth Vorld, and our best hope for increasing
world trade may lie in ensuring stable markets for raw
materials by protecting the producers of those raw
materials from the vagaries of nature and the
commodrty markets. The profect has been called,
somewhat grandiosely, 'A New Vorld Order'. Unhap-
pily the North South Dialogue of Paris, in spite of the
creative r6le played by the Community, made only
modest progress ; the most the developed powers
could agree on was a common fund for commodities
and it was an agreement only in outline. No difficult
details, no imaginative dramatic approach yet to the
new system for which the poorest nations are crying,
sometimes with the unreasoning impatience of the
poor and the deprived. They have to recognize that
the problems they present by their industrialization
may be increasingly grievous ones for us in Europe.
They rightly expect us to provide a market for goods
which our own factories are already producing.
But in a period of recession, it is less easy for us to
carry out the structural changes which such imports
make necessary, especially in those weak industries
which are so often situated in our own poorer regions.
The Community has a good record as a liberal world
trader, but the danger flags are flying over some impor-
tant industries. Steel, textiles, footwear and ship-
building are under assault, and some of the attack
comes from newly-equipped countries in course of
development or quasi-developed. lUfle are moving into
a world, I fear, in which there will be several new
Japans during the next decade or so. Are we as a
Community going to stand by and watch industries
ruined and people put out of work by external comPe-
tition ? If the Community does not take these matters
firmly in hand, the Member States will be compelled
to do so.
Of course, we all react strongly against the concePt of
protection, using the world in its very strongest sense,
to mean beggar-my-neighbour policies, or sheltering
the inefficient. But we have to defend some of our
industries now, and in the medium-term.'We have to
envisage, as an expedient, what is usually called 'regu-
lated' trade, and perhaps a revised version of the world
arrangements which are now being negotiated for
textiles and steel may provide the techniques we need
for dealing with these problems. I am afraid that we
have to think in terms of amicable arrangments for
market sharing, possibly for quotas, possibly for levies,
repugnant though such terms are to us all.
I believe that my committee has been most inPressed
by the energetic resourcefulness of Commissioner
Davignon and his willingness to spend so much time
with us on these problems. I hope he will be given
adequate staff for these exacting tasks. The new
concern for industrial policy seems to me to give our
committee more realistic work thant the old theoret-
ical discussions about money. I agree with Sir
Brandon when he now says that what is needed is to
bring national purposes into line and that we may
then find that the currencies will harmonize them-
selves. The accident the snake suffered a few days ago
shows how economic forces can break through a
monetary straightjacket.
Mr President, I look forward lo a far-runging debate
today and at the end of it, to the acceptance of this
resolution.
(Afplan:;c)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
Mr President, we have just heard Lord Ardwick and
have his motion for a resolution before us. It is clear
from what Lord Ardwick has said that the analysis of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
corresponds in most respects with my own, and that
the motion for a resolution supports most of the ideas
I put forward on I I May of this year. I am grateful for
the support of this committee.
Having said this, I should like to deal with nvo points
in my first speech. I will no doubt have more to say at
the end of this debate. Firstly, there are the criticisms
of the report I submitted to you on 11 May and
secondly, there is the current situation, since as Lord
Ardwick quite rightly pointed out, the fact that it is a
little late for us to be discussing a report submitted on
11 May is not wholly a bad thing in that we are now
to bring our ideas up to date and reflect a little further
on these matters in order to ascertain whether our
diagnosis and the measures we had envisaged are still
adequate today.
The criticisms contained in paragraphs ll and 12 of
the motion for a resolution are to the effect that I did
not devote adequate attention in my first speech to
the questions of structural policy within the Commu-
nity. Lord Ardwick has stressed the link between
short-term policy, medium-term policy and industrial
structural policy. He proposes that the Fourth
Medium-Term Economic Policy Programme should
be supplemented by new recommendations regarding
structural policy. Thus we are faced with a major
debate in all the Member States on the question of
whether it is necessary and possible to launch a real
structural policy and, in particular, to reinforce the
various national policies by action at Community
level.
I should like to remind you that this is not the first
time these matters have been raised. The idea of a
Community-level industrial and structural policy was
put forward as early as 1973 at the Paris summit.
However, subsequent eVents and the resultant uphea-
vals make the need for a policy oI this kind more
acute, more pressing and more undeniable. Let us
consider for a moment a number of simple matters on
which I go along in practically all respects with what
Lord Ardwick has said. Firstly, we will not solve our
employment problems, which are a crucial issue,
without a more powerful rndustrial instrument and
unless there is industrial development. There is a very
close lrrrk between growth and industrial develop-
ment, which is not to say that industry can create jobs
out of thin air, but it does consolidate them and call
for more highly qualifred jobs, chiefly nowadays in
the vast services sector which is attached to it.
This, then, is an example of the first type of problem
which we are experiencing much more forcefully now
that we are attempting to deal with the threats to
employment with which we are so familiar.
Secondly, we must deal with certain structural changes
which are threatening our industries. These are
matters which call for further analysis, but we must
nevertheless bear in mind two fundamental changes,
one of which affects the very components of demand.
Demand is currently undergoing a transformation
both at international and internal level, involving
certain changes in behaviour or transfers of financial
resources which influence international demand. In
addition, as Lord Ardwick rightly reminded us, we
have to cope with increased competition in the indus-
trial sector.
Thirdly, the need for such a policy becomes all the
more clear when we consider that some of the factors
determining industrial development are in the hands
of the Community. These affect, for example, commer-
cial policy, competition policy and the free movement
of goods and capital. All these things are subject to or
influenced by Community action. But in addition, we
have taken on the responsibility of creating a growth
region and this joint responsibility cannot help but
affect in one way or another the development of
industry and its structures which are essential, funda-
mental aspects of this growth.
Finally, like Lord Ardwick, I am convinced that in the
future Community-level responsibilities will become
very apparent in the field of advanced technology. In
both the near and distant future, part of the growth in
industrialized countries such as our own will take
place in the various sectors of advanced technology
for which the vast market we are establishing consti-
tutes a basis which will in all probability prove to be
irreplacable because we will be able, lointly, to draw
on considerably larger amounts of public money,
which is so vital for the development of advanced tech-
nology.
It is clear from all this that, as Lord Ardwick has said,
structural policy must be one of our main preoccupa-
tions. Certainly, we have only begun to tackle these
problems, but I have no doubt that, as my collegue,
Mr Davignon, has said in this very House, this is one
of the fields where, for reasons which are obvious, we
will see the Community develop a course of action 
-at least I sincerely hope so. Thus if I have not
mentioned this matter, it is not because I am indif-
ferent, but merely because we discussed these
problems last March during the debate on the Medi-
um-Term Policy Programme and also because these
matters have frequently been dealt with in other
debates in a more fragmentary manner. Moreover,
Lord Ardwick himself reminded us of the discussions
which are to take place today and tomorrow. I might
also mention the debate on the iron and steel industry
in which you unanimously supported the action of
the Commission.
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There can be no doubt that we have a role to play.
First of all, we must be more active in ensuring that
this sectoral policy fits in well with our economic
policy as a whole, primarily at the macroeconomic
level, i.e. development research and the solution of
employment problems by means of balanced growth,
but in the context of a competitive economy, whilst
ensuring that the sectoral policies take their proper
place in our work towards this great common objec-
tive. In addition, our basic options, i.e. return to full
employment whilst firmly maintaining an open
policy, a dynamic policy and a policy which rejects
protectionism 
- 
must be complementary rather than
contradictory.
'We as a Communiry also have a coordinating role to
play. All our Member States nowadays are conducting
sectoral policies to some extent. They have been
forced to intervene because they have to cope with
changes of which we are all aware and which we are
lointly trying to understand more clearly. Each
country wants to alleviate the effects of these changes
and promote a certain development. The action taken
by the various countries must be integrated and
complementary and it is one of the tasks of the
Commission, by virtue of its responsibility for coordi-
nating ioint action in the various Member States, to
assist in this development. Finally, we have more
direct responsibilities. \7e have mentioned all the
problems involved in the Medium-Term Policy
Programme and I myself mentioned them at your
sitting of 11 May.
One of the most important of our more direct respon-
sibilities is the establishment of a general framework
within which a competitive industry may develop
effectively. I am convinced, and I feel I must say this
to Lord Ardwick, that we must not consider industrial
development exclusively from the point of view of
sectoral policies or sectoral difficulties. Industrial deve-
lopment 
- 
and I am speaking to a certain extent
from experience here since I spent 10 years trying to
help my country attain the desirable degree of indus-
trial development 
- 
is primarily a framework within
which the most advanced and competitive industries
can flourish. \fle again tried, in our Medium-Term
Programme, to make the nature of this framework
clear. I myself also mentioned here on I I May how
the problem of investments was very closely linked
with a number of general and objective conditions
and certain types of behaviour without which 'timely'
action would probably be ineffective.
Our second responsibility concerns the very means at
our disposal and the action incumbent on us.'!7e are
responsible for commercial policy and external rela-
tions. Ve can, to a certain extent, intervene in the aid
policies of the various Member States. \7e have direct
responsibilities as regards coal and steel. !fle cannot
therefore, if only for functional reasons arising from
our responsibilities and duties, neglect sectoral poli-
cies and I should like to remind you once more that
we are indeed doing something is this field.
Mr Simonet is present. I think I can say that what we
tried to do together on another occasion in the field
of iron and steel 
- 
what was known as the Simonet
plan and has now, in the natural course of events and
as a result of changes in political life, come to be
known as the Davignon plan 
- 
was a good example
of how a sectoral problem of fundamental importance
as regards both employment and general economic
development, and in which the Commission had parti-
cular responsibilities, had to be tackled as part of an
overall strategy in which the market, financing and
questions of commercial policy were all involved. This
is what we are trying to do, as far as we can, in the
fields in which we have direct responsibilities.
Finally we have one further responsibility which is
only mentioned in a very general way in the Treaties,
i.e. the responsibility to take the necessary initiatives
when faced with real and major problems, with a view
to enabling the Community to cope with the uphea-
vals it will experience and prepare its future under the
best possible conditions. This responsibility for taking
initiatives is all the greater now that we are going
through such a difficult period, characterized by the
underemployment with which we are all familiar.
I should like to draw attention to two sectors in which
we must do something to supplement the action we
have already undertaken and the funds at our disposal.
Firstly, we must play our part in increasing awareness
of the problems. We must devote particular attention
to the development of our structures, assess the posi-
tion of our industries and attempt to make use of
national or Community funds with a view to taking
the necessary action effectively within the framework
of an economy based on free competition. We must
do all this in the case of those industries which may
be in difficulties.
\7e must foresee, feel and understand the changes and
prepare ourselves to deal with them. 'ltr7e must do this
for the industries of the future to which we must
jointly devote considerable attention for reasons I have
just explained. 'We must do this even in the case of
certain 'protected' industries, i.e. those in which there
is basically no internal or external competition, e.g.
the building industry. This industry is currently under-
going radical changes and we must understand how
these changes are taking place and assist in these deve-
lopments, in view of the importance of the building
- 
and public works 
- 
sector for economic and
employment prospects. This is one aspect 
- 
playing
our part in increasing awareness of the facts and
drawing up policies sufficiently in advance.
There is also a second aspect, i.e. to add to the funds
which we are trying to use in a coordinated manner
by means of supplementary funds. rUTe have put
forward the idea of a new financial instrument. If the
Community is to conduct industrial policies or play
its part in sectoral policies, the 
.framework in which
this is done must not be too fragmentary, i.e. we must
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not simply react to particular situations in isolation.
The situation in the steel industry has deinonstrated
in a context in which national policies and an overall,
Community policy both have a part to play, that we
may need financial resources. The use of supplemen-
tary funds in con.junction with a policy may be a
deciding factor in our common success. This is true in
the case of energy policy, may also be true in the case
of infrastructural policy and is likely to be true in the
case of the industries currently undergoing transforma-
tions, which have to cope with problems of moderniza-
tion or major problems of reorganization. Ifle have
therefore proposed a new financial instrument, which
will permit swift access to the necessary funds when a
policy so requires.
You asked me how far we had progressed with this
financial mechanism. The matter is currently under
consideration at Council level. Both the Commirtee
on Monetary Affairs and the Committee on Economic
Policy are studying our ideas and proposals and we are
to resume the debate with the Council of Ministers of
Economic Affairs and Finance in October. Naturally
enough, certain reservations have been voiced, it is
equally clear that there is enthusiasm or at least
conviction in certain quarters. I for my part hope that
a decision will be reached in October and that the
general public within the Community will realize that
when problems arise the Community is prepared to
tackle them iointly with a will which is expressed in
real terms, not merely in words.
That is what I wanted to say on the question of struc-
tural and industrial policy to which most of the
remarks or criticisms in youq motion for a resolution
refer.
I should now like to speak on the other aspect you
brought up, Lord Ardwick, i.e. the situation as it
stands, which I think can best be described in a few
figures. The current situation does not, as you said,
differ all that much from the situation I expected and
indeed hinted at when I spoke to you on I I May last.
On the inflation front, the results for the first six
months of the year do not show much improvement.
Undoubtedly, the price-increase rate has eased off a
little in the countries where it was highest, e.g. Italy,
Denmark and Ireland 
- 
but it was still excessively
high in the Community as a whole at the beginning
of summer: * 12 0/o between June 1976 and July
1977. The rate has slowed down to a certain extent
over the last few months and this trend should
continue until the end of the year 
- 
and not merely
as a result of seasonal adjustment phenomena, since a
number of factors conducive to a decrease in the rate
of inflation, which have been increasingly in evidence
since the end of last winter, should make a significant
contribution to this trend. I am referring to the stabili-
zation and, in some cases, reduction in the prices of
basic commodities, reinforced in several cases by the
developments in exchange rates, and the lower
interest rates resulting from a slowing down of the
wage-increase rate. This is the first point.
Secondly, there is the fact that the balance of
payments situations in those countries which had
serious deficits in 1976 have continued to improve.
I described the general outlook in this field four
months ago and it appears to be one of the more
favourable elements in this interim assessment. For
example, France's balance of payments deficit on
current account should be considerably lower (of the
order of $ 3 000 million or a little more) in 1977 than
in 1975, and the United Kingdom should similarly 
-for the reasons you mentioned, Lord Ardwick, but not
only for those reasons 
- 
see a reduction of more than
$ 2 000 million in its trade deficit, together with an
increase in its invisible earnings, and thus a restored
equilibrium or even a surplus in its balance of
payments on current account, as compared with a
deficit of $ 2 500 million last year.
Italy's 1976 deficit on current account (almost
$ : OOO million) should be brought down to less than
$ t OOO million this year. Unfortunately, I must also
mention one major consideration regarding the
analysis of the causes for this development. The more
favourable development in the deficit countries results
partly 
- 
but only partly 
- 
from the decrease in
imports, which is linked with the fall-off in industrial
production. Thus the improvment has yet to be conso-
lidated.
I will not go into the question of the United
Kingdom which, for reasons Lord Ardwick has iust
mentioned, is a special case.
Finally, I must mention the less encouraging aspects
of the economic situation, namely growth and employ-
ment.
There was a considerable increase in industrial produc-
tion in most of the Member States during the fourth
quarter ol 1976 (with the exception of France) and at
the beginning of 1977 (with the exception of the
Benelux countries and Denmark). This growth has
now given way to stagnation or, in certain countries, a
slowdown. The industrial production index, which
rose within the Community by the equivalent of an
annual rate of l2 o/o between the third quarter of last
year and the first quarter ol 1977, has subsequently
fallen again. Between January and June, there was a
3 0/o drop in industrial production 
- 
leaving outside
the effect of seasonal variations 
- 
for the Community
as a whole. At the same time, unemployment, which
had eased off slightly last autumn, began to increase
again, once more reaching levels of. 5 o/o and over 
-indeed the seasonally-adjusted maximum was 5.4 o/o
in July at the end of the school year.
I do not intend to draw detailed conclusions from this
interim report here today. rVe are currently preparing
the forecasts for 1978 and we will have an opportunity
to discuss both these forecasts and possible courses of
action more thoroughly at a later date.
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I should nevertheless like to point out that, as you
said, it is unlikely, in the light of the situation as it
appears today, that we will be able to achieve an
annual expansion rate of more than 3olo in 1977.
Thus we will have fallen short not only of our medi-
um-term objective but even of the level we had reluc-
tantly decided on as our obiective, or at least the prob-
able result f.or 1977. This is all the more significant
since, in the light of the growth in productivity and
population trends, if things were to continue in this
way we would have to expect an average Srowth rate
for 1978 which would be much lower than the norm
of 4'5 o/o mentioned in the fourth medium-term
programme, and thus we would be faced once more
with an aggravated employment problem. As I said a
few moments ago, we should never lose sight of the
very strong link between full employment and Srowth,
whatever the effects of policies introduced to suPPort
the general growth policy may be 
- 
I am thinking
particularly of the active employment policy.
In view of this, what we have to do in coming months
is perfectly clear. 'We must prepare for 1978 immedi-
ately and in such a way that the economic reality of
the coming year will be different from what aPPears
likely today if we simply extrapolate on the basis of
the perceptible trend. Thus we must conduct a reso-
lute policy aimed at regaining the extra 1o/o or 1'5o/o
growth which will enable us to start solving our
employment problems.
However, there are a number of things of which we
are perfectly aware. We know that we cannot conduct
a policy of this kind without foregoing the anti-infla-
tion policy and the gradual re-establishment of
economic equilibrium. 'We are walking an extremely
precarious tightrope.
'!7e also know that we cannot do it alone. There can
be no doubt that international cooperation is a deci-
sive factor in this field. If world demand drops consid-
erably or fails to maintain itself at a sufficiently high
level, Europe will not 
- 
despite all its efforts 
- 
enioy
a satisfactory growth rate.
This is true as regards cooPeration between the indus-
trialized countries, and I personally attach great impor-
tance to the efforts whiclr, as we have just heard,
Japan, for exanrple, intends to make. There is also the
major question which you brought up, and which I
too discussed on I I May, of the way in which the
developing countries will be able to rely on adequate
stability in their revenue, consolidate their growth and
l-rence participate actively and to a greater extent in
thc development of international trade. Apart from
this, we have our own responsibilities and it is a good
thing that, since we have not achieved our ob;ectives,
we are endeavouring nort to take measures, to use our
room to manoeuvre with a view to making 1978 better
than appears likely in the light of present Prospects.
In this respect, measures aimed at stimulating
economic activity have been taken in France, and the
Government of the Federal Republrc intends to
announce this very day the measures it intends to take
with the same aim in view. It is therefore not yet
possible to comment on these measures and I should
merely like to make a few general remarks. The first
concerns the special role of the countries with balance
of payments surpluses, which I will not dwell on.
Secondly, our policy for the development of economic
activity must be really coordinated and for this reason
the Commission intends to consider the nature of the
situation and the question of how we can use an
overall Community approach to improve the pros-
pects in the report it plans to bring out in November.
Thirdly, we must always be prepared to take further
action, it necessary, within the limits dictated by infla-
tion or the fight against inflation. Furthermore, we
must decide upon the correct action to take, and it
seems to me that we should continue to concentrate
on a problem which I have already dealt with at Sreat
length here, namely investment. IUfle must develop
public investment, which implies at least two things.
Firstly, in those countries where a considerable budge-
tary deficit has led to the drawing up of Programmes
for the reduction of this deficit, we will probalby have
to agree to phase things out a bit to spread these
programmes over a longer period of time, and we
must accept, in some cases, that the budget will
continue to support economic activity, Particularly via
public investment and within the limits dictated by
the fight against inflation. In addition, we should act
in such a way that our intentions will be translated
into reality as quickly as possible. One of the
problems of public investment is that it should be
carried out quickly. If public investment is to be effec-
tive in meeting short and medium-term economic
requirements the funds must be invested rapidly so
that the aid to economic activity comes at the right
time. I personally am convinced that our countries
will tend more and more to set uP Proiect reserves
with a view to participating much more actively in
this cyclical policy.
The second aspect is private investment, which we
discussed at great length at our last meeting. \fle will,
I think, be able to help stimulate this in various ways'
for example by fiscal means, but we will be able to
make our greatest contribution if the framework for
economic activity is satisfactory, and inspires confi-
dence and stability and, in addition, if the prospects
for internal and external consumPtion are adequate.
All this means, therefore, that promoting internal
consumption, particularly in the surplus countries'
will be in element in our policy for the stimulation of
economic activity 
- 
and I believe, incidentally, that
this is the purpose of the programme which the
German Government is to introduce today. The frame-
work in which this is to be done, however, must be
well thought out.'We must not try to stimulate activity
by increasing costs. We must therefore look for other
methods, for example, tax reductions or specific
measures which do not entail increased costs.
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The Community has a part to play in all this. Above
all it can help to coordinate the steps taken. It can
also contribute to the development of this European
approach to investment, to the desire to develop
investment. It can play its part in structural policy,
which is one of the elements in this policy for the
stimulation of economic activity and full employment.
It can play its part in an active employment policy. I
have not tried to go into greater detail here today, and
as you can see, I prefer to deal with this matter more
informally, rather than by reading a prepared speech.
Nevertheless, I should like to say that I am convinced
that there are certain ways in which we might be able
to make 1978 better than one would expect from the
current indexes. 1J7e must make use of these possibili-
ties and I for my part am glad that we are starting to
do so right now.
I might add that I do not think we should force
ourselves to be optimistic. As Lord Ardwick has
reminded you, I have said that optimism was,
whenever possible, one aspect of the attitude we must
adopt in the face of this problem. It would perhaps be
better to say that one way of dealing with our
problems more efficiently is to give some real thought
to what possibilities are open to us. 'What I do not like
about pessimism is its maudlin, fatalistic aspect. The
way will be very difficult. As I have said, we are
walking along a tightrope, but I do not personally feel
that in the present situation we are bound by an inevi-
tability which will prevent us from re-establishing a
satisfactory level of employment and growth rate,
gradual and difficult as this process may be. We must,
quite simply, regain our confidence in the great apti-
tude we have demonstrated in the past for developing
our economy and resisting the blows we have suffered.
The task is, of course, extremely difficult, but we have
instruments for intervention. 'We have a better under-
standing of the way in which the economy develops. I
do not believe in miracles, but I nevertheless think we
can do better : we must act quickly using the means at
our disposal and we must act to an increasing extent
as a Communrty, since we must not forget how inter-
dependent we are. The extent of our interdependence
is strikingly clear today. If those countries with an
external deficit import less, the effects will be felt in
the countries with an external surplus. If inflation
spreads, it does so partly via this interdependence
which is a built-in feature of the Community. If our
policies are successful, their effects are felt throughout
the vast market we have set up. Let us not forget that
our countries currently export on average 20 o/o of
their GNP. Let us not forget that half of this trade is
with other countries of the Community. Thus we are
clearly interdependent, and this means that there
must be a grcatcr degree of cohesion in our ioint
action.
(Applt uv)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, my Group naturally joins the rapporteur,
Lord Ardwick, in deploring the continued deteriora-
tion in the economic situation in the Community
since 1973. Unemployment has been increasing
steadily every year and in the Community there are
now twice as many unemployed 
- 
5 500 000 
- 
as
there were four years ago, in addition to quite a consid-
erable number who have left the labour market as a
result of early retirement or pension etc.
The situation is aggravated and its seriousness under-
lined by the fact that large numbers of migrant
workers have returned to their countries of origin, and
the number of unemployed aged under 25 now
accounts f.or 40 o/o of the total, which is in itself a
kind of social crisis which poses a particular threat to
the democratic future of our countries. lVe agree with
Lord Ardwick that the overall situation, far from
improving, has continuid to get worse since, as he
pointed out, the drop in the Community growth rate
from 4'3 o/o in 1976 to 3 % in 1977, as anticipated by
the Commission, suggests that unemployment is
likely to go on increasin!.
Thus, we are now in the same paradoxical, highly
disturbing, inhuman and for social and moral reasons
unacceptable situation which marked the 1930s. Ve
see that extremely pressing human needs, not only in
the world as a whole but also in the Community are
not being satisfied. \fle see that enormous production
capacities lie idle. From the human and social points
of view it is quite understandable, given the disturbing
nature of the problem, that in particular the trade
unions and the political left should insist that full
employment must be possible as it is a human and
social necessity.
Having said that, I am fully aware that there are no
magic solutions and that it is easier to call for full
employment than to take practical steps to achieve it.
\7e fully appreciate the difficulties which arise from
the different solutions applied in the individual
Member States because of the wide variety of national
economic problems. In some countries, for example, a
major priority is to stabilize prices and to achieve
equilibrium on the balance of payments, while in
others increased investment is aimed for, equally
rightly. All this may lead to a lack of uniformity in
the Community, but we believe that the objectives
pursued by all Member States should at least be made
compatible with the main objective, that is the restora-
tion of full employment. To achieve this we would
urge that certain measures be taken. Mr Ortoli referred
to the promotion of public investment as a means of
supporting the upswing in the economy, which is still
awaited. Furthermore, the utilization of the necessary
resources should be organized in the individual coun-
tries and at Community level with due regard to fair-
ness in taxation and social justice. \We should not have
any great illusions about the returns from public
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investment if such investment is not extremely selec-
tive. I shall quote from memory some figures relating
to the situation in my own country. From 1974 to
1976 the Belgian Government which preceded the
one now in office increased ptrblic investment by
about 80 %. This increase, which should be noted and
borne in mind, did not preveflt the number of fully
unemployed from increasing by 110 % in the same
period. There are countries where the regional indus-
trial structures are particularly antiquated and in
which the measures taken by the authorities are iusti-
fied not only ideologically but also for practical
reasons. It is essential that the measures expected in
this area should take shape quickly if their effects,
which are naturally slow-acting as far as the restimula-
tion of employment is concerned, are to be felt.
It is impossible, in a debate on economic policy, not
to mention certain aspects of social policy. I would
suggest, in particular since Mr Ortoli is here, that the
school leaving age should be raised in a coordinated
manner throughout the Community and that educa-
tional and vocational training arrangements should be
made to cater for this as they are absolutely essential. I
personally also believe that it is necessary to reduce
not only the length of professional careers, but also
and perhaps especially, given the present situation, the
length of the working week. I know that opinions are
divided on this point and that the shortening of the
working week is no magic formula which will be
equally beneficial everywhere in view of the wide
variety of problems affecting the various industrial
sectors and the differences between large and small
undertakings, but we believe that this objective, which
is advocated by the trade unions, is justified and worth
pursuing.
Mr President, there are some people who, in facc of
the economic crisis, seem in my view over-anxious to
reduce incomes.
My Group believes that a reduction in individual
incomes is only acceptable on two conditions. Firstly,
the benefits must also accrue to the workers and be
used for the desired investment, for example, in
certain Member States, via the participation of the
workers in assets formation. Secondly, distribution
should be improved.
Mr President, as an observer from the European Parlia-
ment, I was able to attend the last Tripartite Confer-
ence, which was held in this Chamber. I take the
opportunity provided by Lord Ardwick's excellent
report to deplore the fact that the Tripartite Confer-
ence was once again badly organized, despite the fact
that certain hopes had been pinned on it. Clearly, the
Conference had only been prepared at the initial level
of the Finance Ministers, that is ministers who are
concerned more with restraining credits than with
seeking means of improving the economy. If tripartite
conferences are persistently prepared in this way, with
no prior coordination at national and Community
levels between the Finance Ministers and the
Economic and Social Affairs Ministers, or those
responsible for dealing with unemployment, I am very
much afraid that such conferences will prove utterly
useless and that the general secretaries of the trade
unions, for example, will be content to send low grade
officials to such conferences, which are then bound to
be unproductive.
Reference has been made to the need, rightly
mentioned by Lord Ardwick, to coordinate Commu-
niry policy in certain areas. Effective coordination is
needed, as Mr Ortoli pointed out a moment ago, in
particular in connection with finding ways of
promoting private consumption. More wide-scale
concertation is needed on the adoption of stricter
rules for industrial concentrations. Balance of
payments problems should also be dealt with jointly
by countries in a surplus and by those in deficit and
the former should not be allowed to take measures
which worsen the situation they are trying to over-
come and cause others to bear the consequences.
I should like to quote here a statement of principle
made by the European Confederation of Trade
Unions, and which I wholeheartedly support. Here it
is:
Economic and industrial planning should be extended so
that the individual objectives of companies and of society
in general are compatible, in parttcular to ensure that
iobs are created in all sectors of society, that regional
balance is encouraged and that other human needs are
met.
My final comment concerns a very apt remark made
by the rapporteur, who referred to certain aspects of
the Community's external relations. I should like to
point out in this connection that, at the determined
insistence of Mr Cheysson in particular, the Lom6
Convention includes two clauses under which, both at
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers level and at that of the
peoples' representative assembly, provision is made for
consultation with the social partner. Such consultation
must be organized. A great deal of time has already
been lost. Trade union leaders, and in particular those
of the European Confederation of Trade Unions, do
not wish to curb the right of the developing countries
with which we are negotiating on a preferential basis
to develop their industries, but merely to coordinate
and make compatible the industrial advances which
are being made overseas with the structural readapta-
tions which are absolutely essential in the Community
if we want to avoid excessive disruption in the iron
and steel industry in particular, as Mr Davignon has
said so often, and in the textile sector, shipbuilding
and other areas.
I would also ask the House to consider the arguments
set forth in an extremely interesting book which I
spent a great deal of time reading during my holidays.
This is the latest work by Charles Levinson on the
multinational companies. It has the very odd title of
'Vodka-Cola. and concerns the investment of multina-
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tional companies in eastern Europe. Such investment
rs sometimes subject to clauses under which repay-
ment for technological benefits is made in the form of
exports to the EEC market and in series of consumer
goods (from cars to foodstuffs) which compete directly
with internal Community products. There is no doubt
that from the point of view of the common commer-
cial policy there is a certain amount of investigating to
be done. ,Vodka-Cola. is a book worthy of serious
study.
(Appltrnr)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schworer to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Schwdr (D) Mr President, ladies and
gcntlemen, I should like to thank Lord Ardwrck on
behalf of the Christran-Democratic Group for his
exccllcnt report and say that we will vote in favour of
the motion for a resolution.
This debate on the economic situation comes at a
tinre whcn 
- 
as Mr Ortoli has just pointed out 
- 
it
has unfortunately become apparent that we will not
be ablc to achreve many of the objectives we had set
ourselves for 1977. The upswing in the economy has
not been as complete as we had hoped and, in parti-
cular, nrost of the figures for the second half ol 1977
have urrfortunately shown a downward trend as
regards denrand, orders, production and utilization of
production capacities. Only one figure is on the
increase agarn, and that is the unentployment tigure
- 
particularly in the case of young people, unfortu-
rrately.
'Wc must therefore come to grips with the problems
mentioned in this motion for a resolution. First of all,
I should hke to stress that Mr Ortoli is certainly right
in speakrng of a coordinated short- and medium-term
economic policy.
Thrs is what we were referring to rn the report when
we spoke of a differentiated economic policy within
the European Community, i.e. a policy whereby the
countnes with an external surplus should encourage
internal demand in order to stimulate imports from
weaker Member States, while the countries with an
external cleficit should endeavour to curb production
costs in order to make themselves more competitive
and boost exports. This is a good idea in principle, but
we can sce in the Federal Republic of Germany that
this growth rate which we had hoped for has not been
achreved in reality, in spite of varous programmes,
costing approximately DM J0 000 million, to srlmu-
latc demand. The growth rate in the Federal Republic
this year is likely to be 3 o/o at the most, rather than
the .5 7o hoped for.
This illustrates the limited effect of programmes of
this krnd. However, this is also true in the case of
deficit countries 
- 
I need only mention Italy and the
United Kingdom. The inflation rate has not fallen in
these countries to the extent one might have expected
from this policy of keeping cosrs down.
However, since unemployment remains the major
problem in the economic policy of the Community,
there are, as I see it, four ways in which we could
tackle this problem. First of all, there is an active
employment policy to be conducted at Community
level with the aid of the Regional Fund and Social
Fund. Ve are in favour of this. However, we are also
in favour of increasing the relevant appropriations in
the Community budget if necessary, as these are not
very high at the moment, but we must guarantee that
these funds are used in a sensible manner. \7e are
thinking here in particular of the measures intended
to promote mobility and retraining and, above all, the
measures designed to help the seriously disabled and
handicapped. There is no doubt that selective
measures by the Social Fund could have beneficial
effect. This would only be one small element,
however.
The second idea, i.e. an intensified policy to stimulate
growth, is more important. I agree with Mr Ortoli that
this should mainly take the form of a policy to
encourage investment. In the absence of new invest-
ment on a large scale in plant, research and develop-
ment there will be no increase in growth since only
new technologies, new products and new markets will
be able to create additional and lasting jobs. In view of
the fact that approximately 70 o/o of the workers in
our Community are employed in private industry, it is
particularly important that we should stimulate private
investment. As I see it, there are three main ways in
which we can do this.
First of all, confidence must be re-established, and in
my view this will only be possible if all parties
involved in the economic process make it clear that
they are in favour of a free market economy, private
ownership, achievement and cooperation. In addition,
entrepreneurial drive must be acknowledged and the
workers must be co-participants in the decision-
making and profits of the undertaking. However, this
also means that additional burdens on both manage-
ment and workers in the form of taxes and social
contributions must be avoided as these would adver-
sely affect job satisfaction and the preparedness to
take risks.
A second point regarding the stimulation of Private
investment is as follows. Measures must be taken in
the field of taxation to make conditions favourable for
investment in plant, research and development and 
-if I may go back to what Mr Glinne has just said 
-profit-sharing should also be made favourable from
the taxation point of view. !fle know full well that it
will only be financially possible to carry out the
massive investment necessary if there is widescale
participation 
- 
among the workers as well 
- 
in
these investments. The State must play its part in
making this possible by agreeing to forego some tax
revenue. In this context, I should like to draw your
attention to those sections in the report on the medi-
um-term economic situation dealing with these
matters.
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Now to a third regarding this employment strategy.
Ve wilt not be able to achieve lasting growth without
stabrlity. Concerted action, which Mr Glinne also
nrentroned, is therefore of vital importance. The two
srdes of industry, i.e. management and the trade
unlons, nrust cooperate with the Community bodies
and this cooperation must lead to success. If what Mr
Glinne sard was true, namely that the Community had
failed to make adequate preparations for concerted
actron, I can only say that this is regrettable, since if
we are unable to reach agreement, on this question
none of the other measutes will meet with success
erther. The two sides of industry have a decisive r6le
to play and bear considerable responsibility for growth
and employment. In distributing and utilizing the
national product, care must be taken to safeguard
cxistir.rg jobs and create new ones. It will be easier to
achicve thrs aim by means of wage agreements
clcsrgr.red to surt the economic situation if something
t.ngibl" comes of the plans for extensive workers'
co-owne rsl-rip.
A fourth area in thrs strategy is structural policy, more
partrcularly rcgional and sectoral structural policy. \We
<lrscussed this at great length in connection with the
rneclrunr-tcrnr programme, Mr Ortoli, and I am very
gratcful ior thc faci that, as you say, the Commission's
proposals wrll bc strbmitted to us in October. I know
that tlrc Contntission rs currently having to take emer-
gency nleasures, l.e. it has to be content with taking
actron rn the most tmportant areas whenever maior
difficulties occur, such as rn the steel, shipbuilding
ancl tcxtiles sectors. However, alI it can do under such
corrditions is find make-shrft solutions. A structural
polrcy cannot, ln the long term, merely consist of
takrrrg action wherever things happen to get particu-
larly ditficult. 'We nrust get away from this system of
rsolatcd nrcasures. They cost a great deal of money, are
frcqtrently uniust and do not produce the desired
cffect, as currcntly in the case of steel, for example.
The Community must in my view finally take positive
steps to actively supPort the large number of small
and medium-sized undertakings in which most of our
workers arc employed. This is where we are most
likely to be' able to create new jobs. For example, we
..,, i." that, in small frrms nowadays, aPPrenticeshiPs
arc available for the preseht large numbers of school
leavcrs, with thc result that the problem of unemploy-
nrcnt antongst young people has fortunately become
somewhat liss acute. It is thus in this area, in small
and n.rediunr-sized firms, that we are most likely to be
ablc to creatc new ;obs, since these firms have the
ncccssary flcxibility in difficult economic situations
and are most adaptable to changes in the market'
Tl.rcsc firn.rs do not, lrowever, benefit from equal condi-
tions as rcgards financing, research and competition.
ancl the nrair.r burden on such firms is that they
conrbirrc hrgh wage -tntensiveness with a corres-
ponding level of social expenditure for each
cn-rployee .
\t?e will be ablc to discuss all these matters in autumn
when wc come to discuss Mr Notenboom's report otl
small and medium-sized undertakings, and I might
mention at this early stage that I have a great deal of
sympathy for a proposed amendment to this rePort
drawing attention to this question.
Finally, I should like to say once more 
- 
and this
remark is addressed to Mr Glinne 
- 
that in the
current situation the creation of new iobs must be our
prime concern and will depend uPon. continuous
talanced and, if possible, inflation-free Srowth.
Growth-promoting measures must have absolute
priority. We musl not be or become administrators of
the jobless. Rather, we use our policy to create new
jobs which will last. We owe this particularly to our
younger generation 
- 
indeed the high unemploy-
ment figures for young people is for me the greatest
possiblJ challenge to those concerned with economic
policy in the CommunitY.
The Christian-Democratic party will suPPort the
motion for a resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damseaux to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Damseaux. 
- 
(F) Mt President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is of course clear today that the
iconomic and social situation within the Community
is a cause for concern. However, to go beyond this
observation and the speeches made on the subiect, it
is the livelihood of millions of families in Europe that
is at stake. The question facing all our political leaders
and all those responsible for economic and social
affairs is : what does tomorrow hold in store ? And this
question, to which we have been waiting for an
answer since the beginning of this decade, is far from
being resolved. Indeed, the proponents of the tradi-
tional economic theories have shown that they are not
yet in a position to provide up-to-date solutions to the
problemi of our society. And if these problems persist,
it will be difficult 
- 
as we are becoming daily more
and more aware 
- 
to repair the economic, and more
particularly moral, damage caused to our people and
above all our young peoPle.
In his declaration of I I Mry 1977, Mr Ortoli
presented a thorough survey of the economic situation
in the Community, and the comparative optimism of
some of his remarks, which has indeed been
confirmed by his speech today, could be regarded as
an encouraging sign for the future. As he very rightly
pointed out,
- 
firstly, inflation has eased considerably in most
member countries of the CommunitY ;
- 
secondly, there are signs of a return to Sreater
equilibrium on the balances of payments, both
those in surplus and those in deficit ;
- 
thirdly, at the timL' of the London summit, the
results of the meeting raised hopes of a world
economic recovery in 1977.
\What is the situation today ?
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The economy remains sluggish. On average, our
industry is running at only 75 o/o of. total capacity, a;d
the numbers out of work continue to increase. i/
Rather than diminishing, the Community's internal
economic disparities are tending to become more
acute and our policies, whether at national or Commu-
nity level, offer no ultimate solutions. The press
releases, particularly those from the Council, are excep-
tionally terse, and even at world level the hope raised
by the London meeting have not been fulfilled.
Looking more closely at rhe situation in the three
countries that can be regarded as the three'engines'of
the world economy, it can be seen that :
- 
in the United Srares rhere rs srill little sign of
recove ry, although the Carter Administ:ation
regarded an annual lncrease in investment of
between 9 and l0 0/o as necessary for the achieve-
ment of its objectives. The Department of
Commerce has recently indicated that rn real
terms this rncrease will only be 8 %. The United
States is still suffcring from a severe level of unem-
ployment, in that the number of jobless has once
agarn risen to more than 7 o/o of the working popu-
lation ;
- 
in Japan the rate of growth is .5 %, as againsr
6..5 0/o forecast at the beginning of the year. Unem-
ployment conrinues to increase. To combat this
situation the Japanese authonties on 5 September
aclopted a reflation programme of some 2 000
nrrllion yen ;
- 
in the Fcderal Republic of Germany the refla-
tionary ntcaslrres rccently taken by the Govern-
nrcnt, and those that are likely to be taken in the
future show the extc'nr to whrch there is still great
concern.
You will thus appreciate that in view of thrs situation
the nrcntbcrs of thc Libcral and Democraric Group in
this Asscmbly sl.rarc the oprnion of thc members of
tlrc Conrnrittee on Economrc and Monetary Affarrs
li:, 
.r" prcparcd to votc for the resolurron now bciore
I should lrkc to confine nry rcmarks to two observa-
tions on nlonctary quesrlolls and two on economic
aspccts.
On thc nronctary srdc wc feel that the following
polnts irc wortl) entphilsizing.
Firstly, thc cohcsron of thc European currency snake
nrust l)c strcngtltcrrccl if wc arc to pursue a polrcy
ainrccl at rcclucrng clrsparrties wrthin the Community.
Do rrot ntrsurrclcrstancl nte : I have no fetichistic fixa-
tron irbout thc Europcan crrrrcncy snakc. But lt seems
to nre to [;c cssentral that thc countrics of the Comn-ru-
rritv shoulcl h.rve .r systcnt 
- 
whatever form it nray
takc 
- 
to cltsrtrc a ccrtaln stabrlity and a certain
nronetaty cohcsror.r wlthltl the Contmunity. And up to
now thc snakc lrns [>ee rr thc lcast unsatrsfactory of the
systems proposed. Furrhermore, if this aim is to be
achieved, it is obviously necessary for the Member
States to coordinate more closely their economic and
budgetary policies, in order to avoid deepening the
gulf that already exists between our countries.
The Council's working programme, presented by the
Presidency in Brussels on I 8 July, echoes the need for
such a policy, but I feel it would be appropriate to
have more details. In particular, we think it would be
useful to revive and reexamine more thoroughly the
proposals put forward by the Netherlands Minister Mr
Duisenberg. If there is to be closer coordination
between our policies it seems important for the
Community to be provided as suggested by Mr
Duisenberg, with means for continuously assessing
the compatibility of national programmes with thi
Community's medium-term term economic policy
programme. In this way it would no doubt ultimately
be possible to achreve not only the coordination of
our policies but real harmonization.
But that is obviously not enough. Originally
conceived to compensate for the increased balance of
paymenrs deficits in the Community as a result of the
substantial rise rn oil prices, Community loans must
now be used to counteract more effectively the struc-
tural deficits that have developed in certain member
countnes. Broadening the scope of intervention by
means of these loans is thus likely to have an effect
on attempts to restore equilrbrium irr the balance of
payments in the Community as a whole, provided the
menrber countries undertake to act together in
pursuing a more integrated economlc and monetary
policy at Community level. Moreover, we feel that in
political terms such an expression of solidarity could
make it easier for each government to iustify to its
own national parlrament the necessity of following a
national economic and monetary policy which frts in
with the framework of the Community arrangements.
Secondly, the reinforcement and extension of credit
nrechanisms to which the previous speaker referrcd,
accompanicd of coursc by an adcquate sct of condi-
tions, should rapidly open the way to greater conver-
gence betwecn our various countries.
In this conrext, I should like once again tc) stress the
need for thc Member States to rcmain faithful to the
undertakings they enter into jointly :it Community
Icvel. The lack of consistency is in fact a decisive
factor rn the lack of success. In the polrcies adopted
within the Contmurrrty we are too oftcrr faced with a
gulf between our governments' words and their every-
day deeds. I can afford to say this since I am aware
that my own country 
- 
whatever thc coalition in
power 
- 
is at times disinclrned to give speedy effect
to decisrons taken at Comnrunrty level. Indeed, I
remain convinccd that European solidarity does not
residc in this or thar political statemcnt from a parti-
cular govcrnmcrrt leadcr or in thrs or that prcss
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release, but that it is necessary to check day by day
whether this or that directive, this or that recommen-
dation is in fact being applied in the Member States.
In his statement last May, Mr Ortoli very rightly
stressed the structural weaknesses of our industrial
output. \7ith regard to this. I am grateful to Lord
Ardwick, the rapporteur of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
whom I should
like to thank most sincerely for the work he has done
and for the brilliant and thorough expos6 he
presented to us just now 
- 
for having stressed the
necesslty of stimulating investment by improving the
economic and social climate. Indeed, the improve-
ment of this climate seems to me to be the -sine qua
non for revision investment, and reviving investment
is a precondition for guaranteeing full employment.
Vhile if it is easy to understand the various positions
of those concerned, it is clear that the persistence of
sterile conf licts between the various partners in the
production process is an obstacle to any positive
development and that in the climate of conflict
prevailing in certain countries of the Community it is
understandable if investors are justifiably hesitant.
The accumulation of all these elements means that
one aspect of the crisis is extremely worrying, namely
employment. Unemployment is increasing month by
month. Thus, such a small country as Belgium at
present has 258 .571 out of work, including 83 831
young people under 25. Point 5 of the resolution
before us draws attention to the need for concrete
proposals to deal with the problem of unemployment
among young people.
I should like to thank the rapporteur for having expli-
citly underscored the necessity of a policy aimed at
resolving one of the most pressing problems of the
crisis. In all more than five and a half million Euro-
peans are victims of unemployment. \fle share the
rapporteur's desire to see the Commission and the
Member States develop an employment policy.
However, in view of rhe problems associated with any
rapprochement between the viewpoints of the two
sides of industry, the establishment of such a policy is
very difficult. For even if the analysis 
- 
and the
speeches here today provide proof of this 
- 
is some-
times the same on various sides, the means Put
forward for solving the problems are very different.
\We believe, moreover, that it is no use trying to
pursue an employment policy without making provi-
sion for the structural modernization of industry. Only
a new industrial policy, making in particular ample
allowance for the new international distribution of
labour, will be able to create jobs for our people. Like
the rapporteur, we are sorry the Commission has not
provided any precise indications of the type oI indus-
trial policy it envisages. It is true that in the case of
the iron and steel industry the Commission has
recently given a shot in the arm to the regions in diffi-
culties. Prevention is better than cure, but in the long
run the ad hoc approach is likely to result in no
policy at all.
Indeed, it is a mistake to think that the retraining of
workers, public relief work schemes, or the rationaliza-
tion of investment are in themselves ways of creating
jobs. They are in fact caretaker measures, and the final
communiqu6 of the Paris summit in October 1972
already envisaged the creation of a new industrial base
for the Community. It is now high timc' something
was actually done.
In this connection, I should like to propose an amend-
ment to the motion for a resolution' Small and medi-
um-sized enterprises have a large capacity for adapta-
tion and are thus suited to move towards this indus-
trial reform by rapidly creating new iobs. In my
opinion, the Commission has invested too little in
this field. This is borne out by the smallness of the
'Small and medium-sized enterPnses, artisanat' divi-
sion of the Directorate-General for Industrial and
Technological Affairs. The Litreral and Democratic
Group therefore calls on the House to ask the
Commission to submit a specific Programme for the
promotion of small and medium-sized undcrtakings.
Unless it is felt it would be better to wait for the
Notenboom report, we could add the following to
Article I I of the resolution :
and invrtes the Commissron to submit as soon as possrble
a specifrc programme for the promotion of small and
medium-sized undertaktngs.
Lord Ardwick's report stressed quite rightly the need
to strengthen the powers of intervention of the
Community's financial rnstruments' Simple coordina-
tion of fund operations will not be enough. An
adequate answer to our economic and social problems
was not provided, in 1976, by the 307 grants from the
Regionat Fund, the 62 financing contracts srgned by
the European Investment Bank, the U00-odd prolects
financed by the Guidance Sectton of the EAGGF and
the 26 million which the Social Fund devoted to thc
readaptation of workers.
If the Community wants to function properly, it must
provide itself with the means to Pursue its policies,.
But even if the operation and effect of Community
measures are improved, the fact remains that our
funds are so limited that we can never hope to offer
solid aid to investment and so provicle new iobs.
Although we all want to expand the financial possibili-
ties of the Community funds, it is not possible at the
present time to increase thcir resources by drawing
even more on national or community resources.
Consequently, we feel that the House should 'call on
the Commission to consider issuing a Community
loan designed to increase the scope for intervention
by Community Funds. The credit that the Commu-
nity enjoys throughout the world is, I feel, one of the
positive factors favouring the issuing of such a loan on
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the world caprtal markets. Naturally, the investments
cr.rvrsage d must be productive and profitable and
create ;obs. The Liberal and Democratic Group would
thus like to table the followrng amendment as an addi-
tlon to Articlc l5 of the motion for a resolution :
lnvltcs the Commrssron and Councrl to conslder lssulng,
on worlr'l capltal markets, a Communrty loan whose aim
woultl be to rncrcase the scope for rnterventron by
Contnrtrnrtv tunds.
But apart from these nteasures, I feel that the Commis-
sion rcally ought to take an overall look ar the
cconont lc sittration nt the Community. A general
exanrinatrorr of this nature would enable us to draw
up a prcclsc lrst of concrete proposals for short-term
and structrrral mcasures. The summit meetings which
thc Hcacls ot Stare or Government have been holding
ilt rcgular rntcrvals since 1959 have never yielded a
general progranrme of this kind. The trme for laconic
press releascs is past. Indeed, we have to urge the
Conrnrrssror.r ar-rd thc Member States to demand that
thc r.rcxr Europcan sumntit be devoted exclusively to
assesslltg thc ccononric sltuatiOn ltl the Community
ancl to agrccing ro an overall poticy with specific
nleasures to rcdress thc situation. I am not advocating
herc that thcse summrt meetings should continue, or
that thcy should occur more often ; what I am saying
is tlrat, rt they must bc held, rt would be berter if they
clcalt with somethrng specrfic. Discussion of the
ccononuc and nrone tary situation seems to me to
corlstitutc an cxccllent agenda.
Wc be lrcve that a nreerrng of this rype would
cncourage tlrc governments at long last to work
toScthe r ant'l woukl contribr-rte towards restoring a
clrnrate of confrclencc, esscntral if rnvestment is to
incrcasc and new jobs arc to be created. The Lrberal
and Dentocratrc Group thcrcfore rnvites the House to
adopt thc following anrerrclmcnt ro Artlcle l7 of the
nrotion for a rc'solutiorr :
Consrclcrs that the Membcr States should show clear
cvrclcnce of therr sohclarrty by devrsrng a general polrcy
for cconomrc revival ro1;etl.rer with practical measures and
rnvrtes thcm to hold a summrt of Heads of State or
Governmenr before the end of the year, which would be
clcvoted exclusrvely to assesslng the economrc sltuatton in
thc Contnturrrty and workrng out a specrfic programme
tor thc pronrotion of lnvestment and en.rployment.
In closing, Mr Presiclenr, ladies and gentlemen, I feel I
nrust strcss oncc agaul the need for a European parlia_
nrcrrt whrch has tlre direct supporr of the people and
which has rcal powers of action and supervision. It is
rnrpossible for us to lay down rhe policies which our
rcspcctlvc governmcnts tollow and our only resort is
to work on thc Conrnrrssion so that it can in some
way nrakc up for this constrtutional defect. Given the
maglrituclc of the crrsis, we have neither the opportu-
nity nor the rrglrt to put off decisions. The time for
action is now. I hope that the resolution with its
amendments which we are going to adopt will
encourage the Commission and the Member States to
accept all their responsibilities in this field.
(Appluust)
6. Welcone
President. 
- 
I should like to interrupt our debate for
the moment to extend a warm welcome to the delega-
tion from the Australian Parliament, headed by
Senator Harold Young.
This visit reflects the desire for cooperation between
the two Parliaments. Meetings took place in 1975 with
a delegation from the Australian Parliament, at that
time led by Mr Gordon Munro Bryant. I hope that the
forthcoming talks will serve to strengthen the coopera-
tion which already exists.
(Appla t.tt)
7. Econontic Situttion
i n tlse Com nt l n it.l, (ll6utnptron)
President. 
- 
We shall now continue the debate on
the report by Lord Ardwick (Doc. 200/77).
I call Mr Nyborg ro speak on behalf of the Group of
European Progresive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should first of
all like to compliment Lord Ardwick on his exhaus-
tive and thorough report. It was unanimously agreed
at the London Summit, which was a meeting between
the seven nrosr highly industrialized countries of the
'Western world, that the two most serious problems
facing thenr, i.e. rnflation and unemployment, were
inextricably interdependent. In other words, no one
believes any longer that we can solve the one problem
by putting up with the orher. This is a completely
realistic view of the situation, but it is regrettable that
the representatives of these seven countries did no
more, as somebody put it, than draw up preparatory
drafts for a draft of a solution. No agreemint *as
reached with a view to changing either the growth
objectives in the case of some countries of the
methods by which they might be achieved in the case
of others. This strikes us all the more clangerous since
in the final statement, the unequivocal rejection of
protectionism in any form was not accompanied by
any reservations regarding the scandalous abuses in
the form of unrestricred imports and the flagrant viola-
tion of international agreements, including the Treaty
of Rome.
It is more necessary than ever, therefore, that the nine
countries of our Community should really get down
to reconsidering the problems. For this reason, and in
order to give all the people of Europe grounds for
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confidence, the European Community must, in the
iuturc, and particularly in the years up to 1980,
clenronstrate clearly to all the Member States what
tl.rey nrust do to achieve a better equilibrium.
$7e must not regard this equilibrium in the same way
as in ycars o[ constant growth, It is no longer possible
itr our countrres nowadays to control the growth rate
cyclrcally, since nrost oi our supplres depend upon
othcr countrics and hence on the close link between
cconon]tc growth and errergy consumption. Neverthe-
lcss, or.rc nray well be sceptical about the extremely
slight rncrcase rn capital formation in all the coun-
trics. rrrcluding Frarrce, Italy, the United Kingdom
ancl Ge rnrany. An anticipated annual increase of 5 o/o
in Gcrnranv's GNP would not itt tticl.t be enough to
PLtt sourc life rnto thc European economy, and on top
of this, Mr Schworcr has just told us that Germany too
has had to rcsrgn itself to tl.re fact that it can only
cxpcct to achievc a rate of -l o/0.
The tact rs that certairr countries will have to take on a
particular responsrbilitv in the work towards the
ccononric revival of Europe. The growth obiectives we
havc set oursclves ntight come to nothing if some
coturtncs werc to decide upon a policy which would
hrrrdcr growrh in othe r countries. What we need, there-
toic, is rrtcrcasctl coopcratron whrch will enable us to
Pl,rce grcatcr responsibility on the countries with struc-
turrl surpluscs by obliging the m to expand more
quickly arrd to a greatcr extent than would have been
the case rf thcy had kept to purely national priorities,
arrtl I slroulcl likc to say that rt is pleasing to note the
rrew rlevelopmcnts irr Gcrn-rany, wl-rere steps are being
tilkcn to crlcorrraSc col'lsunlPtion by, for example,
rcrlrrcrng illcomc tax.
GerrcLally speakrng, wc agrcc otr the course of actton
thc Conrnruruty must takc, i.e. tackling the unemploy-
nrerrt problcnr whilc at tht samc time continulng the
fight ngarnst inilatron. Wc nrust, however, stimulate
productrve nlvcstnlcrlt whrch will create jobs, by
dealing wrth thc rcal causes rather than tinkering
about with tlte corrscqttcnces of uncmployment. \What
wc rrccrl rs a serics o[ coordinatcd programmes for the
crcatrolr oi yobs as part of fln active polrcy in this ficld.
A polrcy tor productivc invcstment would have the
additional advarrtage of facilitating the necessary indus-
trral lcstrurcturing by developing ltew sources of
crrcrgy artd gcnerally incrcasing thc rtttntber of new
production plants. In tltrs cotrttectton, one can only
wclcorre thc results of thc recc'nt Tripartite Confer-
cncc herc in Luxcnrbourg. All thc proposals will need
thc tull support oi both sidcs of irrdtrstry. In addition,
the tact that lroth took part in this Conference will
nrake it possiblc gradually to win ntore ancl nlorc'
support for thc Ettropean idea. It is also here in the
socral iicld that thc Conrnrunity ntust demonstrate its
solidarity r.!rost cle arly. Europe should show its
citizens a good example by taking steps with an
immediate and real effect on the problem of unem-
ployment, not least among young people. 'We must
try to reduce unemployment by means of an active
employment policy. Ve must therefore stimulate
investment in accordance with the requirements of
the economic situation, but at the same time we must
reintroduce the possibilities for individual States to
intervente directly. 'We must introduce a new element
of flexible guidance into the economic liberalism
which has predominated over the last 10 years.
In this hope, we support Lord Ardwick's report on the
economic situation since we feel that the medium-
and long-term plans are of considerable political
importance and we hope that pains will be taken to
ensure that the relevant guidelines are drawn up in
such a way as to allow for freedom of choice and thus
be more likely to induce in the public a more positive
attitude to Europe. W'hen we are speaking about the
economy, as we are here, we must not disregard the
influence of external factors, such as competition,
even taking the form of dumping in some cases, from,
for example, Japan and the Eastern Bloc countries.
On hearing several speakers, or at least a few, talking
here today about problems such as wages or new
sources of borrowing, I must admrt I get cold shivers
running down my spine. Such things can never
provide the proper solution, at least in my view. They
can clear things up for the time being, but are of no
use in the longer term.
I should just like to add a few personal remarks. There
are certain possibilities which may have deliberately
been left out of consideration for political reasons, but
it is clear from studies which have been carried out
that we would stand a chance of improving the situa-
tion considerably both as regards inflation and as
regards unemployment, if we considered rationalrza-
tion in public administration and cutbacks in publrc
spending, so that we could reduce tncome tax and at
the same time conduct a temporary wage freeze' In
this way, we could make our exPorts competttive on
the world market again. These were just a few matters
for your consideration.
(Appla tsc)
President. 
- 
I call Sir Brandon Rhys rUflilliams to
speak on behatf of the European Conservative Group.
Sir Brandon Rhys \Tilliams. 
- 
Mr President, I
would also likc to join in the general welcome which
has been given this morning to Lord Ardwick's report,
which is fully deserved by the range, comPetence and
frcshness of the idcas he expressed. He certainly gave
proper expression to thc ideas which we have been
trying to work out in the course of our discusstons in
the Comnrittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
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Perhaps I might begin by endorsing his suggestion
that Parliament ought, at least once a year, to hold a
full-scale economic debate in which we would also
deal with specific industrial issues. I think that some-
times our economic and monetary discussions have a
rather too dry and theoretical character in this Parlia-
ment, and for that reason I would particulary like to
welcome Mr Davignon's attendance at our debate
today. Progress towards economic and monetary union
is not a dry subject : it directly affects our jobs, our
cost of living and Europe's place and achievement in
the world economy. Parliament ought to study the
specific industrial effects of economic and monetary
developments and to be better informed abour them
on an ongoing basis. !7e tend to find out what is
happening in our industries when it is too late for
what we have to say to have any useful effect. The
Commission has a responsibility to give a lead to the
Communiry and to show how governments, manage-
ments, workers, consumers and, indeed, all the
citizens of the Community can gain by joint action.
'We are entitled to look to the Commission for abso-
lutely specific recommendations.
That means today that we are asking Mr Ortoli to
come forward with fresh ideas. It is not enough to
describe the problems ; what we want is the answers.
The answers will only be found by a readiness to look
at new ideas and reconsider the old ones. I hope that
Mr Ortoli will not misunderstand me in what I have
to say now. He must not allow himself to become
impaled on the policies of the Commission during his
own distinguished presidency. Some of the opinions
then taken for granted, such as the approach to
economic and monetary union, are being shown by
events to have been wrong. Others, like the initiatives
which led up to the Lom6 Convention, are proving
triumphantly right, and should be pursued with even
greater vigour.
Lord Ardwick said this morning : the chief goal of the
programme is to get back to full employment. Of
course I most warmly endorse that sentiment, but I
think a politician should never use the word 'back'.
!7e do not want to get back to full employment, we
have to go forward to a new system of full employ-
ment which may not be like the system of past years.
It may not mean creating ways in which'the whole of
the adult male population and, of course, juvenile
workers plus a high proportion of the female popula-
tion can be re-engaged in regular routines, fastened to
a weekly time-table in factories or offices for a 40, or
50, or even 60-hour week, as often happerls where it is
the custom to work regular overtime, without regard
to their personal interests, their family responsibilities,
or the most effective use of their aptitude and skills. I
believe we ought to be actively exploring the implica-
tions of reorganizing our individual working schedules
on the basis of the 3O-hour week, not just to spread
the same duties and earnings round a larger number
of workers, but to stimulate fresh thinking about
productivity, the organization and deployment of
human skills, to provide more time for retraining, and
to bring greater digniry, leisure and freedom to human
life.
Shorter working hours may well bring higher output
from a smaller expenditure of time by the more effi-
cient use of machinery and human resources. So
shorter hours by themselves cannot be the solution to
our economic stagnation. lve have to turn our minds
constructively towards what Lord Ardwick called 'cons-
picuous and continuous growth'.
In recent years it has become fashionable to aim criti-
cism at the concept of growth, but I do not feel such
criticism is valid in a world where the population
explosion means that there are more hungry people to
feed every day and at a time when industrial countries
plainly have the capacity and the knowledge to meet
the needs of the developing world.
!7e have to take every possible measure to restore busi-
ness confidence, as Mr Ortoli also stressed this
morning. Management and workers must be protected
from the sort of unexpected shocks which have caused
so much disillusion, waste, uncertainty and misery in
the past few years in our Community and elsewhere.
Entrepreneurs planning their investments and workers
planning their careers, particularly young people at
the start of their working lives, must be helped to take
decisions which prove right with the passage of time.
Creating a new climate of confidence and cooperation
is a proper task for the Tripartite Conferences, as
certain speakers, Mr Glinne among others, have
mentioned this morning. But it is also a task for the
Commission and for this Parliament, which we must
not neglect.
I referred to policies which were widely taken for
granted a few years ago and which have proved wrong.
One of the most harmful has proved to be the mone-
tarist approach to economic and monetary union 
-the idea that if the Community's currencies were
locked together by an agreement between the central
banks the economies would also come into line. Mr
'\tr7erner himself did not make that mistake, but
followers of his great report of ten years ago have laid
stress on currency targets which have proved, and
could always have been seen to be, unattainahle. This
has led to a great deal of disillusion and even despair
about the prospects for economic progress within our
Community. Some of our central bankers, and the
Commission too, have delayed the development of the
Community by making the best the enemy of the
good in the currency sphere. There is no reason why
certain Community countries should not try to
operate a currency snake if it suits them, but recent
events have surely shown that locking currencies
together prematurely serves no good purpose in the
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end, and may even add to the climate of uncertainty
and the difficulties of businessmen in predicting the
future, because it becomes impossible to rely on the
structure of currencies which has been artifically built
up by central bank intervention.
It is therefore regrettable that progress towards prac-
tical and attainable objectives, such as those outlined
by Mr Duisenberg during the Dutch presidency, have
not been more enthusiastically espoused by the
Commission. In the European Conservative Group we
warmly support what Mr Damseaux had to say this
morning about Mr Duisenberg's initiative.
One very helpful development in recent months has
been the reduction of interest-rates in London.
London is one of the world's most active and versatile
capital markets, and the British authorities are to be
congratulated on the way they have helped to bring
interest-rates for British borrowers more into line with
the other maior centres ; but there is still a very long
way to go.
Mr Schwdrer 
- 
I am sorry he is not in his place 
-
emphasized the need for restoring a climate of confi-
dence, and in the European Conservative Group we
entirely endorse what he had to say about taxation and
incentives for workers and investors in creating a
more optimistic economic climate.
I would also like to stress the vital importance for
'Western Europe of playing a positive part in the crea-
tion of the so-called New \7orld Economic Order,
which has become the bright 
- 
but as yet quite
unrealized 
- 
hope of hundreds of millions of human
being in the developing countries. Recently, the Inter-
national Monetary Fund and the GATT organization
have drawn attention to the danger of a resurgence of
protectionism in the industrial countries. This is a
nettle which we in the European Community and in
this Parliament have got to grasp. If Europe lapses
into piecemeal protective measures whenever one of
our old-established industries is threatened, we shall
completely undo the good work done by the Lom6
Convention, of which we can all, and particularly Mr
Ortoli, be justly proud.
On the other hand, we only weaken our own
economies, and thereby our ability to help the expan-
sion of world trade, if we allow inroads into our indus-
tries of an unpredictable or irresponsibly short-term
and pugnacious kind akin to dumping, which give no
time for an orderly and rational redeployment of our
resources. In tackling the problems caused by the
emergence 
- 
as Lord Ardwick called them 
- 
of the
new Japans, our guiding principles must be continuity
and predictability of policy, so that confidence, and
the ability to make long-term plans, both of exporters
and importers, are not destroyed
The need to restore a climate of confidence is indeed
a theme which unites all the speeches we have heard
this morning. The European Community has not
proved immune to the economic nervous breakdown
which is afflicting all the democratic industrial coun-
tries of the rtr7est. The outlook is clouded by doubt,
but one thing is certain : the countries of the Commu-
niry will restore their economic health by solidarity
and by cooperation, not by acting alone.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice'President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I must confess that reading Lord
Ardwick's report has a certain effect on someone like
me who has read many such reports over the years. It
contains disapproval, recommendations, invitations
and exhortations, but next time 
- 
at least this is my
impression 
- 
a new rapporteur will have to employ
the same terms to describe a situation which will prob-
ably be worse than the present one.
In particular, Lord Ardwick relies in his report on the
fourth medium-term economic programme, while at
the same time admitting that the Community institu-
tions do not have the means to implement it ; thus we
are relying, as we have done throughout the history of
the Community, on the market forces of the
economy, although these have proved to be less and
less effective. These appeals are therefore the expres-
sion of wishes which we also share, but they do not
amount to decisions or political commitments.
If we look at some of the points referred to, for
example the proposals for a return to full employ-
ment, a more regular growth in national income, a
reduction in the rate of inflation and so on, it is clear
that we too are in agreement 
- 
but who would'nt be ?
At the most we could agree, like Sir Brandon Rhys
!(illiams, that it is wrong to talk of a return to full
employment, because full employment will only be
achieved in a situation which is radically different
from that of the past.
It is said that, whereas it has been possible up to now
to avoid the risk of a breakdown, the Community now
appears particularly threatened, and that this is a
reason why the balance-sheet for the period covered
by the third medium-term programnre is negative. In
fact, it has proved impossible to achieve the aim of a
Community of growth and stability, there has been no
progress towards economic and monetary union, and
the Community has shown itself incapable of
responding imaginatively to crises.
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Shall we not find ourselves, after a while, in the posi-
tion of having to say about the fourth programme
what the fourth programme says about the third ?
This is the question which we must ask ourselves.
Lord Ardwick and Mr Ortoli have sought to analyse
what has happened recently. The outlook has not
improved, since the present crisis is essentially due to
insufficient use of available resources, and particularly
of a most precious resource 
- 
our young people's
labour 
- 
for this is the only true index of an
economic situation. All the rest is affected by this, and
can only be understood in this context. \U7e all know
that the situation is serious and indefensible, and we
can only say that it is getting worse.
Do we now have instruments at our disposal which
permit us to be more optimistic about the. future ?
Lord Ardwick and Mr Ortoli have pointed **r;$r.
need for a structural policy, but I ought to remind$ou
of what occurred yesterday during the discussio'n of
the budget. The Council of Ministers is trying to
reduce the possibility of active intervention by the
Community or the Commission in new sectors,
whether or not such intervention is of a structural
nature.
r$(/e are having more and more to fight desperately to
retain what has been achieved, but the means at our
disposal are shrinking steadily. !fle know all these
things, and have long deplored them, but now we
must try to get out of the impasse.
Mr Ortoli says that there is room for manoeuvre, and
he is right, for this certainly exists. No doubt solutions
can be found, but political decisions are the prerequi-
site for finding them, and this is our weak point. Our
countries have not yet managed to take any such deci-
sion. They will probably be forced to do so by neces-
sity or by disaster, but for the moment they are still
trying in every possible way to avoid decisions, and
yesterday's discussion on the budget show particularly
clearly that these are the hard facts.
'We cannot but agree with various points of Lord
Ardwick's motion for a resolution, and we shall there-
fore not vote against, but abstain. We shall abstain
because we cannot vote against a resolution which
recalls the need to reduce unemployment, to induce
the countries in surplus to assist development, and so
on. All these things have our approval and our agree-
ment, but as we agree with point 7 which underlines
the need to stimulate investment. But the problem is
how to stimulate investment. Vhat gains have there
been for the savers who have used their savings to
help finance industry, by buying shares over the last
few years ? The Commission ought probably to draw
up a brief on this.
In Italy, the savers who chose this option 
- 
those
who preferred to use their savings to finance industry
- 
have lost three-quarters of their savings in the
course of ten to twelve years. How, in this situation,
can we talk calmly of stimulating investment ? Ifle
agree that the first thing to do is to analyse the situa-
tion and make a report on it, since clearly it would be
difficult to ask Italian savers, for example, ro invest in
industry today, after losing three-quarters of their
investments in ten to twelve years. I would therefore
ask the Commission to draw up a report on this
subject, in order to improve the chances of stimu-
lating investment, a point on which we cannot but
a8ree.
The Commission had proposed to grant Community
loans, and we agreed to this. However, the Commis-
sion ran into serious opposition from the Council
which Mr Ortoli hopes to overcome in October. Of
course such Community loans, which could be a way
of using resources, should be substantial; they should
not involve such small sums as to be of only token
significance. 'We must acknowledge that throughout
its history the Community has been above all an
exporter of resources, and has always had a rate of
investment insufficient to bring about full utilization
of its resources, even in its most prosperous periods.
Today's serious unemployment is simply the harvest
of what we have sown in the past even at the best of
times. But this failing was not clear then, because the
situation was better in respect of prices of raw mate-
rials, labour costs, etc. But we must acknowledge that,
not only today but throughout the history of the
Community our investment has been too low to
permit full utilization of our resources.
In our view therefore the main need is to face up to
reality and make public opinion fully aware of it. For
this reason I ask that Parliament, and particularly the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs should
take steps of its own ; clearly, the forthcoming
'summit' will deal with the economic situation in
detail, but we too as a Parliament, as a Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, should take the initia-
tive in showing how the land lies.
And, on that note, I should like to conclude simply by
pointing out some aspects of the crisis which seems to
have been ignored. The crisis undoubtedly exists on a
world scale, but among the industrialized countries it
is concentrated particularly within our Communiry.
The crisis in the United States, Japan and Australia is
a completely different crisis from the one through
which we are passing, and we must bear this in mind.
'\tr7e cannot try to disguise our crisis by talking of a
generalized world crisis ; no, we are in a particular
kind of crisis, and we should acknowledge this
without seeking excuse. I think that the main feature
of this crisis of the Community consists in its inability
to find a new role in a completely new international
context. Since external forces act in different ways on
the individual members of our Community, in a way
which tends to divide the Community itself, all our
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countries must make a great effort to bring about a
historic change. They are passing, and must pass, from
a metropolitan situation in relation to the rest of the
world to a situation which is no longer metropolitan.
This implies political, economic and social changes
and considerable investment to make such a transfor-
mation possible.'We can only achieve such a result by
changing the pattern of investment. I agree with Mr
Ortoli that this is above all a political decision, a polit-
ical choice which we have to make if we agree with
this assessment.
Our countries must pass from a historical situation of
a certain kind 
- 
which I have defined as metropol-
itan, in that we thought of ourselves as being at the
centre of the world 
- 
to a completely different situa-
tion. This requires a great effort, otherwise we shall
enter a period of stagnation and probably of political
decline. This effort will undoubtedly have to be made
lointly, tranferring national powers to the Community,
as we have often advocated ; its financing must be
based on a broad consensus, and not demand sacri-
fices from our citizens.
Vhat is described as the Community 'surplus' 
- 
the
greater volume of resources made available by
increased productivity resulting from economic
activity on Community scale rather than a national
scale 
- 
will constitute the first source of resources.
Ve have never emphasized this point sufficiently. The
existence of a Communiry 'surplus' is acknowledged,
and we all know what it is. This degree of interdepen-
dence is one of the recent achievements of the
Community. It makes our labour more productive and
provides us with greater resources, but these increased
resources cannot be left to the individual Member
States because they are the result of the development
of the Community. They must be managed by the
Community in order to bring about those changes to
which I referred earlier.
'We cannot expect to achieve results with a Commu-
nity budget equivalent to 0'6 o/o of the gross product
of all our countries. As Mr Spinelli and other speakers
said yesterday, a Community policy cannot be deve-
loped on the basis of such a small revenue ; the first
requirement is that the Community'surplus', which is
much greater than 0'5 %, should be managed by the
Community. I shall conclude by repeating that we
shall abstain in the vote on Lord Ardwick's motion for
a resolution, simply because we cannot vote against
ideas which we share; but we must point out that
much better results cannot be expected in the future
unless the problems are tackled along the lines I have
suggested.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr Prcsrdcnt, I wish to spend my
lir-nrtecl tinrc in adclrcssrng my renrarks to the
Commission's policies, which I think to a great
extcnt illustratc the nryth of how we are to tackle the
problem of solving unemployment.
The main consideration of the Socialist Group, when
ludging any policy presented to us, is how we solve
the problem of unemployment. Clearly, if the purpose
of a policy is solely to reach equilibrium in our
economies and reduce the level of inflation without
having any telling effect upon the level of unemploy-
ment, we would consider this policy to be a failure.
!7e feel that it is absolutely essential to devise policies
that will make substantial reductions in the level of
unemployment in Europe. If they do not do that, the
high level of unemployment, which affects 5y2
million people, will have serious political and social
repercussions throughout the Community. That is
without doubt, whether it be individual nations
regarded as successful in their handling of their
economies by the measures I shall refer to in a few
moments, or those that are regarded as weak, to which
my own country is largely considered to belong. If we
look at the record, and listen to the speeches that have
been made so far this morning, it is quite clear that
no one disagrees about the record at present: the level
of unemployment is registered at SVz million and is
increasing, while the rate of inflation in the Commu-
nity at present is at best l0 % and varies to a consider-
able degree from one part of the Community to
another. But the rate of inflation is constantly lising,
because if one looks at the average level of inflation in
the Communiry one finds that in the period 1960-61
it was 3'5 o/o ; by 1970-72 it had reached 6'4 o/o, and
now we have the rate of 10 0/o or more. The real
conclusion to be drawn from this, and the point that I
really wish to bring out in the few minutes at my
disposal, is that this is not simply a problem arising
out of the recession. If one looks at the record over a
longer period of time, it gives an indication, as I have
said in previous speeches to this Ftrouse, of something
much more fundamental in the nature of our
economies which we must accept as part of the
an'alysis if we wish to consider the solutions to a parti-
cular problem.
Again, if we look at growth, we find that the average
growth for the Community is estimated to have been
4'3o/o last year and to have fallen this year to 3'5 %:
yet again, we witness a continuing deterioration in our
economies. This has an effect upon profits and indeed
upon investment. There is, of course, an inevitable
relationship, much as I dislike it, between the level of
companies' profits and the level of investments they
are prepared to make, and as the Commissioner
pointed out in a speech at the beginning of this
debate, there is a clear correlation between the level of
growth and the level of unemployment: I fully accept
that argument.
But to return to the level of investment, here again
one can ascertain a more positive trend in these
economies of a reduction in the proportion of gross
national product that actually goes to investment : in
the last year or so, it has fallen in the Community
from 23 0/o to somethihg like 20'5 o/o. Therefore, the
first point I wish to make in the limited time at my
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disposal 
- 
I have made it be{ore and I shall continue
to make it, because it is not readly recognized as an
essential part of the analysis by the Commission or,
indeed, in my own country; I would not say my
country has necessarily adopted the policies that recog-
nize this point, but nevertheless it is true, and the
substance of the OECD report supports my argument
- 
is that this is an inevitable and increasing trend in
all our economies. You could argue that it is a contra-
diction, that after each cyclical development of our
economies we return to what is called a kind of equili-
brium, which is inevitably at a higher level of unem-
ployment, a higher level of inflation, a lower level of
growth, a lower level of profit, and a lower level of
investment. Now, in a market economy, which talks a
great deal about improving the climate, raising the
level of investment and so reducing unernployment, it
becomes absolutely essential that ri€ Gterstand. or at
least accept, that if the climate of opinion is affected
more by these fundamental changes in our
economies, then it may well be ihat to pursue the poli-
cies advocated at the moment by the Commission will
do nothing to reduce the very serious level of unem-
ployment in our economy. The response by a number
of countries to rising unemployment is the traditional
one of budgetary and monetary measures designed to
control the effective level of demand, which of course
in itself, in order to counteract inflation, has an effect
upon the level of uemployment. But if we look, for
example, at what the previous government in Britain
did 
- 
and I do not really wish to make a political
point here 
- 
we find that they increased the levels of
earnings to companies, and the Labour Government
has tried to do exactly the same. But in 1972 the
massive amount of capital being provided for
companies did not result in productive investment 
-it went into property. And this ls exactly what is now
happcning in Gern.rany, despite all the good inten-
tions and efforts of the German Government. The
monthly news,'magazine, Gcrntrln Inlcrnatronal,
reportlng on tL,e German economy, polnts out a
srmilar problem in that the German Government has
released a consiclcraLrle amount of money to industry
and a consrclcrablc anrount of that money 
- 
most of
rt 
- 
has bcen put by rndustry rnto government bonds.
It did not go into productivc investment. That really is
one of thc problcnrs facrng 5;overnments that wish to
reducc' unenr ploymerrt.
I would quote from the article but time does not
allow, and that, Mr President, is a consideration which
I think you will appreciate.
The same artrcle says that even in Germany, which we
must take as an example of what is considered a
successful economy, if they were to maintain the
growth-rate of. 5 o/o, which really does seem impos-
sible, they would still have a level of unemployment
of I million by 1980, and tha t if the growrh-rare were
only between 2o/o and 3 Yo, the figure to be expected
would be 1.85 million, and nearly 3 million by 1985.
Now if that is the measure of the problem in
Germany, with fewer of the embarrassments that we
have in our country, then we begin to appreciate the
difficlty of attempting to improve the incenrive
mechanism as a means of reducing unemployment. If
we do not recognize this as a maior factor, then I
think we are in for serious difficulties in the next few
years, particularly when you bear in mind the nature
and quality of the unemployment that is now rife. I
do not wish to criticize the Commission for not
producing the answers: they do not have the power,
even if they were able to pursue the policies that they
advocate, and moreover I do not wish to see the
Commission have that kind of power; but I think the
response from Mr Ortoli, who spoke of increasing
confidence because the situation is better than the
figures suggest, and urged that we should operate to
improve the climate for investment, suggests a confi-
dence which to a Briton is very reminiscent of the
confidence of King Canute. The problem will eventu-
ally overwhelm you if you take this approach, and the
problem as I have defined it is the level of unemploy-
ment. So, to my mind, many of the measures advo-
cated by the Commission in these documents cannot
really solve the problem in any way, and therefore we
should perhaps begin to consider a different approach.
The main criticism of the Commission from my point
of view is that it perpetuates the myth that it can actu-
ally do something, or that if governments were to
adopt the policies they are advocating, somehow we
should be able to solve the problem. Let me cite two
of the mechanisms which the Commission are advo-
cating as means to solve this problem. One is that the
countnes with a trade surplus should reduce their
surpluses in order that those with a trade deficit can
expand their exports and we can all begin to re-gear
our economies : then, with recovering economic
growth, we can have increased employment. But if
you look at the evidence produced rn the Commis-
sion's report 'Preparation of public budgets for l97tl'
(Doc. (77) 315), you will see at the back, in Table 7,
lookrng at the balance on current account of the
vanous countries, that 
- 
I have not time to quote the
figures 
- 
all the countries that were rn deficit in the
period I 970-74 have today greater defrcits, and all
those in surplus now have greater supluses, so that the
rich have got richer and the poor poorer, or the strong
have got stronger and the weak weaker.
I have tried to give someof 
.the reasons why I think
the surplus countries cannot solve the problem by the
mechanisms they are using at the moment. If the
inteniion is to reduce these differences between the
countries, then we are failing to achieve that purpose
at the moment, and I hope that the measures which
have been referred to today may change that position.
But the record is as it is at the present time.
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The second mechanism advocated by the Commission
is that of somehow having a fund of money which
could be provided more quickly for these areas to stim-
ulate investment. !flell, frankly, quite apart from the
precise amount 
- 
and I am sure the Commission
would want more than it has advocated 
- 
it is so
small that it cannot affect this particular problem. Not
only that, the analysis is incorrect. !(e are not short of
liquidity in our economies, we abound with money ;
the problem is the lack of an effective demand, and
industry does not believe that demand is going to get
any better. That is the truth, and therefore they are
not investing; indeed, their production is so far below
what it was two or three years ago that they can meet
any extra demand with their existing capaciry without
making any further investment. That is the reality of
pumping more money into any sector to create incen-
tives. It will not work : it has not worked before and
there is even less reason to believe that it will work
now. If the Commission believe that we should aim
for that inflation-free growth they talk about here, I
have to say that we shall be lucky if we get any growth
at all : we are living in a world of less and less growth,
and it will certainly not be inflation-free. The
advanced economies are going to live with inflation,
and a high rate of inflation at that.
Mr President, I have too little time to develop these
points further, except to say that I think the analysis is
wrong. I wish to conclude by saying that I think the
Commission should adopt a very different approach.
Some of these ideas are developed in the Maldague
report, which examines the concentration of industry,
differences in change and makeup, and the effect of
governmental policies upon this concentration of
industry. That is the area where the Commission
could become a power-house of ideas, could rethink
the problem and educate people and governments to
look at the problem differently, instead of believing
that somehow it can influence a policy that will do
anything to reduce unemployment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission, 
- 
(F)
Mr President, I should merely like to say a word about
what Mr Prescott has just stated and to point out ro
him that I agree with his analysis more rhan he
thinks, or more precisely that he agrees with my
analysis more than he thinks.
First of all, I never said that we should interpret the
figures in such a way as to allow ourselves consider-
able optimism. I simply said that, the figures being
what they are, we should pursue a more resolute
policy in order to use the margin of manoeuvre we
have. Thus I did not try to give too fanciful an inter-
pretation of the present situation, which is not good :
I said that there was a margin for action of which I
think we must make very considerable use, as some
speakers have pointed out. I did not say that it was
enough to preach confidence: I said that undertakings
were faced with problems, and you also referred to
these. The problem of investment is a money
problem : if there is no profit, if the financial means
are lacking, there will be no investment. But it is not
only a money problem ; it is also a market problem,
and that is why, in 'surplus' economies, supporting
internal demand by non-inflationary means is one
way of attracting investment, i.e. confidence in the
development of the internal market. Some months
ago, when I made my statement in this House, I also
pointed out that the development of international
demand was one of the major elements to which we
had to contribute, particularly by participating in inter-
national economic and monetary policies ensuring
that this demand is maintained.
I just wanted to put the record straight on these points
to avoid any misinterpretation of my words.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. Mr President, Lord
Ardwick in his very thoughtful speech this morning
used the phrase: the danger flags are flying over steel,
textiles and shipbuilding. There is no sector of the
Community's economy which is in more dire trouble
than the textile industry. It is to that that I wish to
direct my remarks this morning.
If textile imports into Western Europe continue to
rise at anything like their present rate, major sections
of our textile industry will completely disappear in a
matter of only a very few years. No country in
'Western Europe, however prosperous, offers sufficient
opportunities for future growth and employment to be
able to tolerate the obliteration of such an important
industry. The entire textile industry would agree with
my colleague, Sir Brandon Rhys Williams, that orderly
trade in textiles is vital. It was for this reason that they
welcomed the introduction of the Multifibre Agree-
ment in 1974.
But the allowable rate of increased imports was set far
too high, and no global totals were set. Much evasion
took place. So the recent annual import growth-rate
has been, not the projected 6o/o, but somewhere in
the region of 22o/o. Thus, despite the Multifibre Agree-
ment, the EEC trade balance in textiles deteriorated
alarmingly from a deficit of 152 000 tonnes in 1974 to
559 000 tonnes in 1975 
- 
a deficit increase of no less
than 250 0/o in two years. The EEC absorbed, to its
cost, no less than 72o/o of the growth world textile
imports 
- 
an import penetration rate more than
double that of the United States of America. As a
result 3 500 textile factories were closed and 530 000
jobs were lost.
If the Multifibre Agreement were to be renewed
unchanged 
- 
which thank heavens it will not be 
-the Community workforce would be halved again by
1982, a loss of another 1.5 million jobs.
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But orderly imports, Mr President, if set at too high a
level, can be iust as deadly as disorderly markets : you
merely know with greater certainty that you are going
to be driven out of business, and your workers out of
employment. It is totally unrealistic to allow a level of
increase in imports into Europe which is above the
level of increase in consumption in the Community. I
believe that the Commission is on the right lines in
proposing different rates for different categories of
imports according to their sensitivity. But they should
8o a step further and relate this to the level of demand
in the importing countries. If the level of demand
falls in any country, there should be a negative rate
until demand picks up again.
It is sometimes suggested that textile imports must be
related to the growth in Community GNP, but this
alone is not sufficient. The growth in GNP can be
very uneven sector by sector, nor does an increased
GNP necessarily mean greater consumption of
textiles ; and textile imports should be related to
textile consumption, not to GNP growth generally.
In terms of weight, textile imports into the United
Kingdom are equal to no less than rwo-thirds of the
total United Kingdom textile consumption, double
that of seven years ago. Seven out of ten shirts and
pairs of jeans, six out of ten men's jackets and five out
of ten blouses are now imported. Clearly, unless
demand increases substantially there is little room for
a further increase in imports of these products, and a
nil growth-rate should undoubtedly be imposed on
these.
It was an appalling error in the past not to set up
global ceilings and global growth-rates for textile
imports, and if such global totals are now agreed it
will be a gteat help to our hard-pressed textile
industry. The carry-over of import quotas from one
year to the next, which has led to the bunching of
imports, should be abolished in the new agreements,
and the growth of outward processing wants careful
watching, as it may lead, and has led in the past, to
circumvention of the Multifibre Agreement.
Now I very much hope that the Commission will be
very active in dealing with dumping, and will deal
also most drastically with imports from state-trading
countries on a volume and not on a price basis, since
in their search for foreign currency Eastern-bloc coun-
tries employ wholly unfair pricing policies. Thus the
EEC textile deficit amounted to 329 million u.a. in
1976, a quite unacceptably high amount.
Here the Commission faces not only a great challenge
but also a great opportunity, since for the first time
our trading partners are taking seriously the possibility
that if they do not play fair with us, we on our part
will refuse to renegotiate the MFA and instead impose
overall EEC restrictions unilaterally. I very much
hope, Mr President, that it will not come to that, but if
it does the Community must not hesitate to take such
action to save what remains of our beleaguered textile
industry.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Goutmann.
Mrs Goutmann. 
- 
(F) W President, it is hardly
four months since Mr Ortoli presented the statement
on the economic situation in the Community on
which this debate is based. The unfavourable
economic development since then and the further
deterioration predicted by the OECD show how
wrong the optimistic forecasts contained in that state-
ment were, and I would stress, among other things,
that at the time the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education itself also deplored the
excessive optimism of Mr Ortoli's statements.
Unaffected by the promises of improvement, which
are repeated like some sort of incantation, the people
of our countries are increasingly having to suffer the
consequences of the failure of the Member States'
economic policy, a policy prompted, coordinated and
supported by the Community authorities. !flhat is the
situation today ? Industrial production has again fallen
off during the second half of the year. On average it
remains lower than the level reached in 1974. This is
only the logical outcome of the policies of austerity
implemented by the Member States of the Commu-
niry, of the fall in purchasing power and of the
increased curbing of consumption.
It was expected that the expansion of exports would
lead to increased production. But exporting at all costs
obviously musr have its limits. Each country is simply
waiting for its neighbour to recover. The French
Government, for example, has waited for a long time,
and in vain, for the recovery of the Federal Republic
of Germany. Mr Ortoli said that he was waiting for the
recovery of the United States, but in July the indus-
trial production index fell for the third consecurive
month. The rise in investment was also expected to
aid recovery. But investments remained very weak
during the first half of 1977 and forecasts for the
second half are no better. Although investment can
have short-term effects on the level of activity, invest-
ment decisions must also be 
,iustified by expanding
markets. But the policy of increased austerity imposed
by the Community and in all the Member Stares was
bound to produce the opposite result. The only cffect
which the investment support policies have had until
now is to strengthen the major concerns by helping
them to redistribute their capital according to the
biggest profit prospects.
The fact is that, at rhe same time as it is proposing to
increase Community support for investment even
further, the Commission endorses the closure of facto-
ries, sometimes even ultra-modern ones, by these
giant undertakings, and is thus responsible for squan-
dering a large part of the production potential of our
countries and for the resulting increase in unemploy-
ment.
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The purely profit-oriented restructuring of industrial
sectors which is going on is an economically retro-
grade step which jeopardizes the prospects of
subsequent development, but it is also a tragedy for
the mass of workers brutally made redundant, who
more often than not have no other employment pros-
pects, particularly in their own regions. I should like
to quote only one example among many, that of the
Montefibre factory in Saint-Nabor in the Vosges,
which the management has decided to close, thereby
condemning I 039 workers to unemployment in a
region where over a period of years one textile factory
has closed down after another and where alternative
employment possibilities are non-existent. \7hat is
more, in this case it is an ultra-modern, extremely
competitive undertaking whose plant and equipment,
largely government-financed, is being brutally squan-
dered by the witt of a few men who are concerned
only with their cash flow.
In addition to the human tragedies and the senseless
waste of skills and machines, there is also the fact that
France imports its total requirements of the products
which this factory can produce, which increases its
trade deficit and its foreign indebtedness, and thereby
also its dependence.
By lending its support, on the pretext that the
synthetic fibres sector has surplus production capacity,
to the activities of multi-national companies of this
type, the Commission clearly shows whose side it is
on as between the interests of the people and those of
the giant capitalist groups.
Consequently unemployment is continuing to
increase in the Community. In July official records
showed 5 585 000 unemployed, i.e. l2o/o more than a
year ago, and the OECD forecasts a further increase
for the end of. 1977 and for 1978. Ir is not chance that
is responsible for this trend, but the large multi-na-
tionals whose actrvitres are backed by the governments
and the Community and whose sole ob jective is
immediate profit. These giants throw the workers out
into the street, have nd hesitation in dismantling facto-
ries which they consider no longer profitable, and
reduce their manpower to a minimum. They also use
unemployment as a means of exerting pressure on
wages, thus aggravating the exploitation of those who
are strll employed. We can no longer put up with this
situation or expect, as Mr Ortoli does, an uncertain,
even hypothetical, recovery to solve the problem of
unemployment. It is surprising to hear Mr Ortoli
today speaking yet again optimistically about the pros-
pects of a revival and advocating fresh support for
investment through public financing, when it is
obvious that this benefits only the big concerns.
Curbing wages, a basic element of our economic
policy, would also be, so we are told, a good way of
combating inflation. Thus, for example, a year ago Mr
Barre, the French Prime Minister, justified the auste-
riry package introduced in France. The results are
there to testify to the failure of this policy.
Inflation continues at more than 10 0/o while wages
are not to increase in France by more than 5'5 % in
1977. And Mr Barre explained this himself by
pointing out that he had had to authorize the neces-
sary price rises in order to enable undertakings to
increase their profits.
Is this not saying that the profits of undertakings are
fed by price increases and that a real policy to combat
inflation calls for an attack not on wage earners but
on the profit and waste of the large monopolies ? This
is proved by the fact that the profits of undertakings
increased considerably in 1976. To give only a few
examples, in the United Kingdom the Statistical
Office in London estimated that the average increase
in undertakings' gross profits was 22o/o in 1975. ln
France, the CGE increased its profits by ll3 o/o and
Peugeot-Citroen by 270 o/o. That is why we support
the workers who are struggling to maintain and
increase their purchasing power. That is why we tell
them that they are not responsible for inflation, as
some would have us believe, but that, on the contrary,
a rise in wages is a social and economic necessity
without which there can be no recovery. The workers
are right to defend their jobs, for at the same time
they are defending highly expensive equipment which
is threatened with destruction and is vital for our
economies.
There must also be the broadest possible cooperation
between the various countries and the development of
trade on the basis of mutual advantage. But the large
concerns' strategy of redeployment ignores these objec-
tives and jeopardizes the essential economic bases of
each country. It also leads to a more pronounced
imbalance in foreign trade and reinforces the process
of domination by the most powerful in the European
Economic Community. The Nine are thus falling
faithfully into line with Chancellor Schmidt's famous
maxim that today's profits are tonrorrow's investments
and the jobs of the day after tomorrow.
The policy of austerity for workers and investment aid
for the large concerns has only served to boost their
profits, to provide the giant undertakings with further
opportunities to redeploy and to accentuate their
concentration and increase unemployment. A real
revival of the economy implies a rise in public
consumption together with the combating of exces-
sive accumulations of capital. This would make it
possible to lay the foundations for the release of
productive forces and for a new type of development.
Such a revival can have no lasting foundations if the
productive forces are not organized to meet individual
and collective needs, which in turn makes it necessary
to get rid of domination by big capital.
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In F'rance the nationalization of the crucial economic
sectors and the main concerns, the democratic plan-
ning and management advocated by the joint
programme of the parties of the left, and the deter-
mined rmplementation of an advanced social
programme are the chief means of initiating a process
which will enable us to extricate the country from the
crisis. (Protc.ttt 
.front sornc lVenber-s o.f tbe Group o.f
Etrroptettt Pro!!rt.t.tit't Dcnocrats). The Community
shoulcl also go in thrs drrectron. By achieving control
over the large industrial and financial sectors, it
should promote the exploitation of all national
rcsources, take advantage of the full human potentral,
put an cnd to the squandering of men and machines,
and cstablish the conditions for lasting growth. This is
what wc want, and this is what ought to be done, for
only this krnd of pohcy will enable us to reconcile
ccononric progress and social progress. Sadly, it is not
thc drrcctrorr rn which the Community is going at
prcscn t.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
Mr President, when I ran a colliery some
vcars ago, there was a saying amongst the fraternity of
nrining er.rgineers that a good output covers a multi-
turlc of sins ; that is to say, a colliery which was easy
to work geologically could be managed inefficiently
arrd vct make a fair profit, whereas a more difficult
collicry, cven if run efficiently and managed well,
woulcl bc hard put to make even a small profit. The
lite of thc nlanagement in such a colliery was of
course nruch more diffrcult.
I think tl.rat in sonre ways I can use that as a metaphor
to dcscribe what l.ras happened to the world economy
sirrcc thc war, because for twenty years or so, in the
1950s and the 1950s, wc all of us enjoyed a kind of
bcnrgrr, ccononric cionrrnance by the USA. America
was r kinrl ot grcat sink into which all the ouput in
thc worlcl coulcl bc pourccl. And there was a kind of
nragrc wand whrch could bc waved and which rein-
jcctc(l a frcslr lnlpctr.ls, as lt wcrc, rnto all the rest of
orrr ccononlcs. That rragic wancl, of course, was
sinrpll' papcr clollars, arrd nrarry peoplc objectcd very
stronglv. Pcrhaps Presidcnt De Gaulle would be the
lrost cnrlncnt cxanrple of someone objecting to thrs
purclrasing oi tactories arrd so orr with all this paper
lI(tne Y.
But those clays havc passed. There are sound reasons
whv thcy havc passccl. It is now no longer so easy to(ovcl' a nrultituclc of econonric slns. Economic
stccnng lras l;ccorrrc nrorc crucial, more difficult, it
has to bc nrorc finclv tu11c(l 
- 
and on a world scale.
It rs clrrite casv thcrctorc to imagir-re all the political
tlrttrcultres that tollow tronr that position. Mr Ortoli
rrrcntroncrl thirt wc arc walking on a tightrope 
-thosc wcre Itis words; tlrc achicvenlcllt of an equili-
brrur.n rs that nruch nrorc clifficult. As he said, if worlcl
tlenrirrrtl drops, Europc can do nothing.
I .rgrcc with lrinr it by'Europc'hc nreans Europe as it
is rrow corrstrtutccl. In thrs particular respect I disagree
very profoundly indeed with my good friend, John
Prescott. tUfle see that the Federal Republic is
supposed to be announcing today measures towards
solving some or all of our economic problems. But I
have felt all along 
- 
and I agree here with Lord
Ardwick 
- 
that the medium-term programme, the
exhortation of the USA, Germany and Japan to stimu-
late demand is really not a policy at all 
- 
not in the
realistic terms that we would all like to see. I would
have no criticism to make of the Federal Republic,
because, if they were to stimulate their economy, they
could very easily be caught with their trousers down,
and then they would have nobody to blame but thenr-
selves in the present situation of the world. That essen-
tially seems to be because there is no longer a great
sink such as America was and that we have to do
something very much more difficult indeed. We havc
to achieve an expanding economy while retaining all
the time a world economic equilibrium. I was particu-
larly struck by Mr Ortoli's point that even the more
favourable trend in the deficit countries is due in a
large part to a reduction of their imports. This I think
illustrates some of the difficulties.
Mr Ortoli said that he did not believe in pessrmisnr,
he was not prepared to adopt the posture of the
passive acceptance of fate. I agree with him. I do not
want to accept passively whatever fate has in store for
me. But I cannot help but say that I do feel a consider-
able sense of impotence, largely because, it seems to
me, national politicans 
- 
and I speak here of politi-
cians here in the Community 
- 
are loath to travel,
and in politics one is obliged to travel. It seems to me
they are still very anxiously determined to stay in thc
nineteenth century. They strll see the classic nine-
teenth-century European nation state as an cconomic
planning unit, and that, as far as I am concerned, rs
quite clearly outmoded. The obvious inrmediate,
reahstic answer 
- 
to nle at least 
- 
seems to be the
development into a political unity of the European
Community. I accept that some of the proposals that
have emanated from the Commission might bc very
tentative, and indeed nright not be very influcntial,
and all the rest of it. But I repeat what I have said
here before : the longest journey begins with the first
steP.
I was very glad that both Lord Ardwick and Mr Ortoli
did point out that the Commission was exploring,
however tentatively, structural and sectoraI policies,
irrdustrial policies and so on. Mr Ortoli hinrse lf
referred to the instruments of trade policy, the free
movement of capital and goods, the powers of the
ECSC, the suggested new financial instrunrent that
my friend, Mr Prescott, was a little scornful of. He did
nrention these, and I was glad to hear it. And I think
this is what in fact will l'rappen 
- 
it will be the pres-
sure of events ultimately that will force the national
politicians to an acceptance of the realities of the posi-
tion. One can see it beginning to happen in thc stecl
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industry. '!7e can see now what has happened over the
nronth oi August, when people were called back from
thcir holidays to deal with a very serious situation at
the steelworks not far from here. The Commission is
beginnirrg to make use of its powers.
In this respect I was struck by what Sir Brandon Rhys
lVilliarrrs said about a change in the nature of employ-
nrerrt. I anr not sure that it is a new thing to suggest
that wc should be working 30 hours, because the
charrge, from the manufacturing to the service
irrdustry, has been going on for some 200 years. But it
is very important to remember that the acceptance of
changc is a crucial issue, and when John Prescott
talks about the failure to invest capital, I remember
Irow I was stuck by the fact that money was made
availablc to a publicly-owned company in Britain. The
grc.at British Steel Corporation had made available to
it thc cquivalent now of some f 5 000 million to
restructure itself, and hardly a penny of that money
hns yct been spent. The reason is not that private capi-
talists were prepared to venture in an entrepreneurial
fashion, but that the social resistance to change in that
industry was such as to block the intentions of the
llritish Government and the management of the steel
intlustry.
So it is crucial tlrat we change in a politically struc-
rural scnse, that is to say that we begin to establish a
rnajor bloc, to try to make a kind of tri-polar world, if
you like, of North America, Japan and the Commu-
nity. I was very sad to see that, when we had the
sunrmit nreeting not long ago in London, it was not a
nrceting of Amcrica, Canada, Japan and the Commu-
nity as such, but rather that three or four countries of
thc Conrmunity were represented separately. I think
that in orrler to replace this great sink that existed in
thc 19.50s and 1950s, the first essential is that the
Corrnrurrity nrust, in a much more realistic and effec-
tivc way, begin to play a unified r6le, displaying a
r.rnified political will, so that serious political decisions
cirn be taken which are not at the moment being
takcn becausc of the diverse attitudes of our various
rratronal politicians.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, the Community obiective
of rcstoring full employment by 1980, as we know,
irrvolves us all in certain minimum commitments.
Thcsc, as set out in the guidelines adopted by the
Conrrnunity, entail an average annual Srowth of 5 o/o
nrrtl a cut in inflation of 4 or .5 o/o per year.
lf it were possible to achieve these aims by the year
l9ll0, wc could perhaps be fairly satisfied with the rate
of progress. It will probably not be enough to restore
full cmployment, but at least we shall be well on the
way to achieving that end. But does anybody really
bclicvc that lry 1980 
- 
only three years from now 
-thcre will bc a .5 0/o rate of growth all over the
Community, and that, coupled with this, inflation will
have fallen everywhere to as low as an annual 4 or
5 o/o ? One can only express the gravest doubts
whether even these modest aims will be achieved.
Indeed, as we know, and as was repeated again this
morning to us by Mr Ortoli we are well behind our
modest obiectives for this year of 1977, and we look
like being perhaps still further behind next year, in
1978.
Our doubts have increased still further since the
achievement of these objectives depends essentially on
the policies carried out, not at Community, but at
national levels. Of course, as Lord Ardwick and others
have pointed out, this debate is dominated to a large
extend by the situation in Germany, which we shall
know more about tonight.
There is clearly a special responsibility laid on certain
countries to adopt policies that will help to Promote a
general European expansion. A selfish attitude on the
part of some can make the proiected Srowth-rates
quite unattainable. S7e must ask and we appreciate
that we are asking for a certain sacrifice that countries
with a large trade surplus should undertake a more
rapid and substantial expansion than they had antici-
pated. \Ufle must ask them not to proceed on the basis
of purely national considerations, but to appreciate
that only by coordinating the economic policies of all
nine Member States can we restore full employment
throughout the whole Community.
The primary objective of the economic policies of all
our Member States must be a harmonious growth
which, in turn, will enable us to provide work for all
our people. rVe must at all costs seek to avoid the
pernicious process of recurring economic cycles, in
which periods of excessive growth are usually followed
by longer periods of depression.
The Community strategy is certainly correct in
seeking to deal at the same time with the closely
related problems of unemployment and inflation.
They cannot be separated from each other. In some
countries the history of currency devaluation 
- 
which
sometimes means a complete disappearance of a
whole nation's savings 
- 
may provoke a national
feeling of revulsion at the prospect of renewed infla-
tion. This, in turn, may lead to undue caution in
economic policies.
But we must never forget the sPectre which faces
some .51/2 million people in our Community who are
unable to find work. They are, of course, paid unem-
ployment benefit. But nothing can replace the loss of
self-respect that results from long-term unemploy-
ment. In all our countries there are thousands, indeed
hundreds of thousands, who have had no work at all
for years past. In certain areas there are young people
who have never worked, some whose fathers have
never had a job. This is the tragic problem that faces
us. 'We must, of coursc, deal with inflation, which is
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one of the principal causes of unemployment; but we
must, in all our countries, aim at a rate of economic
expansion that will, within a reasonable period, create
a situation of full employment. It may be necessary to
this end to run some small risk with regard to infla-
tion. One must, of course, be cautious, but undue
caution will postpone indefinitely the economic
revival that we all seek.
One can, therefore, approve the guidelines proposed
by the Commission, and the general trend of Mr
Ortoli's remarks this morning, but we must continue
to call for a much more active and radical approach
from the Community. Mr Ortoli this morning spoke
of dynamic policies. One can only agree. The sad
thing is that last year Mr Ortoli was calling for
dynan.ric policies, and the year before, and we are very
much afraid that next year again he will be before us
looking for dynamic policies. This is not in any sense
a criticism of Mr Ortoli. One could only wish that the
policics he advocated were carried out. It is not his
fault that we must continue to doubt, on the evidence
bcfore us, whether, even at this late stage, there is any
rcal appreciation at Community level of the tragic
social and economic situation that faces so many of
our citizens.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haase.
Mr Haase. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, since so much has been said about the
Federal Republic today, I thought that I should make
a few remarks to illustrate in this connection that the
Fcdcral Republic not only notes what has been said
about it but is also prepared to bear its share of the
conrmon responsibility in Europe.
But let me first of all make a few remarks on the
actual possibilities for action available to the Commis-
sion and the European Economic Community. They
are in fact very limited. As far as I can see, they exist
only in three areas : by influencing cyclical and struc-
ttrral policy to a minimal degree which has already
bccn mentioned, namely 1 o/o of gross capital forma-
tion. If you disregard the sectoral trends 
- 
although
you cannot really do that 
- 
this means virtually no
influence at all. Nevertheless a part of the economic
policy takes shape in the field of structural policy.
The stecl industry, the shipbuilding industry, the
nrining and textiles industries, and especially the
synthetic fibres industry have structural crises. Vhat
has becn hitherto proposed by the Commission in
this sector has 
- 
in any case as it appears at the
moment 
- 
not been completely successful. In the
stccl rndustry orders are continuing to decline, ship-
building is suffering from lack of demand, and coal
consumption, even in the Unted Kingdom, the
Fecleral Republic and Belgium 
- 
all distinctly coal-
consuming countries 
- 
has fallen in relation to the
pcrcentage consumprion of oil and gas. In the textile
and synthetic fibres sectors the picture is hardly rosier.
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to take this oppor-
tunity of pointing out that the reduction of the
Community budget in the field of technological and
research policy is a major reason why no decisive
impulses can be expected to emanate from it in the
future either. This remark is also intended for the
Council. If you want to carry out a structural policy,
you can only do it via technological and research
policy, and if for the latter you have so little to work
on, it is clear that it is going to take a long time to
find and apply new successful technologies for restruc-
turing our economy.
In this connection I would also draw attention to the
reduction of the Community budget resulting in insuf-
ficient funds for the electronic data processing
industry. This is an exactly similar case. \7e expect
workers to be transferred to industrial sectors in which
Europe, because of its technological abilities and thc
abilities of its workers, can continue to play a leading
r6le and secure a share of the market which is still
capable of expansion, and yet it is in this very sector
that decisive support is lacking.
I consider the Commission's trade policy ro be
perfectly right as long as it is aimed at preventing new
protectionism from arising anywhere.
SThen the trend has begun to ser in, it either goes
upwards or downwards. All of us in Europe must
know that one-fifth of all jobs depend on exports, on
exports from Europe to other countries of thc world.
This is why a policy of free markets is the most vital
of our interests.
This brings me to the third point, the coordination of
economic policy. The European institutions havc
attempted this coordination. \Ve see that this year the
growth obiectives will not be achieved in the USA and
the Federal Republic, nor in other countries. I shoulcl
like at this point to say a few words about the Federal
Republic. I would remind you that between January
and July our imports from Community countries were
worth DM 3 .500 million more rhan in 1976. This is
clear proof that in this way the payments and foreign
exchange situation can to a certain extent be balancecl.
In addition the flood of tourists which pours out of
the Federal Republic into the Community countries
of France, the United Kingdom and ltaly, but also
into the Benelux countries, Iast year provided DM
9 250 million in foreign exchange. And here I should
like to make a suggestion to the Commission. I do
not understand why there is not a stronger move to
bring about European integration in this particular
area of tourism. Here there are no treaties to stand irr
the way and there is also widespread willingness, orl
the part of the Federal Republic also, to cooperate
very actively in order to offset in this way at least part
of foreign exchange spending.
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Thirdly and lastly, we have introduced a whole series
of nreasures to increase demand in our own country
and thereby to strengthen European demand. \We
lrave passed a DM 16000 million programme which
is starting this year but wltich is dtre to get fully under
way ncxt ycar ancl tltc year after, and the coalition
partics, minc and thc FDP, lrave today in the
Ilundcstag tablcd thc frrst rcading of an amendment
tor tlrc launclrirrg of a DM li 0(X) mitlion programmc
to rcclucc taxcs ancl thercby strcngthen purchasing
powcr in the country. Thcse, ladies and gentlcmen,
irrc certailrly not ovcrwhelnring proofs that we are on
our way towarcls boosting the cconomy and increasing
<lcnrancl. Ilut wc arc fully dctcrmined to gct these
things gorng, anrl wc arc also rclyrng on thc Conrmu-
rrity arrcl its willingrrcs:, to slrarc in this task.
Lastlv, as I see it. thcrc are thrcc conclusions to be
tllrtwt.t.
I-trstly, the rc nr.rst [)c Srcatcr structural reorgarrization
in Europcarr irtclustrv, hcnce an activc industrial
policv whrch cnr[.>races social ancl labour n'rarkct
.rsl)ects, as wcll rs a strctrgthcning of tlrc Social Fund
.urrl otltcr arcas.
Scroncllv, rr tra(lc 1>olrcy airnctl at thc crcation of free
rrr.rlkets, especnllv sitrce a fifth of our workcrs in
I:rrrol;e .tre rlcl>etlcletrt oll exPorts.
'I'hrrdly, coortlrnation oi tlrc inclustrial policics of thc
rntlrvrtlrnl countrrcs 
- 
antl tltis is also a task for thc
lirrropcrrn l)arluttrtetrt try inIlucncing public
ol)ilron arrrl trvirrg to crcate a Europcarl sense of
rcsporrsrbilrtl to wlrich trattotral policics will tlrcn bc
! ()nl l1l ittr(1.
It wc crur ptrslr irlrcatl wrtlt thcsc thrcc things, laclics
,rrrtl gerrtlcrnun, wc shall ccrtainly be ablc to nlakc
[)rogrcss towarrls strorrScr growth, full cntploynrcnt
.rrrrl ;ob serrrritv for thc pcoplc of Etrropc.
President. 
- 
I crll Mr Srnronct.
Mr Simonet, l)tL,rtlt'ttl'trt-Ollttt rt.l lltr (rttrncrl. 
-(l') Mr l)r'cstclctrt, lacircs itttcl gerrtlcmcrr, having hcartl
rrnrl rcacl Lorcl Artlwick's rcports, Mr Ortoli's(ollnrclrts luril the vrtriotts spccches nlaclc by
Mcrnber'r of tlur Ilotrsc. yotr will tlor'rbtless pcrnrit nlc
now to,rtltl onc or two thoughts of nty own to this
Irrghlr rrtrt'r'cstrttg, rt occ.rsiortrrlly rathcr rrlconrpletc,
rltsrttr.rotr.
I nr.rr Pt'r-lr.rp' rl,tre to hopc tltat ottc of tlrc Corrncils
of Murrstt'rs rruglrt ttsctttllv clraw sottrc ttlspiratiotl
trorrr wh,rt I lrrr,uc to s,tv wltcn, rrt thc contirrg wccks
.ilrtl nr()rttlt:. w(r g( t rlowrr to prcpl[irlg the tlcxt
nr( ('till1I of tlrt l,trrolrc.ttr Cotttlctl. I think a ccrtalll
rrtrrnlrt'r of Plor rsronltl rtlrrclttsions catt alrcacly bc
rlr.rrrrr irorrr rvlr,rt lt.rr lxLlr silt(l thts ntorrting atrtl
tlrrrrrr! tlrt lvl.* l)ult-\c\srort, cottclttstotts which
.lrtlultl rrtrt. howtrt't. Lr\c rt\u to ilrtv cotllPlaccllt ol)tl-
mism. I am aware that 
- 
as Lord Ardwick said 
-wherever optimism is possiblc 
- 
and Mr Ortolr
certainly draws inspiration fronr this source 
- 
it is
better to be optimistic than pessintistic, so long as rt is
not just blind optimisnr. The rntportant thing is to
have as clear an idca as possiblc of thc obstaclcs
barring the Community's path to strongcr atrd ntorc
flexible growth. It sccnrs to nrc that two o[ tltese obst.t-
cles deservc particular attcntion.
The first is the increasing uncntploynre Irt arllong
women and young pcoplc which, becattsc of its cltrra-
bility, cannot bc quickly rcsolvc(l simply by ntcasttrcs
to revive thc econonry.
The appearancc of wonrcn orr the labotrr ntarket irr
most of our countries has becn a clisorgattizccl arrtl
undoubtedly ill-dircctcd clevclopntcrrt, [rtrt tlass
female employmcnt is hcre to stay ancl we shall lrirvc
to dcvelop spccific structttral policics to provrtlc [or rt.
And this 
- 
as I havc saicl 
- 
i5 1161 sonrctllrng whicl)
can bc done sinrply by rclying orr short-tcrtn
ecoll0mlc nlcasul'cs.
The same gocs for uncmploynlcnt anronS yotlrlS
peoplc, whrch could bc cxplaincd irt large nlcilsrlres
by the iact that 
- 
as Lorcl Ardwick's exccllctrt report
ancl tl-rc Conrn"rission tlocttnrettts cntphastzc 
- 
the
young pcoplc wlto l-ravc bcert ;rppcarirlg on the lal)otlr
nrarkct for sevcral years now are thc rcstrlt of a ltoptrlir-
tion explosiorr : a farrly nto<lest otre, atlntittctlly, btrt
onc wlrich rs clearly Srcatcr rlrart rrtythrrrg wc silw ltl
thc inrnrc<liate post-wflr pcrrotl.
A seconc'l scrics of obstaclcs rcsporrsiblc for thc
prcsent structural natttrc of uncnrPloyntcllt arc tllc
profouncl changcs whrclt arc going ort at tllc Prcsctlt
timc in tlte intcrnattottal cconotrtic systcnl. After 25
ycars of calling for 
- 
calls whiclr not irrircqtrcntly fcll
on clcaf ears 
- 
atrcl tlcntonstrating the Wcst's irltcrcst
in thc ccortonlc clcvcloptrtcrtt 
- 
itt otlte r wortls,
largcly thc inclustrialrzatron 
- 
of tltc tlcvclopirlS coLlrl-
trics, wc arc ttow begrrtrtirtg to rcalize cxilctlv how
lmporr.lllt all this ls to otlr owl'l tndttstrrrllzctl
ccorronrics. \)flhat it tttcatrs itt ltrccisc tcrtrts 
-.,t<'1this rs the lcsson to l>e tlrawn frorrt tlte crrst . wltitlr
havc ariscr.t antl whiclt arc bccorttttrg cve r lllorc actlte
irr ccrtatn scctors 
- 
is tltat tlrc rcstrlt of tltorc gootls
bcing 1:roclttcccl tttrtlcr rttcrcaslrtgly fitvotlrable
econontic cotttlitiorts tlt ccrtatll cotllrtrics ttrltlcrgorrtg
irrclurtnalrzrtrort will lrc ettltel a fall irr thc.ttnotttlts
proclrrccd rr trll(littoll.rl [orttts ttr otlr (otllltrl(s ol', ll
productron is allowcd to cottttnttc, a fall rrl the
anrounts actually soltl. lrr otlter worcls, ol'll'coll(crl1
ovcr tltc lortg terrtr lltttst [)c to ctlstlrc tltat ottt owtt
capacity tor lrrtovattort keeps l)acc wlth tlte lttctttlrttlrl-
tron of capttirl ttr thc tlcvcloptrlS cot.llrtrlcs 
- 
ol',lt
Ieast irr sonrc of thertr. A secotltl tcttttrrc of thrs
protottrr<l clr.rrtgc ill ttltertl.ltlotlltl ecotrotlrtc rclrtttoll-
sltrl;s is tltat, wttltotrt witlltllrg to tl'alrsl)osc tlle krrrtl ot
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conflict we encounter in our own countries as regards
a more equitable distribution of income and wealth
onto the international stage, we are nonetheless
involved in a confrontation between the developing
countries and the industrialized nations in which the
former are attempting to achieve a better redistribu-
tion of income and wealth. And they have various
means 
- 
the effectiveness of which has been demons-
trated over recent years by the oil-producing countries
- 
to enable them to achieve a radical redistribution
- 
to their advantage 
- 
of the world's wealth and
resources. Admittedly, this kind of lever cannot always
be applied, but the industrialized countries' economic
problems are being increasingly aggravated by the
greater pressure and negotiating muscle being brought
to bear by developing countries acting in concert.
\7e shall therefore, I think, have to start drawing the
necessary consequences for our own economic deve-
lopment.
lVhen we consider what means we have at our
disposal for getting to grips with these structural diffi-
culties, the choice falls all too easily on a very general
kind of rernedy which seems at times to become a
kind of leitmotiv or slogan: increased growth. But,
after listening to a number of contributions to this
debate, I can find very little consensus as to the means
we should adopt to achieve this end.
I believe that politicians have a very real duty to
perform here. No parliament, no government can
afford to behave like vestal virgins guarding the fire of
illusions. There are certain ways of giving growth a
boost, whereas others will have only a superficial or
artificial effect on under-employment and will fail to
solve the problem of growth, because if one thing is
certain it is that if you want to employ more men and
women, if at some future time you want to reduce
working hours across the board, there will inevitably
have to be more investment. And so we find ourselves
in a vicious circle since there will only be more invest-
ment once companies are confident of future growth.
The problem is that the advantage of the remedies
which are being put forward at present, whether they
be 
- 
as I have iust heard a Communist member
suggest 
- 
increased private consumption, public
sector investment or public spending, still do not
strike those in a position to commit investment
capital as sufficient grounds on which to base hopes
of future Srowth.
Permit me to make two or three observations here.
In reply to Mr Glinne 
- 
and I know as well as he
does that the debate he has instigated is one which is
just as topical in Belgium as in other countries 
-, 
I
do not believe that the problem of unemployment 
-insofar as it is linked to the problem of long-term
growth 
- 
can be solved simply by reducing working
hours. lDflhereas there are valid grounds for regarding
Chancellor Schmidt's pronouncements as going
perhaps too far and for criticizing them on the count
of ignoring the wishes of the public, it is certainly am
incontestable fact of life that tomorrow's employment
depends on today's investment. The fruit of any kind
of employment policy which did not succeed in
solving the problem of investment would inevitably
be full employment but disguised under-employment.
'S(/e must therefore be in no doubt that a genuine
employment policy 
- 
even one based on a reduction
in working hours 
- 
could succeed only if such a
reduction were to go hand-in-hand with the creation
of additional productive capaciry which would actually
result in improved productiviry ; in other words, in the
final analysis, economic growth which does not result
in disguised under-employment, the effect of which
would be purely and simply a fall in real income.
This must be stated clearly by those who are in a posi-
tion to influence public opinion. Their first responsi-
bility 
- 
taking up something that Mr Prescott said 
-is what I would term of a pedagogical nature. Those
who exert political power 
- 
whether in the legislative
or executive branch of government 
- 
must be
prepared to state cleanly and unequivocally that
certain things can and must be done for social and
humanitarian reasons 
- 
at the same time, however,
there must be a clear indication of the conditions
under which these things can be done if the circum-
stantial and very short-term benefits which are to be
gained in this way 
- 
in the form of an apparent
reduction in working hours or of actual short time 
-are not to have an opposite, restrictive effect on
economic development at some later stage.
The second observation I would make is that I do not
believe 
- 
and I am myself a Socialist 
- 
that the
employment problem and hence also the problem of
long-term growth, on which tomorrow's employment
prospects are based, can be solved simply by modi-
fying the system of ownership of the means of produc-
tion.
I have been 
- 
and I hope that the Italian Members
will not be offended by my saying so 
- 
disconcerted
by the present state o[ the public sector of the Italian
economy I would quickly add that I could cite other
present examples from one Member State or another
and that my own personal fear is that I 
- 
as a
minister in the Belgian government 
- 
may one day
be confronted with similar situations.
The problems of employment and growth cannot be
solved simply by changing the system of ownership
and by consolidating employment or productive
resources in sectors which will inevitably have to
undergo change. \7e should be clear-headed enough
to realize this, we should have the courage to state it
publicly and also, it seems to me, the collective will to
look for alternative ways of utilizing resources, This is
in fact what it is all about. Europe as a whole must ask
itself which sectors it can and must develop to create
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the conditions under which our own capacity for inno-
vation can keep pace with capital accommodation.
My following remarks are addressed to Mr Prescott. I
have listened to what he had to say with a great deal
of interest ; much of what he said was true, but one
comment surprised me. Turning to the Commission,
he said, in a very courteous and friendly tone : '...
they do not have the power, even if they were able to
pursue the policies that they advocate, and moreover I
do not wish to see the Commission have that kind of
power.'To put it another way, the Commission, which
is the organ and the expression of the will of the
Community, should not have the power to pursue poli-
cies which should be pursued at a Community level.
Having myself been a membr of the Commission, I
can see things objectively, and while I have no desire
to increase the Commission's powers unduly, I
certainly do not consider, by some kind of psycholog-
ical about-face, that those powers the Commission
does have at the moment are too extensive.
But if the Commission is not to be allowed to act,
somebody else, or another institution will have to. The
job could fall to the Council, but the main thing is to
specify clearly who is going to take whatever action is
required, nd matter which organization is to be
charged with the task of making or inducing the
national governments to do something 
- 
collectively,
at a Community level 
- 
taking into account the inter-
ests of all the peoples of Europe and gauging precisely
what is to be done because it seems to me that frag-
mented or purely national measures will have little
chance of success.
Let me take a case in point. For humanitarian and
social reasons, I am no advocate of an immediate
reduction in working hours. In the medium term, I
believe it to be an element of economic development
which, in conjunction with additional productive
machinery available to the workers will mean that in
practice that the economy can continue to grow. Put
like this, nobody would disagree. But where, I ask you,
will you find a government with sufficient courage to
gamble 
- 
unilaterally, and without heed of the
consequences 
- 
on announcing that it is reducing
working hours at a given moment without facing the
.obvious consequences of a reduction in the workers'
real level of earnings, if it is not certain that such a
policy will be coordinated across the board at sector or
Member State level ?
I am not a fanatical supernationalist; I am realistic
enough to see 
- 
although I am very sorry that this is
so 
- 
that most of the Member States believe, perhaps
reluctantly, that they can do better acting in isolation
than in concert. On the other hand, the more one
goes into certain problems which are floated as
possible remedies, the more one realizes that these
remedies cannot be put into effect on an individual
basis but only 
- 
at a given moment in time 
- 
in a
collective context 
- 
requiring a collective decision-
taking mechanism.
It seems to me that the problem of the redeploymenr
of resources can only be dealt with properly at
Community level; the same goes, incidentally for the
problems resulting from the changes which have
occurred in the international economy.
There is a lot of talk at the moment about 'organized
liberalism'. This rather neat expression means srmply
that markets which had become more open are gradu-
ally closed to certain products which are damagrngly
competitive with our own. I certainly do not mean to
say that such stpps are unnecessary and that there is
no need to devote very serious attention to this
problem, a problem which, incidentally, may be
regarded as one aspect of a very general phenomenon
which has been evident for a number of years,
namely, that international economic relations are
being increasingly dominated by politics, with an
attendant increase in political and State involvement.
But does anyone really believe that by adopting
measures of this kind at national level, he is serving
the Community's interests and, ultimately, his own
national interests ? Here again, it seems to me that
action is only really possible at Community level.
Thirdly, it is true that economic and monetary union
- 
as conceived at the beginning of this decade 
- 
is
no longer very meaningful in view of the changes
which have taken place in the meantime. On the
other hand, it seems to me to be equally misleading to
suppose that the problem will be solved simply by
very wide-ranging wishy-washy cooperation between
the governments of the Member States, without due
attention being paid to the institutional requiremenrs
imposed by the common economic interests of the
nations of Europe. One way or another, we must get
back to the economic and monetary union drawing-
board ; a newly conceived EMU, properly adapted to
the new situation, is our only hope of salvation. The
Belgian presidency therefore intends 
- 
with the
backing of the Commission 
- 
to raise the question of
the economic difficulties with which we are faced at
present in the perspective which I have tried to
outline at the next European Council in the hope that
the Member States will then realize 
- 
among orher
things 
- 
the need to give some fresh impetus to
some kind of economic and monetary union.
One final point, I realize from certain of the speeches
made in the course of this debate, and in particular
from Lord Ardwick's report that 
- 
to put it mildly 
-Parliament is not particularly happy about the ground-
work which preceded the Council's decision on rhe
budget and that the choices made by the Council do
not 
- 
to put it even more mildly 
-- 
exactly fire the
enthusiasm of the House.
You know, as I do, that the Council is an abstract
entity, with its vague outer forms concealing various
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groups of Ministers who, by and large, probably share
similar views. But it does sometimes happen that the
Finance Ministers are not particularly happy at the
work of the Agricultural Ministers or that the Foreign
Ministers 
- 
certainly the Belgian Foreign Minister 
-do not entirely share the views of the Finance Minis-
ters. In fact, I think that there is a contradiction
between the willingness asserted at national level to
boost the economy by increasing public expenditure
and to tackle the problem in a collective Community
spirit and, at the same time, the use of the budget in a
way entirely contrary to one's affirmed intentions.
(Ap1tl d usc 
.front ccrtct r n tl uLtrters)
That, Mr President, brings me to the end of the few
comments I wished to make. I think this debate has
been useful and that similar debates should be held
frequently because they are genuinely relevant to the
day-to-day life of our peoples, and in particular the
workers. Parliament 
- 
along with the Commission
and the Council 
- 
has an important role to play here
and I have no doubt that it will continue to play that
role.
(A1t1tluu.,c)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vicc-Prcsidcnt o.f tbe Conmitsion. 
- 
(F)
Mr President, this has been a good debate and one
which has enabled us to carry out a very precise
analysis of the problems with which we are faced. The
value of this debate was clear from Mr Simonet's
contribution and he was right to lay partrcular stress
on one point which I personally regard as being of
prime importance.
'Whenever we talk about current, economic condi-
tions, the tendency is always to see no further ahead
than the most urgent problems, but there can be no
doubt 
- 
and I think that the part of my speech
which I devoted to structural policy bears thrs out 
-that the problems with which we are now faced are
not merely and perhaps not even mainly of a cyclical
nature. There is no doubt that what we are facing is a
trend characterized by elements which I referred to
briefly but which add up 
- 
without a shadow of a
doubt 
- 
to a change in the structure of demand. This
structural change is partially due to the events which
followed the rise in the price of oil, as well as to two
other elements which should be borne in mind. First
of all, there have been certain changes in the nature of
demand in our own countries, such as a degree of
market saturation and a reaction to earlier wasteful-
ness, which have undoubtedly been reflected in beha-
vioural change. Traditional patterns of demand have
also been affected by a change in the structure of inter-
national trade which can be summed up under two
heading : firstly, the appearance of new comperrrors
capable of doing as well and 
- 
in many cases 
-
more cheaply what we used to do and which repre-
sented a very large part of our activities-lii the world
markets ; secondly, the nature of demand itself has
changed, the emphasis swinging increasingly to a
certain number of countries with the necessary
resources, such as the oil-producing countries, with
demand switching to different goods to those which
used to be most heavily in demand.
Admittedly, these are marginal changes, but marginal
changes persevering over a period of time tend to
become significant changes, and by catching fragile
economies, if not in a recession, then at least in a
period of very limited growth, these changes have a
major impact.
Another major structural factor which has already
been mentioned is the change in the nature of, or the
trend in, the pattern of job vacancies with a combina-
tion of factors referred to, for instance, by Mr Glinne.
Demographic factors are highly significant here, since
.iob opportunities in the years 1975/1985 will not be
comparable to those avarlable in the years 196011975.
'We shall see many more young people than before
reaching school-leaving age, whereas we know that
there will be relatively fewer people reaching retiring
age. But we can also observe two other changes taking
place, one of them highlighting the fact that our
present forms of education are insufficiently adapted
to the sudden change which is now taking place in
employment patterns. At the same time, a funda-
mental 
- 
and of course welcome 
- 
change is taking
place in female employment, a change which is like-
wise altering the structure of employment as we have
known it hitherto.
This is why I entirely agree that we shall have to look
very differently at the developments awaiting us in the
coming years. rVe have tried to express this in the
medium-term political programme. But the phase of
critical examination and study is not yet over ; a
debate like the one we have had today shows that we
are getting a clear rdea of the problems, that we are
more vividly aware of the time scale over which adjust-
ments must be made, and that therefore we have not
yet reached the end of this structural debate. At the
last meeting of the OECD, I was called upon to speak
on behalf of the Commission on the MacCracken
report. One of the pornts in this report which struck
me particularly was the reference 
- 
in connection
with the difficulties we are facing 
- 
to the mistakes
which had been made in the past. Mistakes are always
made in formulatlng economic policy and any
analysis is difficult ; rt is difficult to foresee future
developments and none of us, thank God, has
complete control over human behaviour.
Economrcs is all about people, and this being so,
formulating econonric polrcy is an extremely tricky
business. Ve are not dealing with a machine that we
feed wrth data and which 
- 
at the push of a button
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- 
comes up with precisely the growth and employ-
ment figures we are after.
This does not relieve us of the obligation to act boldly
and clear-headedly. But it does illustrate the dfficult
nature of the job in hand. So, mistakes are made,
sometimes interpretation is difficult or there is an
unexpected reaction to certain measures, especially
when we are dealing with anything so wide-ranging as
the world economy. As Mr Simonet has just said, we
have to take account of all kinds of developments, on
some of which there is not even any statistical infor-
mation and the significance of some of which can
only be assessed several years later.
But there is a second element which prompted me to
ask a question in connection with the MacCracken
report : the fact that insufficient attention is paid to
structural trends and to the question of redeployment
I should therefore like to congratulate Lord Ardwick
for the prominence he gave in his report to these
increasingly important new elements.
Of course, we don't have a complete answer to every
problem. Of course, optimism alone will not suffice.
The only acceptable attitude is for us to have the
courage to assess the developments with which we are
faced as precisely and realistically as possible and to
construct our economic policy around the concept of
structural change as the means of guaranteeing
healthy growth and hence employment. I say healthy
growth and employment because one thing we cannot
afford to do is to embrace policies which will bring us
short-lived progress, but which will prevent us from
carrying out the structural overhaul necessary to
enable us to apply effectively the wealth and the job-
creation potential which Mr Simonet referred to.
That is why this policy is too complex to require
simply an injection of money to enable us to maintain
employment by the economic instruments of produc-
tion and demand. Demand must be durable and
commensurate with the changed situation. The means
of production must be available. Indeed, they must be
up-to-date and competitive. Account must be taken of
the world outside. That cannot be done by reference
to the simple formula 'all we need to do is. . .'. Neither
can we expect 
- 
within six months or a year 
- 
to
have changed the world we live in, which has been
shaken up so rudely. No false optimism, then, but 
-without the shadow of a doubt 
- 
a great determina-
tion to understand what changes are taking place and
to contribute to the process of change by stimulating
job-consolidating growth as quickly as possible.
The difficulty in all this is to make our deeds 
-whether on a national or international level 
- 
match
all our fine words. This is why I am convinced that all
these words must be backed up by firm programmes.
The first step must be to initiate a debate at Commu-
nity level and to reach agreement on the kind of reme-
dies which could effectively be applied. Mr Simonet
was quite right, for example, to deal with the problem
which Mr Glinne had rightly raised, namely that of
reducing working hours. How would such a course of
action help ? And what would be the consequences ?
\(ould it find general application or 
- 
as I am
tempted to think 
- 
would it be only a temporary
measure with limited effects which could, under
certain circumstances, be used as one element in a
more comprehensive set of measures ?
The problem of investment has been mentioned by
all the speakers so far. Public sector investment is
fraught with difficulties which I have myself under-
lined. But private investment, combining the availa-
bility of funds and the existence of demand, also
provides scope for action. And there is no doubt that
domestic consumption, particularly in the countries in
surplus, must be stimulated 
- 
as I have iust said 
-in such a way that domestic demand will strengthen
investment demand and also import demand, in other
words, help in the way we have been talking about.
These are more than just empty words, this is a
genuine policy option, exercisable admittedly only
within the rigid framework we have to accept, but one
which can nonetheless make an effective contribution
to our future action.
Lord Ardwick quoted me to the effect that our job was
principally to outline the Community context within
which the national governments would have to act. It
is incontestable that we shall have to work side by
side 
- 
and remember that there is not only the
Commission and the Council, but also the European
Parliament 
- 
to carry out the tasks for which we arejointly responsible. Clearly, the Community must
continue to provide the framework and ensure that
whatever actions are taken are consistent with this
framework. But it must do more than this. In certain
cases, there must be not only cooperation but also
joint action at Community level. Nor can there be any
doubt that in certain cases, the Community must add
something extra. National programmes must be coor-
dinated at a Community level in such a way that they
are not only mutually consistent, but are given an
extra impetus. This is the iob we have to do, and it
will not be an easy one.
Anyone who thinks that I believe we can solve all our
problems in the coming six months has completely
misinterpreted my optimism. But 
- 
and I repeat 
-fatalism is an unworthy attitude for a politician to
adopt. The correct attitude is to evaluate what room
there is for manoeuvre and to assess the means at
one's disposal. Vhat is needed is a conviction that we
can at least achieve something together and the confi-
dence to analyse and pursue policies on the basis of
an objective assessment of the difficulties and limita-
tions, while recognizing that governments act as they
can and must. There is a burning desire to do more,
to create more. This is true of structural policy and of
sectoral policy, it is true of short and medium-terri-r
economic policy and also of the extra confidence
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which we would find if the knowledge that our govern-
ments were pulling out all the stops were to be rein-
forced by the feeling that the whole of Europe, faced
with similar problems, was mobilizing all its resources
- 
the kind of resources the others could not call
upon 
- 
in an attempt to solve what Mr Glinne
rightly called our fundamental problem : that of
employment. And I mean by that employment in the
long term as well as in the short term. Let us not
forget that the task before us is of a dual nature: to
deal with the immediate economic problems and to
ensure a healthy basis for progress in the years to
come. I think this debate has been conducted in this
spirit and I for one am glad to have had the chance to
take part in it.
(Applause)
Lord Ardwick, rapporteur 
- 
Mr President, I would
lust like to say a few words. First of all, I am delighted
with this debate. It is the broadest-ranging economic
debate we have had since I became a member of this
Parliament iust over two years ago. People have
responded to the bait that I laid in the resolution so
that we could bring into the general economic debate
the various components such as unemployment, the
working week, something on money, the Duisenberg
plan, textiles, developing countries, and we have had,
above all, a discussion of the industrial structural situa-
tion. I am looking forward to future debates in which
we can have intensive discussions on all those
subjects. I hope, when Mr Schw6rer's rePort on the
structural situation is brought before this Parliament,
that either Mr Ortoli, who has been so forthcoming
today on the structural situation, or his colleague, Mr ,/
Davignon, will be able to give us something more
specific, something more in the way of a policy, not
just a description of the brilliant improvisations which
Mr Davignon is now attempting.
There has only been one fundamental criticism of the
report this morning, and it comes from my colleague
and comrade, Mr Prescott. It is not the first time he
has made this point, but none of us has ever engaged
him upon it. Indeed, I am not wholly convinced, by
any means, that he is wrong, but I think that in a
future debate what we ought to do is to discuss the
apocalyptic Maldague report alongside the rather
Panglossian McCracken report, which is a kind of
answer to it. Out of this clash of ideas, we may arrive
at the truth.
That is all I want to say. I do not want to try and
answer personally anybody who has participated in
this debate, but I would add what I would have liked
to include in my speech this morning, but was not yet
available in compte uenduEnglish. It is one short para-
graph from President Jenkins's budget speech, whichI would like to take the liberry of rePeating now :
\7hat has been the Council's response ? Regrettably, in
the first instance at any event, to cut precisely those areas
that affect employment, industrial structure and future
well-directed energy investment. The main burden of the
cuts proposed by the Council has therefore struck at the
area of the most pressing political need ; employment
and the future vital areas of industrial structure and
energy investment.
I am sorry that Mr Simonet had to leave before I
could repeat those words to him.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
the sitting was suspended at 1.05 p.m. and resurned
at 3.05 p.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
8. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
Question Time. \7e start with questions to the
Council.
The President-in-Office of the Council is requested to
answer these and any supplementary questions.
At the author's request, Question No 24 by Mr Corrie
will be answered at the October part-session.
I call simultaneously Question No 25 by Mr Feyt,
whose place is taken by Mr Cifarelli:
Is it desirable that direct elections be held without the
British, should they be unable to finalize their electoral
procedure by May-June 1978, md would this be compat-
ible with Article 138 of the Treary of Rome (uniform
procedure) and Article 9 of the Act of 20 September 1976
(same period) ?
and Question No 26 by Mr Patifn:
Does the Council agree with the French Govern-
ment and the author of this question that Article
138 (3) of the EEC Treaty, and Article 9 of the
Council Act of 20 September 1976 make it impos-
sible to hold European elections in 1978 unless
they place in all Member States (eg. not iust in 8
out of the 9 Member States) ?
Mr Simonet, President'in-Office of tbe Council, 
-(F) There is some uncertainty about the intentions of
the British Government, and we shall be trying to
remove this at the Council meeting next Tuesday. At
the request of the German Government, the Council
has included on its agenda an item relating to the
progress made in the parliamentary work in prepara-
tion for the direct elections to the European Parlia-
ment. It will thus probably be possible at this meeting
for us to establish more precisely how far the various
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Member States have got in adopting the Convention
on direct elections and amending their electoral laws.
As President-rn-Office of the Council, I cannot at the
moment imagine that the Member States will not all
adhere to the procedures laid down by the Heads of
State and Government for holding direct elections
around May or June of 1978.
I also think that there is nothing in what the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council or the Heads of the
Member States have said to indicate that they can
imagine the elections not going ahead as planned.
These elections are of such great political and psycho-
logical importance for the whole of the Community
that when I was asked about the possibility that one of
the Member States might not be able to meet the dead-
line, I replied that if it ever did unfortunately appear
that this was happening, the other Member States
should have the courage to consider carrying on as
originally planned. I feel that this date is too signifi-
cant to be arbitrarily changed, and that- the
consequences for the future of the Community of
what the people of Europe will be called upon to do
in 1978 will be too great for us to start thinking now
that these elections may not be held as planned.
I realize that legal objections have been raised in
various quarters. For my part, I would say that, as the
discussions in the national parliaments stand at
present, it must be clear that the countries of the
Community as a whole have no wish to put this dead-
line at risk and that, if there was any such danger,
those countries which were prepared to meet it should
take steps to hold the elections, taking careful account
of the psychological and political consequences of any
abandonment of the deadline 
- 
which/might well
then be followed by other decisions to postpone the
elections.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the answer still
leaves me very puzzled, and I would ask the President-
in-Office whether he considers the deadline more
important than the other requirement 
- 
that of
holding the elections simultaneouslf in all nine
Member States of the Community, as was stressed by
some countries at the very moment of formally
approving the Convention on the 1978 elections.
Which requirement does the President-in-Office
consider more important 
- 
meeting the deadline or
holding the elections simultaneously in all nine coun-
tries ?
Mr Simonet,- (F) In our view, Parliament has two
basic tasks. A legislative 
- 
and hence legal 
- 
task
and a political task. I therefore feel that, when the two
tasks conflict, Parliament must know to which it gives
priority. If it choses to affirm the primacy of the law
over political necessity, I can certainly share the
honourable Members' concern. With the present
wording of the Treaties, the elections must be held
simultaneously in the nine Member States.
If, however, Parliament wants to act at a political level
and reserve the right to influence the course of events
at a given moment so that those governments willing
to hold the elections on the planned date can rn fact
do so, then I feel that Parliament must reserve the
right to take this action desprte the formal provisions
of a convention.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) Can the President-in-Offrce then
perhaps answer this question ? If it is a matter of elec-
tions being held in eight or nine countries and it then
turns out that only six countries have completed their
preparations by June 1978, while three have not, will
the elections be held in these six countries and not in
the three others ?
I would have thought that the Treaty and the Conven-
tion were clear on this point 
- 
either the elections
are held in all nine Member States or they are not
held at all. The pressure on all nine countries must be
the fact that, by delaying things in their own country,
they are delaying things in all the other countries.
This is how thb pressure should be exerted, and not
by asking, whether we can go ahead with only eight
countries 
- 
for what is the minimum number
required, Mr President ? Is it one, is it eight or is it six
Member States ? This was not quite clear from your
reply.
Mr Simonet.- (F) The question is justified. As soon
as we admit that it cannot be done in nine countries,
we have to ask ourselves whether it can be done in
seven countries or in six. I myself do not feel that it
could 
- 
or should 
- 
be done in six countries only.
There would be no point in this. However, I would
also point out 
- 
and this is what I wished to draw to
Parliament's attention 
- 
that in the present state of
discussions in one or two national parliaments, or in a
particular Member State, I would consider it unfor-
tunate if it were already to become evident that,
should one government 
- 
despite its obligations
under a decision reached jointly with other govern-
ments 
- 
be unable to hold the direct elections on the
planned date, the other countries would take note of
this and postpone this date which, I believe, has
become of considerable importance to the people of
Europe.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware
that I, myself, speaking personally, hope that the aspi-
rations that were expressed this afternoon might be
realized; does he recognize that the likely political
timetable in the United Kingdom will possibly render
that impossible, and, in that event, can he say what
the status will be of the United Kingdom delegation
here in the event of their being the only ones non-
elected while the others are all elected ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
Unpopular, I am afraid.
(Laugbter and prolonged applause)
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Mr Evans. 
- 
First of all, I would like to congratulate
the Presrdent-in-Office on that brilliant answer : it is
probably the best one we have ever had. rUTill he not
accept that it is unrealistic to talk of elections being
held in eight countries and not in one ? \7ould he
also accept that the United Kingdom Government did
promise to use their best endeavours and have in fact
done that ?
(La nghtcr)
Vill he alsb accept that if, for instance, 8l Members
had to be nominated from the House of Commons to
come to this establishment it would throw the work of
the House of 'Commons completely out of ioint ?
(La ugbtt r)
Vould he'also inform the House as to how many of
the nine Member States have in fact passed the neces-
sary legislation to allow the elections tq be held ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, after lunch it is
not out of order to follow the usual light banter which
marks .the end of that meal with some somewhat
academic questions which can be put in a relaxed
manner and to which one can reply in a fashion
which one hopes is amusing. However, let me return
to the political problem. \fle all know that there are
seven Member States in which the direct elections to
the European Parliament may raise 
- 
technical
problems, without this involvrng a fundamental
debate at the level of national politics.
Of the two countries in which such a fundamental
debate might arise, there is one which can plead tech-
nical difficulties regarding the choice of voting
method as a reason why it cannot meet the original
mid-1978 deadline. I do not think it. is the right
moment for Parliament 
- 
which must now start
thinking about its future role if the elections are held
as planned 
- 
to begin an interesting but purely
academic debate on what would happen if we were
forced to hold the elections in only eight countries. I
feel that what Parliament must do is to state clearly
that it refuses to believe that one government 
- 
for
what may be understandable reasons 
- 
may fail to
meet the deadline, and that, if this does happen, the
other governments must have the courage to draw the
necessary conclusions 
- 
taking account, as I said
before, of the major implications for European public
opinion of any decision to postpone these elections
for one year or two. I believe that this is what is really
at stake in the political debate.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, after this
second impassioned speech by the President-in-Of-
fice, may I ask him whether he really believes it will
help future European unification 
- 
from the point of
view of both Parliament and the national governments
- 
if we are to have not only a 'two-tier Europe', as it
is often and perhaps realistically called, but also both
elected and non-elected Members in a European Parli-
ament to which we, like you, attach the greatest impor-
tance ? Are you sure, Mr President-in-Office, that this
is your sincere advice to this Parliament ?
Mr Simonet.- (F) It would be of no great benefit
to either Parliament or the Community as a whole to
have an Assembly half of which would be elected by
universal suffrage and half of which would be made
up of delegations from national parliaments.
I believe that the governments, the parties and
members of iarliament must seriously ask themselves
what is best for. the Community. At some stage,
should one government, or perhaps two, find it impos-
sible to keep to the appointed date for the elections,
they will have to decide whether to postpone these
elections for one, two or even three years 
- 
there are
many excuses which can be put forward for not
holding them. Or, if this were unfortunately to
happen, they could decide to carry on regardless, to
show that Europ'e is capable of keeping to its dead-
lines and to try and obtain the maximum from the
potential for political progress constituted by a Parlia-
ment of which most 
- 
and, it is to be hoped, all 
-the Members would be elected by universal suffrage,
even without any formal amendments to its powers.
It is thus obvious that, if Parliament were composed
of a large number of representatives of national parlia-
ments and of a reasonable 
- 
but not decisive 
-number of directly elected Members, we would be in
an awkward situation.
I think that we must try 
- 
despite any legalistic objec-
tions and any misgivings we may have about the
result of such an initiative 
- 
to do our utmost to
bring into this chamber, or another, directly elected
Members of Parliament able to speak with the govern-
ments of the Community countries with the legal
force deriving from that form of suffrage.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, it really is an
astounding doctrine that we have just heard from the
President of the Council. He has taken with one state-
ment the full justification of the British Government's
position for implementing direct elections, namely,
that it is a Treaty obligation, and implied that that
Treaty obligation now can be considered to be
changed on political grounds, rather than remain a
legal obligation. If that is the case, then there are
those in my country who would argue that it is not a
Treaty obligation to have direct elections. lVe would
use, so they would argue, the obligation politically not
to have those direct elections and it is no longer a
Treaty obligation. It would be a very powerful argu-
ment if people were to accept that from the President.
They would undermrne the very authority that it has
at the moment in this Assembly.
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Mr Simonet.- (F) I would say to Mr Prescott firstly
that I am not propounding any doctrine, and secondly
that it goes without saying that any change in the elec-
tion date would require amendment of the Conven-
tion, i.e. an agreement between the nine governments,
but rt also goes without saying that what I cannot 
-and will not 
- 
do is to accept at this stage that it
might not be possible to hold the elections on the
appointed date. For me this is a political obligation
and I shall do my utmost to fulfil it.
(Applaust)
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D)Mr President of the Council,
would you agree with the view that the authority of
the Heads of State and Government and the confi-
dence placed by the European public in their state-
ment on the 1978 election deadline could suffer a
serious setback if there is now protracted public specu-
lation on whether the elections are to take place in
1978, 1979 or 1980, and on whether direct elections
will be held in eight Member States while one country
continues to send a delegation as before ? rUTould this
not rndicate that, at their next summit conference, the
Heads of State and Governement must be expected 
-in view of the obligation into which they themselves
entered by specifying 1978 as the election date 
- 
at
Iast to tell the European voters the plain truth about
whether or not elections will take place in 1978 as
planned, and that the Heads of State and Government
must not be relieved of this responsibility, since it was
their wish that elections should take place in 1978 ?
(Appldnc)
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) I fully share Mr Fellermaier's
point of view and I would say that it is his very inspira-
tion which guides me. As President-in-Office of the
Council, I cannot 
- 
vghz1svs1 question I am asked 
-imply that my government, that the governments who
have agreed on 1978, all the governments in fact, can
seriously underrnine the authority of the European
Council and of all the European governments by
accepting that the elections might not be held on the
appointed date.
Sir Derek \tr(alker-Smith. 
- 
While not expecting
the President of the Council to improve on his admir-
able and succinct reply to Mr Hamilton, on whrch I
cordially congratulate him, as I am sure does the
House as a whole, will he address his attention to this
important and relevant question ? He has several
times, mentioned the legal implications of this matter.
Is it not clear, r'x 
.facic, from the terms of these two
questions that what he is asked to consider is, in
effect, an interpretation of the provisions of Article
138 of the Treaty? Is it not equally clear that, under
the Treaty, matters of interpretation of the Treaty are
matters for the European Court of Justrce, sitting here
in this city ? Is it not equally clear that the Council
are able to initiate proceedrngs for an interpretation
by the Court ? \flhat ccnsideration have the Council
glven to this course, and what are their intenttons in
regard to it ?
Mr Simonet.- (F) The situation is that we have a
decision based on a legal text and that if this decision
is not complied with dc 
.facto by one or two govern-
ments, we must have another one also based on the
provisions of the Treaty and which must be construed
as a new convention adopted in the same way as the
first one. If that does not happen, we shall have to
reconsider the situation. I do not think that we would
benefit the Cornmunity by initiating a legal debate on
this sublect and calling for the Court of Justice to deal
with it. I wish to make it very clear thatin 1976 a deci-
sion was taken and now, in 1977, we are told that it
will perhaps not be possible to abide by it by the date
envisaged, i.e. May-June 1978.
The responsibilities must therefore be clear, artd any
government which is unable to assume them, for
reasons which it rs not up to me to judge, must say so,
and the other governments must then act accordingly,
either by postponing the elections on the date frxed
after all. To achieve this I do not feel that we need to
obscure the political debate and resort to legal tricks,
however well-founded they may be, simply because
the debate is political. Does the Community eventu-
ally want to have a Parliament elected by universal
suffrage ? If so, Iet it be elected and let all the implica-
tions be drawn from this election. If not, the rcasorls
why should be made public and the necessary conclu-
sions drawn with regard to the Community's viability.
(Appla uv)
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
As a supporter of the principle of
direct elections as a way of involvrng people rn this
institution and as a member of the UK delegatron
who is not of the government party, may I ask the
President-in-Office whether he accepts that I have no
patience with statements that it is impossible to get
this legislation through in ttme for May 1978, or that
there are technical drfficulties ? There are many prece-
dents to show that, when Westminster wishes legrsla-
tion to get through speedily, it carr very wcll do so. It
is a simple question of thc' will of the British Govcrn-
ment. If certain Members get up atrd talk about tcch-
nrcal difficulties, ghis does not provide any iustifica-
tion for delaying elections in May '7t1. The UK
Government has only two major pieccs of legislatrorr
- 
that is why we have all had a long recess. We have
only Scottish devolution, which thc'y have no inten-
tion of introducing, and direct elections. As we are not
going to see the first pronrrse kept, there is ample
time to have the second promise kept, relating to
direct elections.
(Appla tsc)
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Mr Simonet.- (F) I am only here to answer ques-
tions, Mrs Ewing. However, although I approve of the
views you expressed and thank you for what you said,
it is difficult for me to reply to what is not a question.
I hope you will not think this impolite of me.
(Apltlaust)
Mr Scelba. 
- 
(I) Even to admit the principle that
the elections could take place in only some Member
States would be tantamount to encouraging other
Member States not to do everything necessary to
ensure that they are held simultaneously throughout
the Community. Consequently, we cannot accept this
statement by the President-in-Office of the Council.
The elections must take place in all the Member
States, and if any country declares that it cannot hold
them on the date arranged, that country must accept
the political responsibility for preventing the election
of the European Parliament by popular vote
throughout the Community.
Parliament calls for respect of the Convention, which
lays down that the elections must be held in each
Member State, and that all the governments should
ensure that they are held on the same date.
This is what we require, and we demand a reply from
the President of the Council.
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) I share Mr Scelba's view. I hope
that this reply will satisfy him and that he will not
feel obliged to change his mind simply because I
agree with him.
(Ltt ughtcr)
Mr Granelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Mr Scelba has said
nruch of what I wanted to say, but I must admit that,
notwithstanding the courteous tone of Mr Simonet's
remarks, I am not greatly reassured by them.
\7e were glad to hear it confirmed that the date must
be maintained. However, Mr Scelba's demand related
not only to the date, but to the fact that the Conven-
tion must be respected in its entirety, and the Conven-
tion stipulates that all the Member States must hold
the elections to the European Parliament at the same
time.
This is vital. I was astonished ro hear it suggested that
tl're elections could be held in a limited number of
Member States. This is a highly dangerous proposal,
since it plays into the hands of those who want to
evade their obligations. I hope, therefore, that Mr
Sinrorret will bc kincl enough 
- 
indeed, more than
kindnc.ss is involved 
- 
to give an assurance that the
Council recognizes that it has an obligation to see that
the Convention is respected in its entirety, not only as
regards the date of the European elections, but also as
rcgards thc neccssary procedures.
(Applau*)
Mr Simonet.- (F) I did not understand Mr Scelba
very well, and I am glad that you took up part of his
question.
Of course we shall have to debate the matter on 20
September since next Tuesday, as I told you, the
Council will be dealing with the whole matrer of Euro-
pean elections. It is my intention, and I feel I can say
with confidence that it is that of all my colleagues, to
abide strictly not only by the Convention but by all
the Treaties. But I feel that my duty, and I should like
to repeat this here in view of what I have just said, is
to leave no stone unturned 
- 
iust like Parliament, I
hope 
- 
to achieve the result which we all want,
namely to meet the deadline.
(Applause)
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, do you agree with
me that until now there has been no cause to doubt
the credibility of the British Government, which has
stated more than once that it will keep to the date set
for direct elections ? !7hat is therefore your reaction
to the statements made recently by Christian-
Democratic politicians 
- 
for example by their Group
chairman or by the Italian member of that Group, Mr
Colombo 
- 
to the effect that elections will not take
place in 1978, but probably only in 1979,and do you
not think also that statements of this kind do not help
those who are doing their best to ensure that direct
elections are held in the United Kingdom at the
agreed time ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) Listening to Mr Seefeld, I get the
impression that my job has been somewhat changed
and that, instead of being a minister and the President
of the Council, I have been turned into a psychoana-
lyst or confessor. I am not a psychoanalyst and I have
too much respect for the private life of most of the
Christian-Democrats to be their confessor.
(Laugbtcr d ilcl ct lrpld ilr()
President. 
- 
Mr Seefeld, since you chose to refer to
the President of Parliament in your remarks, I should
like to take this opportunity to quote to you what I
actually said, as reported faithfully by Agence Europe :
The date of spring 1978 was adopted formally by the
Heads of State and Government of the nine Member
States and no proposal to change this has yet been put
forward. However, in a number of Community countries
there have been delays with respect either to the rati{ica-
tion of the Convention or to the adoption of the electoral
law, which give some lcgitimate cause for concern. The
European Parliament must therefore take every possible
useful initiative in this area to ensure that all the ongoing
procedures and political and administrative measures are
taken early enough to allow the scheduled date, i.e.
spring I 978, to be respected.
That is the text of nry remarks.
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President
I should like to close this debate by formally
reminding the President of the Council, on behalf of
the cntirc Parlrament whose views I am thereby
expressing, that there ts a clause in the Treaty
govcrning tltc clections, there is a Convention which
wrs acloptcd nr thc CoLrncrl of Ministcrs, and there ts a
polrtrcal commrtnrcnt to hold the elections in the
spnng of I97U, and that we are unanimous in
clcnranclrng that these three obligations, legal, political
rnd rcgardrng the date, must be respected.
(A ppla u 
't1
9. Welconte
President. 
- 
On behalf of the House, I wish to
welcome the Indian Minister for Industry, Mr George
Fernandez, who is now in the official gallery.
(Appl.ut!t)
, 10. Question Tine (RestnPtion)
President. 
- 
I call Question No 27 by Mr Osborn :
In view of the satisfactory renegotiation of the Bermuda
Agreement on 2l June 1977, and bearing rn mind the
existence of a great number of brlateral agreements
concernrng rnternatronal atr services, would the Council
not agree that a coordrnated Community approach at
international discussions of this type would be desrrable ?
Mr Simonet, Presidenr-irt-O.ffiu of' tbe Council, 
-(F) At its 452nd meeting on 28 and 29 June 1977, the
Council decided to isolate those fields of government
activity in the air transport sector which would benefit
from immediate study at Community level, and to
establish priorities for the questions to be studied. The
honourable Member's suggestion will be taken into
consideration when this is being done.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
\7ill this in fact include civil air trans-
port ? Because at the time of the last part-session there
was a danger that US airlines would cease to use
London and reciprocal facilities would be withdrawn.
Is it not in the Community's interests therefore to
ensure that world air-routes are shared with European
airlines, and particularly independent companies such
as British Caledonian, Laker and Dan-Air, as well as
the national airlines ? Is there not a need to ensure an
adequate sharing of Atlantic air-routes with those on
the other side of the Atlantic ?
Mr Simonet.- (F) As I said, certain questions are
being studied at Community level with a view to the
possible introduction of common policies. Your
suggestions can be considered as part of this process.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware of
the extremely high prices now charged for very short
flights between capitals of the Community countries
- 
$s1s/ssn London and Paris, between Paris and
Munich 
- 
which are far hrgher than those charged
for flights of a simrlar length rn other parts of the
world, particularly irr the Unrted States, and does he
not feel that the time has come for the Community to
start rts own coordinated organrzation of flights withrn
the Community wrth the aim of bringing the Commu-
nity closer together and promoting travel between
Community crtres ?
(Applauit)
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) All I can say to the honourable
Member is that this is a question for IATA, not for the
Cornmunity, and that as far as I know the Council
does not plan to tackle it.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President-rn-Office, in
view of your last remark I must ask your whether the
Council has not yet consldered the possibility of
breaking up this IATA cartel. This could be done if
the countries of the European Community were to
take the initiative in harmonizing civil air transport
for the very reason the previous speaker mentioned 
-the extreme differences in price on individual routes.
If the prices are compared, it emerges that there are
widely differing issues of the IATA medal, and the
European issue is very expensive.
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) Mr Fellermaier will no doubt
have noticed that I do not dodge questions, and I
would not like him to think that I am dodgrng this
one. However, this is a question of competition, and
everyone has his own duties and obligations. I think
this a question for the Commission rather than the
Council.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) Does the President-in-Office not feel
that the liberalization of flights within the Commu-
nity, so that all the Member States' airlines could
operate within the Community in the same way as the
American airlines operate within the United States,
would be the way to achieve the reduction in prices
called for by Lord Bethell ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) I am flattered at Parliament's
assumption that I have an encyclopaedic knowledge.
Mistaken though this assumption is, I shall try to
answer the question. There is no common air trans-
port policy. This field is controlled by bilateral agree-
ments between the governments of the Member States
and the governments of countries outside the Commu-
nity. The problem rightly raised by Mr Nod should be
dealt with under a common policy which does not yet
exist, and I can therefore only express the hope that
such a policy will one day be worked out.
Mr President. 
- 
I call Questron No 28 by Mr
Hamilton :
Can the Council make a statement on the various vtews
expressed on this questlon at the June meetrng in
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London ot thc Nine pohtical Heads of State, and say
whetltcr tortsrdcratrort wrll be grven to frxrrrg a defrnrtrve
<l.rtc bv whrch tlre Parlranrcrrt mrght be permanently esta-
blrshctl rn IJrusscls, rrr thc sanre way as a defrnrtrve date
was set tor the holdrng of clrrect electrons ?
Mr Simonet, Pn'tdt'rtt-rtn-Ol.lict ol tht C)otrncil. 
-(f) lt I havc undcrstood thc questron correctly, I am
l>crng askecl whether the Council can make a state-
nrcnt on frxrrrg a defrnrtrve date for the permanent
establrsltnte nt of Parlranrer-rt in Brussels. This a ques-
tron ior thc natronal governments alone, and not for
the Council. It is the governments of the Member
Statcs which cstablish tl-re seats of the rnstitutrons, and
rt is not for thc Councrl to change them. There is
nothlng I crn ad<l to thls.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
I havc been under considerable
prcssurc cithcr to withdraw thrs question or to delete
thc worcl 'Brussels' as if rt were a dirty word, but does
the Councrl not recognize that there is increasing irri-
tation and angcr in this Parliament at the lack of deci-
sion on rhis mattcr by the Council, and is it not the
case that, undcr Article .5 of the Treaty, there ig an
obligation on thc governments of the Member States
to assist in thc achievenrent of the tasks of Parliament
by rationalrzing its places of work, and that about
l0 %r of thrs Parlranrcnt's budget is wasted as a direct
conscqucncc of holding sittings ln two places ? Is it
not time this absurd situation was remedied, certainly
bciorc thc date of dircct elections ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) Mr Hamrlton, I repeat that this
question cloes r"rot fall within the competence of the
Council. Thc provisional seats of the institutions were
fixed by a unanlnrous decision of the governments of
thc Mcmbcr States. TI-rese governments do not at
present plan to change these provrsional seats, nor 
-as far as I know 
- 
do they intend to do so in the fore-
sccable future.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Can the President-in-Office say
wlrcthcr the govcrrrments have recently discussed the
qtrestion of seats ? If so, rn what connection ? Reports
rcaching rrs indicatc tl.rat it was not in fact the Council
which discusscd the seat of Parliament, but the govern-
nrcnts. Vhat we re thcsc discussions about ? If I under-
stoo(l thc Presiclent-rn-Office correctly, there is in fact
no clccrsion inrnrrrrent at all.
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(D At the last meeting cf the Etrro-
pean Councrl, i.c. the Heads of State and Government,
two govcrnments expressed therr concern 
- 
indeed
their irritatron 
- 
over talks being held between repre-
sentatrves of Parliament and a Belgian real estate
conrpany, with a view to renting addrtional floor space
to facilitatc the work of the committees in Brussels.
Ccrtain governme nts felt that thrs might be the
preludc to a transfer of the seats to Brussels, and they
informed the European Council that they were totally
opposed to any moves which might lead to such a
decision by Parliament 
- 
whose right to reach such a
decision they challenged. That is the situation, and it
was as a result of these discussions that I felt obliged
to write 
- 
in a personal capacity first, although I
shall be doing so on behalf of the Member States in a
few day's time 
- 
a letter to the President of Parlia-
ment informing him that, in the view of the govern-
ments of the Member States, Parliament must not
change the dc 
.jurt or de .facto situation as regards the
working places of Parliament and its committees.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
The President-in-Office of
the Council has disclaimed any responsibility for the
place where Parliament meets. Does he accept any
responsibility for the size of the room in which it
meets ? Since he has exhorted us, in answer to a prev-
ious question, to assume that in six month's time we
shall have a directly-elected and much enlarged Parlia-
ment, what provisions is he making during this short
period of six months for doubling the size of the
room, wherever that room may be, in order that we
may be able to meet in some sort of convenience and
comfort in June or July ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) As far as I know, no government
has disputed Parliament's right to take organizational
measures or to take steps now to enable the directly
elected Parliament to meet in suitable conditions.
IUThat is being formally challenged is the possibility
that such measures or steps taken to facilitate the
work of Parliament could lead tq a change in the z/rjttrt or dt 
-fttcto siiuation as regards the working
places. It is not that I feel I have to comment 
-either as President-in-Office or as Minister of Foreign
Affairs 
- 
on the number of square metres Parliament
is intending to rent, but it is my duty to tell Parlia-
ment that the governments of the Member States
dispute Parliament's rrght to use these leases to
change unilaterally its working places 
- 
which have
been established either by treaty or by a tolerance
which has gradually led to a sort of customary right.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
I want to ask a procedural question
here, because the President-in-Office of the Council
said he could not answer Mr Hamilton's original ques-
tion because it did not come within his sphere of
responsibility as President-in-Office of the Council,
and that the site of the Parliament was in fact a matter
for the Member States. Could be advise us, as
Members of Parliament, to whom we then have to put
any questions we want to ask about our future ? Presu-
mably this does not come under the heading of
Foreign Ministers meeting irr political cooperation. If
it does not come under the Council who the hell does
it come under and who can we put our questions to ?
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Mr Simonet. 
- 
(D My reply to Mr Mrtchell is quite
srrrplc. Yotr are a nrcnrber of a national parlianlent,
l'ou havc a natronal govcntmcnt, and it rs thrs goverrr-
nrcnt 
- 
rn consultatiort wrtl-r tl-rc otlters 
- 
whrch is
solclv rcsponsible tor fixing the scat of Parlianrerrt. It
is to rt that vou nrust clircct vour questions.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(l)) Mr President-in-Office, we
wrll ccrtairrlv rrot contradlct your statement that the
prcsent Parlrantcnt has no legal right to decide the
cluestroll of rts scat 
- 
no-one here would dispute that.
All we can do, tlre retore, is ask whether we can misuse
you as a councr to thc EuroPean Council, so that the
Hcads of Statc and Government can take formal note
of thc fact that, while lro-onc here is preiudging the
questiorr of tltc scat, Parlianrent will do everything in
rts powers to organize its work and to improve the
appalling arrcl insupportable conditions for the
conrnrittccs rrr Brussels to bring them into line with
those in thc national parlian.rents. This is something
whrch simply nrust bc noted.
(Applt u.'r)
Mr Simonet.- (D I can assure Mr Fellermaier that
I havc becn acting as a courier for some months now,
sirrcc all I have dorrc' is to makc known to you 
- 
in a
personal capacity at first, and in a few days' time otr
behalf of the other Member States 
- 
the unanimous
views of the governnrents of the Member States. Natur-
ally, a cotrricr cxpccts a reply if possibte. Parliament's
vicw appcars to be such that its President will
certairrly bc ablc to draw up a reply to the letter I sent
hirr, ancl I can assurc you that I shall comn-runicate its
colrtents ro thc Hcads of State and Government and
to n.ry fcllow Foreigrr Ministers as faithfully as I have
rradc known tlterr vtews to you.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) To return to your statement that
thc rcsponsibilrty lics wlth the natronal Sovernments,
nray I ask whcther you do rrot therefore feel, Mr Presi-
dcrrt-in-Of f icc, that Sovernments are responsible,
anrong otlrcr things, for the use of the taxpayers'
nroncy, arrcl that srnrply by having to meet rn different
1:laccs this Parlranrent ls wastlng thc taxpayers money
- 
an(l that it is thcrcfore high trnre the governments
assunrecl thcir rcsporrsibility and scttlcd the matter ?
Carr you not thcrcfore , Mr President-in-Offrce, use
vorrr pronrrrcnt posrtioll as Prcsident of the Council
lntl Minrster rrr a national govcrltnlent to discuss with
the natronal Sovcnrnrclrts lrow this chapter can at
lon.q last l)c satlstactorrlv closcd i'
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(l) \iflhat I anr abottt to say will
probably not satisfy Mr Mrtchcll, ln particular, nor
perhaps other Membcrs as well, but I must point out
that e ach natiorral parlianterrt had to ratify the 196.5
Act cstablrshnrg thc sexts. It rs therefore up to each of
thc rrlttonal Sovcillnlctlts to collclttdc between thenl-
sclves an agrecl-lrclrt o11 altv cltaltge irt these seats for
ratification by the national parliaments. If the latter
feel that the decision rs bad or, specifically, that it
involves excessrve expendrture, I feel that it is in the
national parlraments that such doubts must be
expressed. Do not put the President of the Councrl 
-
who is also the Belgian Foreign Minister 
- 
in the
unpleasant posrtion of having to say that he does not
want Brussels to bccome the seat of Parliament.
(Larglsttr)
Mr Scelba. 
- 
(l) Mr President, the President of the
Council referred to the Treaties establishing the
Community in challenging Parliament's right to
decide on rts meeting place.
May I draw the attentron of the President of the
Council to the fact that, subsequent to the Treaties of
Rome, there was another treaty 
- 
the Treaty of
Luxembourg 
- 
which established Parliament's sover-
eignty over rts own lrudget and that of the Council ot
Ministers.
It is my view that, under this treaty, the European
Parliament acquired the full rrght to decide on its own
organization 
- 
and hence also on its seat 
- 
and I
therefore feel that it is worth bearing in mrnd the
existence of this Treaty.
Mr Simonet.- (F) I must point out to Mr Scelba
that, while Parliament has complete budgetary auto-
nomy, it is expressly stated in the Treaty of 196.5 that
this does not extend to the fixing of a seat, and the
warning transmitted through me to the President of
Parliament stresses this very point that budgetary auto-
nomy must not be misused in the way it rs feared it
might be 
- 
i.e. to lead to a change in seat.
President. 
- 
Mr President of the Council, there are
some points I should like to clarify. Firstly, there has
never been any decision 
- 
either public or secret 
-by Parliament or its committees to change the seats
laid down in the 196.5 Treaty or by past usage.
Secondly, I must uphold Parliament's duty to orSanrze
its operations in the light of the direct elections, since
no-one could assume responsibility for making it
impossible for the drrectly clected Parliament to meet,
in the places where it has worked uP till now-
(Applan:r)
I have the impression you recognized this irr yotrr
statement, and I much appreciate this' I ask only one
thing of you 
- 
you said that, when the Councrl of
Ministers and the natiohal Sovernments come to
consider Parliament's wrsh to change lts seats, the
deciding factor wrll ce'rtainly not be the number of
square nrctres needcd. I would ask you to bcar this
very statement ilt nrtrrd, and on that basis I think rela-
tions bctween the rnstitutions of the Conrmunity will
bc very clcar-cut.
(Appla tr.tt)
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President
I call Question No 29 by Mr Seefeld:
Can the Council explain what impression it intended to
create amongst the public when, referring to the outcome
of the Council's exchange of views on 28 June 1977,the
first for a considerable time, on questions concerning
aims and prroritres of the common transport policy, it
says rn rts press release (Doc. 791177, Press 85),: 'The
debate gave the delegations the opportunity to express
their satisfaction or concern at developments rn the
common transport policy', and does the Council believe
that this rtem of information offers a tenable basis for
taking investment decisions in such an important sector
o{ the economy as transport during a period of economic
recovery ?
Mr Simonet, Presidcnt-in-0f.fice of tbe Council. 
-(F) Mr President, I would draw the honourable
Member's attention to the fact hat a press release is
not meant to offer a basis for decisions to be taken by
the Council in the furure. The Council is, however,
well aware of the importance of the transport sector in
the economy as a whole, and its discussions on the
common transport policy 
- 
as mentioned in the
press release of 29 June 1977 
- 
will be continued in
greater detail in the second half of this year.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the Council, this
is all very well, but do you not agree that such non-
committal and ambiguous statements issued by the
Council after its meetings are in no way likely to
reduce the already unacceptable shortfall in informa-
tion within and about the Community, and that this
can lead to misinterpretations and in no way reflects
the actual achievements ? Could you not take steps to
ensure that in future the prcss is given more precise
information about what goes on at Council meetings ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) \When the Council reaches a
decision, this must naturally be communicated clearly
to the public and those concerned. Unfortunately,
when it does not reach any decisions, it is true that it
often takes refuge behind vague formulae 
- 
and this
is probably what happened in this case.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
!7ith regard to the issue of invest-
ment in transport, could the Council of Ministcrs, at
their early convenience, set out the criteria whereby
they think that investment in transport is best done
by the Commission, and where they think it is best
done by national governments ?
Mr Simonet.- (F) I have to admit that I have now
reached the limits 
- 
narrow in any case 
- 
of my
omniscience. I can give no answer. If Mr Dalyell puts
the question in writrng, I shall make. a point of
ensuring that he recelves an answer.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(l) Is the Council planning to ask
the Commission to present Parliament with an overall
plan for this common transport policy, as the Commis-
sron has done in other fields of Community actrvity ?
This is all the more pressing, since it is not just invest-
ments which are involved, but also energy policy, in
view of the fact that transport depends largely on
energy consumption, in which it plays a major role.
Mr Simonet.- (F) I do not think it is nec6ssary for
the Commission to make new proposals. I think that
there are enough documents on the Council's desk for
it to tackle the matter and try to reach some decisions.
It is quite clearly now the Council's responsibility,
and I do not think the Commission 
- 
unless it wants
to 
- 
can go any further than it already has done.
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(F) Does the President-in-Office not
think that the problem of transport is of such crucial
importance that it is astonishing that, for so many
years now, this is the sector where the Council's
immobility has been clearest and most marked ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) I think Mr Giraud under-esti-
mates the Council's capacity tor immobility in other
fields.
(Ldught(i
It is true that the transport sector is one of funda-
mental importance, but this means that it involves
maior national and sectoral interests. This is of course
the reason for the slowness of the decision-taking
procedure and the paucity of the results.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 30 by Mr Evans :
lVhat procedure does the President envrsage for the
consideration of the reform of the Regronal Policy,
proposed by the Commission ? In particular can the Presi-
dent state whrch specralrst ministers will be present when
the matter is discussed in the Council ?
Mr Simonet, Presidcnt-in-O.l.licc tt.f tl:c Cotrncil. 
-(fl Articles 2 and l{J of Council Regulation No
72417 5 establishing a European Regional Develop-
ment Fund stipulate that the Comrnission will in due
course make proposals to the Council concerning the
Community's regional policy and aid from the Fund,
for the purposes of reviewing the Regulation for the
period after I January 1978.
On 3 June 1977 the Commission cornmunication on
regionaI policy guidelines was submitted to the
Council, which consulted the European Parliament
and the Economic and Social Committee thereon on
22 June 1977. Once it is in possession of the two
Opinions requested, the Council, complying with the
procedures in force, will examine these texts with all
the care which it normally takes in dealing with prop-
osals placed before it, at the same time bearing in
mind the deadline of I January 1978. The Council
hopes to be able to define an initial approach as soon
as Parliament has given its opinion.
Since rt is up to each Government to appoint its repre-
sentatives for Council meetings, the Presidency is
unable at this juncture to say which Mrnisters will
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take part in the meeting at which the regional policy
question will be discussed.
Mr Evans. 
- 
tUThile confessing myself somewhat
disappointed with that reply, I would ask whether the
President-in-Office will accept that those of us who
are interested in regional policy hope that it will be
the national ministers concerned with social policies
who are represented, and not the finance ministers,
and will he also accept that if those ministers who are
concerned with regional policy do consider the docu-
ment, they will, first of all, pass an opinion on the
disgraceful cutback by the finance ministers in the
size of the Regional Fund ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) I think there are t'wo distinct
questions involved. Firstly, there is possibly cause for
regret 
- 
as Parliament has made plain 
- 
at the
restrictive proposals made by the finance ministers. As
I have already said this 'morning, we shall be having
an opportunity to discuss this again.
As regards the second question, it is not for the Presi-
dent of the Council to dictate to the Member States
the qualifications otr functions of the ministers
attending Council meetings and discussing this
subject.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) Does the President of the Council not
think that, regardless of the responsibilities of the
ministers sent to discuss this subiect, before any deci-
sions are taken it is essential that there should be prep-
aration involving an assessment of the impact of the
various Community policies on the development of
the individual regions ?
Mr Simonet . 
- 
(F)May I suggest to Mr Nod and the
House that these suggestions might be included in the
opinion requested of Parliament ?
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I can understand
the President of the Council saying that he cannot
oblige the national governments to send any parti-
cular minister to the Council meeting on regional
policy. Nevertheless, regional policy in all countries is
an overall policy involving various competencies, and
it ought therefore to be dealt with by the national
Prime Ministers or by ministers delegated by them for
this purpose.
Could the President of the Council transmit this
suggestion and try to ensure this necessary coordina-
tion ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) As regards the general aspects
and the coordination of all the problems involved in
regional policy, it is 
- 
rightly or wrongly 
- 
the
Foreign Ministers who are responsible. You are there-
fore putting me in a difficult position 
- 
you cannot,
after all, expect me to say that they are not making a
good iob of it.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I call Question No 3l by Mr Dalyell:
!(lill the Council make a statement on their considera-
tion of whether in an enlarged Community all Member
States will continue to enjoy the same rights as in the
past regarding automatic continuous representation in all
the organs of the Community, including the Council and
the Commission, or whether it should be assumed that
the need to limit the growth of the institutions of the
Communiry may necessitate some modification of the
norms hitherto observed regarding the representation'of
Member States in the Community's institutions ?
Mr Simonet, President-in-O.flice o.f. the Council. 
-(F) The Council will adopt a position on the institu-
tional problems arising for the Community in connec-
tion with the prospect of enlargement in due course.
The Council considers that these problems, whose
importance needs no emphasizing since they concern
the very functioning of the Community and its
decision-making capacity, require particularly careful
and thorough consideration.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
In this careful consideration, could we
have an answer to the question whether a separate
Scottish state would automatically be entitled to a
Member of the Council of Ministers ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) My reply was, in Mr Dalyell's
words, carefully considered because the question was
particularly obscure. If he had asked me outright what
I thought of the possibility of a separate Scottish state
acceding automatically to the Community, I would
have given him a different answer. However, since this
is what he is worried about, I will say that as far as I
know there' is nothing in Community law or policy
which might be construed as providing for automatic
accession. In other words, if Mr Dalyell were to
become President of an independent Scottish Repu-
blic, this Scottish Republic would, if it wished to join
the Community 
- 
and this would surprise me at first
sight in view of the opinions I sometimes hear
expressed here 
- 
have to meet all the conditions
contained in the procedures laid down for accession
to the Community.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Since the minister has just got rid of
the Queen 
- 
rather prematurely, I would have
thought, as no one is suggesting that 
- 
and since
independent Scotland's position is absolutely clear,
namely, it would only stay in this Community on a
basis of parity with Denmark, my I ask seriously if he
would perhaps give whatever time he has during this
consideration to the rather more complex question of
the position of England and, in the event of an inde-
pendent Scotland's becoming something that has to
be considered, will the Council allay the fears of the
English representatives and tell them whether or not
they will be considered as the United Kingdom
continuing, and inherit automatically the same numer-
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Ewing
ical representation, or it will be a question of an inde-
pendent England also having to renegotiate its posi-
tion ?
Mr. Simonet. 
- 
(F) I don't know whether what you
are getting at is that Scotland would remain a member
of the Communiry, while England would withdraw
and then have to re-apply for membership.
The question is of undoubted interest, but I feel singu-
larly ill-equipped to tackle it. All I can say is that
there is no such thing as automatic accession and that,
if a State happened to split in two, this would natur-
ally create within the two parts a major problem over
the allocation of the resources and obligations
deriving from the existence of the original state. One
matter to be settled would naturally be who was a
member of the Community.
\U(/hat is certain, however, is that one of the two would
no longer belong to the Community and would
perhaps have to re-apply for membership. As for
which of the two would remain a member, I suggest
that once you have organized yourselves on a basis of
mutual independence you solve this problem and
come and tell us the result.
(L.tilgbtcr)
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(fl Does the President-in-Office not
feel that the Community has enough genuine
problems without our wasting our time on political
science fiction ?
(A1t1>iause)
Mr Simonet.- (F) I thought the deliberately ironic
tone o[ my reply in fact showed that I feel there are
enough serious problems facing us in the Community
without the hypothetical problems sometimes raised
here.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 32 by Mr Masullo,
for whom Mr Veronesi is deputizing
'Would the Council of Ministers of the European Commu-
niry not agree that use should be made of the informal
consultation procedure for matters not governed by the
Treaties to promote Community harmonization and plan-
ning of university education, with a view to preventing
the introduction of restrictive measures by individual
Member States from ieopardizing the principle of free
cultural exchange and the development of scientific, tech-
nical and professional training ?
Mr Simonet, Presidcnt-in-Office o.f' the Council. 
-(F) The Council would draw the honourable
Member's attention to Chapter IV of the Resolution of
the Council and of the Ministers of Education,
meeting within the Council of 9 February 1976, on
cooperation in the field of higher education, and in
particular paragraphs l3 and 14 thereof.
Under the terms of these paragraphs the cooperation
initiated at Community level will cover seven fields of
action which are set out in detail and which include
in particular 'the arrangement of a discussion
involving representatives of higher education institu-
tions on the question of developing a common policy
on the admission of students from other Member
States to higher education institutions'. The Education
Committee is responsible for keeping track of the
implementation of this programme, working in close
collaboration with the Commission, whose task it is to
take the appropriate measures. In this way the various
projects provided for in these two paragraphs have
been put in hand successively over a period of time,
the Committee being kept regularly informed of their
progress. The honourable Member will thus see that
his concerns are very largely covered by the work in
progress in the framework of cooperation on educa-
tion.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) I am satisfied with that reply.
Mr Price. 
- 
Is the represenrative of the Council
aware that the greatest problem in university educa-
tion is access to university education for the citizens
of each individual Member State and that the danger
of those individuals who have received university
education becoming a privileged 6lite should be
guarded against before we address ourselves to the
wider problems of access as between Member States to
this very privileged position conferred by universiry
education, which should be thrown open very much
wider to all the citizens of each community, rather
than a tiny 6lite within them ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) The Education Committee to
which I have just referred is dealing with this very
problem at its meetings today and tomorrow.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 33 by Mr Donde-
linger :
Does the Council intend to adopt at an early date the
Commission proposal of lJ December 1976 concerning
the introduction of a Community consultation procedure
in respect of the building and siting of nuclear power
stations, having regard to the need to allay the growing
sense of uneasiness among the general public and, more
especially, among people living in the frontier regions of
the Member States ?
Mr Simonet, Prc-;ident-in-O.ffice o.f tfu Council. 
-(fl Since it was not until 7 July that the European
Parliament delivered its opinion on the Commission
proposal concerning the introduction of a Commu-
nity consultation procedure in respect of nuclear
power stations likely to affect the territory of another
Member State, the bodies responsible for preparing
the Council's discussion of this matter have so far
been able to have only an initial general and prelimi-
nary exchange of views on this proposal.
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Mr Dondelinger 
- 
(F) Mr President-in-Office, you
will hardly be surprised when I say that I am not satis-
fied with your reply, since the problem I am raising is
one of those which sometimes make a large number
of people in Europe fear the worst.
Only this morning I attended a meeting of the IRI 
-
a coordinating committee for the Saarland, Lorraine
and Luxembourg 
- 
at which, among other things, we
discussed the siting of several nuclear power stations
near to each other but in different countries.
Do you not feel, Mr President-in-Office, that the
increasing delays between the submission of proposals
by Commission and Parliament and their implementa-
tion by the Council are tending to fuel this anti-
Europe feeling we are experiencing among the
public ? In this particular case, are not these excessive
delays making many people anxious about nuclear
power ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) I well understand Mr Dondelin-
ger's concern. It is obvious that, in a field where
public opinion is as sensitive as it is on nuclear power
stations, action must be taken as quickly as possible. I
can assure Mr Dondelinger that I shall ask the Coun-
cil's subordinate bodies to try to complete their work
under the Belgian term of office in the Presidency.
I would nevertheless Point out that the opinion was
not delivered until July and, no matter how quickly
one would like to act, there is always some delay
between the delivery of the opinion 
- 
all the more so
since Parliament does not want anything to be started
before it has given its opinion 
- 
and the moment the
Council can reach a decision. However, I shall ensure
that this is done as quickly as possible.
President. 
- 
Since the author is absent, Question
No 34 by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas will be answered in
writing. I
I call Question No 3.5 by Mr Giraud :
Further to my speech during a recent debate of a plenary
sitting, what is the difference, from the legal and practical
points of view, between a government accepting a ProP-
osal 'with reservations' and accepting it 'ad referendum' ?
Mr Simonet, Prcsitlcnt-in-O.Lficc o.f tbt Council. 
-(F) | can be fairly brief, I think. From both the legal
and practical points of view there is no difference
bctwecn n gor"tn-"nt's accepting a proposal 'with
reservations' or 'ad referendum'.
In all such cases, the negotiator has to refer back to
his government, and it is only when the proposal has
becn formally adopted by the Sovernment that the
reservations can be lifted.
However, this procedure does have one advantage 
- 
it does
not block the decision-making, and it brings the decision to
the stage where all that is needed is for the reservations to be
lifted, so that it does not have to be discussed again.
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(F) The President of the Council is well
aware that I was referring to the notorious problem of JE]' I
put the question becauJe I was given to believe that there
was a difJerence between the two phrases. Now that I am
told that they mean one and the same thing, governments
must in future take note of the fact that accePtance'ad refer-
endum' or 'with reservations' has the same consequences'
President. 
- 
The most imPortant thing is to standardize
the language.
(Laugbter)
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
It would be better if the questioner went to
find out from the Library the position on such questions,
rather than taking up the time of the Parliament'
President. 
- 
Don't be too severe, Mr Dalyell.
I call Question No 35 bY Mr Edwards :
!7hat action does the Council intend to take on the
communication from the Commission of the European
Communities on multinational undertakings including a
Draft Regulation, and when will this action be taken
bearing in mind that the document dates back to 1973?
Mr Simonet, President-in-Oll'icc o.f- thc Council' 
-(F) The Council's subordinate bodies have examined
ihe Commission's communication on multinational
undertakings in the context of Community regula-
tions. It should be noted that the communication
contains no formal proposal within the meaning of
the Treaty. In it the Commission, after analysing the
problems raised by the development of multinational
undertakings, emphasizes the obiectives to be pursued
and indicated various measures which the Community
might usefully take within the framework of the
uariou. policies to be developed with a view to
resolving the problems presented. Certain measures
have bein put forward in Commission proposals and
some of these have led to Council decisions, as is the
case of the Regulation on mass redundancy' Others,
such as, for example, the proposal concerning the
control of concentrations, are still under considera-
tion. In other fields the Commission has announced
proposals which the Council will not fail to examine
whin they are placed before it. The Community and
in particular the Council are not therefore idle but are
keeping up, within the framework of the various poli-
cies to be implemented 
- 
whether they be social, tax,
monetary or comPetition policies 
- 
a steady action to
resolve the problems which have arisen from the deve-
lopment of the multinational undertakings.I See Annex
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Mr Edwards. 
- 
!7hile I thank the President-in-Of-
fice for that particularly constructive reply to my ques-
tion, in the light of the heavy work he has had this
afternoon, I am rather disappointed that they have not
come to a decision regarding the most recent sugges-
tions for regulations that have come from the Commis-
sion, aimed at outlawing some of the most obvious
anti-social activities of the multinational companies. It
is my view, and I hope it is the President's view, that
this matter is very urgen! as the nations of Europe are
rapidly losing control over their economy through the
increase in power of the multinational companies.
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) The Council is aware of this, and
that is why 
- 
as I said 
- 
it is continuing its study of
the Commission proposals.
Sir Brandon Rhys Witliams. 
- 
Does the Council
accept that when dealing with abuses by multinational
companies, it is not really fruitful to adopt codes of
practice which have no legal force and are adhered to
by the best, but not by the worst, companies ? Is it not
better to identify precisely the areas where there are
real abuses, such as artificial transfer pricing, and to
deal with them specifically by legislation ?
Mr Simonet. 
- 
(F) I do not know whether the parti-
cular point raised by Sir Brandon is contained in the
Commission proposals. If it is, I can assure you that
the Council's subordinate bodies will study it. If it is
not included, I think it is up to the Commission to
make the relevant proposals.
President. 
- 
The second part of Question Time is
closed.
The questions to the Council and to the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs meeting in the framework of political
cooperation which we were unable to deal with will be
answered in writing l.
ll. Internal rules of procedure for consideration
of tbe t9Z8 budget (yote)
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motions for resolutions on which the debate has
closed.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the report by Mr Lange (Doc. 273177).
The resolution is adopted.2.
I See Annex.
2 OJ C 241 ot 10.10. 1977.
12. ContntunitT, consumcr ltoliq (Vote)
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for
a resolution contained in the report by Mr Br6g6gtre
(Doc. I 14177). Mr Lagorce is deputizing for the rappor-
teur.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I and 2 to the
vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I and 2 are adopted.
On peragraph 3, I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Coust6 on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
In the last sentence of paragraph 3, replace the words .a
binding arbitration procedure' by'an optional arbitration
procedure'.
\U7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Lagorce, deputlt rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, Mr Br6g6gdre, who has had to
leave for Paris, has asked me to present his apologies
and to speak on his behalf. Mr Coust6's amendment
contains the request that arbitration should no longer
be compulsory but optional. I am sorry, but I hope Mr
Coust6 will forgive me if I ask you not to accept his
amendment. In fact, although we do not want to be
too inflexible, we must nevertheless realize that, if arbi-
tration is optional and not compulsory, it will hardly
ever take place. Commercial and service undertakings
can be relied on always or almost always to avoid arbi-
tration, since they are more highly structured and
have infinitely greater powers than consumers, who
have practically no defence against them. So if the
aim is really to protect consumers, I think that the
arbitration procedure must be imposed ; this arbitra-
tion procedure must renlain compulsory, as requested
in the report.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is reiected.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
I put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 2 tabled byMr Coust6 on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
The last indent of paragaph 5 to read as follows :
'banning the use of packages that are excessively large
and packaging materials that are unjustifiably expensiie
in tbe ligbt of tbe aalae and fragility of tbe froduus
concerned'.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Lagorce, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr president,
prohibiting the use of excessively large and expensive
packaging is a perfectly natural element in the iight to
prevent waste referred to in Mr Br6g6gire's report.
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Lagorce
The purpose of Mr Coust6's amendment is simply to
clarify and define this paragraph without changing its
substance, and I agree to its adoption.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 5 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
I call Sir Derek lfalker-Smith on a point of order.
Sir Derek Walker-Smith. 
- 
Some of us would like
to record a negative vote on paragraph 15. I should be
grateful if you would put that separately.
President. 
- 
therefore put paragraphs 5 to 14 to the
vote.
Paragraphs 6 to 14 are adopted.
I put paragraph 15 to the vote.
Paragraph l5 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 15 to 20 to the vote.
Paragraphs 15 to 20 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
13. Directioe on constner protection (Vote)
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the text of the
proposal for a directive dealt with in the report by Mr
Spicer (Doc. 227177).
On Article l, paragraph l, I have Amendment No I
tabled by Mr Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee:
In Article 1, paragraph l, insert the words:
'in goods or services' after 'trader'.
!flhat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour of this
amendment, and I hope the House will support it.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote'
Amendment No I is adopted.
On Article l, paragraph l, I have Amendment No 2
tabled by Mr Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee:
In Article l, paragraph 1, replace the words:
'initiated away from business premises'
by,
'conducted entirely or partially away from business
premises'.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapPorteur. 
- 
I would advise the House
to vote against this amendment. As far as I am
concerned, the word'initiated' is the operative word in
this case. \flhat we are considering is where someone
really appears on the doorstep and initiates a sale, and
the word 'initiated' was deliberately inserted in my
report. I hope the House will vote against this amend'
ment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote'
Amendment No 2 is reiected.
On Article l, paragraph 2, second indent, I have
Amendment No 3 tabled by Mr Calewaert on behalf
of the Legal Affairs Committee.
At the end of this indent, add the following words :
'... or anyone acting on behalf of such a person''
\7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapporteur. 
- 
In favour, Sir.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote'
Amendment No 3 is adopted.
On Article 2, I have Amendment No 9 tabled by Mr
Edwards :
After point (f) add a new item (f) bis :
'lnsurance contracts'.
\U7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President' may I first of
all apologize to Mr Edwards. I discussed this amend-
ment with him this morning and could see his point
of view. I subsequently talked to the raPPorteur of the
Legal Affairs Committee, and I fear that I must
uphold the view of my committee, which was that
insurance should be included. I hesitate to cover the
ground that we covered last night, but 'I would iust
i.y *. are dealing with the initial approach in this
particular case, because there is some doubt how long
it will be before any directive is produced from the
Commission on insurance. I believe we should
include insurance in very general terms, bearing in
mind that the initial approach is what we are
discussing here.
My very sincere apologies to Mr Edwards: I hope he
will understand my position on this.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 9 to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is reiected.
On Article 2 bis, I have Amendment No 4, tabled by
Mr Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee and seeking to delete this article, and
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mr Edwards and
seeking to delete the last item 'Insurance contracts'.
Itr7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against both amend-
ments.
' 
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President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is rejected.
I put Amendment No l0 to the vote.
Amendment No l0 is rejected.
On Article 5, paragraph l, I have Amendment No 5
tabled by Mr Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee and seeking to re-establish the Commis-
sion's original text.
!flhat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am not a
lawyer. I think that the addition of our inclusion 'regis-
tered letter' can be interpreted quite freely in any
Member State of the Community but everybody in
this House knows what we mean by registered letter.
Therefore I am against this amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejected.
On Article 5 bis, I have Amendment No 6 tabled byMr Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee:
In Article 5 bis, replace the words :
'the provisions of Article 6 shall not apply if the
consumer requests'
by'
'the consumer shall be required, even if the agreement is
cancelled, to pay a pro-rata premium for the period
before the deadline for cancellation'.
and Amendment No 7 tabled by Mr Edwards and
seeking to delete this article.
What is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, raplrorteur. 
- 
Mr President, it is quite
obvious that, in the light of the previous amendments,
we must vote for Amendment No 5 and against
Amendment No 7. They both deal with the same
area, but in the one case rhe Legal Affairs Committee
have spelled out the l)ro rata premium to be paid if
the agreement is cancelled. On the other hand, we are
dealing with something that has now been written out
as a result of the defeat of previous amendments.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 6 is adopted.
On Article No 9, I have Amendment No I I tabled by
Mr Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee:
This Article to read as follows :
Arttcle 9
Except for any payment of a deposit required under
national law, the trader shall be forbidden to require or
accept from rhe consumer before exprration of the perrod
mentioned in Article 6 :
(a) full or partial payment of the contract price or any
other kind of payment or any surety; or
(b) a bill of exchange, cheque or other kind of negotiable
instrument signed by the Consumer.
\U(hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapporteur. 
- 
I am very much against
this amendment. It is absolutely vital that we hold to
the text that we produced in our committee, becauseit does oppose certain aspects of doorstep selling
which we deplore.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No l l to the vote.
Amendment No I I is adopted.
On Article 13, I have Amendment No 8 tabled by Mr
Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee
and seeking to re-establish the Commission's original
text.
\U7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Spicer, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against this amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is rejected.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
14. Economic situatiott in tbe Comtnunitl' (Vote)
President 
- 
\fle shall now consider the motion for
a resolution contained in the report by Lord Ardwick
(Doc. 200/77).
I put the preamble and paragraphs I and 2 to the
vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I and 2 are adopted.
On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr van der Mei on behalf of the Christian Democratic
Group:
This paragraph to read as follows :
'3. Agrees with the Commission on the vital impor-
tance of substantially reducing unemployment and takes
the view that a policy aimed at reducing inflation will
contribute to this obiective'.
\$7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Lord Ardwick, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am
afraid I do not regard it as acceptable. I think I recog-
nize the motive for it 
- 
there are still some people
who cherish the fallacy that inflation means extra
employment. !7e know that this is not true. But
neither is the converse true ; getting rid of inflation
may be something which is necessary in order to deal
with unemployment, but it is never, or very seldom,
sufficient in itself. Indeed, those who are perhaps a
little whiter in the hair and longer in the tooth than
Mr van der Mei can remember long periods before the
' 
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war when we had stable currency and very heavy
unemployment.
I think, quite frankly, that the point is very well
covered in paragraph 3, where we agree with the
Commission on the importance of substantially
reducing unemployment while, at the same time,
curbing inflation. I think that covers the point, and I
hope that this well-meaning, but not very well
expressed amendment will not be accepted.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adoped.
I put paragraphs 4 to l0 to the vote.
Paragraphs 4 to l0 are adoPted.
On paragraph 1 1, I have Amendment No 3 tabled by
Mr Damseaux on behalf of the Liberal and Democ-
ratic Group :
Add the following at the end of this paragraphs :
'11 ...; and invites the Commission to submit as soon as
possibte, a specif ic Programme for the promotion of
imall and medium-sized undertakings ;'
Vhat is the rapporteur's position ?
Lord Ardwi ck, rapltorteur. 
- 
| accept that amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is adopted.
I put paragraph I I thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 11 is adopted.
I have no Amendments to paragraphs 12-15.
I put paragraphs I 2 to I 5 to the vote.
Paragraphs 12 to l5 are adopted.
On paragraph 16, I have Amendment No 2 tabled by
Mr Damseaux on behalf of the Liberal and Democ-
ratic grouP :
Add the followrng to the end of this paragraph :
'16 ...; invites the Commission and Council to consider
issuing, on world capital markets, a Community loan
whose aim would be to increase the scope for interven-
tion by Communrty funds ;'
'ttr7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Lord Ardwick, rapportcur, 
- 
I do not think this is
acceptable. I mean the Commission already has its
plans ; they have been outlined this morning, and I
l.nnot see that an addition of this kind would be
useful unless it is stated in a much more precise form
than it is stated here.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote'
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
I put paragraph I 6 to the vote.
Paragraph l5 is adopted.
flfter paragraph 16, I have Amendment No 4 tabled
by Mr Damseaux on behalf of the Liberal and Democ-
ratic GrouP :
Add a new paragraph worded as follows :
'16 (a) Considers that the Member States should show
clear evidence of their solidarity by devisrng a
general policy for economic revival together wrth
practical measures and invites them to hold a
Summit of Heads of State or Government before
the end of the year, which would be devoted
exclusively to assessing the economic situatton in
the Community and working out a specific
programme for the promotion of rnvestment and
employment;'.
IUThat is the rapporteur's position ?
Lord Ardwick, rapporteur. 
- 
| do not think it is
very useful to have one more summit meeting at
which they are expected to work out a specific
programme for the Promotion of investment and
i-ploy-.nt. That is not the nature of the beast
which calls itself the summit. There is to be a meeting
of the finance ministers towards the end of the
month, when they will have something very much
like a programme of this kind before them, and I
suggest that we leave it to them. Ve should encourage
th;;, if you like, but we should not vote for this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote'
Amendment No 4 is reiected.
I put paragraph 17 to the vote.
Paragraph l7 is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolutibn as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
15. Position o.f tbc Contntunitl' tt'ith rcgard
to Southcrn A.frica
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution, tabled by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on the position to be
adopted by the Foreign Ministers of the I'lember
States of the Community with regard to Southern
Africa (Doc. 278/77).
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangem (D) Mt President, ladies and
gentlemen, next week the Foreign Ministers will be
meeting in political cooPeration to deal' among other
things, with the question of the Community s posttton
with regard to South Africa. Ve have taken this oppor-
tunity io table a motion for a resolution concerning
some fundamental aspects of the European Commu-
nity's attitude towards South Africa.
I OJ C 241 of 10. t0. t977-
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I should like to stress at the outset that this motion
for a resolution is concerned with a problem of a
general nature, namely how we, as a Parliament, can
express our opinion on these decisions taken by the
foreign ministers. You will be aware, Mr President,
that on various occasions in the past the ministers
have taken far-reaching decisions in the field of
external relations. As an illustration, I would call your
attention to the decision taken on the situation in the
Middle East and on the attitude of the European
Community vis-i-vis the problems in that part of the
world. Of course, we welcome these decisions in prin-
ciple as evidence of genuine European cooperation,
but the fact that Parliament has played no part in
reaching these decisions has already resulted in
various moves on the part of this House to ensure that
Parliament is included in the process of formulating
such important policy statements as these. These
efforts have so far met with no success at all. Even the
national parliaments are finding it difficult ro play
their part in the process of decision-making at a stage
when they still have some chance of exerting influ-
ence.
In view of the fact that European political cooperarion
- 
in contrast to many other political activities 
-takes place mainly behind closed doors, only the final
results being made known to the public at large, we
are confronted here with a whole field of political deci-
sion-making which has developed to the almost total
exclusion of Parliament. Such a state of affairs can be
in the interests neither of this Parliament nor of the
national parliaments when one considers that these
decisions are incontrovertibly of a far-reaching nature.
I would therefore ask the House to devote its attention
in the first instance to this general aspect and to
support the view of myself and my Group that we
should take the appropriate political steps in good
time so as to ensure that Parliament is involved in the
decision-making process.
Turning to the particular problem before us now, the
policy pursued by the South African Government 
-the central fearure of which is apartheid 
- 
is so
contrary to basic human rights that I believe that we
as a Parliament and the European Community as a
whole should reiterate our opposition to such a policy
and, indeed, our obligation to do everything in our
power to put an end to it. Any solution must,
however, guarantee the acceptance in these countries
of the human rights and liberties which we hold dear.
The problem is nor simply that the policy of
apartheid offends against basic human rights, but also
that it is heighrening the existing social tensions in
these countries and thus barring the way to peaceful
social change.
Thirdly, this policy is responsible for the fact that the
rest_of the world is gradually but increasingly turning
its back on the countries concerned, notably South
Africa, thus affecting the internal politrcal situatron in
these countries. As always happens in such cases, the
'hawks' are playing into the hands of the 'hawks'. The
isolation of South Africa has tended ro strengthen the
hand of those who wish to see rhe policy ot aparrheid
continued rather than encouraging those forces
working for a change of policy.
\W'e must therefore ask ourselves, Mr President, what
we can effectively do to change this policy or ro
promote its change. I think the time has now come to
give consideration to concrete proposals. There is no
point in our merely drawing up motions poinring to
UN resolutions or the like. Ve must consider whar
this Community can do to change this policy ior thc
better. Quite apart from the other ways open to us of
exerting political influence, we could quite sinrply use
the activities of the Community, the Member States
and firms based in the Member States in these coun-
tries as a lever for bringing about a change in the situa-
tion. I believe that the Community should agree on a
code of conduct, such as the Sullivan principle already
applying to American firms, detailing rhc ways rn
which firms should ensure that discriminatron on a
social level, at least, rs removcd.
Anyone who has ever visited South Africa will be able
to confirm that the behaviour of a large nuntbcr of
firms has done a great deal to lessen the impact of thc
policy of apartheid to a level far below that obrainrng
outside these firms' activities. I know, for instancc,
that firms from Community countries pay equal rates
for the same work, that they do not comply with thc
Job Reservation Act, which lays down certain privi-
leges for white workers, that thcy do a great dcal
towards training black workers and employees in their
firms and finding suitable jobs for thcm once their
training has been completed, arrd that thcy are at
pains to see that the fundamental principles of
apartheid which apply to all other spheres of life are
simply ignored in the context of the social activitres of
the firm, thus providing people with an example of
togetherness which they would not otherwise have. Mr
President, I think it would be extremely bencficral if
we were to support the firms which are prepared to
encourage this kind of behaviour by a code of conduct
and to force recalcitrant firms to change therr attitudes
- 
if not by law, then by political influence bascd on
the existence of a code of conduct.
Mr President, my Group is totally opposed ro the adop-
tion of economic sanctions which would, for instance,
make it difficult or indeed impossible for firms from
Community countries to carry on their nornral
economic activities there. The lesson of history is that
economic sanctions have never succeeded in forcing
political change. On the contrary, a number of
instances from very recent history show that economic
sanctions are rn fact counterproductive. The economic
strength of South Africa in the continent of Africa is
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so great as to be able to withstand any economic sanc-
tions we may impose ; indeed, sanctions would
undoubtedly strengthen the resolve of the Pro-
apartheid conservative elements to stick to the policy
which they believe to be right. A policy of this kind
would only serve to aggravate the situation, quite apart
from the fact that the poor would bear the brunt of it,
since those most affected would be not so muc[ the
industrial giants 
- 
whose losses, if any, would be
quickty forgotten 
- 
as the impoverished workers, in
partrcular the poor blacks.
It seems to us, Mr President, that the sensible thing to
do would be for the Members of this House to call on
the Foreign Ministers to get movrng on this issue. I
have heard press reports on the attitude of the Presi-
clent-rn-Offrce of the Council to this issue which 
- 
if
I havc been correctly rnf ormed 
- 
srnnnnls f 16rn
Lagos. I should like to say quite unequivocally that
my Group doe s not concur with the views as
cxprcsscd in these press reports. Not even in the case
of Rhodesia have economic sanctions been successful ;
even less success may be expected in the case of the
Rcpubhc of South Africa which would be capable of
survrving such sanctions under totally different
economrc and politrcal conditions.
I realize that what I have said may give the rmpression
that we are in favour of doing nothing. Nothing
could, however, be further from the truth. If anyone
wants to rnterpret my words in this way, I would
renrind him of our discussion on the question of
Spain, when the same problem cropped up. \flhen
Spain was on the way to becoming a clemocracy and
thc first cautions steps had been taken by the Spanish
Governnrent, certain Members 
- 
partrcularly on thrs
srdc o[ thc House 
- 
were lntent on makrng us relect
these steps orr thc grounds that they were inadequate
and that what was required was a clean break ; their
vic'w was that democracy could be established in Spain
only by an rmmediate and absolute change. On that
occasion, alor-rg with other Groups, we expressed the
view that this attitudc was wrong and that the cautious
stcps taken by the Spanish Government deserved our
support srnce they were at least steps in the flght direc-
tion. Laclics and gentlemen, let me state quite clearly :
thosc pcople who 
- 
however well-meanrng therr
moral principles 
- 
call for 'all or nothlnS' have as a
rule been totally ineffective. It is our opinion, there-
fore, that the best way to ensure the success of the
moral pnnciples which we believe in and which cause
us to condemn the policy of apartheid is for us to
adopt these practical measures. To adopt any other
mcans would in fact be hypocritical on our Part' It rs
all too easy to retire to a lofty moral peak from which
to issue condemnations. This kind of attitude rs no
help to anyone. Our aim rs to help the people
affected, and rt is for this reason that I beg your
support for this motion.
(APlrldil.\()
IN THE CHAIR: MR SCOTT.HOPKINS
Vict'Prctidtnt
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. on behalf of the Socialist GrouP I should
iik. to ,uy that now, as ever, we fervently welcome any
initiative which seeks to exPress our concern at
Community level with human rights rn Southern
Africa. Over and above this verbal expression of our
feelings, however, I should like to point out that only
a matter of a few days ago, a grouP from the Socialist
International headed by the former Prime Minister of
Sweden Mr Olaf Palme visited Southern Africa for
precisely this purpose, the group being made up of
both Europeans and leaders of political movements in
Black Africa. The breakdown of the grouP was rn line,
incidentally, with the racial mix rn the Socialist Inter-
national. \tr7hereas we welcome verbal condemnations,
we are equatly interested in on-the-spot fact-finding
missions and in concrete and unanlbiguous proposals
for action. The motion tabled by Mr Bangemann is
unfortunately tmprecise, contradictory and incon-
sistent.
It is imprecise because it speaks of Southern Africa in
general terms as if the only problems in that part of
ihe world concerned the Republic of South Africa and
Rhodesia. These two problc'ms are admrttedly of
prime importance, but there is also the rathcr special
case of Namibia of whrch he is surely aware. We all
know that the lnternational Court of Justice has
pronounced on thls matter, that the Urrrted Nations
have expressed an absolutely explicit opinion on the
subject and that there is itr existence a UN Council
for Narrribra whrch has legal 
- 
albeit theoretical 
-jurisdictron over thts territory in place of the authority
in.rposed by Pretoria.
On the qucstion of economic sanctions, the UN
Council legally responsrble for the government of
Namibia has adopted a decree conccrnrng the utilrza-
tion of the economic resources of Namibia by the
authorities which have been rmposed upon the terri-
tory. Mr Bangemann and hrs friends would be we[[
advised to pay special attention to the economrc
aspect of the steps taken by the UN Council on
Namibia.
By the way, Mr President, I frnd that there is a discre-
pancy in translatton which could lead to misurrder-
standrngs. Paragraph I a) of the German version
recommends business establrsllnlents to 'eine Haltung
zu Grurrde lcgen' whercas the French text sPeaks of
an 'attrtude positive qui favorise l'application dans ces
pays' ; the word 'posrtive' ftgures in the French text
but not in the Gernran version, and this acliectrve 'posi-
tive' nrrght give rise to certaln utrfortttlrate interpreta-
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tions of the remainder of the text. The French transla-
tion of paragraph I a) is undoubtedly wrong 
- 
the
word 'positive' is an lntruder.
I now come, Mr President, to the crux of our objec-
tion. It is principally concerned with paragraph (c)
and in particular with the last two lines which read 
-and Mr Bangemann has just put the case for this
policy 
- 
'to which end further economic discrimina-
tion nreasures are not considered advisable'.
Now, what is our position with respect in particular to
Namibra (which I have already referred to), to
Rhodesia 
- 
which has unforrunately been a problem
for sonre consrderablc time and still is today 
- 
and to
the llcpublrc of South Africa ?
Economic measures were imposed on Rhodesra rn the
largcst forunt for internatronal consultations, but these
ncver yicldcd results, nrainly because of sabotage on
the part of certatn governments I would rather not
nanre here.
Taking Southern Africa as a whole, it seems to me
that the choicc facing us is negotiation or inevitable
interrral violence. If, Mr President, we want to avoid
the risk of leaving open only the one oprion of
vrolence, the clrances of a negotiated settlement must
be enhanced by a certain degree of pressure from
outsrdc. That rs why, for our part, we are very much in
favour not only of an embargo on the supply of arms
- 
whrch is mcntiorred nowhere in the text 
- 
but
also of certflrt sclcctivc economic measures against
both I{hoclcsr" .nd 
- 
this option should undoubtedly
bc kcpt opcrr for thc future 
- 
the Republic of South
Africa, should thc nroral pressures brought to bear
prove unavailing.
I would add that nowhere in Mr Bangemann's text rs
thcre any mcntion of whar might be called cultural
prcssurcs ; all of trs in thrs House arc opponents of
aparthcrcl ; ncvertheless, somc of our Member States
nrailrtaln cultural rclatrons for historic reasons with
tlrc govcrnntcnt wltrch 
- 
irr the Republic of South
Africa arrd Namibia 
- 
rs applying, or causing to be
applicd, thc thcorics of aparthcid.
My country, Belgium, which is small in terms of terri-
tory and influencc, rn rerms of its ambitions and the
effcct of whatcver optrons it may aclopt, nevertheless
had the good ludgement ro suspend a cultural agree-
mcnt with the Republic of South Africa 
- 
ar leasr as
far As the French-speaking part of Belgium is
conccrned, ancl with reference to the territory of
Nanribia, where tl're aurhority of South Afrrca is very
nruch clisputcd. I thercfore regard Mr Bangen-rann's
text as incomplete in that it makes no mention of
cultural sanctions. The Netherlands and the Federal
Ilcpublic of Gern-rany both have treatles or cultural
agrccnrcnts wrth thc Republic of South Africa, whrch
it is by no means certain do not apply to Namibia,
and for all these reasons I think the rext of the
motion leaves us with a certain sense of frustration.
I would emphasize thar, rhe Socialist Group cannot
accept point (c) of paragraph l, which appears to
reiect the possibility of adopting further economic
sanctions against the Southern African r6gimes which
the motion itself claims to condemn. If there is to be
no outside armed intervention, and if we do not want
to leave the problem to be resolved by escalating
violence within these countries, our moral disapproval
of the existing state of affairs must be expressed in no
uncertain terms, and economic sanctions taken at UN
level after international consultation must not be
discarded as a possible oprion.
So, Mr President, 
- 
and I am now coming to the end
of my somewhat solemn speech 
- 
since it has not
proved possible ro have the proposed text amended, I
would suggest, in view of recent events, that the
motion for a resolution be referred back to the appro-
priate committee of the European Parliament to
enable it to be brought up ro date and thoroughly
reconsidered. Otherwise, I have to say on behalf of my
Group that we shall regrettably be forced to abstain 
-not because the motion does not accord with the
wishes of the House, but because rts wording is rnsuffi-
ciently complete and effective to meet our require-
ments. By referring it back ro the PoliticaI Affairs
Committee or to whatever is thc appropriate
committee, I am sure that we could arrive at a
genuinc consensus.
Unanimitv on this question would be genuinely effec-
tive and all our efforts should be devoted to achicvrng
th is.
President. 
- 
Mr Glinne has moved that the ntotiorl
for a resolution be referred to tlre Political Af fairs
Commlttee.
I call Mr Bangemanrr orr a procedural motion.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) On a pornr of order, Mr Pres-
ident. I would ask Mr Glinne to agree to perhaps orre
spokesman or another front the other Groups to
expressing his basic artitude with regard ro this
problem and that we then proceed to a vote. I could
then give my support to rhis motion. Of coursc I have
no objection to this question being reierred back to
the Political Affairs Conrntittee, although I would add
that thcre are still substarrtial differerrces, for example
on the question of economic sanctions. This would
not prevent us from adopting the proposc'd procedure,
but rt would probably bc useful to hear what one or
more of thc othcr Groups have to say on tlte subjcct.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
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Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mt President, I think it would be
neither appropriate, nor democratic, nor indeed
consistent with the relations between the groups in
this House to give the impression of wanting to cut
short a debate on a fundamental issue. Mr Bangemann
has asked for other groups to be given the chance to
express their opinion on his motion ; I would not
wish to deprive them of the chance to speak by asking
that this problem be referred back immediately to the
appropriate committee. But I would inform the House
now that, once the exchange of views has taken place,
we believe that the text of the motion should be
referred back to the appropriate committee for
completion and amendment so that it will reflect as
wide a range of views as possible and probably 
- 
as I
hope 
- 
the unanimous view of the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) I beheve that Mr Bange-
mann and the Liberal Group are entitled to hear some
of the views held by Members of the House on their
motion for a resolution, and I have a few things to say
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann divided his speech into two parts 
-one relating to basic principles and the other to the
case in hand. Mr Bangemann, we concur fully and
completely with the first part of your speech. We
agree with you that Parliament has been excluded
from the recent round of discussions of the Foreign
Ministers meeting in Political Cooperation. This
matter is being pursued in the Political Affairs
Committee, and as rapporteur on this matter I am
grateful to you for the support you have given today to
the proposals to be submitted to the Political A{fairs
Committee and the whole House; it is in precisely
the direction you have indicated that the proposals
which I shall be presenting to the House at the next
part-session will be aimed.
On that point, therefore, we may assume a large
measure of agreement. Moving on to the case in hand
which you referred to fust now, here again there are
points in which we could, in principle, be of the same
opinion as you 
- 
or very much the same opinion 
-but as Mr Glinne has already pointed out, this subject
is far too complex and 
- 
on certain points 
- 
too
controversial to be debated fully here today under the
kind of pressure that the urgent procedure implies. A
subiect like this cannot be dealt with simply in two or
three paragraphs.
'We must go into the matter more thoroughly, and we
must also point out to the proposer of the motion a
fact which may have escaped his attention, namely
that one of his colleagues in his own Group, Mr John-
ston, is the Political Affairs Committee rapporteur for
questions relating to Southern Africa with special
responsibiliry for permanent reporting on develop-
ments in South Africa, Namibia and Rhodesia.
This question will 
- 
as was confirmed to me by the
Chairman of the Political Af{airs Committee 
- 
be
dealt with at one of the next meetings of the
committee, so that a report can then be presented to
the House. I therefore feel that support should be
given to the proposal made by Mr Glinnc and
approved by Mr Bangemann. If this debate is to be
concluded by a formal motion, it would be good if it
could receive our unanimous approval.
Mr Johnston will thus be involved in working on the
material contained in your motion for a resolution,
particularly since he is a member of your Group and
is acquainted with the whole subject area.
'u7ithout going into detail 
- 
since thrs is what we
shall be doing next time 
- 
let me deal with onc
point included under I (a): the question of a code of
conduct for business establishments. Mr Bangemann,
I have been acquainted with Southern Africa for 17
years 
- 
other Members here today for very much
longer 
- 
as an individual, a traveller and a political
observer. I am acquainted with the growth of a largc
number of European and American firms and I realize
what you are driving at. The Commission is toying
with similar ideas, but we must be clear in our own
minds that the question we are bringing' up lrerc
could also have iepercussions affecting ourselves. How
would the European Community likc it if, for
example, foreign firms or business establishments
were to claim the right to apply the democratic princi-
ples operative in the economic, legal and social
spheres in their home countries in thc sovercign
Meniber States of the European Community ? I think
that difficulties mrght well ensue. This is no way of
applying as rapidly as possible the step-by-step
approach to overcoming apartheid, whrch is the ainr
of all 
- 
and I mean all 
- 
of us.
As Mr Glinne has just said, there are differences of
opinion on the timetable and on the areas of applica-
tion. We agree that Sanctions or an economic
embargo would be inappropriate. On the other hand,
I do not share the opinion of Mr Glinne that cultural
sancfions 
- 
if I have understood him correctly 
-would be a suitable weapon, but we shall be able to
pursue this point in our further discussions.
You say in point I (a) that the governments of the
Member States of the Community should directly or
indirectly require their home-based business establish-
ments to apply their own economic, social and democ-
ratic principles in what is after all still a sovereign
state 
- 
and no one can deny that South Africa is still
a sovereign state. The only effect of this would be to
ptovoke conflict, becau.se I doubt very much whether
that kind of thrng would be tolerated here. \7e must
therefore find a.different approach.
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Mr Bangemann, I cannot believe that in formulating
your position in these terms, you had thought the
matter properly through. Hence my reservations about
approving this and certain other of your statements.
\7e should all be on the lookout for ways of making it
plain to the South African Government that, in
pursuing their policies as stubbornly as they have
done in the past, they are merely allowing themselves
to be driven into a corner and leaving themselves no
room for manoeuvre. For all of us, this kind of deve-
lopment is not only undesirable but also rmmensely
dangerous. There can be no doubt whatsoever that it
will lead to nothing but aggression, fighting and
bloodshed. Southern Africa is being increasingly
dragged into the forefront of international confronta-
tion, and the primary aim of those who wish to ensure
that peace prevails in that part of the world must be to
see that the other side is not forced into a backs-to-
the-wall situation, but rather that it is left with the
chance to pursue those policies which we hold to be
right.
None of us, ladies and gentlemen, either lives or has
major economic interests in South Africa 
- 
at least I
assume this to be the case. It is one thing to be
talking here in this House about the situation 10 000
miles away in Southern Africa, and quite another to
be confronted daily with tension, danger and
bloodshed 
- 
and all this not iust since yesterday, but
for decades now, and not only in South Africa itself.
'We must look even further afield. Tension, fighting,
intolerance and violations of human rights are the
order of the day in Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania 
-in fact everywhere where government is in the hands
not of a parliamentary democracy, but of dictatorships
and military r6gimes.
It is not our intention, Mr Bangemann, to divert atten-
tion from the problem which you and your colleagues
have raised. \7e are quite prepared to tackle it. Our
aim is to find a sensible solution in consultation with
you and with the Socialist Group. We feel, however,
that a motion passed under the urgent procedure
would be inadequate in view of the problems facing
us in Southern Africa. Vhat we need is a thorough
discussion with the eventual aim of placing before the
foreign ministers an opinion containing more thanjust two or three points hastily knocked together
under the urgent procedure, and which would only be
glanced at briefly and then consigned to the waste-
paper basket. Our intention must be to make the
foreign ministers devote some serious attention to our
opinion, so that we can then discuss is with them
here.
I hope you will see, Mr Bangemann, why we are
unable to support your motion for a resolution today
and why we are in favour of the motion being referred
back to committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rippon to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Rippon. 
- 
Mr President, I have no doubt about
the importance of this resolution but I do have grave
doubts about the wisdom of raising this sort of issue
as a matter for urgent procedure. It is not really condu-
cive to orderly or constructive debate on a political
question of such general and long-term concern. It
seems to me that, if we are to discuss matters of this
kind, we should have them included on the agenda in
good time. However, we have decided to have the
debate as a matter of urgency and so I will come later
to what I think we should have concluded inrtrally 
-that it should have gone straight to the Political
Affairs Committe for further consideration and report.
Having said that, I certainly agree with the proposcr
of the resolution that the formulatron and conduct of
our relations with Southern Africa cannot be left to
the United States and Britain alone. The European
Community must have a view, must have an influence
upon the development of a common strategy in this
area of international conflict.
As far as racial conflict and human rights are
concerned, I think, as Erik Blumenfeld said, our Euro-
pean view will be quite clear and unequivocal. lVe
need to ensure that, regardless of race, there is no
oppression of the maiority by a minority or, ior that
matter, oppression of a minority by a majority. Euro-
peans must not oppress Africans and equally Africans
must not oppress Europeans, or [or that matter,
Asians. Ve ought, in resolutions of this kind, to make
it plain that what we have to say about the violation of
human rights, and individual and collective freedoms
in South Africa and Rhodesia, to whrch the resolution
refers, applies equally, for example, to Uganda. In an
era of double standards, we in this Parliament ought
to uphold the principle of universality. It was on that
same basis that successive British Governments have
taken the view that it would be wrong to drive South
Africa out of the United Nations and that Communist
China should be admitted.
There is, however, one point in the resolution which I
warmly welcome and which Mr Blunrenfeld also
welcomed : namely, the declaration that further
economic discrimination measurcs are not considered
desirable. I am afraid our Socialist colleague, Mr
Glinne, dissented. I am sure this is the right view for
us to take. No one underestrmates the difficulties of
securing peaceful solutions to the problems of
Rhodesia and Southern Afrrca, but I have no doubt
that the chances of finding those satisfactory solutions
have been gravely prcjudiced in the past by the
outside pressures, which have made it much harder
for those who have to sustain the internal movement
towards change.
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\We ought to recognize in this Parliament that the
imposition of mandatory sanctions upon Rhodesia has
proved a grave error of judgment. They only serve to
drive the forces of moderation into a corner. The
Rhodesian question should never have been referred
to the United Nations as a matter involving a breach
o[ the peace. Unfortunately, the British Government
of the day put its signature to a resolution of the Secu-
rity Council of the United Nations, which is binding
on rts members. Britain is a permanent member, all
our parties have always accepted that we cannot pick
and choose the international laws we obey. But the
sanctions have largely remained unenforced by the
majority of members of the Unrted Nations. Mr
Glinne forebore to mention the names, but we all
know they include a number of members of the Euro-
pean Communrty.
I have always believed that the League of Nations
failed primarily because it tried to use the law to dam
the course of hrstory. The inevitable result was to
discredit the law, and there ls a tendency for the
United Nations, and some others today, to pursue the
same downward path. It really is no good, even
thinkrng of imposing sanctions whrch the maiority of
nrcnrbcrs who support the resolution have no tnten-
tion, in practlce, of observrng.
No doubt it is impossible at the monrent to change
the .r/.rll.r tlto 
^t i trme of tension, but I thrnk weought to recognize how and why the United Nations
failcd, and why, as Mr Bangemann pointed out, it
wotrld probably fail even more disastrously if it
attempte d now to impose further discrrmrnatory
economlc sanctions.
None of us has to condone the doctrrne of ,tp,trtbttd,
none of us does condone it. If we recognize the steady
evolution which is already taking place in Rhodesia
and South Africa, then I thrnk we should encourage
and support those forces of moderation instead of
adopting postures and attitudes that consolidate the
intransigence at either end of the spectrunr.
It may be that progress towards the desirable objec-
tives in Southern Africa are not as swift as we would
wish and we must continue to press for further action.
It is very difficult to try and persuade the black people
that rhey ought to joint with the whrte community in
opposrng the forces of terrorism, if in fact they are
sufferrng grave injustices or breaches of human rights.
At the same time we must make it clear that it is
neither in the interests of the blacks or the whites tl'rat
we should do anything to encourage tl.re guerrlla
terrorist forces. A takeover by guerilla terrorist forces,
which masquerade under the name of nationalism,
would bc disastrous for black and white alrke. I think
we ought to remember that often the people who urge
the maintenance of these human rights are the people
who are inflicting their terrorist activities to the grea-
test extent upon black people who are opposed to
them. Ve must recognize above all in Europe that it
is certainly not enough to think of the problems of
Southern Africa in terms of black maiority rule.
We had a splendid new constitution for most of the
countries in Africa. \7e shall use the draft no doubt
for Southern Rhodesia. But let us remember, it is virtu-
ally the same draft we provided for Uganda. \We ought
to ask ourselves increasingly whether it is either wise,
or right, to range ourselves on the side of African
nationalism, whrch really means all too often, as Mr
Grunewald will say, the creatton of one party, auto-
cratic States run by minorities, sustained by Soviet
support and Cuban troops. One man, one vote, one
party is not really our conception of 'Western democ-
racy.
(Apf latrv)
At the same time, while I feel there are difficulties
about this resolutior.t, there are aspects of it which I
would commend strarght away. First, rhe attitude
which is expressed in the resolution about economic
sanctions, and secondly the view which rs expressed
about positive attitudes of the business community'
Do not think there can be a code of conduct, it would
be much too difficult to draft, but when we are urging
business establishments in words of resolutlon to
adopt a posrtrve attitude rn their relations wrth South
Afrrca and Rhodesia, in order to encourage in those
countnes the applrcatron of the democrattc principles
enforced in their own countries, let rt be understood
that we are askrng those busrnesses to use their influ-
ence against the black extremists as well as against the
white.
(Appla tr:t)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf of
the Communist ancl Allies Group.
Mr Sandri. 
- 
(l)Mr Presrdent, we could have agreed
with Mr Glinne in asking for this motion for a resolu-
tion from Mr Bangenrann to be referred to the Polit-
ical Affairs Con-rnrittee. However, Mr Bangentann
himself has asked for our oprnion before deciding on
this matter. I should therefore like to give a brref
outline of the Con.rmunist Group's opinion.
Although we can go along with the preamble of the
motion, we feel that the operatrve part rs inadequate,
contradictory or mistaken. We sav this rn view of the
fact that the situatior-r rn southern Afrrca rs ur-rdoubt-
edly worsenrng from every angle: hunran, social and
polrtrcal.
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I should like to make one or two brief commenrs for
Mr Bangemann's benefit. Firstly, as Mr Glinne made
quite clear, we cannot ignore Namibia when looking
at the problem of Southern Africa as a whole.
Namibia is a territory which has been illegally occu-
pied in defiance of the resolutions of the highest inter-
national authorities. The occupation is still going on,
and its effects are being felt more and more both
inside Namibia and in the relations between South
Africa and its neighbours.
Secondly, we think it is wishful thinking to call on
business establishments to adopt a positive attitude in
order to encourage the application of the democratic
principles in force in Europe. How can we ask the
business world to show the political resolve which we,
as States and governments, are attemping to avoid
when we reject any call for economic sanctions ? It is
rather odd that private firms should be asked to follow
ccrtailr rules rn dealing with the regimes in that part
of the world while the countries of Europe are called
on not to adopt sanctions. In our opinion, not only is
this part of the motion wishful thinking it is also
completely wrong.
Looking at paragraph I (b) of the motion, I should
likc to know what is meant by calling on the South
Af rican and Rhodesian governments to recognize
hunran rights in the near future. The phrase 'in the
near future' can mean anything. It is a vague term
which sounds all very well, but the systematic infringe-
ment of human rights goes on while we continually
call for an end to it. Ve agree that there is terrorism
in southern Africa, but the main agents of this
terrorisnr are in Pretoria and Salisbury. Only a few
days ago a civil rights leader died in a prison cell in
South Africa.
Given the current situatron, ladies and gentlemen, we
feel that it is mere rhetoric to call for the restoration
of civil liberties when those liberties are denied on
such a nrassive and dramatic scale. In any case, defi-
nite plans have already been proposed, at least for
Rhodcsia. There is the Anglo-American plan, as well
as those put forward by the various nationalist ntove-
nren ts.
Vishing is not enough in this case. \We have ro come
up with some concrete ideas for Rhodesia, concerning
the arnry and the government. Ve have to make a
greater effort to tackle what is now a burning issue,
and one for which solutions, albeit long-term ones,
are beginning to take shape.
In our view, Mr Bangemann, it is wrong to call for an
end to economic sanctions and discriminatory
nleasures. As an Italran, I know that economrc sanc-
tions can strengthen the position of hard-liners at the
top. The League of Nations applied economic sanc-
tlons to Mussolinr's Italy and these sanctrons were
used by the Fascists to foster nationalism.
But it is wrong to generalize, without looking at each
case indrvrdually, I agree with anyone who says that it
would have been wrong to apply economic sanctions
against Spain. Similarly, we have pointed out to the
opposition forces in South America that economic
sanctions can be a double-edged weapon in the parti-
cular political context of that continent. But in
Southern Africa we are up against regimes which
cannot bear comparison with even the most brutal
dictatorships in South America or any other part of
the world. The political situation is so volatile that a
foreign minister of a Member State of the Community
had the unfortunate experience we have all read
about. courtesy prevents me from going into the
details of what happened some days ago in Tanzania,
a country in association with the Community and led
by a Christian president, Mr Nyerere.
The result is that any rejection of sanctions against
South Africa and Rhodesia, even though well-inten-
tioned, will only turn out to be an indirect stimulus
for those regimes and not for those that oppose them.
In my view the European Community must adopt
another attitude. It is inconceivable, for example, that
we should have Anglo-American plans Europe has
nothing to offer. We should tackle this in quite the
opposite fashion, since we cannot leave it to America
and Russia to find solutions for an area which directly
concerns us. But this calls for a clear and definite posi-
tion.
May I say, Mr Bangemann, that in asking for this
matter to be referred to the Political Affairs
Committee our Group wants to remind everyone of
the position adopted in this Chamber, some months
ago, when the European Parliament met the represen-
tatives of 52 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries.
There can be no withdrawing fronr that position, since
that would smack of hypocrisy. We cannot say one
thing when our African friends are here and some-
thing different as soon as they have gone.
Furthermore, ladies and gentlemen, for the sake of
those who signed the Lomr!, Convention, for the sake
of an Africa tormented, menaced by the skiimishing
of the superpowers, and for the sake of all her peoples,
including the Afrikaners of South Africa and the
Rhodesia whites, the European Community must
speak out clearly and unequivocally in favour of
human and political rights in that part of the world,
rights which must become a reality through the return
of independence to the countries that have lost it, and
the restoration of equality which has been so cruelly
denied.
Consequently, Mr President, our Group warmly
supports Mr Glinne's suggestion. !flhat is needed, in
our view, is a resolution which reconciles the needs of
all concerned but which nevertheless offers clear and
precise encouragement to those who are fighting for
indepc'ndence and racial equality in Southern Africa.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glrnne on a point of order.
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Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F)Ladies and gentlemen, I said when
I spoke earlier that we welcomed this motion from Mr
Bangemann. Its timing is particularly apt. But we do
not want it to be thought that the Socialist Group
meant any discourtesy. IUfle had at least to hear the
opinions of the political groups on this matter.
It is for this reason that I want to raise a point of
order concerning our Group's proposal, namely, that
the motion be referred back to the appropriate parlia-
mentary committee. rWe are not suggesting this out of
any love for bureaucratic procedure, but merely so
that there can be ioint consideration of the matter
before Parliament expresses its opinion. On behalf of
the Socialist Group, therefore, I should like a decision
to be taken on the proposal to refer the motion to the
appropriate committee.
President. 
- 
Now there has been the proposal that
this motion for a resolution be referred to the appro-
priate committee, under Rule 32 of the Rules of Proce-
dure. I can ask for one speaker in favour and one
against.
l. call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D)Mr President, I do not wish
to do cither. I do not know the position regarding the
Rules of Procedure if I now state that I agree with Mr
Glinne's proposal. On behalf of the authors of the
nrotion, I do not insist on a vote berng taken now and
second the proposal that this motion for a resolution
be referred to the Political Affairs Committee for
furthcr consideration, not referred back since it had
yet to be referred to the Polrtical Affairs Committee. I
agree to this.
President. 
- 
Mr Bangemann has spoken in favour of
Mr Glrnne's proposal that this motion for a resolution
bc rcfcrrcd to the appropriate committec.
As no one wrshes to speak against the proposal, I put
to the votc thc proposal that this resolution be
rcferrecl to thc appropriate committee, in this case the
Political Affairs Conrmrttee.
That is agrecd.
16. I/rgtnt dtl.tatc
President. 
- 
I have received from the Committee
on External Economic Relations a request pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rulcs of Procedure for a debate by
urgent proccdure on a report by Mr Bayerl on
ccononrrc and traclc rclations between thc Communrty
and Portugal (Doc. I 87 177 lrev.).
I shall constrlt Parlranrent on the adoptron of urgent
procedurc at tonlorrow's sltttnS.
17. Car4'-ot'er o.f appropriation.t 
.fron 1975 to 1977
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Cointat, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on
the complete list of requests for the carry-over of
appropriations from the 1976 to the 1977 f.inancial
year (non-automatic carry-overs) (Doc. 27 5/77).
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, cbdinnrtn o.l tbe Conntitlcc on Btrlgtt.t.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I can be
relatively brief because we have already spoken about
these questions on various occasions in this Parlia-
ment. The committee's recommendation is that we
should agree to the non-automatic carry-overs, but, as
the motion for a resolution states, we must discuss
once again with the Council and the Commission
whether the instrument of non-automatic carry-overs
ought really to be retained. \We simply must dccidc
today, since otherwise the time limit would be
exceeded if, for example, we did not settle the nlatter
until October, and thrs even in spite of our agreemerlt
with the Council that the four-week time limit whrch
we have should not rn practice apply to July and
August. The Council's request for an oprnion on thcsc
non-automatic carry-overs did not 'in fact reach tts
until 4 July, although the letter from the Secretary
General is dated 20 Jurre 1977, i.e. it takes alnrost a
fortnight for things to gct from the Council to Parlia-
ment, and that n-!ust of course be taken into accotlllt.
For the rest, Mr President, ladres and gentlemen, I
have nothing further to say that is not also apParcnt
from Mr Cointat's report. I therefore ask the Housc to
adopt the committee's proposal.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ? Thc
debate is closed. Ve shall take thc vote orr it
tomorrow at .3.45 p.nl.
18. Datu Pr\&.\.iln! in tlx'Corrtiltttttit.l'
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate orr
- 
Oral questron, wrth debatc, by Mr Couste, on bchalf
of thc Comn.rrttee on Econontic and Monetary Affairs,
to the Councrl on thc rmplementatlol.l of Conlmunity
policy rn the freld of data-processing (Doc. 262177):
- 
ln vtew of the deep concern felt at thc Cotrncil's
farlure to reaclr a dectston, whrch is serrously
delayrng the acloptron of the Conrmtssiotl's
sccond proSrantnte ln the freld of data
Processlng i
- 
constdenng that irrry furtlrer de lay rn thc adoptton
and rntplcntcntatton of thrs progranrnrc coukl trre-
vocably sporl thc chanccs for thc <lcvclopnlcrlt of
data-proccsslng tn EuroPe ,
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- 
considering that the Council's attitude is incompat-
ible with the development of a viable and competitive
European-based data-processing industry by the early
1980s, the obiective laid down in the Council resolu-
tion o( I 5 July 1974;
the Council is asked when it expects to adopt this
ProSramme.
- 
Report by Mr Coust6, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the proposals
from the Commission to the Council for a four-year
programme for the development of informatics in the
Communiry (Doc. 235177\.
{ call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, here we are again,
lealing with the problems of data processing in our
Sommunity. The House has already discussed the
;ubject on a number of occasions, notably when
Jebating the second priority action programme. Let
rle say right away that it is unfortunate that we have
:o have another debate on this programme and bring
lp the matter with another question.
However, I must confess that to some extent it ties up
*,ith the fourth programme about which I shall have
;omething to say during the second half of my
;peech. These comments will not be mine, but those
:f the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Ihe first question on the prioriry action programme
was raised by the Committee. At its meeting on 23
June the committee decided unanimously to raise the
problem. The programme should have got under way
in 1976 
- 
yes, 1976. At the time Parliament attached
great importance to the obiective which the Council
itself had set, namely the creation of a European-
based data processing industry which was viable and
competitive. 'We can no longer put up with any
delays. This is the crux of what I want to say, and I
am speaking on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Secondly, when the Council eventually got round to
the problem in July, following our question, our
insistent reminders and action by the Commission, all
it did was to take a partial decision on this second
programme, or more precisely on the part of the
programme relating to the development of a common
language for real time programming. I do not think I
have to explain the significance of this to Mr Spinelli.
Some parts may have been adopted, but this was not. I
must point out that this project is of supreme impor-
tance among the Commission proposals. Among these
initial proposal from the Commission it accounts for
more than a third of the proposed financial resources.
I Proposal submitted to the Council by the Commission on
22 September 1975 (OJ C 14 of 2l January 1976, p. 5)
and approved by the European Parliament on l2 January
1976 (OJ C of 9 February 1976, p. 6)
The Council also decided to block other projects, and
the allocations proposed by the Commission were
accordingly cut. I feel that we must show our determi-
nation on this issue, just as the Commission did, in
order to put an end to these delays.
The second part of what I have to say will be much
longer, since it concerns a new programme which the
House is discussing for the first time : the four-year
programme for the development of informatics in the
Community. Let me say right away that I hope this
new programme will not be held up in the same way
as the second programme. The Council cannot afford
any delays in adopting this programme, since it is due
to start at the beginning of 1978, next year. The
subject is so vast that I am not going to attempt to
read to you my lengthy written report, but rather to
sketch the developments in the data processing sector
and then restrict my comments to the four-year
Programme.
In summing up, I shall refer to the opinions not only
of our committee but also of three other comniittees,
including the Committee on Budgets. In this way
there will be a solid base for our debate, especially in
view of the amendments which have been tabled and
those which Mr Glinne has iust given me.
Firstly, the Commission's report on developments in
the data processing sector has all the appearances of
an excellent piece of work. It satisfies, in fact, a requir-
ement of the Council resolution of 15 July 1974. ln
my view, this is the starting point if we in Parliament
really want to understand the meaning, scope and
implications of this debate.
!7hat does the report say ?
Firstly, that the worldwide use of data processing is
continuing to increase in virtually all industrial,
commercial and social activities in the industrialized
countries. An annual growth rate of 13 % is forecast
for the next five years in the Communiry. I am
quoting that figure after this morning's debate on the
economic situation in the Community. !7e all know
that in many sectors there are no longer any growth
rates but recession rates, i.e. unemployment. Yet the
data processing sector will grow by 13 o/o annually.
That is the first point.
Secondly, the report says that there is no change in
the dependence of the Community data processing
industry on non-Communiry manufacturers, led by
the Americans and 
- 
why not admit it ? 
- 
IBM.
Japan is the new factor in this situation. l7hether we
look at large central processors or the peri-informatic
sector, more than 80 % of the Community market is
accounted for by imports or by products originally
supplied from outside the Community.
The third point the report makes is the inadequacy of
Communiry measures in the field of data processing.
In the Council Resolution of l5 July 1974 only two
programmes 
- 
with both of which I was connected
^s 
rdpPorteur 
- 
were finally adopted.
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It is in the light of this three-part assessment
summary and therefore incomplete as it is, that we
must view the four-year programme before us. Before
doing that, I just want to say that there is a deplorable
lack of statistical information on data processing, the
very sector in which the data should be 100 %
accurate. This lack of information is stressed by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs in its
motion for a resolution. More information about this
sector is vitally needed, both by the industry and the
users. This would also help to make the market more
transparent and consequently provide a clearer picture
of the practical conditions of competition.
If I can now turn to the four-year programme, Mr Pres-
ident, I want to deal with it in three parts. !(/hat is the
environment in the data processing industry ? \(hat is
the Community support which we are, I hope, going
to approve at the request of the Commission ? And is
there not a case for special treatment to suPPort the
electronic components industry ? These are the three
points which sum up our concern and the consider-
able amount of work undertaken and continued by
the Commission.
To take the problem of the environment policy first
- 
this is really a standardization policy. This is the
first point. \7e fully approve of the action here but
point out 
- 
as you can read in paragraph 7 of the
motion for a resolution 
- 
that there is a need to esta-
blish international standards as a matter of prioriry.
We also call on the Commission to consult closely
with the various sectors of industry.
Secondly, we must coordinate public procurement
policies. The public and semi-public sectors account
lor 20-25 0/o or perhaps even 30 o/o of the whole
Community market. In this connection it is clear
from the four-year programme that the main aims of
Communiry coordination should be, on the one hand,
assistance for those buying in the public sector with
agreed standards for establishing assessment criteria
and common rules for the examination of tenders and
the drawing up of specifications, and on the other
hand encouragement of European firms as long as
their prices and performances compare favourably
with those of their competitors. !7e feel, however, that
these measures could be made more specific and
binding on the governments of the Member States.
This is the thinking behind Paragraph 8 of our
motion for a resolution. The exclusion until l98l of
data processing from the directive on the coordination
of procedures for the award of public supply contracts
will slow down the creation of a genuine European
common market in the sector of data processing. In
all respects this is a very regrettable situation.
As far as general initiatives in the data processing
sector are concerned, the Commission has come uP
with a number of ideas worthy of support : collabora-
tion between Community research centres, of course ;
medium and long-term studies of the data processing
sector and its social consequences; the effects of data
processing on employment ; the consolidation and
security of data with a view to harmonization and
effective protection of the public, not only from intru-
sion into their private affairs but also 
- 
I might add
- 
from intrusion into their activities in the forces, at
school or university, all at a European level; and
finally, legal protection for computer programs.
Since there is good reason for doing so, we approve of
all these proposed measures. However, we urge the
Commission to draw up as soon as possible a directive
on data processing and freedom, and I know that this
echoes the concern of Mr Davignon, who has responsi-
bility in this area. Another point we stress is that the
necessary technical and scientific studies should be
carried out in order to safeguard access to data
processing sytems. This is embodied in paragraph l l
of our motion for a resolution.
As market dominance is typical of this sector, we also
stress 
- 
and this too echoes the concern of a Member
of the Commission, Mr Vouel, who has already made
his views known on this 
- 
that the Commission
must be provided with the resources required to esta-
blish whether any abuses of a dominant position exist,
which is a particularly difficult task, and to take any
necessary action.
Finally, the data processing sector must be given
Community support. This is the most outstanding
innovation in the programme, but from what I have
heard from both our committee and from others, it
may also be the most controversial part. The fact is
that, until now, the data processing industry in Europe
has suffered tremendously from the lack of coordina-
tion between individual firms or between the Member
States. In this connection the four-year programme is
based on a system of Communiry suPPort, and it is
necessary to look at the scope and procedures of this
support. \7e only have to look at the scope of the
proSramme to exPress the regret 
- 
as yol.l can see
from paragraph 14 
- 
that in spite of their importance
the programme does not cover medium and large-
scale central processing units or the electronic comPo-
nents sector, contrary to the overall obiective laid
down in the Council Resolution of 1974.In paragraph
l8 we therefore repeat Parliament's earlier demands
for a Commission proposal concerning the establish-
ment of a Community Leasing Fund.
European industry has been increasingly hit by
problems of capital raising in many sectors and not
only in this one, alas. The need for a leasing fund has
become more acute. IBM, in particular, has concen'
trated its leasing operations on the peri-informatic
sector and mini-computers, for example, be rented for
up to a year. This has put a Eteat strain on the caPital
structure of a large number of European manufactu-
erers in the peri-informatic sector, in spite of the fact
that their products are technologically in no way infe-
rior to those of their rivals . ..
President. 
- 
I must tell you that you are well over
your time.
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- 
(F) .. . I just want to say, Mr President,
that Community policy for the electronic components
industry is the subject of a special communication
from the Commission, and it is up to us to support
this proposal.
'We agree, in fact, that a European capability in inte-
grated circuits is essential to the European economy
- 
paragraph 2l of our motion for a resolution 
- 
and
that it is necessary to reorganize this sector of the
industry. Let me now move on to the conclusions of
the report.
Before I do so, Mr President, let me say how sorry I
am that we do not have enough time for a proper
debate on this vital issue.
I have outlined the main points which were raised by
our committee in connection with this motion for a
resolution. And I should not like to fail to mention
the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee on
Community premium contracts or the criticisms of
the Committee on Budgets, which I should very
much like to go into and to explain. These criticisms
are, the subject of an amendment tabled by Lord Bess-
borough. I should also like to mention that fact that
the Committee on Energy and Research had for a
moment raised the problem of competence, but since
this problem is not in the interests of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs on whose behalf I
am speaking, and since you are urging me to finish,
Mr President, I shall stop at this point 
- 
although I
am loath to do so.
President. 
- 
It is unfortunate indeed that on all
these excessively important subiects which we discuss
in this Parliament, the rapporteur has but 15 minutes
into which to compress all his brilliant ideas. Your
speech, Sir, unfortunately went to l7 minutes.
I call the President-in-Office to answer the Oral Ques-
tion.
Mr Simonet, Presidcnt-irr-Olfice oJ the Council. 
-(fl As always, I am inspired by Mr Coust6's example,
and shall therefore be very brief.
In a resolution of 1.5 )uly 1974 the Council, aware of
the rmportance of data processing for the Community
and for its economrc and technological standing rn
the world, expressed its desire that policies fostering
and promoting data processing be given a Community
slant.
In response to this concern, the Commission
submitted in March and September 1975 two series of
prrority proposals involvrng projects' of common
rntcrest in the field of data processrng applications or
aimed at developing cooperation in the field of stand-
ards and applications.
An inrtial series of common prolects on data
processing was adopted rn July 1976 and is now in
the process of berng carried out.
The Councrl thcn turned its attention to the second
serres of prrority pro,ects. On 26 July last, rt agreed on
a furtl-rcr series of common pro,ects.
More precisely, this second series of projects consists,
on the one hand, of a four-year pilot project designed
to push Europe forward in the field of high-speed data
transmission. The proiect will involve a series of expe-
riments linking computers and carried out by the
European Research Centre and several European labor-
atories, using the European Space Agency's communi-
cations satellite.
This second series of priority projects also includes a
whole series of investigations in various fields, particu-
larly on portable software and the protection and best
possible use of data. In this connection, one of the
investigations will specifically deal with the problem
of protecting the public against the misuse of data
processing systems, with the aim of establishing the
technical bases of a problem which is of great concern
to the House.
Lastly, there is a project which has been withdrawn
from this second series but on which work is still
continuing. This is the LTPL project for the develop-
ment of a common language for real time program-
ming.
This, therefore, sums up the Council's activities in this
area which, quite rightly, attracts your full attention.
The Council will now have to start examining a
further matter which is even more important than the
two referred to above. In November 1976, in response
to the request expressed in the 1974 resolution, the
Commission forwarded to the Council a draft four-
year programme for developing data processing. This
programme is designed to promote research into data
processing in the Community and its industrial deve-
lopment and application. The draft was forwarded to
you at the time, and I am pleased that Parliament
intends to deliver its opinion today on this important
and voluminous document, so that the Council may
proceed to examine it.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to present the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Lord Bessborough, dra.f'tsnan of an opinion. 
- 
Mr
President, I shall speak entirely, of course, on the
Commission proposals, which is the matter referred to
the Committee on Budgets, and not specifically on
the question posed by Mr Coust6, and o[ course, what
I am going to say are the views of the Committee on
Budgets, and are totally non-political.
I would like to thank Mr Coust6, first of all, for his
report to which the Budgetary Committee's opinion is
annexed, and I am very glad that Mr Davignon
himself, the Commissioner concerned, should be with
us to glve his views. I would like also, at the outset, to
recognrze the tremendous work which Mr Spinelli, the
former Commissioner, put into these proposals. There
is no question that he gave it close attention and I
recognize what he had done. In think it is useful, basi-
cally, that he should have put these proposals fore-
ward even if in fact they are of a certain age, of a
certain vintage.
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In the course of my work as draftsman for the
Budgets Committee on this important programme, I
immediately asked the industry concerned 
- 
I
believe it is very important to have wide consultation,
as, for example, Mr Dalyell did in the case of the Euro'-
pean industry almost as a whole, not only the hard-
ware manufacturers but the software manufacturers
and indeed the component manufacturers, and I asked
them all whether they believed that this Programme
was viable and would be of use to them. Some of the
replies which were approved for publication have
been annexed to my opinion. Others, for which publi-
cation as not authorized, have nonetheless been taken
into account by myself when drawing uP the Budget
Committee's document.
The key issue seems to be whether it was wise of the
Commission to place the emphasis on a medium term
programme of aids for what is described as the peri-
informatics sector, which includes peripherals, comPo-
nents, many computers and new terminals. The
general reaction of the industry concerned was that
this was an area where health funded by public funds
was perhaps less necessary than in other areas. The
Commission does not Propose to extend this
programme to support developments in the area of
medium-to-large computers. Now this does not
prejudge the continuing work inside the Commission
- 
I for one recognize it 
- 
which might lead to the
setting up of a possible Community leasing fund, with
an initial capital endowment, something which has
yet to be proposed officially be the Commission. I
hope the Commission will reply on this point
regarding the leasing fund.
Community expenditure envisaged would amount to
88'9 million units of account. This would speak, in
expenditure terms, in 1980 and 1981. It should be
said that the financial consequences of the Commis-
sion's proposals are shown with very great clarity 
-the Committee on Budgets like this 
- 
in summaries
which are extremely helpful 
- 
and I would like to
say this to Mr Simonet too. This is something which
the Commission would do well to emulate in other
spheres. Therefore I offer a word of praise to the
Commission on this, and I might add in parenthesis
here that normally, it seems to me, 90 Yo of the time,
the Commission and ourselves are allies and that we
agree with one another, but that perhaps there is a
little bit of a problem in regard to these particular
proposals.
The administration of the funds which I have
mentioned is less clearly described, because the disbur-
sement would be managed under the Community
premium scheme, under which a committee for
management drawn from officials of the Member
States would be able to force the Commission to seek
Council approval for particular proiects before making
a decision differing from that which the advisory
committee was prepared to agree to. This seems' at
first sight, to be in conflict with Article 205 of the
EEC Treaty, which indicates that the execution of the
budget should remain the exclusive domain of
Commission responsibility. The Committee on
Budgets has discussed this whole question of manage-
ment committees quite often, and they do not like
them very much.
Now, while carrying out its reponsibilities the
Committee on Budgets has also to consider the
general politicat question of feasibility. Here I have
had to draw attention to a maior problem o{ consulta-
tion. From replies which I have received from
industry and, indeed, users, it is clear that, whilst there
may be some continuing dialogue with the Commis-
sion on general matters connected with the data-pro-
cessing sector, this particular proposal was not to be
subject to consultation 
- 
not even with the industry
and trade associations such as the European ComPuter
Manufacturers' Association, the European Association
of Business Machines and Data-Processing Equip-
ment. They, as I understand it, were not brought in.
According to the principal producers and manufac-
turers, and it is of course difficult to summarize all
their differing views, it is far more important to adopt
common Procurement measures in the European
public sector than to launch a peri-informatics
sectoral programme. Furthermore, at least one exclu-
sively European-based company believes that the
Commission has not taken sufficiently into account
the need for a substantial industrial programme which
should run parallel, concentrating on the early crea-
tion of a European semi-conductor and disc-capability
supply, freeing its own manufacturers from heavy
dependence on outside sources.
Reading through the Commission's proposals, one can
detect an attitude 
- 
especially in one of the annexes
- 
towards IBM which would treat it as a completely
non-European company. This is what struck me very
forcibly 
- 
one of the things that struck me most 
-and I am glad Mr Dalyell supports me on this,
because he knows these questions better probably
than I do, In fact, in terms of employment and invest-
ment, it is clear that IBM cannot be dismissed in this
way, particularly in view of the fact that IBM manufac-
turing plants within the Community supply 
- 
as I
am sure Mr Davignon now knows 
- 
over 90 o/o of all
products for European customers. By excluding these
figures, the Commission casts doubts on the validity
of its trade-balance calculations and thus on the statis-
tical basis of its own proposal. It also, in so dorng,
prejudges the investigatrons by its own competition
department as tow whether or not IBM is a European-
based company. \We have not heard so much about
that lately.
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The view of the Committee on Budgets is that we are
nor satisfied that it will be right at this stage to
appfove the budgetary consequences of the commis-
sion's proposals, which amount to 88.9 million u.a.
over a period of four years. \ifle llave therefore drawn
up an rnterim opinion 
- 
and it was with the full
agreement of the Committee on Budgets that this
should be considered as an interim opinion 
-because we believe that the Commission should be
asked to withdraw its proposals and, after further
reflection and consideration, resubmit new draft propo-
sals to Parliament. rU(/e shall be failing, Mr President,
in our duty as part of the budgetary authority if we
give the go-ahead to proposals whose essential
viability all the members of the Committee on
Budgets who discussed it must strongly doubt. That
doubt is based on the attitude of the beneficiaries
themselves, who seem to indicate that publrc {unds
would be misdirected if the programme was adopted.
Mr Coust6, rapporteur for the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, is certainly to be
congratulated for his most interesting and, indeed,
profound report, which agrees on many of the points
raised by the Committee on Budgets. In particular, I
would welcome paragraph l4 of the resolution, which
seems to me essential inasmuch as it regrets the
failure of the Commission to include within the
programme large-scale central processing-units or the
electronic components sector. However, it will be diffi-
cult for the Committee on Budgets to share the senti-
ments expressed in paragraph 26, which approves
with these reservations the proposals from the
Commission.
It is for that reason I have tabled, in the name of the
Committee on Budgets 
- 
and I am glad to see that
Mr Larrge is here 
- 
an amendment to paragraph 26
asking the Commission to wrthdraw its proposal. I
know that this might creare a precedent, and I recog-
nize quite clearly from conversations with Mr
Davignon the problems which this may cause. But it
was the view of the Committee on Budgets, and I
must report rt, that the Commission should wrthdraw
its proposal and retable a new draft programme after
adequate consultation with industry and users alike.
This failure to consult the rndustry is alluded to in
paragraph 26 as it stands at present in Mr Coust6's
report, but I feel that the position taken by Parliament
should be stronger than the resolution currently
allows.
Finally, Mr President, I will raise one further point,
which is the last paragraph of my opinion . . .
President. 
- 
Lord Bessborough, you really must
finish now with one sentence. You are over your time
by something like four minures.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
I beg your pardon, Mr Presr-
dent ; I have apparently made the same error as Mr
Coust6 himself. I must just refer Parliament to the
very last paragraph of our opinion, which refers to the
powers of the Committee on Budgets in the course of
its examination of the budget, and we have certain
powers in that respect.
(Applatnt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne, Cbtrirntan o.f tfu Connittec on
Econontic and Monctd4' A.ffairs. 
- 
(F)W President,
as far as the background of the problem is concerned,
let me say immediately that the rupportttt, Mr
Coust6, made all the main points, even though he was
not able to speak for as long as he would have liked.
He kindly referred to some comments I made when
chairing the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and which, in the final analysis, dealt with the
problem of political resolve. If we really want the Euro-
pean Community to be auronomous both now and
even more so in the future 
- 
and I mean auto-
nomous in the widest we cannot possibly do
without a solid capability in the data processing
sector. \Tithout this capability we run the risk of
finding ourselves in the same position as certain
Member States and part of the business world which
deals in this sector who, instead of looking for a
Community approach to the problem, prefer special
bilateral agreements with a large outside partner and
with a multinational concern which has absolutely no
connection with the destiny of the European Commu-
nity, even though to some extent its contribution may
be consrdered useful.
That is basically what I think of the cenrral problem,
and my views are very similar to those of the raf/tor-
tcttr. But I want now to come to this disagreement
between the Commrttee on Budgets and two other
committees, the Committees on Energy and Research
and on Economic and Monetary Affairs, regarding
paragraph 26 of the ntotion for a resolution in Mr
Couste's report. The Committee on Budgets stated
that its attitude was due to doubts as ro the feasrbility
of the proposals, and the need for more extensive
consultation with the industry most concerned.
Neither Mr Couste nor I are against consultation of
this kind. The Committee on Budgets went on ro say
that rt was not clear that the Commission had adopted
the correct prioritics. The upshot was that the
Commrttee decrded to ask rhe Committee responsible
i.e. the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
to take these matters into account 
- 
which we have
in fact done 
- 
and to considcr whether the Commis-
sion should not be asked to withdraw its proposals,
and after further reflection and consideration, submit
a new draft to Parlianrcnt.
Mr President, I anr sorry to have to say that the
Committee orr Econonric arrd Monetary Affairs feels
that this is an unreasorrable sr.rggcstiorr. tVe insist that
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the Commission retain some power which can be
developed. Consequently, with the agreement and the
support of Mr Coust6, I have tabled another amend-
ment to paragrpaphs 26. The gist of it is that the
Commission is invited to make additional proposals,
but there is an important distinction between addi-
tional and new proposals, in that the figure of 88
m.u.a. will remain in the budget in the proposed
expenditure, as before. It is not our intention to
render the Commission and the Community power-
less in this field. 'We are ready to offer a certain
amount of trust, but we are asking for a little more
light on the matter, for an explanation of the addi-
tional resources which the Community must have.
However, Mr President, there is a gulf between asking
for explanations and refusing to act. As far as our
committee is concerned, we have no intention of
crossing that gulf.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schworer to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Schwiirer! 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, first of all I should like to express my
sincere thanks to Mr Coust6 for the good work he has
done and also for following up the matter with this
question today, in order to get the Commission to do
more in this sector which is of such great importance
for the Community.
The Qhristian-Democratic Group agrees with the
analysis of the situation given in this report. Over the
next few years data-processing will be of increasing
inrportance for industry and the services sector, and
Lord Bessborough is right : the dominant position
held in this Community by a company based outside
the Comnrunity is being further strengthened, and I
do not think it is necessarily good for competition
when the strong become stronger and stronger. The
European-based firms are in a very weak position. The
implementation of the first two programmes was not
sufficiently effective, because of inadequate funds. The
European industry has fallen even further behind and
there is now no question of being able to achieve the
Community's declared aim of ensuring that by the
early l9t'10's there is a fully viable competitive Euro-
pean-based industry in all the fields concerned. Ve
are therefore in favour of implementlng this four-year
programme, and we are also in favour of tl.re perrph-
eral nreasures to be taken as a first steP in connection
with this programme, i.e. for standardization, for the
creation of genurne standards which will in particular
allow a wide range of suppliers to tender for public
contracts. At present the only standards are those of
one large manufacturer. The Commission ought
finally to put forward some proposals here, instead of
merely making promises.
Secondly, we support the coordination of public
procurement policy, provrded thrs means that Euro-
pean-based firms rn particular have at least a chance
when tendering for these public contracts and that
where additional funds are necessary because of
conversion difficulties the Commission or the
Community will take action to facilitate the necessary
conversion.
Thirdly, we are also in favour of something being
done for the development of software and compatible
products 
- 
and here, Mr Coust6, I am rather sceptical
about this leasing fund. It seems to me that we already
have enough leasing funds in the Community ; I am
also not convinced that such a fund under the
Commission's control can necessarily comPete with
what is already in existence in the business sector. It
would be better of the Community introduced a sort
of guarantee system to allow European firms to cover
themselves rather better against large-scale risks.
A fourth point concerns activities of a general nature
such as investigations into the effects on society and
on the employment situation. Now we have nothing
against this, but I am under no illusions as to the
results and effectiveness of such studies. It iust means
there will be a few more studies gathering dust in the
archives. Experience shows that these studies are
usually long out of date by the time we receive them
and therefore I am highly sceptical about this sort of
thing 
- 
but, as I said, it can certainly not do much
harm.
Another important point is the safeguarding of
personal privacy. Fortunately, a special committee of
this Parliament is working on the creation of stand-
ards for the protection of the citizen against intrusions
into his private life in the field of data transmission.
\We support the efforts of this conrmittee.
Now, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen a few
detailed points. Naturally, in view of the limited
means at our disposal it is not possible to take action
in all fields ; we appreciate this, but we regret that the
field of medium- and large-capacity central processing
units has been completely excluded from Community
assistance.
Secondly, we think it is right that research should be
supported when a number of European users are
involved. I should, however, like to suggest to the
Commission that assistance should also be given
when firms do not form a ioint company or Perma-
nent association but ioin together only by means of
mututal supply arrangements, so that their coopera-
tion takes the form of orders ior particular projects.
This sort of arrangement also deserves Community
support.
\ifle also welcome the committee you proPose ; here
the practical users should finally have a say, after
apparently being rather neglected in the preparation
of the previous programnle. Admittedly, there will be
conflicts of rnterest in certaill respects, but that is
unavordable. It is to be hoped that the Commrssion
will have the frnal say as it will chair this committee
and thus be able to mediate between these conflicting
interests and reach the right dccisions.
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Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to close with just
a word on electronic components. That is part four of
this programme. \7e know that this will be the field
with the highest growth rate in the next few years.
Our industry is still not strong in this field, but at
least we do have the intel.lectual resources and
know-how for progress in Europe which are as good
as anything available in America. However, it is not
much use to this European industry to keep on saying
that assistance is needed here, that something must be
done. It is high time we had some concrete proposals
in this field and heard how the Commission envisages
support for a structural reorganization of the European
electronic components industry. It seems to me that a
programme on the scale of that which the Japanese
put into operation for industries of this kind ought to
be possible in Europe too, and there is no doubt that
it is also necessary in view of the fierce competition
that Europe faces from Japan.
The Christian-Democratic Group supports the ideas
put forward by Mr Coust6 in his report. We are not,
Lord Bessborough, in favour of rejecting the whole
programme. The chairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs has already said this.
Ve want the programme to be put into effect. lVe
also, however 
- 
and to this extent we agree with you
- 
want a supplementary programme to be added, and
the Commission should consider how it can fill the
gaps mentioned by various speakers. ri7ith these reser-
vations, we support Mr Coust6's motion for a resolu-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
thc European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr l)rcsiclcnt, the clel;ate on thc
lrudgct ycstcrday, whcn thc Conrnrrssrol.r arrcl tl)rs
Asscrnbll we rc workrng togcthcr, hrghlrghtcd thc fact
th,rt tlrc Cornnlssror.r,rntl thrs Parlrirr.nclrt have thc
rcspontr[rrlrtl' of prrttrng forwrrcl ancl cnclorsrng propo-
:uls thut rrl'ollc ltrr[rlrr cx1>errclrturc witlt lintitc<l
trrntlr. 'l'hel rlrust [.lc cttet trl'c Proposals ancl wc nttrstllc lr,rppv lrr tltrs Assenrbll tllrt tlrrs ntorrcy rs wcll
\l)ent
Firstly, I must congratulate Mr Coust6 on his report.
Secondly, I am impressed by the volume of the
Comnrission rcport, but the volume is so great that
dircction may cludc many who read it. Wc are
dcbating today proposals for an industry which is as
inrportarrt to the Community's economic strrvival as
pcrhaps our abrlity to grow food, to producc steel,
trucks or cvcn cars.
The Commission proposals are varied, but one parti-
cular rtem 
- 
collection of information on the data-
proccssrhg sector, 480 000 u.a. 
- 
is rather rrrelevant.
If the Comnrrssrorr has collected insufficrent informa-
tion to sr-lpport thrs pogranrnrc, thcn thc programmc
shotrlcl ncvcr havc lrecr.r strbn'ritted.
The European Conservative Group have discussed
with Lord Bessborough and members of the
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
and I respect the
opinion of Mr Ellis 
- 
the view of the Committee on
Budgets that the Commission should be asked, after
consultation with major Community computer and
software manufacturers, the major suppliers and users
of electronic components, to submit revised proposals
as soon as possible. Not only in published evidence
but in other correspondence 
- 
and Lord Bessbo-
rough has referred to this 
- 
the industry has
complained of lack of consultation. If Lord Bessbo-
rough's amendment on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets is accepted, it means the Commissiorr must
submit revised proposals quickly 
- 
proposals which
must look forward and embrace the development of
very large-scale integration (VLSI) and the advanced
magnetic disc. Random access has been inrportant, on
a bigger scale even more important. In fact, thc Presi-
dent-in-Office has already referred to it.
\trfle are therefore discussing two items which have as
far-reaching effects as thc change from the piston-
engne to the jet-engine in travel, for instancc. Perhaps
the Commission has not looked far enough forward in
this technological sense, and this has caused concern
to the industry. Vhy does the industry require, with
its .50 000 to 100 000 circuits or bits, why does society
in the Community require thrs VLSI and why should
the Commissron proposals be looked at again, because
they are too concerned with the short term rather
than the long term ? I think I should like to spend a
minute or two outlining this.
Firstly, modern society in the United States, Japan
and the Community is saturating cable comnrunica-
tion channels. Micro-wave systems are requirrng irrfor-
mation in giga-bits per second, and this means that
optical and electronic components must be available
to interface the electrical and optical parts of thc
communications system. This f ield, whrch also
extends to fibre optics, which shows great opportunity,
is one were the computer rndustry must progrcss.
Secondly, data communication at speeds involving
giga-bits per second will call for larger 
- 
capacity
compute rs, and these computcrs arc dependent or-r
VLSI.
Thirdly, in this Assenrbly we shall agairr cliscuss 
-and I have givcn an opinion to the Comnrittcc orr
Rcgronal Policy, Rcgional Planrring and Trarrsport 
-the whole question of air safcty. Thc futurc of arr and
sea applications, civilian and defence, depends on this.
Fotrrthly 
- 
and I had the chance of visiting the Bell
Laboratories not so many ycars ago 
- 
if the video-
phone is to be the norm, thcn thrs too wrll rcqurre thc
availibility of VLSI. The spced with whrch ntachine
tools with more conrpact computcrs 
- 
thc xu1sn1211g
control machrnc tools 
- 
have l>een rrrstallcd has
perhaps bccn lacking, btrt VLSI wrll grvc greater
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scope. There is increasing compactness and reliability
in television and colour television, and the need for
improving the decoding of incoming signals again
involves VLSI. There is a demand for pollution-free
trucks, and a new market for electronic feeding of the
internal combustion engine : Again this will require
VLSI. There is a new market for electronic controllers,
and this may extend into the domestic field 
-dishwashers, cookers, perhaps more extremely, refriger-
ation 
- 
and this type of circuit will be vital for this.
These are examples of the capital equipment where
manufacturers of consumer goods and the defence
industries depend for their future poroducts on this
new advance which is being looked at by the industry.
There is nothing to stop importing VLSI from the
USA or Japan, but this would be under licence. I
think there are three disadvantages, two commercial
and economic and one purely economic, that we
should be aware of. Firstly, a supplier of electronic
components can limit the freedom of the customer to
define the architecture of the computer. Therefore,
there can only be freedom to exploit VLSI technology
if the Community develops an indigenous capability
for this. Surely we have learnt this lesson in aerospace
and aviation ! Secondly, a supplier of electronic
components can limit the freedom of the customer to
penetrate certain markets with products incorporating
the component.
Now the need for VLSI and the urgency of bringing
together and supporting the Community's data-pro-
cessing and electronic component industries may be
illusrated as follows : the United States spent 35
billion dollars on the project to land a man on the
moon ; it is estimated that 5 billion were spent purely
on developing the electronic sector there. Estimates
for world markets of electronic components in the
mid- l 9ti0's are l0 billion dollars, but for any
successful development of a new electronic compo-
nent there is an accompanying market for fabricatron
equipment, a billion dollars. Thirdly, estimates in the
Community's industry for the cost of successful deve-
lopment of VLSI vary between over 500 billion and
nearly 900 billion dollars over a four-to-five year
period.
Investment in research and development of this
magnitude is beyond the financial resources of any
one firm or any one country. If the Community
decides not to support the development of VLSI, the
cost to the Community's balance of payments in the
tarly '80's could be l'7 billion dollars annually and
rising. Mr Schworer has drawn attention to the deve-
lopments in Japan, and in fact the drrector of the elec-
tronics division of the Japanese Ministry of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry drew attention to the fact
that steel, automobiles and television have been the
cheap money-earners for Japan until now. But no-one
can expect these products to continue carrying the
load, and developing countries are catching up. Ve
have to think now how to leap ahead, and it is impor-
tant that the Community does the same. Let the
Commission and Council note that in 1971 the Japa-
nese Ministry of International Trade and Industry
brought together six Japanese firms to undertake
three semi-conductor developments. Should not the
Commission concentrate on doing likewise ? !fle must
review what the Japanese have done. I thercfore
exhort the Commission and the Councrl to do much
more to bring together the chief executives of Euro-
pean Community computer and electronrc compo-
nent manufacturers, as Lord Bessborough said, and
systematically allocate research and developnrent
among them. This aspect of the Commissiorr's
approach seems far too narrow.
Further, there is a need to develop the advanccd
magnetic disc, which I have already rc'ferred to, and
the related storage devices; this is no less greatly
necessary for the industry. The increased use of data
communication only increases the need to store the
information received. Therefore, a go or no-go for
Community support in this area has the same implica-
tion as VLSI. Mr Coust6 and the Conrmission have
emphasized the need for standards; I applatrd this,
and the Conservative Group applaud this. Equally, thc
Commission should define starrdards for thc povision
of communications. Europe need not necessarily bc
influenced by US firms in this area if Comntunity
firms can be brought together with the authoritics
responsible for telephone and telex communications
and wider apphcatrons,
Therefore, Mr President, the Commrssron's orrginal
proposals are, in the view of the Conservative Group,
and as a result of discussions we have had, perhaps
inadequate. Perhaps the Commission is cowed by the
Council's attitude to expenditure on rcsearch and dcve-
lopment, as referred to rn the budget debate yesterday.
Is the Council capable of taking far-reachrng decisrorrs
- 
and I am glad Mr Simonet is here 
- 
to secure thc
uture of the Community's computer and electronrc
component industry, and does in fact the Council of
Ministers really understand the neecl ? The Conserva-
tive Group, having discussed this matter with the rc'lc-
vant committees, supports the approach of thc
Committee on Budgets and Lord Bessborough's
amendment.
IN THE CHAIR: MR YEAfS
Vict-Prcsidcnt
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(l) Mr President, Community policy
in the data pocessing sector 
- 
so admirably outluled
by Mr Coust6 and Lord Bessborough 
- 
is based on
the persuasion that Europe must have a data pocessing
industry which is viable, competitive and clynamic. In
my view, the progress of this idea has been like that of
a three-stage rocket.
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The first stage was a fairly simple proposal, followed
by a series of subsequent proposals. \fle have now
reached the third stage which we have gradually been
working up to, and which is the culmination of the
two earlier stages. The current stage is beginning to
give us an overall picture and we are beginning to see
the strategy which the Commission is pursuing. It is
worthwhile taking a brief look at this, since I feel it is
not without importance.
In my opinion, the Commission acted wisely when it
decided to opt out of Community support for large
processing units and concentrate instead on deve-
loprng peri-informatics, software and electronic
components. This sector of the data processing
lndustry offers relatively much greater opportunities
for development and growth. If I may paraphrase
Chairman Mao, thrs is as vital as water is to fish if we
want to be in a reasonable position to tackle the
problem of the development of large-scale industrial
units. Finally 
- 
as the Commission has rightly
pointed out 
- 
no one firm dominates this sector, and
so wrth an rntelligent policy results can be achieved
fairly easily, without the risk of running into any
rmmediate maior diffrculties. On the whole, I feel that
the thinking behrnd thrs decrsron is right thinking.
I do not want to go into detall about the various
measures, because these have already been explained
by other speakers and I should only be repeating what
they sard. Since there have been requests for further
explanation from several quarters, however, I just want
to say that this four-year programme for the develop-
ment of data processing cannot be the frnal chapter of
our policy in this field. The Commission must be
ready to carry it a stage farther, srnce there are impor-
tant aspects of interest to the Community which have
not yet been tackled. I am not criticizing, but we must
realize in taking action that this strategy means some-
thing and will mean someting.
lw.lnt to nrclttlon olle or two thlllgs wlttch t-t-tttst bc
rlorrr, arttl tltcv arc tltr ntore urgcllt thall tttcrcasecl
consult.rtrorr with thc le atlcrs of indtrstry ancl wrtl-t
other ccntrcs. Abovc lll. tlrc Contnttssion nltlst tilcklt:
thc prot.llenr of cxrttrttrnrg thc clontirrartt positrorrs
wlriclr cxist ln thls scctor:rrt(l the possrblc abtrscs
which retsult. All nrv attcnrpts tarlccl, artcl I onlv hopc
that rly sLrccessor has ntorc ltrck.
The princrpal question we have to ask ourselves raises
problems of a political, economic and legaI nature,
and we have to take a wide-ranging look at it, wrthout
getting bogged down rn specifrc cases. The present
structLrrc of the industry rs ntarked by the dominance
of onc large, vertically organrzed concern with a series
of 'captive' markets, displaying the same features here
and in the United States. We have to ask ourselves
whether this structure is inherent in the tlata
processing industry or whether it has developed
through the manipulation of tegal opportunitic-s,
market conditrons, and so on.
If the former is true, the question is how we can
control this giant. The problem will not be an easy
one to solve. 'Whether we resort to nationalization or
not in the case of IBM or some other company, we
shall still have a giant concern dominating the
market, and the real problem will then be how the
public authorities should go about controlling it. If, as
I suspect, the structure of the industry is artificial and
can be altered, we shall have to formulate an anti-trust
approach in order to release this stranglehold on the
market.
!7hat we need to do, then, is to study the problem
and work out a policy which, although it will take
some time and will not be easy, is nevertheless one of
the basic tasks of the Community. Vithout this
policy, any other measures we take will only be
scraping the surface of the problem.
The second major aspect, whrch has already been
tackled in connection wrth the coordination of
procurement policies, is that of the national public
supply contracts. These have to be much more open,
and 'open' here means basrcally long-term planning
for coordinated development.
The data processing industry is not so dependent on
governments as the aircraft industry, which in practice
is entrrely subject to government control. Neverthe-
less, a large chunk of the industry 
- 
more than a
thrrd, I believe 
- 
is in government hands, particularly
the vast field of telecommunrcarions.
Vhen I held the post which ls now Mr Davignon's, I
found that in every country there was a tremendous
industrial bureaucracy in this field, which led to a
kind of link between the data processing rndustry, and
the PTT administrations. The latter watch to see what
the industry is doing, and the industry keeps track of
the administrations' programmes. The whole thing is
held together by the fact that the assistance given to
the industry helps to maintain thrs cycle. The result is,
and has been, the rapid development of a closed
symbiotic state of affairs which thwarts comperition.
And what is the answer we get ? 
- 
that plans are
drawn up for years ahead and that nothrng can be
changed. This is not true 
- 
things can be changed.
There is no doubt that telecommunications will be
quite different ten years from now. Plans have already
been n.rade, but a lot more planning has to be done in
whrch rt is vitally necessary that there should be a
Er.rropean dr nrcnsion.
The third prllar supporting thesc natronal industrial
bureaucracies 
- 
bureaucracies whrch mean that our
firms cannot nratch the go-ahead vigour of therr
American countcrparts 
- 
takcs thc iornt of the assis-
tance which rs grven, but this asslstance, albeit essen-
tial at a ccrtaur pornt, gocs to rnward-looking firms
whrch are scarce ly competitive. Untrl now the
Commission has rcgarded aid to the data processrng
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industry from national governments as acceptable,
since it was granted for national programmes.
Inasmuch as we feel that national programmes are
Setting us nowhere, and blocking any effective deve-
lopment, we must scrap all aid at a national level and
introduce Community aid if we want a European
ProSramme.
It is not an impossible or insoluble problem. The data
in the Commission documents show that the four-
year plan makes provision for Community interven-
tion to the tune of 103 million u.a in four years, an
average of just over 2.5 million u.a. per year.
The part of the Commission report on the total
anrount of national aid within the Community gives a
figure of 183 million u.a. per year, of which l0l
mrllion u.a. is for hardware. This leaves 82 million u.a.
for thc sector which is the subject of Community
polrcy. Con.rmunity aid is therefore equivalent to a
third of the total granted by the individual Member
States. We are beginning to think about things in a
serious manner if we stop thinking in terms of
national policies and decide to use simply a Commu-
nity aid scheme, instead of a national one.
If we accept this as the route ahead, the best thing we
can do is lay the foundations for the development of
better software. This will be the first step towards
restructuring the data processing sector. It should not
in my opinion be a simple imitation of the American
or Japanese model ; instead we should create struc-
tures different from those of the Japanese and
American giants.
Vith this one reservation about the awaited fourth
stage of the rocket, we approve the Coust6 report and
with it the Commission proposals. rVe feel that it
would not be right to refer them back to the Commis-
sion since it is time to start acting, even though the
document may not be perfect There can never be
enough discussion and consultation, but this does not
lead to important decisions. Discussion and consulta-
tion comc after the decisions have been made and
strcngthcn them, or perhaps modify them, but the
decision to take a clear look at this sector and to
concentrate our attention on it is a decision born of
economic policy ; it is not the expert conclusion of
consultation.
Consequently, I believe we should approve thrs
programme and urge the Council to adopt it forthwith
and the Commission to take a serious look at the
fourth stage I have nrentioned.
(Appltt.'c lntn tltt lt_ft)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brown.
Mr Brown, 
- 
I would, at the outset, Mr President,
like to dissent from the views expressed by my
colleague Lord Bessborough for the Committee on
Budgets. I support, in fact, the conclusrons that are set
out on page 37, paragraph 2l of document 235177.
There are few topics that are spoken about at greater
length, without any positive decisions being reached,
than the computer area. I think this is epitomized by
the Budget Committee's attitude of trying to delay
even further.
I want, in my short time available, to address myself
purely from the parliamentary point of view. In my
view, parliamentary assemblies will only be able to
perform their control functions and interrogate the
executives of various parliamentary assemblies and
institutions if they have at their disposal adequate
information comparable to that which is available to
the executives themselves. Because of the ever-
increasing complexities of political life, computer
based aid will become, in my view, an indispensable
aid for parliamentarians. There is therefore an urgency
about the matter in order to ensure that there is
compatibility between the various EDP systems
adopted in the national parliaments both between
parliaments themselves, and with the European Institu-
tions, especially, I think, when one considers the very
rapid growth of Community legislation. I am advised
that roughly 4 000 texts are added to the existing body
annually. The existing CELEX system covers about
five main fields : the Treaties instituting the European
Communities, with all the amendments ; compulsory
Community law, with its regulations and its direc-
tives; complementary law, decisions taken by Member
States at meetings of the Council of Ministers ; interna-
tional conventions concluded by Member Statcs in
application of the Treaties ; law emanating from the
Community's external relations. It also has all data
referring to Community legislation, that is, the applica-
tion of directives at international level. This system is
at present working very well, and that, I think,
deserves praise. Parliament should also recognize that
the Euronet system has been, as I think, a great
success, providing as it does the facility for operating
our own data and information systems, covering a
wide range of disciplines such as metallurgy, educa-
tion and training, physics, brology, medicine, engi-
neering, agriculture and a whole range of other
subjects, as well as the link-up with the whole legal
information system of CELEX. In addition, the
Commission have now, through Euronet, brought in
the Atomic Energy Authority and the Space Agency
and this of course, means brrnging into thc arca
various parlranrents arrd other institutions outside the
Conrnrunity itself.
Therefore I would say, listenrng to some of the
carping criticisms of the Commission, that tl.rey surely
ought to be congratulated on the present dynamic
approach. And let there be no doubt in anybody's
mind that if Euronet futfils all our expcctations rt will
open out whole new dimensions for EDP rn Europe.
It is factual, rt is cheap, it is accessible and it rs reli-
able, and it provides users with a wide range of
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subjects. It associates, as I have said, various nations
which are not members of the Community, and it will
require arrangements for standardizing data-base crea-
tion equipment and methods which in turn will
enable the European EDP industry to standardize,
with all the, advantages that will be brought to the
industry by that. It will also promote the development
of multi-lingual facilities and experiments with
machine or computerized translation, together with
the development of a transparent realtime language.
On the horizon, Mr President, one can see. a host of
applications awaiting development, such as a stand-
ards policy, which I have always considered to be of
such importance over the years, software portability,
collaboration between the national research centres,
and support for users. In addition, theqe are public
procurement policies, computer-assisted' planning
systems, development of a computer-based informa-
tion storage and retrieval system, progress in the field
of high-speed data transmission, and a whole host of
other projects. As parliamentarians, it seems to me we
must ensure the availability of the best information-
system we can get for Europe, which in turn will
provide the opportunity for the development of a pros-
perous European EDP industry. Today, we can help
this process, in my view, by supporting the proposals
from the Commission.
May I conclude by appealing Commission to bring
forward proposals for establishing a clearing-house
system with the function of collecting, evaluating and
transmitting report and project descriptions in the
ficld of parliamentary EDP, involving all parliamen-
tary institutions. It does seem to me that, as parlia-
mcntarians, we ought to be able to virtually press a
button to a clearing-house and obtain such informa-
tion as wc rcquirc in order to carry out our work. I
also think it is important to anticipate the hue and cry
which may arise in the future; the Commission
should begin now to think of their views on the
protection of privacy, bc'cause this is bound to' be
raised as the next hedge over which the Commission
will bc expected to clamber. I accept that safeguards
are ncedcd, and I belrcve that this Parliamcnt ought to
be discussing those safeguards now. I urge the House
to rcjcct what I regarcl as an extrcmcly weak attitude
on the part of thc Budgets Committee and to support
Mr Coust6's nrotion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalycll.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
I ,clread to follow my friencl Ron
Ilrown bccausc I am onc of the bad mer-r of thc
Committee on Budgets, and, as Mr Spinelli knows
from a previous incarnation when he was the Commis-
sioner resporrsiblc, I was hrs most dogged and
pervcrsc critic on this nratter. But, if my fricnd Ron
thinks that hc rs gorng to press a button and get all
sorts oi parlianrcrrtary rnformation, I very much doubt
if he is going to get it for 8 million u.a. It is news to
me that this expenditure should be primarily directed
at solving the problems that face parliamentarians. I
do not think people in the rest of the Comnrunity
think this allocation of money is going to be made for
that purpose.
I have a question that is really directed to Mr Sprnelli,
because he is the father of all this. But I suppose, for
procedural reasons, I must put it to the nran who has
inherited the problenr. So it had better go to Viscount
Davignon. For a sum of 88'9 million u.a. spread over a
number of years, what does anybody rn the Commis-
sion think that they can do better than, or even as
well as, IBM, Hewlett-Packard or Honeyrre ll or a
number of other firms ?
Some people think that I am a creature of IBM. I say
to my.colleagues that I have never been on an IBM-
sponsored visit abroad, I have never been on an IBM
iolly, I have never been 6n an IBM iaunt. It does
strike me that anybody who gocs and talks to IBM
people, or knows a bit about it, krrows that this firnr,
as also Hewlett-Packard or Honepvell, does thc nrost
advanced research in the international divisrons. It is
not a branch factory industry. And thcre are Euro-
peans, constituents of ours, who are doing as advanced
work as anybody in the United Statcs. This is what
makes the computer industry different from somc
other industries.
I heard my friend, Ernest Glinne, talk about warrting
the EEC to be autonomous in this respect. My God I
If we are going to lrave ,an autonomous EEC in this
respect, we are going to pay a great deal , morc tlrarr
88'9, million u.a., because this is a road that is going
to cost money in an enornrous way. !71-rat wc are
talking about 
- 
if we arc talking about autorronry 
-is competition with IBM. I think thrs cannot bc a
matter for connection with the European Comnru-
nity's destin,y, as Glinnc said.
Finally, although I understand Mr Sprnelh's view irr
wanting an antr-trust approacl-r, I do not agrcc with it.
There is one thing this Parliament cannot do. It
cannot solemnly say : we have rejectcd thc prcscnt
proposals, but ask the Commission to draw up ncw
proposals ! That would bc hypocrisy on our part. It
would certainly causc a great wastc of trnrc irr thc
Commission. This is thc sort of nmbivalcrrt attitr.rdc
that gets us rrowhcre.
There is a divisron in the Socialist Group: thcrc are
some who think like Mr Glinne, and others who think
as I do ; but I say, and we say, for Hcaven's sakc forgct
the wholc proposition. Ve are not asking yor.r to with-
draw it and come up wrth anothcr. \We are asking you
to forget it and trse your tinrc, nroncy and enc'rgres on
other matters. Tl"rere arc llfl'9 nrillron u.a. gorng. For
Heaven's sake, put the nrorrcy ilrto your plans for thc
steel rndustry, and do somcthing about tl're stccl-pro-
ducing arcas. (l do rrot conrc fronr such arr area.) 
_frrst
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concentrate it, rather than 
- 
to borrow a phrase trans-
lated from Mr Spinelli 
-'frittering it away'. 
lVhat he
said, apparently, was 'not taking little nibbling bits off
the edge.' I agree. Let the Community do something
properly, not dissipate its energies. Let Mr Davignon
concentrate on the problems of the steel industry.
Mr Davignon, A4cntbcr o.f tbc Contnit.tton. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, this debate could be very short if I could
answer Mr Dalyell with a simple 'yes' and tell hrm
that he is right and I am wrong. Let me dash that
hope right away. I do not share his views and I shall
explain why.
Today's debate and the very lucid speeches we have
heard encourage me to state what I feel must be done
at the political level. I offer my apologies to Mr
Osborn and Mr Brown ; I have noted the specific tech-
nical questions they have raised, but I feel we can
come back to those. Today I want to consider the
matter solely from the political angle.
lWhen the President-in-Office of the Council was
telling us what the Council had done with regard to
the second programme, he said that something had
been done. I do not disagree with that. Vhat I do
want to say, and to make quite clear, is that the
Council did not do what it was asked to do. As soon
as it fails to do what is asked of rt 
- 
Mr Dalyell is
right here 
- 
we do not have even the minimum
requirements for a sensible policy.
\Ve have to watch thrs point. There is in fact a danger
that we may ask for the bare minimum, get only half
of that, and then believe that we can do something
with it. This is impossible in the electronics industry,
in the aircraft industry, in the steel and textile indus-
tries, and even in day-to-day life.
I should like to say that as long as I am responsible
for this sector we shall prefer to withdraw any propo-
sals which create the illusion of action rather than
support them. We shall strive for meaningful propo-
sals. Vhat Mr Spinelli said when talking about 'mean-
ingful' is, I feel, perfectly true. You will perhaps often
hear me using it in the same way when referring to
other sectors.
It is wrong to believe that the Community and the
Commission must do everythinB that the others do
not do. But we must be able to do enough to influ-
ence events to the extent necessary to achieve the
goals we agree on together. This is where 'meaningful'
comes into it. Is what we should do 25 o/o or 20 o/o of
,what needs to be done ? The answer depends on the
diffe rent questions we have to tackle ; however, this is
the politrcal goal to go after.
The question now arises: is there a political goal ? Is
it reasonable for us to have somethrng of our own in
Europe, in the electronics and computer industry ? It
strikes me that it is rather difficult to say that, in view
of the fact that IBM exists 
- 
functioning very well,
carrying out research and actually providing iobs for a
large number of European workers 
- 
this is enotrgh.
If we think like tlrrs, it means that all tl.rc othe r elcctro-
nics frrms are making thc samc nlstakc as tltc
Commissron, and that the Japancsc 
- 
who ltavc
never impresscd us with thc stupiclity of tl.rcrr tcch-
nical and comnrercial rnsrght 
- 
are quitc wrortg irt
making a dcterminc'cl cffort rn thc conrpr-ttcr iield. I
should also like to pornt out that Antcrtcat't
companies other than IBM 
- 
Texas lnstrunlcltts tor
instance 
- 
have macle srgnrficant lllroads irtto the
market and developecl nra jor products, rn spitc of
IBM's existcnce. I look at things rcalrstrcally : the arnl
of the Commissron and the Conrnrur-tity ts trot to
deny IBM's contrtbuttott, but otrcc wc believc that
competrtion rs essential, and ol-tcc we clccrdc wc Itavc
no wish to bc clcpcndclrt ot-l any orrc forergrt cottrttry
or any one firm, we must consitlcr thc cotrscqttctrces
and adopt a policy.
Once we have decrdcd this, what should our poltcy
be ? Ve are told : if you are plannirrg short-tcrm
action, make surc that rt fits in with a ntctltttnt-tcrnr
programme, otherwise you are not Solng to have the
required continurty. And do rtot forSct evcrytlrrng that
will have to be added to the programmc. This rs all
true, but I must also say 
- 
ancl this rs wcll rlltrstratct'l
by the examplc of the Councrl dccision on earlrer <lata
processing programmes 
- 
that rf wc try to do every-
thing, we are going to find ourselves irt thc srtrtatiort
of asking for something and getting half of it, ancl
then finding that what we get rs usclcss becausc tt has
to be spread over too many projccts.
A choice has to be made, and I want to ccho herc
what several speakers have sarcl 
- 
nanlely, that rf wc
are going to make a choice, we nlust have nraclc thc
necessary contacts in order to bc certain that what we
are doing has a nreanrng. I am not bcing brttcr, btrt lct
me say that the firms which con'rplaincd to sevcral
Members of the House wcrc nrorc kcen to writc to
them than to me. If thcy hacl got in touch wrth nrc
and made demands knowr.t, I should have ltstcrrccl to
them. The list of meetings I have had with the lcadcrs
of industry rn the months I have hcld this posrtrorr
prove that I am wrlling to rcccivc peoplc ancl that we
discuss therr problenrs. Btrt crrough of that 
- 
[c1 u5
get back to thc matter rn harrd.
It rs very likely that the rr.rdustry was not consulted
enough, but I am cager to strcss at this point that, as
we develop our programmes, we shall also clcvelop
and improve our consultation procedure. Howevcr, thc
industry is only onc of the factors rnvolvccl. Our
policy is not golng to bc drctatccl by thc industry
alone, which has rts own problems and tts own itrter-
ests to further. Consultatlon is csscttttal. artcl it ntttst
be detailcd. 'We havc to cxplain ;ust what thc ntearttrtg
of our policy is, as I was saytrg carlicr, btrt wc havc to
keep within the lrnrits I mcntrorrecl.
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I was coming to this, since it is of course true that
when discussions get under way with firms, they have
the simultaneous problems of justifying their produc-
tion set-up and the direction of their research. IUTe
have to bear in mind the users and long-term plan-
ning. All this has to be reconciled. To achieve this, I
feel there should have been adequate indication of our
ultimate goal. People say to me : the Commission
ought to make its programme clear. I should like to
urge Lord Bessborough and the Chairman of the
Committee on Budgets to ask us to do just this. If we
are asked to do something else, what happens ?
Nothing. !7hat we have to try to combine is political
determination to do something on the one hand, and
the ability to say 'carry on with the consultations' on
the other. There is no doubt that the best consulta-
tions are those which are the most thorough, but they
are also those which do not go on forever. Consulta-
tion does not mean a permanent dialogue in order to
put off decisions. This is always the excuse : I have to
look at some point for a little while longer, because I
am not sure. !fle shall never be sure. Let us get one
thing straight 
- 
if everyone were sure, the whole of
industrl would always be taking the right decisions.
You can never be absolutely certain and we therefore
have to take a calculated risk. I am in favour of
working out this calculated risk between ourselves,
according to the procedure I mentioned iust now.
So, are additional and more specific programmes what
we need ? The answer is 'yes'. I do not want to
continue this debate inordinately, and so let me
mention just two directions we shall certainly investi-
gate before the end of the year on the basis of the
more thorough consultation I mentioned a moment
a80.
Firstly, electronic components. \7hy these ? The
answer is that a quite extraordinary scientific develop-
ment is currently taking place 
- 
namely, the more
and more extensive use of integrated circuits. If
Europe had to rely on foreign imports of rntegrated
circuits, our computer firms 
- 
and I am exaggerating
here 
- 
would be left with the job of designing the
control panel, since everything inside would be manu-
factured elsewhere. Consequently 
- 
and this is what
everyone wants 
- 
we must do something positive in
this sphere, perhaps by taking anorher look at the
appropriations. This is precisely what is proposed.
Secondly, something has got to be done about leasing.
\7hy ? Because computers are very expensive. If
someone develops a fine product and others do not
want to buy it until they have tried it out 
- 
this is
true of most competitors in this area 
- 
this means
that small companies entering the market are in a
very difficult situation. The paradoxical result is that a
company can collapse because of its success. Since
their equipment is sought after, these companies have
to guarantee financing over ten years, by means of the
leasing contract system.
Mr Schworer has asked whether this is a fund or a
guarantee. I am inclined to agree with him that the
more important problem is the guarantee, not the
money. There is no need for additional funds, which
only lead to confusion and misunderstanding. The
problem exists, however, and we have to solve it.
Thirdly, in the programme before the House we state
that we shall study the question again, on an ongoing
basis of course, and we shall study it especially closely
in 1980 and 1981. These dates have not been chosen
at random, but because the national data processing
programmes in several major countries will be coming
to an end at that time. It is then that continuiry has to
be ensured, of course, and it is then that the problem
of aid is going to be most pressing. If we do not show
that this is the direction we want to follow 
- 
negotia-
tions with the industry 
- 
the industry and its users
are not going to be interested. If we have nothing to
offer, they will approach the Member States, and these
will not be interested because we shall be unable to
give them the additional assistance to make their
programmes a success. Our discussions with them will
thus be pointless. As a result, we shall be reduced to
specifying a certain number of objectives, to ensuring
that these objectives have some meaning, and to not
repeating on principle what has already been done.
On the contrary, we shall have to do what is at the
same time politically necessary and has some indus-
trial sense. And we shall have to do this with industry,
with the customers and with the governments. This is
where the problem of aid crops up. In closing, Mr
President, I want to say that if the legal basis for the
Commission programme disappears, this will simply
mean the end of the process of useful consultation
and dialogue which has begun. You musr realize, in
view of what I have said, that this is not a responsi-
bility which the Commission is ready to shoulder.
Secondly, are there any gaps in what has been
proposed ? The answer is'yes'. Ve have to make more
concrete and more specific proposals, and we shall do
thrs before the end of the year along the lines I have
indicated. Does this mean rhat, while the budget
debate is Sorng on, we need pay no attention to what
Lord Bessborough said concerning the prerogatives of
the Committee on Budgets ? Not at all. If the
Committee on Budgets is not satisfied with the
economic and financial worth of what we have done,
it will turn it down. This seems fair to me. Its responsi-
bility rs therefore protected by what we have there.
However, I feel it would be a significant stand by Parli-
ament |r.r-i-r'rs the Commission if it were to give us
fair warning and say : Look, this is what you have to
include if you want us to approve it.
Let Parliament say to us : Since you have not
answered alI our questions, get on with your consulta-
tions. But in saying this, Parlrament would be
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depriving us of the basis for our consultations. Quite
frankly, Mr President 
- 
and I have always been
perfectly frank with the House 
- 
this would run
contrary to the obiective we claim to be aiming at. \fle
rhust have reliable objectives to aim at.
I have given assurances as far as the rest is concerned.
It goes without saying that the machinery of consulta-
tion can be improved. We are working on this, and I
am sure that critrcism of the type we have heard will
be a thing of the past when we have gone into these
problems and when we are able to up-date the
programme and adapt it the needs of the moment. It
is certainly my intention to work towards this.
These, Mr President, are the reasons why the Commis-
sion strongly desires its programme to be approved,
and why it has no problems in accepting the amend-
ment tabled by Mr Glinne and Mr Coust6, who
wanted some specific answers on the points I have
discussed. There was some f ustification for raising
these points, and I should have brought them up even
without the amendment.
Anything further would only upset the procedure
which we are.introducing. This was all I wanted to say
to the House.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
19. lLeeting o.l' tbe Council o.f Enirontnent .fuIini-ttus
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question,
with debate, by Mr Ajello and Lord Bethell, on behalf
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, to the Council of Environ-
ment Ministers (Doc. 261 177):
The Council of Envtronment Mrnrsters met on l4 June
1977 in Luxembourg to consider a set of drrectives vital
for the continued ef fective implementation of the
Community environmental protectron policy. These drrec-
trves concern water pollutron by the wood-pulp industry,
wastes f rom the titanium dioxide rndustry, toxrc and
dangerous wastes and the quality of water for human
consumptlon. But they were agaln referred to Coreper for
futher consrderation.
In the light of these consideratrons, is the Councrl
willing to answer the following questions :
l. Can the Council explarn rts fatlure to reach agreement
on drrectives whrch were already consrdered at its
meetlng rn December 1976 ?
2. Does the Council constder that this delay rs compat-
ible wrth the proper tmplement of rts actron
programme on the environment adopted rn 197.], in
which it undertakes to act wlthin ntne months on
proposals submitted to rt ?
J. Does the Council not feel that such an attrtude is
damaging to Europe's credrbility at a tlme when the
citizens of the Community are rncreastngly concerned
wrth the quality of lrfe and the envtronment ?
4. Can the Councrl state the date of the next meettng of
the Mrnrsters of Publrc Health and the Envtronment ?
I call Mr Nod, who is replacing Mr Ajello.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Mr President of the
Council, gentlemen of the Commission, ladies and
gentlemen, after the last meeting of the Council of
Environment Ministers, the Parliament's Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection was profoundly disappointed that no deci-
sion was reached on a number of subjects, of which
three of the most important had been dealt with by
the same Parliamentary committee and discussed in
this House.
This incidental fact is part of wider picture which is
equally disappointing. In fact, since 1973 only 8 direc-
tives on the environment have been approved by the
Council, while as many as 13 directives remain on the
waiting hst, so to speak, although all of them have
been debated by this House. This is the background
to the Oral Question which I am here to present this
evening.
I would say that three of the proposals under discus-
sion were of special interest : those on water pollution
by the wood pulp industry, on the method of waste
disposal and the nature of wastes from the titanium
dioxide industry, and on toxic and dangerous wastes.
The frrst two proposals had rn conrnron the fact that
thc Cotrncrl had already acccpted, as early AS
Novembe r 197.1, tlrc Conrnrission's suggcstton ior
puttlng an crrd to the dlstortlolls of contpetition
which wcre and still arc manifest rn thc scctors in
question, so as to prevent individual member cotttt-
tries trom taking up undcsrrable unilateral positiorrs
even for thc purposes of employmcnt.
Unfortunately, therc has rrot yet bcen a decision on
erthcr of these proposals, and for this rcason conrpeti-
tion rs strll drstortcd bv factors whrch arc totally
contrary to the splilt of the Trcaty of Ronrc.
The last of the three proposals is also cxtre ntely Impor-
tant. It has conrc to nry knowlcdge that an agrcentcttt
wrll casrly bc reaclrcd on thrs at the ncxt ntcctrrrg of
thc Courrcil, srrrcc all that renrarnecl to bc dorrc was to
sct up onc particulxr conrnlttec. Mav I bc allowed to
sav rr fcw worcls about this, since the raprd indtrstrral
cleve lopnrcrrt ot thr: lrlst lcw dccadcs obliges trs to facc
up to thc problenr oI trcatntcrtt.rnd disposal of
darrgcrous wa\tes.
There is now a growing awareness of this problem.
Having become personally interested in this subject in
connection with the Seveso case, I discovered that
Belgium, which currently holds the Presidency of the
Council, is carrying out pilot studies for NATO on
the underground disposal of dangerous non-nuclear
wastes.
Belgiun.r rs collaborating in this with the Federal Repu-
btic and the United Kingdonr, which have prepared
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complementary studies. The British study show how it
is possible, by using original and relatively inexpen-
sive solutions, to identify geological formations
suitable for depositing dangerous wastes without
polluting the underground strata. I hope, therefore,
that the next Council of Ministers will approve this
directive on disposal of dangerous wastes.
Ishoukl lrke to add suggestron wlricl-r sccn-rs to mc to
bc csscntirl. All thcsc nrcasurcs, thc ll already
rr1;1;ro,,ecl and thc othcrs on thc waitrng list, nrust not
bccorttc to all rrrtcrrts arrd pr.rrposcs merely frles gath-
ering dust 
- 
thcy nrust beconrc opcrativc. To achieve
thrs, rn lnrportant problenr nrust flrst bc solvcd,
nrnrell that ot tlre geographrcal arcas to whrcl-r cach
qucstlorr rclatcs.'l'hrs rrrcans clctcrnrrnrng thc srzc ot
the gcograplrrcal alca rrr whrclr cach prol;lem nlust bt:
tircerl. Secortrlll, therc ls tllc problenr of the structurcs
whrch wrll ol)er,rtc nr thrs geograplrrcal arca.
The Commission must devote itself to this very impor-
tant task. So far it has confined itself to examining the
individual problems, albeit in a correct and satisfac-
tory way, but rt has not yet worked out a comprehen-
sive approach. This is a sizeable task which remains to
be donc. \We shall have to face it very soon in this
House when we discuss progress on environmental
problems. Let me give an obvious example : France,
one of the member countries which have best coped
with this problem, has set up the 'Agences de bassin',
with structures capable of solving the problems. Only
recently it entrusted the disposal of dangerous wastes,
which I mentioned before, to these 'Agences de
bassin', since those who study the flow of surface and
underground water are best qualified to select the
geological areas suitable for the disposal of these
waste s.
Industry has thrown out this challenge to us, and we
must find the best way to respond to it. The example
I have lust dcscribed is an adequate response in terms
of areas ancl structures.
Thc Committce on the Environment thereforc trusts
that thc Council will be able to find a solutron to the
problcnrs I have outlincd, f irst and foremost by
approving the thrce most important proposals, and
thcn by decidrng on those on the waiting list. Only
thus will we be able to proceed effectrvely. Othcrwise,
exprcssions such as 'bcttcr quality of lrfe ' wrll bc mean-
r nglcss.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Srn.ronct.
Mr Simonet, Ptrttlt,nl rn O.f.fttt o.f tltt Cottncil. 
-/) Mr President, Mr Ayello and Lord Bcthcll have put
four questions, with which I shall deal one by one.
As regards thc frrst questiolr, thcrc arc a nunrber of
diffcre nt rcasons why thc Council did not reach agrcc-
nrent on thc nrarlr rtcnrs of the agcnda tor lts ntcctlng
orr l4 
-ftrnc 1977. Frrstly, rn thc casc of the wood pulp
ancl trtanrunr droxrclc directives, rt shorrld Lre rentcnt-
bered that they directly affect two branches of
industry in the Community and carry ma,or economic
implications for protection of the environment. The
Council was unable to reach agreement on the prop-
osal for the wood pulp directive. However, the
Council adopted a number of guidelines with regard
to the titanium dioxide directive, on the basis of
which work is now continuing. Examination of thc
directive on the quality of water for human consump-
tion allowed the Council to clarify currenr attrtudes.
The Council was able to dispose of most of the out-
standing problems connected with the directive on
toxic and dangerous wastes, and there is reason to
expect that this directive will be adopted in the rrcar
future. Furthermore, it should bb noted that' thc
Courrcrl agrccd to thc Dccrsrorr cstablrshrng ir
conrnlon procccltrre for thc cxchangc of irrforrrratrorr
on thc quality of sr.rrfacc frcsh watcr irr the Contntu-
nity and to thc l)ecrsrorr arrthorrzing the Conrnrissron
to ope n rrcgotiations with the norr-mcnr[>cr Statcs
borderrrrg thc Baltic Sea with a vrcw to tlrc acccssion
of thc Conrnrunrty to the Helsinki Convcntiorr orr the
protcctlon of the nrarinc cnvtronnrcnt of thc lJaltic
Sca arca.
Turnrng to thc sccon(l qucstron, thc Councrl acknow-
ledges that inrplcnrcntatron of thc 197.) Conrnrunity
programnrc has takcn longcr tharr orrgirrally plarltccl.
Howcvcr, it corrsiclcrs that this programnlc rcnralns
[ully rclcvarrt arrd tlrat its inrplcnrentation shoulcl bc
actrvcly pursuccl, althorrgh scveral of tlte proposals
rrrsc conrplcx tcchrrrcal arrd scicntific problents, ottcrr
wit.h nra;or ccorromic rrrrplrcations wllch are lrot easy
to resolvc. Tlrc Councrl rccalls that rt rccentlv rrrlol>tctl
tlrc actrorr prograrnnre on thc errviror.rntcrrt ior 1977
to I 9ll l, whrch to fl grcat cxtcrrt colltn'rucs and
cxpancls tltc projccts providctl for urrclcr tlrc I 97.1
proSra nr nrc.
As far as tltc third questlon rs corrccrrrctl, the Councrl
rs fullv awarr: of thc cvcr-rncrcasirrg lntercst ot
Conrnrunrty cltrzcr'ts in tlrerr qtralitv of lifc arrd their
clrvlronlncnt. The Corrncrl takcs this as ar) encoutilge-
l'lrcnt to contilr-tc rts l)ro,cct, alrearly wcll unclcr way,
for protcctrrrg thc crrvrrorrnrcrrt arrcl inrprovurg lrvrrrg
cort cl rt ro rt s.
Finally, rn answer to thc fourth qucstiorr, at its last
nreetu]g thc Council did not sct a datc upon which it
was next to nrect. Howcvcr, I calr assure you that I
will sparc r-ro cffort to arrangc a Council nrceting o[
Environmcnt Ministers beforc thc end of, thc llclgron
Presrdency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guerlin to spcak on behali of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Guerlin. (tt) Mr P."r,,l"nt, ll^,1i", arrd
1;cntlemcn, on bchalf of the Socralrst Group, I too
would like to exprcss disappoirrtnrcnt at tl)c vagarir:s
of thc Courrcrl wrth rcgar<l to envrror.rnrerrt polrcy.
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The statement which we have fust heard has done
little to lessen that disappointment, and I should like
to express our protest. No one disputes the great
importance of this policy, which should be one of our
foremost concerns, for there is no real and efficient
solution to the problems in this sector except at Euro-
pean level. It is therefore up to us. And, in fact, the
Commission and Parliament have not failed in their
duty. The directives have been prepared by the
Commission and examined by the various institutions
of the Community, including Parliament.
A substantial task has been accomplished in a serious
and thorough manner, showing how acutely aware we
all are of the need to combat the different forms of
pollution and nuisance which increasingly threaten
the living conditions of people in the industrialized
countries.
But we are forced to note that this prodigious labour
and willingness to take action in a field of vital impor-
tance encounter serious obstacles at the Council deci-
sion stage. It is true that the Council displays a lively
verbal interest in this cause, making countless favour-
able statements and promises. But it must be admitted
that these questions do not figure prominently on its
agenda, since it has not seen fit to arrange a meeting
of the Environment Council this year. lndeed it has
only met once. We must, alas, point out that such
infrequent meetings have hardly helped to solve the
problems on the agenda, since they were content to
put off to a later meeting the taking of a decision and
its implementation.
How long are these delaying tactics going to
continue ? How long will the Council go on Post-
poning the decisions awaited impatiently by all those
who are fully aware of the risks involved and of the
threat hanging over so many human beings, a threat
which demands that the competent authorities should
face up to their responsibilities in an oPen, resolute
and unambiguous manner ?
'We are prepared to say clearly that this can go on no
longer.
The institutions of the Community 
- 
the Commis-
sion, Parliament 
- 
have played their part in drawing
up legislation to meet what have often been acknow-
ledged as essential and urgent needs. It would be unac-
, ceptable for such worthwhile efforts to come to
nothing because of an attitude on the part of the
Council amounting to a confession of impotence,
which would bring into further discredit the European
Communities, about whose activities in many cases
little or nothing is known by ordinary people.
To back up this admittedly rather severe criticism, I
too would like to examine very rapidly the questions
submitted to the Environment Council which were
not decided at the 14 June meeting, and three of
which were also on the agenda of the December 1976
meeting. One of these deals with the quality of surface
water for human consumption. The directive envis-
ages 68 criteria which water must meet to be fit for
human consumption. The disagreement between the
delegations centres on certain criteria, particularly the
maximum permissible amounts for sodrunl and chlo-
rrdes, and water conductivrty. This drsagreement rs
almost tragic, when one realizes tl.rat thc Netherlands
are using water from the Rhine to nrakc drinking
water, and one knows the extent to whrch that rlvcr is
polluted by the countless industrial c[f ltrents
discharged into it. One of the main sourccs of cffltrent
is the wood pulp factories whose waste Products
contain mercury, of which one of thc derrvatives 
-methyl mercury 
- 
is particularly dangcrous. In this
context, I should likc to echo the conccrn cxpressccl
particularly by our Gernlalr friends abotrt tllcsc
pollutrng effluents prodtrcc<l by a factory which I
must admit rs situated in Francc.
The problem of wood pulp factories can, nlorcover, bc
looked at in an even more general contcxt. It was
included as a special item on the agcnda of thc last
Environment Council. It is generally rccogrrrzcd tl.rat
these wastes are harmful, but the Cotrr-rcil canle tlp
against the difficulty of dcciding whether to dcal with
the wastes themselves or with the watcr into which
they were discharged.
There is another disagreement over the trme lintrts [or
implementation. The directive envtsagcs a tcll-ycar
limit. Germany and France arc alone tt't asking that
this should be reduced to ftve ycars. Britain, Derrnrark
and Ireland opposu thrs suggcstiorr.
So we have a stalemate ! The position is the sanre for
the titanium dioxrde problem. Thc drrcctivc which
has been drawn up envisages measurcs to brrrtg abotrt
a considerable improvement. But Britain and Ircland
are opposed to the prohibition on duntprng in the sca
which Italy is insisting upon. Sintilarly, thcre are
disagreements between the Membcr States otl toxtc
and hazardous waste. France and Belgitrnl reftrsc to
accept tl're stipulatron of conccntratiorr lcvcls proviclecl
for in the directrve.
(Thc Prc.ttdtttt trrgtl tltt.tftrtkrr to trtntlrrtlr)
I shall just sum up briefly, Mr Presrdent. There are
thus differences of oprnion between the vartoLls
Member States which make it impossrble to reacl'r any
decision. lVhile one can accept that thc Mcnrbcr
States have legitimate national interests to tlefencl, wc
think that the general interests of the humarl racc,
closely bound up wrth the soltrtton of thcsc cnviron-
mental problcms, transcend these superficial ancl
minor disagrccments ancl shotrld cncouragc tl-re 1;artics
to find compromlse solutrons acceptable to all, trnless
those who wish to defend far Icss honourablc rrltcrests
are to make their voices hcard or evcn impose rhcir
views both within thc Men'rber Statcs and wrthin thc
Council. Such interests wcre thc causc of this
problenr, and rt ts they whrch, irt the namc of all-inl-
portant profit, are blockrng thc etforts being maclc to
find a solution.
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'We sincerely hope that there may be no such doubts
about the Council's atritude and work. That is why we
urge it to resume a vigorous examination of the ques-
tions still pending and to reach a final decision !
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies group.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, my group
supports this Oral Question, having presented many
months ago a similar Oral Question on rhe failure of
the Council to reach a decision on titanium dioxide
wastes.
I should like to make some brief comments of a
predominantly political nature on the fact that the
Councrl, as an institution, still insists on opposing
another institution, the Parliament, which had taken
carefully weighed and well documented decisions,
backcd up by a thorough debate and by public
opinion, on all the directives on pollution which have
already been discussed at length.
In my view, therefore, the Council is guilty of prevari-
cation, rn the face of both public and expert opinron.
I should like to ask the Council if it can support irs
failure to reach a decisron or its postponement of deci-
sions, wrth equally valid advrce from rts own experts
or with cqually rntense popular feeling.
Let me turn now to the economic aspect. The Presi-
dent of the Councrl spoke of economic factors in
measures against pollution. Vell, let us remember
that, accordrng to the principle of 'the polluter pays',
it costs much less to prevent pollution than ro fight it
when rt gets out of hand.
In my view, therefore, these economic consrderations
shoulcl be ignored in future policies, in view oi what it
would cost in future to combat pollgtion which has
reached alarming proportions.
And then there are the social considerations. The
northern seas have been blithely described as 'strong,
becausc it is maintained that they can absorb waste
products and that the need to clean them up rs there-
fore not urgent. However, there is a process of accumu-
lation in the sea 
- 
I am not an expert, but many
experts agree with this 
- 
and polluting and harmful
substances thus build up from day to day until a poinr
of no return is reached. Might I ask to paraphrase
some advertrsing slogans : will the northern seas stand
up to galloping pollutron, and will your fishermen
stilt be able to make a living from fishing ? I address
this particularly to Members representrng coastal
constituencies who, when they talk about fishing,
frequently punctuate their speeches with : 'Vhat will I
tell my constituents ?' May I ask them :'Vhat wilt you
tell your constituents in five or ten years' time when
thc sea is polluted and they are no longer able to
fish ?'
I would also add some ecological considerations. Pollu-
tion rs no longer a problem to be tackled superficially
and urrilaterally.
The problem of pollution is essentially a political
problem. It is the politicians who must face up to it
and tackle it in all its difficult ramifications. rUTe
should bear in mind that the problems involved rn
fighting pollution concern not only production costs
but also employment 
- 
a very delicate problem at
the moment 
- 
and especially the quality of Iife.
Politicians must look ahead, and we hope that the
Council, by fixing now a date for the next meeting of
the Council of Environment Ministers, will show that
it is capable of looking ahead, and above all of acting
in the interests of Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simonet.
Mr Simonet, Pretident-ttt-Ofjicc o.f tltc Cottntil. 
-(F/ Mr President, I should like to say to the Members
who have spoken that I fully understand their disap-
pointment and their concern; obviously I cannot be
certain that the Council can take the necessary deci-
sions, but I can repeat the conrmitment that i macle
just now, namely that during the Belgian Presidency
we will take the necessary steps to arrange a Council
meeting and thereby refute the pessimism which has
been expressed here.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
20. Sttntncr tintc in thc Cornnttnit.l'
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the Oral Question,
with debate, by Mr Seefeld, on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, to the Council on summer-time arran-
gements within the European Community (Doc.
263/77):
l. Does the Councrl share the vrew expressed rn an
earlrer report by Parlrament that the tntroductton of
summer-time in certarn Member States for differing
periods is crearlng a chao.trc situarion which has an
extrenrely detrrnrental ctfect on transport and commu-
nrcatlons wrthrn the Communrty ?
2. Does the Councrl not agree that a unilorm sunrnlcr-
trme throughout thc Communitv would eliminate
such transport and communrcation diffrculties, espe-
crally across frontrers, ntake a contributron to energy
saving, and would also dentonstrate the European
rdea ?
3. What progress has been made in the Councrl rowards
the in troductron of com mon arra ngemcnts for
summer-timc within the Conrmunity i and when does
rt hope that these wrll actuallv takc effect ?
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. (D) Mr President, ladie s and
gentlemen, at this late hour I do not intcnd to take rrp
overmuch of your time on the subject of summer
time. The Committee orr Regronal Policy, Regional
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Planning and Transport, on whose behalf I am
presenting this Oral Question, has been Sreatly
concerned at the arrangements for summer-time. rDTe
have been concerned at the situation up to now and
are afraid it will not be possible to change it in the
ncar future. A few days ago, a well-known European
;ournalist wrote that there was apparently nothing, not
even sumnrer-tlnre, that could not be a subiect for a
dispute in this Parliament or more precisely in
Europc :
The most rncomprehensible thing is that practrcally no
country wants to introduce summer-ttme on the same
clate, as proposed by the Commission. Everyone appar-
ently feels that rt rs a questlon of natlonal sovereignty to
frx the date on one's own authority. Vho spares a
thought for the people concerned 
- 
the railwavmen, the
postal workers, rn fact everyone concerned with transport
and other trans-frontier business ? This is somethrng with
which thc European Parliament should concern itself.
l)lrlr.rrnent lrrts rn tact llready hrcl sonrcthirtg to sav
on thrs on scvclrl occirslorrs, Mr Prcsrclcnt. I wotrld
rclnrntl \ou ilr l).lrtlctrlar tlrnt itt a rcsoltttlon last ycar
thc [irrropc.tn I)arltatrre ttt gavc. lts opirtrorr otl a
Cornllrrssror.r ProPosal [or r solutlott to the problcnl of
\unmre r-tlnrc. 'fltrs House declarcd ttnarlimottslv tllcll
tlrrrt rt clcploreil tltc tact tltat ccrtarll Menrber Statcs
lr,rtl irrtlorlrrcctl srrr.ttntcr-trlte orr drfferent datcs arld
urtt'rttletl to clr(l sulllrtte[-ttlttc ort tliifercnt darcs and
we wcre eqrrallv urlirtllrrror.ls r11 welcomrng the
Cornnrssrort's proposal thtt irr ftttttre rt should start
orr rr p.rrtrcul:rr rlrtv.rtrtl ftrrrslt ort a particttlar day. \fle
.rlro crrllctl or'l the countnes that hatl rlot yet l;ecrl ablc
to ilglec on.trrtrngenl('nts lor sulllnrcr-tillle to fall in
wrth thc,trrrngcrlerrt! llrcaclv trtatle ttt thc otlter cottll-
tnc\ of thc Cortrrurrrtrtl .
Now, Mr President-in-Office, one final remark. Like
the rest of us, you are well aware ef the problems. It
was a real shock for us when on 2 July this year the
wcll-known agency 'Agence Europe' reported that the
harnronization of summer-time in the European
Community would not be feasible in 1978 either. It
was stated that, according to available information the
Nine would not be in a position to introduce suntmer
tinrc sinrultaneously irr 1978. There was, however, still
a chance, according to the report, of at least reaching
agrcenlcnt f,or 1979.
This lcd the Conrnrittee on Regional Policy, Regional
Plarrnirrg and Transport to take up thls question once
again and ask you, Mr President-in-Office, to answer
tlre threc qucstions before you. I should lrke to
confine nrysclf to these few introductory remarks. It is
hardly necessary for me to go into the whole question
once again. \JUe have discussed it, you are familiar
with rt. I should nrerely like to inform you that in our
Conrnrittge 
- 
and presumably in Parliament as well
- 
therc is a great deal of drssatisfaction at the present
situatiorr. I would urge you, Mr President-in-Office, to
do all in your powers to find a solution that does not
create additional problems for the citizens of the Nine
countries by even failing to reach agreement on
uniform dates. That, in a few words, was what I
wanted to say.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simonet.
Mr Simonet, Pratidcnt'itt-}.t.licc rt.l tltc Cottncil. *
/F/ I should hke first of all to emphasize that, for a
whole number of reasons, several of which are referred
to by the origrnator of this question, the rntroductron
of uniform summer-time arrangements is an obiectivc'
upon which all of us 
- 
in this House at least 
- 
are
able to agree. !fle are especrally aware of thc improvcd
situation which unifornr summer-tlnte wotrld be
ccrtain to bring about, not only for business circlcs
but also 
- 
and thrs is a matter of importance to tls 
-for all the citizens of the Community.
However, it would be pointless to conceal from
ourselves the real difficulties posed by the introduc-
tion of such harmonization from both an administra-
tive and an economic and social point of view. I
would add that for certain Member States the introduc-
tion or modification of summer-time arrangements
requires, in addition to agreement within the Council,
changes in national legislation, and national Parlia-
ments will have to reconcile domestic requirements
with the objective of introducing uniform arrange-
ments. We also have to consider the intentions oi
other, non-Community, European countries, sonre o[
which 
- 
such as Austna and Switzerland 
- 
occupy a
central position in the European transport systenl.
Nonetheless, the Council shares the concern
expressed on this subject within the European Parlia-
ment. It considers that an end should be put to the
present unsairstactory srtuation, particularly in the
case of transport and communications, which has
arisen because varying date s are applied ln the
Member States for the beginning and end of summer
time .
It is for this reason that the Council is striving
towards the adoption of uniform arrangements in all
our countries, and I can assure you that the Presid-
ency will spare no effort to ensure that the Council
will be able to take a decision on this qtrestion before
the end of the current half-year, which would pernrit
the effective introductiorr of unifornr arrangentelrts in
1979.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Evans.
Mr Evans, Cl:tirnt,rrt o.l tlrc Connttt('t' ott llt'!!irtildl
Poliq', I?tgiontl PldDiltttg ctili Tr,tnsftott. 
- 
I
should like to intervene very briefly to try and impress
upon the Council how much Mr Seefeld's question
has the wl'roleltearted support of committee. It scenls
to nre that tlris rs not iust a question of conlnton sense
but that there is an important pornt of prrrrcrplc
bchrnd this nrattcr. Of cottrse it rs irtevitablc. giverr
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the land area of the Community, that there have to be
different time-zones, and that even within these time-
zones differences of altitude may well make the intro-
duction of summer-time necessary in the interests not
only of saving electricity, but also of tourism. \What is
not, in my view, necessary is that there should be a
multiplicity of dates for introducing and removing
summer-time. The inconvenience of having different
dates is well known to all Members of this Parliament,
in our capacity as Members, and of course, much
more important than the inconveniences we may
suffer are the costs that are entailed for the transport
industry in having different dates. I might add that
these costs are utterly unnecessary and in fact are
passed on to the consumer in higher fares. Therefore
my committee wholeheartedly supported the Commis-
sion's proposal when we came to consider it.
Thrs, Mr President, brings me to the poinr of pnn-
crple which lies behind this question. We are all
aware that in many of our endeavours, particularly in
the field of common transport policy, there are very
real difficulties which may, and will, cost some of the
member countries substantial sums of money, as well
as causing inconvenience and problems within the
trade union movement ; but it really seems to me, and
I think to the members of my committee, that if the
Member States of the Nine cannot reach agreement
among themselves about a proposal which not only
will cost no money but should result in considerable
savings and will remove a great deal of bother and
nuisance, then there is little hope for them agreeing
about anything in the transport field.
Mr President, we are becoming depressingly familiar
with hearing high hopes expressed, at the beginnning
of a Presidency, concerning progress in common trans-
port policy, only to find that by the end of that presid-
ency no progress in fact has been achieved. If the
Council could give us some proof of its ability to take
positive action in endorsing so comparatively simple
and highly desirable a proposal concerning transporr,
we might feel encouraged to have more faith in its
ability to make more general progress in this area. So
may I put it as strongly as I can to Mr Simonet that
he give us an assurance that in the next Presidency we
shall not have to table a similar motion for a resolu-
tion asking whether they might possibly make some
progress in a field which will cost none of us
anything, but in fact could save all of us considerable
sums of money.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I would like to support
Mr Seefeld. I, too, as a member of the Transport
Committee, have been concerned not only at the
confusion, but at the cost of the confusion resultrng
from summer-time lasting for different periods. I will
t
not take up too much time of the House, I do not
wish to chastize the Council too much, because the
task of negotiating inrernational differences in this
field, I accpet, is no easy one. Bur I would like the
assurance 
- 
and I back up the chairman, Mr Evans
- 
that the Council wrll discuss this matter nrorc seri-
ously with the member countries of the Ninc and thc
rest of the European continent.
I am conscrous, and I have raised this colltlnually, that
there are diffcrent aspccts. It woulcl bc hclptul to lravc
proof that, rndced, summcr-tintc rs saving encrgy ur
the countrres that havc brorrght rt rn, partrcularly for
the first tintc. I ant not certain that the datcs of clran-
geover by tltenrselvcs flrc thc or-rly soltrtron, and I wrll
explarrr thrs. As Mr Evans lras porntcd out, tlte rrcc(ls
of Scotland nrav diftcr front the neccls of Cornwall,
those of Naplcs tront tlrosc of Scotlarrd, as tl)osc ot
Bordeaux from those of the North of thc Fcdcral
Rcpublic of Gerntany. But a rcsolutron of this
problcm might bc found by acccptirrg that ccrrain
areas probably woulcl acccpt sunrnrcr-trntc all thc tinrc
and sontc not at all and fixrng clcfrnrtc tinre rliffer-
ences. I vcry ntr.rch hope that ncgotlations arc takrng
place bctwecn thc mcmbcr countrics ancl thosc strch
as Switzcrland and Austrra, so th.lt wc clo not havc thc
continued confusion that has beset nlalty of us who
have been travelling rn the last fcw montlts.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
21 . Education ol tlst cltilrlrtn o.f ntti4nrnt u,orkt.r,
President. The next item is the Oral Questron, with
debate, by Mr Albers, on behalf of the Commrrtcc or.r
Social Affairs, Employment and Educatiorr, to rhc
Council, on the education of children of migrant
workers (Doc. 266177):
The approval by the Councrl at rts 46lst meerrng (28
June 1977) of a drrcctrve on the cducatron of clrrclrcrr of
mlgrant workers I prompts thc followrng qucstrons :
l. Does not the obvrous distrnction made rn this clrrcc-
tlve between the children of mrgrant workcrs from
thrrd countrres anrl the chrldrcn of natronals oi
Member States further acccntuatc and pcrpetuate thc
difference in treatment ?
2. Is the adoption of a drrcctrve relatrng exclusrvcly to
the educatron of chrldren of mrgranr workcrs from the
Member States compatrblc wrth tlrc Council resolutron
of 9 February 1976 on an actlon programme for
mtgrant workers and therr famrlres 2, which provrdes,
in Artrcle 2(c), for measures whrch will encourage rhe
achievement of equality for workers who are natronals
of thrrd countnes and members of thcir familrcs who
are legally resrdent rn the Membcr States, wrth rcgarcl
to lrving and workrng condrtrons, wagcs ancl cconomlc
rrghts'.
I Press release No 79ll/77 (Press 85), p. 4
2 OJ No C 14, 14 February 1976, p. 3
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3. Vhat significance can be attached to the fact that on
28 June 1977 the Council of Ministers of Social
Affairs declared its intention of ensuring better oppor-
tunities for cultural education and vocational training
for the nationals of other Member States of the
Community and of third countries, and their children,
who are not covered by the present directive ?
4. Can it be inferred from this political declaration of
intent that resources will be made available from the
Social Fund for projects to educate the children of
migrant workers from third countries both in their
native culture and in the culture of the country of resi-
dence ?
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is clear from the
social action programme adopted by a Council Resolu-
tion of 21 January 1974 that the implementation of
action programmes to help migrant workers and their
dependents, including programmes to solve the
problems of the education and teaching of the chil-
dren of miSrant workers, is recognized as deserving
high priority.
On 5 June 1974 the Ministers of Education once
again underlined this priority. It is a question of
creating improved opportunities for the cultural deve-
lopment and vocational training of citizens from the
other Member States of the Community and from
non-member countries, and their children. On l8
December 1974 the Commission put forward an
action programme containing proposals for a series of
measures 
- 
special measures in the education field
such as are indispensable if migrant children are to be
helped to fit into school and society in their host
country, and measures to include the language and
culture of the migrant child's mother country in the
normal curriculum. On 28 June 1975 a proposal was
put forward for a Directive putting all this in concrete
[orm, and under the terms of the social action
programme resolution the Council had nine months
in which to take a decision on this proposal. On 9
February l976,and once again on l3 December 1976,
the Council of Education Ministers stressed the impor-
tance of this matter, and the Council on 9 February
1976 also emphasized this point in a resolution on the
action programme for migrant workers and their fami-
lies. There has been nothing to indicate that the aims
that found expression in the action programmes at the
beginning of 1974 are no longer to be pursued. One
aspect that must be regarded as an important part of
these aims is the equal treatment of migrant workers
from non-member countries and workers from EEC
countries. This is an aspect of policy with which Parli-
ament has also expressed its broad agreement.
It is no exaggeration to say that Parliament has
strongly supported this policy, particularly against the
background of the changing circumstances since
1973. On account of the economic recession, on
account of increasing unemployment among migrant
workers and the consequent restrictions on the admis-
sion of workers from third countries, a unique situa-
tion has developed which provides an opportunity of
rectifying the disadvantages suffered by migrant
workers and their families. It is now doubly necessary
to ensure that on the tight labour market over the
next few years the children of workers from Turkey,
Greece, Morocco and the other countries around the
Mediterranean 
- 
children who have to build their
future in our industrialized countries not from choice
but from necessity 
- 
are given equal chances, so that
they can be integrated into our society or, thanks to
the education they have received, perhaps at a later
stage return to their country of origin.
The Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education therefore finds it regrettable that the policy
contained in the 1974 action programmes, which was
later confirmed in Council resolutions, most recently
on 9 February 1976, has not been implemented. The
months laid down in the action programme for taking
the decision have been extended without explanation
to 23 months 
- 
and this during a period of difficult
conditions which are crying out for action. This delay
would only have been acceptable if there had mean-
while been lengthy discussions to clear up the points
of disagreement. But this hope was dashed when we
learnt of the tense press statement that the implemen-
tation 
- 
if that is the right word 
- 
of the directive
concerning the education of migrants' children had
been approved by the Council. No mention was made
of the fact that the unequal treatment of children
from third countries was once again to be a matter of
policy. After all, the children of workers from EEC
countries already enjoy the necessary rights under the
terms of Regulation No 1512168 on the free move-
ment of workers. No explanation was given of the
reasons behind such a political decision. The
Members of this Parliament who take an interest in
the subject can only hazard a guess, while for the
migrant workers concerned and their organizations all
this comes as a great letdown after all the fine words
that have been devoted to their interests and condi-
tions up to now.
There naturally lies 
^ 
gteat danger in this turn of
events 
- 
the danger that the millions of workers
from non-member countries in the European Commu-
nity who have no political rights will resort to
vigorous extra-parliamentary action to publicize their
justified demands. Parliamentary means are denied
them, they have no vote in elections for the national
parliaments, and no vote in the direct elections for the
European Parliament. In order to allow parliamentary
democracy to show its worth in respect of these
millions of people as well, I should like to draw atten-
tion once again to the resolution adopted by Parlia-
ment in September 197 5 on the occasion of my report
on the action programme for migrant workers and
their families.
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In paragraph 5 of this resolution we proposed that the
Council and the Commission should consult the
migrants' organizations on the implementation of this
programme by means of a European conference organ-
ized for that purpose. In view of what has happened
since then, I think that now, after 2 years of cyclical
and structural crises, the time must surely be regarded
as ripe for such a conference. It will also be necessary
to define more precisely the political resolve that
found expression in the declaration of 28 July 1977,
with which Points 3 and 4 of my question are
concerned.
Mr President, I greatly appreciate the fact that the
Commissioner specially responsible for social affairs
has shown his interest by being here today since the
questions I have addressed to the Council are also
intended to draw the Commission's attention once
again to this subiect, which should be a constant
matter for concern here, as it involves children who
arc al a particularly serious disadvantage.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simonet.
Mr Simonet, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
-(F) Mr President, the Directive adopted by the
Council on the education of the children of migrant
workers is a legal instrument based on Article 49 of
the Treaty. It thus applies to the children of workers
who are nationals of Member States. Under the Treaty,
these workers enjoy the right to freedom of movement
within the Community, for which workers who are
nationals of third countries obviously do not qualify.
It is also obvious that to have adopted a joint legal
basrs including Article 235, which provides for a
unanimous Council decision, in order to ensure that
the children of workers from third countries were also
covered, would in fact have amounted to abandoning
the provisrons of Article 49.
Moreover, as far as the teaching of the language and
the culture of the country of origin is concerned, the
Directive includes commitments not only for those
Member States in which the migrant workers reside
but also for the Member States from which such
workers come. These commitments cou[d not, of
course, have been entered into under the Directive by
the non-member countries from which those bene-
fiting from them would come. In order to avoid
discrimrnation in this field, the Council has adopted a
general declaratron expressing its political will. It is
also a fact that in certain Member States the measures
referred to in the Council Directive which are the
responsibrlrty of the host state are already being
applied without discrimination to the children of
migrant workers irrespective of their counrry of origin.
The Council Drrectrve on the education of the chil-
dren of migrant workers is one element in the imple-
mentation of the Council Resolutron of 9 February
1976.The passrng of that Resolution, as mentioned by
the Honourable Member, involves a series of measures
which are being pursued by the Member States. More-
over, it is up to the Community institutions to take
any other measures which they deem necessary to
implement that Resolution.
The statement decided on by the Council when
adopting the Directive on the education of the chil.
dren of migrant workers is an act having the force of a
political commitment. This commitment is reflected
in the day-to-day activities of the Member States and
the Community institutions direcred at improving the
living and working conditions of all migrant workers.
Under the Council Decision of 27 June 1974, the
Social Fund can already grant assistance for operations
to facilitate the reception and integration inro the
social and employment environment of persons who
have left their country of origin to take a job in a
Community country and of the members of their fami-
lies.
Certain types of aid provided for in Council regula-
tion No 2397171 may qualify for such assistance from
the Social Fund. Some of these aids cover expenditure
for special courses for children of migrant workers,
provided such aid is not used to cover the cost of
normal education.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pisoni to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(I) Mr President, we cannot allow
discussion of this subject to end without underlining
the major importance rhat the problem of education
of the children of migrant workers has for us.
Let us not forget that about two-thirds of the school
age children of migrant workers in the Community
come from third countries. Let us further remember
that many families are separated becaude of the
problem of educating their children 
- 
many parenrs
being obliged to leave their children in boarding
school in their country of origin because they cannot
find a suitable school for them to attend. This is one
of the most urgent problems concerning migrant
workers. I would say that, together with that of integra-
tion, it is the most important and serious problem.
Ve all know how difficult it is to intcgrate into a
different environment where one does not know the
language, the customs, or the people. Often the chil-
dren of migrant workers complete their education
without knoying either the language of therr country
of origrn 
- 
only the local dialect 
- 
nor rhe language
of the country where their parents work, since they
have not managed to learn it. Thrs is a situation
familiar to us all. And although we had called for the
approval of the social action programme for migrant
workers and their families and had largely welcomed
the Directive of 2.5 July 1977, we must however poinr
out that it applies only to the children of migranr
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workers from the Member States, i.e. it covers only a
third of those who urgently need these facilities.
As Italians, we should not be too worried about this
situation, since Italy is a Member State and therefore,
like Ireland for example, it has only to set up courses
in the language and culture of the mother country
alongside normal schooling. But we want no discrimi-
nation between migrant workers 
- 
one group of
people should not be treated differently from another
group. Ve believe that one of the duties which we
cannot shirk is to give children the opportunity to
learn both their mother tongue and the language of
the country in which their parents work.
The Council, too, was aware of this ; after approving
Directive 771486 of 25 Juiy 1977 it immediately
issued a press release in which it changed tack by
saying : '. . . we reaffirm our intention to take action
also on behalf of children of migrant workers not
belonging to Member States of the Community, by
seeking to create adequate instruments. . .'. It seems to
us that this further declaration of political will,
although in line with the social action programme
approved by us, is in practice meaningless.
\We therefore ask the Council and Commission to
draw up measures providing all school age children in
the Community with schools suited to their cultural
level and enabling them to choose berween the two
languages and the two cultures, thus giving them the
choice in the future of returning to their country of
origin if they wish to do so, or remaining in the host
country.
We believe that education is the essential prerequisite
for the exercise of basic civil rights. rUTithout a know-
ledge of the language and without schooling, in fact,
no citizen will ever be free, and a European Union
which did not concern itself first and foremost with
raising the cultural level would be failing in one of its
main duties.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nolan to speak on behalf of
the Group of-European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nolan. 
- 
First of all, Mr President, on behalf of
my group I would like to thank Mr Albers for raising
this very important question. rU(hen this came up for
discussion in November 1975, my group agreed with
it, but we are now very worried, as are Mr Albers and
several other speakers, that a distinction is being made
between migrant workers' children from within the
Community and those from outside the Community.
This will lead to problems of a social, economic and a
human aspect. I am sure many people will agree with
me that it will lead to a class distinction between
people from third countries and people from within
the Community. As a result it is only natural that
there will be clashes in the streets and associated trou-
bles.
Migrant workers in general have suffered considerably
through the centurres. In my own country, the
problem was not as Sreat as in certain European coun-
tries. Generally speaking, in my country, our
emigrants went to the UK, to America or to Canada,
and as a result they had no language difficulty. After
one or two generations, these people integrated with
the people of the host country. But in a country like
Italy, where the emigrants had to cope with a different
language, then 
- 
and I say this with reservation,
because of my colleagues here 
- 
they had to move
into camps or ghettoes and for two or three gerrera-
tions were unable to mix with the people of the host
country. That was a major problem for those Euro-
pean countries with an immigration problem. It acttr-
ally took generations for these people to be accepted
as full citizens within the host country.
In the UK today, which was the principal destination
for Irish emigrants, there are probably I nrillion
people. Now, when you consider that the population
of Ireland is a little over 3 r/+ million, you will under-
stand the extent of emigration in the past, a problem
that we are now solving. The Mrnister, who referred to
Article 49 in his reply, also mentioned Article 2-].5 of
the Treaty of Rome. Now my interpretation of Article
235 is that where it is difficult to find a solution to a
problem, then you can use Artrcle 23.5.
I hope that this irrterpretation is correct. It is a pity
that time does not allow further debate on thrs matter,
but I would ask thc Commission and the Council to
re-examine the problem, because I would not, I
repeat, not want to see class distinction created within
the European Community, whether the migrants
come from third countries or from within the
Member States.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pistillo to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Pistillo. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, one can only be grateful to Mr Albers for
putting down this Oral Question. It raises a problem
of considerable importance involving htrndreds of
thousands of children obliged to emigrate wrth thcir
families. The education and cultural level of these chil-
dren is a question of such magnitude that rt is both
right and necessary for Parliament to examine it with
genuine commitment, seriousness of intent and
adequate resources. The arm must be to draw up
precise directives to the Member States which will
overcome the present phase of limited and uncoordi-
nated measures which are totally inadequate given the
scale and importance of the problem.
First and foremost, our group grves une quivocal
support to measures designed to eliminate any discrinr-
ination between children of migrant workers f ron.t
Member States and those from third countries. Thc
migrant workers already pay too high a price in nratc-
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rial, emotional, moral and political terms, as Mr
Albers reminded us, for their children to suffer
discrimination in addition.
And in more general terms, ladies and gentlemen, the
problem of educating the children of migrant workers
must be seen as one for which action on the part of
individual Member States is not enough, even though
such action is surely of fundamental importance. The
truth is that the Community as such must act more
decisively to deal with this problem Ve know that it
is not simple or easy to resolve, and we Communists
are very far from wishing to make propaganda or,
even worse, political capital out of this or other issues.
Yet it would be wrong not to point out how limited
has been the action of the Community as such in this
field. Secondly, we should like to emphasize once
more the great importance for the cultural aspect of
these children's education of the teaching of two
cultures and particularly the teaching of the mother
tongue as a compulsory and not an optional subject.
Precise guidelines for this purpose were given in a
Proposal for a Directive by the Committee on
Cultural Affairs and Youth, discussed by this Parlia-
ment on I I November 1975.
This Proposal for a Directive reads :
. . . it rs advisable that the children of migrant workers
receive tuition in their mother tongue and their
culture of origin, in order to ensure the full develop-
ment of the personality of children situated between
two cultures and to maintain the possibility of rernte-
grating them into the educational system and the
social and economic life of their country of origin. . .
For us this is a very important point, if we are not to
perpetuate and aggravate the inferior status of children
of migrant workers vis-i-vis the other children in the
host countries. I repeat, we know that what we are
saying requires money, time and a clear programme,
but it would be disastrous if the present inferior status
of children of migrant workers were to continue !
The time available, Mr President, does not permit us
to document fully the present situation in this field.
Unfortunately, I must add that the forecasts are not
conducrve to confidence or optimism. The proposals
contained in the estimates for 1978 in the field of
social policy and assistance to young people and
migrants show a general reduction in total expendi-
ture on migrants 
- 
form the 21 437 594 u.a. esri-
mated for 1976 to l7 miltion in the estimates for
1978.
I leave it to you, ladies and gentlemen, to decrde
whether this is the right way to respond ro the
growrng needs of the migrant population. rWe shall in
any case return to this subject 
- 
we hope at greater
length and more thorouhly 
- 
in the next budget
debate in Parliament, when we shall also be putting
forward proposed modifications.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
thank the President-in-Office of the Council for his
reply which was, however, in my opinion too formal.
Nonetheless, I appreciate that the Social Fund offers
possibilities and that the Council will not pr.rr any
obstacles in the way of any attemprs that are made to
increase the scope of operations front the Fund rn this
field. I should like to put that on record.
I find the reply too formal in that it ignores rhe facr
that while there are indeed legal difficultres rlte
Commission obviously felt that in its Draft Directive
these difficulties could lre overcome. It was not clear
from the reply where exactly the stumblirrg block lies.
And this is the real question. If we are to treat this as
a political issue, then those people in the Con.rnrunity
with whom we are concerned here will also want to
know where the stumbling blocks are. And that was
the reason for my appealing for renewed consultations
with the migrants' organizations. I think it is
extremely importanr to make it clear to them cxactly
where the difficulties he rn achieving equal rights for
children of workers from third countnes ancl children
from Community courrtrics.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simonet.
Mr Simonet, Prt:tdcnt-itt-O.l_fict. oj tlr (otttttil. 
-(F) Mr President, in answer to Mr Albers' questron, I
should lrke to say that expenditurc for the specrally
adapted courses for childrcn of n-rrgrant workcrs car.r
in fact be financecl fronr the Social Fund. If that is
what he wishes to have explained, I am happy ro
confirm that this is so.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
V 22. A4rtlri.frttru.t!!t'(t,n(nt
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Questiorr,
with debate, by Mr Coust6, on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, to the Commrssion,
on the Multifrbre Agreemenr (Doc. 268/77):
Further to the debate of I t May, could thc Conrmissron
indicate what progress has been made in thc ncgotratrorrs
on the Multrfibre Agreement, with partrctrlar rctcrcnce to
the following pornts :
I In vrew of the extent to whrch sensrtrve products
have penetrated the Community, does rt think rt wrll
succeed rn layrng down overall quotas ?
2. Could rt explain its negotiattng posirions as regards
the brlateral agreements wrth supplier countries ? Morc
specrfically, does it rntend proposing a revision clause ?
3. Could it explain its policy of import-sharrng among
Member Statcs as a mcans of adjustment to the Multrfrbrc
Agreement 2
I call Mr Coust6.
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- 
(F) Mr President, on ll May of this
year I drew the attention of the Council to the ques-
tion of renewing the Multifibre Agreement. The
Council, represL'nted by Mr Tomlinson, President-in-
Office at the time, gave the following unequivocal
re ply :
'l can rcaffirnr quite clearly that the common position
which thc Con.rmurrity will reach on this subject will
proviclc ade quate protection for the Community's
tcxtilc industry against the threat of cumulative
nrarkct disruptron'.
On that occasion, Mr President, I pointed out with the
help of some particularly disturbing figures which I
do rrot wish to quote agairr, that from 1973 to 1976
thc Conrnrurrity accounted for three quarters of the
rncreasc in the rndustrialized world of sales by coun-
trrcs whrch cxport textilcs and clothing to the industri-
alrscd worltl.
I also sard tltat srnce 197.] the Comnlunity had bccn
in dcficit as regards its trade balance for textiles and
clothing. Thc figures rcccntly published f.or 1976 are
troth strrking arrd disturbrng and bcar out the
alarnrrng contntcnts which I was obliged to make to
the Housc. I shall quote them very briefly : imports
excccrlcd cxports by 1627OS tonnes in 1974, by
.]82 tltlT tonncs n 1975 and by 569 2.5-] tontres in
1 976, which nreans that the deficit increased in
volrrnrc by 249 0/o in three years. The most assiduous
and efficient third countries were the following :
Hong Kong, with 14.1 000 tonnes in 1976 totalling
l'l thousand nrrllion tr.a., Taiwan with 70 000 tonnc's
totallrng alnrost 500 nrillion u.a., India, wrth l.ll 000
torrr.rcs totallirrg 34.5 millron u.a., Korea, wrth 69 000
tonncs totallrrtg alntost 250 million u.a., Brazil, with
47 (X)0 tonnes totalling I ltl million u.a., and the coun-
tries with state-run cconomies whose textile deficit in
197(, rcached .129 millron u.a., a figure which we only
recently discovered. Thrs situation also reflects the fact
that the Community rs thc world's least Protectionist
ccorronric zonc, with customs duties gencrally undc'r
l0 0/o as against those of Japan, which are arottnd
l2 o/o, and the United States, arourtd lll 0/0.
In vicw of this, Mr President, while I have no wish to
softcn tlrc impact of the debate based on Mr Norman-
ton's rcport on the general situation of the Commu-
nity textile industry, I wanted to express to the
Comnrrssion my de ep corrcern on the eve of the
Council nrectirrg of 20 Septenrber, at which a decisiorr
wrll bc takerr on the Conrmissron proposals. I speak
not orrly on my owrl account and on behalf of my
grotrp, but in particular on behalf of my colleagucs Mr
Tcrrcnoire and Mr Liogier, who conte fronr textile
arcas with particularly high unenrploynlent lcvels.
ri7hat were our aims, in fact ? I asked for overall
quotas to be applied to textile imports enterilrg the
Conrmunity, in ordc'r to show how many kilograms or
urrits of goods are imported, rcgardless of the iclentity
of tlrc cxporting country. Thrs would lead to greater
fairness and, I would add, would remove the threat of
unemployment in many parts of the Community.
I must say that on I I May I did not receive a very
clear reply from the Council on the possibility of
introducing the concept of overall quotas uporl
renewal of the Multifrbre Agreement. According to
our information, it seems that there will be no overall
quotas, but that the Commission intends to redouble
its efforts 
- 
showing an obvtous determination which
reflects its awareness of the critical situation in the
Community textile industry 
- 
to ensure that all the
bilateral discussions between the Community and
textile exporting countries from the Far East to Brazil,
irrespective of whether they enjoy generalized or other
preferences, achieve results which ensure-rability, or
even a redtrction in the case of the nlost sensitive
products for which penetration rates are not at insig-
nificant levels of 2, 
-1,.5 or l0 0/0, but 20,2.5, and even
in certain cases, as I poirrtcd out orl I I May, 40 to
45 o/o ol requirenre nts, which is frankly excessive.
For this reasorr I believe that thc Conlmissior.t shotrltl
have thc proposals approved by the Councrl, tor if it
does not obtarrr rccogrtltiorr of the concept of overall
quotas under thc GATT arrd thereforc as Part ot thc
Multifibre Agreement, by negotiatrng skilfully and
speedily with its partners, the Conlmtrnity might at
lcast ensure that all agreenlents and arrangements are
known and that they may be added trp in tern.rs of
volume and value'. Irr other words, by the end oI
Novenrber, we shotrld be ttt a posrtion to give son're
reassurancc to Contmttrtity rndtrstrialrsts and workers,
while safcgtrardrng the lrttcrests o[ exportc'rs ilr deve-
loprng courrtries, who also have problenls of enlploy-
ment and of the profitability of investment. We have
to establrsh a fair balarrce.
This situatron reilects the Comnlurrity's keen awarc'-
ness of its responsibilitrcs in the world, btrt it should
also respond to the worryrng situation affecting not
only finished goocls btrt also artifrcial fibres. lt aPpears
that ir.r Italy ancl France we havc a special problem,
that of Montcclison atrtl, irt Fratrcc, that of thc Monte-
Frbres conrpany. Thc situattott is extrenrcly seriotrs A
decision takcn solcly irr thc' context of Frarrcc wotrld
involve closing down a [actory, btrt thc sittratior-r of
over-capacity of nran-nraclc frbres slrotrld nlakc tts
realrsc thc rreed for Conrmtrnity action and solidarity'
As I said irr arr articlc in 'Le Mondc' on 24 Augttst, we
rreed an ovcrall polrcy, orrc which the Conrmissiorr
should set ln nlotion or 
- 
to ptlt it nrore precisely, rrr
vrcw of tlrr: attcnlpts which the Contnrisstorr has
already made to appeaI to Soverrlnlents to re frarrl fronl
providing assrstance for the' setting trp of unde'rtakirlgs
producing ntan-nrade fibrcs 
- 
we should corrtitrtte
the policy wlrrch yotr, Mr Davrgrron, havc cn-rbarkc'd
upon, ircquentlv nrodclling yotrr itlcas or1 yotrr
sllccesses rn tlre iron ar-rd stccl llldustry, arl arca wlttch
you and I havc good rcasoll to krtow wcll, at tlle sanle
tinre brtlrtncing the proposed solttttot.ts irgalllst the clrffr-
ctrlty of aclticvirrg a lrstirtg sr.rcccss.
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Ladies and gentlemen, I would therefore, with your
consent, suggest that the Council adopt the measures
advocated by the Commission and that the Commis-
sion should tell us now whether it intends to carry out
this policy. Such a policy should provide security and
stability, but it should also be a source of hope to our
workers and undertakings, as I have no need to tell
you that they are now apprehensive of the future.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, lllember of the Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, the Commission is most grateful to Mr
Coust6 for his question, as it provides a timely
reminder of the links ber,ween the Community's
internal and external policy on textiles. I shall not go
into very great detail today, for two reasons : firstly,
because we shall have, as Mr Coust6 described it, a
very thorough debate on all aspects of the crisis in the
textile industry on the basis of a report which Mr
Normanton will be submitting and which is the fruit
of extensive committee work, and secondly because I
think it worthwhile, before going any further, to
clarify a number of points.
Vhen the Commission was faced with the problem of
the renewal of international measures on textiles and
of the repercussions of the Community's internal deve-
lopment policy on its trade policy, it drew two conclu-
sions. The first was that it is not possible in today's
world to implement a long-rerm policy if this is not
based on international measures which provide secu-
rity for trade in general. The textile industry needs
security in the same way as other sectors or areas of
trade, but security does not imply protectionism. I
should like the Community's position on this point to
be made quite clear.
\7e do not believe that artificial protectionism will
provide the answer to srructural and other funda-
mental problems, and we therefore think that the
Multifibre Agreement is an essential tool for handling
the world textile trade. Vithout it we are forced to live
in uncertainty and anarchy, and the Community,
which has always adopted clear-cut policies on this
matter, will not alter this approach now that we are
experiencing difficulties.
That being said, international instruments must
clearly funciton properly and achieve the aims set,
and the Multifibre Agreement is an instrument
designed to control market penetration and trade in
textiles in such a way that everyone 
- 
importers and
exporters, producers and consumel5 
- 
knqq/5 the situ-
ation in the market. For many reasons, which it would
take too long to comment on now and which have
already been discussed by the House, the Multifibre
Agreement applied hitherto by the Community has
not produced the results expected of it. \7e needed to
be sure that the renewed agreement would provide the
Community with a guarantee on this point, and for
this reason the Commission proposed to the Council
the adoption of a negoriating brief on the Multifibre
Arrangement which would ensure that this result was
achieved. The essential feature of this system was that
this time we would try to avoid a situation in which
Seneral objectives were first set and their implementa-
tion left until later, with the discovery, frequently, that
the negotiations has been overtaken by events. This
time, in Geneva, we explained the Community's objec-
tives and we have from now until December to negot-
iate the bilateral agreements, so that at the end of
December we shall have both a general instrument
and the security provided by its application.
!7e made no proposals to the Council for an overall
quota under which the measures would be applied to
the various countries with no notification being given
in advance, because we did not feel that this was what
the countries with which we are to conclude agree-
ments had a right to expect. Ve also said that our
dealings with these countries concerning import
measures of a product-by-product basis had to meet
three requirements.
The first was that we were willing to conclude an
agreement under which Community imports would
continue to grow. The exporting countries have a
right to this security. At the same time we said that
imports could not continue to ride at the same rate
for all products, with no allowance being made for
their importance on the Community as regards
employment and the necessary structural reorganiza-
tion of industry.
'We stated this quite clearly in Geneva, and early this
month we put before the Council the general negotiat-
iing strategy for the twenty or so agreements. It is
essential that the Council should agree to these before
the end of the month, otherwise it will place in
jeopardy the international instrument which we all
need, and which is one of the cornerstones of the
structural reorganization of the domestic sector.
I think my colleague Mr Haferkamp and I will have
the opportunity to defend our position before the
Council on 20 September. But it is essential, if we are
to negotiate, that we adopt a definite stand 
- 
other-
wise we would be putting ourselves in the wrong,
because after maintaining that we want to organize
trade it would be acting in bad faith to penalize
exporting countries simply because we are unable to
hold talks with them.
At the same time 
- 
and it is in this that the Commis-
sion's approach to all aspects of the textile industry
reveals its understanding of all its problems, both
internal and external 
- 
we must be able to tell the
textile industry that it has time to adjust to the new
situation. For this reason we stated, in our communica-
tion to the Council, that we would be putting forward
a strategy for the textile industry based on the struc-
ture of international trade for the next four years. This
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is clearly essential, because if we do not make this
effort, the time-limits set for the expansion of interna-
tional trade will serve little purpose, as the Commu-
nity textile industry in four years' time will be in the
same situation as today. \7e would then be forced to
resort to the politics of despair, that is to protec-
tionism, which can only be of value if it is practised
over a long period.
To put it bluntly, we would not be capable, under our
own steam, of doing as well as our partners. This is
not an acceptable ideal for Europe. But it means that
all the Community countries should act together to
ensure that the readiustments and the necessary diver-
sification may be carried out and encouraged by the
Commission 
- 
which leads up to questions we will
be examining in detail in October and which were
raised in the Parliament debate on the economic situa-
tion.
\flhat is being done to promote investment ?
lUhat is being done to promote diversification ?
!flhat social measures are being taken to ensure that
the transition from one situation to another passes off
smoothly ? It is quite clear that in the absence of such
a policy, as an incident between the Italian and
French authorities has shown, there is no way of
telling who is right and who is wrong. This is one of
the reasons why we have embarked upon a policy on
man-made fibres 
- 
an area which is related and
which I mention because it was referred to by Mr
Coust6. V/hat is the situation in the field of man-
made fibres ? It is one of over-capacity in relation to
requirements. If this over-capacity is maintained the
value of any production capacity in the system will be
negated. !J7e should therefore remedy the problem
jointly and avoid a situation where some people do
the work while others reap the benef its, and we
should act as quickly as possible. For this reason the
Commission is holding discussions, starting
tomorrow, with producers and trade unions, because
employment is a key issue when dealing with situa-
tions of over-capacity, and when we have to make a
general proposal on the matter. Meanwhile, however,
to ensure that the situation does not deterrorate, we
have already told all Member States that the Commis-
sion would no longer tolerate any natronal aids to the
manmade fibres industry, which would lead to further
over-capacity.
It is absolutely essential, when dealing with such an
emotionally-charged issue, to begin by stabilizing the
situation in order to lmprove it rn such a way that
today's solutions are not made obsolete by measures
which take no account of the basic interests of the
Conrmunity and its workers.
Those are the few brief comments which I wanted to
make, Mr President. To sum up, we wish to maintain
the international organization of the market and
respect for the international rules governing freedom
of trade. This is essential. Ve shall not waver from
this policy. Ve should bear in mind the industry's
need to adapt, and we are therefore holding discus-
sions, both inside and outside the Community, which
must produce decisions by the end of the year if this
sector, which is essential for the Community, is to
find, through the existence of Europe, the opportuni-
ties for survival to which it is entitled.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
make a brief statement on behalf of the Socialist
Group. My Group has decided not to take part in this
debate because the Normanton report on textiles will
be discussed next month by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, and because the
Coust6 report on the GAfi will be dealt with by the
Committee on External Economic Relations. Our
silence does not therefore imply approval or support
for the questions as formulated by Mr Coust6.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schworer to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Schw6rer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen ; in contrast to the remarks just made by
Mr Albers, we are sure that thrs will not detract from
Mr Normanton's report. Mr Normanton's report deals
with the general problems of thc tcxtile industry,
whereas Mr Coust6 was referring specifically to the
negotiations on the Multifibre Agreement and to the
discussions announced by Mr Davignon.
I feel almost a little envious of our French colleagues
in the Group of European Progressive Democrats who
always speak out for the textile industry and employ-
ment in that sector and repeatedly draw our attentlon
to this important area of European industry. I think
this is because textiles are a very important industry rn
France. But their initiative also benefits the othcr
Community countnes, becausc the ,;obs in this
industry are to be found in regions in which no otllcr
industries can be set up.
The fact is that most of these jobs are in areas with a
weak structural basis and are mainly held by women. I
fail to see how they can be replaced by cther employ-
ment. I would therefore strongly advocate that we
ensure that no developments arisc which lcad to a loss
of jobs, if thcrc is no prospect of alrcrnative employ-
ment. I should also like to extend my warm thanks to
Mr Davignon for his comments, which alleviated
some of my misgivings concerning the negotiations
on the Multifibre Agreement. Sfe agree, Mr Davignon,
that we need to extend the texti[e agreement. You
spoke of the chaotic situation which could otherwise
arise. In principle, therefore, wc are agreed, although
perhaps not on evcry detail. I appreciate that the situa-
tion may appear rather morc drfficult to you, as yotr
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are involved in the negotiations, than to us, as we may
expect more to be done to safeguard employment
than is perhaps possible in the negotiations. However,
Mr Davignon, we cannot allow the growth rate to go
on increasing as in recent years. I read somewhere of a
growth rate of 24 0/0. In the present economic climate
we cannot possibly allow such a situation to continue.
lUfle cannot even accept a growth rate of 5 70. !tr7e are
quite definite on that point. In my view the margin
should correspond to the level of increase in textile
consumption, and if such an increase amounts to only
2 o/o in the Community, a growth rate of 5 0/o is out of
the question, since we can imagine how much this
means to Community firms in lost sales.
Secondly, Mr Davignon, we agree with Mr Coust6 that
overall quotas must be introduced. I also believe that
overall quotas would be of benefit to you. They would
ease your task of checking whether supply quotas are
observed or whether, as a result of all the possible
concessions made to countries which subsequently
become party to the agreement, quotas are exceeded
to the same extent as they have been in recent years.
\We wanted to avoid an increase of 22o/o or 24 o/o,but
this was not possible as further concessions were
repeatedly being made.
\fle should point out that the overall quota for a parti-
cular article is fixed, and if that quota has already
been exhausted, these countries will simply have to
wait another year to apply to be included in the quota
- 
but there will certainly be no further quota this
year.
To raise a third point, Mr Davignon, I read in a report
somewhere that on I January 1978 a monitoring
system is scheduled to be set up to determine the
place of origin of imported goods. I hope you know
how this system will be operated and ask you to
consider whether a kind of licensing system would
not perhaps be better. But I will not insist on intro-
ducing a licensing system if the monitoring system
produces the same results. However, we must ensure
that these quotas are observed and that they are not
exceeded at a later stage as a result of abuses.
One final point. 'We will shortly be discussing the
structural policy, and the report referred to a moment
ago by Mr Albers will also deal with the general struc-
ture of the textile industry. You are already examining
ways of enabling the industry to reorganize for the
production of high-quality European goods. Finally, a
few words on man-made fibres. Here too I join my
friend Mr Coust6 in calling upon you to find a solu-
tion which takes account of employment. As you
know, a factory in the Federal Republic is due to close
with the loss of about I 000 jobs. 'We ask you to find a
solution involving general cut in production, so that
cut-throat competition does not prevent the industry
from reorganizing.
Those are my comments on this problem. The textile
industry is not the most powerful industry in the
Community, but it is one to which predominantly
medium-sized undertakings have so far adapted very
well. It is an industry worth helping. 'We therefore
approve of Mr Coust6's efforts to provide additional
support for the negociations. I am very much in
favour of doing this, and Mr Coust6 can therefore
count on our full support for his mover.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herbert to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Herbert. 
- 
Mr President, like my predecessors, I
would like to congratulate Mr Coust6, my colleague,
on bringing this very important matter to the floor of
this House.
The first four years of the operation of the MFA have
seen huge increases in imports into the Community,
which have resulted in the closure of 3.5 000 factories
within the Community and the consequent loss of
half-a-million yobs. To make matters worse, these jobs
were lost in the main in the poorest regions, and, as
my previous colleagues have said, without any resul-
tant conversion, with no replacement of jobs. From
these simple but very basic facts, it is patently obvious
that the agreement in its present form is totally unac-
ceptable to the Community. It must be radically
altered ; otherwise, according to informed sources
within the Community, before l9ll2 a further
I 500 000 jobs will be lost.
The effects of the MFA in my own country have been
tragic over the past four years, owing to the fact that
the textile industry accounts for l0 o/o of the total
number of people employed in our national manufac-
turing industry. It also accounts for 7 o/o o[ our total
exports and for 7.6o/o of our GNP. So the House can
readily see that the Irish textile industry, and the Irish
economy, are hypersensitive to any changes in
Community textile policies. 'We in Ireland cannot
afford to repeat the crisis of the past four years. If we
have to reduce our very high unemployment rate,
which is the highest in the Community, and if we are
to raise our economy to acceptable Community stand-
ards, it is vital that the agreement be renewed, with
adequate safeguards for the Community's own textile
industry, against excessive imports. And provision
must be made to allow our own textile industry to
recover the market share lost over the past four years
to unfair competition.
The new Agreement must have a definite limitation
on import penetration into Community markets, and
this limitation must be accepted in some shape or
form. This penetration must in future be measured in
relatron to European production, not in relation to
European consumption. The new Agreement must
contain definite escape clauses for a period of general
recession to guard against what has happened over the
Past four years.
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In my opinion, there must be a revised classification
of Third Vorld countries, a classification that will
distinguish between the genuinely underdeveloped
nations and those nations which, although classified
as being underdeveloped, have a very sophisticated,
advanced, modern textile industry.
As Mr Coust6 said, effective procedures must be imple-
mented to cover market destructron, backed by a
textile surveillance body with effective powers.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Sandri. 
- 
(l) Vle do not wish to repeat the
debate we had in May, nor to anticipate, as Mr Albers
feared, the one which we shall be having in October
on the Normanton Report, which we know already to
be wide-ranging, detailed and comprehensive. At the
moment, rt is a question of bringing ourselves up to
date on negotiations which are still taking place 
- 
or
rather, which are stagnating, while the situation deteri-
orates.
Itlrrrrk tlrat l)rrlranrent should cxprcss its support for,
or disagreement with, the negotiators on this highly
topical matter.
\)0e thereforc apprcclatc Mr Coustc's initrative 
- 
both
rts s[)lnt rrrrl rts corrclusrorrs 
- 
although clearly our
starting point rs very rlrffcrcnt ironr his.
It seems to us, first and foremost, that iir the face of
the worsening crisis the decisions taken by the
Commission and approved by the Council, to restrict
imports was correct, particularly if we think of it as a
tcmporary measure, necessary in order to provide a
breathing space and for the Community' to put
forward fundanrental solutions, both in the context of
the multifibre Agreement and in the more general
context of GATT 
- 
which, let me remind you, is also
being renegotiatcd..
Vhat are these fundamental solutions ?
May, we too be allowed to plead the anti-protectionist
causc, while adding that opposition to protectionism
should not imply support for an anarchic freedom of
trade in which the strongest always wins. The real
question today is how to organize free trade.
There are developrng countries which have established
on their own territory ma,or textile industries thanks
to clirect investment by companies based in industrial-
ized countries, but this has led to the uncontrolled
industrialization of a few exporting 'enclaves'. These
have helped neither the developing countries nor
Europe, but only to swell the profits of large com-
panies.
If it is true that we must consider the structural policy
to be followed within the Community, as Mr
Davignon reminded us, it is equally true that we must
consider foreign policy. Ve must consider the system
of generalized preferences, because it is impossible to
continue with a system of preferences, 80 % of which
are used by seven countries, four of which export
textiles or fibres produced not by national firms but
by foreign firms which have established themselves in
these countries.
Can we continue granting preferences to American
firms established in South Korea or in Malaysia ? This
is something we must think about, and the need to
consider it has been pointed out also by the Commis-
sion. For example, we have read a speech by Mr
Cheysson in which, on the subject of the second
Lom6 Convention, he suSgests linking the granting of
preferences to a guarantee, or rather to-a number of
rules for the conditions of employment of workers in
those countries.
Secondly 
- 
and particularly in the current negotia-
tions 
- 
I think we should seek a common customs or
tariff policy for the large industrialized countries. \We
cannot continue with a situation in which, after the
reduction of tariffs by the European Community,
there are the imbalances which Mr Coust6 was talking
about. Finally, we strongly urge the Commission to
proceed with bilateral negotiations, for it seems to us
that this approach will produce not only the overall
quota itself, but also the selectivity which will make it
possible to help the poorest countries, as well as those
countries which, like India, have their own textile
industry.
Mr President, we would have liked to submit for
consideration by this House an amendment to the
motion for a resolution put forward by Mr Coust6, not
modifying it but adding to Paragraph .). Unfortu-
nately, lack of time prevents us from doing so. \fle
should like to add, after the words "which include a
periodic revision clause", a formula authorizing the
Commission to negotiate according to selective
critena whrch would ensure that priority is given to
aiding the development of truly national industries in
the developrng countries.
If we wcre allowed to put down thrs anrcrrdnrcnt, wc
would vote for thc resolution. Otherwise, we shall
abstain, bccausc although we agree with the gcncral
approach, wc think that one should clcf irrc ntorc
clcarly the Conrnrunrty's fltlitudc towards thosc coun-
trics which are really tryirrg to dcvelop thctr owrr
national irrclrrstrres, as drstinct Ironr tlte countrics
which havc tr-rrnccl thcmsclves into'clrrbs'arrcl Itave
glrsured incrcasecl profrts for large conrparrtes whtclt
Iravc rrothrrrg to do with thc dcvelopn'rcnt of tlrc tlrird
world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F).Mr President, I should like to
thank my colle agues for supporting our move. I
should even like to thank Mr Albers who, by
announcing that he was not prepared to take part in
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the debate, showed how important the debate in fact
is. (La ttghttr)
I think that the amendment proposed by Mr Sandri is
a good one : it corresponds in fact to what Mr
Davignon meant when he said that the entire proce-
dure was being carried out at Commission level in
coniunction with his colleagues, in particular Mr
Haferkamp and Mr Cheysson. I think therefore that
we can vote on the motion with this amendment.
I should also like to thank the Commissioner, Mr
Davignon, as his comments, at a time when he is
about to take part in the discussion and, I have no
doubt, in the Council decision, were most reassuring.
However, there is one cause for concern 
- 
that is the
possible failure of the talks on 20 September. If that
happened, his timetable would be totally disrupted,
and I fail to see how he could complete the negotia-
tions with the other partners ln the internationaI talks
on tcxtiles by early December. Perhaps he could tell
us what arrangL'ments he has made to cover this possi-
bility, because according to my information the
Commission has already made such arrangements.
Secondly, I think that the House should obtain
further inlormation on the monitoring system referred
to a monlent ago by Mr Schworer, as this involves the
application of effective controls on the origin of
goods, and this is a maior problem.
Finally, I should like to say that I was impressed by
Mr Davignon's remarks on the problems of the
Community textile industry and on the need to
pursue an effective industrial policy. In this connec-
tion I should like to ask him another question to be
drscussed at a later stage, as I believe that this will be
the other aspect of measures based essentially on the
desire to maintain a liberal policy on trade 
-although liberalism should never be equated with the
absence of controls. Vhat we need is 'organized liber-
alism', otherwise we will lapse into anarchy, and that
would benefit no one in the long run.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, A4r'nbtr o.f tht Contnit.tttttt. 
- 
(F) |
should lrke to make things perfectly clcar and pornt
out to Mr Schworer that the bilateral agreements relate
to the application of the overall import figures which
the Conrmissron feels it reasonable to accept, using
four categorres of products. We therefore share his
hopcs.
I should like to say to Mr Sandri that the essential
difference wrth overall agreements is the total lack of
flcxibility. Vhilc it is true that we are more anxious to
help ccrtarn countries than others because they really
are developing their national industrres, in other cases
thc industries in question are orientated exclusively
towards exports, irrespective of the needs of the coun-
tries irr which they are srtuated. It would therefore not
bc acccptablc 
- 
and here I agree wlth my colleagues
- 
to trcat suclr countries in the same way.
In reply to Mr Coust6 I would say that if the negotia-
tions fail because our partners in the dialogue do not
try to help us to set up a balanced international instru-
ment, we reserve the right 
- 
and we made this point
clear in our communication to the Council 
- 
to take
the necessary unilateral measures in accordance with
the various agreements which we have signed.
It could prove impossible to establish a Commission
policy if someone wanted to obtain a certain degree of
protectionism. The Commission could then say that
everything it had said on the advisability of unilateral
measures did not apply to this case. This is the argu-
ment we would use with the Council, and I think that
this will ensure that we meet the deadline. The diffi-
culty about which Parliament was rightfully
concerned is thus obviated.
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Coust6, on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democ-
rats, a motion for a resolution with the request for an
immediate vote, pursuant to Rule a7 $) of the Rules
of Procedure, to wind up the debate on the Oral Ques-
tion to the Commission on the Multifibre Agreement
(Doc. 268177).
I call Mr Albers on a point of order.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I wish to speak on
the request for an immediate vote.
I am opposed to such a vote for the following reasons.
I would ask to have the vote postponed to 3'45 p.m.
tomorrow. The resolution on which the vote is to be
taken goes further than the oral questions which have
been put, and I am therefore particularly anxious that
the Socialist Group should have an opportunity to
consider this debate. The honourable questioner
observed that we have already played our part. I
disagree 
- 
I merely informed the House that we
would not be taking part in the debate, but I am most
anxious that our Group should be able to make its
views known in the vote tomorrow afternoon. Further-
more, there is an amendment which the member who
tabled the motion considers acceptable. However, I do
not have the text o{ this before me. I am completely
mystified as to the purpose of this amendment. Any
decision reached today would thus be rather loosely-
worded. For this reason I urge that the vote be post-
poned to tomorrow afternoon.
President. 
- 
I consult the House on whether a vote
is to be taken immediately.
That is agreed.
I will now ask Mr Sandri to repeat his amendment
very slowly.
I call Mr Albers on a point of order.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) I am sorry, Mr President, but
according to the third subparagraph of Rule 29 (2)
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President
amendments cannot be put to the vote until they have
been printed and distributed in the official languages.
President. 
- 
Mr Albers, you are of course perfectly
correct, except that the last sentence of paragraph 2
goes a little further. It says'. [Jnle-,;s Parli.t,nc,tt
drcidct otbtru'ist, amendments shall not be put to the
vote until they have been printed and distributed in
the official languages.'
I ask Mr Sandri to read his amendment slowly.
Mr Sandri. 
- 
(I) | should like to apologize to the
House, but I only received the text of the motion half
an hour ago and therefore did not have time to
submit the amendment in writing and to have it trans-
lated into all the languages.
It is worded as follows :
Requests the Council to give the Commission a mandate,
with a view to ensuring the stabilization. of imports of
textile products into the EEC, to negotiate realistic bilat-
eral agreements with supplier countries which include a
perrodrc revlslon clause rlar/ arc bl*rl on :tltrttt't
cruttnd tltttb u'ill tnrurt ail in priorit.l' lot tht dtrclop-
nrtnt o.f t,'ttl.l n.ttton.tl tndtt.\tnt\ tn dtruloftng r.otn-
t t'tt\.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust€'.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Sandri has re-
peated exactly the same thrng, namely that priority
must also be accordcd to the development of the
national rnclustries of developing countries.
I should like to reiterate my support, since it is
completely rn lrne with what I have kept on saying
lrcre and with what Mr Davignon himself stated. In
fact, before he left, Mr Davignon told me that he was
entirely in favour of this nmendment, and I wish to
point this out to the House.
President. 
- 
I consult the House on whether it is
prepared to take this oral amendment.
That is agreed.
I put the amendment to the vote.
The amendment is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as amended to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
23. AT4cndd 
.for tfu nc.rt .tittittg
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take placc
tomorrow, Thursday, 1.5 September 1977, at l0 a.m.
and in the afternoon, with the following agenda :
- 
vote on the urgency of the report by Mr Bayerl on
economic relatrons with Portugal ;
- 
Joint debate on two oral questions to thc Comn)rs-
sion on unemployment among young peoplc ,
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Commissron on the
Statute for mlgrant workers.
3.00 lt.n.
- 
Questron trme.
3.45 lt.n.
- 
Votes on motions for resolutrons on whrch thc debate
has closcd.
The srtting rs closed.
(Tlr .tittinu u'.t.\ clo.\tl tt 10.10 lt.nt.)
I OJ C 241 of 10. t0. 1977
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ANNEX
Question-t wbicb could not be antwered during Quettion Tine, u.'ith u'ritttn .tntu'ct'.t
I. QUESTIONS TO THE COUNCIL
Question b1 Sir Geoffrel' de Freita:
Subject : Travel by citizens of the Community
!/hat is the Council doing to encourage travel by citizens of the Community between member
countries of the Community ?
Ansu'er
At a meeting held in Brussels in June 1970 at the invitation of the Belgian government, the
Ministers responsible for tourism suggested that a permanent body should be set up within the
Communiry to deal with the problems of tourism.
The Council has not, however, examined the specific problem raised by the Honourable Member.
Questron b1' hlrs Eu'ing
Sub;ect : Common Fisheries Policy
Vill the President-in-Office of the Council make
Community's Common Fisheries Policy ?
a statement on latest developments in the
Ansuer
I do not intend making a statement during Question-Trme on the Common Fisheries Policy srnce
the Council will be devoting two meetings to the matter in October.
I can, however, inform the Honourable Member that, at its meeting on 18 and 19 July 1977, the
Council stressed the urgency of finalizing the Common Fisheries Policy as regards the general
introductron of the 200 mile fishing-zones in view of the need to preserve fishing resources, to offer
guidance to Community {ishermen as to the future and to facilitate further negotiations on frshrng
with third countries.
!7ith this in view, the Council has prepared a programme of work which should permit
implementation of the Common Fisheries Policy at the earliest possible moment.
Question b1 ,l1r Hcrbot
Subiect: Legaliry of co-responsibility levy
Has the Council considered the legaliry of the co-responsibiliry levy following the ;udgment by the
Court of Justice of the European Communities in Cases ll4l76, l16176, l19176 and 120/76, which
declared illegal Council Regulation No 563/76 on the compulsory purchase of skimmed-milk
powder for use in feedingstuffs ?
Ansu'er
In accordance with its normal practice, the Council considered the legal implications of rhe
regulatron establishing the co-responsibility levy in the milk sector before it enacted that regulatron.
It does not appear that the non-validity of Regulation No 563/75 concerning the compulsory
purchase of skimmed-milk powder for use in feedingstuffs, as decided by the Court of Justice of the
European Communities, might have any incidence on the validity of Regulation (EEC) No 1079177
establishing the co-responsibility levy and the measures destined to enlarge the markets in the milk
and milk-products sector. Consequently, the Council does not have to consrder the legalrty of
Regulation No 1079177.
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Question b.1' .tlr N1'borg
Subject : IUTorld population increase
'Will the Council encourage the Commission to put forward proposals for a Communiry initiative
aimed at halting rncrease rn world population, which is endangering man's existence ?
Ansu'tr
This questron does not fall wrthin the Community's competence.
Qtestion b.1' Mr Duncu-r
Subject: Import licences in the iron and steel sector.
Has the Council made representations to the Governments of the Member States to the effect that
each of them, in accordance with the Davignon Plan, should keep the Commission regularly
informed o{ the value and number of licences they have granted and of actual imports of iron and
steel products ?
Ansu't r
Member States are obliged, under Article .l of Commission Recommendation 77l33}lECSC of l5
April 1977 to notify the Commissron of the value and number of licences they have granted and of
actual imports of certain iron and steel products.
The Commissron has not up to the present rnformed the Councrl of any drfficultres as regards
compliance with this recommendation ; the Presrdency has therefore not made any representations of
the kind referred to by the Honourable Member to the Governments of the Member States.
Qucstion b.1' Lord Bttfull
Subiect : Greek application for membership
Does the Council marntarn the posrtion laid down in June 1975 n the context of Greece's
applicatron for EEC membership 
- 
namely, that no new accession must damage the Community's
common prolects or reduce the effectiveness of its rnstitutrons and that before any such accesslon the
institutions must be strengthened to cope wrth the problems posed by enlargement ?
Anstr'r
At the formal meetrng opening the accessron negotiations on 27 July 1976, the President of the
Council stated in partrcular that enlargement of the Communrty could be conceived of only as a
further contrrbution to the strengthenrng of the process of contlnuous creatlon of which the
Community rs the embodrment and not to the weakenrng or the diluting of its instrtutronal structues
or its scope for actron.
This statement strll reflects the Communrty's position on enlargement.
2. QUESTIONS TO THE FORETGN MTNISTERS
Question b.1' /Vr Hdnrlton
Sublect : Middle East policy
Can the Foreign Ministers say what progress has been made rn formulating a common policy on the
Arab-lsraeli problem ; do the Nine agree with the recent proposals put forward by President Carter;
and if not, rn what ways does the EEC view differ ?
Antutr
Ever since they have been consulting each other on their foreign policres, the Foreign Ministers of
the Nrne meeting in European politrcal cooperation have conslstently attempted to standardrze therr
attitude on the Middle East questron. The srtuatron rn this area of the world has undergone many
changes in recent years and thrs rs reflected rn the posrtrons adopted by the Nine, a recent example
berng the declaratron on the Mrddle East of 29 June.
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Moreover, the Nine are pleased to observe that generally speaking other countries and groups of
countries have adopted similar positions to their own.
Question bt' Sir Derek lV'alher-Snith
Subiect: Seats for non-smokers
To ask the foreign ministers whether they are aware that only rwo out of nine Member States have
airlines represented within the thirteen airlines offering half or more seats to non-smokers ; and
whether suitable exhortations can be addressed to the other seven Member States to improve their
performance in this respect in the interests of the health and well-being of their own nationals and
that of the travelling public in the Community as a whole.
Answer
The matter raised in this question does not come within the scope of political cooperation. The
Honourable Member will therefore understand that it is not possible to give him an answer on behalf
of the Nine rn this context.
Questton b-1' tllr.r Ewng
Subiect: Soviet Jews
To ask the Forergn Minrsters what conclusions they reached at their meeting on l2 )uly 1977,in the
framework of their preparatrons for the Belgrade Conference, as regards the right of the individual to
leave his or her country if he or she chooses to do so, with particular reference to Soviet Jews, and
with particular reference to the case of Mr. Vulf Zalmanson, a political prisoner in the USSR ; and
what common attitude the Foreign Minrsters have now decrded to adopt at the Belgrade Conference.
Ansutr
The Honourable Member will remember that on 6 July last I gave her the following answer: 'stnce
the signing of the Frnal Act ol the Helsinki Conference, the Nine have constantly borne in mind the
need to implement and respect all the provisions of this Act, including those concerning human
rights. The Belgrade meerrng, for whrch the Nine have made ioint preparations, will not begin until
autumn (on 4 October in fact). It will provrde an opportuniry of assessing the degree to which the
provisions of the Final Act have been respected.'
I repeat, rhen, what I said to Mr Radoux a few moments ago, i.e. that during the preparatory meeting
for Belgrade the Nine have taken care to ensure that the practtcal arrangements for the main
meeting will indeed make it possible to raise every aspect of the implementation of the Final Act.
Frnally, the Nrne will do their utmost, at this main meeting, to obtain the cooperation o{ the other
states taking part in order to ensure that human rrghts are respected and that the provisions of the
Helsinki Final Act relating to contact between human berngs are implemented more fully.
Qtttliorr b.1' fulr Prrct
Subject : Capital investments in South Africa and Namibia
To ask the Foreign Mrnrsrers what studies they have made of capital investments in South Africa and
Namibia by the member countnes of the Nrne, and whether they will urge each respective member
state to assess such lnvestments and withdraw from those that they have already made.
Ansutr
At their political cooperation meeting on l2 July last the Foreign Mtntsters decrded to use the
Community's collective weight to persuade South Africa to abandon its apartherd policy. To this end
the departments responsible for politrcal cooperatron between the Nrne are currently considerrng a
numbcr of practical initiatrves. I cannot pre;udge the results oi thrs investigatron, but it should enable
the Foreign Ministers to take appropnate political decisrons.
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Questiott b1' hIr Radoux
Subject: Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
Can the Council state whether the conduct and outcome of the meeting in Belgrade may be
considered satisfactory and whether they augur well for the progress which public opinion expects of
the conference which is to open on 4 October and which constitutes one of the most important
factors in East-lVest d6tente ?
Ansu'tr
In the course of the preparatory meeting in Belgrade the Nine tried to ensure that the main
conference would be organized in such a way as to grve them the chance to raise all the points in the
Final Act, and to check how they had been implemented.
Vhile not rgnoring the difficulties already encountered and those awaiting them tn the main
conference, the Nine have every reason to feel satisfied with the results achieved at the preparatory
meeting. It was possible to achieve them largely thanks to the cohesion of the Member States of the
Community.
I would add that the Nine are fully aware of the fact that the conference which opens on 4 Octobcr
constltutes a very important stage in the process of East-Vest d6tente.
Question b.1' tllr Katundgb
Subject: EEC and apartheid
Vhat progress has been made to date in establishing an EEC programme to erode apartheid in
South Africa ?
Ansu'tr
The Nine have hitherto clearly indicated, both through statements by the President-rn-Office and at
natronal level, rhat they condemn the policy of apartheid pursued by South Africa. At the recent
Lagos Conference against apartheid I reiterated our condemnatron and deplored the refusal of the
South African Government to embark upon the road towards a truly non-racial socrety.
Furthermore, the Nine have refused to recognize Transkei and have refrained from any action which
might rn any way contribute to the maintenance or dcvelopment of the policy of Bantustanrzatlon.
The Nrne supply increased ard to the countrres borderrng on South Africa in order to enable thcnt to
cope more successfully wlth the specrfrc problems arrstng f rom their partrcular geographrcal
srtuation. The Member States have also placed embargoes on the sale of arms to South Afrrca.
Finally, the Foreign Ministers of the Nine recently decrded to grve practrcal consrderatron to a
number of initiatives armed at using the Communrty's collectrve weight to persuade South Afrrca to
abandon its policy of apartheid.
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- 
rcltort b1 ^toIr Cointat (Doc. 275/77)
- 
(VotQ . .216
Adoption o.f tbt rc-solution . . . 216
9. Data-1trot'e.t.sing in tbe Contntunitl, 
- 
report
b.1'Mr Cr.tusti (Doc. 235/77) 
- 
(Vot) ,216
Ancndntcnts to p.t,'Lt!{tdph 26: Lord Bess-
ltorottgh . . .216
Proccdrrrrtl Que-ttions: Mr Dall,ell; Mr
Ldng4 Cbairnan o.f tbe Conntittee on
Bttdgcts: Mr fJrott'n: Mr Kleltscb; Mr
Langc: Mr Glinnq Cbuinnan o.f tbe
Comntittcc on Ennomic and tVonetary
A.f.fair.t : Nr Aigntr; tl[r Klepscb ; l4r
Glinnc: Lord Be-s.sborough: tVr Glinne . . .216
IN THE CHAIR: MR BORDU
Vice-Pretident
(Tbe sitting uar opcned at 10.05 a.n)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Altltroul oJ tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any commerrts ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Docunents .tubm ittcd
President. 
- 
Have received the following :
(a) from the Council, a request for an opinion on :
I. the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Regulation (EEC,
Euratom, ECSC), implementing the Decision of 2l
April 1970 on the replacement of financial contribu-
tions from Member States by the Communities' own
resources
II. the second amended proposal under Articles 149 of
the EEC Treaty and ll9 of the EAEC Treary for a
Council Regulation (ECSC, EEC, Euratom) amending
the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973 applicable
to the general budget of the European Communities
III. the amended proposal for a Council Regulation
implementing, in respect of the own resources from
VAT, the Decision of 2l April 1970 on the replace-
ment of financial contributions from Member States
by the Communities' own resources
(Doc. 274177)
which have been referred to the Committee on
Budgets ;
Adoptionof tberesolution . ...219
10. Ecanonic and trade relations betueen tbe
EEC and Portugal 
- 
report b1' llr Bayrl,
on bebalf of tbe Conntittee on External
Economic Relations (Doc. 187/77/ret.) . . . . 219
lllr Price, deputl-rapporteur . 219
lVr lllartinelli, on bebalf of tbe Cbristian-
Denocratic Group; Nr Scott-Hopkins, on
behalf ,f tbe Euroltean Consertatiue
Group ; lllr Vredeling, Vice-President of theContmission . .220
ll. Agenda.for tbe next sitting . . . . 223
Annex . .224
(b) from the Committee on Agriculture, a report by
Mr Hughes (Doc. 280/77), on the proposals from
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council for:
I. a regulation prohibiting the direct fishing and
landing of herring for industrial purposes
II. a regulation laying down conservation measures in
respect of herring stocks in the North Sea in 1978
III. a regulation relating to certain interim measures for
the conservation and management of certain herring
stocks
IV. a communication from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council concerning the
proposal for a regulation relating to certain interim
measures for the conservation and management of
certain herring stocks
3. Dccision o,t ilrgent procedure
President. 
- 
I shall now consult Parliament on the
request for urgent procedure for the second report
(Doc. 187/77lrev.) by Mr Bayerl, on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on
economic and trade relations between the European
Community and Portugal.
I call Mr Giraud.
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I simply want to ask
for this report to be debated as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
Are there any objections to urgent
procedure ?
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President
Urgent procedure is agreed.
The report could be placed on the agenda of today's
sitting afte r the Oral Question on the Statute for
migrant workers.
Are there any obfections ?
That is agreed.
4. fulcnfurshiP o.f contnitttt.tt
President. 
- 
I have received from the Group of
European Progressive Democrats requests for the
appointment of :
- 
Mr Nyborg, as a member of the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation ;
- 
Mr Jensen, as a member of the Committee on Energy
and Research, and of the Committee on External
Economrc Relations to replace Mr Nyborg
- 
Mr Herbert, as a member of the Committee on Agri-
culture to rcplace Mr Gibbons.
I have also received a request from the Communist
and Allies Group for the appointment of :
- 
Mr Pctersen, as a member of the Committee on
Budgets, the Commrttee on External Economic Rela-
tions and the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly.
I have received from the Socialist Group a request for
the appointment of :
- 
Mr Velthoven, as a member of the Committee on
Budgets and the Committee of Energy and Reseach ;
- 
Mr Andersen, as a member of the Committee of Agri-
culturc ancl of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection ;
- 
Mr Dinc'sen, as a member of the Committee on Social
Affairs, Enrployment and Education ;
- 
Mrs Dahlerup, as a mcmber of the Committee on
Budgets to replace Mr Albertini, and of the
Conrmittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Are there any obiections ?
These appointments are ratified.
5. IIncmflol',rrcrtl .ttrtottg 
.1'otng pcoflc
President. 
- 
The next item is a ioint debate on the
Oral Qucstion with debate (Doc. 264177) by Mrs
Durrwoody, Mr Adams, Mr Lezzi, Mr Albers, Mr Kava-
nagh, Mr Delmotte, Mr Carpentier, Mr Hansen, Mr
Dondelingcr, Lord Murray of Gravesend, Mr Schreiber
and Lady Fishcr of Rednal, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, to tlrc Con'lnrission, on unemployment among
young peoplc:
l. Carr the Conrnrission provide information as to the
nunrbcr oi uncnrployed young pcoplc, under 25, there
are in the Community, broken down, as far as possible
into catcgoncs such as:
- 
country/region
- 
profcssion and industry
- 
Icvel of educatron
- 
whethcr nrale or female ?
2. To what cxtcnt does the Comnrission believe that
youth uncnlploymcnt is basically structural 
- 
tlrough
obviously aggravatcd by the current cconomic crisis ?
3. \7hat has been the extent of aid from the Social Fund
since the opening of Article 4 on July 1975 (an action
requested by the Socialist GrouP in February 1975)
towards combating youth unemPloyment in the
various Member States, and how effective does the
Comnrission consider this aid to have been to date ?
4. lVhat other measures does the Commission intend to
propose, especially in the framework of the proposed
new rules for the Social Fund ?
5. Vhat progress has been made in implementing
Article 22 of the Resolution of the Council of Educa-
tion Ministers of February 1976 and their Resolution
of December 1976 dealing with the PreParation of
young people for work and for the transition from
education to working life, and what concrete outcome
is expected from these Resolutions ?
and the Oral Question with debate Doc. 265177) by
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Van der Gun, Mr
Pisoni, Mr H.!7. Mtiller, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Frtih, Mr
Schworer, Mr Vernaschi, Mr Granelli, and Mr Caro, to
the Commission, on unemPloyment among young
people in Europe :
In view of the further deterioration in the employment
situation, the large number of young people seeking
employment (2 million persons under 25 werC unem'
ployed in the spring of 1977), the increasing material and
psychological problems of the young people concerned
and the considerable economic damage resulting from
long-term mass unemployment, the Commission is
asked :
l. I7hat progress has been made in devising Community
measures to reduce unemployment and ensure a
return to full employment by 1980 
- 
the obiective
laid down at the 1976 Tripartite Conference ?
2. lVhat is being done irr this.field in the Member States
at present; what measures are actually in operation
and what priorities does the Commission ProPose to
lay down to supplement existing measures ?
J. Does the Commission consider it expedient in the
present circumstances to achieve closer agreement with
ihe social partners, those responsible for education and
vocational training and young trade unionists and youth
organizations, with a view to working out ioint solutions ?
I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Mr President, if resolutions
created iobs, this Parliament would not today still be
discussing one of the most urgent 
- 
and most fright-
ening 
- 
problems of Europe. In the Past it has
shown itself deeply concerned about the whole ques-
tion of youth unemployment. But the terrifying truth
of the matter is that the figures for those young
people who cannot firrd iobs when they leave school
are rising year by year.
Last year, we were able to say, for example, that,
although in some countries the trend apPeared to
have been temporarily halted, the overall total was
greatcr than the year before. It seems to nre that if we
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have a practical task to carry out in this Assembly it is
to examine not only the reasons for this frightening
rise, but the methods that we can use to combat it.
After all, unemployment for any man or woman
presents a very real and difficult problem. But for a
young person leaving school never having known the
discipline of work, the belief after a very short time
spent seeking work that he is, in effect, unemployable
is probably one of the most traumatic experiences he
can encounter in life. The damage that it causes is far
greater than that caused by any other problem later in
life.
Initially what we are asking for today is for a state-
ment of what has been done up until now. Where are
the young people that are unemployed mostly
located ? Their countries, their regions. Vhat profes-
sions, if any, do they have ? \U(hat industries are most
in need of assistance ? Most of all we would like to
know the level of education that these young people
have reached. Because if there is one thing which is
manifestly clear, it is that education has a tremendous
role to play, not just in preparing people for adult life,
but also in equipping them for a world of work. \We
also want to know whether'the young unemployed are
male or female.
In this Assembly we have talked for a long timc rather
glibly of the problems of structural unemployment, as
if that were in some way a preferable problem to a
temporary unemployed state. !7hat we now believe,
and what seems manifestly and uncomfortably clear, is
ihat there is in Europe an underlying strucrural
problem that is affecting the young in greater propor-
tion than some other adult categories.
Ve also want to know particularly how the use of the
Social Fund has produced results since this question
was first raised. The Social Fund cannot provide
enough employment for each individual young person
looking for a job. But what it can, and must, do is
gather together the resources of all the individual
Member States, and use them in the most effective
way. rUfle are not asking that the Commission over-
night wave a magic wand and say. 'Here is a new job
for each one of your young unemployed'.'What we are
saying to them is that they have a very important and
specific role to play.
First, you must gather together the information, and
you must present it in a way which will emphasize
and underline the enormity of the problem.
Secondly, you must make sure that, in a field where
there is never enough money available, the resources
art flot wastcd in any way. The overlapping of
Membcr States must be done away with in order that
we can conrbine our resources.
Thirdly, what we ask them to do is to study the fields
in which the Member States may inadvertently be
falling down. Are we using the right kind of educa-
tional preparation for work ? Are we using our
resources to train the young school-leaver adequately
for the right kind of fobs ? Are we giving him the
support that he needs ? More than all of those things,
are we enabling him to have faith in himself, and in
his or her ability to find work before long ?
The Commission have undertaken studies on the guid-
elines for vocational training, and we hope that today
we are going to hear a little more about the results
that these have produced. They have looked particu-
larly at those sectors like textiles, and the agricultural
field, where it may be that a special extra effort is
required to ensure that retraining goes ahead at an
acceptable rate.
But the Social Fund, by its very definition, cannot
support straight educational measures, although, of
course, the Commission has shown itself only too
anxious in the past to coordinate educational
programmes throughout the Community. It may be
that the Commissioner should be asking whether this
is a field in which the Community have a greater role
to play, and whether they should seek to support not
just very small specialized fields like the education of
immigrant children, but to widen their involvement
in the whole question of vocational training.
One of the more depressing aspects of our budget
debate, and of the Council involvement, was that the
Council of Ministers appeared not to have bee n
prepared at this juncture to take political decisions
which would move the emphasis of the' budgct away
from large expenditure in, for example, the agricul-
tural fields, and into the resources that are needed for
the Social Fund and, more particularly, for fields like
youth unemployment.
!flhen my colleague, Lord Bruce of Doningtorl, actu-
ally drew to the attention of the Assembly the fact
that the amount that will be availablc unclcr the
Common Agricultural Policy for the storage of surplus
foods will be I 0.5.5m u.a., almost exactly the total sum
that is proposed for energy, for research, for regional
aid and for the Social Fund altogether, then I think hc
put his finger on one of the basic mistakes that wc arc
constantly making, not only in this Assembly, but in
all the Community Institutions. Until we realize that
the reality of European involvement mcans the reality
of involvement in the everyday real and urgcnt
problems, we shall never begin to tackle the funda-
mental problems of unemployment or thc creation of
a stable Community. To this cnd we hope today that
the Commission will tell us what they havc done so
far, what is the outcome of the studies that they have
undertaken and how they envisage thc. immediatc
future. My own governme nt, particularly, in the
person of the Prime Minister, has sought urgcntly to
create short-term programmes to dcal with youth
unemployment. lVe have had a number of very
imaginative schemes : the work-experience schemes,
work in Community industry, the particular assistarrcc
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that has been given to the specially disadvantaged 
-a scheme, I may say, which is going to create 5 000
iobs, a mere drop in an enormous ocean, but which I
am happy to say is being partly financed by the Social
Fund : this is the sort of development that we should
likc to see more and more of in the future.\tr(e have a
iob creation programmc, particularly for those under
24, wnereby we are seeking to put into iobs in conser-
vation, in thc c.nvirorrment and in the social services
thc young people who would most benefit from that
sort of training and would indeed be performing a
useful task. And we have used payments for individual
young unemployed to help employers to take them
on and train thcm in the world of everyday industry.
All thcsc forms of assistance have produced certainly
sonrc practical results inside Britain, but the one thing
tlrat is nrost rroticcablc about them is, of course, that
thcy can only be slrort-term palliatives. We cannot
continuc to scek palliatives while failing to cure the
disease, arrd the Community is in this instance a
wcapon that can actually be used to attack the real
arrcl funclanrcntal illncss. If we are to have throughout
thc Conrnrunity sonrcthing like a quarter of a million
urrcnrploycd young pcople in Germany, nearly
.l 5l) (XX) young pcople without work in France,
4(X) (XX) in ltaly, ovcr 6(X) 000 in Britain, and at least
anotlrcr 200 0(X) young pcoplc in the fivc snraller
Statcs of thc Conrnrurrity, wc have an army of the
disposscssed, of thc dcprcssccl, of thosc most in necd
of assistancc.
I say to you that one of thc most worrying things
about the prcscnt Europcan situation scems to me
tlrat wlrcn you fail thc youth of your society, you
creatc a vAcLrum ; arrd wlrat nrovcs into vacuums in
Europcan society is not alway tlre most plcasant iclcas.
\Wc lravc a role to play, and if we arc to crcatc political
stabilrty wc nlust nrakc surc that tlrosc who make up
this partictrlar sector of thc Eurol>can populatiolr arc
givcrr thc nght to work, anrl arc givcn our assistancc
to cnsurc that thcv havc that right. This is not just a
slogarr, it rs a furrclarrrcntal rrcc<|. Thc right to work is
irr f,rct a tunrlarrcrrtal rrght of cvcry nran, wonran anr'l
chilrl, and wlrcn it cannot bc cxcrciscd you clcstroy thc
forurtlttions of yotrr own socicty. lVc saw that in tlrc
thirtics irr liurol>c, wc saw thc rlangcrs thilt wcnt with
thrrt l:rrrtl oi ccorrorrric ancl political dcprivation, arrtl I
fcirr tlrat wc shall sce it agairr, if wc do rrot takc urgent
irctiorr. It is rrot sinrplv ir cluestior-r ol sceking to dcal
with irn rntransigcrrt, tlifiicrrlt irn<l rrrit:rlirrg pro[>lcnr.
It is.r clrrcstiorr so ir.nportlnt tlrilt farlrrre to rcsolvc it
woultl. Ibelievc, (lL:,troy our (jrrtrrc politrcal systenl.
lllelrevc of corrrsc thirt it rs caprtalrsnt which has
slrowrr rt't'lt. irrsrrlc tlrc Ninc, incapablc of dcaling
rvrllr Irr,rnl' ol tlrc \tnr(tl.rrirl 1>roblcnrs that wc arc Ilow
frrcctl with. :rrrtl I bclre ve that .rs Socialists wc have a
rlrrtl to tlcnr.rntl tlr.rt rrot orrlv our Mcnrbcr Stirtcs but
tllc nl\trtutr()rrr of tlrt Corrrnrurrrtv conre torwurrl with
pr'.rctrtlrl pl,rrr. .rr \o()n (rs possi[rlc. l]trt ntorc tharr rll
of tltor.' tlilrtgr. I r,l\ to tltrr ,Asscntlll]-: we cattttot
stand here, year after year, debating as though they
were abstract problems the allocation of monies, thc
difficulties between one sector and another without
asking that the Social Fund be used for the benefit of
the young, to create real stable employment, and to do
it now. We cannot talk about creating propaganda
programmes to convince people of the usefulncss of
the European institutions if we do not offer thcm day-
to-day support in the job-creation programme. rf(/c
cannot talk about education if we do not ask ourselvcs
why, in this day and agc, have we failcd so lamcntably
to create the sort of educational systcm and irrdustrial
systems that will allow people to pass fronr school to
work in a normal and calm transition ? And we
cannot, as elected representatives, pretend to have
fulfilled our role if we can still look at the hugc
numbers of . the unemployed young pcoplc of the
Community and say : we have no answers for you, we
have only words of comfort. The' word! of comfort
come too late, are too littlc, ancl should no longcr bc
necessary. We must find an answcr, ancl I ask thc
Commission to do that, and to do it now, on all our
behalfs.
(Appluu*)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Granclli.
Mr Granelli. (l) Mr Presidcnt, ladics arrd
gentlemen, it falls to mc, on bchalf of my Group, to
conrment on thc qucstion that bcats thc sigrrature of
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti and others, and relates to
thc problcnr of unemploymcnt an]ong young pcoplc
in Europe.
Everyone knows that this is a tritical antl urgctrt
problem an(l thcrcforc calls for sonrc vcry clcar policy
dccisions not only ironr rtational govcrnnrcnts but also
from the Conrnrission and thc Council ainrcd at
rcvcrsing thc trcnd arrcl achicving sonrc concrctc
rcsults.
Evcn so, I woulcl lrkc to draw Parlianrcrrt's attcl'rtior-r to
the fact that this problcm is not cotrfirred solcly to our
Community ; all thc inclustrializcd countrics havc to
grapplc with a production systcm, a pattcrn of lifc and
a rclatiorrship bctwccn thc c<lucation systcnr and
socicty as a wholc tltut is vcry weak ancl cleficicnt in
thrs rcspcct.
Rcccnt statistics slrow that uncnrploynrcnt is
incrcasing to a consrrlerablc cxtcnt in all thc OECD
countrics lrut that, irr all thosc cor.lntrics, thc ntost
important and most worrying kind of uncmploynrcrrt
rs that anrong the rrcw colrorts of young peoplc
arriving on thc nranpowcr nrarket 
- 
sflcn th6sg
cquippcd with techrrical an<l vocational trainirrg [>ut
lrot, ior all that, capablc ot finrling a job.
1'hrs proportion rn thcr OECD courrtrics is also fourrd
- 
but to a grcatcr ('x1c111 
- 
i11 tlre Ettropean
Econonric Corrrnrtrnrty. Of thc ovcr 5 r/: nrillion work-
lcss in thc Comnrunity, nrorc than 2 rrrilliorr arc
vourrg 1>coplc who have a right to work arrd rrc
contcrrtc<l allorrt tltctr ittture.
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ln thc facc of all this a first question arises. Admit-
tctllv' thc Comnrunity has a rlumber of instruments
availablc for usc which would give added force to the
nrcasurcs takcn by thc various national governments.
llcicrcrrcc has just Lreen nrade to those taken in Great
llritain. I nrtrst point out that in ltaly, for example, an
Act on uncnrploynrent an'long the young is now being
Put into ctiect whosc purpose is at least to mitigate
rhis aspect o[ thc problenr. But what concerns us most
!n this nrattcr is a paradoxical contradiction. The Euro-
pean Social Fund, an instrument originally intended
ior nrassivc action in tinres of depression and there-
forc rnrerrrplovnrcnt, has rcnrained almost constant
irrrrl urrcharrgcd in thc rcsources allocated to it. In the
cirrly 1970s, whcn thc Conrnrunity was within sight of
full r:rrrplovnrcnt arrtl was providing work for people
outsirle thc Conrnrunity as well, the appropriations
wclc l)ril(ticflllv thc sanre as they are today when we
hirvc ir/: rnrllion workless 
- 
which illustrates the
ur8('nt nec(l to givc thc European Social Fund more
adcquirtc firrnrrcial rcsources for action in this altered
ccorronric situatiorr. .
'l'hcrc is rro rrce<l for nre to rc.call.that the European
l)irrliirnrcnt, cluring discussions on the budget for
cx.rrnl>lc, hls repcatcdly askcd for an increase in the
irpprolrrirrtions to this Fund. That is not all. The 1972
l)aris Sunrrrrit nrectulg of hcads of state and goverrr-
rnt'rrt solcnrnly undcrtook to increase the resourccs
nradc rvailablc to thc Fund for the precise purpose of
corrrbirtirrg trnernploynrcnt.
I would be glatl to hcar tlrc opinion of the Commis-
siorr. whicl.r fronr tirrrc to tinte has asked in vain for an
irrcrease in thc Funds. I would like to ask the Commis-
sion to what cxtcrrt thc plca for a refornr of the Fund
rtsclt 
- 
ir nrattc'r o[ grcat inrportance irr our eyes 
-Ir,rs bccrr heartl.
It is not just a question of irrcreasing the Fund's finan-
erll crrprrbility but of changirrg thc methods by which
it is adrnirriste rt'tl so tlrat it bccontes more effectivc irr
its actiorr' in tlrc lcss dcvclopcd areas 
- 
in other
worrls irt tltose plirccs whcrc the problen.r of uncnrploy-
rncnt, an(l rrr partrcular uncmploymcnt among thc
young, is at its worst. lt is a matter of conrbining the
old notion of vocational training 
- 
which dominates
the Ftrrrd at thc nronrerrt 
- 
wrth that of a dynanric
cnrplovmcnt policy, which prcsupposes the placing in
t'ntplovnlcrrt of young peoplc and workcrs with voca-
trorral tr':rirrirrg.
It we ctintintre to confinc our actiolt to the field of
\ocitionirl ti:rrning wc shall fall into a gross colttradic-
1io;1 
- 
th.rt of trnnsiornrin! thc worklcss into voca-
tiorrally trrirretl worklcss, which may be inrportant as
legrrrds thc icquisition of working skills but is ulti-
nlatcly frustrating and alienatirrg at thc manpower
nrarkct lcvcl whcrc tlrcre will bc no productive open-
ings irr prospcct for thc vocational training of workcrs
nratlc rctlrrrr(lant or young pcople lookirrg for their
iirst iotr.
Therefore, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in addi-
tion to the requests to the Commission regarding an
increase in the resources at the disposal of the Social
Fund and the reform of the machinery for its adnrinis-
tration with the object of making it more dynamic,
more coherent and better balanced as regards regional
and geographical disparities, I would like to point out
that it is absolutely vital for action to combat unem-
ployment to be interlinked with economic policy
measures. If there is no close connection betwecn
these two policies, then the Social Fund and voca-
tional training will continue to be the Red Cross for
the unemployed and the young. It is no usc
imagining that ncw jobs will be created if the Conrnru-
nity as a whole does not adopt a livelier and nrore
aggressive policy, if we do not start invcsting again, if
our industries are not converted to new product lines
and if we do not havc. the courage to look towards thc
countries of the Third Vorld, not only as nrarkets for
thc' consumer goods we produce, but as opportunitics
for economic cxpansion irr tcrnrs of production plant,
technology and the general developmcnt of intcrna-
tional and world tradc.
Ve should realize that if new jobs are not crcatcd 
-and they cannot be created by vocational trainirrg, and
certainly not by aid nreasurcs, but only through
economic growth 
- 
we rurl thc risk of uttcrly
destroying thc conring gcnerations' faith in Europc.
And permit me to say that thc problenr is not an
abstract but a concrete one. I heard a rcfcrencc to tllc
duty of socialists regarding this prol>lcnr and I grcatly
appreciated the conrnrent, but I would likc to take thc
opportunity to ask a question or two in 1s1u1n 
- 
| nnl
sorry that Mr Sinronet is not hcre this morning 
-about a number of statcnrents madc at yestcrday's
sitting. Ir{r Sinronet said ccrtain qucstionablc things
about the Italian situation which I do not acce pt,
when he statcd : 'bccause tlrcrc is a large public scctor
slrare in thc Italiarr econonry thcrc is a risk oi arriving
at thc sanrc tlitficult and criticrl situatiorr irr Europc.'
I am at President Sinronet's disposal to provide hinr
with fulI and detailed infornration on tlrc prccisc. situn-
tion in Italy, but I nrust poillt out that the public
sector of thc cconomy irr Italy has not conre into
being through an cxccss of nationalization It has
comc into bcing because, in rnany cascs, iirnrs irr
private hands which fail to modcrrrize or rcorgarrizc or
maintain thcir foothold orr the nrarkct 1>rcfcr to
offload tlrcir losscs onto soci('ty aftcr a lorrg period of
pocketing the profits.
The problem is not abstract bccausc, on other occa-
sions, othcr Europcarr coulrtrics [rave found thc IRI
fornrula for Italian govenlnlcnt participatiorr inrcr-
esting, but today's issuc is not thc al)stract dclratc on
public versus privatc crrtcrprise ; the problcnr is a
nrattcr of ccononric planning, ir otlrcr worrls crch
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urtlrrrclual country and thc Comnrunity as a whole
|rtCtl: to cstir[.)lrslr pnofltrcs, takc action, arrd franre a
l()urt ccononrrc polrcv tor crcrrting cnrploynrent oppor-
ttnrti('s tor tlrt'worklcss anrl abovc all for young
peoplt'. [>er,ruse lt rs nr thl\ treld that we havc a battle
(rr wrn,urrl 1>erh,rps, rrr tlrrr trcld, thc ltalran cxanrple
r\ n()t vcr'\ r'tle'",rrtt. ,rt lelst rn tlrc way Mr Simonct
ill!.il]t ilt lils teterertcc.
Ilrrr r' ulrr, r.r corrrlusiorr Mr Presidcnt, I would like
Io nr,rkt .r lx)rnt of rrsking thc Comnrrssion arrd also
tlrr (.orrrrt rl rrot orrlv what thcrr intc-ntions are as
rt'grrrtlr r('lntorclrlg.trttl rcfornring thc Socral Fund to
rorrrlr.rt urrcrrrplovr.ttcrlt an(l to providc aid to young
[)(()l)lL \\lro c.rrtrtot trnd work, but also to what cxtent
tlr!' (.()nrnrunrrv institutiorrs irrc planning to improve
( ()-()r(lul,rti()n tre twc.crr countcr-une nrployme nt policy
.urrl ((()nollrc Polrcv irr gcncral, pending a nrttrimunt(rt ((()n()nlr( pl.rrtrtrrte errilbling ottr Contntututy to()\r't(()n)( tlr( \t[uctr.llirl dciccts that cxist ill our
\\ \tC tt I
\X't' tlo not torgct th,rt vorrrrg pcoplc to(lay 
- 
flnd thcy
.rr( r'rslrt tlcnrrrrrtling. Thcy do not want
.rrrl, t,r P.rrkrng.lrc,ls. tltcv wrrtt to havc faith rn thc
ltrro|c of torrrorrow. rnd thcrc will be no faith in the
l:rrropr' of tonrorrnw rt we do not begin to take
(otr(tLtr',trttolr l|l tlrc frc'ld of ccorrontic cxpansior],
,rnrl rh,rrgt ()rrr rn,urncr of producing, cor.rsr.ll-r'ling ilrr(i
lrrrrrg. .rrrtl tlre w,w uc bchavc towards thosc outside
trtrt (.rrtttrtttlrrtt
Mv rrrrplcssron. rrr tl)rs ticld, is th:rt words havc dcprcc-
r.rtttl nrort tlt.rrr rrroncv rrrr<l wc ncecl to ntakc an etfort
-- 
.rntl I ,rsk tlrrs ot tlle Councrl and of thc Conrntis-
\r()n 
- 
so th,rt worrls nrc followcd l;y dccds. \(uith a
( ll,ur{('r'oun(l rrr ccononlic policy and art inrprove-
nlUn[ ilr r(r\o[il'ccs tor lrctiort, wc n]ily show our your,S
pt'oplt' tlr.rt Iirrlopc is not an old Conrnrunity
ptrlt rtltng .r\\r\tilltLc to pcoplc who tlo ltot find work
lrrrt ,ur ,rt trr (' ,ur(l (lvllilnlrc Contntrrrrity crcatutg oppor-
l)l;l]l:.. tor trnPloVrrrclr( 
lor prcscnt antl ftttttre gcnera-
(ll,pl.rrlt)
l)rcsiclcrrt. -- l e,rll Mrs I')wrng.
Mts F)wirrg. --- Ml l)rcsirlcnt, in tlrc Urrrterl Kingdorrr
tlrr,rr, .rrt. 150 0(X) urrerrrplovecl young pcople and
40 0()0 sc lrool le ure rs rn Scotlanrl arc wlthout lobs.
'l'lrt r,: r,ut'rc l0 000 .rlre.rrlv ttrte nrplovetl, so rt you .ttkl
tlr( lw() tosttlrr'r'. rrt Stotl.rrttl rtlone tltcrc irre 50 (XX).
I ltt'rt' lt,r. l)r'('n ,l rtt',ttlv rtcrcltsc sitrcc 1960, so wc
(,rnr)()t \,r\ tlrr' Problt'nt ltas tltkerr itrtv of tts [ry
\tll l)l l\(.
In .rrr cxttlltnt lulx)rt ()n tll( sul),cct, c.rllcd the.l LI's
- 
tlrc trrtcltritlrfrctl, tlre [nrtlrrr]c(l rrnd tlrc trttcntployccl
--- rt (rnr('to lr.qlrt thrrt 40t%, harl rrpplrerl for srx;obs
,rnrl tlr.rt.rln)ost nolrc ltrrtl rctusc.l .r job otter. Obvr-
()u\l\'. tll('r'( t()rr'. \oullg pcoplc trortt de prcsrctl ltrcat
,u( .rl ,r Irtrrlt rlrr.r.lr,rntaF('rr tlrc joh stirkcs.
The next point which I would like to draw to the
Commission's attention is this : we learned of a
connc'ction with the unemployment of the previous
generation. ln l4o/o of cases the father had no job, in
19 o/o, no one in the family had ever had a job, and in
22 o/o, there was a brother or a sister with no job. One
feels that this is a very significant fact, and I would
call again as IvIrs Dunwoody did, for more statistical
information. If we could pin-point this as one of thc
worst areas and ii grcater attcntion were paid during
school days to this problem, it coulcl perhaps be of
sonlc assistance. Thc ratio of unemployment to vacan-
cies has riscn by 20 0/o anrong young peoplc, as
against .5 0/o gencrally. Here again is sonrcthinS in
which statistics and thc interprctation of thenr nright
hclp.
The next point on which I would like to ask the
Commission to look at thc statistics is thc incidencc
of day-release in thc various Mcnrber Statcs. In
Scotland it is only I I %, in Norway I unclcrstancl it to
bc 6tl %, arrcl in Gernrany and thc Nctherlarrds, far in
excess of thrs. Has this in itsclf sonlc part to play in
equipping young peoplc for jobs ? In Scotland l.l..l %
of thc total of unenrploycd arc young pcoplc, as
conrparctl to u.tl o/o in thc Unrtcd Kirrgdonr. The
problcm is not helped, of coursc, by thc natural
tendcrrcy oi nrorc wives ancl nrothcrs to work to
supplcnrcrrt the ianrily inconrc, nor by thc natural
proccsscs oI autonration ancl increasccl labour effi-
cicncy in thc agricultur.rl sector, stccl arr(l othcr irrclr-rs-
tries. lt is worsc irr rural arcas, particularly in nry part
of thc world, whcrc there arc six tintes irs ntarty st'lf-
cmployed peoplc as irr nrost parts of Europc. If therc
arc prcssurcs on tlrcsc snrall sclf-cnrploycd pcoPlc,
thcre arc hardly any replaccnrcrrt job opportunities.
Therc is a natrrral lack of nrobility of labour anrong
yor,rng pcople l>ccausc natrlrillly crrouglt [)nrcnts itre
not too inclincd to let pcople of l6 or lT leavc ltontc.
Vage diffe rcrrtials lrctwccll young and adrrlts havc
decrcased, ancl rrry [irst qucstiorr, awity frorrt strtisties,
woulcl bc this : is thcrc any proof that cnrploycrs fccl
tlrat young pcoplc arc unrcliablc ? As far irs I can tcll,
this is ratlrcr a nlytll. It thcrc arc sonrc young urrrcli-
a[>le workcrs, I an'r surc tlre pcrcentxge is no grcatcr
tharr irrrrorrg workcrs rs rr wlrolc. Oitcn wc tind tlrrt,
givcrr a clroic'c witlr a vcry sinrilar wagc, thc crrtplovcr
will clroose not to enrploy thc yorrng. Could thrs
nrxttcr l)c lookcd rrrto ?
My ncxt qucstior'r is: are we cloing enough to exiln]ille
thc trrrrtastic transition tlterc rs l>ctwcetl school lnrl
work 7 I think thc Fovcrrrnrcrlt oi tltc UK hrts tlortc a
grcat clerl. pcrlt.rps cven nrorc tltrrn Mrs Dunwootly
lrrrs lracl tinlc to r'r'rcl'rtlon. It is not ior lack of tryirr8 to
sollc tlrc prol)lcnr. I corrlrl rca<l vou a lreadrng of 20
lliligrn.ltivc rrrctlro(l\ : yo[>-crcltttort sc Itctrcs, Prctrriutrl
gr.rrrts, 1'rlovislorr ol x(l(lrtronrrl 1>l.rccs ln trainrng, a(lop-
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tion grants to encourage recruitment of redundant
apprentices 
- 
a very serious matter in Scotland where
wc havc a high percentage of apprentices 
- 
sandwich-
coursc grants to provide training places for students
on college-based courses, training awards for
computr'r occupations, training awards for clerical
occupations, work-cxperience schemes with practical
paynrclrt involved, youth-employment subsidies.
In this scrious situatiorr, should we not be looking at a
conrpulsion on employers to take a percentage of
young pcoplc, just as wc take it for granted that it is
right and fitting for there to be a compulsion on
cnrploycrs to take account of the need to employ
disablcd pcople ?
Vhcn thc problem, despite all these schemes, is still
incrcasing ycar by year 
- 
it is not decreasing 
-shoultl wc not bc looking ar some fairly drastic solu-
tions ? Shoulcl wc not bc giving industry more encour-
ngcnrcnt to adopt a more sympathetic and open
approach to thc non-academic streams of children in
thcrr frnal years oi school, and to take on more young
pcoplc ? I know that there are shining examples of
this alrcacly. Should it not be the norm, rarher than
tlre cxccption, that young pbople become acquainted
with thc life in factories and industry before they
lcavc school ?
Thcre is a vcry inraginative'pilot' scheme in a town in
Scotland called Mothe rwell, a training workshop,
wherc thc trade unions and local authorities and all
thc cnrployers havc combined. The young people who
go thcrc havc thc fceling that they are going to work
in thc orrlinary way, they are going in the same bus as
the cnrploycrs. Thcy fecl that they are working in a
factory. Onc rc.sult is that they are exposed to different
skills and thcrc is then a pool of labour. That is a very
inrltortant thing in an agc when industry often has to
[>c attracted by the means of grants, or by suitable
factory sitcs. A pool of cxisting, available and reliable
lal;our could bc a vcry artractive prospect to encourage
inrlustry to contc to an area such as this. I would
rcconrnrcnd thc Mothcrwcll experiment to the
Comnrission and thosc interested in this problem.
Lastly, I woulcl just say: every single young person
who is condcnrncd to worklessness at the start of a
working career is a human tragedy. One wonders what
sort of adults thcy will make when, before they begin,
thcy are alnrost bound to fail from the outset. It causes
social problems, it causes problems for the criminal
courts. Thcrc is nothing worsc for a young person
lcaving school than feeling that the adult world is not
offcring lrim ntuclr hope of a settled way of life for
thc futurc.
I would recommend my questions and one or two of
thcsc solutions for consideration.
(Aff lu n,c )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vict-Prcsidcnt o.f tht Contnti.tsiort. 
-(Nl.) Mr Prcsident, before dealing with the questions
of a number of Members, I would likc to nrake a fcw
gencral commcnts on the subicct wc arc now
discussing. I fully agree with Mrs Dunwoody and Mrs
Ewing that uncmploynrent among tlre yourrg is rrot flrr
independent problem but part of thc gcncral nralarse.
Unemployment anrong thc young has l;econre a
problem becausc thcrc is a gclrcral trrrenrployrrrcnt
problc'm and thc qucstlon is wl-rctl-rcr wc arc right to
make this kind of exception for onc cntcgory bv
discussing it so n'ruch and by nraking it a scpirratc
item on the agcnrla. But I agrcc with tlrosc who hrrvc
said that this rs indccd nccessary lrccause wc ilrc
dealing with a scparatc catcgory 
- 
young pcoplc rrt
the beginning of thcir conscious life, it I nray pr.rt it
that way, young peoplc wlro rrr gcrrcral, fronr thc
human standpoint, arc in a difficult period. Young
people are now confrorrtcd with insccurity, whercirs, rrr
their ideals and the putting of thosc irlcals rnto prac-
tice, they have always wanted a littlc nrorc stability.
After all, you know wc wcrc all young orrcc ancl whcrr
you are young you fornr grcat iclcas abotrt thc futurc.
!7hen you 6;row oldcr you arc oftcrr 'sarklcr anrl wiser'.
Young people arc now confrorrtccl witlr thc blarrk wall
situation of having consciously choserr a trade l>ut rrot
being able to find the kind of work in wlrich they'
hoped for self-fulfilment. In nry opinion it rs wortlr
having a special discussion orr this. I do not find it so
obvious that young pcoplc, politically, will go wrong.
It may well bc tr menacing dangcr 
- 
Mrs Dunwootly
made this point 
- 
but thcrc arc plcnty of young
people with absolutcly no cxtrcnrist tcnrlencics. 'fhcy
go and havc a rcst which is alnrost worsc. Tlrey arc
disappointcd. For thcm thc lack of any prospccr in
the situation is crippling. It could nrark their wholc
future life. Therc'forc I bclievc that it is liighly impor-
tant that we shoulcl stand by tlris catcgory.
I now come to thc spccific comments that wcrc rrratlc
and tlre questions that wcrc put. You askcrl for st:ttis-
tics. It looks as tlrough it is an irorr rurle for yourrg
people of uncler 2.5 to constitutc abotrt 40 o/u of the
total number of workless. This is al;out twrcc thcir
percentagc of the active population. TItc figurc is
about 40 % in all countrics, including thc United
States. Thc Fcderal Ilepublic appcars to lrc rhc cxccp-
tion whcre thc statistics always sccnt to show a lowcr
figure. However, if you ask thc rcsponsiblc authoritics
how this can bc, it always appcars fronr thc tLrta that it
is only apparcntly so. In rcality thc problcnt of urrcnr-
ployment among thc young is just as grc:rt lr tl)e
Federal Republic.
A number of Mcmbcrs of Parliamcnt havc askc<l for
publication of morc clctailcd statistical infornratiorr on
unemploymcnt among the young. You krrow that thc
Statistical Office of thc Europcarr Conrnturritics has
been publishing a nronthly statistical tclcgrarn since
January of this ycar giving data orr urrcnrployntent. It
gives the number of unemploycd young pcoplc as
communicatcd to thc Statistical Of ficc l:y Mcnrbe r
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States. In addition, every two years the Statistical
Office carries out a random survey on manpower
which yields a large quantity of data and information
on the active population and young workless. The
tesults of a survey made in 197.5 were published not
long ago. Unfortunately, however, the breakdown by
arca, occupation, sector and level of training in this
publicatiqn is still riot detailed enough. Information is
not proviclcd by the Member States regularly and syste-
nratically, nrorc's thc pity.
'!flc also havc very littlc information about the self-em-
ployed. Herc it is a qucstion of latent unemployment
rather than the rcgistered workless. The Statistical
Office is constarrtly striving to improve the statistical
data availablc and to obtain more figures. The inten-
tion, for cxanrflc, is to include questions about the
trrirrrng oi young people in the survey to, be carried
out rrr I 979. If nrorc particulars regarding specific cate-
gories or spccific arcas are requested, the Office is
alwavs rcady to do its bcst to provide thent.
Mrs Dtrnwoody ancl her political friends have asked to
what cxtcnt uncnrploynrcnt among the young is a
structural plrcrrdnrcrrorr. I think I can say that its struc-
tural charactcr is a rcsult of the general structural
aspccts of thc uncnrploymcnt problem today. \(/e
lravc to sce uncntploynlcnt anlong the young as a Part
ot thc nrrrjor 1>roblcnr of uncmployment as a whole.
As ir part of gcrtcral urrcnrployment, unemployment
inrollg thc vorilrg ccrtairrly has very marked structural
- 
r'rot ;ust cyclrcal 
- 
fcx1u11'5. In the public sector,
wc know that peoplc workrrrg in the public services
Irarc far grcater security tJran pcople working in the
private scctor. Adrrrttcdly a rrumbcr of collectivc agree-
rncnt provisions ancl also ccrtailr legislation apply to
1;cople in thr: lirttcr group but, by and largc, those who
work ,,: pulllrc se rvtce are better off in this respect.
On thc other harrtl, it is a fact that, as regulations on
protcclion or saicguar<ls against dismissal arc rein-
forccd, cnrploycrs arc lcss arrd less inclined to takc on
yorrrrg people. lrr rrry oprrrion, this is a rregative deve-
l<lprncrrt. \Uc rnust also takc carc that thc' instrumcnts
we u\c to protc(t vourrg pcoplc <lo not work to thcir
rlisrrtlvirrrtagc. lrt thlt corrlcctron, Mrs Ewing spoke
abotrt whrt shc callcd thc impression that young
pcople rnirkc on crtrl>loycrs of bcing urrreliable. I don't
krrow, I tlo rrot lrelicvc that it rs so much a qttcstiorl
oi berng trrrrellrble. ltcally it is more a question of
voung pcopk not l)crng conrplctcly fitted, as rcgards
tlrcrr triunrrrg, ior tlrc job oiicrcd lry thc cmploycr. In
tllt\ \rtu:tttotl ir r: ottcrr il[)l)are 11t that, in a sonrcwhat
bro.rtler rl,ull)ow('r nlrrkct, prcfcrcncc; is givcn to
lrrther illtlcr irntl ntore ex1>cricrtcecl applrcarrts antl that
vorrrrg pt'oplc rL'nrrun out of work. This is a phcno-
rue n()n tlr,rt wc' trrn <lo sonrcthinll alrout through voca-
trorr.rl tr.urrr.rg. nor only ln thc cducational systcnrs
lrrrt .rlro lrr rtrPl>olt rrr tlic frrtns tltcntsclvcs. Tlrc re lc-
\ant nle,l\ur('s cun bc givcn iar grcatcr stintulus, onc
u,.n he rrrs vr,r tlrc grrrnts Policy of the Social Fund,
.rl.otrt wlrrclr lworrltl lrkc to rrrakc a fcw nrorc
! () lll lll r'll t s.
Itrfle have to deal with inadequacies in educational and
vocational training systems on the one hand and those
of the manpower market on the other. This also
results in the phenomenon, which always surprises
everybody, that even in a time of high unemployment,
the demand for certain .manpower categories with a
particular training cannot be met, so that hcre is often
an unsatisfied demand for manpower though higlr
unemployment figures still pe6ist. Hcre, thcreforc, is
an imbalanced supply and demand situation whcre a
lot can be done by far better vocational training artd
far better support for young people in their working
life.
Another aspect is that living standards, in gcneral,
have improved very conside rably, whcrcas tlrc cnviron-
ment at the place of work itself 
- 
working conditions
as they are called 
- 
have often laggctl a long way
behind. Away from work, peoplc arc in an cnvirorr-
ment showing the clear charactcristics of a wclfarc
society but on the fob itself pcople do trot find thc
same conditions as those they arc accustonlcd to in
their daily lifc. Improvemcrrt in working conditions,
and their modernization ancl lrumanization, is also, in
my view, one of tlrc problcms dcscrving ottr ftrllcst
attention, and one at which the tradc uniotr nrovc-
ment is rightly and constantly hantmcring away. On
top of that an improvement in this situatiorr at this
time of high unemployment would also crcatc nlorc
iobs.
Then there is anothcr distinct factor that slroultl not
be lost fronr sight in discussing urrcnrploynrcnt
among thc young, name ly the dcmographic factor
stemming from what we might call thc 'baby boonr'
of 20 years ago. This wc havc to takc into accoutrt tt1>
to l9tl.5 ; in all thc Mcmbcr Statcs a rclativcly largc
increasc must lrc cxpcctcd in thc ntrnrbcr of yotttlg
pcoplc coming onto thc nranpowcr nrarkct. Thc
numbcr is aclmitteclly limitcd to somc cxtcnt by thc
fact that far 
. 
more young pcoplc will be rccciving
cducation, but they still conrc onto thc marrpowcr
nrarket eventually, and that incrcasing ttttnrbcr irt a
period of high unenrploymcnt adds an cxtra tlinrcn-
sion to the problcm of uncmploymcrtt anrong thc
you118.
Now I comc to thc tlrircl part of Mrs l)trnwoo<ly's
qucstion whcrc shc rcfcrs to thc Social Fund. Hcre I
havc a few nrore clctailctl figures to givc you. Sirrcc 4
July 1975,2t10 nrillion u.a. have bccn slrctrt fronr thc
Social Fund buclgct for thc traitrtng of yotrrrg 1>co1>le,
whercas the applications for grants subnrittcd by the
Mcnrbcr Statcs for spccial proiccts for young pcoplc
totallcd over 600 nrillion u.a. Irr tlris fie ld, tlrereforc,
we arc facccl with a considcrablc strain l>ctwecn a1>pli-
cations for grants for spccific proiccts ainte<l at tltc
vocatronal training of young pcoplc ancl thc tttcatrs
availablc to nrcct thcnr. Ovcr this pcrio<l abotrt .J5 ('/r,
of Socinl Fun.l rcsourccs wctlt to sltcc.ial trairting
programnrcs for young pcoplc. Front tltc Socill F'rrntl
budgct for thc ncxt year, which is shortly to bc
discusscd in tlris Housc, it carr l>c sccn that thc
Conrmission Iras takcrr tltc nrotrnting problcnrs of
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young people into account and that the proportion of
the total earmarked for special training programmes
for young people will increase to 50 % if we have
Parliament's approval. There is therefore a far greater
measure of selection within the Social Fund ; the
Commission has made use of its freedom of action in
this way in order to make more money available for
grants for training programmes especially intended for
young people.
The fact that budgetary resources are so limited forces
us to apply iery strict selection criteria to the approval
of programmes. For example, the Council decided,
when the programme was being established in 1975,
to provide aid only for young people looking for voca-
tional training with an eye to their first position, in
other words those just leaving school and not previ-
ously employed. \fle give absolute prioriry to these
young people. Up to now, therefore, we have not been
able to provide any support for programmes for the
young unemployed who have already had a lob and
then become unemployed.
\We have therefore had to make a selection and the
lines of action established by the Commission for its
grants policy in 1977 were recently published in the
Bulletin of the European Communities. In this publi-
cation it is explained that we will be giving first
priority to programmes aimed at preparing the least
qualified among the young unemployed for their
working life. Thus, in the category of young people to
be given priority we have introduced a second prioriry,
namely for the least-skilled out of the young unem-
ployed. I therefore feel I can say that we have based
ourselves on the view that we have to spend the very
limited funds as effectively as possible and therefore
have to take a selective approach in order to meet the
most urgent requirements as regards the vocational
training of young people.
Next I would like to make two other points. Firstly,
the Fund's contribution to the solution of these
problems is, on this account, far smaller than it really
should be. In the 1977 budget a number of appropria-
tions for programmes for young people are earmarked,
amounting to 172 million u.a. If this is related to the
number of people concerned then it emerges that our
Community, via the Social Fund, provides only 85 u.a.
per person, which is a very low figure. I know that
this is really not the way to put it and that this
amount does not have to be split up among all the
young workless. One needs to take into account only
those who are specifically helped by the Social Fund
but in essence, and particularly in relation to the
problem as a whole, this is 
- 
even so 
- 
a very
limited and modest contribution.
There is also a second limiting factor. It is really only
in the vocational training sector that the Social Fund
can intervene. Of course, vocational training 
- 
as I
have just said 
- 
is extremely important but it does
not of itself create jobs. W'e are therefore faced, above
all, with the possibility that young people may have
had vocational training but are unable, for all that, to
obtain work 
- 
which is naturally a very negative situa-
tion.
Vocational training without the prospect of a iob is, in
my opinion, an especially negative situation and there-
fore the whole vocational training programme of the
Social Fund needs to be accompanied by the creation
of appropriate jobs. Really this should be inseparably
linked with vocational training and on this point, Mr
President, we are encountering certain difficulties in
the Council.
This brings me to the fourth part of the question. In
addition to the continuance of aid from the Social
Fund in the vocational training sector on behalf of the
young unemployed we have now proposed to the
European Council, in the context of the reform of the
Social Fund, that measures be taken having a more
direct effect on employment opportunities and there-
fore on the creation of iobs for young people. \7e
have made two proposals. One relates to spending
money from the Social Fund on recruitment and job
premiums for young people known as 'employment
premiums' or 'primes d'emploi' which would apply
specifically to young people, particularly in sectors
and areas hit by unemployment.
The second proposal is aimed at extending the possi-
bilities offered to young people through resources
from various programmes. Vocational training systems
should not be confined to preparation for working life
but should extend into working life itself as a part of
vocational training. Other possibilities are
programmes enabling young people to gain experi-
ence in working life and thirdly there are programmes
for creating lobs in specific sectors such as social
service and the public health and education services.
This point I am also making in answer to Mr
Granelli's question. This, therefore, is the proposal
that we put to the Council of Ministers for Social
Affairs and I have to tell you that it ran up against
serious opposition. In general 
- 
and this I told the
Committee on Social Affairs as well 
- 
breaking
through the barrier and having the Social Fund doing
more than a primarily vocational training fund, in
other words using it more directly to combat unem-
ployment, is particularly difficult, perhaps not so
much for the Ministers for Social Affairs but above all
for their colleagues responsible for financial affairs.
And this barrier has not, so far, been crossed.
But, Mr President, we are not giving up on that
account. In this matter the Commission feels it has
the policy support of the statements by the European
Council in London which also considered this
problem and invited the Commission to formulate its
ideas, especially with regard to the policy to be
followed in relation to young people and women.
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These proiects are then to be discussed at a special
meeting at the level of the Ministers for Social Affairs
and Employment. \UYe are therefore preparing this
document and I hope that in October or by the end
of this year the Council will be able to have a
thorough discussion on it, on the basis of which we
will then be able to put forward policy proposals
which would also take this Parliament's wishes into
consideration. You will therefore, of course, be
consulted and I therefore call 
- 
over your heads as it
were 
- 
on the Ministers for Social Affairs to commit
themselves more firmly than they have so far.
One of the things that concern me is that the Council
of Ministers for Social Affairs is not stepping up the
frequency of its meetings in this period of high unem-
ployment. At the moment the Ministers for Economic
and Financial Affairs 
- 
I believe I heard this said in
this House or in the Committee on Social Affairs 
-
nreets roughly one a month. The Ministers for Social
Affairs have so far met twice this year, and we are
trying to increase the number of meetings with the
approval of the Ministers for Social Affairs, naturally
not for the sake of the meetings themselves but on
account of the very concrete proposals to be consid-
ered. We have therefore already begun our appro-
aches. As it happens, I was able to have a discussion
this week on this subject with Mr Spitaels, President-
in-Office of the Council of Ministers for Social Affairs,
with thc obiect of working out a scheme whereby the
Conrmission and the Council would iointly try to
convert the items that the Council has on its agenda
into concrete terms. The European Council has
invited thc Commission to continue with its work and
wc are halfway through our preparation of these
matters. Next we asked the Member States to give us a
sunrnrary of all measures taken with regard to emPloy-
mcnt premiums and job subsidies because we, as a
Conrmission in Brussels, are not really up to date in
our information. At the moment, in the situation we
are now going through in the Community, some
Member States are taking their own measures. These
nlcasures are not harmonised with each other as Mr
Granelli also rrghtly observed. lVe want to try to
aclrieve bcttcr co-ordination and better selection as
wcll. Mrs Dunwoocly has pointed out that one of the
irltcrcsting things that is materialising in England, for
cxanrple, is prcciscly that much attention is being
paid to nlcasutes on bchalf of young people. Maybe
we can learn from this information how things should
be donc and perhaps l.row thcy should not be done.
That is why I plrce great valuc on comparisons of
cliffercnt mcasurcs. Vc also propose to involve the
pcrnraDcr"lt Conrmittee for une ntployment in this exer-
cisc so that thcre can be atr exchange of thinking on
this sul;jcct at thc lcvcl of the social partncrs 
- 
the
cn-rploycr and tradc union organisatiorrs arrd
govcflrnrclrt rcprcsclltatives. After that we will subnrit
proposals to thc Council. At least this is what I
proposc, if thc Conrnrission agrcc's, and I have good
rcasorl to assunle it will. Thc proposals should offer
us, as a Community, more opportunities to exert
direct influence on the management of employment.
This brings me to the fifth part of the question which
refers to the link with education. This is my colleague
Mr Brunner's field, but there is naturally a very close
connection between vocational training and the
general educational system. On the basis of the rele-
vant resolution adopted by the Council the
programme laid down in that resolution is being
carried out, and a short while ago we gave instructions
for an investigation of the possibilities 
- 
a subiect
also referred to in the resolution 
- 
in the case of
educational systems designed to take those people
back into the educational and vocational training
system who wish to return to it as an aspect of what is
generally called 'further education'. rVe hope that the
results of this investigation will be available by the
end of .1978.
Mr President, I noted your hint on not speaking too
long. That is always good advice. I now come to the
questions put on behalf of the Christian Democratic
Group. I share the Members' concern revealed in
these questions over the lack of progress in achieving
the obiective of full employment. I would point out
that this point was also the subiect of the tripartite
conference recently held in this Chamber. The ques-
tions put directly or implicitly by Mr Granelli were
also on the agenda at that conference, namely the
question of the direction in which we must propel
economic growth and the question of selective
economic growth in relation to the situation as a
whole at world level, and in particular in relation to
the situation in the Third \Uflorld, to which he also
referred. It is not, of course, a question of creating iobs
here at the expense of lobs in the Third tU7orld,
because that would generate an enormous field of
tension between development policy on the one hand
and our own social policy on the other.
The second part of the question refers to the produc-
tion of reports. Reports on the subiect were prepared
in 1975 and 1976 and I can tell yotr that Parliament
will be able to obtain copies of them. In accordance
with the wish of the European Council meeting in
London we are now organising a basic investigation,
in collaboration with the Member States, as I have
already said, on the nature of the measures introduced
by Member States to stimulate employment. Here
again I hope that it will be possible to transmit a copy
of the relevant report to Parliament.
And now for the third part of the question. I have
already referred to the tripartite discussion 
- 
that
with the social partners. This we have always regarded
as vitally important, particularly as regards discussions
with the trade union movement. The employment
situation as a whole was the central theme at the last
conference. \Ue are now busy working out the Points
which were surnmed up at that conference as a subiect
for furthcr study and consultation, the cnd result of
which, or so I hope, will be concrete neSotiations in
three or four fields which you all know. \fle are
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carrying out various studies, of course 
- 
the Commis-
sion is particularly active in this regard. Exchanges of
experience between the Member States in the field of
unemployment are also very important particularly in
the field of unemployment among the young. In
1959, with a view to direct contact with young people
themselves and their representatives, we proposed that
a European youth forum be set up precisely in order
to involve young people more closely in general Euro-
pean union, but also in which questions like youth
unemployment and so on could be discussed. 'We are
now in contact with representative youth organisations
on this subject with a view to putting this proposal
into effect. Some people say that unemployment
among the young is a less serious problem than unem-
ployment among adults because young people are
generally not out of work as long as adults. This is
quite true. In general the big problem with older
people, whom we must not of course forget, is the
length of the time they remain out of work. Fortu-
nately this is not yet the case 
- 
to the same extent 
-with young people although the time that they stay
out of a job is also increasing. In my opinion this is
one of the negative phenomena in our society that we
should all think about. In our policy we also give
priority to the solution of this problem in the
measures we intend to take. I hope that, in the
coming months, and in consultation with the respon-
sible committee of your Parliament, we will be able to
propose more concrete measures to the Council. I
hope that the Council will then also move into action
in the sense of adopting resolutions, for I cannot
refrain from saying that so far there has been too great
a lack of action.
rWe have an EEC Treaty which at the time 
- 
when
we could not yet foresee the difficulties 
- 
did not
give the Commission or the Community as a whole
the instruments that are really necessary to be able to
cope with the present difficulties. But the Treaty can
never be an excuse for not taking action. The Treaty
offers innumerable opportunities 
- 
Article 235 for a
start 
- 
to do everything if we really want to and if
what we always call the political will is there. Precisely
with a view to good relations and with an eye on the
people in our Community for whom we are doing all
this, I feel that the Ministers for Social Affairs in parti-
cular should be made to see that unemployment ques-
tions are not a national problem and cannot be solved
by any single government or any one minister for
Social Affairs in the national framework, but that this
has to be done in mutual co-operation, because this is
our duty to our own populations, particularly as
regards the combating of unemployment among the
young. The prospects with which young people, in
particular, are faced must not be shielded from them
but continuously impressed upon them. It must be
made clear to them that the Community is not just a
form of technical co-operation but an opportunity for
future development in which the common interest
must be the deciding factor.
(Applane)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schyns to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Schyns. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the fact that we are once again within two
months discussing the familiar problem of employ-
ment, among the young and in general, may seem to
be overdoing things, but we cannot get away from this
evil at the present time and we are once again
concerned about the fate of thousands and thousands
of young people in all our Member States. Apart from
the high number of those concerned 
- 
for July of
this year a figure of some 2 million young workless
out of a total of 5'5 million unemployed, in other
words 300 000 more than in July of last year, has
been given for the EEC 
- 
we must take a serious
look at the future, which everything suggests will not
be any rosier, because forecasts indicate that the
number of workless will continue to rise between
1977 and 1980. Ve have a duty to give our young
people an answer to this question of their uncertain
future and therefore we make an urgent appeal to the
Commission to do everything in its power to provide
far more moral and material help to these young
people than before.
Our question intentionally goes into the psychological
aspect of this programme in order to draw the atten-
tion of those responsible at both national and Euro-
pean levels to the significance of this worldwidc
problem and the unforeseeable consequences it may
and will have. Money on its own will not help to
conquer unemployment because the effects go far
deeper. The activity of those concerned is curtailed
and there are clear signs of an increasing poverty in
experience caused by the unavoidable scarcity of
money. Apart from the loss of the living patterns to
which people are accustomed, the growing feeling of
dependence on uncontrollable economic proccsscs
and the forced reliance on outside help may lead to
resignation, apathy and instability. In addition the
chances of placing the unemployed in regular jobs
become appreciably more difficult where therc is
persistent unemployment because working practice
and discipline suffer badly.
These, ladies and gentlemen, are some of the
problems facing the young unemployed today, in a
period in which the economic, financial and social
situation in our countries is labouring under heavy
strain. It is certainly interesting to receive statistical
data on the number of young workless, but we would
be grateful if the Commission would look into the
measures that have been put into effect at the present
time in the individual Member States to protcct rhe
workless, possibly with a view to reaching a conccnsus
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at Community level. Perhaps I may briefly mention
the measures that we have taken in Belgium. In every
firm employing more than 50 people a certain
number of jobs must be reserved for the young unem-
ployed. In addition, every retiring employee must be
replaced by a young person under 30 years old. These
are wholly practical measures, given just as an
example, that at least partly help to combat unemploy-
ment among the young.
In this connection I would refer to Resolution 804 of
the European Council which takes a new approach to
unemployment prevention and in which a clear diffe-
rentiation is made between three types of measure,
nan.rely cash benefits, benefits in kind and social
concessions designed to re-integrate these people into
the work process.
Firrally we ask the Commission to look carefully into
thc extcr.rt to which our proposal for consultation with
young people's tradc unions and the political parties'
youth organisations with a view to framing concrete
proposals and specific objectives can be put into
effect. It is particularly in the present situation that it
is most important, in the discussion of this grave
problcm, for thcm to have their say and to partic,ipate
in clccisions.
(Applt trt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of Europcan Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(D Several million young people
throtrglrout thc Community are looking for their first
job and, orrce again, thc chanccs are that they will not
tin<l one.
How tragrc rt l-llr.lst bc for studcnts and young techni-
cians lcaving school and university to look vainly for
thc work thcy havc clrcamcd about for years only to
havc to fall back, in dcspair, on a strictly brcad-and-
buttcr job, ancl cvcn thcn unfortunately, in most cascs,
to nrcct with a hunriliating rebuff.
In thc worlcl wc krrow and at thc trmc in which we
Irve, rt is certarnly onc of our primary duties as bcarcrs
oi 1>olitrcal rcsponsibility, to fincl a solution to thrs crit-
ical problcnr.
Adnrittedly wc nray, arrd evcn should, qucstion
oursclve s olr thc valuc oi cxtcncling compulsory
schoolrng to an irgc whcn on-thc-;ob training is oftcn
nrorc ilrtficult than ior youngcr pcople. Vould it not
l.>c lrettcr, rnstca(l of too gcncral a training, to
cncor.llilgc Lontirct wrth thc futurc job as carly as
1>os:r[rle i'
Irr this cor'r'rcctron wc fccl that thc dcvclopnrcrrt of
job wrtlr trrllnilrg contracts, as thcy exist in Francc, is a
nrcir\ur('tlr:rt tlrc Conrnrunity as a *holc shoulil
1.lr'rh.tps rttlopt.
As vorr krrou', ;oh wrth trairrrrrg contracts e na[)lr:
l'otrrtg pcople wrth:ro, or rrrsuffrctcnt, skili to be
e nrplorerl lrv ,r trrnr whri,t at tlte sarttc tirlc corrtirt-
uil)g th('rr tlrt'o|etrc,rl traililr-18, thc govcrrrnrent (or thc
Community), meeting the cost of all or part of this
training.
Of course, we do not want to reach the situation
found elsewhere in which precisely that number of
doctors, engineers and thinkers necessary for the
requirements decided by the State bureaucracy is
trained and all the others, regardless of their capabili-
ties, chucked out to ioin thc ranks of labourers or
so-called semi-skilled workers, often chained to thcir
production line 
- 
more than metaphorically, unfortu-
nately.
But, in a country like my own for example, is it any
more desirable to see as many architectural studcnts as
there are practising architects ?
The first problem to be settled, therefore, is orre of
training and guidance. It is not, in our minds, a qucs-
tion of any kind of statc control but of providing
young people with full information about cmploy-
ment opportunities and at a sufficiently early datc for
thenl to be. able to dccide thc linc to follow in thcir
education in re'lation to ope nings availablc on thc
manpower market.
It is distressing to see that, for lack of the right sort of
guidance, there is a manpower shortage, in spitc of thc
unemployment situation, in many manual traclcs,
although they are well paicl. Hcrc I am tlrinkirrg of
trades as useful as that of plumbcr, glazicr, locksnrith,
carpentcr, plasterer, and cvcn chimncy swccp.
But, whilst thcse mcasures may pro(lucc rcstrlts in thc
long term, our cfforts on behalf of thc cnrploynrcnt of
young people are ncedecl immcdiatcly. It has to be
realized 
- 
and forgive mc for quoting thc casc oi
France again 
- 
that out of thc 650 (XX) lcaving school
in July, 4.50 000 registcr at thc Natiorral Employnrcnt
Agcncy and that, out of thcse 4.50 (XX), 55 Yo havc rro
rcal or suitablc training. Our basic objcctivc is to stinr-
ulatc employntcnt arrcl the nrcasures to bc tflkcn
should bc such that, bccausc of thcir sinrplicity, divcr-
sity and specd of inrplcnrentatiolr, tlrcy will fornr a
real incentive for business firms. Thcy should hclp to
quickcn thc growth of thc manpowcr nrarket, not to
distort it. Movcmcnts on thc manpowcr nrarkct
consist of a rcgular irrwarcl and outwar<l flow. Tlrc
obfcct is rrot to interfcrc wrth this natrrral nrovcnrent
by means of nrcasurcs already takert or plarrrrcd for
thc futurc, but to nrakc usc of such nrcasurcs to force
the pacc. Irr othcr worcls, firnrs with definitc staff
rcqurrcnrcnts shoultl slightly arlticipatc thc rlatcs at
which thcy rccruit for jobs corrcsporr<lirrg to rcal nrrd
ccrtain rcquircmcrrts. Ilringing thc clatc forward irr
this way could wcll cnal;lc yourrg pcoplc to lrc bcttcr
trainerl for thcir jobs.
Anrong thc stcps to lre takcrr 
- 
cngagcr,]cnt with
cxcrrption ironr social sccurity chargcs, rlcvclopnrertt
of apprcnticc tririrring, iobs witlt trairring corrtacts, artrl
trarrrirrg courscs providc<l by tirnrs, priority shotrltl be
givcrr to sclrcnrcs which lcad to sccurc jobs sincc tltis
is thc vital critcriorr.
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Ncxt rrr inrportarrcc conres the job with training
contrilct rrr all cirses where there is a foreseeable
crrrploynrertt structurc corresponding to real require-
nrcrrts, bccausc it provtdcs a guarantee that skills will
be .rcrlrrrrctl arrrl offers rcal recruitment possibilities.
[-,rrtlv I wotrld lrkc to say that, whatever measures are
,rtloptcrl, tlrc problcnr of employment for young
pcoplc will rrot l)c solvcd urrless there is a clear and
1>ositrrc polrtrcal will.
\\/t' ure not f,lccd with a cyclical or sectoral problem
lrut witlr se nous e rrors oi ;udgement, and serious
rrr:rltonrrrrtiorrs ir.r our econonlic and social organisa-
tron. If thcrc r:! r'ro rallying call mobilising the
Cornrrrtrrritv's rrnaginatrorr ancl cotrrage, the failure to
rolre this problcnt coultl vcry well threaten the very
cxi:tcrtte of or.rr politrcal systen-r.
(.lp1tl.rrrtt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarclli to speak on behalf of
thc [.rberirl ,rnrl [)ctttoclatic Group.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(l) Mr Prcside nt, with a subject of
tlrrs r'onrplexrty artcl difficulty thr-' danger is always
th.rt tlrele will lrc ir great dcal of talking and that after-
wilrcls thc outconrc will bc a rc'slgned acceptance that
rro solutron can bc totrnd.
I congratulatc thc Mcnrbcrs who lrave tablcd these
(luc\tr()lrs for lraving clorte att excellent job because
thel hrrve rrictl to turthcr thc constnlctive dialogue
wrth thc Conrnrissrorr, which is rcsponsible for propo-
srrls,.rrrrl with thc (iouncil, whrch is responsible for
rlt'r isiorrs.
Howt'ver. I thirrk tlrat thosc Mcnrbcrs realizc that the
problcnr rs cxtrcnrclv.vast and that it will not be easy
ro tind solrrtions to it, anrl I thercfore fear that it will
long rcrrr.rrn unsolvccl irrrd scrvc to call attention to
tlrc ncetl itrr our socicty itrttl our conccptiort of life to
t.rkc .r rrcu, ttn'r.I.
Inristrrrst oUr conception of things irccording to
whrch,rll solutiorrs that <lo not crcflte frcedont arc
tl:rn.r1crotrs. evt'rr though thcy nray appcar to bc rnlntc-
tlr.rtell'vulr<1.
'I'r.r 
nrrrr<1, whcn it is said that uncn-rploynrcnt anlorlg
tll(' voung is lr structtrral problern, rn csscnce wc arc
usrl.rl ollc of tlrosc cxpressior-ts that cottfusc the issttc.
Whrrt rlocs yotllg nrcan ?, rWhen a rtcw iron arrcl stccl
(crltrc w:ls btrrlt ilr a town thirt I krrow well, young
workers frorrr irrrothcr plarrt wlro wcre ovcr .10 werc
rrot trrkerr orr bccausc, accor<ling to prcscnt rrtclustrral
thrrrkirrg, bcirrg .30 rttcarts bcing okl.
Agairr, in ltaly for cxantplc, we havc scen what
hu1>perrerl in thc urrivcrsitics wltcn thc hrglre r lcvcls of
ctlrrcirtrorr wcrt' opcncrl to youlrg pcoplc arrd tcns
upon tens of tlrous.rnrls of thenr werc irrjected ir-rto
higlrcr etlrrr.irtrorr : thcse arc thc pcople who arc llow
prcvcntirrg tlrc yotrng peoplc that follow thenr fronr
turrlirrg work.
In this field, being 24 or 25 means finding the road
blocked by those who found work when they were 26,
27 or 28.
I do not mean to be discouraging : I merely say this to
illustrate the standpoint from which we are consid-
ering this question, and in fact we would be wrong to
say that there was a specific youth problem. There is
the general economic problem of recovery and of the
development of our economies and that of the rcla-
tionship between our economies and those of the dcve-
loping countries which 
- 
as is inevitable and right 
-
are becoming competitive with our own. There is the
problem of creating ncw relatiorrs with them and
thercfore new opportunities for developnrent. Unfortu-
nately there is rro special legislation that will ctrre all
these troublc's.
But, with your permission, I would like to recall thc
words of Benedetto Crocc, the great libcral philo-
sopher whose humble pupil I was privilcged to be.
Vhen the problenr of voung people was put to hinl
he replied : 'We have only onc duty to young people
and that is to take the rtecessary steps as qtrickly as
possible for thenr to be no longcr yotrng'. Applying
this judgement to thc' ecotronric situatiorr wr: nlay say
that recovery and thc de'vclopntcnt of otrr ratcs oi
production need to be pronroted with all spccd
bccause spccial rules for yotrng pcople scrvc otrly to
generate parasitism and create distortions.
Ve shall bc ablc to judgc by restrlts 
- 
ancl hcrc I anr
referring to the expcricnce of nry cotllrtry 
- 
tltc act
orl which thc Italian parlianrcrrt has exprcssecl
disagrcenrent ancl rcservattotrs attd which crrvisagcs
thc spcncling of ovcr a thousart(l billion, tn tltc spacc
of a few years, to promotc enlploylrlcnt anlolrg thc
yor,r1g.
As regards statistics, we havc sccn the rcstrlts of ptrblic
c'ducatiorr that protluccs nlorc dcgrccs than trairrirtg
ancl tcnds to dcfornr edtrcation by trcating it as a prcp-
aratlon for thc traditional 'liberll arts' atrtl to tlown-
gradc cnrploynte nt irr othcr sectors. Irt othe r wortls, iirr
fronr ensuring that evcry crtizerr atrrl cvcry workcr
reaches the highcst possible levcl of ctrlttrral awarcrtcss
they arc resporrsible for dcfornrations through whiclr
sonre occupatiorrs irre conrplctely ncglectcd wltercas,
for thc othcrs, thc oppositc is truc, rcsultirrg itr ovcr-
supply, detcrioration in thc quality of work arrcl frttstra-
tior-r for thosc dcdrcatirrg thcnrsclvcs to the protessiorts
corrccrne d.
Look at the rcstrlts ; our ltalrarr Mctnbcrs arc pe rltaps
nrore trustful than I, but I have too rrrttch respect for
tht'ir gcod taith not to think that thcy too are lookrrrg
closcly at thrs expcnnrelrt atttl .rrc, pcrhaps, a ltttlc
concerncd abotrt its rcsttlts.
So wlrat do wc say al>out thc Contnrtssiotr's
progrilnriles ancl tlcvclopnrcrrt possibilitics ? Irr otrr
Group, wc say tllit, whilst rrr llo wily hoping for nttra-
clcs, what rs irr tact ncedecl rs to put the accctrt orl two
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iunrlirrncrrtal points. Tlrc first is that in an economy
tlr.rt rs trce .rrrd wrshes to renrairr free, we can never
.rcrt'pt thlt thc problenr of uncnrploymcnt should be
solrcci lrv rrraking cvcryor]c a state enrploycc and by
trttrng r'rcrvborlv irrto fl statc-colrtrollcd and fixcd
('!on()llr\'. In strch a casc 
- 
assuming that it were
l)o\:rtrlr' to givc cvcryollc a job 
- 
this wotrld bc
.rclrrcrctl .rt tlrt: [)rice ol frccrlonr arrd at thc price of
rr('.rtrrrg .r statlc arrd pctrified ccolronry that nrankind
hrrr ,rlle,rtll known irr tlle distarrt ancl nrore reccnt past
lrrrt rrrr,rrr.r[.llv producirrg harrrrfrrl results and being
n('g,rtivelv jurlged by lristory.
l'hc otlre l rs that the prinrary nced, with regard to this
Plotrlcnr. r\ to conccrltratc or1 thc training of young
pt ople .
Htre l. or l'ilther wc. thirrk that thc Conrnrurrity can
Irulp rn.rrrl', ln trr(t lll, countrics to tackle anrl solve
tlrr: prohlertt :,ttrsirtctorily, nanrcly tlrc problent of
rnorlcrrr. proglcssivc,rrrcl aclcquatc vocationaI training
tor '"orrrre peoplc, prccrsely lrccause, as a Community,
rt e.rrr look ilt these plotrlertts fronr a widcr angle and
r\ l!\s crillrpcd lrv scctoral prcssures ancl demagogy
thirrrt tlre rntlrlr<ltrirl n,rtronrrl govcrnnrents.
I tlrrrrk th.rt irrrYorrc who nr.rkcs a comparisorr betwecn
tlrc (lorrrrnunitv rncl the natiorral govcrnntcnts will
rorrlrr rlr nrv st.rtclltclrt thilt tltc influcrrcc of the
(.orrrnrrrrrtv c,rrr lrcll; to cleul with scctoral prcssures
,rrr,l or e lconre de rrr,rgogy.
llrope thrrt, as tar ls the nrost difficult problenr of
roc.rtrorr,rl t[.1ilIilr.(: rs concerrrccl (which is a moral,
ttt lrrrrt,rl .utrl sor.ritl [)roble rn), the corrtribution of
Corrrrrrtrlrrtl polrcres will lrclp irrdividrral courrtrics to
t.rr kle .rnrl 
'olvt' thc drff icultics by guarclrrrg flgairlsttlrt':totrree of statc-control policies and the even
wor'\e scor.rrgc of (lcnrigogy, swayc'cl by scctoral pres-
rrrrer lrntl vicws tlr:rt arc outclatcd and takc no account
of tlrt gt'rrcr.rl rrtterest.
(.lltltlttrv)
I)resiclent. 
- 
I crrll Mrs Kcllett-Bownran to spcak or.t
lrt'lr,rlt of tlrc [irrlopcarr Conscrvativc Grotrp.
Mrs Kcllctt-Bowrrran. 
- 
Mr Prcsidcnt, I agrcccl
u,rtlr ,r gre,rt tle,rl of wltat tltc opcning spcflkcr said on
tlr r. rrr.rttt r, but I tlrsirgre c strorlgIv with he r cottclu-
riorr th.rt Lrrl)rtillrsln is incrrprblc of dcaling witlt ntarty
ot thc stlu(turrl [)rol)lcnls of society. I takc thc(()ntr,lr'\ rrr'w tlr,rt ig rr 1>rcciscly thc xttflck ort tltc
rrr.r'kr't e(orronrv lrrrtl its rrndelrninirrg that Itas cattsctl
rrr.rrrr of ()rrr [)fese nt prolllcrn:. lt rs intcrestrng to notc
tlrrrt tlrt'(or.rrrtly wlrrch rntcttcrcd least in this respcct.
rr.rlrrt'lr, tlrt' l:ctlcrrrl llcpublic of Ge rntartv, is bv far
.rnrl ,ru'(r\ lhc rttost [)rosperous ltttd ltas lt lcsscr
;rrrrlrlurn of trrrt rtrplovrlre llt tllall .trty otltcr courrtry irt
the Corrrrrrtrrrrt\'.
Now, rt worrltl of corrrsc lre uttercsting to have the
tlt't,il1(tl urtoilnirtron.rsketl tor ils to tllc rrttrrbcr ot
\r)r.lnt urrtrlrploveti. IrloLcn (lown urto regiotrs, protcs-
\r()r'r. in(lrr\tfv, lt'vel of erlttclttiotr atrrl scx. lltrt rt wotrltl
be more interesting to find our why the young should
be bearing the brunt of unemployment, and why
employers are disproportionately unwilling to take on
school-leavers. It is far too superficial to blame the
situation on the bulge in thc birth rate coupled with
the recession. I believe that with thc bcst of intentions
we have priced and lcgislated our youngster out of
jobs, a point madc in his remarks by Mr Vrccleling
himself. Seventy per cent of workers arc still
employed in private industry, many in small and nrc'cli-
um-sized concerns. Trainirrg youngstL'rs straight out ot
school is a very time-consuming and costly operfltion.
It is very much sinrpler to take on an cxpcricllccd
worker, and with starting pay so high it clocs not cost
very nruch nrorc. And thc.rc, I would think, is thc
value of thc experimcntal work bcing donc in Frarrce.
as described by Mr Liogicr, for helping witlt this parti-
cular problem. But it is also, ln our coulrtry at lcast,
very much safcr to take on someonc with a work
record behind thcnr. In thc Unitcd Kingdom, thc
so-called Employmcnt Protcctiorr Act has probably
been responsiblc' for nrore uncnlploynrerrt (Prola'1.,
.front ctrttr in lltt.t,'ttr.r) than any othcr singlc piccc of
legislation, lrecause it has nraclc cnrploycrs vcry
cautious indecd about taking on rtcw pcoplc, espc-
cially urrtrairrcd and trrrtricd school-lcavcrs, since, it
they prove unsatisfactory, it is very difficult to gct rid
o[ tlrcnr, so thc chancc is rrot thcre for youngstcrs.
All thc job creation schcnrcs rn tltc worlrl arc t-to
substitutc for a proper job, they nrcrcly havc a
cosnrctic cf fe ct on thc uncn-r ployrrtcrrt f igure s. arttl
stop the youngsters fronr getting borcd. Tltcy arc, as
Mrs Dtrnwoody put it, rnerely short-tcrnt ptlliatrves.
But the moncy that is be ing poure cl irrto thesc
sclrenrcs hrs got to bc found, partly by taxirrg inclustry
nruch nrorc hcavily than would otllerwrsc lrc ncccs-
sary, arrd thus ctrttirrg down on thc rrtorrcy availablc
for invcstnrcrrt and !tnrrirtr'fob-crcation, antl partlv by
slashirtg governnrcnt cxpcncliturc in other tlirecttons.
f'hus, local govcnrment spcncling has lrectt sirvagcly
prurrcd, wlrich nrcans that nrany job opportunitics
havc bccn lost, while the cqrrivale nt irrrourlt ot
morrcy, and nrorc, is sperrt on creatirtg jobs whiclr
would be very low dowrr ort atty scnsiblc priority list,
and whilc vital scrviccs, sttclt as nursery eclucrtion arrcl
hotrsirrg arrd road-reparrs, grrrrd to l hrlt irr nrarty
parts of tlrc country. Thesc arc thc trclds in which the
yourrg shoulcl bc gerrtrirrclv enrploycd. How rrtttclt
bcttcr it wotrld bc if, instcrd of spcrrrlirrg our tirrtc
dcvrsrng thircl-ratc rrrcarrs oI tillirrg voungstcs' tirrre,
ottcrr orr proiccts with vcly littlc tririrrirrg corttertt, tltc
money was spent instead on a real housing drive, to
gct houscs built or nrorlernizcd to horrsc thc growing
rrurrrbcr on local authority waiting lists .rntl thc
growing rrrrnrbcr oi horrclcss; sl)cnt, too. orl ,r drive
for nursery education, which is so vital, particularly for
children ironr tleprivetl ltornes. Tltcrt our yourrgstcrs
would know thirt whirt tltcl wcrc tloirrg wrrs l'lot 
,r,rst
filling in trrrrc, but sonrcthilrg thirt w,rs reirllv wortlt-
wltilc.
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As Mr Vredeling said, training does not create jobs,
l.lut it is of coursc vital that our youngsters should be
tlirrrrcrl, ancl rcrdy and fit for thc jobs when thc
ccorronric upturn conrcs. And I was thercfore very intc-
rcstrd irr thc Mothcrwcll cxperin-rcnt which was
- described for providing training workshops, an
ex[)clr]rent which coultl wcll lre followc'd clsewhere.
lltrt orrc proposal whrch wc would not support would
bc th,rt cnrploycrs shoukl be obligcd to take a fixed
prol)ortion oi youngsters. At a time of high and rising
rrrrrrrrplovnrent, thrs wotrld inevitably mean less
cmplovnrcnt for thosc in middle life with family
rcsponsibilrtics. I was also vcry interested in Mr
Schyrrs's rlcscriptron of thc mcasures being taken in
llclgrurn on thcsc lines, and I wonder if any research
hus lrccr.r rlonc on the cffect of thcse provisions on the
charrccs of the over-4O's obtaining a job, and here, of
corrrse, Mr Cifarclli's renrarks about the steel company
rrr Italv arc very rclcvant. But cutting taxation on
in(lustrv and intlividuals would be a far better way of
galvanizing 
. 
stagnant cconomics, and absorbing the
trngit'arrrry of thc young unemployed. I very much
hope that this positivc action will be followed in all
Menrbcr Statcs irr the very near future.
^(.'lf 
f lt l,r)
.Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Lenroine to spc'ak on behalf
o[ thc Conrnttrnist arrd Allics Group.
Mr Lemoine. 
- 
(t) Mr Presiclent, the distressing
cprcstion of uncnrploymcllt among the young that we
arc now rliscr-rssing is a particularly serious aspect of
thc crisis affcctrng not only the Community l)ut thc
wholc of thc capitalist world.
lrr thc spring of 1976, the Commission itself was
alrcady adnritting that 2 million young people under
25 irt thc Conrmunity had no ;ob. Today, in spite of
thc rccom nrcndations that were then made to
Mcrrrbcr Statcs, thcir number has increased stecply
lntl thc sanrc Conrmission forecasts a new and
substantial incrcasc bvcr the coming months. In our
country, ovcr 700,(XX) young pcople are looking for a
job arrcl, irr thc casc of hunclrcds of thousands of them,
thcir first job. Half of thc young peoplc leaving
seconclary sclrools and tcchnical colleges this year to
go into active lifc will rrot find a job and will be unem-
ploycd without cvcr having worked.
\iUhat an ovcrwhclming charge against a systcm incap-
ablc of gurriurt.:curg thc right to work for its young
citizcns. Wlrat rr vast wastc of manpower ancl intcllcc-
trrul potential for thc Community countries. We must
think, too, of thc tragic expcrience these young mcn
an<l wonrclr arc undcrgoing, reiectcd as they are by
socrcty orr thcir ortry into activc life, and of the blow
it dclivcrs to their dignity to the point where some
givc way to dcspair. Young graduates and young
pcople with or without vocational training all too
oftcn share the same fate and, at the age of 20, alrcady
know the insecurity and tragedy of unemploymcnt.
Such a situation is too grave and too scandalous for rrs
to bc satisfied just to notc it an<l protcst itt virtttotts
indignation. Solrrtions, effcctiyc solutions, l'rave to'be
found speedily. But utrenrploynr0nt is rrot, irr colttrast
to what some 'would lravc us }clicvc, incvitablc. It is
thc policy followed by thc Conrnturriry coLtrltrics attcl
by thc' Community's ir-rstitutions tltcnrscrlvcs tltat rs
responsible for thc prcscnt situatron ancl ior thrs crtsis
that is shaking thc foundatiotrs oi ottr countrics so
badly. This policy, as wc said ycstcrclay, is austcrity for
the great ma;ority of citizcns artcl grcatcr profits tor
the big firms. A reccnt Comnrisstotr sttrvt'y ptrblrshcd
in the July 'Europolicy' bullctin is illtrrrtrnating rn thrs
connection. There we read that: "one European out of
two says that hc has constantly to acce pt se lf-rrrt1.>osetl
restrictions and onc out of fotrr that his ittcotrte rs
lower than what hc fecls to bc rrcccssary". This srtrr.t-
tion can only nrakc urrcmploynrcrlt worsc, particularly
with the present growth in thc so-cllled incltrstrial
redeploymcnt policy which, with thc help of vast
sums of public nroncy, oftcn nteatls tltc closttrc ol
plants in Europc ancl thcir transfcr to thc tlcveloprrrg
countries, prcfcrably thosc that are [)olitically srrtc,
where manpowcr is paid a l>rcatllirrc wagt'.
The Commission sccnrs to lrc lcnding its strl>port to
this policy which docs no nlorc tltatt trrcrcase tltc
economic dcpcrrdcnce of thc Third Worltl cotrntrics
and unenrploymcnt in our own. What is proposed as a
curc for uncnrploymcnt ? 
- 
Rcstrictions on itrtcrrtnl
consumption, furthcr reclcploynre nt arrcl, at honlc, thc
selling off of a ccrtairr nunrbcr of trattorral activities.
'We cannot, today 
- 
Tlttrrstlay 
- 
tlcl>lore trrtcrttploy-
n1e nt among tlrc yotrng aftcr ycstcr(lay approving tlrc
economic auste rity progranrmc. Vc cartnot, itt Lttxcnr-
bourg, claim to bc thc clefcndcrs of thc yotrrrg trrrenr-
ploycd arrd votc ir.t favour of govcnrnlclrt proposals irr
Paris or clsewhcrc which can only aggravatc tttre nr1;loy-
mellt.
Real solutions for thc unentploynrcnt that is lrrttrrrg
our young pcoplc so harrl .rrc urgcntly rtectletl. Thc
proposals put to us hcrc arc for a poltcy of assistancc
and continuing austcrity at thc sanre tinrc. lltrt what
young peoplc want is not to bc assistccl lrut to bc wagc-
earncrs in thcir own right. To conrbat urte ntploytne*ttt
ancl rcally rcdtrcc it, thc first nccil is for corrtrol oI
new inclustrial irrvcstmcrlt an(l restructUnlls l)roiccts
and capital nrovcmcnts, so that thcy ccilsc to
compronrisc thc workcrs' right to full erlployntcrrt. lt
must no longcr bc possiblc for a contpany likc Mortt-
edison to bc ablc to put thc thousarttl Frcrrch peoplc
working at Montcfil>rc out of work ovcrnigltt. llctire-
nrent agc and working hours ncctl to bc rcc'ltrccd
withotrt any rcductiort in carnings. Gcnuittc vocatiorral
training schcmcs ainrcd at guarantce urg skillcd
employnrer.rt neccl to bc devcloped. Tlrc activrty of thc
small and mcdiun'r-sizccl firnrs rrccds to bc fostcrerl
with support from thc putrlic scctor arttl tltc ltontc
markct. Thc only way out of tlrc uncnrployntcrtt situa-
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tron is to reiect austerity and throw off the domination
of thc big nrultinatiorral firms. Lastly, meeting the
csserrtial clairns of thc' workcrs would enable openings
to bc found for all tlresc yourrg people who are strug-
glirrg .rrrd not rcsignrng thcnrselves either to austerity
ol to urrer.nplovllrcnt, wlto do not accept being laid off
:rrrtl wlro huvc orrll'onc tlcsirc 
- 
to live and work in
thcrr corrrrtrl.
President. 
- 
I crll Mr Jcnsc'n.
Mr Jensen. 
- 
(DK) Mr Prcsidcnt, many people have
Pornte d out that thc problcnr of unemployme nt
,rrong vorurg pcoplc cannot bc considered in isola-
tron. but is orrc aspect of the deterioration in the
e(olronlrr srtu.ltiorr, rrrr<l conscqucntly in employment.
I shrrll thcrefolc linrrt nlvsclf to an analysis of why
runenrplovrncrrt is 1>articularly serious for young
1>co1.>le. It slrould lrc rccognizcd here that unemploy-
nlcnt lr.r: l)rlrticulorly unforturrate psychological
conscqucnccs tor tltosc young people who join the
rarrks ot thc uncrnploycd inrmcdiatcly after leaving
srlrool. arrtl corrsuqtrcntly fecl rcicctcd by society. Even-
tually, thev nray well bcconrc anti-social, or turn into
srrrlll-sc:rlc crrrnirr:rls antl lack thc dcsirc to work.
In nrv licw, orre of thc nrarrr causcs of this situation
- 
rrrrl tlre tlrrtlc unrons have a lot to answer for here
- 
111' 1l1r' hrglr wages clainrccl by young people. This
is cluc to thc iact that, in thc past, schooling lasted
seven ycirrs. with thc rcstrlt that young pcople canre
onto the labour market at the age of. 14. !7ith full
w.r.gcs bcirrg puid rrt thc agc of 18, irr those days they
h.rd nlrcady rrcquirccl iour years'profcsslonal experi-
crrcc bcforc tlrey reccived an adult wagc. Nowadays, in
l)crrrttirrk lt.urv rate, aftcr nine or, in many cases, ten
yerrrs oi conrpulsory edrrcntiorr, they begin work at 16
or 17. ln othcr worrls, thcy are paid an adult wage
rritcr orrly olrc ot two ycars'practical experience.
Errrploycrs rlo not wrsh to pay a full wage to incxperi-
crrcetl vourrg nrelr ol wonrcn lrtrt, at a timc of high
tnrernployrrrcrrt, givc prcicrcncc to pcople with cxpcri-
crrce. 'l'his l)ornt llas bccrr rrradc by scvcraI speakers,
rrrrtl is rr l)rovcrr fact which suggcsts that young
1>t'oplus' wrrgc clarrrts slrotrld be lowc'rcd. This could bc
tl<lrrt' rrt vrurous wilys.
In vicw of thc trntc sPelrt ill conrpr.rlsory ccltlcatiorr, atr
,rrlult w.rgt' slrorrltl lrc prritl tronr the age of 19, or a
Iowcr w:rgc r.lte slroul(l be paid <ltrrirrg a prclinrinary
tr.lrrrng pe rrorl rlrstrrrct, howcvcr, from forrrral apprcn-
titcshrp. 'l'hrr woultl bc irt thc intcrcsts of botlt young
people .rrrtl rrrtlustrn. The nrost scnsilrle coursc would
lrc lor lrotlr t'nr1.loyc1. and woultl-be cnrpIoyees to
.rl)l)rccr.ltc tllt: il(lvirntilgcs of this systcnr arrd work out
erltut,rble .ln'.urgcnrcnts, pleclu<ling, naturally, cxces-
sivc explortatiou of young peoplc.
,Arrothcr posrtirc proposal woukl bc' that yor.rng
pt'ople, lrctorc rccervirrg arry iorm of ccorrontic
sul)port, shotrltl lre oblrgcd to provc their professional
worth over, for example, six months 
- 
equivalent to a
formal training period 
- 
at a fixed lower wage.
Young people would thereby obtain practical experi-
ence, which is much healthier than unenrployment,
and the economy, industry and, not least, agriculturc
and home-based industries, together with various
services, filling stations, snack bars and the like could
employ the workers whom they cannot afford to pay
at present at current wage rates. There is no doubt that
these measures would provide work for thousands of
young people, thereby benefiting society and, abovc
all, young people themselves, as they would then have
an incentive to work. At the same trme, young peoplc
would gain their first significant cxperierrce of profcs-
sionll lifc.
President. 
- 
I call },lr Kavanagh to speak on be'half
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Mr Presidc'nt, I would like, on
behalf of the Socialist group, to add my words to tltc
introductory rcnrarks nrade by Mrs Gwyncth
Dunwoody, and to say that I anr in completc agrcc-
ment with Mr Vredeling that youth urrcnrploynrcrrt in
the Community is part of the larger problcm of une nr-
ployment as a whole. The nrost inrportant problcnl
facing the Menrber States remains une nrploynrcnt,
which is now at a highcr level than that faccd by any
member country in the Comnrunity sincc its establish-
ment alnrost two dccades ago. Six nrilliorr people arc
out of work 
- 
nrillions nlore are on short-tin-re 
-witl.r the accomparrying hardships for nrillrons of fanri-
lies that unemploymerrt and undcrcnrployment erttail.
In her excellent address to this Housc today, Mrs
Dtrnwoody told us that youth unemployed throughout
the Comnrunity numbered well ovcr one and a half
million. That is just thc rrunrber who arc allowed to
registcr ; real figurcs will bc n'ruch highe r.
I nrust say, with rcgrct, that thc instittrtiorrs of the
Conrnrunity havc proved irraclcquatc to dcal with the
prcscnt ccorronric crisis arrd thc rcsulting uncnrploy-
ment. I have said in dcbatcs in tlris Housc orr this
very problenr that thc prcsclrt crisis is in cffcct a crisis
of dcflatiorr in rle nrand duc to urrprcccde rrtctl
increases in commodity priccs.
The most cffcctivc response to sr.rch a crisis lics in
conccrtcd actiorr by Mcnrbcr Statcs, in ecorromic dcci-
sions that affcct growth and cnrployn'lcrrt and rn parti-
cular irr fiscal and nror]ctary policrcs. As far as orrc cart
judgc, such conccrted action has rrot [)ccrr, arrcl is not
bcing, takcn at thc Conrnrunity lcvcl arrd this high-
Iights tlre inability of Mcnrber Stiltcs to agree on the
nrost inrportant stcps. The prcscrrt crrsis has Itigh-
lightcd above all thc rrccd for a con jtrrlction of
ccorronric arrd socral policics: irr partictrlar, Frnarrce
Ministcrs, whe rr taking econonric clccisiorrs, ntust first
arrd forenrost consicler thc effccts that tlrosc clecisiorts
will have rn the social iield arrd, cs1>ccrally, orr the
levcl of employnrcnt arrd trnenrployntcrtt.
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Apart fronr cmphasrzing the need for concerted action
at European levcl, the present crisis has also high-
lighted the inadequacy and rndeed the irrelevancy of
thc tunds available for deahng with unemployment,
irrclrrding thc Europearr Social Fund. In 1976, the
rotat budget to mitrgate the' c'ffect of youth unemploy-
nrcrrt was 66 million units of account. Initial applica-
tiorrs tor assistattcc In thar vear, however, amounted to
v"cll ovcr 2(X) nrillion units of account. And now this
rcar thc budget appropriations for youth employment
r('clucstcd by the Conrnrrssion have been slashed by
thc Council in several intportant areas. Under Article
i()t, 'social Fund: Measurcs for young people' the
Cournrssrort rcqucstcd I I9 000 000 units of account,
.rnrl thc Cotrrrcil's respotrsc has been to provide only
tl (X)0 000. Again, undcr ltem .l920,'lmplementation
of crlucatron progranrme . the Commission budgeted
for I r/: nrillion urtits of accotltlt and the Council are
only preparcd to provide I million. Clearly this type
of rcsponsc bv thc Council leads one to question
whcthe r the Council of Ministers is serious in
rcsponsc to thc gravc problem of youth employment.
As rcpreserrtativcs r,f our peoples in this Parliament,
u'c bear a great rcsponsrbilitv to ensure that sufficient
ttrrrds will be provrrlecl to pcrnrit the Commission to
rrlrv out their programnlc in full.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pistillo to speak on behalf of
tl:c' Conrnturrrst art(l Allrt's Grotrp.
Mr Pistillo. 
- 
(l) Mr Presrdent and ladres and
gcrrtlcnrcrr, oul Grottp strpports the initiative of the
Menrbcrs wlto havc trrbled the question on the serious
problem of trrtcnrploynrent among young people 
-which af fccts all courltries, Mrs Kellett-Bowman,
includrng the r-edcral Rcpublic of Germany. Of
coursc this rs not tlrc first time that we are discussing
this problcrrr, .tnrl tt will certainly not be the last
cr t h t'r'.
For a rrurrrber of rcasons thcrc has been much discus-
srorr reccntly of the problcnt of youth unemployment.
Ir lras lrccn rccallecl that thc Council of Europe dealt
wrth tlris problcnr at its nreeting in London held on
r9 ancl .)0 
-f trnc which saw it as orre of the central
poillts to bc cortsr<lcrccl rrr the work of the Commu-
nitl' as part of thc broadcr problem of unemployment
ur gcrreral. It was disctrssetl at the last tripartite
nrcctrlS in Luxenrbourg ancl the Commissioner, Mr
Vrerlcling, rightly pointed otrt at that time that the
1>r'obler.rr of youth cmployment could not be consid-
crccl witlrout bcing given particular empl'rasis in the
nrore general franrework of the economic situation
and unemployntent.
You know the figures : over 2 million young people
looking for work, though probably the real truth is far
nrorc scrious tharr the official statistics suggest. In italy
alone, application of thc' pre-employment Act 
-
which we considr'r to be a Positive and encouraging
measure 
- 
has resulted rn more than 5.50 000 young
job-seekers registering at the emPloyment exchanges'
most of them grrls. The problem therefore has high
social, economic and political relevance. In view of
the short time I am allowed to speak I cannot make a
detailed analysis of the phenomenon, the reasons for
this serious situation and the measures that might
possibly be taken. I shall therefore confine myself to a
few brief thoughts and proposals.
Firstly, we propose that the Council, in agreement
with the Commission and the Committee on Social
Affairs, should devote one sitting exclusively to the
problem of unemployment among the young- The
outcome of this meeting should be specific measures
committing the Community as a whole and taking
into account the proposals of the trade unions and
employers and set out in the studies and documents
referred to this morning by Commissioner Vredeling.
Secondly, we propose that a fund should t. ,.t ,p
solely for youth which would co-ordinate and
combine the appropriations already dccided or that
may be earmarked in future budgets for the European
Social Fund, the Regional Fund and the Guidance
section of the EAGGF. In our view, this would give
greater impact to a general policy for young people.
Thirdly, we need to progress beyond the phasc in
which the problem of unemployn,ent in gerreral nnd
that among the young in particular is basicallv left, as
it has been up to now, to private initiative and the free
play of the manpower market. In the presence of an
effective deflationary policy, about which other
Members have spoken, which creates unemployment,
serious action has to be taken by the individual States
and the Community as a whole, or everything will
stay as it was. In this connection we agree with Mr
Granelli's comment to the effcct that ecotromic
policy, reforms in certain sectors and intervention by
Member States and the Community form the starting
point for an effective policy in the field of unemploy-
ment among the young. Failing this, we shall have to
confine ourselves to words and speechifying or, at
best, assistance.
In Italy we are experimenting with a number of inter-
esting and positive initiatives on behalf of the young
workless and, though we consider the phenomenon is
worrying in its scale, we feel encouraged 
- 
because of
the will to work that it shows 
- 
by the registration of
650 000 young people with the employment agencies.
A last comment reinforcing what was said by the
preceding speaker. Action in favour of young people
in the budget fot 1978 (Article 501, Chapter 50, title
5) provides for an appropriation of 5l million u.a.
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compared with 67 million in 1976, fresh proof that we
will not be able to make any serious progress on this
problern if we continue to act in this fashion.
In conclusion, let me say that a lot has already been
saicl about trncnrploymcnt among the young. The
tinrc has comc for individual Member States and the
Conrrnrrnity as a wholc. to take acrion that is co-ordi-
natctl irrrd, above all, tied not to a general, but to a
prccisc ancl coucrcte timctable.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albcrs.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I wonder what is
thc political significance of this debate. Really it is a
corrtinuatrorr o[ a short debate we had in June, and I
tcel thirt the political groups in this Parliament will
nrcreasingly I>e confronted with questions from the
gcncral public. The political programmes of the
<lr[[e rcnt political groups are now published and
t.rblcd for discussion, and it is naturally clear that in a
problcnr such as thc one we are discussing this
morning, narnely the continuing unemployment
anlong thc young, young people too should some-
tinrcs ask us what is thc significance of the European
Corrrnrunity ? They will ask what the European
Corrrnunity can do to solve this problem that
conccrns tltcm so closely. They will also wonder
whether thc indrvidual countries could not find their
own answcrs, independently of the Community. These
are qucstions we ntust be able to answer.
I agrec with the viewpoint that it is completely wrong
to rarse this qucstion outside the context of the ques-
tion of the gcncral uncntployment with which society
rs strugglrng throughout the world. The one cannot be
scprratcd fronr the othcr. Neither is it relevant to say
tlrirt tllcasures arc. necessary, because otherwise there
wrll be a dangcr of left-wing extremism. There is a
ror.rrplctcly cliffcrcnt danger threatening us. The risk is
that thc whole of the working world, including the
young unemployed, may be manipulated because of
tlrc existirrg urremployment situation caused by the
[.rct that labour supply is greater than demand. This
ntonung there havc. bccn more signs pointing in this
rlrrcctror.r. Do the gains that have been made,
rncltrcling those on behalf of young people, the
nrnn'nunt wagcs irr various countries and the security
rcgulations have to be rreglected because people need
wolk s<.r l>aclly ? Or should we be striving to achieve a
ncw social structure and a planned approach, focused
not solcly on thc output than can be got from a work
folcc or ironr young people, but also on the social
tutrlrty ol>tainablc from a labour force ? These are the
nlll)ortant questions facing us.
As rcgarcls action by the European Community, I
wondcr what the connection is between the projects
tlrat are bcing carrred out and the situation in indi-
vidual Member States and regions. If the Commission
lrirs to choose be tween a number of applications
totalling five times the available money, is the
Commission in a position to allocate the money to
those countries or areas where it is most needed ? May
it turn down those countries that can perhaps find
solutions themselves 
- 
I am thinking of the Nether-
lands and Germany 
- 
and lend the money to areas in
the Communiry where persistent, long-term unem-
ployment has prevailed for a {ar longer time ? It is
obviously not 
- 
as the Commissioner himself recog-
nised 
- 
a question of saying : we had 272 million u.a.
available in 1977, in other words 95 u.a. per unem-
ployed young person. You could also say that the
Council, in the reduction it proposes, wants to take 34
u.a. away from each young person out of work next
year. You could also say that the Council is prepared
to reserve 16 u.a. per young person under Chapter
100, as a kind of pocket money. This is naturally the
kind of reasoning that could result from this public
debate, but overall it will not wash. There is money.
There is not enough money but there is nevertheless a
considerable amount available and the way in which
that amount is used is highly important. Should not
the use of this money help to reduce to some extent
the considerable disparities that exist within the Euro-
pean Community and to bring about an even bigger
reduction in the next few years ?
Finally, Mr President, I would like to tell Parliament
about the results of an investigation carried out in the
Netherlands. This was an employment analysis
showing that in the Netherlands the share of young
people in the active population is going to fall steeply
in the future. ln 1970 the share was 29 % ; the figure
f.or 1977 is 24o/o but the forecast for 1980 is 200/0,
that for 1990 18 o/o and that for the year 2000 l4o/o.
This is partly a result of the extension of compulsory
and voluntary participation in education. Ve would
be interested to know what the equivalent figures are
for the other Member States. There is also a quite
different problem that affects the figures, because
when we look at the number of unemployed among
the young in the Netherlands we see that the male
workless account f.or 17 o/o of the active male popula-
tion, whereas the corresponding figure for women is
44o/o. Hence, the participation of female manpower
(including young people) in the work process is a
specific problem to which the Commission should
also give the attention it deserves.
Why do I conclude with these figures which are really
intended to show that the question could well solve
itself as the years go by ? The reason is that I wish to
make the point that it is extremely urgent to make
every possible effort to tackle the problem as it faces
us now in order to help the youth of today. Another
reason for quoting these figures is that I am
convinced that we must also solve the problem of
older workers. Here I am not thinking so much about
people of over 55 who, in my view, should gradually
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leave the work process so that we may arrive at a
bctter distributiorr of thc work available. But I am
thinking particularly of the 40-55 age grouP who lust
cannot fincl work becattse of the great difficulties in
ccrtilrr scctors. $7c rtcctl to givc special attention to
tlrese catcgories durrng tltc next few years. If, as a
rcsult ot tlris disctrssion, something is done about that
problern .rrrd tltc trrgent problem of unemployment
illrlolrS thc youth, the European Community may
pcrlr.rps <lcnronstratc again that its existence has some
rrreaning ancl that we cannot leave it to the Member
States to bring about thc desired changes in the social
stnlcture and to create worthwhile iobs.
President. 
- 
The dcbatc is closed.
,,/ 6. 5'tdttrtc lor ntignrnt worke r.t
President. 
- 
Thc next item is the Oral Question
witlr dcl>ate (Doc. 259177), by Mrs Cassanmagnago
Ccrrcttr. Mr Van dcr Gun, Mr Bertrand, Mr Ripa-
nrontr, Mr Martinelli, N{r Noi, Mr Granelli, Mr Vande-
wrclc arrcl Mr Pisoni, to tht: Commission, on a Statute
tor nlr.talant workers ;
ln vrcw of the fact that on 3l May 1977 the Committee
ot Mrrristers of the Council of Europe adopted the Euro-
pean Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant lVorkers
and rn January 1976 the Council of Ministers of the Euro-
pc'an Comntunitres approved the Actron programme in
favour of migrant workers and their famrlies, can the
Conrmission say :
(l) when it witt submit the Statute for migrant workers
rcquested by our group and by the European Parlia-
nrcnt on numerous occasions in the past,
(2) whether it intends to submit a Statute in conformity
with the Treaty of Rome and fundamental rights
giving particular attention to the legal, social and
cultural problems of this 'tenth European nation'?
I call Mr Granelli.
Mr Granelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am sorry to have
to spcak a sccond time this morning but the explana-
tory statement to this question should have been
nradc by Ivlr Pisoni, who has had to return to Rome
bccausc of an urgent commitment in the national
Parliament, and he asked me to take his place.
My task is nradc easier by the fact that this Parliament
lras frcqucntly discussed the problem of whether a
:ltatutc for migrant workers shouid be adopted or not
irrrrl wc know that hcre again, unfortunately, apart
fronr somc very interesting discussion at the level of
thc principles involved we have not made any
concrcte progress or passed any positive resolutions. I
rccall that this case for the definition of a statute for
nltgrflllt workers was also referred to Parliament via
pctitions from UNAIE and FILEF, two maior Italian
nrigrarrt workers associations with different political
leanings, but largely representative of Italian nrigrant
workers. Also, having the honour at this particular
period to be Under-Secretary of State for Emrgration, I
am in a position to add that this dcmand for grcatcr
statutory and constitutional sccurity for migrarrt
workers is generally shared by all migrant workcrs in
all the countries of the Community'
From the resolution tabled by Mr Califice in 197 l, wc
know that it was the Commission's cxplicit intcntiort
to submit a draft statute for nrigrant workcrs that
would also take thcsc Petitions into accotrnt. Evcr
since, the undertaking that such a statutc would bc
tabled and discussed has been reiteratetl wrth a ccrtain
monotony, in every debate on the social sittration, tltc
economic situation and thc situation of migrants. This
went on until 1976 when, in a changc of cttitudc, thc
Commission 
- 
referring to thc difficulties of ccrtain
Member States 
- 
said that submitting a <lraft stattrtc
immediately was out of the questiorl antl tltat it
needed more time for thought orr thc strbicct.
Today, we are again drawing the attcntion of thc
Commission to this problent, ancl we are cloing so for
a specific reason and that is that on.)l May this year,
as all Members will know, the Council of Europe
approved the text of a Convention on thc conditions
of migrant workers with definitcly widcr significancc
than that of the European Economic Community arrd
highlightrng subiects that arc of grcat inrportancc for
the living conditions of these workcrs.
The principle of this Europcan Cotrvcntiorr, approvcd
by the Council of Europe, is to achieve lcgal cqtrality
for migrant workers as regards Promotion, mcdical
inspections, tests of skill, travclling facilities, rcsidcnce
permits and residcnce in thc cotrntry whcrc the y
work, even if there is unemploynrcnt' Thc obicct of
this Council of Europe decision is to achtcvc cqtrality
of treatment in concrcte tcrnls amotlS all workers
regardless of nationality.
It seems to me that this Convcntion oncc agairr raiscs
the problem of revcrting to thc strbjcct hcrc in thc
European Economic Comnrunity and giving arl
immediate reply to the question tlrat has l>ccn ptrt'
In January 1976, the Council of Ministcrs of thc
Community approved a programlrlc of action for
migrant workers and their familics, arrcl I thcrcforc
think that the Commission should now be in a posi-
tion to tell us whether it intends to submit a draft
statute for migrant workers and if so whcn, and
whether 
- 
as Parliament 
- 
we shall bc consultccl on
an item of this kind.
I must say in all frankness, Mr Prcsidcnt ancl ladics
and gentlemen, that here in thc Europcart Commu-
nity we should consider the utility of such a statutc
for migrant workers. Of its vcry naturc, a statutc on
the rights of migrant workers woultl havc considcrablc
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nroral, policy and exemplary importance but it could
irlso nteet with the same fate as that met, in terms of
international order, by the Charter of Human Rights
that is so solemn and high-sounding but, sad to say,
largclv disregarded when ir comes to putting the prin-
ciplcs into practice.
Wc should thcrefore remember, as members of the
Conrnrtrniry, that a statute for migrant workers could
hirvc grcatcr value than a statement of principle on
civil, political and democratic equality for all workers,
but rt must not become an alibi or excuse for delaying
the ftrlfilment of the Community's duties under the
l'rcatics. The Treaties require us to introduce genuine
frcc nrovenrcnt of workers, not that set in motion by
the econonric leeway of certain countries and the
attraction of employment opportunities in others. rVe
nrust also cnsure that migrant workers, who are so
tuse iul whcn the economic situation is favourable,
should not have to foot the whole of the bill when
things go less well and countries run into economic
<lifficultics.
Wc sl.rould therefore make an effort not to be over-
takcn at European level 
- 
by the Council of Europe
say 
- 
in this matter. !7hat is needed, Mr President, is
a scrious initiative covering these and other points,
such as civil and democratic rights, participation in
government elections, the right to election in the
tradc unions, and full democratic and civil eligibility
for all thcse workers, in two ways : the speedy presenta-
tion of a draft statute for migrant workers and the
ncccssary steps to bring about, within the Community
ancl not merely in the form of recommendations but
in that of directives and regulations, the full applica-
tion of the provisions of the Rome Treaty as regards
thc free movement of workers and the democratic
rights set out in that same programme 
- 
as put
forward by Mr Hillery, when he was President.
Hcrc I am sure, although I know of Commissioner
Vredeling's sensitivity on this and other subjects, that
we shall have a definite answer. Parliament will be
ablc to support thc Commission in this field. \U(e
shoulcl not forget that we are approaching the elec-
tions in which we shall be trying to revive, and
present to the general public, a democratic image of
Europe. \We should not forget that the worker who has
left his counrry in difficult conditions and gone to
another is, in many cases, the victim of discrimination
in thc exercise of his rights and is perhaps the first
buildcr of Europe and perhaps the first to give the
examplc of a non-national effort towards the solution
of our problems.
Ve should try not to forget this when times are diffi-
cult. When there is an economic crisis, things may
not be easy but at least our conception of man and his
rights and equality should be scrupulously respected
by our Community.
I therefore hope that the Commission's reply on rhis
question will be encouraging and that our Parliamcnt
may be able to discuss the question of migrant
workers and their rights, because they are not second-
class citizens but citizens with full rights in thc democ-
ratic Europe we want to build.
(Applauv)
Presiderit. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vict-Prnitlcnt ol tlr Conni:.tion. 
-(NL) Mr President, the subject on which wc havc to
exchange thoughts is the Statute for migrant workcrs.
The intention of that statute is to givc migrant
workers from countries both within and without thc
Community the same position as subjects of thc
Member State itself, in other words ro do away with all
forms of discrimination in employment, in working
life and also in leisure time away fronr work.
Mr President, I know something about tltc cliscussion
on this statute from earlier experience. I hacl sonte-
thing to do with it in the Committce on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education when I was a
Member of this Parliament and now, a fcw ycars latcr,
I am still wrestling with the same qucstion that I
asked myself at the time : what is a statutc for nrigrant
workers ? And I have never had a satisfying answcr ro
it. \flhat does it add to the position of nrigrant
workers except the word 'statute' which, adnrittedly,
has a nice ring ? If there is nothing else to it then it is
an empty notion. And making statutes for special catc-
gories of population has its own dangers, Mr Presi-
dent, because the word 'statute' for a specific category
is really discriminaiory in itself. Now I know vcry wcll
that.l can put everything down on papcr 
- 
papcr
won't blush 
- 
but the point is: how can you makc it
come true ? Fine statements are no help to ntigrant
workers ; they do not improve their living and
working conditions.
The fact, Mr President, that it is taking us so long to
make any progress on this matter 
- 
and this applics
to Parliament as well 
- 
naturally strengthens the
feeling that a separate statute for migrant workcrs is
not really all that necessary. There was an occasion
when Parliament wanted it in the past. This was in
June 1974 when the report made by Mr rUTieldraaijcr
with reference to two petitions was being discussed.
This also raised the question of a statute and Parlia-
ment theh invited the Commission to make a pro-
posal on this matter by the end of March 197.5.
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza 
- 
I am not surc but I am
inclined to say in an unguarded moment 
- 
agrced to
this at the time but nothing was ever donc about it.
Parliament also exchanged thoughts on the subjcct
with Mr Hillery who, may I say, was somc.what morc
sceptical about its real relevance.
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However this may be 
- 
and leaving the past for what
it is 
- 
I would like to ask Parliament what such a
statute would really add to the situation of migrant
workers. To use Mr Granelli's words, what is really the
use of such statute ? How would it operate ? Because a
thing like this has to operate. I have the impression
that Parliament wants more than iust a statement of
goodwill and that it wants something concrete. As
regards this something concrete, Mr President, you
can think up what you like in such a statute but it all
has to be based on the Treaty of Rome. This provides
us with the compulsory instruments of regulations,
directives and general binding rules, which are also
used on behalf of migrating workers. 'We can also opt
for a recommendation to the Member States, but I
have a dreadful dislike of recommendations because,
within the Community, and certainly in the field of
social affairs, recommendations all have one thing in
common : they are never Put into effect by the
Member States. They are not binding; the Commis-
sion can frame them on its own responsibiliry. The
Commission's goodwill is certainly there and it earns
the praise and commendation of Parliament which is
always very nice, but it means nothinS. Such a recom-
mendation makes no proposals, unfortunately.
But we have made positive use of directives and regula-
tions in the framework of an action programme on
behalf of migrant workers, and there we were on
much more solid ground. As a consequence, we now
have free movement as defined by the Treaty, equal
treatment and equal pay for migrant workers in the
Community, the right for migrant workers to take
their families with them, a regulation on social secu-
rity for workers in the Community, also applying to
migrant workers, access to vocational training, and
guarantees as regards trade union rights and education
in the Community. This week there has been an
exchange of thoughts on education for the children of
rnigrant workers in the Community and on a declara-
tion of intent by the Council for migrant workers
from third countries. ttrfle also have the special
programme for migrant workers in the framework of
vocational training supported by the Social Fund.
All this, Mr President, is far more important than a
statute, it is legislation directly applicable in all the
Member States and which you can quote in the Court
of Justice if any disputes arise and that, in my
opinion, is by far the best way. I have far more confi-
dence in this kind of measure than in the drafting of
a statute whose legal effects are very indefinite' If you
apply such a statute and put it into practical effect
then regulations and directives become automatically
necessary. And then you can, of course, introduce the
regulations and directives, put them into a nice cover
and say : 'now we have a statute', but all I would say is
that we are just playing with words.
I would point out that there are other proposals for
migrant workers before the Council, for example the
standardization of claims for child allowances, so that
migrant workers receiving such allowances are treated
in accordance with the rules of the counries in which
they are working. There is a Directive with the
Council on illegal immigration and illegal work for
which we have been waiting for some time now 
- 
we
are also waiting for Parliament's opinion, but I under-
stand that this will shortly be available. And then we
have a number of things in preparation regarding
migrating workers such as the coordination of
Member States' policy measures regarding migrant
workers from third countries. At the moment this is a
matter for the Member States among themselves, and
we would be happy to exchange thoughts with the
Council on ways and means of introducing a Commu-
nity policy in this field with regard to migrant
workers coming from third countries' A regulation is
in preparation regarding social security for the self-em-
ployed in the Community, and this has a connection
with free migration. Lastly, the Commission is
working on an improvement in the finding of employ-
ment for these categories of migrant workers by intro-
ducing the so-called CEDOC system 
- 
in a country
like ltaly, for example.
This therefore, Mr President, is a number of measures,
of which some have already been converted into legis-
lation, some are with the Council and may become
legislation and some are being prepared by the
Commission. And the statute would add nothing to
them; it would take nothing from them, but neither
would it add anything.
There is also a Convention of the Council of Europe.
I know that the Council of Europe naturally does not
have the instruments that we have (regulations and
directives, etc.) which explains why the Convention
can only lay down minimum standards. Our standards
generally go a lot further. Still, the fact that the
Council of Europe should have brought such a
Convention into being has its significance for non-
Member States of the EEC.
But Mr President 
- 
and this will by my last point 
-
up to now I have not been able to discover any extra
binefit that a statute would add to the situation of
migrant workers except to say, whenever we wanted to
make use of it : for this or that principle we need
another directive, or on this point there has to be a
regulation. Right, but then it is an action Programme,
not a statute. So, Mr President, whichever way I turn I
always come to the conclusion that the statute for
migrant workers is a phrase that attracts notice but has
no further substance if you do not follow it up with
regulations, directives and binding measures. \flhich is
why I think that, in Parliament, we must not trail
along behind this empty word. \7e can simply say, if
you want to call it the statute for migrant workers, all
right ; but that, in fact, is concrete Community anti-
discrimination legislation aimed at equal treatment for
these workers in all Member States of our Commu-
nity.
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So, Mr President, if Parliament will follow me in this
approach, someone could 
- 
for all that I care 
- 
call
the provisions a statute and I could call rhem legisla-
tion and someone else could call them regulatory
powers, but it is all just a question of what word you
use. The important thing is that it should be clear that
our object is equal treatment via binding measures.
Mr President, I would like to point out that it is not
only in my case and that of the Commission that this
kind of consideration leads to these 
- 
to my way of
thinking 
- 
logical conclusions. The European Federa-
tion of Trade Unions, one of the most directly
concerned organizations we have in connection with
migrant workers, through the voice of the Permanent
Committee for migrant workers set up by the Euro-
pean Federation, also declared itself opposed to a
statute (the Statute of the Council of Europe) at a
recent meeting held on 2 and 3 June last. I would not
go that far, but this shows that the trade union move-
ment has objections to such a statute. Therefore, Mr
President, I think that Parliament would be better
advised to steer our activities on behalf of migrant
workers along the path of concrete legislation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would like to
thank Mr Vredeling for his extensive and clear answer
on a problem which he has described as semantic but
which nevertheless is important from the psycholog-
ical point of view, even though the word 'statute' may
not add very much to the siruation as a whole. A parti-
cular cause of concern for us is that we have several
times noticed a degree of deliberate vagueness about
the difference between two particular categories of
migrant worker in the Community, that is to say
migrant workers from third countries and migrant
workers who circulate within the Community of the
Nine and who are not therefore strictly speaking
migrant workers at all. Because the latter are subjects
of one of the Member States of the Community, they
have the right to expect the same treatment as the
other subjects of the Community of the Nine.
Vhether they live in England or Belgium, Italy or
Germany, they are citizens of the Community and as
such are entitled to enioy the same privileges as all
the other workers from the nine Member States of the
Community. I think we can all agree on that, and it
scenrs fairly clear to mc that there is no need to draw
up any statutes on thc matter. However, it is impor-
tant to realize that these citizens of the Community
shoulcl also be able to exercise certain political rights
irr thc countrics in which they live. The Treaty of
Rome naturally does not contain any express provi-
sions on this matter, but we expect the Commission
to take the rreccssary stcps to normalize the situation
inasmuch as it falls within thc compass of basic
hunran rights and is relevant ro the question of Euro-
pean citizenship, which the Commission is at present
working on. I am thinking, for example, of the count-
less Italians who have already been living for ten years
in Belgium. It would be only logical for these people
now to be allowed to participate in the election of
local councils in view of the contribution they make
to life in the community in which they have lived for
so long. 1J7e use the word statute precisely because we
want to add this aspect to all the other factors which
you have mentioned and which contribute to the
normalization of the situation as a whole. In this
spirit, I would ask you to take the idea of a statute into
account in addition to all the regulations, etc., which
will be necessary to ensure application of the prin-
ciple of non-discrimination.
'We now come to the other side of the coin, namely
the several million workers from third counrries who
live in the Community. These, of course, are here by
virtue of bilateral agreements with the governments
concerned. They are not covered by Community law.
Consider, for example, our relations with Turkey. This
country, an Associated State, accuses us of not wishing
to implement Article 39 of thhe Association Agree-
ment and claims that we do not want to take any
steps to promote the free movement of Turkish
workers. Consider also the problem of Greek workers,
of which there are many in the Community. Think of
the Portuguese. All of these happen to come from
countries which have applied for accession to the
Community. It should therefore be possible, in the
context of these applications for accession, to create a
favourable atmosphere if the Commission were at this
stage to adopt measures on behalf of these people,
who are not subject to the same laws as Community
citizens. This is what we see as the material signifi-
cance of the statute. For instance, Mr Vredeling could
summarize all the measures he has mentioned in a
brochure which would be made available on arrival in
a Member State of the Community to all workers from
other countries and which could be used as a statute.
I realize that this does not change the legal aspects of
the situation, but it is psychologically important for a
man to have a book containing a statute to which he
can appeal and which brings together all the relevant
information. At the moment it is impossible for
people to find all this information, which is spread
over a very large number of publications, which they
are not told about. It is particularly in this spirit that
we would ask you to tackle the problem from the
psychological point of view. lVould it not be possible
for the Commission to find a way of formulating a
statute with the political significance which we attach
to it7
I would be very grateful if you would take these
comments into consideration.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
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- 
(NL) Mr President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, when we discussed my rePort and the
resolution on the action programme for migrant
workers and their families in September 1975, the
statute was debated at great length because even at
that time, with all the discussion, it was not really
clear exactly how the statute was intended to improve
the situation of migrant workers. Like Mr Bertrand, I
would therefore make a distinction between workers
who come from within the European Community and
cannot therefore strictly speaking be called migrant
workers, and workers from third countries. It became
apparent yesterday, too, during the short debate on the
education of the children of migrant workers, that the
greatest difficulties arose in connection with workers
from Mediterranean countries outside the Commu-
nity. These people often feel that they are discrimi-
nated against, mainly as a result of specific difficulties
- 
the serious language barrier, and the enormous
problem of obtaining the rights which Mr Bertrand
mentioned, because they often find difficulty in
expressing themselves clearly in employment
exchanges and industrial associations, because they
cannot make it clear what they want, and because
there aren't enough interPreters, etc. Indeed, these
people could justifiably ask what sort of world they've
ended up in. This applies in some measure also to
workers from the Community itself. For example,
large groups of ltalians 
- 
even in the Netherlands 
-still have many justifiable grievances as regards educa-
tion, social security, health care, etc.
As we have seen, the Commission has devoted consid-
erable energy to this problem. which is a welcome
move. The action programme was well thought out,
and was cordially received in Parliament. We have
also seen that, although we failed to reach agreement
on the matter in plenary sitting, proposals for direc-
tives have already been submitted 
- 
and we welcome
this. I0fle now also know that the Commission is not
relaxing its efforts. I was particularly pleased to hear
Mr Vredeling say that an attempt would be made to
achieve some measure of harmonization as regards
bilateral recruitment agreements and to incorporate
such agreements in Community legislation, since at
the moment efforts to legislate often result in provi-
sions whrch run counter to the specific bilateral
recruitment agreements between the Netherlands and
Morocco, Germany and Tunisia, etc.
I am therefore very grateful to the Christian-
Democratic Group for putting this question on the
statute. Vaguc talk is not enough. Ve need concrete
action flnd practical measures. It is fortunate that we
now havc the opportunity to give some thought to
this matter. I would stress once again, as I did in the
debate on the action programme, that migrant
workers' organizations in fact do consider a statute to
be desirable. That much is clear. The Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment has held a number of
hearings on the matter in Rome, Bonn and lreland.
However, the migrant workers' organizations also
cherish a number of hopes in connection with the
implementation of the action programme, and I
wonder if we do not sometimes tend to talk over the
heads of these people. Thev can of course form groups
within the trade union movement, but the degree of
organization of foreign workers, and in particular of
*ork.ts from third countries, is not as high as that of
workers from the host states. It is often impossible to
reach these people properly through the trade union
movement and to meet their wishes and demands in
full. Nor can we gct an accurate idea of what the
migrant workers and their organizations want. Thus,
in our resolution, which was strongly supported by
Parliament, we included a paragraph to the effect that
the migrant workers themselves should be constrltcd
through their representatives on the implementation
of the action programme, the current situation, and
any difficulties which arise (such as those mentioncd
yesterday in connection with the children of migrant
workers from the Mediterranean countries). I fully
understand Mr Vredeling's reservations about thc word
'statute' 
- 
a general term which does nothing to
clarify the situation. However, we know that thc
migrant workers' organizations want such a statutc.
\Ve also know that the measures implemented do not
conform fully to the original plans. The Commis-
sioner should give some thought to the possibility of
bringing the various parties 
- 
including the trade
union movements 
- 
together for talks. \fle should
then try to exchange views on existing and future diffi-
culties with these people so that we can be as useful as
possible to migrant workcrs in our socicty.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I feel I should
say a few words on this matter. I fully agree with Mr
Vredeling that it is not apProPriate for Parlianlcnt to
keep talking about a statute which can serve no
purpose. If we carry on like this, next year wc can
expect another question on what has happened to thc
statute which Parliament would very much like to see
adopted. In my view it would be better to refer thc
matter back to the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education and ask it to prepare a
more detailed statement on a number of points 
-
some of which Mr Bertrand has already nlentioncd 
-
and submit this statement to the Commissioncr, with
whom, as I said, I fully agree. A numbcr of mcasurcs
have been adopted in favour of migrant workers in the
Community. We should all like to see a number of
another initiatives taken, particularly in thc political
field, for the benefit of migrant workers in third coun-
tries. Nevertheless, I believe that it would be more
sensible for the committee to hold talks with thc
Commissioner on what exactly is required at Prcscnt.
The Commissioner is not in favour of the idea of a
statute ; nor are a large numbe r of Mcmbcrs of this
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Parliament. \7e cannot go on like this. I would ask
the members of the committee to hold talks with Mr
Vredeling and then perhaps we could achieve some
progress on this matter. Such progress is urgently
needed.
President. 
- 
Mr Bertrand, I am sure you realize that
the Rules of Procedure stipulate rhat you may speak
only once in this debate.
Mr Bertrand.- (F) I should just like to explain one
point to Mr Broeksz. rJfle have received a petition,
dated 29 June 1977, asking, on behalf of several
migrant workers' organizations, that Parliament
should draw up a statute for migrant workers. This
pctition rs, at the moment, being considered by the
Committee orr Socral Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion ancl wc shall bc' submitting proposals to the
Commission on the basis of the petition.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rivierez to speak on behalf of
the Group of Europcan Progressive Democrats.
Mr Rivierez. 
- 
(D This debate is important because
it is an inclication of Parliament's concern to promote
fair treatn'rcnt for migrant workers. And it is particu-
larly rn-rportant to strcss thc need to ensure iustice for
all workcrs 
- 
whcthcr they come from the Commu-
nity Menrber Statcs or from outside the Community
- 
bccausc this clcbate follows a debate on the wide-
sprcad uncmploynrent in thc Community. This shows
that thc Contnrunity's conccrn for thc unemployed
has not n-raclc it ncglcct thc importance of fair treat-
nrent for nrigrarrt workcrs. However, Mr Vredeling was
right to stress thc lcgal aspccts of thc problem, which
iustriv his sceptical approach to thc idea of drawing
up a statute ior ntigrirnt workers.
\,)flc alrcarly havc the 1976 action programme of
nrcasurcs to assist nrigrant workcrs. This is in itself a
kind of clrartcr, clrawn up by Parliament and the
Corrrnrission ancl rrow atloptcd by thc Council, and it
is rn lrrrc with thc Council of Europe's Convention.
llrrt wc nrust rclncntbcr Mr Bcrtrand's point that it is
csscntral to drstirrgtrislt bctwccn ntrgrant workers who
arc natrorrals of Mcnrl;cr Statcs ancl thosc from thircl
courrtrics. The migrant worker who is a rrational of a
Mcrnlrer Statc is a cltizclt of thc Contnlunlty, cvcn if
not in narnc, and Iras frccdont of cstablishmcnt and
cnrl>loynrcnt anrl thc santc ccononrrc ancl civil rights
as thu nltronals oi the Mcnrlrer Statc irlivhich he has
scttltrl. Hc'nrc thcrc ts only orrc problcnr in rcgard to
thrs categorv of workcrs : political rrghts. $/c in Parlia-
nrcnt rrrrrl in thc Conrnrission lrave l>ccn corr:;ultcd on
tlt(' clttcstron oi thc spc,,ll rights to bc grantcd to
Conrnrunity nationals, whrchevcr country thcy arc
lrrrrrg rrr. -l'lrc problenr of rtrigrant workcrs who arc
rtatronuls ot Mcnr[.lcr Statcs is the problcm of thc
Corttrntrrrrty crtize rr o[ thc tuturc, which wc n]ust not
lcuvc ttrrrctolvc<I.
Apart from this, there is the problem of migrant
workers from third countries. Although Parliament is
not in favour of discriminating between workers, this
is a question of economic rights and not political
rights. In any case, my group has always had reserva-
tions on this point. It is unlikely that the Community
would draw up directives or regulations relating to
nationals of third countries working in the Commu-
nity. This is a problem that has to be dealt with by
means of bilateral or multilateral conventions betwecn
the States in which these workers are employed and
those of which they are nationals. Neverthcless, it is
possible to make recommendations ; the Council is
considering the question of thc basic rights to bc
granted to migrant workers front third countries arrd I
know that the trade unions are also giving thc nratter
their attenti<.,n.
I can understand that it would bc useful 
- 
as Mr
Bertrand says 
- 
to have an overall picturc of thc situa-
tion and to carry out a survey of thc mcasurcs takcrr
by each of the Member States to help migrant workcrs
from third countries.
This debate is therefore important becausc it will
encourage the Commission to givc thc mattcr furthcr
consideration and ensure that the Mcnrbcr Statcs takc
another look at the question; as for thc nationals of
the Member States, who, as I said, havc thc samc
rights throughout the Community, for them thcrc
must be proper social harmonization within thc
Community.
These are thc points I wished to raisc on bchalf of thc
European Progressive Dcmocrats ; nry group
welcomes this question becausc it shows that Parlia-
ment is concerned about social justicc and opposcd to
discrimination. However, as far as the lcgal aspccts arc
concerned, Mr Vredcling was right to point out that
declarations of intent are not enough; thcy nrust be
backed up by lcgislation for Comnrunity rrationills
working within thc Community. This legislation is orr
its way; but furthcr efforts arc necdcd.
As regards the othcr migrant workcrs, stcps ntust l)c
taken 
- 
not by means of dircctivcs, of coursc, but by
declarations or othcr ntcans 
- 
to cnsurc that thc
Membcr Statcs harmonizc thcir policics towards
nationals of thircl countrics, who havc madc such an
important contribution to our ccorlonrk 1>rogrcss and
anci dcscrvc to l>c trcatcd with the samc consi<lcrttiotr
as othcr workcrs ancl citizcns.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pistillo to spcak on bchalf of
thc Conrmunrst ancl Allics Group.
Mr Pistillo. (l) Mr Prcside nt. honourablc
Mcnrl>crs, as otltcr spcakcrs havc pointcd out thcrc has
bccrr 'prcssurc for a migrant's statutc for sontc corrsi<lcr-
ablc tinre. Thc lcgal, nroral anrl nrltcrial 1>osrtion of
the nrigraut workcr cannot bc lard tlowrt ntcrely by
bilatcral trcatics bctwccn tlrc Statcs corrccrnccl, as has
bccrr thc practicc r.rntil now.
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This practice has led 
- 
and could not have done
otherwise 
- 
to profound differences in the treatment
of migrant workers, to discrimination, and has given
rise to distinction and contrasts, as well as to a general
atmosphere of fear and anxiety, based on uncertainty
amongst the migrants themselves.
The need for a legal statute for migrant workers, there-
fore, has been recognized. This is what Mr Granelli
has called for, and it is what the Council of Europe
and the Council of Ministers of the European Commu-
nity have called for. This is why we consider the
present situation unacceptable, characterized as it is by
a lack of ability, or indeed of will, to resolve this
important problem.
The issue takes on a still more urgent asPect when it
is seen that the economic crisis with which Europe is
faced hits the migrant worker before anyone else.
Many of them are today out of work in the countries
to which they emigrated and are now returning to
their countries of origin in ever more significant
numbers.
Italy, which is the biggest exPorter of labour in the
Community, is today witnessing the return in ever-
increasing numbers of workers who had sought
employment abroad. \fle know that certain States are
opposed to the implementation of a legal statute for
migrant workers, precisely those countries in fact
which have made 
- 
and still make 
- 
extensive use
of imported labour. This opposition 
- 
let us make it
quite clear to them 
- 
is uniust from the moral and
political standpoints, it needs to be overcome through
coordinated action and by a serious commitment on
the part of the Council, the Commission and our Parli-
ament.
The problem has been widely discussed. There have
been concrete proposals, such as those referred to by
Mr Granelli from tl.re FILEF and the UNAIE, and it is
surprising to hear Commissioner Vredeling, Particu-
larly in the light of his ideas and his political past,
define the statute we are pressing for as being merely
an empty and hollow word. It is true that it should
not bc merely a statement of principle. The proposal
for a statute is not an emPty recePtacle, Mr Vredeling.
Read or reread the proposals made by the two largest
Italian migrant workers' organizations' Faced with the
present situation, we do not believe that we should
merely continue to make recommendations to he
Member States.
In our view, the statute should be a pact, an instru-
ment for unifying and defending migrant workers, a
collection of principles to be respected and defended.
The statute should also deal with the problem of
equal treatment of workers from Community coun-
tries with those coming from third countries, since we
cannot conceivably accept a position of discrimination
against immigrants from outside the Communiry'
Commissioner Vredeling says it is a question of
content and not of words. Certainly, content is the key
point. But why should we be frightened of using the
word 'statute'? \U7hat it basically comes down to I
have already referred to, and that is the opposition of
certain Member States. It is thus a question of political
will and the declarations emanating from the Commis-
sioner are anything but encouraging.
It is clear that migrant workers from EEC countries as
well as from third countries should continue in their
ioint efforts to obtain recognition of certain rights
and, thus, in obtaining publication of a charter, a
statute to which all can refer and to which all feel
bound. The idea of a migrant workers' charter is not
new, Mr Vredeling. It was already been called for by
migrant workers in France during the '30s' rUflould you
noi .gree, Mr Commissioner, that the construction of
Europe would receive an important boost though the
creation of a charter, a statute safeguarding the rights
of migrant workers ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President o.f tbe Conmission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I do not need to speak at length,
because I think this debate itself has made it very
clear that a quarrel over mere words is of no help. \7e
must act more incisively if we are to achieve our
purpose. Mr Bertrand thought that the word 'statute'
carried some special significance. Mr Rivierez used the
word 'charte'. There are of course all sorts of words to
describe a collection 
- 
I found that no such publica-
tion was being contemplated by the Community. I
think that is an omission. I might also add that,
within the modest budget available for social affairs, I
shall attempt to bring out such a publication, to be
made available through labour exchanges and so on,
to people who migrate within the Community. I shall
examine whether it is possible to Produce such a
publication. !7e may or may not call that a statute 
-
and the word may have a different meaning in one
language compared to another 
- 
but make a definite
statement now. We shall go into that in detail later.
Mr Bertrand again spoke about political rights. I
should like to point out that even the Council intends
to take action on this at Community level. I thought
that Mr Bertrand spoke rather too quickly when he
said that that of course cannot be within the frame-
work of the Tredties. The Council has declared its
readiness to speed up the activities undertaken to Sive
effect to Point I I of the communiqu6 of the Confer-
ence of Heads of Government of 9 and l0 October
1974 in Paris, concerning the recognition of special
rights for citizens of the Member States. These things,
including the right to stand in local elections, are also
receiving attention. I thus believe that this matter too
will be arranged, not by means of a statute, but in regu-
lations, directives or some other legal form for which
the Treary provides. We have at all events Article 2.1-5,
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which has already been mentioned this morning in
another context. Certainly with a view to the Euro-
pean direct elections, all this means that the regula-
tion in question can be kept within the framework of
the Treaties, and it can be seen as a logical outcome
of the European elections that migrant workers should
have a right to vote and stand in elections in the local
area where they live. I therefore believe that this can
be arranged by means of the normal legislative
Process.
Finally I turn to what Mr Albers said about consulta-
tions with the organizations involved. I am of course
always prepared to arrange this. These consultations
are in fact already taking place. 'We are in constant
contact with the trade union movement, particularly
on this question of migrant workers. They have
included a special group for migrant workers in the
trade urrion movement, whose secretariat is provided
- 
how could it be otherwise 
- 
by Italian members
of the movement. I therefore believe that there are
guarantees on all sides that the interests of migrant
workers will be cared for properly at Community
level. The question remains whether we should have
another special conference about this. I would point
out in passing that the Permanent Committee on
Employnrent is also considering these questions. This
is an existing institution in which employers and
employees are already represented. If a conference is
nccessary in order to reach the objective of integrating
migrant workers into our society. I shall not hesitate
to call one.
Mr Rivierez probably supports the conception that I
have put forward. Mr Pistillo, who holds to the idea of
the statute 
- 
I appreciate his good intentions 
- 
has
not succeeded, however, in making it clear to me what
elcment the statute adds to existing legislation. In my
opinion it is unable to do that by definition, because
wherever there are grounds for action, it must be
dircctly translated into legislation within the Commu-
nity. Hencc there is no basic difference of opinion
whatsoevcr between Parliament 
- 
or those who want
thc statute 
- 
and the Commission. The fundamental
objcctivcs are completely in accord with one another.
The only thing is the form of legislation, and that is a
sccondary matter, in my judgment. We do not need to
quarrel about this. I therefore think, with the assis-
tance of the cxamples which Mr Albers and Mr
Bcrtrarrd have given us, that we can progress together
along the road orr which we have set out.
(Alrlrld il.\()
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The procccdirrgs wrll now be suspcncled and resumed
at .l p.nr.
The sitting is suspended.
(7'ht.tittittu u'.t.\.ltslxnlcd dt l.l0 fi.nt. and rc.ttttnal
trt 3.20 p.nt.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
7. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the final part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. 269177).
!7e shall continue with questions to the Commission.
Question No. 12, by Sir Brandon Rhys N7illiams:
Is the Commission satisfied with progress towards the
creation of a true common market for insurance ?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President ol tbe Conrmission. 
-(NL) Mr President, knowing your preference for short
answers I could confine myself to a straightforward
'no' as an answer to this question. Perhaps I may
briefly add that the Commission is indeed not content
with the progress which is being made in liberalizing
the insurance sector.
'We now have a first directive, adopted in 1972,
dealing with the coordination of the indemnity insur-
ance business and a decision on the directive on
co-insurance may shortly be expected. A proposal for
a first directive on life insurance was submitted in
1973 and now, although almost four years have
elapsed, it is still under discussion in the Council
Then there is a suggestion dating from December
1975 for a directive on the creation of the free perfor-
mance of services for a certain group of insurance cate-
gories, which alter 2l months, is still under discussion
in Parliament itself, so that the work in the Council
will also be delayed.
It will not be possible to arrive at a common insur-
ance market unless these proposals are adopted and
implemented by the Member States. I should there-
fore appeal to Parliament and to the Council to make
an effort to achieve more rapid progress.
Sir Brandon Rhys tl7illia I urge the Commis-
sion most strongly to recognize the importance of this
issue. It is not only significant for people all over the
Community who provide insurance services, but also
for the many millions of Community citizens who
would benefit from a more broadly-based and more
competitive insurance industry.
President. 
- 
Since its author, Mr Caillavet, is
abesent, Question No l3 will receive a written
answerl.
Question No 14, by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, has been
PostPoned.
I See Annex.
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Question No 15, by Mrs Kellett-Bowman:
lVhat assurances can the Commission give that the
number of staff in the Directorate-General responsible
for Regional Policy will be adequate to deal with the
tasks arising out of the new European Regional Develop-
ment Fund ?
Mr Giolitti, fuIetnber of the Commission. 
- 
(I)Unfor-
tunately the Commission is not able to provide the
honourable Member with the information she desires.
Indeed, I should point out that in 1975, the year in
which the ERDF and the Regional Policy Committee
were set up, the Directorate-General for Regional
Policy found itself faced with a large number of tasks
under conditions which were certainly difficult.
Politically, it was vitally necessary to assure that the
Fund was launched under the best conditions
possible, and this meant that the Directorate-General
had to concentrate its limited staff in the services
most directly involved in administering the Fund, ;
this consequently resulted in a structural insufficiency
in the services whose job it was to draw up the overall
analytical and conceptual framework for the Commu-
nity regional policy, and to ensure coordination with
other Directorate-Generals and externally.
The Directorate-General for Regional Policy has thus
needed strengthening for some time, both to get to
grips with the precarious situation in which it has
found itself during the past few years, as well as to
tackle the new and extremely urgent tasks which will
emerge from the Community Regional Policy guide-
lines which are at present under consideration by the
Council, following adoption of the proposals by the
Commission.
I would like to point out in conclusion that other
Directorates-General are also undermanned, if not
perhaps to quite the same extent, despite sustained
efforts to re-allocate the Commission's administrative
staff. I think that each of Parliament's committees, in
its own field of responsibility, will be able to apprec-
iate the situation I have so briefly referred to. The
Commission therefore hopes that Parliament, as a
budgetary authority, will draw the necessary conclu-
sions in this respect.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
!7ill the Commisstoner
accept that I am exceedingly dismayed by his reply,
particularly when one adds it to the comment by
Commissioner Tugendhat in the budget debate on l3
September to the effect that the approach by the
Council to the Commission's staff request is
disturbing, since the staff situation is increasingly
acute and seriously impairs the Commission's ability
to implement existing policies and prepare new propo-
sals ? May Parliament hope that the Commission will
take a very strong line with the Council on the matter
of staffing in vital directives ?
President. 
- 
I understand that Mr Kavanagh the
author of Question No 16, will shortly be present. His
question will therefore be answered later.
Question No 17, by Mr Coust6, has been postponed.
Since its author, Mr Berkhouwer, is absent, Question
No 18, will receive a written answer. l
Mr Meintz, author of Question No i9, also seems to
be absent.
I call Mr Vredeling for a procedural motion.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-president of the Conntissirtrr. 
-Mr President, I do not think that it is maintaining the
standards of the Parliament that so many Members are
not present. I take the floor not for myself but for my
colleague . . .
(Applause)
. . . I did not ask for his permision before taking the
floor, but he came from Brussels yesterday, specially
for one question.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
May I point out that this
question was officially withdrawn and retabled, and,
with respect, that must have been before Mr
Gundelach had in fact left Brussels. It was done very
early first thing yesterday morning.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Agreeing frankly, Mr President, with
what Mr Vredeling rebuked us with, is this not also
the moment to suggest that it is high time that ques-
tions were put in what one would call 'ministerial
order' in any of our national parliaments, whereby
they would be lumped together so that a Commis-
sioner would take all his questions at one point ; then
rather than dragging Commissioners to and fro there
would be some kind of order in the way that the ques-
tions were put down by the table office ? Frankly,
what has happened this afternoon underlines the need
for that kind of reform.
President. 
- 
Mr Dalyell, we recently adopted the
principle whereby the questions to the Commission
would be taken at sittings on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
and arranged in chronological order and according to
the terms of reference of the different members of the
Commission, while the questions to the Council
would be taken on \flednesday.
It is only to be expected that this new procedure will
cause a certain amount of inconvenience at first.
I See Annex.
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I see that Mr Meintz is now present. Question No. 19
by Mr Meintz :
Has the Commission decided on any action in connec-
tion with the growing volume of steel rmports from
Eastern Europe at prices lower than those of the Commu-
niry? /
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President ol tbe Commission. 
-(NL) | am able to state that there has in fact been
considerable increase of imports from Eastern bloc
countries. Nevertheless the EEC is, overall, a very
large net exporter to these countries. However, if one
examines the Community's balance of trade with indi-
vidual Eastern bloc countries, quite large differences
can be seen. There is a clearly positive balance in
trade with the USSR, Poland, Romania and Albania
and a very negative balance with the other countries.
This is according to the data f.or 1976. The provisional
statistics for the first half of 1977 show a slight drop
in imports from the whole of Eastern Europe, but a
rise in certain products from some Eastern bloc coun-
trics, and this is particularly true of imports from
these countries into the Federal Republic of Germany.
The average prices of most steel products originating
in Eastern Europe lie around a level which is far lower
than the selling prices of factories in the Community,
and the Commission will shortly make a statement on
the problems which confront the Community in this
sector.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
\Thether there is a favour-
able balance of trade or not in any given year, is the
Commissioner satisfied with the testing of the ques-
tion whether thcse goods are being sold at a genuine
pricc, or whether they are dumped ? \flhat criteria
does the Commission adopt in the case of a totali-
tarian country whcre there is no genuine market, and
wherc prices arc totally managed ?
Mr Vredeling. (NL) The Community has anti-
dumping provisions which can certainly be applied to
thc East European countries. As you said the Commis-
sion is not satisficcl wrth the present situation, and
notably, my colleaguc, Mr Davignon, is examining the
nrattcr ancl will shortly present the Commission with
his iclcas, aftcr which the Commission, as I said
bcforc, will makc a statement on thc subject.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
ls thc Commission in a position to
publrsh an estinratc of thc actual costs of production
of the various typcs of stccl in the East'ern European
countries, or rr tl)osc countrics with a free market
ccorronry i'
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(,\'L1 ihc honouralllc Member will
krrow thc rlrffrctrltics in obtarning precise data, particu-
larly fronr thcsc countrics. I cannot answcr his ques-
tlon ul detail but it seems improbable to nle that wc
have e x.rct (liltil on tlrc prodtrction costs of stccl, 1>arti-
cul.rrlr rn thc Lor.ultncs unilcr tliscttsston hc'rc.
President. 
- 
Question No 20, by Mr Howell, has
been postponed.
At the request of its author, Mr Radoux, Question No
2l will receive a written answer.r
Question No 22 by Mr Herbert :
Is the Commission considering measures which would
allow imports of New Zealand cheese into the Commu-
nity after 3l December 1977 ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President ol thc Conrnission.
- 
The answer is briefly 'yes', subject to the following
circumstances. Under the Dublin Agreement, there
were certain special terms established for imports of
cheese in declining quantities up to the end ol 1977.
From I January 1978, under the Dublin Agreement,
the Community has no obligations, contrary to the
case in regard to butter.
But the Dublin Agreement asked the Commission to
submit a report on the situation concerning New
Zealand cheese exports before the end of the year.
Consequently, we are considering this matter. \Ufle
obviously have to take into account the difficult dairy
situation on our own markets, and also the problems
in New Zealand, which is a close trading partner of
ours. Finally, as the Dublin Agreement itself sets out,
we have to consider in particular our continued
cooperation in the international context as negotiated
in the multilateral trade negotiations. Since these
negotiations are entering an important phase the
report will not be available until later this autumn.
Mr Herbert. 
- 
How does the Commission justify
the continuing entry into the market of New Zealand
cheese, when already within the market there exists a
massive surplus of dairy products, largely contributed
to by the continuing importation of butter from New
Zealand, and would not the Commission agree that
the first step in the reduction of these surpluses would
be the application of the concept of Community pref-
erence ?
Mr Gundelach. Naturally, the Commission
respects the rules concerning Community preferences,
lut the Commission also has to respect international
commitments which it has entered into.
(Crit.t tll'Hurr, htar !)
Thc amounts of butter and cheese we are importing
from New Zealancl are in accordance with these agree-
ments, and the Commission intends to keep these
agree ments.
(Afplut:t)
I Sce Annex
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Mr Price. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that his
reply will have gone some way to reassuring those
people in New Zealand who feel that there is a delib-
erate attempt not to honour mr.rltilateral agreements
and to stifle these imports, and is he aware that it is in
nobody's interest, not even in the interest of anyone
in Europe, to allow New Zealand to become impover-
ished ? Can he stand up to the pressure which he is
clearly under to go back on multilateral agreements
and stick to his present line, which many of us find
gratifying ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I have answered that question,
and shall only add that I do not think that in the end
I shall have overriding difficulties in getting the
Community to abide by its international obligations.
As far as cheese imports in 1978 are concerned, it is a
matter of consideration of an agreement, as I said, not
a specific obligation, as in the case of butter, but we
have an obligation to consider it, and this shall be
done.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Has the Commission done any work
at all on what one might call the elasticity of demand
for cheese ? Is there any conception as to whether, if
the price was somewhat lower, remarkably more
cheese would be consumed ? I ask this purely
interrogatively because I do not know; but it does
seem to many of us who face bitter complaints from
our constituents about the price of cheese, to be a rele-
vant question.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
Questions of price elasticiry are
always relevant questions, but they are not always easy
to answer. There has been a philosophy that foodstuff
prices tend to display low elasticity. I think experience
over the past four or five years has demonstrated, in
particular in regard to somewhat more expensive food-
stuffs 
- 
I am not talking about luxury foodstuffs 
-that price elasticity is higher than one thought it was ;
and that certainly applies to cheese as well as to meat.
President. 
- 
Question No 23, by Mr Nyborg :
Does the Commission intend to accept devaluation of
the Danish green krone in line with that of the Danish
krone ? If not, why not ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President o.l' tbe Comnti.r.tion.
- 
The proposal referred to by the honourable
Member was made by the Commission to the Council
on 30 August, and was adopted unanimously by the
Council on l3 September.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should perhaps
have withdrawn this question, as I already knew the
answer before the sitting opened today. However, I
wish to put a supplementary question. I should like to
ask the Commissioner the exact reason why it took a
relatively long time before the proposal for the devalu-
ation of the Danish green krone was approved, and
whether the Commission is contemplating submitting
a proposal to change the procedure involved, making
it possible to act more rapidly in similar cases in
future ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
Mr Nyborg, one did react
speedily because the Commission proposal was
launched the day after the Danish devaluation took
place, and from the moment the Commission propo-
sal was made no Danish green krone was introduced,
so the effect so far on the Danish application was
brought about de facto on the day after the devalua-
tion. The reason why the final Council decision came
later was that the Council decided not to take the deci-
sion in the course of the so-called written procedure,
but wanted to await the next ordinary meeting of the
Council, which was at the beginning of this week. It is
a procedural matter, and nobody has been suffering
from the formal delay.
President. 
- 
I see that Mr Kavanagh is now present.
Question No 15, by Mr Kavanagh:
Is the Commission aware that a weed-killer containing
dioxin 
- 
the Seveso disaster chemical 
- 
is used in
Ireland, and, if so, is it satisfied that the safety regulations
regarding its use are adequate, or will it consider the advi-
sability of proposing the suspension in the Communiry
of the use of this or any other product containing dioxin,
until such time as the proposed directive on dangerous
industrial activities has been adopted and implemented ?
Mr Giolitti, hlember o.f' the Connission. 
- 
(I) The
Commission is aware that such a herbicide, specifi-
cally that known as 2,4,5T, is in use in all Member
States except Italy. As was stated in the answers to
written questions No 432176 and 35177, this herbicide
may contain extremely minute traces of dioxin, which
are subject to official control on the part of the respon-
sible authorities of the Member State concerned.
On the basis of present knowledge, it can be said that
use may be made for research purposes of herbicides
containing 2,4,5T which satisfy the relevant standards.
Nevertheless, handling of products containing dioxin,
even in small quantities, should be accompanied by
extreme precaution in view of the fact that the safe
exposure limits ('no effect level') for man are still
unknown.
The Commission will continue to study and keep
under surveillance the use of 2,4,5T and take into
account any new information that becomes available.
Moreover, as it has already said in its answers to oral
questions 053176 and 056176 and to written question
No 779175, the Commission intends, with a view to
preventing the repetition of serious accidents, to
submit to the Council in the near future a proposal
for a directive for the control of dangerous industrial
activities.
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Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Vhat progress has been made of
late in drawing up the directive on dangerous indus-
trial activities which the Commissioner has
mentioned, and will the proposed directive cover the
situations that I have mentioned in my question ?
Mr Giolitti. 
- 
(l)The proposal for a directive that I
mcrrtroned will be discussed for the third time on 13
ancl 14 October next by a group of government
experts. This proposal is intended to lay down suitable
accident prevention and control measures for certain
industrial activities which are dangerous to human
beings and the environment by virtue of the nature of
thc manufacturing process and the type of substances
ru sccl.
It also provides for the setting up of a data bank on
dangcrous manufacturing processes and on first aid
nl ea5 U rcs.
President. 
- 
Question Time is now closed. I thank
the' rcpresentatives of the Council and the Commis-
sion for their contributions to our proceedings.
I call Mr Broeksz for a procedural motion.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I said nothing
whcn Mr Vredeling made his remark because it was
completely just. I would, however, like to point out
that Parliament has divided the time available for ques-
tions to the Commission into two, so that no one
knows in advance whether his question will be
answcrecl cluring the first period or the second period.
Thus we have people present on Tuesday, expecting
an answer to their question, while the question is not
answerecl until Thursday. It is not clear whether one
can, on a Tuesday, give the Bureau the name of a polit-
ical group colleague to deputize on the Thursday if
one cannot be prescnt oneself. If you could perhaps
make a clear statement about these oral questions,
statrng that if one can no longer be present on the
Thursday, onc still has the opportunity, on Tuesday,
to Brvc the nanre of a group colleague to take the
place of the qtrcstioner. Because that is not clear at
thc monrent.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Derek Walker-Smith.
Sir Derek Valker-Smith. 
- 
May I also refer briefly
to Mr Vredcling s very natural cxpostulation and repri-
nrand to thc absent Members of this House. He, of
course , speaks with almost unexampled experience,
bccausc as a Mcmber of this House I suppose he has
tablcd nrorc qucstions to the Commissiorr than
anybody clse in thc history of the Parliament.
(l..ttt:<ltt(t')
Mr Prcsiclerrt, it has lorrg been the scemly practice of
thc Hotrsc of Corrrnrorrs that when a Mcmbcr is for
any rcasorl prcvc'rrtcrl fronr being in his place in the
Chamber to ask an oral question he is expected to
communicate that fact in advance, first to Mr Speaker
and secondly to the minister who is to answer the
question. \flould it not be appropriate, Mr President, if
you issued written guidance to the Members of this
House asking them to try and follow that procedure,
at the same time consulting with the Commission as
to whether it is possible to confine it to one communi-
cation to be passed on in good time to the Commis-
sion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, I have already given
notice of this point of order concerning questions to
the foreign ministers of the nine Member States,
which must be on topics of considerable importance
to everyone. \fle have three days and three types of
questions. The Council only attend on one day of the
three, although there are two categories that affect
them. Thus, they only reach those questions tabled
under category No, and therefore we rarely, if ever,
reach category three, the questions to the foreign
ministers.
I would therefore ask the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions to look into this, otherwise
we are going to find that no one from the Council
attends on the day for questions from the third cate-
gory. Could a deputy perhaps be sent ? The first time
my own question was included I was told the Council
were not prepared to answer. I was ready with my
supplementary question today, but the system of
procedures is such that I am simply exercising theoret-
ical democratic control as a backbencher, which in
practice means nothing.
I would ask that this matter be brought before the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
to establish whether it is worth our while having a
third category of question which we are not going to
reach, and when, even if we do, there is going to be
no one from the Council of Ministers prepared to
come to answer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Mr President, there are some very
important matters being drawn to your attention. I
would iust like to say that Sir Derek \U7alker-Smith is
in error. \7hat he described is not current practice in
the House of Commons. rVith reference to the other
point, if the recommendations of the Committee on
the Rules of Procedures and Petitions are followed, I
am not quite sure that the practice brought into effect
this week is on all fours with our recommendations.
Ve specifically recommended that there should be
opportunities given in each plenary session for ques-
tions to be asked of the foreign ministers. That has
not occurred this week, and I hope that steps will be
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taken to ensure that both the Commission, the
Council and the foreign ministers be given the oppor-
tunity to answer questions put by Members.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Derek rUTalker-Smith.
Sir Derek rValker Smith. 
- 
Mr Hamilton is wrong
in saying I am in error about the convention of the
House of Commons : I have been a member of the
House of Commons a good deal longer than he has, I
know what the conventions are ; they remain the
proper and seemly conventions, even if Mr Hamilton
and some other find it proper not to honour them. So
I must adhere to what I said and respectfully ask you
to give consideration to my suggestion, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I shall take Mrs Ewing's point first. It
was decided that Question Time would be held as
follows:
- 
questions to the Commission : three-quarters of an
hour on Tuesday and three-quarters of an hour on
Thursday,
- 
questions to the Council and to the foreign minis-
ters: one and a half hours on 'lTednesday.
The time is thus the same, the only difference being
that that questions to the Council are all taken
together on the same day. If any question to the
Council of Ministers or to the foreign ministers has
not received an answer, it is not because the time has
been reduced, but because there are so many ques-
tions.
To take the point raised by Mr Vredeling and other
speakers who followed him: Mr Broeksz has very
aptly pointed out that, as I announced on Monday, the
arrangements have been modified and the period for
questions to the Commission divided into two periods
of three-quarters of an hour on each Tuesday and
Thursday. !fle are obviously having some teething
troubles with this procedure. I would point out that
some Members of Parliament, knowing that they
would not be able to be present, indicated that they
would be satisfied with written answers or that they
wished their question to be held over until a
subsequent part-session. I believe that is the practice
we should follow.
The situation will doubtless improve when we get
used to this new procedure.
I call Mr Blumenfeld.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D)Mr President, as Parliament's
rapporteur for political cooperation, I have consulted
with the chairman of the Political Affairs Committee,
and we agree that we cannot accept your interpreta-
tion of the rules for answering questions put to the
foreign ministers meeting in political cooperation or
to the Council of Ministers 
- 
in any case, the ques-
tions are answered by the same person, namely the
President of the Council of Ministers who is at the
same time the representative of the foreign ministers.
I would ask you to ensure that a certain period is set
aside for answering questions to the foreign ministers.
As you pointed out, there were so many questions to
the Council of Ministers on yesterday's agenda that we
did not have time to deal with questions to the
foreign ministers. If, therefore, you set aside one and a
half hours on the Wednesday of the part-session for
questions in these two categories, could you ensure
that a specific period is set aside for questions relating
to political cooperation to be put to the representative
of the foreign ministers ? Otherwise there will be no
opportunity in this Parliament to discuss matters of
foreign policy and questions put to the foreign minis-
ters, to which we all attach considerable importance.
(Applause lrom aarious quarters)
President. 
- 
I take note of your statement Mr
Blumenfeld. I would point out however that normally,
no difficulties of this kind have arisen, since we have
usually managed to consider all the questions.
Yesterday, however, there were some questions which
took an unusually long time, in particular questions
concerning direct elections to the European Parlia-
ment and its seat, which took up some of the time set
aside for questons on foreign policy. Your proposal
that part of the one and a half hours for questions to
the Council should be set aside for questions on
foreign policy will be submitted to the Bureau.
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President it is of impor-
tance that all Members should know that when a ques-
tion is not answered in the first period they can then,
on the same Tuesday, inform you or the Bureau that a
political group colleague will take their place on
Thursday if they themselves cannot be present. It is
not know whether it is possible to do this on the
Tuesday, and it seems important to me that everybody
should know that he can do it.
President. 
- 
Paragraph 3 of the guidelines relating
to question time states :
A question may be answered only if the questioner is
present or has noti{ied the President in writing, before
question time begins, of the name of his substitute.
That is the procedure that should be applied.
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-Presidcnt of thc Comnti:;sion. 
-(NL) Mr, President, my colleague Mr Burke is not
here, otherwise he would undoubtedly have asked to
speak on this point of order.The Commission did by
chance discuss these matters last \UVednesday, and Mr
Broeksz is right in pointing out that it is important
that for various reasons a Member of Parliament
cannot put his question on Tuesday, he can request a
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deputy for the Thursday. But, if I am well informed
and followed the discussion in the Commission, the
new procedure which has now been introduced in
Parliament came into being after consultation with
the Commission. The Commission did draw attention
to the possibility that when they are present on the
Tuesday, in many cases it is not possible then also to
be present on Thursday in Parliament. I should like to
bring this practical difficulry to the Assembly's atten-
tion. The suggestion has been made whether it is not
possible to be somewhat stricter, if the question
cannot be dealt with on Tuesday for some reason. Is it
not possible, as on Thursday, to answer the rest of the
questions in writing also, in the case when the
Members of Parliament concerned are not present ?
Otherwise we shall have very great difficulties of a
practical nature concerning the presence of Members
of the Commission in Parliament.
President. 
- 
The rule that if the questioner is not
present, his question will receive a written answer.
That is the procedure we have been following today.
However, if a request for a postponement is made, and
it is received in good time, the question will be put
again at the following Question Time.
I think we have now spent quite enough time on
procedural matters, which we thought had been
resolved at Monday's sitting. This Assembly obviously
needs procedural problems as much as it needs the air
lt breathes.
(L.tillhtt0
t). Ctu't)'-ottt' o.f upproprittions 
.front 1976 to 1977(Vott)
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motion for a resolution contained in the Report (Doc.
275177) by Mr Cointat on the carry over of appropria-
tions.
I put thc nrotion for a rcsolution to the vote.
Thc rcsolutron rs acloptccl.
9. Dttltt fnt&t.tttt,q in tht Conntililit-l' (Vott)
President. 
- 
Thc ncxt itcm is the votc on the
l'llotron tor a rcsolutrorr contained in the report by Mr
Cotrsti' (Doc. 215177) on a four-year programmc for
thc <lcvclopnlent of inforn-ratics in thc Community.
I c,rll l-ortl llcssborough for a proccclural motron.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr Prcsrclcr.rt, in rcgarcl to
thi' report, thc Horrsc gcncrally is known io acccpt
the rc.olutrort it. rt wholc wrth thc cxccptlon oi para-
gr.rph 2c.'l'herc rs a prolllcrrt Itcrc. I ltavc Anrcncl-
r.ne rrt No I tlowrr. which .rrks the Comnrrssiorr to with-
tlr,rw thcse proposrls. On tlrc other hand, Mr Coustc
h.r..{rrrerrtlnrcrrt No 2 tlow'n, wltrch asks that thc
Commission should amplify the proposals. Now my
amendment on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
truly reflects the position of that committee. However,
in consultation with the chairman of the committee, I
am now suggesting, although I do not like to propose
verbal amendments, that we might accept Mr Coust6's
amendment if it were possible to substitute for the
word'amplify' the words bring up to datt. \7e would
do that in view of the assurances the Commissioner
gave yesterday that he is prepared to reconsult
industry, reconsult the users and the component
manufactures. If it were possible for the Committee
on Budgets to go along with the House, I know that
within the Committee on Budgets there was at any
rate one Member who would like these proposals to
be withdrawn altogether. The actual amendment,
however, reflects precisely the wording at the end of
the opinion which I drafted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, I do not want to pick a
quarrel with Lord Bessborough at all, because I agree
with much of what he has said on this, but if on a
point of order you are going to allow him to say that
of course the House generally accepts it all, apart from
one paragraph, may I be permitted to say that I do
not. I think the whole thing is drivel from beginning
to end, and wish to register my vote accordingly.
(Laughtcr)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Cbainnan o.f tfu Committcc on thc
Budgets. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I
do not think that we need register such a formal
protest as Mr Dalyell is suggesting. Yesterday evening
after the debate 
- 
I feel the House should know this
- 
I talked to Mr Davignon and he said that if Parlia-
ment asked the Commission to withdraw its proposals
he would no longer have a basis for discussion with
the people concerned. Ve should bear this in mind.
Secondly Mr Davignon assured and he also
made this clear in the debate 
- 
that we would take
steps to ensure that when the relevant items of the
budget were being considered in the rourse of the
budgetary procedure further information and propo-
sals from thc Commission were available. I think that
in the circumstances, ladics and gentlemen, we can
follow Lord Bc'ssborough's suggestion. The Commis-
sion's proposals are no longer applicable to the
circumstanccs and must be brought up to Cate. .we
havc Mr Davrgnon's assurance that this will be done
and this is what Lord Bessborough has suggested in
hrs oral amendment. I would therefore urge you to
givc your approval. I fccl that this will also be an
acccptablc solution to thc chairman of thc Committec
on Economic and Monctary Affairs, who was the
co-author of Mr Coust6's amcnclnrcnt.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Brown.
Mr Brown. 
- 
Mr President, we have now heard
three speeches prolonging the debate on this particu-
lar subject. All these points and more could have been
made during the debate, and according to the new
procedure these texts ought to be put to the vote
without debate. I do believe we are going too far
beyond our limits, Sir, and I do object.
(Cnu o.f 'Hrar, bear !)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I think that the previous speaker
is quite right, but it is also true that we are entitlcd to
put oral amendments to the vote, and this is the case
here. I would therefore point out, Mr President, that
we have two written amendments. As I understand it,
Lord Bessborough has withdrawn his amendment and
replaced it by another amendment, tabled orally,
which has been approved by the chairman of the
committee. I think, therefore, that an oral amendment
can be put forward, provided that its meaning is clear
to all those present. As Mr Brown rightly says, we
should not start another debate, we should simply vote
on these amendments.
President. 
- 
The first point to consider is the proce-
dure as regards the right to speak. The rapporteur, M
Coust6, is not present. His place can be taken by Mr
Glinne as Chairman of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, on whose behalf the report was
drawn up.
The second point is that during the voting procedure,
only the rapporteur or his substitute may state
whether he is for or against the amendments. But here
we have an amendment being submitted during the
voting procedure, and that is contrary to the Rules of
Procedure.
Mr Lange, I must ask for arrangements agreed to by
the Bureau and approved by the plenary Assembly to
be adhered to during the proceedings. If we continue
to raise procedural questions we will totally disrupt
the conduct of the proceedings and the voting pro-
cedurc itself.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Cbairnrtn o.f tbc Conntittce on Bttdget-t.
- 
(D) Mr President, I do not want to complicate the
matter further, and I quite agree with what you have
just said, but in thrs case we must ensure that the
debate is brought to a proper conclusion. Yesterday
evening the Member of the Commission responsible
for this question was the last speaker, and the rappor-
teur, Mr Coust6, did not have the opportunity to speak
again. Ve had left it to Mr Coust6 to decide what argu-
ments he should put forward as to whether or not the
amendment tabled by himself and Mr Glinne should
be altered. However he did not have the chance to do
so because the President, for some reason, simply
closed the debate, and my colleague Mr Brown is
therefore mistaken on this point. !7e were unable to
say what we wanted to say yesterday, and we therefore
wished to raise these points today. Furthermore the
Bureau should take care to ensure that the President
does not close a debate prematurely.
President. In that case, Mr Glinne, the position
would seem to be that the report is not ready to be
put to the vote, since the rappporteur has not had an
opportunity to speak. The only other possibility is that
the vote will have to be taken at a subsequent part-ses-
sion.
Tertiun non datur.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne, Cbairman o.f tbe Comntittee ort
Economic and fuIonetary Aft'airs. 
- 
(F)Mr President,
I feel that that this is rather a pointless argument.
!flhat exactly is the problem ? I have tabled an amend-
ment which has been considered and accepted by the
rapporteur, Mr Coust6. In his final speech, Mr
Davignon explicity stated in winding up the debate
that he agreed with the content of our amendment
and that unfortunately he could not accept the amend-
ment submitted in writing by Lord Bessborough. I
think that the situation was made quite clear in the
protracted debate we had yesterday ; Mr Coust6, Mr
Davignon and myself were entirely in agreement. I do
not feel that we should still be arguing about matters
of semantics.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I do not want to
prolong the debate, but I am somewhat surprised at
your definition. If, for example, two amendments have
been tabled before the requisite deadline and the
House agrees on a compromise which more or less
covers both amendments, and a majority votes in
favour of it, it must be admissible ; it cannot be
formally rejected. Forgive me for saying so, Mr Presi-
dent, but if this were the case we should never achieve
a compromise, for example in budgetary questions,
and compromises are absolutely essential in view of
the conditions in which we have to vote.
President. 
- 
Mr Glinne has stated that the amend-
ments were taken into consideration, while others say
that they were not. If they were, the rapporteur must
be allowed to say whether he is for or against, before
they are put to the vote. If they were not, I cannot put
them to the vote at all.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I agree with the President's inter-
pretation but Mr Lange claims that there is no reason
why we should not discuss the matter further. It is
true that both amendments have been discussed, but,
as he says, not everyone who warrted to had a chance
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to speak. Mr Yeats, who was'in the Chair at the time,
closed the debate without giving Mr Coust6 time to
speak as had been intended, and Mr Coust6 would
have suggested this compromise at that stage if he had
had the chancc. The point at issue is not the Presi-
dent's interpretation. In this he is quite right. The
question is whcther the debate was closed prematurely
last night and therefore not properly concluded and, if
thrs is thc case, whether it should now be continued.
This is rcally what Mr Lange and others are arguing
about.
President. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's proceedings
statc that Mr Yeats, in the Chair, declared the debate
closed. However, I will ask the Chairman of the
Conrnrittcc on Economic and Monetary Affairs, who
is deputizing for thc rapporteur, to Sive his opinion
orr the anlcndments.
I call Mr Glinnc.
Mr Glinne, Chairndn o.f thc Contnittee on
Economit .tnd lVlon(t.t,1' A|fairt. 
- 
(F)Mr President,
irr the amcndnrent I tabled to paragraph 25, which
has bcen agreed to by Mr Coust6, I tried to take the
Con-rnrittec orr Budgets' conclusions into account as
far as possible. This amendment refers explicitly to
thc rcscrvations cxprc'ssed by the Committee on
Budgcts. Btrt the purpose of our amendment is to
retain thc appropriatiorrs of 8ti m u.a. and to ensure
that, as the Committee on Budgets has suggested, the
Conrnrission holds appropriate consultations with all
the irrdustrial and commercial associations, both of
nrarrufacturcrs and consunrers, in the data-processing
scctor. We must rely on thc assurance given by Mr
Davignon ycstcrday that thc consultations that were
initiatcd sonrc trmc ago will continue and I personally
fccl tlrat thc amcnclnrent I tabled with Mr Coustd is a
faithfrrl rcflectiorr of ycstcrday's debate and its conclu-
sion.
I do not therefore sce why it rs nccessary to introduce
ame ndnrcrrts, evcrr oral amendme nts 
- 
although
Mcnrbers arc of course cntitled to do so 
- 
which
coulrl l>c irrterprctcd as a criticisnr of the Commis-
srorr's actror-rs up trll now. I thcrefore feel, Mr Presi-
clcnt, tlrut we slrould uplrold thc amendnrent which I
nrovcd irr ycstcrclay's clcl>ate, with thc agreement of
the rapportcur, Mr Cousti'.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bcssborough.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr Presidcrrt, I anr quitc
certarn that if wc lrad l>ccrr ablc to have this debate
lirst rrrght, Mr Cousti' woulcl havc bccn happv to agrce
to this amcnclnrcnt, whiclr is only a vcry nrinor
clrangc but thc Conrnrittcc orr Budgcts to attach
irlrportancc to it. Ilut rrcitlrcr of thcsc anren(lments
was moved last night, therefore there was no debate
on them at all, and therefore I was hoping that this
oral compromise might be acceptable. It is accepted
by the chairman of the Committee on Budgets and by
several other speakers, and I would be most grateful,
Mr President, if you would put this oral amendment
to the vote. In that case I will withdraw my Amend-
ment No I ; otherwise we shall have to vote on
Amendment No l, and maybe we shall have to carry
it, which will mean the withdrawal of the proposals.
President. 
- 
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to
25 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 25 are adopted.
On paragraph 26 I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No I by Lord Bessborough, calling
for this paragraph to read as follows :
26. asks the Commission, in view of these reservations,
to withdraw its proposals for a four-year programme
for the development of informatics in the Commu-
niry and to re-submit a multi-annual programme
after adequate consgltation with all the industrial
and trade associations covering both* manufacturors
and users in the data-processing sector.
- 
Amendment No 2 by Mr Glinne and Mr Coust6,
calling for this paragraph to read as follows :
26. asks the Commission, in view of the reservations
expressed by the Committee on Budgets, to amplify
its proposals for a four-year programme for the deve-
lopment of informatics in the Community and to
submit an additional multi-annual programme after
adequate consultation with all the industrial and
trade associations covering both manufacturers and
users in the data-processing sector;
Finally there is the oral amendment by Lord Bess-
borough, calling for the word 'amplify', in Amend-
ment No 2 by Mr Glinne and Mr Coust6, to be
replaced by the words 'bring up to date'.
I put to the vote Amendment No l, which departs
most from the original text.
The amendment is reiected.
I put amendment No 2 to the vote.
The amendment is rejected.
r0flhat is Mr Glinne's opinion on Lord Bessborough's
oral anrendment ?
Mr Glinne, Chairntn o.f the Contnitttc o,,
Econonic tnd Monttt4' A_ffitirs. 
- 
(F) In view of
the way the voting has gone so far Mr President and
in order to bring this item to a satisfactory conclusion,
I would agree to replacing the words'amplify its prop-
osals' with 'bring its proposals up to date'.
President. 
- 
I put Lord Bessborough's oral amend-
ment to thc' vote.
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The amendment is adopted.
I put paragraphs 27 and 28 to the vote.
Paragraphs 27 and 28 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
10. Econornic and trade relation.s between
the EEC and Portugal
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Bayerl (Doc. l87l77lrev.), on behalf of the Committee
on External Economic Relations, on economic and
trade relations between the European Communities
and Portugal.
I call Mr Price.
Mr Price, deputl' raPporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am
here, I might explain to my colleagues, as acting
rapporteur on this occasion, although I have been
acting as rapporteur for some little time now, so I feel
I have almost earned the lob of a full rapporteur.
This report has been with the Committee on External
Economic Relations for a very long time, and I think
we are all pleased that a procedure was found, after its
postponement in July, under which it could at last be
considered by the Parliament. In one sense, the report
on the trade relations between the EEC and
Portugal, approving the Additional Protocol and the
Financial Protocol, is a completely routine matter. But
it lies in a context which makes it much more than a
routine matter. Indeed, in the present context, the rela-
tionships between the EEC and Portugal are quite
vital, not only for the two bodies themselves, but for
democracy in the lVest.
Portugal's economy, as I shall outline futher shortly, is
in a very weak and difficult state. The immediate
essential is that the additional protocols which enlarge
on the relationships established by previous protocols
should be used to the utmost to help the Portuguese
economy to recover from its present appalling diffi-
culties ; then, in cooperation with Europe, it can build
up its economy so that it can take its place, as many
of us hope, in the European Economic Community
and make the transition from being an associated
State to being a full Member.
\(hat the motion for a resolution does is to ask Parlia-
ment first to approve the Additional Protocol and
then the Financial Protocol. \7e have an amendment
down from the Committee on Budgets and another
one on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. I
am sure the one from the Committee on Budgets,
which is a regular amendment put to all these trade-re-
lation agreements, is quite acceptable to the
committee. I know the one from the Christian-
Democratic Group about whether the protocols actu-
ally need ratifying in each individual country of the
Nine is more controversial, but I shall say no more
about that for the moment.
Now, under this protocol it has been possible for the
European Investment Bank to make 200 m. u.a. imme-
diately available in loans to Portugal, in addition to a
further 150 m. u.a. as emergency aid. This, in itself,
shows how quickly and immediately the European
Communities have been able to give some help to
Portugal.
As this motion for a resolution makes clear, there are
two immediate urgent requirements. The first is to
diversify the Portuguese economy, so that it is not as
totally reliant on tourism and the remittances from
migrant workers as it is now, and secondly to increase
the productivity of Portuguese industry, so that they
can overcome the two great difficulties that are facing
them at the moment, namely a completely unaccep-
table high rate of inflation, and a balance of payments
problem which must be resolved immediately. Onc of
the reasons for their balance of payments difficulties
is the very sudden drying up of the supply of raw
materials from the former colonies, and I think we
must applaud the way the Portuguese Government,
amidst all its internal difficulties, has done its best to
solve the problems of its colonial empire ovet a
period of a couple of years, whereas most other coun-
tries in Europe that had colonial empires took very,
very much longer over this particular process. lVhat it
is clearly hoped that this protocol will make possible
is that, as a result of reducing tariffs, the agricultural
exports from Portugal which, as the report makes
clear, are the first hope of the Portuguese to begin to
reduce their balance of payments problem and
increase their exports, will find a better market in
Europe. But in the longer term, and far more impor-
tantly, it is essential that we use the economic arrange-
ments between Europe and Portugal to build up and
invest in Portuguese industry so that Portugal does not
have to be nearly so dependent on agricultural exports
as she is at the moment.
So far, Mr President, I have talked about the sort of
technical economic way in which I hope that this new
era of trade relations between Europe and Portugal
can in fact assist Portugal, both economically and
politically. But it is my belief that in passing this
motion for a resolution today we are doing something
very much more important than simply agreeing to
economic arrangements between the Communities
and Portugal. uflhat I hope we will be doing, and what
I hope will be the spirit in which the Portuguese will
take this resolution when it is passed, is manifesting a
spirit of cooperation, a spirit of understanding and a
spirit of solidarity which we in the nine countries of
Europe are showing to a country such as Portugalt OJ C 241 of 10. 10. 1977.
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which has so recently emerged from many years of
fascist dictatorship, and has had to build up democ-
ratic institutions in a very short space of time.
Although we will be discussing Portugal, I am quite
sure, next month and for many months to come, in
the context of enlargement of the Community, the
great advantage of bringing this motion for a resolu-
tion forward to this part-session of Parliament is, I
believe, that Portugal needs to feel from the European
Parliament and all the European Institutions a sense
of solidarity, a sense that we are behind them in their
difficultie".
If I could just go through one or two more points in
the motion for a resolution. It makes it clear that we
in Europe understand that it may be necessary for the
Portuguese to protect their industries from time to
time from the sort of penetration which, if it took
place, could knock the economy completely sideways.
I hope we all accept that that will be necessary, and
that we will pass this resolution and follow up the
spirit of it in future months, having said that we
realize Portuguese industries will need protection.
This also mentions the problem of Portuguese
migrant workers in Paragraph 7 and calls for all neces-
sary measures to ensure that Portuguese migrant
workers within the EEC enjoy equal treatment with
national workers. I hope also that in our discussions
on that subjcct, in the future, we will not ,iust pass this
as a pious resolution and feel that we have done our
job in doing that, but that, having passed it, we will
try to follow it up and give some reality and meaning
to it.
The motion for a resolution also refers to the need to
build up industrial investment in Portugal and put
right thc ycars of ncglect. I very much hope that the
sort of ard that Europc has been able to give Portugal
and the aid which has come from many other parts of
thc world will bc able to go towards doing that. I
think that paragraphs 10, ll and l2 are among the
most inrportant in thc nrotion for a rcsolution, and I
lropc that they will bc sccn in that way. In them we
arc re cogrilzrng that Portugal needs two things. It
necclt frnancral rcsourccs, not only from thc EEC, but
also fronr thc individual countrres in thc Ninc. I think
Ircrc rt rs farr to say that thc Fcdcral Republic of(lt'rnranv has, in bilatcral arcl towarcls Portugal, been
cxtrcnrcly gcrrcrous an<l workcd very hard to make
surc tlrirt tlrc l)ortuguesc cconomy rs butlt up. I think
orre ought to l)rrv a trrbutc thcrc.
lhrt not orrlv tlocs l)ortrrgal ncctl nrorrcy. Hcr pcoplc
nceri \onrc solrrl:u ity f ronr this l)arliamcnt and
cvcrvol'rc rrr [:trro1>c, and.r fcclrng that wc are with
tlrcrn. llct,rure thcrc w.r\ a general tcclrrrg, Mr Prcsi-
rlerrr, rlr,rt we wrll [rr: tlrsctrsstng e rrlargcn-rcnt of thc
Corlnrurrrtv vcry \oon, wc did not go as far in this
resolutrorr to spcll out tllrt sort of solitlarity in cxact
terrrs. Ithirrk rt rs pertectlv pcrrnrsstble tor nrc srnrl;ly
to nrentr()n ilr thrs r1>cech the sort ol tlrrng that thc
whole committee was thinking of. !fle werc very
much hoping that when the foreign ministers of the
EEC meet in political cooperation, even during the
period of application, some method could be found
for Portugal to join in that political cooperation,
because in their relationships with Latin America and
other parts of the world they have as much to bring to
Europe as we have to give to them.
'We were also hoping that the political cooperation
should not simply extend to the ministers, but also to
this Parliament itself and that some means would be
found under which this Parliament could have joint
parliamentary links with the Portuguese so that the
sort of questions raised by the Portuguese application
to join the Community could be discussed.
It is not possible in our view to separate completely
the very severe political problems that Portugal has
from the economic problems. The political problems
of the very short term which are connected with her
difficulties in putting the economy right and working
an infant democracy, and the political problems of the
longer term raised by her application to join the
Community are very much bound up together. rVe
very much hope that this motion for a resolution will
give the Portuguese people, and their Government
and prime minister the sort of confidence and cheer
which will help them set about solving those
problems with revewed vigour.
That is all I want to say except to restress, Mr Presi-
dent, that the amendment from the Committee on
Budgets is one which is absolutely normal for all
motions for a resolution of this kind and, when the
time comes to take it, I am quite sure the committee
will have no objection to it, although it has not actu-
ally discussed it formally.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martinelli to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Martinelli. 
- 
(l) Mr President, honourablc
members, I should like to begin by offering Mr Pricc
my warmest compliments for the brilliant fashion in
which he has replaced the rapporteur, and I should
like to say that his detailed analysis of the thirteen
points of the resolution relieve mc of having to go
into the fine print of the text of the agreements and
allow mc instcad to limit myself to a few general
remarks, withor.rt losing sight of the fact that today's
discussion on thc Aclditional Agreement and thc
Financral Protocol concludcd betwecn thc Commu-
nity and Portugal constitutes a step of major political
sign if ica n cc.
I should likc to l>cgin by making two remarks of an
cconomic naturc. Thc first is that thc European
Comnrunity is far and away Portugal's rnost important
clicnt and supplicr. Just undcr onc half of Portugucsc
forcign traclc is with thc Conrmunity ; thc scconcl is
that thc Portugucse havc a major dcficit in thcir tradc
with the Conrmunity.
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Two figures are enough to illustrate this situation. In
1975, Portugal's trade deficit with the Community
amounted to 349 million units of account ; in 1975
this deficit had almost doubled to around 545 million
u.a.
This situation has become particularly serious at a
time when Portugal all know, and as Mr
Price just pointed out with such clarity is going
through a difficult period politically, seeking a form of
society which will meet the hopes of its citizens,
following the extremely long period of dictatorship ;
in this situation, therefore, the Community has done
extremely well, in the light of political and economic
developments, to conclude with Portugal a supplemen-
tary agreement to that signed in 1972 and the finan-
cial protocol, both of which are aimed at the imple-
mentation of goals not only of interest to the Commu-
nity, but also, specifically, of projects and that is the
principal objective of the financial protocol intended
to stimulate the economic and social progress of that
country.
The Portuguese economy is going through a grave
crisis, whose main features can be summed up as
follows : an increase in population 
- 
the resuh, inter
alia, of. the number of citizens returned from the over-
seas territories; alongside this increase in population
is growing unemployment, exact figures for which are
difficult to give: according to the most trustworthy,
unemployment is hovering around 500 000, ie. just
under 20 0/o of the working population, and this
against a total population of less than l0 million;
inflation, which is at present estimated at about
30 % ; and the difficulties encountered by industry in
obtaining the necessary large-scale investment, which
has resulted in industrial production stagnating or
growing only slightly in recent months ; and an agri-
cultural sector which, whilst employing 
- 
according
to 1976 statistics 
- 
27 o/o of the working population,
accounts for only 160/o ot gross national product.
Under these circumstances the Community speeded
up the conclusion of the new agreements 
- 
which
had been requested, it should not be forgotten, since
June 1974 
- 
and included in these agreements the
development clause, which has often been discussed
by our Assembly 
- 
a clause which gives Portugal the
opportunity to develop its relations with the Commu-
nity more closely than in the past, extending coopera-
tion, inter alia, to the industrial and technical sectors
as well; it has also backdated by one year, as we know,
the final abolition of customs duties on imports into
the Community of industrial products originating in
Portugal, a step that was to have come into force on I
July this year and instead has been backdated to I
July last year.
In the case of agricultural produce, the new commer-
cial protocol whose scope, let's face it, has not been
broadened that much 
- 
has nevertheless granted
further dury reduction for certain categories of agricul-
tural presewes and for specific rypes of wine in the
context of the tariff quotas which have, in part, been
extended.
But 
- 
as I pointed out initially 
- 
the Communiry
has also concluded a financial protocol, and in this
connection it is worth recalling that the Portuguese
Parliament is in the process of adopting in hard-
fought debates several stringent proposals by the
Soares Government intended to bring back order to
an economy troubled by serious, even if in part explic-
able, social unrest.
According to the news we are receiving from Portugal
- 
not all of which can be rapidly verified 
- 
a three-
year economic recovery programme is to be imple-
mented, involving initially the creation of 200 000
new jobs and a programme of residential building;
the total investment will amount to some 15 000
million dollars and this figure puts into perspective
the modesty of the aid which the Communiry has
been able to provide so far. If we are to have interna-
tional financial cooperation it is essential that a policy
of this kind be launched in Portugal so as to provide
the indispensable guarantees the country needs to reor-
ganize its agriculture so as to restore confidence for
the investments it so urgently needs, and to reduce
public expenditure in a sector 
- 
nationalized under
the pressure of social unrest at the time of the libera-
tion 
- 
which is an ever-increasing burden on
national resources.
On the subiect of this extremely audacious three-year
programme, we know from experience that there are
inevitably major organizational difficulties which
come between the plans for such programmes and
their subsequent implementation : in this case,
however, the programme under consideration in
Portugal is accompanied by administrative and social
provisions, such as internal labour discipline and
certain restrictions on the right to strike and the
spread of cooperatives, which will go some way
towards improving the chances of implementation.
Now, the financial protocol provides for aid
amounting to 200 m u.a. over five years, in the form
of European Investment Bank loans, with 500 m u.a.
being lent at an annual interest rate of only 3 0/o at a
cost to the Communify of 30 m u.a.
These funds are in addition to the special emergency
aid which was already granted to Portugal in October
1975 
- 
amounting to 180 m u.a. 
- 
and it shoud be
borne in mind that EFTA too, of which Portugal
remains a member pending clarification of its rela-
tions with the Community, is considering the possibil-
ities of earmarking a part of its own industrial develop-
ment fund as aid for this country : further aid 
-about $ 750 million worth 
- 
has come from a group
of industrialized countries, together with Venezuela,
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for tackling the most urgent needs of the balance of
payments.
I should also like to add 
- 
and here I associate
myself with what Mr Price said 
- 
that special credit
should go to the Federal Republic of Germany for its
help in the context of Community and bilateral solid-
arity with Portugal.
All this help makes it possible for us to regard Portu-
guese cconomic progress, while still precarious, with
somewhat less concern, although that does not mean
wc can disregard the problems which will arise on its
becoming part of the Community economy; but since
we shall, I hope, be debating these problems next
nronth I shall not go on, as Mr Price did, to an
analysis of the main political aspects.
Mr Prcsident, I shall now come to an end. Portugal is
at present in the most difficult stage of reorganizing
its economy and finances. \7ith an exhorbitant
primary sector, partly nationalized, with a foreign debt
which approaches $ 2 000 million, with a need to
import $ 200 million worth of food this year alone, it
is facing difficulties which can not easily be fitted into
the European economy. This is a fact which we
cannot overlook, but we should also recall another
fact, and that is that whoever supports Portugal in its
prescnt efforts will be making a contribution to the
consolidation of its democratic institutions and there-
forc to the consolidation of all the democratic institu-
tions of Europe ; that is why the Christian Democratic
Group will vote in favour of the protocols which we
arc considering which, I repeat, constitute a step
forward in the process of European democratization.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice-Prcsidcnt
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
bchalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I am very glad
of thc opporturrity to take part in this debate. Before I
do I think I must, in the way that we do in the House
of Commons, declare an interest, in that I am a
director of two snrall companies which operate inside
Portugal, one in the resin business, the other in
ti nr bcr.
Having saicl that, may I turn now to congratulate the
rapportcur for thc way he has put forward the report. I
think it is a vcry happy coincidence that it has come
forward rrow, in this month, to give us a sort of
previcw to the debate which we are going to have on
the. larger issuc in Octobcr. I think one has to take
carc, Mr Prcsiderrt 
- 
and I anr going to be very brief
ln my intervcn1i911 
- 
not to trespass too much on the
wrclcr issucs which are always, and are bound to be,
uppcrmost in our nrinds concernlng the aclhesion of
Portugal as one of the countries who have applied to
join the Communiry.
My own personal knowledge of the country is more
confined to the North of Portugal, round the Oporto
area and north of that, Verde da Costello and the
forest areas beyond it, rather than down in the South
where there have been particular problems. Both Mr
Price and Mr Martinelli, have underlined the diffi-
culties which exist economically at this moment in
Portugal : they are well known and there is no point
in rehearsing them yet again. Portugal is in the gravest
difficulry economically : it has an unemployment
problem which is extremely grave, though funnily
enough this problem seems to be more concentrated
in the Lisbon area and the South rather than up in the
North which is the part which I said I know a little
about.
In the few brief remarks I am going to make, may I
turn to the agricultural aspect of the Protocol, which
is of real importance. Mr Price did not mention it all
that much, and I am sorry that the rapporteur for the
Committee on Agriculture, Mr Cifarelli, has not been
able to attend to give us the benefit of his knowledge
on this particular subject. As the House will know,
apart from the straight loan which is being granted, it
is in the agricultural sector that the maximum impact
of the revised Protocol is going to be felt, and I would
say to the House that if they have not already done so
I hope they will take the time to read the very short
opinion from the Committee on Agriculture
concerning this, because it does set out quite clearly
that there are going to be serious problems, not only
for the Portuguese agricultural economy but also, I
must say this to the House, for the agricultural
economies of those parts of the Community, such as
southern France and Italy, where comparable produc-
tion takes place. The effect of the revised Protocol
which we have signed is that imports into the
Communiry are very rightly being made more easily
accessible. I not read it all out, because it is all here
and everybody can see for themselves, but I would say
to the House that there will be problems in some
sectors, including tomatoes, sardines and some of the
wine areas. Of course the House will understand only
too well what I am talking about.
The other point is this, that it is quite extraordinary
that at the moment 28 o/o of the working population
in Portugal are employed in agriculture. This is a
fantastic figure if you think of what the figures are
within the Community. In the United Kingdom they
are perhaps the lowest, with 2'3 0/o of the working
population, but even if you take the level of 12o/o as
it is in France and some other countries, there is still
an enormous difference. So there is really even now
an agrarian society in Portugal. And I think almost
l4 o/o of the gross national product of Portugal comes
from the land. But although it is of great importance,
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the structure 
- 
and let us be quite clear about it 
- 
is
excessively weak, and the reason I am making this
point is that I do hope that the aid which will be
given, the grants and the loans which have been
agreed under the extended Protocol, will very largely
be devoted to helping first of all to modernize the agri-
cultural sector of the Portuguese economy and
secondly to helping those who are working in agricul-
ture to move out of it, as has happened in countries of
the Community, so that they will be able to go into
industrial production in areas not far from where they
are working at the moment in agriculture. That is an
extremely difficult thing ; it needs a great deal of
caution, it needs a gteat deal of money 
- 
much more
than has been talked about under these protocols 
-and unless it is done I think Portugal is going to go
through an extremely difficult time. Moreover, the
Community in the course of time will have to bear
some of the burden, because the imports coming in
from Portugal will continue to flow into the Commu-
nity, causing difficulties among Community
producers.
All I would say in conclusion is that I welcome the
thrust of this report and I would call to the House's
attention the problems which exist and are going to
increase in the agricultural sector following the renego-
tiation of the Protocol. I hope indeed that the House
will accept this report presented by Mr Price. I believe
it is a step in the right direction, and perhaps later on,
when we have a fuller debate on the whole question
of accession and so on, we can go into greater detail of
what needs to be done to help the Portuguese
economy to avoid the slough towards which it is
moving at the moment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NL)Mr President, in common with my colleague, Mr
Haferkamp, who is more familiar with this subject, I
should like to congratulate the Committee on
External Economic Relations and the rapporteur on
the first great work that they have done by setting
down a great amount of data in the report on the situa-
tion in Portugal. Mr Bayerl's report on the economic
and commercial relations between the EEC and
Portugal gives a clear and vivid picture of the situation
in Portugal and at the same time gives a very exact
survey of the state of relations between that country
and the Community.
The Commission can give its full agreement to the
motion for a resolution. It emphasizes the need to
strengthen the existing links between Portugal and
the Community by expanding them to those areas
which go further than simple trade relations, such as
the financial, agricultural, industrial, technological and
social sectors. The Community has already recognized
this necessity and has made efforts towards closer
cooperation with the signing of Financial and Addi-
tional Protocols in 1976, which was the first step
towards further integration of the economies of both
sides. Today there was also a reminder of the fact that
Portugal submitted an application on 26 May of this
year for accession to the European Community.
In doing this this country has clearly associated itself
with Europe and at the same time expressed the wish
to go further along the democratic road which it has
successfully embarked upon. You yourselves have
underlined the political and economic importance of
this decision in this debate and this decision will also,
in the Commission's opinion, continue to lie at the
foundation of all our relations with Portugal.
Mr President, I, like Mr Scott-Hopkins, do not believe
it is necessary to expatiate further on the significance,
particularly the political significance, of Portugal's
application, together with those of Greece and Spain.
The Commission will very shortly be devoting a
special meeting to this in view of its importance. lWe
know also that Parliament will shortly be holding an
exchange of views on this subject. I am glad that Parli-
ament has in this debate shown itself to be delighted
with Portugal's application. The Commission has still
not taken up any definitive stand on this application;
I do not believe it is appropriate for me to give my
personal opinion on the matter, but the way in which
I am dealing with it, I think, may give you some idea
of how I personally react to this question.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
11. Agenda for the next .titting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Friday, l6 September 1977 at 9 a.m., with the
following agenda.
- 
Procedure witbout reltort
- 
Oral question without debate to the Commission on
charges for telex lines
- 
Hughes report on herring stocks
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at ).10 p.m.)
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ANNEX
Que.stions to the Comnti-rsion whicb cou.ld not be antucred during Question Tine, witb
wrrtlen antwe$
Qutstion b1 Alr Caillatet
Subject : Commercial support for European profects
At a time when a number of European proiects such as 'Concorde' and 'Superphoenix', fully satisfac-
tory from the technical point of view, are encountering difficulties, due largely to the absence of a
realistic Communrty commercial policy does the Commission intend, in accordance with the
purposes for which it was set up, to adopt a more forceful and innovative approach ? What proposals
could it bring forward in these circumstance ?
A nsu'er
A Communiry policy to support sales of advanced technology products can only be realistically
conccrved as part of a coherent overall policy for the industrial sector. However, since there would
obviously be delays of some ycars before a Commission proposal approved by the Council could be
cxpcctcd to bear fruit, ;oint projccts submrtted by any two or more Member States would almost
certainly receive Community political and commercial support in the interim period. This is precisely
thc positron takcn by the Commission with regard, in particular, to aeronautics, with its action
programnrc for thc aeronautics sector published in October 197.5.
Vhere the existence of obstacles to international trade can be ascertained, the most useful role the
Communrty can play is to lay down common internal EEC guidelines on these problems, and to
approach them in the contcxt of wider negotiatlons wrthin, for example, GATT or the OECD.
Qut'tiort h.1' rltr Btrkhouu'cr
Sul),c(t: [)unrping of clcctric motors by East European Countries
ls thc Conrnrission awarc of the serious difficultics faced by manufacturers of electric motors in
varrous Mcnrbcr Statcs as a result of the dumping of electric motors by East European countries,
wlrrrh rrr \onrc c,lses arc soltl at pnccs barely excecding the cost of the raw materials used for electric
r.notorr nranutacturc(l nr thc Conrnrunrty, and will it takc action agarnst this practice ?
.4nttt r
'l'ltt Contrrrssron rs;lwalc ol those 1:roblcnrs, ancl rn partrcular of the prolrlcm of thc low prices of
tlte.t rrrrPorts.
Vrth .r vrcw to rlarrfying ancl scckrrrg a solutlon to thrs problem, the Commrssion opened drscus-
\ror)\ nr 197(. wrth t:rstcrn bloc courrtrics that ;rrc mcnrt:crs of GATl' (Poland, Romania and
lJurrg,rly) ()wrrtg trt rlrtttrcnccr rn thc rntcrprctatrorr of thc facts, it provccl inrpossiblc to achrl:vc any
ttirtctct. rcsults.
'l ltt (.ornr.nrrs,lrt dclcg.rtron strc\\('(l tltc trrgcncy oI tlrc situatron, which is lcatilng to a growth in
[lll)()rl\ ilrt() (ertnil] Nlt'rrrbcr St,rtcs, rrr nl,ilry cascs at allncirmally low priccs.
'l h. ('onrnrrssrort ltoPt's tltrt thrr will rcsult tn tlre statcs cottcerrtctl, whosc attcntion is drawn to the
clrornrou) l)rol)l('nr\ thrs treater tor Oonrnrunity industry, taking thc ncccssary mcasurcs, rn partrcular
rlt(.1\urc\ t() rnll)ro!('tltc rtr,rrkct sltuatlorr by ntcart.0f prrce changcs, as nruch rn the rntcrcsts of
llrt rr owrr ( xl)()tt\, ,r: ol (,0rnntrrnrtv ut(lll\try
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Question b1 lllr Radoux
Subiect : Mediterranean agriculture
Can the Commission state when it will submit the report requested by the Council of Ministers on
Medlterranean agriculture ?
Ansutr
The Commissron in the spring submitted a communication to the Council outlining the main diffi-
culties in Mediterraean .giicuiture and the type of proposals it intends to submit to deal with these
problems. Ve shall endeavour to make further proposals accompanied by the necessary analyses and
explanations before the end of the year.
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Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Doatnrcnts .subn itted
President. 
- 
I have received the following docu-
ments:
(a) from the Counci! :
l. a letter appointing the Members of the Courts of Audi-
tors ot the European Communities
2. requests for an oprnron on the following proposals
from thc Commissiorr :
226
226
227
7. 24t
10.
I l.
12.
Vicr- Prctidcnt
(7'ltc .rtttittg t{Lt.\ olrcntd at 9.00 t.trt.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. A1t1truntl o.l tht ntintrtr.t
President. 
- 
The nrinutcs of procccdrngs
day's srttrrrg havc bccn distributcd.
of vester-
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- 
a recommendation on the fluorocarbons in the
environment (Doc. 28217n referred to the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health
' and Consumer Protection ;
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No.
316176 on the Communiry quota for the carriage
of goods by road between Member States (Doc.
283177)
which have been referred to the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as
the committee responsible and to the Committee on
Budgets for its opinion ;
(b) a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr l7altmans,
Mr Friih and Mr Albers pursuant to Rule 25 of the
Rules of Procedure on residential adult education
as an element of the European Community's
Education policy (Doc. 281177) 
- 
this document
replaces Doc. 558176
which has been referred to the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Budgets for its
opinion ;
- 
a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group, Mr
Rippon on behalf of the European Conservative
Group and Mr Kofoed on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules
of Procedure on the abuse of psychiatric medicine in
the Soviet Union (Doc. 284177)
which has been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee.
3. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received:
- 
from Mr Henri Bourgeau and others a petition on the
fate of Djoka Stolanovic,
- 
from Mr Peter Stiidemann a petition entitled 'Criti-
cism of the behaviour of the police in Mulhouse
(France)'.
These two petitions have been entered as No 12/77
and No 13177 in the register provided for in Rule 48
(2) of the Rules of Procedure and, pursuant to para-
graph 3 cf that same Rule, referred to the Comrnittee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
4. ,fuIenrbersbilt of Cornrnittees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Christian-
Democratic Group a request for the appointment of :
- 
Mr Verhaegen as a member of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affain,
- 
Mr H.!fl. Miiller as a member of the Committee on
Budgets, replacing Mr Verhaegen
- 
Mr Bertrand and Mr Granelli as members of the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion, replacing Mr H.V. Miiller and Mr Pucci,
- 
Mr Pucci as a Member of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, replacing Mr Granelli,
- 
Mr Dewulf as a member of the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation and the Consultative
Assembly of the ACP/EEC Convention,
- 
Mr Bertrand as a member of the Delegation to the
Joint Parliamentary Committee of the EEC/Turkey
Association, replacing Mr Klepsch.
I have received from the European Conservative
Group a request for the appointment of :
- 
Mr Stetter as a member of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs,
- 
Lord St Oswald as a member of the Committee on
External Economic Relations,
- 
Mr Fletcher-Cooke as a member of the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
- 
Mr Scott-Hopkins as a member of the Committee on
Budgets, replacing Lord Bethell.
Are there any objections ?
These appointments are ratified.
5. Procedure witbout rePort
President. 
- 
I announced on Monday the proposals
from the Commission to the Council for approval
under the procedure without report, laid down in Rule
27A of the Rules of Procedure. Since no Member has
asked leave to speak and since no amendments have
been tabled, I declare the following proposals
approved by the European Parliament :
I a regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of Community tariff quotas for port
wines, falling within heading ex 22.05 of the
Common Customs Tariff, orrginating in Portugal
(1e78)
II a regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of Community tariff quotas for
Madeira wines, falling within heading ex 22.0.5 of the
Common Customs Tariff originating in Portugal
(1e78)
III a regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of Communiry tariff quotas for
Setubal muscatel wines, falling within heading ex
22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in
Portugal (1978) (Doc. t71.77);
- 
a regulation opening, allocating and providrng for the
administration of a Communrry tariff quota for fresh
and dried hazlenuts, shelled or otherwise, falling
within subheading ex 08.05 G of the Common
Customs Tariff, originating in Turkey (1978) (Doc.
172177);
- 
a regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of a Community tarrff quota for
apricot pulp falling within subheading ex 20.06 B II
(c) I (aa) of the Common Customs Tariff, originating
in Israel (1978) (Doc. 195177);
- 
a regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of a Community tariff quota for dried
grapes in rmmediate containers of a net capacity of
l5 kgs. or less, falling within subheading 08.04 B I of
the Common Customs Tatill (1978) (Doc. 215177).
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6. Cbarges for international telex lines in Europe
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question
without debate (Doc. 267/77) by Mr Fellermaier to the
Commission on charges for international telex lines
in Europe :
'l 
. Is the Commission aware that in the European
Community the charges for international telex lines
are considerably higher than for inland lines, with the
result that a line berween Hambourg and Paris, for
example, costs DM 2,220, qhile an inland line of
comparable length in \Uest Germany would cost only
DM t,720?
2. Is it also aware that in several Member States, the press
and news agencies are granted discounts and conces-
sions on rented lines, which are not available for inter-
natronal lines ?
3. Vhat steps will it take in order to ensure that, in the
future, rented international telex lines in this Commu-
nrty cost no more than 'national' lines, partrcularly in
view of direct elections to the European Parliament
and the spread of information to Community citizens
across national frontiers ?
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, telex charges
not only affect the economy ; they are also, and
indeed primarily, of importance for the working of
the mass media in Europe. Everyone in this House
surely agrees on the great importance of the media,
particularly with regard to direct elections. But there is
considerable variation in the rates charged for compar-
ablc services. Every time one talks to people from one
of the Community television networks, whether state-
owned or independent, or one of the news agencies
reporting from the European capitals and other
centres, one hears the same complaint, that the same
distance may have 
- 
to put it in crude commercial
terms 
- 
to be bought for completely different prices :
that is, thc same agency has to pay different charges
for the samc service 
- 
the same length of time and
thc same distancc 
- 
no matter whether this service is
providecl in a small or large country by public or
private undcrtakings. And since there is a monopoly
hcrc, there is no way out : we are in the monopolists'
hands, for to dispense with their services would be
tantamount to withdrawing from the world of the
mcdia altogethcr. And so, tor thc sake of ensuring fair
cltartccs of compctition for thosc who are herc at thc
tertdcr rnercics of tlrc monopolists, thc Commission
shorrlrl take stcps to rcnrove thesc distortions of
conlpctition, espccrally as the cxpcrts tcll us that the
actual clrargc rs oftcn not identical with what thc
clicnt rs askcrl to pa1,.
I shoultl thcrctcre likc to ask Mr Vredeling, when
corrsiclcring thrs wlrolc mattcr, to lrear in mind particu-
larly that clrrect clcctrons rcqrrirc a complctcly
diffcrcnt srtu:rtlon rn thc European nteclia sector rf we
i)re to c,vokc an e nthusrastic rcsponsc cluring thc prcpa-
r.rtlolls tor tlrcsc clcctiorrs. I carr-rcstly hopc that thc
Commission is now in a position to offer a reassur-
ingly positive answer to this question.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President o.f tbe Conntission. 
-(NL) Mr President, the Commission is aware that
certain international telex tariffs in the European
Communities are considerably higher than compar-
able inland tariffs. Turning to the example which Mr
Fellermaier has given us : the rent for a line within
Germany over a distance equal to that from Hamburg
to Paris is DM 2,475 ; this is more than the cost of an
international line over this distance which would only
cosr DM 2,220.
I7e checked Mr Fellermaier's example and found that
his figure for the cost of a link between Hamburg and
Paris (about 7a0 km) is correct : DM 2,220. The price
of a line 'over the same distance within Germany,
however, is much higher than the figure given of DM
1,720 and is in fact DM 2,475.
The competent division of the Deutsche Bundespost
informed us that, the differences between national and
international tariffs meant that a rented telex line
between for instance, Flensburg and Biarritz (1,500
km) costs only DM 2,220, in other words the same as
a Hamburg-Paris link and not much less than a
Hamburg-Munich link (59a km) which costs DM
2,240.
The tariffs for single international telex messages
between European countries may even be three times
higher than those for national communications. Here
I refer to the 'Survey of telecommunications services
and tariffs logica Ltd. 1977'. Similar differnces exist
for rented lines.
It is also true that, in some Member States, some
subscribers benefit from discounts and facilities which
do not exist in international communications.
The harmonization of telecommunications tariffs
which Mr Fellermaier alluded to has been discussed a
number of times in the past. ln 1962, for example, the
then President of the Commission, Mr Hallstein,
following requests by various press agencies, wrote a
letter to the post office ministers of the Member
States. Unfortunately this had no result.
One of the difficulties is that the Treaty does not offer
any clear basrs for the harmonization of teleconrmuni-
cations tariffs. This is also true, by the way, for the
harmonization of postal tariffs. Because of this, the
Commission submitted a directive in 196.i on the
basis of Article 100 of thc Treaty. The Membcr States
of thc EEC did, in fact, introduce a uniform tariff at
that timc but not on thc basis of thc Commission's
proposal. Srncc the Trcaty docs not provide a clear
basrs for this mattcr, arry activtty by thc Commission
in this ficld must, in thc first place, bc foundccl orr
political grounds and dcmonstratc that the political
will is thcrc.
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ln 1975 the Economic and Social Committee issued
an opinion on its own initiative on European policy
on the means of telecommunication and the relation-
ship between transport and telecommunication. The
Economic and Social Committee was of the opinion
that a viable European telecommunications policy
would only be possible if it were accompanied by an
agrecment on the principles of tariff composition.
The Commission is fully aware that this is a compli-
catccl technical matter which does have clear political
corlsequcnces, or rather social consequences 
- 
here I
agree with Mr Fellermaier, 
- 
particularly when one
thinks of the direct European elections in which
appeals will be made using the means of communica-
tion that we have. A telex link will be extremely
important for example. Not only for these European
elections, but also generally speaking, the supply of
information on the course of events within the
Community and outside it is bound up with this tech-
nical question. I therefore believe that it is right that
we should be discussing it in Parliament. The
Commission has already placed it on the agenda for
meetings which it holds regularly with the comPetent
national authorities and particularly the meeting of
PTT directors-general this year.
Following Mr Fellermaier's question, which has
brought this matter to the Commission's attention
once again, the Commission will press this matter
strongly with the PTT directors-general, at a later
meeting. \7e hope that the Commission will then be
able to submit concrete proposals to the Council with
a chance of political success.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wish to
thank Mr Vredeling particularly for his last remark,
that he wishes to lay this subiect before the next
Confercnce of Postal and Telecommunications Admin-
istrations for further discussion. I would appreciate it
if he could assure the House that he will, at regular
intervals and without any further initiative on our
part, keep the House or one of its appropriate commit-
iees informed on the progress made, so that we can, if
necessary, consider whether parliamentary action can
bring greater pressure to bear on the Post Office and
the competent national administrations, since I attach
great political importance to this with regard to the
direct elections.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vict-Pre.tident o.f thc Conni.s-tiort. 
-(NL) Mr President, the honourable Member will
remember that in dealing with these telecommunica-
tions I am a long way outside my own field. I shall
transmit his request, which seems completely reaso-
nable, to the Member of the Commission responsible
for this subject. . .
7. Regulations and contnunication on herring stocks
President. 
- 
The next item is the report drawn up
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture (Doc.
280177) by Mr Hughes on the:
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for
I a regulation prohibiting the direct fishing and landing
of herring for industrial Purposes
II a regulation laying down conservation measures in
respict of herring stocks in the North Sea in 1978
III a regulation relating to certain interim measures for
the ionservation and management of eertain herring
stocks
and a communication form the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council concerning the pro-
posal for a regulation relating to certain interim measures
ior the conservation and management of certain herring
stocks.
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes, rap\orteur. 
- 
May I preface my
remarks by obiecting, I think on behalf of the whole
of this Pariiament, or at least of most of those who are
here this morning, that debates on what, for large
numbers of people in the Communiry are matters of
crucial and vital importance, seem to take place at
inconvenient times. It will not escape the notice of
any Member of this House that this item is of partic-
ular interest to Meinbers who have the greatest
distance to travel to ParticiPate in this particular event.
The Members from Denmark, Parts of Scotland, and
of the rest of the United Kingdom and lreland, are
particularly affected by the content of this report, and
have the greatest difficulty in getting home at the end
of a heavy week in Strasbourg or Luxembourg. There-
fore I do ask, through you, Mr President, that instead
of being a Friday morning entertainment, fisheries be
treated as a rather more serious matter in the time-
tabling of the affairs of this Parliament.
(Applau.tc 
.from ctrtct in qildrterr)
I turn now to the content of the rePort. I should like
to go through the motion for a resolution relatively
briefly, and concentrate on the areas where, in the
Committee on Agriculture and in other discussions,
there are clearly-defined points of difference, of
substance and of emphasis. Ve start off with a unani-
mous view in the Committee on Agriculture,
expressed time and time again, that all necessary
measures to conserve herring stocks must be taken by
the Community, and that they must be Community
measures.
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\7e regret deeply that for years the Communiry as an
institution, both the Commission and the Council,
failed lamentably to deal with the increasingly serious
problem that was seen by fishermen throughout the
Community. Equally unanimously, in the Committee
on Agriculture, we recognize that historically, quotas
of themselves 
- 
and this is in paragraph 3 of the
motion for a resolution 
- 
have proven inadequate as
a means of enforcing and controlling the level of fish-
take, and that we suspect that a more stringent
method of licensing, both of skippers, boats, equip-
ment, and so forth, is needed.
Tlrerefore up to paragraph 3 there were 
- 
and remain
I suspect 
- 
minor differences of emphasis, but little
short of unanimity.
It is when we come to paragraph 4 that one sees, both
in the Committee on Agriculture and in the amend-
ments that are tabled to this report, the clear differ-
ences of opinion. One of those is whether the ban
should apply only in 1977, or in 1977 and 1978 
-and I notice there is one amendment tabled which
would suggest it is not even necessary for the year
1977. Here we have a clear and recognizable differ-
ence. I would base the position of the Committee on
Agriculture on the remarks made by Commissioner
Gundelach in this House on 5 July:
The Commission must make it clear that the sacrifice
entailed in a ban for 1977 is meanrngless, in the view of
thrs report, (ICES Report) unless followed up by a ban for
1978 as well, and maybe for part of 1979.
Two questions arise if one follows this policy of a
contirrtred lran for this year, for 1978 and may be 
-wc have to see 
- 
for a small part of 1979.
The Commission was abolutely clear in its support for
the view expressed by the international conference
centrcd in Copenhagen 
- 
that you could only get a
recruitnrcnt of the breeding stock biomass, if the ban
was rctained at least f.or l97tl. Therefore, the majority
positron in the Committee on Agriculture was clearly
based upon that view. It may well be that other views
witl bc cxpresscd, lrut I report as rapporteur the clearly
cxprcsscd opinion of the Committee on Agriculture.
It is quite clear that rn my own country there is a
body of opinion that holds 
- 
to my mincl quite
crroncously 
- 
that industrial fishing is a less morally
justiiicd activity than fishing for human consumption.
Lct nrc nrakc thc position of the Committee on Agri-
culttrrc al>solutely clear: so lorrg as there is no risk to
thc capacity of thc spccies to reproducc and there is
no lralancc recluctiorr rn the available supply of food
drrcctly or indircctly tor hunran use, industrial fishrng
is as justifiablc an activity as any other sort of fishing,
an<l a ban orr rndustrral tishing can only be justified if
arrd whcrr stocks arc so errdangcred that its continu-
ancc reprcsents il vcry scvcre and acutc threat. But the
idca that is occasionally n'rootcd in thc British press,
for cxanrplc, that, to put it crudely, thc Dancs arc
wickccl [>ectrusc thcy go in for indtrstrial frsnrng and
the British are good because they fish for human
consumption, is wholly erroneous. The Danes are as
justified in fishing industrially for fishmeal as long as
the stocks are there, and are not damaged by that sort
of fishing. I want to make that absolutely clear, not
merely as a personal view, but as the view of the
Committee on Agriculture. Therefore, when we turn
from the ban in 1978 to the ban on industrial fishing
and fishing in other waters, what we have got to find
out is how far stocks of herring elsewhere and stocks
of other species can iustify an economically viable
fishirrg industry. Here, the evidence for herring stock
in other Community waters is extremely discouraging.
The sharp decline in herring stock biomass in the
Celtic Sea, in the Bristol Channel, and off the west
coast of Scotland during the mid-'7Os can leave one in
no doubt that there is a need to reduce the herring
take in those waters dramatically.
'When one turns to paragraph 6 one sees a terrible
difficulty that no politician, of whatever country, can
willingly and joyfully put to a Communiry. By its
nature, fishing focuses the economic damage upon a
number of communities who are overwhelmingly
dependent upon it as their sole livelihood. No politi-
cian can inflict upon them the slow death of a year
without anything to do, with all that that would
involve. Therefore, one only accepts that as horrible
inevitability not as something one does graciously.
Any compensation must not be at the expense of
their future livelihood or the livelihood of others.
Clearly, no Member of this House can support
banning herring if, as a result of that, haddock,
halibut, plaice, cod, mackerel etc. are obliterated from
the oceans. That cannot be an acceptable view, and
that is why, in paragraph 7, we remind the Commis-
sion, on the basis of a particular report 
- 
and there
are other reports 
- 
which offers a long-term hope
that, by more successful inter-species management of
the biological resources not merely of the North Sea,
but of the sea in general, it will be possible to provide
in the not too-distant future, a growing fishing
industry, rather than what appears to be the pessi-
mistic prospect of an ever-declining one. The taking
of sand-eel, Norwegian pout, sprat, can make a posi-
tive contribution to the stocks of herring if it is
adequately and successfully monitored. The removal
of both competitors and predators from the herring
stock cannot be other than in the interests of all fish-
ermen. And if you do this by means of industrial
fishing, and do not simultaneously damage the
herring stock, this would enable the recruitment of
that stock to be greatly accelerated. Ve therefore ask
the Commission to look very carefully at the two sides
of this problem : it should not permit the destruction
of othcr species 
- 
and we name plaice, haddock,
nrackerel and cod 
- 
as a consequence of banning
herring, and it shoukl also look at the need to increase
thc tlkc of ccrtain species ior non-human consump-
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tion as a means of accelerating recruitment, of the
herring stock particularly, and enabling this ban on
herring to be reduced to the absolute minimum time
required to provide an adequate base for the fish
resource of the North Sea. I beg the House to accept
this report.
President. 
- 
Mr Hughes, in reply to your opening
remark, I can assure you, since I have taken the Chair
several times this week, that, apart from Monday, at no
other time would you have had a fuller hearing for
discussion of your report.
I call Mr Fri.ih to speak on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group.
Mr Friih. 
- 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
although the President has said that a more conven-
ient moment could not be found for this very impor-
tant debate, on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group I should like to endorse the obiections raised
by Mr Hughes. Ve too would have liked this debate
to have been held at a different time. \7e have all
noticed the expertise and commitment with which Mr
Hughes has drafted and presented this report, and we
are extremely grateful to him.
Just how urgent this question has become is borne
out by the fact that the Commission has in a very
short time drawn up three proposals and a communi-
cation, and we must ask ourselves whether they have
not been letting this problem slide in the Past so that
it is now suddenly facing them in all its severity. Ve
have heard marine biologists predicting the extinction
of herring stocks by 1980, if over-fishing continues
like this. Obviously a development of this kind cannot
be allowed to continue because it would also have a
catastrophic effect on the biological balance of the sea.
I believe all the political groups are agreed that there
must be limits, not least because the herring is an
extraordinarily important food for mankind, one
quarter of which still does not receive a balanced diet
of animal proteins. That fact is, I think, clearly under-
stood in this House. However, these problems are
always many sided and what is at stake is not iust the
balance of the sea and the conservation of herring
stocks but also the fact that measures such as are
proposed here have a profound economic and social
importance, because a large part of the population in
many areas in the Community is employed in the
fishing industry, either in catching or processing fish,
and this must of course be taken into account.
, The Christian-Democratic Group is very sympathetic
to many of the points raised in the Commission's
proposals and the report by Mr Hughes. But we do
wonder 
- 
although it has been emphatically stated
that there will be no point in these measures unless
there is a ban on fishing in 1978 also 
- 
whether this
ban can be maintained in the light of the social
problems which it will cause. We are therefore
inclined to the view that a compromise between these
two positions should be sought in order to avoid
social hardship as far as possible. I would ask you, Mr
Hughes, to see our amendment in this light, as we do
not by any means wish to question the need to main-
tain the ban in 1978. \(e should simply like to have,
with regard to the situation facing those communities
dependent on fishing, some further clarification in a
report and an investigation by the Commission, of
whether we might not permit limited fishing quotas
in 1978 in the light of experience of the fishing ban
in 1977, with a view, as I say, to sparing the fishing
industry excessive burdens and social difficulties. In
taking this approach we are, to a large extent,
following fishing interests and we take encouragement
from the fact that, as was reported in yesterday's news,
the European unions in this sector have also reached
agreement on an arrangement of this kind.
There is a further point. It is our view that those areas
which are chiefly dependent on herring fishing,
should also be given additional fishing quotas in other
areas in order to compensate them as far as possible.
Of course, we are aware that the herring is a migratory
species. Perhaps it is not enough for it not to be
fished in our waters but cauSht all the more inten-
sively in other areas. That is why we have also tabled
amendment No. 2.
You must appreciate that in principle we wish to
follow your approach, but we are concerned to avoid
social hardship as far as possible. That's why I urge
you, when considering our amendments, which will
be explained in due course, to bear in mind that we
are anxious not only to conserve fishing stocks for
reasons of marine biology and because they will be an
increasingly important food source for mankind in
the future, but also to reduce the social hardship
which will face the fishing community as a result of
such action. If, furthermore, our experience in 1977
should lead to a global ban, we should surely even
now be asking the Commission, for I am not sure
whether it has done enough in this resPect, to draw
up a social assistance programme for the population
in the fishing industry affected by the ban, an asPect
which seems to have received too little consideration
in this proposal.
May I therefore ask you to support our two amend-
ments in due course. They are founded on the same
basic convictions as your own, Mr Hughes, but we do
want to see that in particular the restriction on
herring imports in point 6b is removed, only because
it will prevent herring from being fished all the more
intensively outside Community waters. That is all we
want. I therefore believe that our proposed amend-
ments are dictated by a full awareness of our responsi-
bility with regard to the biological balance of the sea
and the social consequences on those communities
which depend on the fishing industry, and would ask
you to give them your support.
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President. 
- 
Once again, in defence of the enlarged
Bureau, I would just say that since the report bears
today's date, and today being Friday, the only other
solution would have been to defer it to the next part-
session.
I call Mr Kofoed to speak on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I do not intend to
add my voice to the rapporteur's complaint that this
debate tras been held today, for as it turns out, and as
the President has pointed out, more Members are
present today than at the other sittings this week.
On the political question of the ban on herring
fishing, I would make the following comments. I
thank Mr Hughes for his report. This is not the first
time that we have discussed fisheries in this house.
The last debate was in July : it was an emergency, and
Parliament adopted what was, in my opinion, a very
significant motion for a resolution, as I consider it
brought fisheries policy back into the Commission's
hands. It is this policy which we are being asked to
confirm today by Parliament, adopting a resolution
the effect of which will be that the Commission can
continue to work on its proposals and get a fisheries
policy adopted by the Council. The alternative is, of
course, for there to be no fisheries policy of the
Commission or the Council, but for the individual
countries to decide fisheries policy in their particular
waters. This is undesirable, at least from the Commu-
nity's point of vicw, and very probably also from the
point of view of the fishing industry. I think this is
the most important political question in this report.
Of course, we can argue whether point 4 banning
herring fishing should apply in 1978 too. It can be
argued, as Mr Friih has just done, that this policy is
too harsh, and may create social problems for the fish-
ermen involved.
You are quite right Mr Frtih, it may do so, but I also
think, as the Committec on Agriculture has also
pointcd out, accepted and acknowledged, that it will
involvc socral problems and that economic or other
compensatiorr will havc to be provided.
Of course I can understand suggestions, and indeed
wc have an amenclment to this effcct, of small quotas
in 1978. Ladres and gentlcnlcn, since 197.1 we have
hacl hcrring quotas in thc North Sea. Each time, these
quotas have been sct too high, in order to be accep-
tablc to fishcrn.rcn. lVhat has bcen rhe result, Mr Frtih,
and others ?
Thc rcsult lras bccn thc sittration wherc thcre are not
enough hcrring for efficient fishing. The point is that
thesc quotas woulrl bc so small as to [:e useless, as it
would bc administrativcly impossible to catch thcm. I
will givc an cxamplc : if a country were allowed to
lan<l 4 (X)0 tonrlt:s of hcrring, that only reprcsents ll
d.rys iishrng tor forrr morlcrn lroats. Do you really
think that quotas of this order will mean social
redemption for any fishermen ? They will not. They
might give an impression of doing so, but would in
fact have no effect at all on the fishing industry. \Ufle
can all regret that we have got into this situation. I
think the biologists are right, and the carches confirm
it, that the herring is in danger of being so over-fished
that the yields will be too small. It is thus important
that we adopt Mr Hughes' report favouiing a ban for
1977178. 1977 alone is not enough. '!7e are all old
hands and know what will happen in 1978 if we
accept Mr Friih's proposal. It will be impossible to
reach an objectively correct quota, but, for political
reasons, it will have to be set too high and then we
will be back where we started from. That would be no
solution at all. So much for that.
I should like to emphasise my opinion that the polit-
ical question is the most important one, and above all,
that there is only one solution to our fisheries
problems, and that is a Community solution ; and this
is where the Council lacks, and always has lacked, the
courage to take the correct decision. Through this
report we therefore intend to put pressure on the
Commission and the Council to produce a common
fisheries policy as soon as possible. For the herring
fishing ban cannot be left in isolation. It is indeed
correct, as other speakers have pointed out, that we
must keep an eye on the ecological balance. This
means that we can take measures to conserve herring,
but to give added help to herring stocks we should
make efforts to catch more of those species which
compete with the herring. As politicians, we should
explain to the public that we are advancing into
husbandry of the seas. \7e must do what seems para-
doxical, and heavily fish the species suitable for indus-
trial processing so that all species which are unsui-
table for human consumption are ruthlessly thinned
out. Thus the fish for human consumption can
increase. These are the principles behind modern
ecological thought on fishering, and I therefore hope
that the Commission and the Council will bear these
considerations in mind when a fisheries policy is
being drawn up. As a result we shall probably have to
accept further restrictions on catches of fish for
human consumption to help them recover. This will
present us as politicians with a very stern challenge. It
will be difficult for fishermen and the population to
rrnderstand that catches should be limited to fish for
human consumption. There will thus be plcnty of
problems, but the most important thing in this docu-
ment is that the herring will be protected for two
years, which will give us a breathing space for political
decisions to be reached. I hope that substantial
progress can be made this autumn and that, as before,
and despite disagreements on detail, Parliament will
be clear on the broad outline of policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, if I may ioin in
what has been said about the timing of this debate, I
have no objection to being here on a Friday, but what
I do think is absolutely scandalous 
- 
and the House
knows it as it has been said quite clearly, 
- 
is that
nobody in this House or in the committees of it had a
sight of the base documents of the Commission or of
the rapporteur until Monday evening, and yet we are
now having a full-scale debate on Friday. The reason,
of course, is that the Council and the Commission
between them were a little dilatory in putting forward
thcir suggestions in July before we went into recess.
Be that as it may, we have now an excellent report
from Mr Hughes on this subiect. I do not think there
is any doubt that the reports we have received
concerning the level of herring-stocks in the North
Sea are accurate. This is a species which is completely
endangered at this moment. I was delighted to hear
the line of approach of Mr Kofoed here, spiaking on
behalf of his group from his own national standpoint
and accepting the {act that it is absolutely essential
that what is left of these herring-stocks should be
preserved in order to build them up again over the
coming months and years. I would point out to him
that of course it is only until the end of 1978, which
is iust over a year, that the proposal from the Commis-
sion suggests the ban should last, not for two years as
he said. This might perhaps be some consolation for
the fishermen and processors in his country.
The point I wish to make is this. The species is endan-
gered, Mr President, and therefore there must be a
total ban of fishing for both industrial purposes and
human consumption in the main areas of the North
Sea. That is thi first point. This I accept and I am
sure it is right, although it is going to bring hardship
to certain industries and to certain people I shall refer
to in a momerlt. But there are other areas, mentioned
by Mr Hughes 
- 
off the lVest, Coast of Scotland,
Ireland, the Celtic Sea, the British Channel and so on
- 
where the Commission proposes to allow limited
catches ot herring. And I would say this to the House
and to the Commissioner who is here standing in for
Mr Gundelach : quotas by themselves are absolutely
and utterly inadequate. Everybody knows this, and I
think this is really the point Mr Kofoed was making
in his speech earlier on. There have been quotas in
the North Sea, but they have not, of course, been
observed. They have been over-fished and now we
have the result. Now we have reached the point 
- 
Mr
Hughes makes this point, there is nothing new in
what I am saying 
- 
wherc they are again establishing
quotas in thcse areas. That in itself will not do, Sir. I
hope you will go and tell your colleagues in the
Commission that what is needed is a licensing system
which can be policed and properly applied, 
^licensing system for boats, for the skippers of these
boats, for equipment they can use, a licensing system
to cover the date, the time and the amount that they
can catch. And that lic.ensing system must be effi-
cient. It must be properly policed. l7ithout it you are
going to have over-fishing, because there'is inevitably
going to be an attempt to comPensate by those fish-
ermen who have been excluded from fishing for
herring in the North Sea. There will be squabbles over
the quota-levels. Some people will say they have not
got enough and so they will go in when they can and
try to increase their catches over and above the quota.
This is inevitable. So I do hope that the Commission,
following the report and the observations made by Mr
Hughes, will bring in a system of licensing. If they do,
then it will be completely in line with the paragraphs
of the report which relate to this point.
Finally, for a short moment, I turn to what will
happen to those people who are engaged on the indus-
trial side, not only in my country, and Scotland, but
also in Denmark. I endorse what was said very clearly
by Mr Hughes, our rapporteur. There is nothing evil
in itself in industrial fishing 
- 
there never has been
and there never will be. It is only when the species is
endangered that measures must be taken to Preserve
that species. But there are going to be problems in
those areas which have been depending on the
herring for their industrial processing. I am told 
-
and I am not an authoriry on this 
- 
that, although
they may turn to other species which are not at
present being used since they are not favoured for
human consumption, there will still not be enough of
them to compensate for what they are going to lose.
Therefore there must be social measures, and I am
glad that Mr Vredeling is here, because this is particu'
larly his line of responsibility. Undoubtedly there are
going to have to be expensive social measures brought
in by the Commission and Council in order to help
ease the strain, because this is something which is not
going to be just rather bad for l8 months or two years,
it is going to be a continuing problem. \7e heard
from Mr Kofoed and also from our rapporteur that
this is a species which is in danger today. But there
will be others tomorrow, and there will be others
again the day after, so this is going to be a continuing
process and a lot of money will have to be devoted to
compensatory measures such as bringing in other
industries and training people in other fields of indus-
trial work.
I have said enough, Mr President, and I am beginning
to repeat myself in the passion of speaking on this
subiect, but I do hope that the House will be able to
accept the resolution put fonward by our rapporteur. I
believe it is the right way of going about things. There
are enormous problems'ahead for the industry, both
for those who are in fishing and for those who are on
the industrial side, for those who are fishing for
human consumption as well. I believe the Commis-
sion is right, I hope the Council will agree to the ProP-
osal quickly, and I hope the House will endorse what
our rapporteur has put forward.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jensen.
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Mr Jensen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like to
thank the rapporteur for his presentation of this
important report on measures relating to herring
fishing. The objective of the Commission's proposals
is to limit herring fishing, to varying extents, in
different areas of the waters off the British Isles, and
all countries involved in herring fishing must acknow-
ledge the necessity of these reductions.
The Commission's proposals involve interim bans on
herring fishing in certain areas, in fact the North Sea,
and limited quotas in other areas, particularly the
waters west of 4' longitude west. !7e shall be able to
support these measures as they are of a temporary
nature, and as that is our attitude on the fundamental
question.
I am glad to see that the committee's report refers to
the North Sea model, produced by the marine biolo-
gist Ursing, suggesting balanced fishing of the various
species to take account of the marine food chain. If
there is heavy fishing of those species which eat
other's spawn and fry, larger quantities of the latter
fish can be taken than at present, as there is enough
food in the North Sea.
A stop/go policy, which we seem to have at the
moment, will not solve the problems over the long
term. There must be research and planning for the
day after tomorrow. The inclusion of Mr Ursing's
report is therefore a very considerable step forward. I
would also support Mr Fri.ih's remarks on the subject.
Therc have been amendments from various parties. I
am sympathetic to thc amendment tabled by Mr De
Koning and others, to allot herring quotas in other
waters as compensation for those countries dependent
on herring. Mr De Koning also wishes for herring to
be protected on a temporary basis in the North Sea
during 1977, md I can understand that others endorse
this viewpoint, since different distributions of herring
in the North Sea for 1978 may result from research
currcntly in progress. If there is information that
quotas would bc possible for the North Sea in 1978,
herring should perhaps only be protected to a limited
extcnt in l97tt. But seasonal adjustments should be
made, as some countries do not put so much effort
into fishing in the first half of the year.
Mr Nyborg and I have tabled an amendment, and one
reason for this is that the North Sea is a traditional
trshing ground for herring, and if there is to be a total,
although tcmporary, ban on fishing for herring there,
I tind thc allocatrons of the herring quotas in waters
of 4' longitucle wcst, and particularly in the area west
of Scotland, odd to say the least. Frrst of all, it is
unreasonahle to draw an arbitrary line with no biolog-
ical basrs, and thercfore quotas west oi this line should
l;c approachcd diffcrcntly ; more conrpensation should
be givcrr for losscs irr relatiorr to prcvious historical
rights or tenrporarily suspcrrdcd historical rights rn
tlrc North Sca. O,.rr anrcndmcnt seeks to stress that
quotas in these areas should be based on previous
catches of herring in the North Sea, giving due weight
to temporary losses of historic rights in the area. It is
therefore wrong to argue, as several parties already
have, that those countries receiving the smallest
quotas west of the new arbitrary line never did have
any substantial rights in these areas ; the quotas must
definitely be allotted more fairly, and I therefore look
forward with interest to the results of the Commis-
sion's latest enquiry, which will perhaps give a
different scheme of allocation.
Biologists as well as fishermen know that the North
Sea herring and the herring in the waters west of
Scotland belong to the same stock, and I can therefore
see perfectly well why some countries are not opposed
to bans on herring fishing in the North Sea when
they only need to wait for the fish to move into the
areas where they have the rights. It is equally incon-
sistent to talk of the risk of excessive by-catches of
herring in industrial fishing when those countries
doing the most criticizing are themselves gradually
building up their own industrial fleets, and fish side
by side with other countries' trawlers which they are
attacking for overfishing. After all, we are all using
similar mesh sizes and similar fishing vessels.
Nevertheless, I was pleased to hear Mr Hughes' posi-
tive attitude to Danish industrial fishing and the pros-
pects no longer look quite so black for when the reop-
ening of the grounds is debated at some future date. I
noted that the limits on by-catches of herring were
reduced to unacceptable levels, although the percen-
tages have been kept the same in theory. For this
reason we propose to amend point 5 to emphasise the
unacceptabiliry of this reduction.
In conclusion I should like to say that I will vote for
this report only if another sysrem of allocation of
quotas is applied in those areas, as compensation for
temporarily lost rights. I recommend this House to
vote for our amendments, which advocate fair alloca-
tions at European Community level.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Stetter.
Mr Stetter. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of myself and my colleague Mr Jakobsen. I7edo not agree with our English colleagues on this
nlatter; but we appreciate the fact that our English
friends, speaking through Mr Hughes and Mr Scott-
Hopkins, and our German friends represented by Mr
Frtih of the Christian-Democratic Group, have shown
sympathy for our country's viewpoint. I assume that
everyone in this House will acknowledge that it is an
abrupt transition, literally overnight, to have to deal
with matters from a purely Community point of view.
Hitherto I have almost exclusively argued and legis-
lated on the basis of purely Danish interests. But I
also assume that each Member accepts and expects
that so long as we have the dual mandate, we will
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speak and vote in this House in the same way as we
speak our vote in out national parliaments. If not, our
attitude would lack all significance and credibility. Mr
Jakobsen and I wish the Community to formulate and
adopt an internal fisheries policy as soon as possible.
\tr7e are also in favour of measures to preserve the
herring stocks in our joint Community waters. But we
do not agree with the majoriry in this House on the
desirability and necessity of introducing a total ban on
herring fishing in the North Sea for the remainder of
1977 and for 1978. \fle know that this question has
previously been discussed in depth, and we shall there-
fore refrain from setting out the arguments on our
side. \7e shall simply point out that, if the Council
and Parliament decide to adopt the proposed ban, it
will be a human and economic catastrophe for many
families and undertakings in my country. '!7e there-
fore cannot vote for the motion for a resolution
unamended. However, we shall not vote against, but
rather abstain, to indicate that we cannot accePt any
responsibility for the proposed resolution on 
^complete ban on herring fishing. In line with this
view we intend to vote for the amendments, which all
aim at producing more flexible provisions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr. Klepsch to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
Mr President, I should iust like very
briefly to discuss our amendments. My colleague Mr
Friih has already explained the principles on which
our Group's approach is based.
As regards the amendments, I can only repeat that we
do not see any point in calling for a herring ban in
1978 at this stage. In our Amendment No 1, we are
putting forward a compromise: the fishing ban for
1977 is unreservedly endorsed but for 1978 the
Commission is requested to draw up fresh proposals
for reserve quotas for herring on the basis of experi-
ence in 1977. Vle regard this as a compromise which
will enable herring stocks to continue to increase and
at the same time contain the social problems which
would face those people dependent on herring fishing
and processing for their livelihood in the event of a
total ban.
Our Amendment No 2 follows on logically frorn No
l. It refers to points 5a and 6b. In 5a the rapporteur
calls for the regions affected by the limitation of
herring fishing to be compensated by granting them
quotas for other species of fish. In our proposed
amendment we are adding to this 
- 
and we do so
with all due care, by explicitly 'as far as possible' 
-that compensation by granting herring fishing quotas
for other areas within Community fishing waters
should also be provided, i.e., those areas where suffi-
ciant herring stocks are still available. Finally, in point
6 we should like to be even more cautious when it
comes to lifting the present restrictions on herring
imports than the rapporteur, who has already shown a
great deal of caution, for as Mr Hughes says himself,
herring stocks in third countries' waters should really
be protected as well. This could be guaranteed if the
easing of import restrictions went too far, because the
herring which we are banning our fishermen from
catching would then be caught by fishermen in the
third countries. That would be a consequence that we
certainly do not waflt to risk. I therefore call upon you
to support us in our efforts to reach a balanced deci-
sion and to adopt our amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs. Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, I too would like to say I
do not think a Friday is appropriate, not perhaps for
the reasons given already, but because Mr Gundelach,
who did attend most faithfully, cannot be here today,
and there is no one in the Council of Ministers'
benches. It might iust do the Council of Ministers a
bit of good if they did come on a day when fishing
was being discussed on this serious note. It seems to
me that they did not take the matter seriously enough
in July, although in July they had the benefit of Mr
Gundelach's direct report to the Council following his
visit to Aberdeen where he rather bravely and courage-
ously faced about 850 very angry skippers of boats
from Scotland. I would like to say that they did not
agree, of course, but at least Mr Gundelach had the
courtesy to come and hear that the whole of the Scot-
tish fishing interests and industry is united 
- 
and in
this case behind Mr Hughes' report.
Sometimes these debates seem to me, coming from
Scotland 
- 
and I make no apologl for that 
- 
to be
totally unreal. Do the people lodging these amend-
ments forget that 50 % of the fish in the EEC waters
belongs to the waters around the United Kingdom,
and the same percentage belongs to the waters around
Scotland ? Now this might not matter, Mr President
and fellow Members, were it not for the very simple
truth that, whereas each country has its own natural
advantages, in the North of Scotland fish is the advan-
tage, with few other. For many of our Northern
communities the proximity of the fishing grounds
represents the only natural advantage they enjoy over
other countries more blessed by nature. It has been
said before that the Common Fisheries Policy,
botched up just before British entry, is actually hostile
in every respect to the interests of every section of the
Scottish fishing industry.
Now we have been talking about industrial fishing as
against fishing for private consumption. I would agree
with Mr Hughes' rather politely made point on this.
Of course if there were always to be enough fish, it
would not matter to distinguish between the two, as
one being good and one being bad. But in the foresee-
able future, there is not going to be that quantiry of
fish, and that makes it therefore absolutely plain that
fishing for human consumption must take precedence
over fishing for industrial purposes. rVith regard to
the social consequences, 
- 
and I have had conversa-
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tions with Mr Gundelach on this subject 
- 
I am very
well aware that it is not only in the North of Scotland,
but also in other parts of the Communiry that there
will be social consequences. I know there will be
social consequences in Denmark, but for the foresee-
able future 
- 
and I am not only talking about 1978
- 
there will not be enough fish to justify industrial
fishing at all. And that means that the unfortunate
Danes who have built their fleet on this basis have the
wrong kind of fleet, and will be required, if there is a
CFP to have tremendous compensatory arrangements.
I am sympathetic to Danish villages, I can understand
this, because I represent an area where the Scottish
towns and villages are totally dependent on fishing
but it just happens that our fleets have been built up
for fishing for human consumption, which, for the
reasons I have tried to stress, must be given prioriry
for the foreseeable future.
I must say I have no sympathy with the amendments
which favour basing priorities on historical rights,
because these historical rights were created before the
amount of research now available had been carried
out. This would mean that those who had fished exces-
sively for industrial consumption would get greater
historical rights than those who fished more modestly
for human consumption. So historical rights perpe-
trate the problem, and I could not possibly go along
with the amendments on that matter.
So far as Mr Frtih's remarks were concerned I find it
incomprehcnsible that he should talk about the impor-
tance of the views of European trade unions. All
membcrs in this House should realize a very simple
fact about thc biggest fish pond you have, namely that
around Scotland : there trade unions are of no impor-
tance, becausc alnrost every boat is owned by the men
thcmsclvcs. They arc share owners, except for the traw-
lcrs which, with us, are fairly exceptional. They are
share owners, they are not in trade unions, and bland
rcnrarks about thc rmportance of thc view of Euro-
pcan trade unions havc no realrty whatsoever. Vhile I
am on thc subicct 
- 
and I have said this to Mr Frtih's
facc 
- 
I think that it ill-becomcs pcople from the
Mcmber Statcs of Gcrmany to vote down the best
conlpronrrsc that was cvcr introduced in this chamber,
thc onc lry Mr Prcscott, which was lost by one vote
l;cc,rusc thc Gcrmans as a block, without fishing
watcrs, camc ln ancl defcatcd a genuine attempt by all
thc Ntcnrbcr Statcs who havc flshrrrg rltercsts 
- 
thc
[)arrish arrrl thc Brrtrsh alrkc 
- 
to find a compromisc,
arrtl wc lost rt rrr thrs chanrlrcr 
- 
not on a Friday 
-[.>y orre votc I thirrk pcrhapts thc Gcinrarrs should
pcrhaps,ust takc a lrttle noticc of thrs, becausc thc
tact of tlrc m.rtter rs that, whilc no fisl-rcrmcn arc
sarrrts, arrd whrle i am not suggcsting for a moment
that rrll Scottrsh fishcrmci^ arc sarnts ancl clo not l)rcak
thc law, becausc wc know thcy too do it ;ust likc
otlrurs. nevcrtht'lcss thc fact oi thc nrattcr rs that tradi-
tronrrllv otrr trslrcrnrcn prcscrvccl a rrch pond.'flrcy
l)r('\(]rve(l rt [rt'c,rrt:c thcv wltr.ttcrl to (ol]scrvc an asset
for future generations of fishermen because they
owned their boats and they wanted to pass on, not
only their boats, fellow Members, but their way of life.
'We are now in a Community that begs us to believe it
has got a human face : how can I possibly explain to
my fishing industry, representing 80 000 male jobs in
a population of five million, that this Community has
a human face, when we hear speeches which ignore
the reality, and when, in effect, you are going to
destroy a way of life of the whole of the North of
Scotland ? You can draw a line, if you like at Inver-
ness, but it goes below that, right round the coast of
Scotland.
\7hat I am saying, of course, is true of many English
ports, it is true of Irish ports and, for reasons that I
have given, it is also true of Danish ports, but I do
suggest to my Danish friends with whom I sympa-
thise as a fishing nation, that they will have to accept
for the future that their fleets will have to be changed
to fleets fishing for human consumption. It is a terr-
ible thing to ban herring from areas like the Orkneys,
the Shetlands, on which the member, Jo Grimmond,
made a very impassioned speech in Vestminster
explaining the utter disaster that would befall his
fishing communities the same time he referred to the
extraordinary lifting of a ban so that the Netherlands
could celebrate a fish festival 
- 
a fish festival ! 
-while in Shetland people were being asked not to fish.
There is no way, of course, as all of us with fishing
interests would agree. that you can compensate a fish-
erman for not being able to fish. There is no way you
can compensate him for being an idle man with no
reason behind his life.
But having said, that, I must support Mr Hughes'
report on the best evidence I can get at the present
time. If in 1978 the picture becomes rosier, no doubt
we will all be back discussing it again, but there is
very little point in looking to Jl December 1977
unless we are also prepared to look further into the
future. Otherwise, like many of the cases where we
have taken all the fish from the bottom of the sea
with no thought for the future, as many of the
Member States have done in their own waters, we will
find there will be no herring left for the rest of our
lifetime.
President. 
- 
I call Mr. Yeats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, I think that, as most
other speakers have said, one must agree in general
with the terms of this report 
- 
not with every aspect
of it, but in general 
- 
and with the remarks made by
Mr Hughes in introducing it. I think we must accept,
in gcncral, the nced for these regulations.
I think all of us do appreciate the very heavy sacrifices
that thcsc provisions must cntail for fishermen and,
particularly of coursc, for thosc fishcrmen who live in
rcnrotc parts of our Community, who havc, becausc of
the naturc of the rcgion in which thcy livc, no possi-
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bility of obtaining work in an alternative economic
activity. But we must accept, and we must stress, for
all fisht'rmen in all our countries, that it is in their
own interest that the herring should be conserved,
because the greatest disaster that could befall them
would be if the herring stocks were to disappear.
However, Mr President, while I do in general agree
with the provisions of this report and the motion for a
resolution, I must obiect to the inclusion of the sixth
indent. This is the one that states :
- 
havrng regard to the need to conserve the biological
resources of the sea by means of a fishrng policy
based on the establishment of scientrfrcally derived
quotas and management policies.
I would ask you, Mr President, when putting the
motion to the vote, to put this indent separately. It
seems to me, Mr President, that this indent goes
further in commenting on the proposals of the
Commission than is necessary. We are asked to give
our opinion on the proposals, and this indent does
not seem to be necessary in order to do so. '1tr7e have
been asked to give an opinion on three specific regula-
tions and one communication relating solely to
temporary measures for the fishing of herring. This
indent covers the whole area of fishing policy on a
permanent basis, and this would appear to be a
separate issue altogether. In referring to this whole
area of fishing policy, this indent states specifically
that quotas should form a permanent basis of the
Community's fishing policy. I personally do not agree
with this approach. While accepting that quotas for
certain species of fish in certain limited areas for a
temporary period may well be acceptable, I cannot
accept that such quotas should become permanent. In
this respect I am convinced, beyond all doubt, that
the only effective way to manage and conserve fish
resources is to establish national exclusive zones of up
to .50 miles. For these reasons, Mr President, I think
we should vote against the inclusion of the sixth
indent. I would ask the rapporteur to accept that
perhaps it could be excluded without doing any harm
at all to the ternrs of the motion for a resolution as a
whole. I think we should vote against this indent and
thus confine ourselves to the specific proposals in
question and avoid an unnecessary conflict on the
broader and more contentious aspects of the Commu-
nity's fishing policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr. Andersen.
Mr Andersen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like to
say quite briefly that the Danish members of the
Social Democratic Group cannot accept this motion
for a resolution on the herring fishing ban in the
North Sca, as we regard this reduction of herrirrg
fishing from approximately 150 000 tonnes in 1976 to
zero in 1978 as far too drastic. Although we agree on
the necessity for a very substantial reduction in
herring quotas, out of consideration for local fishing
communities some modest quotas should be set for
1978. Of course it is important to ensure the recovery
of herring stocks, but it is equally important to enable
the fishing industry to survive in this recovery period.
!7e are not aSainst the intentions of the proposal, but
we do oppose the lack of balance between these two
considerations. For these reasons we will not vote for
the motion for a resolution as a whole, nor will we
vote against, we shall abstain. lVe therefore also intend
to abstain on the first four amendments, but we shall
vote for amendment No 5.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President ol thc Commis.tiott, 
-(NL) Mr President, I should like to begin with an
apology for the fact that I shall be dealing with the
fisheries question here today and not the Commis-
sioner whose special responsibility this particularly
important question is. Mr Gunderlach found it
completely impossible to be with you today.
In common with the rapporteur, whom I should like
to compliment on his report, and the various speakers
who have spoken here this morning, I would like to
say that the Commission also regrets that we still do
not have a genuine Community fishing policy. On
this point, the Commission and the Parliament are in
complete agreement. In 1976 the Commission
proposed such a system for the future, to which Parlia-
ment gave its agreement in principle. But, even at that
time, we also submitted a proposal for 1977 because it
was quite clear that the general system was not yet
ready to come into operation in 1976.
The Council, however, I am sorry to say, Mr President,
has so far not adopted any of these proposals. The
Commission is, nevertheless, attempting to submit a
comprehensive overall solution to the Council and we
will try to pressure the Council into finally making a
decision accepting this. This general comprehensive
overall solution is absolutely necessary, Mr President.
rU(ithirr it one must of course take account of the
various specific problems in the fisheries sector but
the question is such that, despite everything that has
been said so far and for which the Commission natur-
ally has great respect, we cannot allow exceptions to
the rule, because we know in politics the exceptions
become the rule. This does not mean that the
Commission would overlook the interests of the
various regions and remote places where fishing is the
chief means of Iivelihood 
- 
I very much sympathize
with what Mrs Ewing has said on this 
- 
but for the
sake of these very regions, exceptions to the rule must
not be allowed. And I must say, Mr President that the
tone of the various amendments, which are lying on
the table and on which Parliament will have to decide
shortly, is such that the Commission must advise Parli-
ament against taking this line.
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Mr Kofoed stated it very clearly : if we start creating
quotas and all sorts of exceptions we will never see
the end of it. You know how things are done in the
Council of Ministers : some 'horsetrading' usually
takes place. It is quite normal for this to happen and
that thc Ministers should make offers to one another.
Howevcr, the inevitable result is a situation in which a
general fishrng policy aiming to maintain the fish
stock in our Comnrunity waters is reduced to nothing.
This policy is what the Commission wants to achieve
arrd therefore I would like, on behalf of the Commis-
sion, to associate myself with the tone and content of
the report by Mr Hughes, which rightly and expressly
draws attention to these matters. \We therefore agree
with thc report and also with the request contained in
it that we should not devote all our attention to
herring. Although it is of course a very important
procluct, there are other species of fish to be consi-
dcrcd as wcll.
Mr President, herring stocks in the North Sea and
othcr areas do give cause for concern to the extent
that no catch-linrits can be expected until a definitive
systcnr has bccn set up.
I would like to point out, however, that although the
Commission realizes that immediate measures must
bc taken 
- 
those which it has indeed taken over the
past scven nronths, it is very much aware that the
catch-limit for herring cannot be seen outside of the
larger franrcwork of general policy. Therefore, the
Commission is certainly prepared to regard the discus-
sion of its proposals for 1977 in the Council as part of
thc tliscussion of the general polrcy for the future.
l'hc Commission intends shortly to submit the catch
figurcs for l97tl to the Council together with propo-
sals for technical and structural measures. The
Council has decicled at the end of October to devote a
full debatc over two clays solely to the problem of fish-
crics and intcncls to come to a conclusion on fishing
policy beforc thc cnd of thc year.
Thc Conrnrission will conrply with the request
corrtirined rrr thc report orr the lish-stocks problem by
subnritting concrctc proposals orr tlris subjcct. They
will naturally bc basccl orr thc bcst scierrtific advice
that wc can obtairr. Naturally that clocs not mean that
tht' Corrrnrission will rclrrrquish its political responsi-
bilitv to brologists antl scicntists, but we do want to
rrrakc usc of thcrr knowlcdgc because thcsc people
witlr tlrcrr scientriic rcsporrsibility arc ablc to obtain
tlirt,r orr tlre birsrs of whiclr politicrlly rcsponsiblc dcci-
sions can lre t:rkcn.
Mr Prcsidcnt, I worrld likc to rrrcrrtron bricflv the two
problcnrs sunrnrarrzccl rn the report. Thc Comnrission
rs rr.rturally agrcccl tlrrrt thc sctting up of a qtrota
systcrn alonc is rrot sufticient. Howcvcr, thosc crtch
quotils (lo forrrr arr rnlportflnt p,rrt of the wholc
provr<lerl th.rt they are acconrnanicd [>y a corrtrol
system set up by the Community and we are at
present still working on this.
Mr Scott-Hopkins has rightly pointed out that one
may of course think up the most beautiful system but
if no supervision is exercised, it will come to nothinS.
It is also a case of supervising the observance of provi-
sions within the various fishery zones, which is the
task of the coastal states concerned. This means that
for some Member States supervision will probably be a
quite heavy burden. For this reason the Council made
a declaration in November 1976 and later repeated, in
which it undertook to try to find a solution to this
problem. Proposals to this end are at present being
studied by the Commission. I must tell you that that
supervision of the observance of fisheries agreements
is in itself, politically speaking, a touchy subject since,
as we know, supervision is entrusted to the marines of
the various Member States, and although cooperation
in that area is in fact something of a technical nature,
it does also have many political aspects. I would like
to draw your attention to this in passing.
'We can solve these problems if we are prepared to
accept common provisions for inspection at Commu-
nity level and we see to it that we have a Community
responsibility for the execution of these inspection
provisions.
I do not believe it is necessary to explain in detail
why the ban on herring fishing is so important. Parlia-
ment has already had consultations with the Commis-
sioner who is far better acquainted with this subject
than I. Parliament at that time adopted a resolution in
which it asked for a ban on herring fishing from the
Commission. Mr Gundelach gave a full account of
what the situation is in that regard.
'We cannot completely accept the criticism contained
in paragraph 6 of the Resolution. The Commission
could not play the same role before the extinsion of
the fisheries zones as it now can after the extension of
these zones. Until 1977 fish conservation policy was a
matte r for an international body in which the
Commission had only observer status. But now, after
the extension of the fisheries zones, the Commission
can play a much clearer and more defined role and
thus keep the Member States continuously informed
of the consequences which the extension of the fish-
eries zones will have on policy.
We are giving, as I said before, preference to a more
global solution, a more general solution and we are
rather apprehensive of having too many ad boc
measures. The ban on catches on the basis of a more
gcneral approach and the rejection oI ad boc solutions
nlcans that thc ban on catches will have to remain in
forcc aftcr 1977. Let mc again express my agreement
with tht' view takcn by Mrs Ewing. Ve know very well
that ovcrfishing is trstrally a structural question. It
would bc burying onc's hcad in the sand if one hoped
for .r nriraclc. a rrrrracle that suddenly the sea would
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again be full of herring. One can tell that this will not
be the case.
In the long term we must therefore control fish
stocks. We cannot let things go on as they did when
we believed that we could consider fish as a product
we could go on taking indefinitely. In another area
closely related to fisheries, namely agriculture, that has
also been done too much. \U7e can now see with what
consequences. Conservationist measures are now
generally accepted in agriculture.'We must also accept
them for fish, which is a product biologically speaking
very similar to agricultural products. That is our duty.
This is particularly true with regard to fisheries as an
industry and to the people who earn their living from
it. That is the reason why we have already suggested
instituting a ban on fishing in 1978. That ban on
fishing will indeed very probably have to extend over
1979.Vle are naturally ready to give Parliament all the
data necessary for a fair judgment of the affair, even if,
perhaps, it is not completely possible to produce the
data within the period laid down by the report.
Of course, as I have already said, we are aware of the
problems which this will cause for fishing in certain
regions, but I should like to point out again that we
must be not so short-sighted as to solve the problems
by being lavish with our quotas. I maintain that this
would absolutely be putting the cart before the horse.
This would be a disservice to our interests which
would come home to roost in the long term. One
would be taking a very large responsibiliry on oneself
if at this moment one wanted to get out of this ban
on fishing and try to support certain regions by means
of a quota system. If you do that for Denmark, Mrs
Ewing will get up to say that Scotland should have it
as well. And a Dutchman would then do that for the
Netherlands. \We know exactly what would happen.
IU7e shall not avoid this unless we are all prepared,
while remaining watchful of the interests of our own
Member State and our own regions, to come to this
general solution in favour not of a specific village or a
specific area, but in the interest of all.
Sine not inconsiderable quantities were caught in
1977, which may lead to the disappearance of certain
species of fish if it carries on, the introduction of
quotas on a long-term basis would have no effect and
would make the situation for the fishermen concerned
and the industries concerned even worse. This is one
reason why the solution must be sought elsewhere.
'We have already suggested to the Council for 1977 
-the Council has accepted this 
- 
the suspension of
import dutics on herring from third countries and the
Commrssion will carry on that policy in 1978.
Naturally we are also looking for new fishing possibili-
ties. In view of the situation of the herring stock
outside Community waters it is extremely difficult to
find compensating quotas for this species. The solu-
tion must therefore be sought in other fish species,
and the Commission is not opposed to such an arran-
gement. In addition, the Commission is looking, for
cases in which there is no other solution, into the way
in which and the means with which economic but
particularly social aid can be given in a responsible
manner to those who are affected by the course of
events. I concur with what Mr Frtih and Mr Kofoed
have said on the subject and also the remarks which
Mr Scott-Hopkins made on it. I would point out that
no general quota system has been laid down f.or 1977.
Finally I should like to point out that quotas have
been laid down for herring fishing in the areas to,the
rU7est of Scotland, which are lower than those set
down in the report. On the basis of the Commission's
revrsed proposal the Council has accepted a reduction
of 40 0/o with regard to the original proposal, which
means that the total fishing quota for 1977 was
brought down to 57 000 tonnes. This quantity is not
so very much higher than that laid down in the
report: 48 000 tonnes.
Despite certain reservations over a few less important
points, I should like once again to compliment the
rapporteur and the chairman of the Committce on
Agriculture for this report and make a general observa-
tion here on the proposed amendments which have
already been explained in this debate. The general
purpose of the amendments seems to be to try to
obtain exceptions to the suggested system of a fishing
ban. !flhile accepting the good intentions behind
them, the Commission would point out that in this it
gives its full support to the rapporteur and a number
of speakers who have also pointed out that as soon as
one starts on this course one can forget the aim of
controlling the fish stocks. I believe that Parliament
must keep this in mind when these amendments
come to the vote. Insofar as it is within my power I
would therefore request Parliament to follow the
rapporteur which means, Mr President, that we must
advise against these amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr. Hughes.
Mr Hughes, rapportcur. 
- 
Mr President, I would
like to comment on the speech of Mr Yeats. If it is
thought for one moment that politicians transfer to
biologists the decision-making on the control and
management of fish, that a reading of that particular
indent suggests that and he would wish to have it
removed for that reason, I am with him entirely. If he
fears that the indent may be taken to mean, that we
should use a scientifically-derived quota, one derivcd
from a biological model, as the sole basis for esta-
blishing quotas, and simply accept the tablet given
from the biologists when we know in advance that
they will disagree, if that is what he fears in the
indent, I have great sympathy with his fears. But I
must say that at no stage was there any intention in
this report, nor was it ever suggested in the
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Committee of Agriculture 
- 
in fact the precise
reverse was reiterated 
- 
that in the end the decision
on the, respective level of quotas as between one
species of fish and another, between one area of the
seas and another, or between the various countries
fishing those quotas, should not be a matter for politi-
cal debate in the Council of Ministers and should be
an exclusive by scientific, biological solution. The
scientists may advise on what is available ; it is for us,
as politicians, to decide between the various countries
how that shall be divided. I hope with that explana-
tion Mr Yeats's fears regarding that indent are, to
some extent, removed. If not, I am afraid I must ask
that it stands.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
tl. Econontit dnd tradt rclations betu'ecn tbe
.EEC dnd Portugul (Votc)
President. 
- 
The next item is a vote on the motion
for a resolution contained in the report by Mr Bayerl,
on behalf of the Committee on External Economic
Relatrons (Doc. l87l77lrev.) on economic and trade
relations between the European Community and
PortugaL
I put the prcamble and paragraphs I and 2 to the
votc.
The preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 are adopted.
On paragraph 2 I havc Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Lange and Mr Ripamonti on behalf of the
Comnrittce on Budgets, calling for the insertion of a
ncw paragraph :
2. Consiclcrs that Parliameirt should be consulted on the
frnancral ard provided for in the financial protocols
whcn the Council actually decrdes on the amount of
thc aid, in other words, as a general rule, before the
ncgotiations cbnrnrcnce.
Vhat is tlrc oprniorr of Lorcl Brimelow ?
Lord Brimelow, tltptttl' t'dlrf()rltur. 
- 
Mr President,
in thc abscrrcc of Mr Pricc, who is unfortunately
tunal;le to bc hcrc today, ancl with the consent of Mr
Scott-Hopkins, thc first dcputy chairman of the
Conrmittce on Extcrnal Economic Relations, I have
becn askecl to cxpress tlrc rapporteur's opinion on this
arrrerrtlnrcr.rt It docs not affcct thc substance of the
clr,rit rcsoltrrron attachcd to Mr Baycrl's report; it is
consistcrrt with thc attitr-r(lc prcviously exprcssed on
nrarrv occasions by the Committce on Budge ts. I
rcconrrrrcnrl acceptancc.
President. 
- 
I
The arrrcndnrt'rrt
lprrt pa,rirgrirphs
Parrgraplrs ) to
put Anrcndmcnt No I to thc votc.
rs adoptcd.
\ to I .l to tl)e votc.
I 3 adopictl.
I put to tlrc votc tlrc nrotron for a rcsolution as a
wl:olu.
1'hc rcroltrtrorr i' arlol:rcd.
9. Regulations and communication on 
.
herring stocks (Vote)
President. 
- 
The next item is a vote on the motion
for a resolution contained in the report drawn up by
Mr Hughes on behalf of-the Committee on Agricul-
ture (Doc. 280177) on the
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for
I. a regulation prohibiting the direct fishing and
landing of herrings for industrial purposes
II. a regulation laying down conservation measures in
respect of herring stocks in the North Sea in 1978
III. a regulation relating to certain interim measures'for
, the conservation and management of certain herring
stocks
and a coinmunication from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council concerning the propo-
sals for a regulation relating to certain interim measures
for the conservation and management of certain herring
stocks.
Since Mr Yeats has asked for a separate vote on the
sixth indent, I put the first five indents of the
preamble to the vote.
The first five indents of the preamble are adopted.
I put the sixth indent to the vote.
The sixth indent is adopted.
I put the seventh and eighth indents of the preamble
and paragraphs I to 3 to the vote.
The seventh and eighth indents of the preamble and
paragraphs l to 3 are adopted.
On paragraph 4 I have two Amendments.
- 
Amendment No t tabled by Mr De Koning, Mr
Vandewiele, Mr Frtih and Mr Miiller-Hermann on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group calling
for this paragraph to 'read as follows :
4. Approves the Commission's proposal to ban herring
fishing in the North Sea n 1977; to establish herring
quotas in the Vest Celtic Sea, the lrish Sea, rVest
Ireland and lVest Scotland until .ll December 1977;
asks the Commission to draft new proposals for
reserve quotas for herring for l97tl in the light of expe-
rience gained in 1977; approves the Commission's
proposal to prohibit all direct herring fishing for indus-
trial purposes;
- 
Amendment No 5 tabled by Mr Pistillo and Mr
Vitale calling for this paragraph to read as follows :
4. Approvcs the Commission's proposal to establish
herring quotas in the Vest Celtic Sca, the Irish Sea,
rVest Ireland and West Scotland until .]l December
1977 and to prohibit all direct hcrring fishrng for
rnclustrral purposes, but rs not convinced of the nccd
to ban herring fishing in the North Sea for the whole
ot 1977.
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However, since it has not been upheld and since its
authors are not present there can be no vote on this
anrendment.
\What is the opinion of Mr Hughes on Amendment
Nol?
Mr Hughes, rdpportctr. 
- 
Mr President, I would
advise the House, as I indicated in my opening
remarks, to reiect this amendment. \7hile under-
standing the goodwill and the intention of the
movers, I do not believe that shortening the ban
beyond 1977 and suggesting that it is 1978, is realistic
and I must insist therefore on keeping the ban for
1978.
President. 
- 
I put the Amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is rejected.
I put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
After paragraph 4, I have Amendment No 3, from Mr
Jensen and Mr Nyborg, calling for the insertion of a
new paragraph:
4a Stresses that the abovementioned quotas must be esta-
blished on the basis of previous herring catches in the
North Sea with due regard to temporary loss of histo-
rical rights in that area.
Vhat is the opinion of Mr Hughes ?
Mr Hughes, rLt\fort(ilr. 
- 
Mr President, if the
suggestion is that Denmark or any other country
should be provided with quotas on the basis of their
historic fishing in the North Sea, when all the
evidence is that such fishing in the North Sea has
bc'en carric'd on by every country at a ludicrously high
level, I have no choice but to reject this amendment
and ask the House to reject it out of hand. There is no
part whatever in which you can make this amend-
nrent stick.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendnrent No .l is rejected.
On paragraph 5, I have received Amendment No 4
from Mr Jcnsen and Mr Nyborg, calling for the last
part of tlris paragraph to read as follows:
. .. stresscs, however, that it is unacceptable that the
nraxinrunr bycatchcs lor l97tl contarned in the Commis-
sion's proposal (cf. point 5 (b) of the explanatory state-
nrent attachccl to thc report) should be considcrably
retluccd for certaln countnes, while the perccntages by
wcrght in principle renrain urrclranged.
Vhat is the opinion of Mr Hughes ?
Mr Hughes, htlrlr0t'lt'ut. 
- 
Against.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No. 4 to the vote.
Amendment No. 4 is reiected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
On paragraph 6 I have received Amendment No 2
from Mr De Koning, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Friih and Mr
Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group calling for this paragraph to read
as follows :
5. Points out, at the same time, that such measures would
create serious social problems in regions particularly
dependent on herring fishing and the related
processing industries, but believes that the repercus-
siorrs may be limited :
(a) by making compensation as far as possible by
means of quotas for herring in other areas of the
Community fishing waters and for other fish
species to those fishing regions largely dependent
on herring, and
(b) by the relaxing of any import restrictions on
herring in force as far as is necessary to relieve
problems of supply to the processing industries ;
!7hat is the opinion of Mr Hughes ?
Mr Hughes, ra\l)orteur. 
- 
As was indicated in Mr
Fri.ih's speech, the gap between the report as it stands
and this amendment is very narrow. I still hold to the
view that the wording and the content of the report as
originally drafted is preferable and I therefore recom-
mend the rejection of this amendment. It is a very
narrow point.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is reiected.
I put paragraphs 6 to 9 to the vote.
Paragraphs 5 to 9 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.
10. Dates 
-frtr thc n(xt Pdrt-.te.r.rio,t
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the
agenda. I thank the representatives of the Council and
the Commission for their contributions to our
proceedings.
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings
be held in Luxembourg during the week from l0 - l4
October 1977.
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Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
11. Approaal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting which were
written during the debate.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
12. Adjournment of tbe setsion
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the
Pariiament adiourned.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 10.)5 a.n.)
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